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THE PROPH:ECrES OF ISAIAH.

PART v.—BOOK OP WOES,

Oe of DiscoxmsES eelating to Assyeia and the Egyptian
Alliance of the Peophet's own Days, Chaps.

XXVIII.-XXXIII.

Chaps, xxviil—xxxn. transport us, as Caspar! has proved in

vol. ii. of our Studies (1848), into the first years of Hezekiah,

probably the second and third. Samaria is not yet destroyed.

They run parallel with the Book of Micah, which also takes

its start from the destruction of Samaria, and are as faithful

a reflection of the state of the nation under Hezekiah as

chaps, vii.—xii. are of its state under Ahaz. The age of Ahaz

is characterized by tame surrender to the Assyrian bondage

;

that of Hezekiah, by carnal striving after freedom. The

nation wished to shake off the Assyrian yoke ; but in reliance

on the help of Egypt, not on Jehovah. This policy of leaning

on Egypt is traced by Isaiah in chaps, xxviii.-xxxii. step by

step. The successive origin of these discourses is shown by

the fact that they accompany the gradual growth of this

alliance with Egypt through aU its stages up to its conclusion.

We call this prophetic cycle the Book of Woes ; for rebuke

and threat go forth in ever -renewed denunciation against

Israel, and especially against Judah and Jerusalem, until at

last the " Woe " changes into woe against Assyria. All the

independent and self-contained discourses in this prophetic

cycle begin with " Woe," chaps, xxviii., xxix., xxx., xxxi.-xxxii.,

xxxiii. The section, xxxii. 9-20, not beginning with "Woe,"

is the dependent final part of the long discourse beginning with

xxxi. 1. On the other hand, xxix. 15-24 also begins with

" Woe " without being a separate discourse, for chap. xxix. is

VOL. II. A



2 ISAIAH.

one whole. Accordingly the beginning of the sections is not

uniform, but the several independent discourses all begin

with " "Woe." The culmination of these prophecies of woe is

chap. XXX. Up to this point the denunciation gathers in

intensity, but in chaps, xxxi.-xxxii. it abates, and in chap,

xxxiii. it has changed into its opposite. .The prophet begins

there also with " Woe," but against the spoiler. At the time

when the extreme measures threatened in chaps. xxviii.-xxxiL

are on the point of being carried out, they are averted; and Jeru-

salem,which is threatened with destruction, is wondrously saved.

The first Woe : Judgment on Samaria and Jerusalem, and

Comfort for loth, chap, xxviii.

Isaiah, like Micah, begins with threatening Samaria, ver. 1 :

" Woe to the proud crown of the drunkards of Uphraim and to

the fading flovjcr of its sparkling ornament, ivhich is on the

head of the luxuriant valley of those slain with wine." Samaria

is meant. It is called (1) the pride-crown of the drunkards of

Ephraim, i.e. the crown of which the revelling, infatuated

(xxix. 9, xix. 14) Ephraimites are proud
; (2) the fading flower

(cf. on the phrase, i. 30, xL 7 f.) of the adorning of its

splendour, i.e. the already fading flower, which is the adorning

in which they glitter. This flower is on the head of the

valley of fatnesses of those slain with wine (cf. xvi. 8), i.e. of

the valley, boasting in fertility, of the Ephraimites, who are

complete slaves of wine (Amos vi. 6, iv. 1). Samaria lay on
a beautiful circular hill, which commanded the country about
in a regal way (Amos iv. 1, vi. 1), and swelled up from a

deep, broad basin of about two stadia in diameter, encircled

by a garland of still higher mountains (Amos iii. 9). The
situation was commanding, the hill cultivated up to the top
in terraces, the neighbourhood splendid and fertile. The
language is highly poetical and intentionally bombastic,
heaping genitive on genitive (cf. x. 12, xxi. 17). The words
are jomed in pairs ; Q''?»B' stands in a governing relation to
what follows, although not written ''pciB'

; such breaks in the
genitival order of words are found also in xxxii. 13, Ixiii. 11

;

Deut. V. 8 ; Josh. iii. 11 ; Prov. xxi. 6 ; Euth ii. 1 • 1 Chron.'
ix. 13. The scsgiiipedalia verba are meant to give the



CHArXEE XXVIII. 2-4. 3

impression of exuberant worldly pleasure, against which the

woe is uttered. ?53 (included in the genitival phrase : flower

of fading, i.e. belonging to the domain of the fading, cf. TiT)i

?33, ver. 4, and xxii. 24, I^pn 73) intimates by its intrusion

into the picture of splendour that this splendour is destined,

and is already beginning, to fade.

In vers. 2-4 the Woe is fully expanded :
" Behold, the Lord

has a strong and mighty one, like a hailstorm, a poisonous

tempest; like a storm of mighty, overfioiving waters he casts

down to the ground with almighty hand. With the feet the

proud crown of the drunkards of Mphraim is trodden down.

And the fading flower of its sparkling ornament, which is on

the head of the luxuriant valley, fares as an early fig tefore

harvest, which he that sees gases at, and it is scarcely in his

hand when he swallows it." Perhaps T?^! PJO i^ regarded as

masculine, for the Assyrian is meant. The Lord has him in

readiness as an instrument of punishment ; but the work of

punishment is still in reality the work of His own hand,

which is called " hand " absolutely, because it is absolute in

power,—the hand, so to speak, of all hands. This hand casts

Samaria to the ground (cf. with the phrase xxv. 12, xxvi. 5),

so that the proud crown is trampled underfoot ; •"'JD^I" instead

of DpiPi, remnant of a Heb. fut. emphaticum,, as in Job

xvii. 16, Judg. V. 26, Obad. 13, according to the present text

also Ex. i. 10 ; on the other hand, nn^OT, xxvii. 10, may be

regarded as plural; cf. Ges. § 47, Anm. 3. The noun W
("with left £>), elsewhere in the sense of terror, means here,

like '"1^?, terrible storm, with 3tJp one spreading pestilential

miasma. Then it is quickly over with the brilliant flower

already doomed to fade (^33 nfi here for bi TV, la). The

flower fares as a nnoa ; or, since here, according to the

Masora (differently in Hos. ix. 10), prmii should be written,

and this =^^1333 (see respecting such syncopated forms on

Ps. xxvii. 5) : like an early fig of this valley (N'a, fem. as in

Zech. xiv. 4 ; cf. i,X\j, early fruit of dates, etc., DMZ. xii. 63).

The fig-harvest is about August. If, then, one sees a fig in

June, his eye is attracted to it, and it scarcely touches his

hand but he has swallowed it. Luxurious Samaria will

vanish like such a dainty morsel. The fact that Shalma-

nassar and his successor Sargon only conquered Samaria



4 ISAIAH.

after the lapse of three years (2 Kings xviii. 10), does not

detract from the tnith of the prophecy. Enough that the

greed of the conquerors is glutted, and the utter destruction

of Samaria fulfilled.

Threat is now followed by promise. It is essentially the

same in contents as iv. 2-6. In place of the false glory

overthrown, the true divine glory enters, vers. 5, 6 :
" On that

day shall Jehovah of hosts he for a glorious crown and sparkling

diadem to the remnant of his people, and for a spirit of justice

to them tliat sit on the judgment-seat, and for heroic strength to

them that drive loch battle, to the gate." By the remnant of

His people p^^ with unchangeable kametz, as in xxi. 17) the

prophet does not mean Judah in distinction from Ephraim that

has perished, but the remaining portion of Ephraim and of

the twelve tribes generally. The perishable, with which they

made a show, having passed away, the eternal itself becomes

the beauty and pride of this remnant. 'lysV (only again in

Ezek. vii. 7) from las, a^, to turn, to wind, agrees in sound,

perhaps only by chance, with aireipa and a^alpa. He, the

Lord of the seven spirits (xi. 2), will be a spirit of justice and
heroic strength to what survives. Unjust judgment and
impotent surrender come to an end. The judges are called

they that sit DSE'sn-^y, in the sense of CSK'sn nb3-^j?, Ps.

ix. 5, cxxiL 5 ; the warriors are called they that drive back
battle nw, i.e. the battle waged at the gate at home (xxii. 7),

or the battle up to the gate of the foe, 2 Sam. xi. 23,
e(B9 T^9 ttvXt;?; 1 Mace. v. 22. Micah v. 4 f. corresponds
to the promise in this last sense. The athnach in ver. 6
ought to stand at tasB^nn (Wickes, Hebrew Prose Accents,

p. 74); 6b is completed from 6a: muj^i = n-ii2j nnbl and
'2>^a = i^rob (Ewald, § 351a).

With " and these also " the prophet, beginning the second
half of the discourse, passes from Ephraim to Judah, vers.

7, 8 :
" And these also reel with wine, and stagger with stronq

drink; priest and prophet reel with strong drink, they are
swallowed up with wine : they stagger with strong drink, red
in vision, totter in pronouncing judgment. For all tables are
full of filthy vomit, so that there is no place left." The
Judaeans are no less slaves to wine than the Ephraimites,
especially the nobles of Judah. They are drunk even in
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prophetic vision ('i?'''i7i properly that which sees, then seeing

= '*'7., like nna in v. 6, ahscindens— abscissum, and in ver. 15

infra, nth=rain) and in judicial decision (i^vv?, properly the

judicially decisive; of. xvi. 3, nb''i>B, decision). Micah iii. 1 ff.

(cf. ii. 11) lashes prophets and judges as drunken sots in like

terms. We should note the triple repetition of shdgu—taghH,

sliagu—tdghu, shagH—pdhH, in imitation of the reeling and
stumbling of topers; 'ija follows the tone-place of the two

verbs n"^; elsewhere also the form V2\>^ has the tone on the

ultimate, and not only with vav consec. vii. 19, xix. 1, but

also without this, e.g. Nah. iii. 1 8 ; the pushing forward of the

tone here is not so abnormal as its drawing back in lJ?n, xvi. 8

(also for the sake of the rhyme). Judges are not expressly

mentioned along with priests, because the courts of justice,

especially the highest one in Jerusalem, were chiefly officered

by priests ; cf. the formula o'DStrni D''jn3n, Deut. xix. 1 7, xvii.

8. The preterites imply that drunkenness has become a habit

with the holders of these offices. 3 indicates the instrumental

cause (" through," as in Prov. xx. 1 ; 2 Sam. xiii. 28 ; Esth. i.

10), and 19 the occasion or ground: swallowing wine, they

are swallowed. In ver. 8 we hear them vomit. Modern

High German has the same combination of p and s in the

verb kotsen= to vomit. Every table is full of carousing, so

that no place is left (cf. v. 8) ; everything swims with vomit.

The prophet faithfully copies nature.

He catches up their practice in a mirror, and holds this

mirror up before them—adults as they are, with their thick

speech, vers. 9, 10 :
" Whom then would he teach knowledge?

And to whom make the preaching intelligible ? To those weaned

from the milk ? To those removed from the breast ? For com-

mand on command, command on command, rule on rule, rule on

rule, a little here, a little there ! " They scoff at the prophet,

that intolerable moralist. They are full-grown and free ; he

need not teach them knowledge (ny^, as in xi. 9) and explain

his preaching to them ; they know of old what he is driving at.

Are they mere weaned babes, who need to be tutored ? l'P3,

to make ready, with the accus. of the suckling, means: to make

it ready= to disaccustom, here with 3^"?, ablactare. P'flJ' (used

of the mother's breast), removed, loosed (cf. jjSsi,manumissus),

as of time: advanced aetate provectus. On the consturct
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forms, cf. ix. 2, v. 11, xxx. 18. They put these questions,

because the prophet's preaching contains nothing but endless,

petty annoyances. The brief words (1^ as in Hos. v. 11,

order= command, like the Swedish and Danish lud) along

with the diminutive T'yt (= Arabic sugayyir, petty, from saglr,

small), are intended to ridicule the petty, provoking character

of the prophet's incessant directions (b as in p ^0\ xxvi. 15),

as the philosophers call Paul a a7repiJ.o\6yo<;, gatherer of

grains, i.e. dealer in trifles (Acts xviL 1 8) ; and in the repeti-

tion of the brief words we hear the thick babbling tones of

the drunken mockers.^

The prophet now takes the " for " out of their mouth, and

continues it in his own way. It is quite fitting that their

wickedness should reveal itself in such a form ; it will find a

corresponding punishment, vers. 11—13 :
" Yea, hy stammerers

in speech and hy a strange tongiie he vnll speak to this people ;

he that said to them : ' There is rest, grant rest to the weary,

and there is refreshing.' But they would not hear. So then

the word of Jehovah shall he to them command upon command,

command tipon command, rule upon rule, rule upon rule, a little

here, a little there ; that they may walk and stumble hachwards.,

and hreak to pieces, and he snared and taken." Jehovah will

speak to the mocking nation of stammering tongue just the

same sort of language, speaking with them by a stammering

nation, i.e. a nation of barbarous speech (see xxxiii. 19, cf.

Deut. xxviii. 49). The stammerer is called harharous, allied

to halbus; strange, unintelligible speech was the same as

stammering and babbling (cf. Jt>j, to speak a strange speech,

with t^-i, ^5, to mutter, growl). The Assyrian Semitic
sounded to the Israelites like the Old German or Lower Saxon
to us, and, moreover, was studded with non-Semitic elements.
This nation will actually interpret Jehovah's will to the
scorners of the prophet in its own dialect. 1C''N joins on as

relative pronoun to the subject of the preceding threat, or it

even confirms the threat: seeing that, as in Judg. ix. 17,
Jer. xvi. 13, xlviii. 8; Ts. cxliv. 12. After the grievous

^
^ Out of ipl? ip (LXX. JAxiSot E5r' I?i5r/S,) the Gnostics made an aeon

Kuv7,xKai,a; (see Joel, Blicke in die Religionsgeschichte, 1880, p. 141 f.), as
the Midrash made an angel of rain out of na f\Vi, Job xxxvii. 11.
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experiences of previous judgments (i. 5 ff.), Jehovah directed

them to the true way to peace and refreshment (Jer. vi. 16),

and exhorted them to grant rest to the nation which had

suffered so much by the calamities of war under Ahaz,

2 Chroa. xxviii., and not by revolt against Assyria to hurry

it into a new war, nor by buying the help of Egypt to add a

fresh burden to the tribute to Assyria. But they would not

hear (SiDSJ with n otiosum, as in ''WPn, Josh. x. 24, cf. Ps.

cxxxix. 21); their policy is not one qf being still, of con-

fidence and waiting. Thus the word of Jehovah, which they

regarded as an endless series of petty rules, becomes to them

an endless series of painful sufferings. To such free-thinkers

and free-livers it proves a stone on which they are broken to

pieces, a net in which they are snared, a trap in which they

are caught (cf. viii. 14 f.).

The prophet now directly opposes the aristocratic party,

who had forced their policy on King Hezekiah—the great

ones of Jerusalem, vers. 14—17 :
" Therefore hear the word of

Jehovah, ye scornful lords, rulers of this people that is in

Jerusalem. For ye say :
' We have concluded a covenant with

death, and we have mxide an agreement with Hades. The

waving scourge when it passes along shall do us no harm ; for

we have made lies our covering, and in deceit we have hidden

ourselves.' Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah: Behold, I

am he that founded in Zion a stone, a, stone of approving, a

•precious corner-stone of solid foundation^— he that helieves

flees not away. And I make justice the rule and righteousness

the plummet, and hail sweeps away the covering of lies, and the

hiding-place is washed away by waters." With " therefore
"

the announcing of punishment again pauses ; in ver. 1 6 this

" therefore " is resumed, another statement of the sin inter-

vening before the punishment is proclaimed. Their sin is

Jisb; and this free-thinking scorn is based on proud self-

confidence which has no fear of death, having reliance on

Egypt as a secret reserve. What the prophet makes them

say here is the substance of their thinking and speaking as

known to the Heart-searcher. Jerusalem, the city of Jehovah,

and such princes proudly ignoring Jehovah, and renouncing

Him as worthless—what a contradiction !
nth and nitn mean

1
[ JVohlgegriindete Qriindung, well-founded founding.]
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liere agreement (Luther, understanding), either as deciding, i.e.

decision or settlement (from njn, to split, divide), or as finding

out, henepkmtum, like Arabic ray, or as record, i.e. means of

finding out, like Talmudic nvn, siga of recognition; n^sn,

proof, and dommentum from docere} In npit:* ^'^^ {Chethib

tJV^) the comparison of Assyria to a flood of waters (ver. 2,

viii. 7) and to a scourge, is blended, all the more aptly since

a brandished whip really moves in wave-like lines (cf. 'IP?',

Jer. viii. 6, used of the galloping of a war-horse). The

ChetJitb i?J?, ver. 15 (for which E'eri has 13J{'., after ver. 19) : if

it shall have broken in (si invaserit), is in point of syntax as

admissible as the imperfect. " Lies " and " deceit " are the

Egyptian alliance, which they are courting, described in its

ethical character, cf. 2 Kings xvii. 4 (where perhaps after LXX.

-ipa* should be read instead of itj-p). In their moral con-

demnation of the breach of oath by a vassal, Isaiah, Jeremiah

(who has on this account to bear the reproach of being an

enemy to his country), and Ezekiel (xvii. 15 ff.) are

at one. The "therefore," ver. 16, which is resumed, is

followed, as in vii. :i 4, by promise instead of menace ; but

promise only for believers, as the final sentence says

:

he that believes flees not away, i.e. shall hold his ground.

As there, when Ahaz refused to ask a sign, the prophet

announces to him a sign of Jehovah's own choice, so here

Jehovah opposes to the false grounds of confidence held by

the magnates the foundation laid bj' Himself in Zion, which

gives invincible security to believers, and, as we may add in

accordance with Luke xx. 17 f. (cf ii. 34), shatters unbelievers.

This stone is called ina ]2^, a stone of testing, i.e. for the

purpose of approving, or the opposite (tna, cf. ^^;JSU5, originally

by rubbing as on a touchstone, to put to the test). Then

follow other epithets in a clause beginning anew with ri33

='"'1? P? (cf. Ps. cxviil 22): angulus h. e. lapis angularis

pretiositatis fundationis fundatae. It is a corner - stone

precious in itself (cf with nnp, 1 Kings v. 31, in accordance

with which nnjji^. px is in subordinate instead of co-ordinate

construction = nn^'; jas)^ and affording the firmest foundation,

1 In 2 Kings xvii. 13 also, Kert is nth, abstract (in the sense of seeing)

;

but tlie original text probably ran njn ^31 N^aJ ^3 'f2-
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the most unassailable security, to everything built upon it (^f10

substantive after the form IMO and the intensifying adjective

1010, fart. Hoph., after the form of the contracted verbs '"a).

This stone is not Zion itself (Hitzig, Knob'el, Eeuss), for it is

laid in Zion : 3 after no' is designation of site. Nor yet

Jehovah (Cheyne), v^ho is figuratively called px, viii. 14, for

it is He who lays the stone; and therefore perhaps the

Davidic monarchy, but this not as an institution in itself,

but with reference to the promise of its eternal existence, and

so conceived as bound up with the promised holder of this

monarchy, .whom the prophet foretold in chaps, vii., ix., and

xi. as the true refuge and deliverer in the coming tribula-

tions. The citations in Eom. ix. 33, 1 Pet. ii. 6 f., rest on

this interpretation, which is also maintained by the Targum

and Eashi. The preterite 10^., joined with 'Jpn (construction

as in xxix. 14, xxxviii. 5 ; Obad. 2 ; Ezek. xxv. 7 ; cf. on

xxii. 16, above), denotes what is decreed by Jehovah, and

therefore as good as accomplished. What is realized histori-

cally has an eternal, ideal pre - existence belonging to an

inner history, xxii. 11, xxv. 1, xxvii. 26. In the promised

One the Davidic monarchy has the security of imperishable-

ness. Whoever believes in the promised One (poxn, to show

reliance, firmness, confidence) shall not take flight, need not

flee (B^'n', imperf. Siph. of wn, ijjj\s~, imperf. u, from which

e.g. ahwas, swift runner, or even after Ps. Ixxi. 12, Kal of a K'''n

mediae J). LXX. has for this my< sb, which Briggs prefers

;

but B'Ti' vh, or even w^ti^ vh (Cheyne), is better suited to the

stone as a firm ground and holding-place. It is one of the

three 0. T. sayings about faith, each of which is thrice

referred to in the New Testament ;
^ vii. 9 is a fourth, which,

however, is not cited. Jehovah will deal with unbelievers

according to His retributive justice. Justice and righteous-

ness He makes a rule and plummet ; li^, in allusion to ver.

10 f., but with a different application. The action of

Jehovah is viewed as a building, which He builds in exact

height and breadth, and which He will build for scorners on

no other plan than that of strict retribution. His retributive

^ Gen. XV. 6 twice in Paul and once in James, lea. xxviii. 16 twice in

Paul and once in Peter, Hab. ii. 4 twice in Paul and once in tlie Epistle

to the Hebrews.
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justice comes like a hailstorm and a flood (cf. ver. 2, x. 22).

The hail beats down tlie lying covering of the nobles of

Jerusalem, and carries it away (nj?;, Arabic ^., colligere,

comprehendere, in a spiritual as well as material sense, from

which r, shovel, and -Uj^^U^, vessel), the flood buries

their covert in the waters and carries it away (accent inp,

tiphcha; 0)0, merka).

And the scourge which Jehovah brandishes will not be

content with a single blow, but will rain blows, vers.

18-20: "And your covenant vnth death is Hotted out, and

your contract with Hades shall not stand ; the waving scourge,

when it passes hy—you shall become to it a thing trampled

on. As often as it passes, it takes you away, for it passes

every morning, hy day and by night ; and it is utter terror to

apprehend such preaching. For the bed is too short to stretch

oneself, and the covering too narrow when one folds himself in it."

The predicate precedes nna in the proximate masculine form,

although the latter is feminine, Gesenius, § 145a. The nna

is viewed as a record ; for iS2, for which it is unnecessary to

read ~P^, irritum fiet (Hupf. et al.), signifies here ohliterari

(like the Kal, Gen. vi. 14, oblinere, and Prov. xxx. 20, Targ.

and Syr. abstergere, in Talmud frequently to wipe off = ™.i?,

and to wipe off or away = pnp, all which meanings, along

with the sense negare, to deny, go back to the root meaning

tegere, ohducere, which is seen in the Arabic verbs j^, -a^>

fi) : the covenant will be blotted out, as one blots out a

wrong word by covering it with ink and making it illegible.

They think they have fortified themselves against death and

Hades, but Jehovah will give these powers unlimited authority

over them. When the waving scourge comes, they will

become a Dp"in to it, i.e. succumb to it, and their carcases

shall be like refuse of the street, x. 6, v. 5 ;
^.n^^ni has the

merka with penult., the tone receding just as in Ex. xix. 5
;

Deut. xix. 19 ; Jer. xi. 4, etc. And the strokes of this

scourge go on unceasingly, every stroke carrying them away,

i.e. many of them ; TO (from '''=1, constr. ^T!, sufficiency, abund-

ance), with following infin. : quotieseunque irrvM ; T\\h, auferre,

as in Jer. xv. 15, and in the phrase K'?^ npb. This stroke of
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the whip without end—what a painful lesson Jehovah reads

them ! This is the thought expressed in the final words.

For the meaning of these words cannot be : even (PI, as in

Ps. xxxii. 6) the news of such a fate is terror (Grotius, et al),

or : utter terror is the news (Gussetius, et al) ; for VbB'

nviOE' (cf. xxiii. 5) would have been sufficient for this,

instead of n:!?iDE' pan. Without doubt the statement refers

to the question of the revellers in scorn of the prophet,

ver. 9 : to whom will he make the preaching intelligible, i.e. to

whom does he wish to preach God's word in an intelligible

manner (as if they did not otherwise possess ^ra), nj(?»B',

ciKor], as in liii. 1. As already in ver. 11 it is said that

Jehovah will speak against them—the drunken stammerers
-—by a stammering nation, so here the scourging without end

is the tidings, n^ioB', which Jehovah gives them. If this is

correct, the meaning is not : utter terror is to make the

preaching intelligible to them, i.e. is the way in which they

are now made to understand the prophetic revelation (Schlott-

mann), which yields essentially the same thought as that

which Jerome gives (but as if r^iji were said) : tantum.modo

sola vexatio intelledum dabit auditui, after which Luther

:

only trouble teaches to attend to the word. If nj)!|DB' is the

practical chastening teaching, which is given them, it may
still be asked, whether \''2n has simply a transitive or causative

sense, whether the sense is : pure shuddering or terror (njJiT

transposes nivt, used of inward tremor and outward agitation)

is it to understand (to take into the understanding) such

tidings, or: pure terror is it to make such preaching intelligible

—having regard to ver. 9, we prefer the latter. The terrible

character of the lesson is graphically set forth in a probably

proverbial figure, ver. 20. The bed, which they enter, is like

a bed too short for one to stretch himself upon it (IP as in

2 Kings vi. 1), or like a cloth which is too narrow, too short

for the size of the one who covers himself with it ; or perhaps

better in temporal sense (cf. xviii. 4) : when one covers him-

self with it (Djjinnp with — which remains unchanged in the

infin. and part, in pause ; cf Deut. xxii. 3 ; Ps. Ix. 6). So will

they fare with the Egyptian alliance, in which they hoped to

find rest and safety. They will be forced to acknowledge its

insufficiency. They have made a bed, procured a coverlet

;
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but how they have mistaken the size, how sadly and ridicul-

ously they have miscalculated

!

They will fare like the Philistines when David turned

their army into water at Baal Perazim, 2 Sam. v. 20 (1 Chron.

xiv. 11), and when another time he chased it before him

from Gibeon to Gezer, 1 Chron. xiv. 13 ff., ver. 21: "For

Jehovak will arise as at Mount Perazim, and ascend as in tlie

valley at Gibeon, to work his work—surprisiiig is his work—
and to perform his task—strange is his task." There is good

reason- why the victory of Israel over the Philistines should

serve as a comparison. The nobles of Judah faring no better

at the hand of Assyria than the Philistines did twice at the

hand of David, this is the strange, extraordinary thing which

Jehovah begins to carry out. The people of the house of

David fare as their enemies did once.

Stili the possibility of repentance is left open, and at least

a mitigation of the threat is within reach, ver. 22 : "And now

practise not mockery, that your bonds be not made fast ; for I

have heard from the Lord, Jehovah of hosts, a sentence of

destruction and an irrevocable one upon the whole earth." It

is assumed that they are already in bonds, i.e. in the bonds of

Assyria (Nah. L 13). Prom these bonds they wish to free

themselves by breach of faith and by the help of Egypt

without Jehovah, and scoff at the warning prophet. Let

them at least cease to mock, lest they fall out of the bondage

in which they are now into a stiU more stringent one.

ptn has here its radical meaning of tight stretching ; the

imperfect form ipfH' (with se.ghol), like 13'?''!'.'!, Job iiL 9

;

iTin^, Ezek. xxvi. 18. Let them not make the judgment

heavier than it will otherwise be, for its coming is inevitable.

It may be mitigated to them, and by thorough repentance

they might even escape it; but that it will come, and that

upon the whole earth, Jehovah of hosts has revealed to the

prophet. This is the njj^Dc; which he heard from Jehovah,

and which he makes them hear and understand, but which
had hitherto been scorned by the self-complacent mockers.

The prophet's address is here apparently finished. But
the fringe of promise, coinciding with vers. 5, 6, is still

wanting to the second half. The prophet has not merely
to alarm the mockers, in order if possible to snatch some of
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fchem by fear from the fire, Jude ver. 23, he has also to

comfort believers, who are devoted followers of him and God's

word (viii. 16). This he does here in fine, skilful style.

He has often already, especially in chap, xxvi., struck the

note of the mashal; but here the comfort is clothed in a lon^

parabolic discourse, which vividly illustrates God's educating

providential wisdom from the operations of husbandry.

The prophet, like a teacher of wisdom, begins by asking

the attention of his hearers, ver. 23:" Give ear to me, and
hear my voice ; attend, and hear my discourse ! " Attention is

the more needful, as the prophet leaves to his hearers the

interpreting and applying of the parable.

Manifold is the work of the husbandman in ploughing,

sowing, and planting his ground, vers. 24-26, "Is the plougher

wont to be always ploughing in order to sovj ? ahvays furrow-
ing and harrowing his land ? Is it not so : when he has levelled

its surface, he scatters fennel-flower, and strews cummin, a.nd

puts wheat in rows, and iarley in the appointed patch, and spelt

on its border ? And he has instructed him in the right course—his God teaches it him." The ploughing (B'ln), which opens

the soil (HPia), i.e. cuts it into furrows, and the harrowing

(l^jy with sin), which breaks the clods, is for the purpose of

sowing (i'lj), and therefore only until the ground is ready for

receiving the seed, not without end. When the seed-furrows

are made in the levelled soil i^)^) the sowing and planting

begin ; and the latter also is done in various ways, according

to the sort of grain, nsi? is the fennel (nigella sativa), belong-

ing to the ranunculaceae, Arabic -j (name of a plant sown

still, and of the black se'ed); i'tss, cummin, cuminum cyminum,

with larger aromatic seeds, Arabic kammim, neither of them

our usual carraway (carum carvi), which Nagelsbach under-

stands by ;d3. The wheat he puts in rows (J™^, Jerome, ad

ordinem, equivalent to the Mishnic nnia', Arabic ^ ,^), i.e. he

does not scatter it broadcast like the two sorts of fennel.

I»p3, also like i^lit^, is ace. loci; the verb I^p, curiously as it

rhymes with a-rj/ialveiv and crefieiovv (I?''?),'^ is Old Semitic,

^ The Syriac has both the directly borrowed simian and the assimilated

stmdn (among others in the sense of milestone, DMZ. xxxv. 499), there-

fore to be pointed |D''D, not jJSD with Baer.
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e.g. savjwama elfarasa, he has marked the horse with a sign,

so that jDD means notam imponere. The barley is sown in

a patch specially set apart for it, and marked with a sign,

and on its border riDDp (in Aramaic ^313), i.e. spelt, Greek

^ea, ^€id (Odyss. iv. 604, named between wheat and barley as

here),^ so that the latter forms a rim to the barley-patch.^ It

is a divine instinct by which the husbandman acts so, for the

God who, as Creator, founded agriculture also gave man under-

standing for the work. Such is the meaning of tosE'Bp inD^'l

;

and (as is evident from all this) He (his God, the subject

mentioned in the second clause) has directed him (Prov.

xxxi. 1) in the right course ; so already Kimchi, Aben Ezra,

whereas other expositors take the b as in Jer. xxx. 11 as that

of the rule : in accordance with right, which would be less

suitable here, as training, not chastening, is in question.

The work of the husbandman is just as manifold also in

the treatment of the gathered grain, vers. 27—29 :
" For fennel

is not threslied with the sledge, and the cart-wheel is not rolled

over cummin ; hut fennel is beaten out with a stich, and cummin
with a staff. Is bread-corn crushed to bits ? Nay, not for ever

does he thresh it and drive his cart-wheel and his horses over it

;

he crushes it not to bits. This also proceeds from Jehovah of
hosts ; he gives wondrous insight, lofty understanding." " For "

proves the husbandman's divine instruction by what he does
further. He does not use the threshing machine pin (synon.
J^io, Arabic naureg, noreg), or the threshing-cart n^JI?, with the
two sorts of fennel,^ as he would thus utterly 'destroy the

> WeUhausen, Gesch. i. 409 (1878), rejects mity and tCD3 from ver. 25,

and construes inbj as second accus. to Cbl
. Like him, Clieyne also thinks

mit}' and |DD3 a copyist's error for n-iJJB> and nDD3, and to have remained
by mistake after they were corrected.

^2 Otherwise Wetzstein on Isaiah, pp. 705-707, who identifies nDD3 with

i^^, black vetch (mcia) ; but Imm. Low, Aramaisdu Pflanzen-namen,

No. 72, has proved that T)CD2 (Aram, nm) appears everywhere as a sort

of grain, not pulse, and that j^J is aUied to Aram. n:Ern3 (nycis)

;

cf. Fleischer in Levy's NH WB. p. 450 f.

s See the description by Wetzstein in the Transadiom of the Berlin
Society for Anthropology, Ethnology, and Primitive History, 1873, p. 8f.
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tender pulse, but he beats it out with a staff, haculo excutit

(see on xxvii. 12). The sentence pIV Dnb is interrogative, for

neither as to meaning nor syntax can it be understood other-

wise. Is bread-corn crushed ? The following 'a acquires an
adversative sense, more frequently expressed by DK '3 when
confirming a suppressed negative sentence (Ewald, § 3306, of.

354a): Nay, he crushes it not, but (on the contrary), he
would crush it if he drove the wheel, i.e. the wheels (i'l^a,

constr. to ?3|-3) of the threshing- cart along with the horses

yoked in front violently over it (Don, to set in hasty, rattling

motion). Qn?^ like 6 o-4to9, is bread-yielding grain, xxx. 23
;

Ps. civ. 14. trins, borrowed (as from c'lN), for trn, like "ibK

along with ^IPN, Zeph, i. 2. Instead of VB'-jsi we might expect

VB'-iai (from B'-ia with foretone-Aamete = Arabic
, „, ; in dis-

tinction from C^S with unchangeable kametz =farras, 'n!-irev<i=
{jMjj, linrevayv); but elsewhere also the riding-horse is called

B'-ia, pi. n''B'-ia (l Kings v. 6 ; Ezek. xxvii. 14), in distinction

from D^iD, the draught-horse, as in Latin eques may be used

both of the horse and the rider (see Gellius, xviii. 5), from

{yiD, for which the Assyrian pardsu has the meaning to fly, to

hasten (Friedr. Delitzsch, Pro^omewa, p. 95); for the rest,

horses were ridden in threshing (in which they were preferred

to asses and oxen). In such treatment also of the gathered

fruit is seen the wondrous insight (X?3n^ as written i^bp'}),

lofty understanding (iTrin from HB*!, suhsistere : subsistence,

permanence, full, permanent reality, or from the HipMl 7\^\T\=

{j*t\m, to enable, further: furtherance, and concretely what

furthers and benefits, in particular, true wisdom and success,

see on Prov. ii. 7) imparted by God. Tillage depends on

divine instruction and impulse (Eccles. vii. 15). The prophet

put this in such noble language that we say at once, he has

God's wisdom in a higher sphere in mind. • The prudent,

God-taught proceeding of the husbandman in managing his

ground and fruit is an image of the proceeding of the divine

teacher Himself in the treatment of His people. Israel is

Jehovah's field. Jehovah's punishments and chastisements are

ploughshares and harrows, with which He violently tears,

breaks up, and furrows the field. But this does not last for
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ever. When the field is thus loosened, levelled, and again

made quite ready, the painful ploughing is followed by a

blessed sowing and planting under the wise guidance of love

in manifold degrees. Further, Israel is Jehovah's child of

the threshing-floor (see xxi. 10). He threshes it, but He does

not merely thresh it. He also beats it ; and when He threshes.

He does not thresh perpetually, i.e. as Caspari explains, He

does not punish all among the people with equal severity, and

even those He punishes severely He does not punish without

end ; but when He has reached His purpose of separating the

husk of sin from those He punishes, the punishment ceases

;

and only the worst among the people, who are nothing but

husk, and the husk of the people, are carried away by punish-

ment (cf. i. 25, xxix. 20 f.). This is the solemn teaching and

gracious comfort behind the veil of the parable. Jehovah

punishes that He may be able to bless ; He punishes, but He

does not destroy; He does not thresh His own, He beats

them ; and even if He threshes them—they may comfort

themselves with this in face of the coming time of judgment

—they are not crushed to pieces.

The second Woe: Deliverance from the lowest depth,

chap. xxix.

Here first the prophecy of the overthrow of Samaria, the

crown of flowers, xxviii. 1—4, attains its formal parallel. By
the side of Samaria, the flower-crown, appears Jerusalem

under the emblem of a hearth of God, and thus in distinction

from xxviii. 1—22 the promise in a measure finds expression,

b^nx certainly might also signify God's lion. In this sense

it is a name of Moabite heroes, 2 Sam. xxiii. 20 (1 Chron.

xi. 22), and Isaiah himself uses ^?")^, the shorter form, of

the heroes of Judah, xxxiii. 7. But since, in Ezek. xliii. 15,

16, bN''"ixn (God's hearth) is the name of the upper surface

of the altar of burnt-offering in the new temple, just as

^^1'}'^ (God's height) seems to be the name of the whole
upper level of the place of sacrifice (unless with Cornill it

is to be changed into iax'-nsn), and since Isaiah can say nothing
more characteristic of Jerusalem than that Jehovah has a

fire and furnace there, xxxi. 9, to which must be added, that
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•Jerusalem, the city and civic community, would rather have
to be compared to a lioness than a lion, we take ^^''"i^ in

the sense ara Dei (from nnx, to burn, Arabic iA, hearth).^

The prophet begins in his own style with a grand com-
prehensive introit, which traverses with giant strides the

road between menace and promise, vers. 1, 2 :
" Woe to Ariel,

Ariel, fortress where David pitched his camp ! Add year to

year, let the feasts go round—then I afflict Ariel, and there is

moaning and groaning ; and so it proves Ariel to me." By
David's pitching his camp and then bringing the sacred ark

there, Jerusalem became God's hearth. ^1^ njn is a virtual

genitive to n^ip, which is only possible in Arabic in sub-

stantives of time (not place). When the new year is added

to the current one, after the circle (ispJ^ without assimilation

instead of 'isip)) of the feasts (probably uttered before the Pass-

over, the feast opening the ecclesiastical year) is completed,

Jehovah will bring affliction on Jerusalem {Hiphil as inten-

sive transitive, as in xxxvi. 14, Amos viii. 9, and frequently),

making it a city of mourning. The superlative coupling nyspi

nyxi is like n;n? 'm, Micah ii. 4; cf. 'CJ njn, Ezek. ii. 10

;

™n, to mourn, is connected with n^s, pJN, and !^s, Syr. ^1,
as a sound-painting word. But Jerusalem will not remain

in so sad a plight :
" It will be to me as an Ariel," i.e.

through my help it will prove itself a hearth of God, con-

suming its enemies like a fiery furnace, or these enemies

finding destruction in Jerusalem, like wood heaped on an

altar and set ablaze.

Thus the prophecy in a few majestic words has measured

the path which it now begins anew, first of all expanding

the Woe, vers. 3, 4 :
" And I encamp in a circle about thee, and

girdle thee with guard -posts, and set up siege -works against

thee. And being brought low thou shalt speak from the

ground ; and from the dust thy words shall sound dull ; and

thy voice, like a demon's, comes up from the ground, and from,

the dust thy words shall whisper." So low will Ariel fall,

• The word also occurs several times in the Mesha-inscription (Z. 12^

17 f.), in the sense of altar (Smend-Socin : altar-plat^u) ; the combina-

tion with the Babylonian and Assyrian name of the mountain of the gods

Ardlu (Alfr. Jeremias, p. 123), foists a strange element into the text.

VOL. II. B
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that, invested by hostile forces, it will lie on the ground

in extremest distress, and then, like a dying man, or a

ghost without flesh and bone, mutter in spectral tones.

1W3 means, as in xxii. 18 and in the Talmud, sphaera, orbis,

from Ti3="in3, and is here used poetically for a'??. Jerome :

quasi sphceram (ir\=jj>^, round, circular course), 3SD (from

3V3, 3S;), might mean " firmly planted " (Luzzatto : iinmoUli-

mente ; cf. Tm, xxii. 7) ; but according to the parallelism it

perhaps signifies this, and then what is planted : a military

post (cf. a'V?, 3SD) ; -\Xi is joined to accusative-object as in

Cant. viii. 9 : to drive one thing against another, to surround

it therewith. n'l^o from ito, Deut. xx. 20, are siege

implements. Eespecting :is and ^lysV, see on viii. 19.

So far the expansion of the Woe. Now follows the

expansion of the concluding saying and promise of ver. 1 :

" and it proves to me an Ariel," vers. 5-8 :
" And the multitude

of thy enemies shall he as finely-powdered dust, and the multi-

tude of tyrants as fleeing chaff ; and it shall take -place suddenly,

most suddenly. It {Jerusalem) shall le visited from Jehovah

of hosts icith crash of thunder and earthquake and great roaring,

hurricane and tempest and flame of devouring fire. A.7id the

multitude of all the,, nations that gather against Ariel, and all

they who assail Ariel and her stronghold and afflict her, shall

he like a dream-vision of the night. And it is as when a

hungry man dreams, and, hehold, he eats,—aTid he awakes, and

his soul is empty; and as when a thirsty man dreams, and,

hehold, he drinks,—and he awakes,—and, hehold, he is weary,

and his soul is parched. So shall it be with the multitude of

the nations who gather against Mount Zion." The hostile army,

described four times over as iiJsn, a roaring multitude, is

annihilated, the powers of nature being let loose and co-

operating in the terrible work, xxx. 30, cf. xvii. 13. In

translating 5a: " the multitude that scatter thee," Luther vocalizes

ingeniously ^'']f=TinTp. lipspi is to be referred to Jerusalem,

but not as an address, which would require 'lipsn, but as a

statement : it shall be visited in grace (Jerome, visitahitur),

Jehovah thundering down its foes. It is not so good to take
it after LXX. (iTriaKoirrj eo-rat), as neuter, with Knobel,
Bredenkamp

: there is punishment inflicted ; the neuter use
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of the 3rd fe.m. witli subject of outward matter (i. 6, vii. 7,

xiv. 24) is different from such neuter use with subject of

internal matter, of which only few examples are found (Ps.

1. 3; Prov. xv. 6). The comparison to a dream - picture is

applied in two ways: 1. Ver. 7: they shall dissolve into

nothing, as if they had merely the unreal existence of a

dream-picture ; 2. Ver. 8 : their plan against Jerusalem M'ill

end in shame and confusion, like the eating and drinking of

a dreamer, which turns out a delusion when he wakes. As
the prophet emphatically combines two substantives in ver. 2

and two adverbs of the same verbal root, so in ver. 7 he uses

fS^Jf and nns side by side, the former with ?y of besieging in

crowds army-wise, the latter with obj. suff. (cf Ps. liii. 6), of

attacking in crowds army-wise. Bottcher conjectures 3^3y,

" (against) her splendour
;

" but "DS in xxiii. 9, xxviii. 1, 4,

means the city as the glory of the land and nation, and not

the adornment of the city itself. The nYso (watch-tower,

specula, from n^i^f, to spy) of Ariel is Mount Zion, mentioned

in ver. 8. iB-'SS, " as when," cf. Zech. x. 6 ; Job x. 1 9. bis nani

without sin ; the personal pronoun is not seldom omitted

both in a participial main sentence as here (cf. xxvi. 3, xl. 19
;

Ps. xxii. 29 ; Job xxv. 2, and Kbhler on Zech. ix. 12, and

Mai. ii. 16), and in a participial dependent sentence as in

Ps. vii. 10, Iv. 20; Hab. ii. 10. The hungering and longing

of the man awake is applied to the soul (cf. xxxii. 6, v. 14

;

Prov. vi. 30), because the soul is the cause of physical life,

and all sensuous movements and acts apart from it would

yield no sensation and experience. The hungry stomach is

merely that which is felt, and all sensitiveness in the bodily

organism is merely the means of sensation, that which feels

is the soul. Passing from the dream-state into the waking

state, the soul finds its desires as unsatisfied as before. The

hostile army is like such a dream-picture (Ps. Ixxiii. 20);

the victory of which it was already sure before the conflict

will dissolve into nothing.

This riddle of the future the prophet holds up before his

contemporaries' eyes. He has learnt it by revelation, and

without divine illumination it cannot be understood. The

deep humiliation of Ariel, the wondrous deliverance, the

sudden leap from the lowest depth to the greatest height—all
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this is matter of faith. But this very faith is wanting to the

people, and therefore also the understanding dependent on it

The message is there, but the understanding is wanting ; and

all understanding of the message is wrecked on the stupid-

ness of the mass. Therefore the prophet, who has the

unhappy task of hardening his people, is forced to cry out,

9a ; "Start and stare, Mind yourselves and grow Hind ! " i^ipnonii,

to appear hesitating (from Pinp or riD, like >^^jj?^^, Prov. xxvl

18, from i^rh), joined to the similar noJ;i, to be stiff with

astonishment ; and to VV^ : covered over : to be incapable of

sight (c£ vi. 10), is joined the Hithpalpel derived from it : to

put oneself in such a state, se oUinere (differently Ps. cxix. 16,

47 ; cf. above, xL 8 : se permulcere). ^VfVJ^f^, which is to be

assumed, like the plur. of the imperf. Ps. xciv. 1 9, has passed

into ^y-f'yriB'n instead of iVfynC'n. They can make nothing

of God's word, are stupefied, their eyes are swollen up ; and

this self-induced condition becomes the punishment inflicted on

them by God. The imperatives are utterances of judicial power.

This growth of self-hardening into a doom of hardening is

announced by the prophet more at length, vers. 96—12 :
" They

are drunken, and not with wine ; reel, and not with strong drink.

For Jehovah has poured out upon you a spirit of deep slumher,

and firmly closed your eyes, the prophets, and has veiled your

lieads, the seers. And the revelation of all this is to you like

words of a sealed writing, which one gives to him who understands

letters, saying : Pray, read this ; but he says : I cannot, it is

sealed. And one gives the writing to him who understands not

letters, saying : Pray, read this ; hut he says : I understand 7wt

letters." They are drunken and dull, not merely because they

are given up to sensuous drunkenness (P.!, dependent on iiaB'

:

ebrii vino), but because God has surrendered them to error

and dissoluteness,—He who, although He wills not evil, yet

makes the evil which the creature calls into existence the

means of punishing evil. "Ol^n is here the impotence of utter

spiritual stupidity. This doom has fallen on the nation in all

its members ; even the nation's eyes and heads, the prophets,

even those who should look out for the good of the nation
and guide it, are blind,—blind leaders whose eyes are fast

closed (D5fJ/, intensive of I^al, xxxiil 15, Aramaic csy, Talmud
also n?y, to cbse, press the eyes to, Arabic j^-Ui), and over
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their heads a covering is drawn, as over sleepers at night.

Since the days of Koppe and Eichhorn D''S*33n"n'< and Cthn have
generally heen taken as a gloss, and a wrong one (cf. ix. 1 3 f.)

;

indeed, they are suspicious. Only one does not see why an anno-

tator should not rather have explained D?''!?'^"! hy Dinfe^n or t:''iribr\

(cf. Job ix. 24) ; also, a polemic of Isaiah against false pro-

phets is not surprising (cf. xxviii. 7, and the polemic of the

contemporary Micah, e.g. iii. 6-8). But it is strange that the

reference to the prophets is pursued no farther, for vers. 11, 12
refer to the educated and uneducated among the people in

general. The dulness of the former is compared to those who
understand written letters ; the dulness of the others to those

who cannot even read. To both all is sealed by divine judg-

ment (cf. with the phrase Ps. cxix. 128), i.e. all and every-

thing which God shows His true prophets is closed. The one

class may have outward understanding, but the inner know-
ledge of revelation is sealed up to them ; the others have not

even so much, but stare at the prophet's message, as one who
cannot read stares at writing {ChetMb "iSDn with generic article).

This stupidness is the natural punishment of the dead

works with which the nation plays the hypocrite to God and

deceives itself, vers. 13, 14: "The Lord has spoken: Because

this people draws nigh with its mouth and honmtrs me with its

lips, and keeps its heart far from me, and the worship which

they give me is a commandment learnt from men : therefore,

lehold, I will further deal wondrously with this people, won-

drously and very strangely, and the wisdom of its wise mies

perishes, and the understanding of its understanding ones is

invisible." Since Asaph's days (Ps. 1., cf. Ixxviii. 36 ff.) the

complaint respecting hypocritical worship without a life of

faith and striving after holiness has been the main theme of

prophecy. Already in Isaiah's introductory discourse, chap, i.,

we hear this complaint. In Hezekiah's days (as later in

Josiah's, as the Book of Jeremiah shows) the nation was forced

to accept the abolition of public idol-worship, but its worship

of Jehovah was in part conscious hypocrisy from fear of man
and for human praise, in part unconscious, comforting itself

with and glorying in outward observance of the law in a self-

righteous spirit without inward conversion, Micah vi. 6-8,

iii. 11. Instead of ^^n1, LXX. read (cf. Matt. xv. 8) wn
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{liaTrjv), and instead of ^V. (LXX, Jerome, Syriac, Matt. xv. 8,

Mark vii. 6, Kimchi) is found also the reading b'33 (Targum,

Aben Ezra), which must be rendered "because it torments

itself as in forced service ;" the antithesis of pn"! favours t5'3?,^

accedit, with which VSB is to be joined, in opposition to the

accents. This materializing and blinding of themselves Jeho-

vah will punish with a quite unique (K^a nbs, JJ, properly

to select, sever), paradoxical doom, the doom of utterly empty,

bewildered callousness, so that even the appearance of wisdom

and prudence, which Israel's leaders still have, vanishes.

^''pv (as in xxxviii. 5) is not partic. Kal = *ipi', for no lengthen-

ing of the radical form kaM into katil is in evidence, since

even Eccles. i. 1 8 and Ps. xvi. 5 do not require this participial

form ; it is 3rd imperf. Hiph., after the construction certified

by xxviii. 16 : en me, (qui) pergit. In S<?S1 tosn^ n?s changes

(of. Jas. i. 9) with the gerundive (see on xxii. 17), after vers. 2,

5, 7, 9, the fifth example of emphatic juxtaposition of words

similar in sound and of like origin.

Their hypocrisy, which is punished so wondrously according

to the general law, Ps. xviii. 25 f., shows itself in their self-

willed, underhand dealing, which asks not after Jehovah, and

refuses the chastening of His word, vers. 15, 16 :
" Woe to

them that hide plans deep from Jehovah, and their doing takes

place in a dark place, and they say : Who sees us, and wlw
knows about us ? your perversity ! Is the potter to he

regarded as clay, that a thing made should say of its maker : he

made me not ; and a thing formed say of him tluit formed it

:

he understands not ? " As Ahaz carefully kept his appeal for

Assyria's help from the prophet's knowledge, so now they try

to hide the project of an alliance with Egypt as far as possible

from the prophet. DH'-C'i^D is an actual plural. T'ijip? is syn-

copated Hiph. for I'llipn^, as in i. 12, iii. 8, xxiii. 11 ; P'pvn

gives the adverbial idea to this, cf. Joel ii. 2 and the reverse

order of ideas, Joel ii. 26 ; Ges. § 142. 2. To hide from Jeho-
vah = to hide from Jehovah's prophet, in order to avoid the
rebuke of Jehovah's word. But Jehovah sees into their secret,

1 The Masora says that t'jp occurs four times, k'331 four times, and {ySIJ

four times. On our BJjj they remark KnBD3 IT'S i.e. it is the only nj
with shin occurring in Isaiah.
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and the prophet sees through everything in the light of Jeho-
vah.

!3??t''7,
or rather Q^aBn (as also the Babyl. codex reads,

from ijsn, not ^3n,«see Baeron the passage), is an exclamation

like 'IfisSBPi, Jer. xlix. 16. They are perverse, or (DK) is it

not so ? They think to be able to dispense with Jehovah,
and yet are His creatures ; they ascribe cleverness to them-
selves, and actually renounce Jehovah, as if the clay should

say to the potter who turned it : he understands not.

But the prophet's God, whose omniscience, creative glory,

and infinite wisdom they so shamefully mistake and ignore,

will shortly transform the present shape of the world, and
create a community for Himself from the poor and needy,

whilst He annihilates this proud, God-estranged nation, vers.

17-21 : "Is it not a very little while, and Lebanon is turned

into a fruitful field, and the fruitful field is accounted a forest ?

And in that day the deaf hear words of SciHpture, and out of
gloom and darhness the eyes of the Mind see. And the joy of
the humhle in Jehovah increases, and the poor among men shall

exult in the Holy One of Israel. For tyrants are gone ; and it

is all over with scoffers ; and all who study mischief are rooted

out, who condemn men for a word, and lay snares for him that

speaks freely in the gate, and cast down the just hy shameful lies"

Both outward conditions and public opinion undergo a change

in contrast with the present. This is what is stated in ver. 17,

probably a proverb put into writing. What is now forest is

raised into garden-land, and what is garden-land becomes in

common opinion forest (?K5"i3^, iVv, although we should expect

?, pointed just as in xxxii. 1 5). These figures are explained

in ver. 1 8 ff. The nation, at present blind and deaf to Jeho-

vah's word, is transformed into one with open ears and seeing

eyes. Scripture words, such as the prophet now brings before

the people in vain, are heard by those who were deaf. Free

glances of those who were blind penetrate through the dark-

ness. The heirs of the new, transformed future are the D^iaj/,

TT/aaet?, and the ^^''JiUX, 'iTTto')(pi. The general D'l^? (antithesis

of D'B'JS, e.g. ver. 13) enhances the idea of lowliness, and this

genitival connection gives a superlative sense like |ssn iTjJX,

Jer. xlix. 20 ; jKsn '"JJ?, Zech. xi. 7, cf. nvn fis, xxxv. 9 : the

needy, who differ from the crowd and stand out from it.

Such shall obtain ever-increasing joy in Jehovah (^p* as in
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xxxvii. 21). Such a people of God will take the place of

the oppressors who are then swept away (of. xxviii. 12), and

scoffers (of. xxviii. 14, 22), and those who study mischief

(ipB*, invigUare, sedulo agere), i.e. the malignant plotters, who

make every one who does not enter into their plots a ''pn, even

for a word (1?1?, without article, like Xoya, Matt. viii. 8, not

1313, as Bredenkamp unwittingly points), i.e. declare him one

(cf. Dent. xxiv. 4 ; Eccles. v. 5), and who bring to trial him

who openly opposes them in the gate, and calls evil by its

right name (Amos v. 10 ; cf.Prov. xxiv. 25 and Hagg. ii. 14,

LXX.), as a traitor (?^p\ not Kal per/., which must have run

ps'ip^, like 1W1*, Deut. viii. 3, 16, and also does not suit in

point of syntax, but a form like i'lNa', Ps. xcv. 11, from E'ip=K'p;,

Jer. 1. 24), and cast out the just, i.e. drive him from his good

right (x. 2), by inn, utterly futile charges and pretexts. Thus

the meaning is not (as Targ.) : into wilderness and waste

(Knobel, Luzzatto) ; for ^nr\ in Isaiah is a synonym of all tbe

words signifying emptiness, baselessness, and deceit. All these

seducers and persecutors Jehovah clears away.

Everything incapable of amendment falls a prey to destruc-

tion; therefore the people of God, emerging from the judgment,

need expect nothing of the kind again, vers. 22—24 :
" There-

fore thus says Jehovah respecting the house of Jacol, he who

delivered Abraham: henceforth Jacob shall Twt he ashamed,

and his countenance shall not henceforth grow pale. For when

he, when his children see, the work of my hands in his midst,

they shall hallow my name, and hallow the Holy One of Jacob,

and tremble before the God of Israel. And they who were of

erring spirit shall know understanding, and murmurers accept

instruction." ?« (for which Luzzatto, after Lowth, has '>^,

" the God of the house of Jacob ") introduces the subject, to

which the following oracle refers (see on Ps. ii. 7). The end
of Israel will correspond to the holy root of its origin. As
Abraham was separated from mankind when sunk in heathen-

ism to become the progenitor of a people of Jehovah, so a

remnant will be separated from the mass of Israel sunk in

apostasy from Jehovah, to become the basis of a holy com-
munity acceptable to God. This shall never again be con-

founded and ashamed (iin, like Aram. "'iBN "iin, to go pale with
shame ; cf. xi?^, to put to shame ; and see on it Mezia
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58&);^ for the sinners and sins that provoked God's humiliating

judgments are blotted out (cf. Zeph. iii. 11). In presence of

the decisive work of punishment (nc'jJD as in xxviii. 21, x. 12,

V. 12, 19), which Jehovah executes within Israel, the latter

will undergo a complete transformation. Vlb^, indicates more

precisely the subject anticipated in insna (cf. 1 Sam. xx. 29
;

Ex. ii. 6 ; Ps. Ixxxiii. 12): " when he, namely his children"

(cf. Job xxix. 3), and indeed I'T?' is not unintentionally chosen

instead of Via
; it is a new generation, which, in view of God's

judicial revelations of Himself, becomes a holy community

reverencing Him, the Holy One of Israel ; 'E''"!i?! is continued

in W'^lpni: the prophet designedly repeats this all-significant

word : yiVJi] as the parallel word thereto, as in viii. 12 f. The

new community will not indeed be sinless and absolutely

perfect, but, according to ver. 24, the previous hardening of

themselves in error gives way to willing, living accept-

ance of right knowledge, and the previous murmuring and

resistance to Jehovah's admonitions to an open, joyous desire

to learn. The interchange of ^PV.^_ and -'?<")p'! is found here as

frequently in chap. xl. ff.; here, in an incontestably genuine

prophecy of Isaiah, we hear already approximately the Deutero-

Isaianic language of chaps. xl.-lxvi.

The third Woe : The peril of the Egyptian Alliance,

chap. XXX.

The plan drawn up and prepared according to xxix. 15 in

deepest secrecy is now carried much further. Negotiation by

ambassadors has already begun; but the prophet condemns

what he can no longer prevent, vers. 1-5 :
" Woe to the stub-

lorn children, says Jehovah, in carrying out plans, and not at

my prompting, and in weaving alliance, and not after my
Spirit—in order to heap sin on sin ; who set forth to travel down

to Egypt, without having ashed at my mouth, in order to flee to

Pharaoh's protection, and to hide themselves under the shadow

of Egypt. And Pharaoh's strortghold shall he a shame to you,

and hiding under the shadow of Egypt a confusion. For

Judah's princes have appeared in Zoan, and his ambassadors

reach Sanes. All shall be ashamed on account of a nation

1 On designations of colour relating to shame, see my 7ns, pp. 87-89.
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useless to them, that hrings no help and no profit, hut shame and

also reproach. On Q^llin follow infinitives with b in the

sense of Latin ablatives of the gerund, as in v. 22; 1 Sam.

xxiii. 7 ; Prov. viii. 34. According to Cappellus et al., nasp

means an alliance made with libation {a-irovln from airkv-

SeaOai) ; a more certain meaning is plaiting, weaving (nasp)

;

since nasp (from tjdj, fundere) means a metal-casting, molten

image, it is better to take '^DJ as = 'H??, plectere (Jerome

:

ordiremini telam). The added qualifications, ''^P N?) and N?1

•'nn, mean, without proceeding from me, without its being my
Spirit, i.e. my Spirit's work. They heap sin on sin, following

np the idea that is sinful in itself step by step until it is

completely realized. The prophet also on his part follows

the magnates of Judah, already on their way down to the

Nile valley ; he sees them arrive in Zoan, and thence reach

Hanes; he foresees and foretells what shameful disillusion

will be the reward of this untheocratic enterprise. In 3 tiJD

'6z is infin. of ny (x. 31); tiy» also here is perhaps not to

be derived from W in the sense of stronghold, praesidium}

but = JU^, place of refuge, although the pointing does not

distinguish the inflected forms of these two substantives ; see

on xxvii. 5 ; Ps. xxxi. 3. The sufBxes of V-iE* and VDN^p

apply to the princes and messengers, not of Pharaoh, but of

Judah. The view of the prophet overleaps the present stage

of alliance-seeking, sees members of the aristocracy of the

nation as ambassadors with a grand retinue courting Egypt's

favour in Zoan and then in Hanes, and at once foretells a

disgraceful end to this abasement of the people of Jehovah.

The LXX. has /xaxiyi' KOTridcrovaiv for W2^ D3n, i,e. WJ". Qjn

;

but were Djn original, it would hardly occur to any one to

write D:n (wn) for it. This is the name of a city on a Nile

island of middle Egypt, the later Herakleopolis, in Aegyptian

Hnes (Ehnes), "Avva-t<s in Herod, ii 137, now j_^lJasl Ee-

specting Zoan, see on xix. 11. The twenty-fifth dynasty was
then ruling ; its rulers were Shabak (Sa^aKoiv), Shabatok

(Se^iXm), and Taharka {TeapKoi of Strabo). It was the first

of the three of whom king Hoshea of Israel sought help, and

1 The verb Jlc is related to jU as recourir A quelgu'un to recourir.
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the third of whom Hezekiah sought help. Taharka was then

(in the first years after Sennacherib's accession) not yet king

of all Egypt, but only of Ethiopia.* The application for

Egyptian help extended, as it seems, both to the north and

south, seeking to gain the rulers in Memphis and Wapata.

tJi'sah (cf. Ezra iv. 12, Nriti'ix?) = {y^ah is incorrectly pointed

(borrowed Hiph. from tJ'3;=E'i3, different from E'?;), instead of

B'"''!!j!3n, like ^JE''^?•^ {Keri) for r\p'ip__ in Josh. xxi. 10; t^'xan

signifies elsewhere = to make to stink (to slander), Prov. xiii. 5

;

or, to get into ill-odour, 1 Sam. xxvii. 12 ; a K'S?2 identical

with tria the pointing does not acknowledge; see on Prov.

xiii. 5. ^3 applies to the whole of Judah.

There follows now, after the prophet's address has scarcely

begun, a heading such as we have read several examples of in

the cycle of prophecies against the heathen nations. Gesenius,

Hitzig, Umbreit, Knobel get rid of it by explaining it as a

gloss resting on a misunderstanding. But this 3J.5 niiona Kto

is as emblematic as the four titles in chaps, xxi., xxii., and the

oracle embraces vers. 6 and 7. Then follows the command
to write it on a special tablet. The heading is an integral

part of the smaller whole. Isaiah interrupts his address to

communicate an oracle relating to the Egyptian alliance,

which Jehovah expressly commands him to transmit to pos-

terity. This interruption would take place if the heading

were erased ; for vers. 6, 7 is not an address to the people,

but a prefixed text, whose application is determined afterwards;

the prophet communicates in the form of a citation what he

has seen, and then tells what God commanded him to do with it.

On this account we enclose vers. 6, 7 in marks of quota-

tion, and translate the little piece, which is quite in the style

of chap, xxi., as follows :
" Oracle respecting the least of the

south. Through a land, of distress and constraint, ivhence

(come) lioness and lion, viper and dragon, they carry their

wealth on the shoulders of asses' foals, and their treasures on

the humps of camels to a nation that profits nothing. And
Egypt—vain and em,pty is their help; therefore I call this

Egypt : Great mouth that sits still." The beast of the south is

the Nile-horse ; and this is the emblem of Egypt, the south-

land (on the other hand, in Daniel and Zechariah, Babylon as

1 See Stade, Ve Isaiae vaticiniis aethiop. p. 50.
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north -land). Tfiari^ is constr. of ninna (Job xL), which (in

superlative relation to nona, like rA^^n to noan, probably:

beast, as von Orelli translates) is Hebraized from Egyptian

p-ehe-mau (which must be assumed), i.e. ox of the water,

perhaps p-ehe-mau-t (afterwards with fem. art.) : the hippo-

potamus, which is also called gamUs el-bahr (sea-buifalo) in

Arabic, Italian bomarino. The emblem of Egypt elsewhere

ia the Old Testament is the water-serpent, I'l)Pi, or in^y, the

crocodile, "the beast of the reed," Ps. Ixviii. 31, here the

Nile-horse, that fat, hog-like flesh-colossus, whose belly all

but sweeps the ground^—an image of Egypt with its boastful,

self-glorifying airs, and yet so sluggish and unwilling to stir

from the spot in another's interest. The name naK* on arn

says the same.^ Elsewhere also Eahab is a name of Egypt,

li. 9 ; Ps. Ixxxvii. 4, Ixxxix. 10, and that in the meaning /c^roy,

sea-monster, monstrum marinum, confirmed by LXX. in Job

xxvi. 12 and ix. 13. But here the name means violence,

arrogance, boastfulness. Dn is an identifying term, as in Gen.

xiv. 2, 3, etc. ; the plural refers to the nation called Eahab.

Tlius : the swaggering nation, these are sitting stUl, or

:

braggart, these are stay-at-homes. To this treacherous land

the ambassadors of Judah are going with rich treasures (Dv'n,

opes) on the shoulders of asses' colts (see on "I'P, Kohler on

Zech. ix. 9) and on the humps (nc'a'n, from E'a'i, Vai, appactum,

compactum esse) of camels, without shrinking from the fatigues

and dangers of the road through the desert, whence lions and

serpents spring forth now and again (DTO, neuter, as in Zeph.

ii. 7, cf. on xxxviii. 16); see Deut. viiL 15 ; Num. xxi. 6.

nysx here and in lix. 5, as Job xx. 16 shows, signifies the

viper, not like ]ve^i[, the hyena (Fleischer in Levy's JfS WB.

i. 2815). Through the same desert, through which God led

their fathers when He delivered them from the bondage of

Egypt, they now journey to purchase Egypt's friendship, but

in reality, despite all the expense they are at, to betray them-
selves, for the vainglorious land will not keep its promises to them.

So runs the divine oracle, to which the following divine

1 According to Makrizi the Himzarites called a king, who undertook no

"Wars, j^lju.^, sitter-still, from ^^-^^ = 3?^'^
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command refers, ver. 8 : "Go now, write it on a tablet with

them, and inscribe it in a booh, and let it remain to after days,

for ever, perpetually." The suf&xes of l^jna and i^i^n refer in

the neuter sense to vers. 6, 7, and Ki3 (cf. xxii. 15) is a

general summons to proceed to the matter, "isp may inter-

change with m, because even a single leaf with its contents

complete is called book in Ex. xvii. 14; Neh. vii. 5. On a

tablet, a special leaf of durable material, Isaiah is to write

the oracle, and "with them," so that his countrymen may
have it before their eyes (cf. viii. 1 ; Hab. ii. 2). It is to be

a memorial to the after-world. The reading "ip (LXX. Targ.

Syr. Jerome) for ^J'p is appropriate and probable, according to

Deut. xxxi. 21, 26, In the present form of the text the

three definitions of time form a climax : for the future, for

the farthest future, for the unending future.

Thus it is necessary to bring the worthlessness of the

Egyptian help under the eyes of the nation, vers. 9-11

:

" For it is an obstinate nation, lying children, children who will

not hear the instruction of Jehovah, who say to the seers :
' See

not !
' and to the prophets :

' Propliesy not to us right things !

Speak to us flatteries ! Prophesy illusions ! Depart out of the

way, turn from the path, remove from our sight the Holy One

of Israel!'" With ''lO W, a people of obstinacy, cf. iii. 8.

D'B'na (=D'B'n3 by the same law of sound as D^nn) is atr. yeyp.

As in xxviii. 15, the prophet reduces their language to an

unvarnished utterance of their real thoughts. They forbid

the prophet of Jehovah to prophesy, especially ninbJ, straight,

true things (what does not square with their wishes), and

would rather hear nip^n, i.e. smooth, flattering things, even

ni^nriD (from bnn, V bn, Talm. bo, ludere '), illusions, for they

wish to be petted and coaxed, not repulsed and tutored. The

prophets are to take another way ("30, only twice here instead

of the elsewhere more common "sp, constr. st. of IP, " share,"

after the form '^?< '.^J!), and to annoy them no more with the

Holy One of Israel.

So at variance are they with Jehovah and the bearers of

His word, vers. 12-14: "Therefore thus saith the Holy One

1 E.g. Kethuboth 615 ; I^B'TIJI Sn^iDp fJJT'nija S^!jI3''Dn, one who plays

with lapdogs and chess ; Succa 53a: 'Ji^D *3»n3 (^"12») bbOD, he played

with eight knife-blades.
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of Israel : Because ye dislike this word, and put your confidence

in violent means and crafty ways, and stay yourselves thereon

:

therefore this guilt hecomes to you like a falling breach, leaning

forward on a towering wall, which suddenly, very suddenly,

falls in ruin. And he smites it to pieces, as a potter's jug falls

to pieces when one shatters it without sparing, and from which,

when it lies shattered, one finds not a sherd to fetch fire from

the hearth and to draw water out of a cistern." The word to

•which they feel DXp (read maos-chem, as in Deut. xx. 2,

kekaroh - chem) is the message of Jehovah by His prophet

in opposition to their untheocratic policy that leaned on

Egypt, t'hi (from pb, allied to pp, ohliquare, see on Prov. ii. 15),

bent aside, crooked, means a policy which moves in artful by-

ways, as well as pfV, the extortion of the sums of money

necessary for the war of liberation and the winning of Egypt's

help (cf. 2 Kings xv. 20). Judah's guilt is compared to the

cracked, overhanging part of a steep wall ('^i'??, tumefactus,

and so protuierans, leaning forward ; cf. J?3V3, |c»-> of a diseased

swelling). As this part carries the whole ruinous wall with

it, so the guilty ways of Judah will ruin beyond remedy its

whole present existence. Israel, which, when there was yet

time, refused to acknowledge itself Jehovah's workmanship

(xxix. 16), is shattered like a vessel into minute fragments.

It is the exile which the prophet threatens in the figure ; for

the ruin affects Israel as a State. The subject in '^1^^, ver.

14, is Jehovah, who will use human, hostile power to lay the

wall in ruins, to scatter the kingdom of Judah in such a

sherd-like diaspora. It is not said
'^'J??''!

(LXX. Targ.), but
iTjas'i, et franget cam. nin3 is infinitive description of the

manner ; Baer has riins, after Masoretic form, which is con-

firmed by Babyl. codex : like a potter's jar shattered without

sparing, '^m^ (as in Hag. ii. 16, with dagesh to distinguish

it from fiwn?) exchanges the primary meaning nudare for that

of drawing out, just as nnv does for that of pouring out.

To such small sherds, to such a scattered heap of rubbish,

the kingdom of Judah is brought in consequence of its godless

lust for self-liberation, vers. 15-17 : "For thus saith the Lord,

Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel: By returning a.nd rest ye

should be saved, in quiet and in confidence should your strength

be shown—hit ye refused. And ye said :
' Nay, but on horses
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will we flyI therefore shall ye flee ; and :
' on swift ones will we

ride,' therefore shall your pursuers be swift. A thousand ye

shall flee hefore the threat of one, before the threat of five, until

ye be reduced to a remnant like a pine on the top of a mountain,

and like a banner on a hill." The conditions on which their

safety depended, and accepting -which they would obtain

safety, are naiB', turning round (halting) in their self-chosen

way, and nnj, rest from self-confident effort (from nw, like nni

from n^n, and nriK' from niB') ; their strength (i.e. what would
render them superior to the world-power) would be shown
(n;n, arise, be manifested, as in xxix. 2) in 0\>p\}, giving up
their engrossing anxiety, bustling activity, and in nntpa, con-

fidence, which cleaves to Jehovah, and renouncing self-help,

leaves everything to Him. So under Ahaz (vii. 4) ran the

fundamental principle of the prophet's policy. But from the

first they would not accept it, nor yet now when the alliance

with Egypt has become an inevitable fact. To fly on horses,

to ride on swift ones (i'p, rhyming with /ceX???, celer), was and

is their fleshly boast, to which Jehovah's reply will be that

the curse of the Torah (Lev. xxvi. 8, 36 ; Deut. xxviii. 25,

xxxii. 3 0) will be fulfilled in them : One, or, at most, five of

the foe will be sufficient by a puff to put to flight a whole

thousand of those of Judah. The verb law, ver. 16, is first

used, rhyming with D^iD, in its primary sense : to fly (akin to

p3, cf. Ex. xiv. 27), then in its usual meaning: to flee.

I?i3', imperf. Niph., to be light = swift (properly, to be made
swift, winged, as it were) ; ?i?.1, on the other hand, imperf. Kal,

is commonly used in the sense of being light = lightly esteemed.

The horses and chariots are those of Judah, ii. 7, Micah v. 9,

but perhaps with side-allusion to the famous Egyptian cavalry

brought to their help. The parallelism of 1 7a is a progressive

one ; the subject of the first clause is also that of the second,

on which account 'i?spi is not used (cf. the asyndeta, xvii. 6) ;

the insertion of n??"". after ncbn (Lowth, Ges., Bottcher et al)

is unnecessary. The plays on words symbolize the divine

retribution (talio), according to which they will be dealt with.

The nation, previously like a dense forest, will be like a tall,

gaunt pine (1"}^, after Talm. NniJ^in, pinus pinea ^) rising alone

^ That tlie pine, and especially the pine-nuts, are so called, is shown in

Aboda zara 14a, where ]i531"lDX''K, oTpifiiT^oi, is explained hy this name
;
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on a mountain-peak, and like a signal-mast erected on a hill

—a tiny remnant in a wide land devastated by war. On
DN nj; with preterite following =fut. exact., cf. vi. 11; Gen.

xxiv. 19.

The prophet now continues with " and therefore." Else-

where "therefore" deduces the punishment from the sin,

but it also (in a way characteristic of prophecy) deduces

triumphant love from the exhaustion of wrath. Such now

seems to me to be the meaning (with Driver, Isaiah, p. 60),

ver. 18:" And, therefore will Jehovah wait to he gracious to

you, and therefore will he arise to have mercy upon you ; for

Jehovah is a God of judgment : happy they who wait for

him !
" The iniinitive clauses with b are definitions of

purpose, not time. As Jehovah's nian and nn have for

their end and aim the reception back to favour of the

sufficiently punished nation, the former signifies a waiting,

which would fain substitute salvation for punishment as soon

as possible, and we need not now take it in the sense of

removing, withdrawing from the history of Israel (Hos. v. 6)

;

it denotes, as in xxxiii. 10, a rising up, putting oneself in

readiness, and that for the purpose of again showing mercy.

And now the change of on' into DiT (°i''l), "he will await

quietly," is needless ; DIT rather means His wish and wiU to

show Himself merciful It is implied that the punishment

is working inward repentance. I'or Jehovah is a God of

judgment (Mai. ii. 17): He punishes in order to amend, and

desires the amendment.

He awaits the time when He can again show favour; and

happy they who, by their own waiting, meet His. These are

the Church of the future, melted out of the mass in the time

of judgment by the fire of judgment,— a nation newly

forgiven on its cry for help, led in the right way by faithful

teachers, renouncing idolatry with horror, vers. 1 9—2 2 :
" For

a people abides in Zion, in Jerusalem; thou slialt weep tig

more ; he will show himself -pitiful to thee at the call of thy

cry for help ; as soon as he hears he answers thee. And the

Lm-d gives you bread in scarcity, and water in affliction;

and thy teachers shall no more conceal themselves, and thine

also Gittin 57a and Rosh - hashana 23a (where sn^ilin is the gloss of

ni35I', Isa. xli. 19). Eashi explains it N«"3i£3, i.e. pine.
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eyes sliall get to see thy teachers. And thine ears shall hear

words lehind thee, saying :
' There is the way, walk ye in

it
!

' whether ye turn aside to the right or the left. And ye

defile the coating of thy graven images of silver, and the

covering of thy molten images of gold, thou shall scatter them
as filthiness ; ' Out' thou sayest to it."

"We do not render 19a: for people that dwellest in

Zion, in Jerusalem. For although the personal pronoun
may be absent after i in an apostrophizing connection

(Prov. viii. 5 ; Joel ii. 23), still we should expect nriK here.

The accentuation rightly takes these words as an independent

sentence : Zion-Jerusalem does not fare like the heathen city

(xiii. 20, XXV. 2) ; it is the city of Jehovah, and in virtue of

His promise cannot become an uninhabited ruin for ever.

After this encouraging statement the prophet turns to address

the nation of the future in that of the present ; i33 strengthens

the verbal idea by the mark of duration, li^n by that of

certainty and abundance. The preposition 3 here expresses

Avhat is simultaneous and almost coincident, as in xviii. 4,

xxiii. 5 : hearing and answer all but coincide ; njfBB', nomcn
actionis, as in xlvii. 9, Iv. 2 ;

^33? (here pausal form), as in

Jer. xxiii. 37. From the answer to a penitent cry for help

as the basis of all effects of a new forgiveness (Zech. xi. 6),

the promise rises higher and higher. The next thing is that

God, when Jerusalem suffers, as the prophet threatens in

xxix. 3 f., the extremes of a siege, will not let the besieged

die of hunger, but will give them needful support. The
same phraseology, but somewhat different : to give to eat,

fnp D^ai yrh on?, signifies in 1 Kings xxii. 27, 2 Chron. xviii.

2 6, to put on siege or prison rations ; here it is in an en-

couraging sense, menace retiring into the background, is and

TD? are co-ordinate, not subordinate, to on? and 0\D (like i"

^7}n^, Ps. Ix. 5 ; wine is reeling, Ezek. xlvii. 4 ; water is the

knees, i.e. is their measure ; cf. Cant. viii. 2 ; Jer. xxvi. 1 5
;

Prov. xxii. 21 ; Zech. i. 13, and above on iii. 24, xxii. 17):

properly bread which is scarcity, and water which is affliction,

therefore absolutelj' necessary support, the opposite of bread

and water in abundance (Gesen. § 116, Anm. ; Friedr. Philippi,

Status GonstriKtus, p. 86 &.). The promise ascends from

below upwards. It is an advance that the right-minded,

VOL. II.
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faithful teacKers (O''lio) no longer keep themselves concealed,

as they have done since Ahaz's days, on account of the hard-

ness and opposition of the people (^333, denom. : to withdraw

to the «133, -n-repv^, the extreme end, the most secret corner,

although ei33 in itself also signifies to cover, conceal)
;
penitent

Israel will be able again to feast on the sight of those it longs

for. T'l^O, according to the context, is plur., with preceding

sing, of the predicate, Gesen. § 147. As the shepherd follows

his flock, they will follow the people with words of friendly

admonition, and the people will have open ears for their

leaders, l^'psn here is = "'P!!?, W?'?. For idolatry (which

spread like an incurable cancer, despite Hezekiah's, and later,

Josiah's reforms, xxxi. 7; Micah i. 5, v. 11-13, vi. 16) is

now regarded as an abomination, and is abolished. They

will defile (2 Kings xxiii. 8 ff.) even the gold and silver,

which cover the carved images or the molten images of less

costly metal (nsv, V ^IS : to flatten, open wide, and so cover

over, e.g. glaze, Prov. xxvi. 23), and therefore renounce all

use of them. The meaning of n^iss, after Ex. xxviii. 8, and

the very numerous passages in which (12) Tisx is the proper

priestly garment, cannot be doubtful, nn, sickliness = flux of

blood, briefly for nn ^^3, the cloth of a woman in her monthly

sickness. With nnr, to scatter, cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 6. With
^3nT, the pliiral of direct address passes into the individualizing

singular ; 'h goes back in the neuter sense to the idol-trash.

After the description of this act of penitence, the promise

rises higher and higher ; there shall be more than bare bread,

vers. 23—25 : "And he gives rain for thy seed, with which

thou sowest the ground, and tread of the, produce of the ground,

and it is juicy and fat; your flocks shall feed in roomy

pastures. And the oxen and the young asses, which till the

ground, shall eat mixed fodder with salt, which is winnowed

vjith fan and fork. And on every high mountain and every

towering hill are springs, hroohs in the day of the great

slaitghter, when the towers fall." "In the day" fixes the

evening of the day of judgment, which is followed by the

blessed morning described. First the mass of the Jewish

nation is slaughtered in battle ; first the towers must fall,

i.e. (without figure, however, merely by way of example) all

the bulwarks of self-confidence, self-help, and pride (ii. 1 5

;
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Micah V. 9 f.). The self-incurred troubles of war are tlien

replaced by God-given, joyfully - welcomed peace, and the

proud towers by fertile, well-watered hills ; the ground, again

cultivated, bears luxurious, nourishing grain; all labour of

man and even of beasts finds rich recompense. ^V^l itpp

means the sowing or early rain ('iT'i'S), beginning about the

middle of October ; la's is accus., V^J being construed with

double accus., as in Deut. xxii. 9. As to form, I^^PP might

be sing, (see i. 30, v. 12, xxii. 11), but has, like T"})^, after

Ex. xvii. 3, to serve as plural. 0"??^?^ are the oxen used in

ploughing and threshing ; ^''I^J'.fJ, the asses used in carrying

manure, earth, seed ; rP(l ^^t^ is mixed fodder spiced with

sour, salt vegetables (i^yt.s~, humitd),^ thus farrago (from P?3,

to mix) ; Wetzstein differently : Pya, ripe barley, according

to J-',
iv., " to have ripe fruit " (bulal), in Kal : to be dried,

dry (akin to n?3, 733, Jji),^ and so : ripe barley (unthreshed

or threshed out) mixed with salt and salt things. In any

case y^3 is applied to the grain, for this is proved by the

addition : 'iJl 'l'!)i~'f5?> which is winnowed {part. Pu. = n^fp,

Gesen. § 52, Anm. 6), or perhaps more correctly: which he

(one) winnows {part. Kal), the participle, like ?3ix, nn'B',

xxix. 8, as a third tense-form, so to speak, with its subject

in itself (Ewald, § 200)—not barley or the like mixed with

chaff {tibn), as is usually done from scarcity, but pure grain

{hahh mahd, as is said to-day), nm is the fan (winnowing

shovel) by means of which the corn is thrown against the

wind, so that the grain falls to the ground and the chaff is

carried away, from nn, J^j, ii. 4, to winnow (after which

Maimonides explains : l=~\Ji\ <,z^>.j, instrument for winnow-

ing)
;
' on the other hand, ""^JP = midrH, 'i\Jj^, winnowing fork

' To tliis belong Salsola kali, S. tragus, S. soda, and other plants in tlie

family of tlie Clienopodiaceae.

2 He explains bp3n, Lev. xxi. 10, from the same primary meaning

:

"Hardening of the outer skin of the eye; a figure taken from the

hardening and whitening of the husk {kiSr) of the ripe grain."

» That L:><£i- 1, tool, has nothing to do with nm, ventilahrum (Arab.

\,j^ ), see Fleischer in Levy's NH WB. iv. p. 487,
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with six prongs. Dainty fodder, such as is now given but

seldom to cattle as specially strengthening, will then be their

ordinary, carefully-prepared food. Quis non videt, exclaims

Vitringa, irvevfiaTiKlh^ intelligenda esse ! He appeals to Paul's

saying (1 Cor. ix. 9), that God does not care about oxen.

But Paul's teaching is not that of Aristotle, who excludes

minima from the divine providence ; but he means that what

Scripture says of cattle it says for the sake of men, not of

cattle. Hamann remarks on the passage :
" Thus the happi-

ness of the beasts depends on our virtues and vices. The

latter extort groans from the creature, the former show it

kindness." The prophet is to be understood, according to

Eom. viii. 19 ff., that God does care for the groaning of an

ox or ass laden with heavy toil, and so in peril of life.

The promise now rises higher and higher, and ascends from

earth to heaven, ver. 26:" And the light of the moon hecomes

as the light of the sun; and the light of. the sun shall he multiplied

sevenfold, like the light of seven days—in the day when Jehovah

hinds uj} the hurt of his people and heals the smart of its stroke."

Since Lowth's days the words D''Pjn riJ?3K' nixs have been

regarded as a gloss ; LXX. (but not Targ. Syr. Jerome) omits

them. Luther also (although referring to them elsewhere)

only translates :
" the sunshine shall he seven times hrighter than

now." But even granting that the words are a gloss, they rest

on a right understanding of D.''nva2', as Drechsler explains

:

" The brilliance, which according to the present arrangement

for producing the daylight suffices for the whole week, is then

concentrated in one day." Perhaps one may say, without

straying from the meaning of the prophet or his annotator

:

the light of the seven days of the world's week will then be

concentrated in the seventh. The beginning of the creation

is light, and its end is light. The darkness has only come in

between to be overcome. At last comes a morning, after

which it is no more said, " There was evening and there was
morning."

The glory of the last days stands to the prophet's eye

immediately after the fall of Assyria, vers. 27,28: " Belwld,

the name of Jehovah comes from afar, hurning in his wrath and
a dense mass of smoke, his lips are full of foaming wrath, and
his tongue like devouring fire. And his hreath is like an over-
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floioing stream, tvMch divides up to the necJc— to swing nations

in the fan of nothingness ; and a misleading bridle is on the

cheeks of the peoples." The name of Jehovah is Himself as

made known in revelation (xxvi. 8) ; from this application

(see also Lev. xxiv. 11; of. ver. 1 6 ; Deut. xxviii. 58; 1 Chron.

xiii. 6 ; cf. 2 Sam. vi. 2) arose in later usage Dt?'n simply as

a designation of God. The combination iaN 1JJ3 is either

genitival, like n?J? npjj^ i. 30, or isf< is specifying accus. as in

lyi'l"'^? T 0- •^^'^^ is the same in meaning with the undageshed

'^^f^, Judg. XX. 40, cf. ver. 38. The juxtaposition: burning

. . . and a dense mass ... is as in xiii. 9. Two images are

blended together, that of a tempest coming up from the

farthest horizon, turning the hea,vens into a fiery ocean, and

kindling everything it touches, so as to raise nsto 133, a heavy

burden, a dense mass of smoke,—and that of a man burning

with rage, with foaming lips and tongue waving from side to

side like a flame, and breath a deadly roar which, proceeding

from Jehovah, swells into a stream which divides the man,

so that the neck is the only part left in sight. This image

we had already in viii. 8, where Assyria, coming against

Judah, was compared to a stream almost enough to drown.

Here it is used in reference to Judah, which is almost, but

not entirely destroyed. For the final purpose of the approach-

ing name of Jehovah is to sift nations, etc. '"'t'Jl]^ instead of

fT'jn? is in order to be like the noun naj in sound ; nsjn is a

nomen actionis of the Hiphil, such as are more common in

later forms of the language, Esth. ii. 18, iv. 14; in Chaldee

the usual infinitive form {e.g. nnrn, Dan. v. 20) is used, and

here also in Isaiah with verbal governing power. Fan of

nothingness is one in which everything not remaining in it

as good corn is committed to the wind (xxix. 5); ^vo is defect

of being, i.e. of life from God, and the doom corresponding to

such worthlessness. To 'Wl ip^.i. either D'tJ'b (w) is to be added

in thought, or better, it is a substantive clause : a misleading

bridle (or even, with Bottcher, of misleading, njiriD after the

form nsiD, " multiplying ") is put on the cheeks of the nations.

These are viewed as wild horses which cannot be tamed,

which God's wrath alone restrains by violent means, and so

rules that the abyss is their certain fate.

This is the issue of the judgment which begins at the house
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of God, and then, turning against the instruments of punish-

ment, the heathen, becomes to Israel, which survives, an anti-

type of the Egyptian deliverance, ver. 29: " Tour song shall ring

forth as in the night when the feast is consecrated, and you shall

have joy of heart, like those who go with music offlutes to journey

to the mount of Jehovah, the Bock of Israel." The word an usual

elsewhere by preference of the Feast of Tabernacles, acquires

here through V.^ an undoubted reference to the Passover, near

which (see ver. 1) the prophet delivered this discourse (cf. also

the allusion, xxxi. 5), and indeed to CiBtr b'b, Ex. xii. 42, the

night of the Paschal Peast, which is a night of feast-consecra-

tion, inasmuch as it precedes and opens the Feast of Unleavened

Bread. The prophet borrows his figure from the first Passover-

night in Egypt, when Israel was rejoicing in its deliverance

in full course of accomplishment, whilst the destroyer raged

without. Just as then will be the song which they will be able

to sing when Jehovah holds judgment on His foes without.

The Church is then hidden in its chamber, xxvi. 20, and its

joy is like the heartfelt joy of those who journey on one

of the great feasts, or in the procession bringing the first-

Iruits to Jerusalem (Bikkurim iii. 3) with flute-strains to

the mountain of Jehovah to appear before Him, the Eock

of Israel.

Israel is on its way in this joyous spirit to the sacred,

glorious mountain, whilst Jehovah without, apart from any
co-operation of Israel, removes the world-power out of the way,

vers. 30-33: "And Jehovah makes his majestic voice to he

heard, and makes the lighting down of his arm to he seen amid
hreathings of wrath and glare of devouring fire, cloud-hurst, and
rain-pour, and hailstones. For at the voice of Jehovah Assur
ivill shrink when he smites with the staff. And it shall come to

pass : every stroke of the rod of destiny, which Jehovah makes to

descend on Assur, shall he with sound of drum and music of
guitar ; and with hattles of a swinging arm he fghts against it.

For a horrible sacrificing-place has long heen made ready, it also

is prepared for Moloch ; deep and broad he has made it ; its

funeral pile has fire and wood in abundance ; the breath of
Jehovah, like a stream of brimstone, sets it aflame." The impos-
iug crash (nin as in Job xxxix. 20) of the call, which Jehovah
makes to be heard, is the thunder (see Ps. xxix.), for the
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catastrophe is accompanied by the letting loose of all the

forces of a tempest (see xxix. 6) ; Y^}. is cloud-burst, properly

crashing, bursting asunder, namely of a cloud. By such

wrath -proclaiming phenomena Jehovah makes visible the

descent (nnj here perhaps not from ni3, sweeping down, but

from nm, Ps. xxxviii. 3, down-coming, like r\^f, 2 Sam. xxiii.

7, from nnK"), in itself invisible, of His arm to smite. Beginning

with " for," ver. 3 1 explains the terribleness of the events by
the object aimed at : shrinking at the voice of Jehovah,

Assyria inwardly collapses, i.e. Assyria's king, in whom the

nation's character and glory culminates.^ We do not now
translate like Targ. : who smites with the rod, i.e. behaves so

arrogantly and tyrannically (after x. 24). The smiter here is

Jehovah (LXX., Jerome, Luther), and ns^ tiatJ'a, circumstantial

phrase of more precise definition : eo virgd percutiente. Accord-

ing to the accents i^^'^1, ver. 3 2, is introductory : and it shall

come to pass, every movement of the rod is (supply n)!!';) with

accompaniment of drum and guitar" (3 of instrumental

accompaniment, as in ver. 29, xxiv. 9; Ps. xlix. 5, etc.),

namely, on the part of the people of Jerusalem, which has

only to look on and rejoice in the coming deliverance, ^b

(not "?3) governs the three following genitives.^ Since ntsp

is pointed as construct form, iTiDiD is not adj. of ntJD used as

fem. (as in Micah xi. 9), but substantive : of the rod of

determined destiny, properly : of what is determined by decree,

ip^, as in Hab. i. 12, and ^y,^ Micah vi. 9. Otherwise Breden-

kamp after Klostermann :
" every passing under the rod of

destiny;" but this must have been expressed by nnn "lavo, after

Lev. xxvii. 32; Ezek. xx. 37. Drums and guitars sounding

at every blow is explained by 326; Jehovah fights against

Assyria with battles of swinging, i.e. not with darts or other

weapons, but incessantly swinging His arm to smite Assyria

without the latter being able to defend itself. Here also

Bredenkamp differs : with battles of waving, which devotes the

^ In Shakespeare also names of countries are masculine when the king

of the country is meant, e.g. " Winter Scene," i. 1. 23 : "Sicilia cannot show

himself overkind to Bohemia."

^ bb has the distinctive YetUh before Pashta, which, according to the

Masora, occurs eleven times ; cf. n"lin HK, chap. v. 24.
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conquered to sacrifice (slaughter)/ but nsi2n alongside niDnba

has the presumption of being right, as in xix. 16, cf. xi. 15

Instead of the ^3 going back to nit^N, not HDD, the Keri has

D3, which is the less harsh, seeing that V^J? went before;

Babyl. cod. has 03 in the text. "For," ver. 33, explains the

cutting down of the Assyrian by the statement that he was

destined long before to be burnt as a corpse, ^lon^ is the

past in opposition to ino : not to-day merely, but yesterday,

i.e. since God's predetermination is referred to, long ago. nnan

is secondary form of nsri, as rvs». of B*??. This nsn has no

connection with the Aramaic and Arabic name of the support

of the cooking vessel, and so of the cooking place '''isn,

U-s2., ^J^5l utfiya, atfiya, tifdya, since nan, Uj, in sound

resembles the Hebrew nsB' (nQB-K) nsc', and is unrelated to the

modern Persian tdften, Zend, tap, to shine, to burn ; from the

Sem. ti!in, Jij', to vomit, abhor (see Job xvii. 6), it denotes the

abominable place, especially the place of Moloch - sacrifice

in the vale of Bene-Hinnom. And the nnan, derived from

this riBPi, denotes a Tophet-like place, and is here treated now

as masc, now as fern., perhaps because the abominable

sacrificing-place is represented as n»3, Jer. vii. 31.^ S''n"DJ in

clause i^in qbap Nin-D|, after the preceding nnan, seems intended

to compare the burning-place, where Assyria is burnt, to the

sacrificing -places in the vale of Ben§-Hinnom. But then

^?S? stands in the way ; we should need to read ^?w (as iu

Lev. xviii. 21), or ^Jbb (as in 1 Kings xi. 7) ; or even (which

however, the present pointing scarcely intends) " to the king
"

= to Moloch. Bredenkamp takes the words as a question

:

Is it also (this horrible place) erected for Moloch ? to which

the answer is, " Jehovah offers the Assyrian world-power to

the dva^ irvpcx;, the fire-king, as a colossal sacrifice." But

the assumption of such questions without an interrogative

word must be reserved as an expedient for passages not

otherwise intelligible. We therefore, with Cheyne, take the

^ "Wave-offering, Lev. viii. 27, etc.

- It is one of the three non-Pentatenchal passages in -which t;!in is

CIietMb, HT[ Keri. Babyl. cod. remarks on the passage i-ip tj^n. The two

other passages are 1 Kings xvii. 15 and Job xxxi. 11.
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sentence as a declaration: it also is prepared for Moloch.

Clieyne has rightly given up the view of ^?Ki? having a

double sense. The king of Assyria is he who is sacrificed,

and Moloch he to whom he is sacrificed. Because Assyria,

with its army-power, is to be burnt, Jehovah has prepared

this Tophet-like place of sufficient depth, so that it has a far-

stretching background, and of sufficient breadth, so that in

this direction also there is room for many sacrifices. And its

iTinp, i.e, its wood-pile (as in Ezek. xxiv. 9, cf. ver. 5, from

"m, Talm. "If?!, to lay round ; on the other hand, T^Ti, cf . cJ £,

so to pile one on another that one piece rubs another), consists

of fire and wood (an hendiadys like " cloud and smoke," iv. 5)

in plenty. " Of fire in plenty," for the breath of Jehovah,

like a stream of brimstone issuing from the funeral-pile, sets

it aflame. 3 "iV? here, not : to burn up, but to kindle. P'3

goes back, like the suffix of
'^""J!!!?,

to nnan.

The fourth Woe : The wrong and right Help,

chaps, xxxi.—xxxiL 8.

The prophet's frequent recurrence to the Egyptian alliance

need cause no surprise. Although his warning is unable to

prevent it, he still depicts again and again the evil fruit it

will bear, unwraps and unfolds the comfort for believers

hidden in the curse, and pauses not until the evil fruit,

realized in history, is swallowed up in the realizing of the

promise.

The situation is the same as in the foregoing ; the alliance

with Egypt is in full course, vers. 1—3 :
" Woe to those luho

go down to Egypt for help, and who rely on horses, and put

their trust in chariots, because they are many, and in horsemen,

because they are a mighty multitude, and look not to the Holy

One of Israel ; and they inquire not for Jehovah. And yet he

too is wise ; so he brings evil to pass and sets not aside his

words, and rises up against the house of reprobates and against

the help of evil-doers. And JEgypt is man, and not God ; and

its horses Jlesh, and not spirit ; and when Jehovah stretches out

his hand, the helper stumbles, and he that is helped falls, and

they all perish together." The part. O^V}J^ does not imply that

the going down is taking place just now ; it is the part.
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indicating quality, as when God is called N"?.3il'. ^"^JV? has

the b of purpose, as in xx. G. Horses, chariots, and horsemen

are here (differently in xxx. 16) those of Egypt; Diodorus

calls Egypt liriracnuo';, on account of its favourable surface

for cavalry. The part, is continued in the finite verb

;

instead of O'DID-^VI the better attested reading ?y without i is

also found, as in v. 11, cf. ver. 23. The perfects W?* xb and

ViynT Sv'b are used timelessly of what is always and in every

shape lacking in them. The clause :
" he, too, is wise," is not

so much a touching yue/oxrt? as a bitter sarcasm : if they have

wisdom of their own. He also has wisdom of His own ; it

will be manifest when everything turns out as He foretells.

He punishes evil by evil, and does not leave His threatenings

unexecuted. The house of reprobates is Judah (i. 4), and

the help (abstract for concrete, as Jehovah is called ''n^Tj; in

the Psalms) of evil-doers is Egypt, whose help is sought by

Judah. Egypt is man, and its horses flesh ; Jehovah, on the

other hand, is God and Spirit ; see Bill. Psychology, p. 9 6.

Hofmann rightly :
" Since spirit is living in itself, it is

opposed to flesh, which only lives through spirit ; and so God
is opposed to man, who is corporeal, and so needs spirit in

order even to live." They have thus preferred the aid of the

impotent and dependent to that of the Almighty and All-

ruling. Jehovah, who is God and Spirit, needs only to

stretch out His hand (an anthropomorphism standing beside

the rule which explains it), and helpers and (in promise, not

actually) helped, and so the power helping and the object

helped ("i.W), collapse.

This will also take place, ver. 4 :
" For Jehovah has thus

spoken to me : As the lion growls and the young lion over his

prey, against whom a wliole crowd of shepherds is assemUed—
he does not cower at their cry, and does not give up at their

tumult—so will Jehovah of hosts descend to war against Mount
Zion and against its height." There is no passage in Isaiah

which is so Homeric in ring as this; cf. Iliad, xviii. 161 f.,

xii. 299 ff. Knobel, Umbreit, Drechsler, Cheyne, Breden-
kamp et al, understand hv Ninv^ of Jehovah's fighting for

Jerusalem ; He will as little allow His city to be wrested
from Him as the lion the stolen lamb. But how can
Jerusalem be compared to a lamb, which the lion has in his
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claws as prey, chap. v. 29 ? It is also evident from xxix. 7

how hv V.yi is to be understood here. These sinners and

their defenders will first perish, for like a fierce, invincible

lion will Jehovah enter the lists against Jerusalem and take

it as His prey, without letting Himself be thwarted by the

Judaeans and Egyptians, who are arrayed against His army

(the Assyrians), Hitzig, Henderwerk, v. Orelli, Driver. Mount
Zion is the fort and temple, the hill of Zion the city of

Jerusalem, x. 32. Both have fallen under Jehovah's judg-

ment, without being able to escape it. Expositors have been

led astray by the fact that an auspicious parable follows.

This abrupt /neTa/Sacrt? is meant to surprise, and is the true

reflection of what is foretold in the event ; for at the moment
of greatest need, when it is a question of being or not being

for Jerusalem (cf. x. 33 f.), Ariel witnesses a sudden and

miraculous change (xxix. 2).

In this sense the terrible picture is confronted by a lovely

one (cf. Micah v. 6 f.). Jehovah suddenly breaks off the work

of punishment (x. 1 2), and the love, which wrath held in its

bosom, bursts forth, ver. 5 :
" Like fiuttering birds, so will

Jehovah of hosts shield Jerusalem, shielding and delivering,

sparing and setting free." Designedly the prophet says in

the plural : like fluttering birds, because he would not so

much set forth Jehovah, as His tenderly careful, and indeed

motherly love (on which account he adds the fern, nisy to

cnay of both genders), into which his lion-like fury is turned.

nbs, like xxx. 29, in keeping with the date of these

discourses (see xxix. 1), significantly suggests the fact com-

memorated by the Passover, which, according to the Jehovistic

narrative, has its name from the destroyer's passing by ' the

doors of Israel, Ex. xii. 13, 23, 27. We see from this that

in and with Assyria, Jehovah Himself, whose instrument

Assyria is, takes the field against Jerusalem (xxix. 2 f); but

His conduct towards Jerusalem suddenly changes, and becomes

like that of birds hovering round and above their menaced

nest. Eespecting the infin. abs. Kal \Sii, after Eiph., see Ewald

'6121 ; respecting the continuation of the infin. ahs. in finite

verbs, § 350a. It is usually done by the imperf., here by

" Cf. nosn, ford, derived therefrom (Heb. mnyD), from which come the

city-names @a\j/os and 0«i^«xof.
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the preterite, as in Jer. xxiii. 14 and Gen. xxvi. 13, 1 Sara,

ii. 26 (if b-ji] there is 3rd pret.).

On the ground of the half-terrible, half-comforting picture

of the future, a call to repent goes forth to the people of the

present, ver. 6 :
" Turn hack, then, to him from whom they

have so deeply fallen, ye sons of Israel ! " Properly : to Him
in respect of whom p;f>?) they have deeply fallen away

{PV^.p., as in Hos. v. 2, ix. 9 ; and niD, that which turns away,

turning away, as in i. 5) ; the change to the 3rd pers. is

the converse of i. 29. This call to repentance the prophet

Strengthens by two powerful motives drawn from the future.

The first is that one day the abomiuableness of idolatry

wiU be seen and shunned, ver. 7 :
" For in that day they will

every one abhor their idols of silver and idols of gold, which

your hands have made for a sin." That is, to commit sin and

to suffer, Hos. viii. 11, cf. 1 Kings xiii. 34: Ntjn, second accus.

to ^^'V; differently Deut. ix. 21, cf. Hos. x. 10, Amos viii. 14,

where the idol itself, as corpus delicti, is called " sin." The

outlook is the same as in xxx. 22, xxvii. 9, xvii. 8, ii. 20.

Second motive : Israel will not be saved by men, but by

Jehovah alone, so that He, from whom they have now so

deeply fallen, shows Himself to be the only true ground of

confidence, vers. 8, 9 : "And Assur falls by the sword, not of

a man, and the sword not of a man shall devour him ; and he

Jlees before a sword, and his young men are enslaved. And his

rocJc—it shall retreat in terror; and his princes flee in fear

from the banners. An oracle of Jehovah, who has his fire in

Zion and his furnace in Jerusalem." Of purpose it is said

"before a sword" without^ article, to inspire the notion of the

unlimited, boundless, terrible, cf. xxviii. 2, ^'3, and on Ps.

ii 12. Without human intervention a sword is drawn, to

which Assyria, as many of them as do not save themselves by
flight, succumbs without resistance. The power of Assyria is

broken for ever ; even its young men are forthwith subjected

to tribute or slavery. Instead of i^ D31 the Easterns had

sb D31 in the text (he flees not before the sword, which is to

be understood after xxxvii. 36), and lb (dji) as Kert LXX.
Jerome translate the Ghethib : ipev^erai ovk otto TrpoacoTrov

jj,a')(^aipa<i. But' after 8a a third nh would be tautological.

The parallel viB' requires the personal sense for ii'bo ; and so
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the king of Assyria is no doubt meant (Nagelsbacli, Breden-

kamp, Cheyne et al) ; see also xxxii. 2. Luther also : "And
their rock will withdraw for fear." Sennacherib is so called as

guardian of the empire of Assyria, as in the prism-inscription

he ascribes his dominion to the god of Assyria, the " great

mountain " QadH rdbH), i.e. powerful defender. Dip are the

standards of Assyria, from which the commanders flee away
in terror without attempting to gather the scattered together

again. So speaks and determines Jehovah, who has His fire

and furnace in Jerusalem. The words do not mean the fire

and hearth of sacrifice; for lisri is not hearth, but furnace

(Assyr. tinCiru), of uncertain derivation. It is the light of

the divine presence dwelling in the temple on Zion that is

meant, which, to the outside, is a consuming fire, an un-

approachable glowing furnace to Jerusalem's foes, ignis et

caminus qui devorat pcccatores et ligna, foenum stipulamque

consumit (Jerome).

For Judah—sifted, rescued, cleansed—a new era then

opens. Just government in blessing to the people is the

first good fruit, vers. 1,2: "Behold, the king shall reign in

righteousness, and the riders—they shall command in justice.

And 'every one shall he like a hiding-place from the wind and

a covert from the tempest, like water-hroohs in drought, like the

shadow of a gigantic rock in a parched land." The kingdom

of Assyria is shattered for ever, while the kingdom of Judah

rises up from the disorder into which it had fallen through a

godless policy and neglect of justice. Kings and princes now
rule by God-fixed, revealed laws ; the b in D''1K'pi is probably

to be erased (Cheyne, Bredenkamp), in the present text it is

that of reference {quod attinet ad, as in Eccles. ix. 4, perhaps

also 2 Chron. vii. 21, unless it is distributive there : quicunque

praeterit), exponent of the casus dbs. usual elsewhere, and the

two other lameds = Kara, secundum (as in Jer. xxx. 11),

N'agelsbach thinks that the prophet intentionally heaped up

the is sound in ver. 1. The figures in ver. 2 are the same as

in XXV. 4. The rock of Assyria, i.e. Sennacherib, has vanished,

and the princes of Assyria have forsaken their standards in

order to secure themselves merely ; the king and princes of

Judah are now the guard and blessing of their nation,

exhausted and humbled by the calamities of war ; they make
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it flourish like water-brooks (cf. with Ps. L 3 ; Prov. xxi. 1),

they shade and shield it like giant cliffs. Since 133 may mean

to be heavy = massive, it is not necessary, with Wetzstein,

to understand a mass split off from a mountain, although V^o

certainly may unite the meanings split and something split

off (from which 5)^D=^i;)E' in Aramaic). Nagelsbach compares

a-iciri ireTpaiT) in Hesiod, "Epy. ver. 589, and saxca uinbra,

Virg. Georg. iii 145. This is the first good fruit.

The second is an open understanding after the curse of

hardness, vers. 3,4: "And the eyes of them that see are no

more closed, and the ears of them that hear attend. And the

heart of the rash understands knowled-ye, and the tongioe of

stammerers speaks clearly and readily." l^o physical miracles

are here foretold, but a spiritual transformation. Ver. 3 says,

the present doom of hardness will be abolished ; the spiritual

defects, from which many now suffer who are not among the

worst, will be healed, says ver. 4. The form ^JTf^ is here

not imperf. of nya*, to behold, xxxi. 1, xxii. 4, xvii. 7 f.

(perhaps : they shall no longer stare about unsteadily and

aimlessly), but of '^I'tf'"^'?'?', a borrowed imperf. : to be over-

spread, shut up, xxix. 9, vi. 10 ; cf nD, xliv. 18. Eespecting

3K'P (Kal here only), see on xxi. 7. The national community

will then be set free from the doom of not seeing with seeing

eyes and not hearing with hearing ears. It will also be

delivered from faults of weakness. ^^li^P? are the precipitate,

hasty, inconsiderate, and D^Jpy, stammerers, are not scoffers,

xxviii. 7 ff., xxix. 20 (Knobel, Drechsler), but those who
cannot think and speak precisely and surely, especially about

higher, divine things. The former will have the gift of

discrimination (i'?;), to discern things in their true nature and

to know the really useful in all circumstances {^Vi? with '? of

purpose, not object: to discern knowledge); the latter

win be able to express themselves with skill—elegantly,

clearly, and nobly, ninx (ancient MSS., also Babyl. nins)

means what is bright, transparent, not merely plain, but fine,

elegant : acceptable speech, seasoned with salt. Col. iv. 6.

"^0?^ gives the adverbial idea of i?"]?.

A third good fruit is calling and treating every one

according to his true character, vers. 5—8 :
" The fool shall no

more he called noble, and the knave shall no mm-e be called
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eminerU. For a fool utters folly, and Ms heart perpetrates

vileness in practising guile and littering error against Jehovah,

in making empty the soul of the hungry and keeping back the

drink of the thirsty. And a knave's tricks are evil ; he devises

plots to destroy the afHicted hy lying words, even when the needy

establishes his right. But a noble man devises noble things, and

by noble things he abides." Nobility of birth and riches will

give place to nobility of disposition, so that the former

will not be found, nor find recognition without the latter.

3''1J is properly the noble in disposition, then the ethical sense

falling out : the noble in standing (as conversely, generous)
;

ViB', one eminent through wealth, the respectable, as again in

Job xxxiv. 19. The ideas ?33 and v''3, the prophet himself

explains. Jerome rightly translates v'?, fraudulentus, and

Eashi and Kimchi take it correctly as abbreviated from v'^i

;

it is an adjective formation from 7"'3=7''33, like X''b'=N''B'3, Job

XX. 6. The form vS, ver. 7, interchanges therewith merely

to rhyme with IvS (machinatoris machinae pravae). " For
"

in ver. 6 shows that the ?33 and the v''? will lose those titles,

on the ground that such men are utterly unworthy of them.

^33 is one who thinks foolishly and acts vilely, the common
man in opposition to the noble (Prov. xvii. 7). Infinitives

with p say in what the immorality consists with which his

heart is engaged. Eespecting ^^h, resoluteness in evil, see on

ix. 16. In ver. 7, "Vifl means aberration, from nj?ri=nyto, cf.

Arab. ^At U!*, excedere, from which the meaning to go astray

seems to proceed. In ver. 7, l^l^i, " and when he speaks " =
even in case the needy speaks what is right and well-

grounded ;
1 = Kai, et, in the sense of etiam, as in 2 Sam.

i. 23 ; Hos. viii. 6; Eccles. v. 6; according to Knobel=ei

quidem, as in Eccles. viii. 2 ; Amos iii. 11, iv. 10 ; on the other

hand, Ewald, § 283^, takes it as 1 copul.: and going to law

\?ith the needy, which, according to 2 Kings xxv. 6, would

require ii'?^"n«. The noble man, according to ver. 8, not only

resolves on noble things, as such (sin) he also continues

therein : '?}} Dip, like Arab. ^^Jj ^a *ljj, persisiere.
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Against the Women of Jerusalem, chap, xxxii 9—20.

APPENDIX TO THE FOURTH WOE.

This short discourse, although well rounded off, like the

short parabolical piece with a similar beginning, xxviii. 23—29,

is merely a secondary whole, and is the last part of the fourth

woe, as the former is the last part of the first. It is the

counterpart of the prophetic rebuke belonging to Uzziah's and

Jotham's days, iii. 16 ff., and scourges the thoughtless security

of the women of Jerusalem, as the former does their love of

finery. The prophet has now uttered many woes over

Jerusalem, which is bringing itself to the brink of destruction
;

but, despite the naturally soft, easily - touched and terrified

female temperament, without influence on the women of

Jerusalem, to whom he now makes known the fearful ending

of their carual rest.

The first part of the address makes known the destruction

of their false rest, vers. 9-14 : "Ye ease-loving women, arise, hear

my voice ; ye confident daughters, hearlcen to my speech ! Days to

the year—then you shall tremble, ye confident ones! For it is all

over with vintage,fruit-harvest comes not. Quake, ye lovers of ease !

Treinble, ye confident ones ! Strip ye, and make you hare, and

gird your loins with sackcloth ! They heat the breasts because of

the pleasant fields, because of the fruitful vine. On the field of

my people weeds and thorns spring up, yea, on all the pleasure-

houses of the jubilant city. For palace is deserted, hum. of city

desolate, ofel and watch-tower serve instead of caves for ever,for a

joy of wild asses, for a pasture of flocks." The apostrophe is as

in Gen. iv. 23, Jer. is. 19, cf. xxviii. 23 above ; the attributes

as in Amos vi. 1 (cf. iv. 1, where he apostrophizes the women
of Samaria) : tj^e*, merry, sprightly ; and ntsa, trusting, namely
in futile things. They are to rise up (p^W), for God's word
must be heard standing, Judg. iii. 20 ; Nagelsbach translates:

Up ! hear my voice ! and compares Num. xxiii. 1 8 ; in any
case njop points to a rising up in outward as well as inward
reverence and attention. The definition of time, 7\:&h'3 cpj,

since n^in is without i apod, (cf Ixv. 24; Job i. 16-18),
seems to describe the duration of the devastation (Vitringa)

;

but xxix. 1 teaches us differently
; the i is wanting, as, e.g., in

Dan. iv. 28. "Tlie year" is the current year. An indefinite
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number of daj's, at most a year (which " days " sometimes

signifies, e.g. Judg. xvii. 10) from now—and the trembling

•will begin, there will be neither wine nor fruit more to

gather ; the spring-reaping of the corn is thus represented as

past at the beginning of the devastation. O'DJ is accus.

temporis, used here (as e.g. in xxvii. 6 ; cf. Ewald, § 293. 1)

of the initial point, not of the length of duration. As to

!n"in=n2inn, of. Amos iv. 1 along with Judg. iv. 20 ; Micah i. 13,

and Cant. ii. 7. The milel-forms HDb'a, ni'y, iTiJJn are explained

by Ewald, Drechsler, Luzzatto as plur. fern, imper., the 3 of

the ending nj being rejected—an unheard-of elision. Others

regard it as injin. with n fern. (Credner, Joel, p. 141) ; but
npbp for infinitive npDj? is without example, and just as

unexampled is the infin. with n of summoning : To quaking !

To unrobing ! (Bottcher). They are sing. masc. imper., as

perhaps ii?^f, vii. 11, and such as occur also out of pause,

e.g. nai^p (for which Kert na^c), Judg. ix. 8, cf. with Ps. xli. 4
and Volck on Deut. xxxiii. 23, and the sing, instead of plur.

is the harshest form of command. The masc. instead of

fern. (cf. ^n for 'sn^ Zech. xiii. 7) appears already in ^Tin

instead of •^^lY! ; the prophet then proceeds in the singular,

comprehending the female population in mass in the most

condensed form of expression ; the n of summoning already

required of itself the giving up of the feminine forms ''W'!, etc.

iTJj?, imper. of "^"^V, to be bare, to strip oneself, nijn, absolutely,

as in Joel i. 13, cf. iii. 24, above as to girding round the pp.

The same strange enall. generis meets us again in ver. 12 ; men
have not Q?!?', and yet onsb is said, the prophet contemplating

the whole nation, within which such a plangere uhera (pectora)

takes place for the destruction of so promising a harvest of

grain and wine. DIIB* and ''7.K' (construct to nilb") rhyme

together like uhera and uhertas frugum. In ver. 13 n?j>n

refers to i^pE' f\p^ which is combined into one neuter notion.

'3, 13&, has the force of a confirmatory "yea." The combina-

tion, with force of genitive, of nr^jf nnj? with mbr^ 'na

(pleasure-houses of the jubUant city), is as in xxviii. 1 ; Ps.

Ixviii. 2 1 ; 1 Chron. ix. 1 3. Such a genitival combination of

phrases being possible, it is needless, with Nagelsbach, to

place \\vbv ^'''^P
under the regimen of hv, whose force is

supposed to continue. Everything here is grammatically

VOL. IL D
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Strange, as in the Psalms the language grows more involved,

unconnected, and difficult the greater the gloom and indigna-

tion of the poet. Hence the brief, piercing sentences in ver.

14: palace (cf. xiii. 22) given up, city-tumult (i.e. the other-

wise tumultuous city, xxii. 2) forsaken. The use of IVf in

the sense of iirep, pro (not quite coincident with 3 pretii), is

as in Prov. vi. 26; Job ii. 4; 'Ofel, i.e. the south-east

declivity of the temple-mount fortified by Jotham, 2 Chron.

xxvii. 3 (in Josephus 'O^Xa? in meaning = swelling, rising

ground), and the bachan, i.e. watch-tower (perhaps the " tower

of the flock" mentioned by Micah iv. 8 along with 'Ofel,

scarcely the "great tower," Neh. iii. 27^), will be pro

speluneis, i.e. pass and serve as such. And where the women

of Jerusalem led their merry life, wild asses (a'^^'Jf), which

love treeless steppes, will now enjoy themselves, and flocks

will have their pasture. Thus Jerusalem will fall into ruin,

with its strongest, proudest places, and that in a year or less.

And this continues long, very long ; until at last the de-

struction of false rest is followed by the realization of the

true, vers. 15-18: " Until the Spirit is poured out upon us

from on high, and the wilderness hecomes garden-land., and

garden -land is counted as a forest. And justice makes its

abode in the wilderness, and righteousness settles in the garden-

land. And the effect of righteousness shall be peace, and the

fruit of righteousness rest and security for ever. And my

people dwells in a peaceful home, and in pleasant, secure resting-

places. And it hails when the forest falls down, and the city

shall sink in abasement." The D^iyiy, ver. 14, thus has a

limit (ly) : the duration of the lying desolate, immeasure-

able to human eyes, has an end for God, who at last trans-

forms this comfortless state. The state of suffering will

continue until the Spirit, whom Israel has now dwelling in

its midst (see Hagg. ii. 5), is poured out from heaven upon

Israel (cf. Fiel iTiJ?, Gen. xxiv. 20), i.e. shall be poured out in

His entire fulness. When this begins, a great transformation

takes place, whose spiritual nature is here symbolized in the

same proverbial way as in xxix. 17. The meaning, however,

of the second half here receives another turn ; the meaning is

1 Respecting ^QV aad tliis ^ni 'tM'O, see Bertheau-Kyssel on Ne]i. iii.,

p. 218 t.
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not, that what one now praises as a garden will then, brought

down from its false greatness, be counted a mere forest ; laut

everything will be so glorious, that what one now praises as

garden will be put in the shade by higher glory, so that it has

only the look of a wild forest. The whole land, the untilled

pastures as well as the cultivated corn and fruit land, will

then be a dwelling-place of justice and righteousness. Justice

and righteousness in Isaiah are the sign of the period of per-

fection. In constant course of realization these shall have

peace for their fruit ; ne'^p (cf. with Eccles. ii. 2) and nnby, used

of the fruit or natural reward of labour and painstaking

(cf. 'ifl'S). But before this quiet, blissful peace, of which

the present carnal security is a mere caricature, is realized,

two things must take place. 1. It must hail, while at the

same time the forest falls to the ground, smitten down by the

hail 0^1^., as in Zech. xi. 2). From x. 34 we know the forest

to be an emblem of Assyria, and the hail from xxx. 30 f. to be

one of the nature-powers destroying Assyria. 2. The city (i'J''!7,

word-play, and counterpart to "iV'.i]) must first sink in abase-

ment, i.e. be deeply humbled. Eosenmiiller, Drechsler, Nagels-

bach et al., understand the world-city according to parallels

from chaps, xxiv.—xxvii.; but in this prophetic cycle " the city
"

can only be Jerusalem, xxix. 2-4, xxx. 19 ff., xxxi. 4 if.

In presence of that twofold judgment, the prophet declares

those happy who see the time after the judgment, ver. 20 :

" Happy they who sow hy all waters, who let the foot of oxen

and asses wander freely." They who see this time are masters,

far and wide, of a quiet, fertile land, a land free from foes and

all disturbers of the peace. They sow wherever they will, by

all the waters fertilizing the soil, and so on most fruitful land

requiring little or no labour of cultivation ; and because every-

thing is in rich abundance, they can let oxen and asses roam

at large, without carefully fencing them off from the fields.

That this is the explanation, cannot be doubtful after xxx.

23-25; cf. also vii. 21 ff.

Here the four woes are concluded. The prophet began

(xxviii. 1—4) with the destruction of Samaria, then threaten-

ing Judah and Jerusalem also ; but to combine the several

features of the menace into a single harmonious picture is

impracticable. Sifting until a small remnant is left is a main
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thought running through the menace. Also that Assyria

will find its own destruction in Jerusalem, for which it

designs destruction, we read everywhere. But again the

prophet foretells, on one hand, that Jerusalem will be be-

sieged by the Assyrians, and will only be rescued when the

beleaguered city is in extremity (xxix. 1 ff., xxxi. 4 ff.) ; on

the other hand, that the towers will fall, xxx. 25, the walls of

the city be overthrown, xxx. 13 f., the land laid waste, and

Jerusalem itself destroyed, xxxii. 1 2 ff. ; and for both series

of events he fixes the limit of a year, xxix. 1, xxxii. 10. The

judgments which Israel has yet to undergo, and the time of

glory beyond, lie before the prophet's spiritual eye like a

long, profound diorama. In threatening the generation of the

present, he pierces, now more, now less deeply, into these

judgments lying in perspective before him. Now he merely

threatens beleaguering to the utmost straits, now destruction
;

the world-power, which this twofold calamity brings upon

Judah, is everywhere Assyria. But not only the worst evil:

Jerusalem's destruction, but even the less evil : beleaguer-

ing to the utmost straits, was not carried out. Wliy

not ? According to Jer. xviii. 7-10, neither the prophet's

threats of punishment nor promises of safety are so uncon-

ditional, that they are carried out at this or that time, on this

or that generation, of absolute necessity. If the threatened

ones repent, the threatened penalty may be abolished or miti-

gated, Jonah iii. 4 ; 1 Kings xxi. 29 ; 2 Kings xxii. 15-20
;

2 Chron. xii. 5-8. The prophet's words do not on this account

fall to the ground
; if they work repentance, they attain their

end ; but if the sinful state returns, they resume their force.

If the judgment is irrevocably decreed, it is merely delayed

in order to discharge itself on the generation most ripe for it.

Like Isaiah, his contemporary Micah also threatened that

with the judgment on Samaria a like judgment would burst

on Jerusalem : Zion would be ploughed into a field, Jerusalem

laid in ruins, and the temple-mount changed into forest-

heights, iii. 12. But in Jer. xxvi. 18 f. we read that

Hezekiah, terrified by this prophecy, repented with the whole

of Judah, and that Jehovah on this account recalled His
threat. Thus in the first years of Hezekiah a turn for the

better took place in Judah. This must also have led to the
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withdrawal of the Isaianic threatenings, as these contributed

to the repentance (see Caspari, Micah, p. 1 6 ff.). No one of

the three threatenings : Isa. xxix. 1-4, xxxii. 9-14, Micah iii.

12, which form an ascending climax, was carried out. When
the repentance was seen to be superficial, the former threats

resumed their force, to the extent that the Assyrians marched

through Judah devastating everything. But on account of

Hezekiah's humbling himself and his faith, from that time tlie

threat changes into promise. In contradiction to his former

threat, Isaiah now promises that Jerusalem shall not be in-

vested by the Assyrians (xxxvii. 33-35), but before actual

investment takes place the army of Assyria will be destroyed.

The Jifth Woe : Woe for Assyria and Salvation of Jerusalem,

chap. xxxiiL

We find ourselves here in the midst of the troubles brought

on mat Haiti {^^^ pi<), and especially on Judah, by Sen-

nacherib in his third campaign, which is related in the

prism- inscription. Isaiah's earlier threatenings, which the

repentance of the people reversed, are so far in force again,

and so far carried out, that the Assyrians are already in

Judah, have laid waste the land, and are threatening Jeru-

salem.

Then the element of promise gains the upper hand ; the

. prophet takes his stand with the weapons of prophecy and

prayer between Assyria and his people ; and the woe turns

from the latter to the former, ver. 1 :
" Woe Spoiler, and thy-

self unspoiled, and thou pradiser of guile that suffered no guile!

V/hen thou hast done with spoiling thou shalt be spoiled; -when

thou hast finislied practising guile, thou shalt suffer guile."

Beside Tib*, open violence, stands nja, tecte, subdole agere, with

3 of the object. Assyria is still untouched by the misfortunes

which it inflicts on other lands and peoples. But it will yet

be recompensed like for like, so soon as (3 of simultaneous-

ness, as e.g. xxx. 19, xviii. 5) it has reached the end pre-

determined by Jehovah for its wasting and plunder. Instead

of ^3 is found here and there (e.g. in the two Petersburg

codices) the reading 12, which is equally admissible in point

of style. IPT'H,?, or rather lipnna (see Baer), is regular EipMl
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form, the reduplication tefore the su£f. being dropped (cf. Ifos,

Gen. xxvii. 21). "^^ (IB'?) seemed more natural instead of

IlitJ'; the participial construction is the same as in 1 Sam.

iii. 2, and in the Mishnic I'n'mD n-^n 'bniD lis-nnn, the walls of

the house began to glow (Levy under nm). 'H^'^ji? is HipMl,

syncopated from ^n'^3n3 (cf. the similar forms, iii. 8 ; Deut. i.

33, and often), moreover with dagesh dirimens, from the verb

ihi, which is in a sense guarded by Job xv. 29, to which

Ben-Koresh and Chayfig give the same meaning as to Jlj,

imperf. i and u, to attain, reach. Still the conjecture ini??3

is good (Cappellus, Lowth, Ewald, Cheyne ; while CappeUus

also preferred inis<p33) ; whereas the supposition that yhii is

in sound =''in'!)p3 (Bottcher), assumes a change of sound which

is improbable in the initial sound. The form l^w (cf Hos.

X. 14) is imperf. ffoph. (according to Bottcher, § 906, p. 104,

passive to the imperf. Kal ^'6^'^ or "''itJ''), with the same redupli-

cation of the first radical letter as in na), xxiv. 12; 3DV, xxviii.

27, and often. The play of sound (cf. xxi. 2, xxiv. 16) sets

forth the punishment of the hitherto unpunished one as the

inevitable echo of its sin.

In ver. 2 the prophetic word of power becomes a believing

prayer :
" Jehovah, he gracious to us ; he thou their arm every

morning, yea, our salvation in time of need ! " Kimchi (Michlol

21) compares with the change of person chap. i. 29 and 0?3

often standing for D3p3 : their arm, i.e. power, shielding and

defending them, thy people and mine, cjx adds force : Israel's

arm every morning, for the danger is renewed daily ; Israel's

salvation, i.e. entire deliverance (xxv. 9), for the supreme

moment of need is still in prospect.

While the prophet is thus praying, he already in spirit sees

the answer, vers. 3, 4 : "At the sound of a crashing peoples dis-

appear, before thy lifting up nations are scattered. And your

booty is carried away as a locust-swarm carries away ; as beetles

run they run upon it." The iion, which is indefinite, thus

giving the impression of something mysterious and terrible, is

at once explained : the crashing comes from Jehovah, who
rises up judicially against Assyria, and judicially thunders.

The hostile army then makes away (issJ='SD3, horn Niphal Y^'^,

1 Sam. xiii. 11, of J'?Si=l'iBj from pa) ; and your booty (resum-
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ing address to Assyria) is swept up, as locusts, when a swarm
of them settles on a field, eat it clean. Cappellus, Drechsler

et al., explain, like Jerome, after LXX. : ov Tpoirov idv th
avvaydyr) a.KpiBa'i. The figure is not inapt, but the article

ypnn favours the other acceptation, and 4& puts it beyond
doubt. p\^f, whence the part. Kal p\>p and the substantive

pB'p, signifies here and Joel ii. 9, busy running to and fro,

discursitare, akin to jL, V ^, to urge, especially to urge to

run ; ppy is the present with quite general subject, like S<?.'p,

xxi. 11 ; n^f, XXX. 24 ; D''"!ab, one strikes, xxxii. 12. The Jeru-

salemites swarm in the enemy's camp like beetles, they are all

busy carrying off all they can.

The prophet sees this while he is praying, and now feasts

on the issues of the wealth-yielding victory, vers. 5,6: " Ux-
alted is Jehovah, for dwelling on high he has filled Zion with

justice and righteousness. And there shall he security of thy

times, riches of full salvation, of wisdom and knowledge ; the

fear of Jehovah is then Jtidah's treasure." Exalted, for while

essentially the all-ruling One, He has now performed an act

of justice and righteousness, the sight and memory of which

fill Zion like a rich overflowing treasure with truth and praise.

A new time has now opened for the people of Judah. The

prophet is addressing this people, ver. 6 ; for there is no

reason to regard the address as spoken to Hezekiah. After

that great deed, il^iDN, i.e. stability (Ex. xvii. 12), will charac-

terize the condition of the times (Ps. xxxi. 15), a continuously

uniform and therefore trustworthy state (cf. ^i?^?-.- ^^
r ) xxxix.

8). In the second place, fulness of salvation, wisdom, and

knowledge will be theirs. These three ideas are supported

by ipn, which is from Ipn = v-;. (xxiii. 18), and signifies

laying by their store or rich treasure. The prophet makes a

beginning, so to speak, of unfolding the seven gifts (xi. 2)

which are involved in njliEi'';. Fear of Jehovah, the basis of

all, will be the people's treasure. Isaiah is fond of the form

noan instead of ^^^n, even outside the genitival relation, for

the purpose of stricter connection, as appears from xxxv. 2,

xli. 21 (cf. {^IS, Philippi, Stat. Gonstr. p. 59); here, moreover,

it has the advantage of rhyming in the closing sound (cf. nins'l,

xxii. 13).
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The prophet has now, in keeping with liis already oft-

repeated practice, traversed preliminarily the circle of thought,

which he now begins again, lamenting, in psalm-like, elegiac

tones, the present sad state of things, and weeps with his

weeping people, vers. 7-9 :
" Behold, their heroes weep without,

the messengers of peace weep Utterly. Highroads are desolate,

travellers vanished; he has hrohen covenant, insulted cities,

despised men. The land mourns, languishes; Lebanon is

ashamed, dried up ; the pasture of Sharon is like a desert, and

Bashan and Carmel shake their leaves." DjJSnx is chosen, per-

haps not without reference to ^x''"'^?, the name of Jerusalem,

chap, xxix., but has another meaning here. We have trans-

lated "heroes" {Beclcen), because ^^?"]« is here synonymous

with ^K'ls in the Nibelung-like piece in 2 Sam. xxiii. 20

;

1 Chron. xi. 22 (cf. the hero-name i^\ xJ\, "lion of God,"

given by Mohammed to his uncle Hamza). This ^>?''')Sf,

here with the augmenting of the word abbreviated to PX"!** (cf.

the proper name '^^1*?, Num. xxvi. 17, and the post-Biblical

angel-name Dy^l^), is not formed from n"ix^ to be strong,

for such a verb, assumed by Fiirst for ''"}X, is not in evidence,

—but compounded from ''1.?, lion, and ?>?, God, signifying there-

fore lion of God. Still ?^ only adds to the idea of lion-like

courage the mark of something extraordinary, wonderful, and

is content, as a compound word, with the collective singular,

according to circumstances, without forming a plural. The

pointing inflects the word after tlie precedent of ??"]? (i??"!?).

That the pointing treats it as contracted from DH? i^^^^, which

is neither possible linguistically nor suited to the context, need

not trouble us, although Targ., Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion

translate, so. The change D?^")?< gives the plural, which, how-

ever, can be better dispensed with, according to 2 Sam. xxiii. 20,

than the pronoun. " Their " (the Judaeans') " heroes," as the

parallel clause shows, the messengers sent to Sennacherib, who
were to treat with him for peace.'^ They brought him in his

^ Tradition, which, however, is not here followed by the Targum, makes
D''^N"lK an angel-name (Jer.: Hebraei significare angelos arbitrantur) ; Bar-
Kappara, in his flowery narrative of the death of the Eahhi so uses it,

Jer. Kilayim ix. 3 ; Bab. Kethuboth 104a, etc. Cf. Cheyne in Expositor,

1888, p. 26 ;
" Divine messengers from Ardlu, the seat of the Deity " (after

Alf. Jeremias).
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camp before Lachish the amount of silver and gold required in

order to peace, 2 Kings xviii. 14—16. But he broke the cove-

nant, demanding in addition the surrender of Jerusalem. When
the warriors of Judah had to bring back this shameful, terrible

news to the king and people, and had arrived before Jerusalem

in the neighbourhood of the king's palace, they cried aloud (cf.

XV. 4). The embassy, whose mission was itself a disgrace to

Judah and to itself, returned, shedding bitter tears at such

treachery and deceit and shame. Meantime Sennacherib, de-

spite the agreement, continued his measures to force the forti-

fied cities (cf. Q^"]y DND, 2 Kings xviii. 13). The land was more

and more devastated, the fields trampled down, and the autumn,

look presented by Lebanon with its fading foliage, and Bashan

and Carmel with their foliage already falling, seemed like shame

and lamentation at the misfortune of the land. The time

then of the prophet's mourning is autumn, with which the date

indicated of his prophecy agrees, xxxii. 10. 'if?^^ ''?? (cf.

xxiv. 4) are alliterative ; the first verb is in the radical form,

the second follows the gender of the following subject (cf. the

reverse case, 1 Kings xix. 11). ^aj^ is pausal form for ?pi^,

just as elsewhere also e with the tone easily passes into d oi a

in pause, nanjja (without art.) is to be read instead of 'i^iVJ?, as

in Zech. xiv. 10. Mourning in psalm-like tones, Isaiah now

also comforts himself with words of a psalm. Like David

(Ps. xii. 5), he hears Jehovah speak.

The measure of Assyria's iniquity is full ; the hour of Judah's

deliverance has come ; long enough has Jehovah sat still

and looked on (xviii. 4), ver. 10:" I{ow will I arise, saith

Jehovah, novj lift myself up, noiu exalt myself." The significant

nnv (now) in Isaiah, as in Micah and Hosea, occurring three

times, fixes the turning-point between love and wrath, wrath

and love, npiis (in half pause instead of opiix) is contracted

from DOiin^, Gesen. § 54. 2h). Jehovah will rise up from

His throne and reveal all His greatness to Israel's foes.

After the prophet has heard this from Jehovah, he knows

also how it will go with them, ver. 11 : "Ye conceive hay,

bring forth stubble ! Your panting is the fire which shall devmtr

you." Their plan to destroy Jerusalem comes to nought

;

their panting with rage (nn, as in xxv. 4) against Jerusalem

is the fire which consumes them. The idea is more forcible
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than the one given by the conjecture 1D3 ''nn (Lowth, Seeker)

cited by Cheyne. ^^U. is growth of grass (hay), and K't! what

remains of the corn stalks after mowing (see v. 24).

Both are easily consumed by the spreading flame, ver. 12:

"And peoples iecome lime-lurnings, thorns cut off, which are

kindled with fire." Echo of the figure of the funeral pyre,

XXX. 33. 12a sets forth in symbol the completeness of their

destruction. They are so completely consumed that only

ashes remain like a lime heap in lime-burning; 12&, its sud-

denness : they vanish suddenly like brushwood, dead and

therefore cut down, which crackles and burns quickly, v. 24,

. cf. ix. 17. npzi is the Targum word for ipf, amputare ; Vti\

imperf. Niph., instead of inr, perhaps to distinguish it from

this form of the imperf. Kal.

But the prophet does not, because of Assyria, overlook the

guilty sinners of his own nation. The judgment upon Assyria

is a terrible lesson, not merely to the heathen, but also to

Israel, vers. 13, 14 :
" Hear, ye that are far, what I have per-

formed; and know, ye that are near, my almighty power ! The

sinners in Zion are horror-struck, trembling seizes the hypocrites.

' Who among us can dwell -with consuming fire, v^ho among us

dwell with eternal lurnings ? '

" Before the Almighty and

Just One who has judged Assyria (in the view of the prophet,

the act of judgment has just taken place) the sinners in Jeru-

salem also cannot stand ; they must either repent, or they

cannot remain near Him. Jehovah, as regards His wrath, is

a consuming fire, Deut. iv. 24, ix. 3 ; and the fiery force of

this wrath is everlasting burnings, inasmuch as it consists of

flames never to be quenched (li??^, here not the burning-place,

but that which burns). And this God has His fire and furnace

in Jerusalem, xxxi. 9, and has just shown what His fire can

do when it breaks out. For this reason the sinners, confess-

ing to themselves by "among us" (cf. Amos ix. 1) that none

of them can endure it, ask in terror, " Who can dwell with

consuming fire ? " (ny with accus. loci, as in Ps. v. 5).

The prophet answers the questions for them, vers. 15, 16 :

" He that walks in righteousness and speaks uprightness ; he

that despises gain of oppressions ; whose hand keeps itself from
touching bribes ; he that stops his ear not to hear of bloodthirsty

counsel, and closes his eyes not to regard evil—he shall dwell on
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high, fastnesses of rocks are his stronghold, his hread is alundant,

his loater inexhaustible." An Isaianic variation of Ps. xv.,

xxiv. 3—6 (as Jer. xvii. n—8 is a variation by Jeremiah of

Ps. i.). niplV, like 2'"!^'!?, is accus. of object : he that walks

in full measure of righteousness in all respects, i.e. lives and

practises it (Ewald, § 282, 1), and whose words exactly har-

monize with his inner disposition and with outward facts.

The third quality is that he not merely does not seek, but

abhors gain to the hurt of a neighbour; the fourth, that he

diligently guards hands, ears, and eyes against all danger of

moral pollution.^ To the verb D^V (properly, to press to, press

together), secondary form from nxj;, Prov. xvi. 30, corresponds

in Arabic to ^AA^i. (cf. T07 and DP, y"]3, ^J). Bribes, which

one encloses in the hand, he shakes off (cf. Neh. v. 13); to

schemes of murder, revenge, hate, robbery, he closes his ear;

to sinful sights he shuts his eyes, without so much as blinking.

Such an one need not fear God's wrath. Living according to

God's will, he lives in God's love ; there he is enclosed as

in the impregnable walls of a rocky fortress on inaccessible

heights ; he suffers neither hunger nor thirst, but his bread is

furnished without fail (IFi^, part), namely, by God's love ; his

waters are unfailing, for the living God makes them spring

forth for him. Such is the picture of one who need not be

alarmed by God's wrath and judgments against Assyria.

Before this picture the prophet forgets the sinners in Zion,

greeting the future Church bearing such a character with words

of promise, ver. 17:" Thine eyes shall iehold the king in his

heauty, shall see a land of distances." The king of Judah,

hitherto deeply abased by tyrannous oppression and unfor-

tunate wars (Micah iv. 14), is then glorified by the victory of

his God, and the nation, answering to the description of vers.

15, 16, shall behold him in his God-given beauty,^ shall see a

1 " Every one that sees a shameful sight," runs a saying of R. Joshua b.

Levi {Ealachoth gedoloth, sec. nVlV, and often), " and hides Lis eyes from

it, shall be deemed worthy to behold the face of the Shekinah." This is

inferred from ver. 15 in connection with ver. 17.

" Stade, Zdtschrift (1884), p. 256 &, thinks he can prove that not

merely chap, xxxiii. (whose Isaianic origin was already doubted by

Ewald), but chap, xxxii. also, "owes its origin to the imitative prophetic

authorship of post-exilian days." " In ver. 17," he remarks, p. 263, " two
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land of far-stretching extent (a't?r\y=a''pn-^o, the ff oi which is

a lowered a), now purged from foes, restored without curtail-

ment to Israel, and happy in the enjoyment of peace under

this king.

Suffering has passed away like a dream, vers. 18, 19 : "Thy

heart bethinks itself of the terror : Where is he that valued l

where he that weighed ? where he that counted the towers ? Thou

scest the unmannerly people no more, the people of deep inaudible

lip, of stammering, unintelligible tongiie." The terrible past is

so driven out of mind by the glorious present that one must

reflect {^i!}, meditari, as Jerome translates) in order to recall it.

Vanished is the "isb (from "iSp, to mark, draw, grave, count)

who managed the collection of tribute, the ^i^y who tested

the weight of gold and silver, the 0"^?'?!^""? "'"° ^'^'O' ^^^^^

reconnoitring, drew up the plan of the city to be invested or

stormed. Disappeared has the W3 DV (Mph. to TO from tr),

the people of insolent, shameless bearing, as well as insatiable

in their demands (Targ., Symmachus, Jerome). This attribute

is in keeping; and to explain tyi: in the sense of tp, Ps.

cxiv. 1 (Eashi, Vitringa, Ewald), or so to read it (de Dieu,

Cappellus, Bredenkamp), is without warrant, ''i^p?' and iVpi

describe the obscure, barbarous sound of their speech ; i'if^fP,

the difficulty of understanding the utterance ; nra ps, the

unintelligibleness of what was meant. Although the Assyrians

spoke Semitic, their language was so different in its words

and word-forms that, e.g., a request like pitd bdhkdTna lurruba

andku (Open thy door that I may enter) might be more easily

misunderstood by the Israelite than understood.

How will Jerusalem look when Assyria is dashed to pieces

on its fortress ? The prophet here passes into the tone of Ps.

xlviii. 13 f. Ps. xlvi. and xlviii. belong, perhaps, to the time

of Jehoshaphat, but are equally suited to the deliverance of

Jerusalem under Hezekiah, ver. 20 : "Behold Zion, the fortress

isolated, only loosely connected traits are joined in one thought—the rule

of the Messianic king and the wide extent of his kingdom ; they are only

held together by the thought that the Church in Messianic days enjoys

the sight of both." I am unable to acquiesce in. this view. Messianic

king? If this = Messiah, I reply that the king of ver. 17 is as little the

Messiah as the Messiah of Micah v. 2 is one person with the king smitten

on the cheek, ver. 1. And do the king who is restored to honour and the

land that is relieved of enemies really stand in only loose connection ?
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of our festal gathering ! Thine eyes shall see Jerusalem, a
cheerful "place, a tent that removes not, whose pegs are never

drawn out, and none of whose cords- are ever broken." The
seeing is here, as ia Ps. Ixiii. 3, that which proceeds from
looking at. Jerusalem stands unconquered and uninjured, the

fortress of the feast-keeping community of the whole land

OJ)i» like vr\\yQ, iv. 5, of. xxx. 29), a place full of cheerfulness

(xxxii. 18), in which everything is adapted for permanence.

Escaped from its troubles, Jerusalem is stronger than ever, a

tent no longer nomadic and wandering (tl'V a nomad-word =
^^,jel?, to wander, pack up = \VJ^, Gen. xlv. 17), but intended

for eternal duration.

It is also a great Lord who dwells therein, a faithful al-

mighty protector, vers. 21, 22: "No, a glorious one dwells

there for us, Jehovah—a place of rivers, canals of wide extent,

into which no oared fleet ventures, and which no majestic war-

ship crosses. For Jehovah is our Judge, Jehovah is our Com-

mander, Jehovah is our King, he will bring us salvation." DX ''3,

imo, follows up the negative clauses of 20& still farther. I'^ix

is Jehovah who has overthrown Lebanon, i.e. Assyria, x. 34.

He dwells in Jerusalem for His people's good—a place of

rivers, i.e. in consequence of His dwelling therein it is like a

place of rivers. That Dipp is neither = loco (nnn), which is

possible, as is proved by 1 Kings xsi. 19 ("in place of"), if

not by Hos. ii. 1 (cf. xxii. 38), nor yet = substitution, com-

pensation, is shown by la and 15"!|.^V''., which refer to this Dipp.

Therefore : in virtue of Jehovah's indwelling, Jerusalem is a

place (cf. the identifying instead of comparison, ver. 20) of

broad rivers, such as guard cities surrounded by them else-

where {e.g. Babylon, the " many- coiled serpent," xxvii. 1), and

broad canals, which, like fortifications, keep off the enemy

(like Nu-Amun in Egypt, which was girdled by waters, Nah.

iii. 8). The adjective, by which DHI, as in xxii. 18 (on

both sides), graphically emphasizes the idea of breadth, belongs

to both nouns, which are placed side by side a<7vvheTW'i (be-

cause interchangeable). ''3K, ship, 2 IS, is originally of tlie

same meaning as the Arabic »lj', vessel, receptacle, as vaisseau
>

arosa out of vasculum. ^"".W is formed from tsm, which as a

nautical word means to row. 'V (from njs^ to erect, put together)
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is also a name of a ship, a great one ; Aquila rptrjpr]';, Jerome

trieris, warship with three rows of rowing benches one above

another.— Jehovah's presence is to Jerusalem what the

broadest rivers and canals are to other cities ; and into these

rivers and canals, which Jerusalem has in Jehovah, no oared

ship ventures (3 'ilPn, ingredi), no majestic warship can cross

it : even such a colossus would founder in these dangerous,

mighty waters. Similar is the figure in xxvi. 1. In the

consciousness of this unapproachable and impregnable defence

the people of Jerusalem boast in their God, who, as tJBB'j

watches over Israel's right and honour, as Pi?.np (synonymous

with Kocrfji,i]Ta>p in Homer) bears the staff of command in

Israel, and as '^?p is enthroned and rules in Israel's midst, so

that in Him it is provided beforehand with sure help against

every future danger.

Now it is apparently different. Not Assyria, but Jeru-

salem, is like a vessel near shipwreck ; but when that which

has just been predicted is fulfilled, Jerusalem, now so feeble

and sinful, will be transformed, vers. 23, 24: "Thy ropes

hang slack, they hold not firm the support of their mast, they

keep not the flag outspread— then hooty of plundering is

divided in abundance ; even lame men share the hooty. And
no inhabitant shall say : I am weak, the people settled therein

has its sins forgiven." Luzzatto, Reuss et al., erroneously

take ver. 23 as an address to Assyria, which— a proud

warship—would cross the river-girdle encircling Jerusalem

;

but the address, with dyich (see on i. 26), applies to Jeru-

salem (Drechsler, ISTagelsbach, Cheyne, v. Orelli, Bredenkamp,
Driver). The city being first pictured as guarded by a

mighty stream, and as a wreck on this stream, is just the

contrast of now and then. Now Jerusalem is a hard-bestead

ship, tossed by the storm, a sport of the waves. Its ropes

hang slackly down (Jerome, laxati sunt). H is not adj.

:

straight, but subst., as the order of words indicates, the

insertion of the Makkeph also proceeding from it : they hold

not firm D2iPi-t3, the bed of their mast, i.e. the bed formed by
the laToirihrj, the hollow into which the mast is let down,
and the /xea-oBfir] { = fx,eaoB6p,r]), the cross-beam in whose
groove it rests. If the stay-ropes are not drawn tight, the

mast, falling backwards aloft, may slip out of the fieaoBfjiTj,
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and in this way out of the la-ToBoKr) far below, and break

down the latter. The term t? is less suitable to the /j,ea6Sfir]

with its groove (i.e. semicircular hollow), than to the la-ToBoKi},

which not merely serves the mast like the former as a

support, but as a stand, keeping it firm and upright. Vitringa

thus hits the mark : Oportet accedere funes, qui thecam firment

h. e. qui malum sustinentcs tJiecae succurrant, qui quod theca

sola per se praestare nequit absque funibns cum ea veluti

succurrentes efficiant. Further, the ropes of the ship. Jeru-

salem keep not the D? outspread, i.e. the iiriaijfjLov of the ship

(flag, or even the sail with a device worked in). Such is

Jerusalem now, but TiJ then {tum) it will be different.

Assyria founders, and Jerusalem is enriched, without use of

weapons, with the wealth of the Assyrian camp. The
prophet, ver. 1, began by announcing this spoiling of Assyria.

The discourse therefore ends as it began. But the prophet's

last word is this, that the people of Jerusalem is now strong

in God, and lil? X^J (as in Ps. xxxii. 1) saved, delivered from

its sin. A people humbled by affliction, penitent, and there-

fore forgiven, then inhabits Jerusalem. Israel's strength and

all its salvation rest on forgiveness of sins.

PART VI.-THE FINALE OP JUDGMENT ON THE WHOLE
"WORLD, ESPECIALLY EDOM, AND OP THE DELIVER-
ANCE OF JEHOVAH'S PEOPLE, CHAPS. XXXIV., XXXV.

Chaps, xxxiv., xxxv. stand in just the same relation to

chaps, xxviii.—xxxiii. as chaps, xxiv.—xxvii. do to chaps, xiii.—

xxiii. In both cases the specific prophecy for the times is

followed by an all-comprehending finale of an apocalyptic

character ; the palpable forms of the historical present, sur-

rounding us in chaps, xxviii-xxxiii., have here vanished ; we

find ourselves without footing in the historical present. For

the date of this finale, which transports us into the midst of

the last things, the relation in which Jeremiah and Zephaniah

stand to it, is of importance. On this subject Caspari's

essay : Jeremia ein Zevgc fur die Echtheit von Jes. c. xxxiv., uvd
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mithin auch fiir die EeUheit von Jes. c. xL-lxvi., c. xiii.-xiv.

23, and xxi. 1-10 {Jeremiah a Witness to the Genuineness

of Isa. xxxiv., and consequently also to the Genuineness of

Isa. xl.-lxvi., xiii.-xiv. 23, and xxi. 1-10) in the Luther.

Zeitschrift, 1843, 2, should be read; and respecting the

relation of Jer. 1. f. especially to Isa. xxxiv. f. Nagelsbach,

Jeremia und Babylon, pp. 107-113. We find in Jeremiah

not a few passages (namely, xxv. 31, 33, 34, xlvi. 10, 1. 27,

39, li. 40) which stand, not accidentally, in reciprocal rela-

tion to chap, xxxiv. Just as certainly Zeph. i. 7, 8, ii. 14

stand, not by accident, in reciprocal relation to Isa. xxxiv. 6,

11; in the same way Zeph. ii. 1 5 rhymes with Isa. xlvii. 8

;

Zeph. i. 7 Jin., iii. 11, with Isa. xiii. 3, and Zeph. ii. 14 looks

like a blending together of the pictures of ruin in Isa. xxxiv.

13 ff. and xiii. 21 f. It is still to-day hard for me to deny

priority to the Book of Isaiah in these passages, and to ascribe

it to Jeremiah and Zephaniah despite the thoroughly imita-

tive and, so to speak, anthological character of the two. But

if Isaianic and Deutero-Isaianic passages are really mixed in

the Book of Isaiah, then (I do not draw this inference with-

out feeling the same scruples as v. Orelli and Bredenkamp)

not only chaps, xxiv.-xxvii., hut also chaps, xxxiv., xxxv.

belong to those passages which we call Deutero-Isaianic,

because they bear the Isaianic stamp in a secondary manner,

and form a transition from the old Isaianic passages to the

Book of Exiles, chaps, xl.-lxvi. Chaps, xxxiv., xxxv. are its

prelude. Edom is here what Moab is, chaps, xxiv.-xxvii.

By the side of Babylon the world-empire, whose policy of

conquest led it to enslave Israel, Edom represents the world

which is hostile to Israel as the people of Jehovah. For

Edom is Israel's brother - nation, and hates Israel as the

people of the election. In this its unbrotherly, hereditary

hatred, it represents the enemies and persecutors of the

Church of Jehovah as such in their entirety. The specific

counterpart to chap, xxxiv. is Ixiii. 1-6.

What the prophet foretells concerns all nations and all

individuals among them in their relation to the Church of

Jehovah. Hence he begins with the summons, vers. 1-3 :

"Draw near, ye nations, to hear, and ye nations, attend ; let

the earth hear, and that which Jills it, the world and all that
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springs from it ! For Jehovah's indignation will go forth

against all nations, and burning wrath against all their host

;

he has laid them, under the tan, given them up to slaughter.

And their slain are cast forth, and their carcases—their stench

shall go up, and mountains melt with their blood." The
summons does not invite them to witness the execution of

the judgment, but to hear the prophecy of the coming judg-

ment; and it goes forth withal to the whole of nature,

because this will have to share in the judgment upon all

nations (see on v. 25, xiii. 10). 'n^ flVi? (cf. 'rh CiV, ver. 8,

ii. 12) implies that Jehovah is ready to execute His wrath.
DK3S, differently in Gen. ii. 1, goes back to D^ian. The peoples

hostile to Him are slain, their carcases lie unburied, and the

streams of blood dissolve the firm masses of the mountains so

that they melt. On the stench of corpses, cf. Ezek. xxxix.

1 1 ; even if Dpn there does not mean " to stop the breath

with the stench," still Ezek. xxxix. points back in many
respects to Isa. xxxiv.

The judgment here foretold belongs to the last things, for

it takes place with the contemporaneous destruction of the

present heaven and earth, ver. 4 :
" And all the host of

heaven moulders away, and the heavens are rolled up like a

book, and all their host withers as a leaf vAthers from the

vine, and like fading leaves from the fig-tree." Whereas xiii.

10 does not yet go beyond Joel iii. 3 f., chaps, xxiv. 21, Ii. 6,

Iv. 17, Ivi. 22 have no previous parallels. po3, to dissolve in

decay and dust (iii. 24, v. 24); ^J3 (for bi\, like %, Ixiii. 19,

Ixiv. 2 ; r'lj, Eccles. xii. 6, etc.) are rolled together, used

of the cylinder - shaped book - roll (p^iip, like volumen from

volvere). The heaven, therefore the present structure of

the world, dissolves into atoms, and is shut up as a book

when read ; and the stars fall down, as a faded leaf falls from

the vine when stirred by a gentle breeze, as that which

fades, i.e. the faded leaf shaken off by the fig-tree. It

is a vision of the last days, which is confirmed by the

Lord, Matt. xxiv. 29. When one looks at the following

"for," it certainly seems strange that the prophet should

foretell the destruction of the heavens because Jehovah

judges Edom ; but Edom represents here all the powers

hostile to the Church of God as such, and is thus an idea of

VOL. n. E
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the profoundest and widest cosmical significance (cf. xxiv. 21).

The Biblical doctrine is that when sin, which culminates, iu

unbelief and persecution of the Church of believers, shall

have reached its fall measure, God will lay the present

world in ruin.

In view of this consideration, we are not surprised when

the prophet verifies the destruction of the present heavens

as follows, vers. 5-7 :
" For then ray sword is drunken in

heaven ; Miold, upon Udovi it ccmes down, and on the people

of my Ian to judgment. The sword of Jehovah is filled with

Mood, is replenished with fat, with blood of lambs and he-goats,

vnth kidney-fat of rams ; foi- Jehovah has a sacrifice in Bozrah,

and a great slaughter in the land of JEdom. And wild oxen go

down with them, and bullocks with bulls; and their land is

drimken with blood, and their dust replenished vjith fat." As

in chap. Ixiii. Jehovah is represented as a wine-press treader,

and the people as grapes, so here He is represented as a

sacrificer, and the nations as sacrificial animals (n3T, cf. Zeph.

i. 7 ; Jer. xlvi. 1 ; Ezek. xxxix. 1 7 £f.—three dependent

])assages). But here Jehovah does not appear in person as

Judge, but His sword; as in Gen. iiL 24, along with the

cherub, the revolving sword is mentioned as an independent

retributive power. The sword is His retributive power,

which, after it has become drunk
('^'P'."!,

intens. of Kal,

like nns, xlviii. 8) with wrath in heaven, i.e. in the sphere

of Deity, comes down as though in raging drunkenness upon

Edom, the people of Jehovah's ban, i.e. the people excluded

by Him from the sphere of earthly life (Q'^n = [^/=^. '-r'j^>

excludere), and devoted to destruction, and then as His instru-

ment of punishment is filled with blood and replenished with

fat. njp^ji is iro<ApaaZ==n3p'=!nn, cf. o?n, i. 16. hots, xi v. 14,

the penult, has the tone, the nj being treated like the plur.

of the imperf. ; the dropping of the dagesh in the \p is con-

nected with this. The writing of spno twice with six points,

ver. 6 (in opposition to codices and old editions), is a

traditional error ; the 0. T. language knows only the form
37n (radical from chilb). Lambs, he-goats, rams, are the

Edomite nation compared to such small sacrificial animals.

Edom and Bozrah stand together, as in Ixiii. 1 ; the latter
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was a chief city of the Edomites, Gen. xxxvi. 33; Amos i.

12; Jer. xlix. 13, 22; it lay on the Edomite hills (Gehdl),

on the site of the village Busaira (i.e. Little Bozrah), which is

surrounded by its ruins. In distinction from the three

names of small animals, ver. 6, the three names of horned
cattle, ver. 7 (see respecting Dsn, Friedr. Delitzsch, Prolego-

mena, p. 15 ff.), denote the Edomite nobles. These also

descend with those to the slaughter-place, for so il?^''^ is to be

understood, after Jer. 1. 27, li. 40 (cf. Jer. xlviii. 15), not as

in Hag. ii. 22, of throwing down. The feast of the sword

is so abundant that even the earth and the dust of the

Edomite land are soaked with blood and fat.

Thus Jehovah revenges His Church on Edom, vers. 8-10 :

" For Jehovah has a day of vengeance, a year of retribution, to

fight for Zion. And tlie irooks of Edom turn into pitch, and
its dust into brimstone, and its land becomes burning pitch.

Bay and night it is not quenched ; and Edom's smoke mounts

up for ever, from generation to generation it lies vjaste, to ages

of ages no one goes through it." The one phrase ji'V ^''If (not

yo, therefore genitival connection) throws light on the

prophecy both forwards and backwards. The day and night

of the judgment ou Edom (cf. Ixi. 2, Ixiii. 4) do justice to

Zion against its accusers and persecutors (S'l, vindicatio, cf.

li. 22). nst, V fit, is pitch as liquid, and n^"?S3, mineral brim-

stone, so named from the similarity of its odour to the

vegetable 1S3. The eternal punishment falling on the

Edomites is depicted in figures and colours suggested by the

nearness of Edom to the Dead Sea, and the volcanic character

of this mountain -land; it suffers the fate of Sodom and

Gomorrah, Jer. xlix. 18. The inextinguishable fire (cf.

Ixvi. 24) and the eternally-ascending smoke (cf. Eev. xix. 3)

prove that the final end is referred to. The prophet indeed

means primarily that the land of Edom, included within

definite geographical limits, is smitten with the doom

described ; but this doom represents that of all nations and

individuals whose spirit and attitude are those of Edom
towards the Church of Jehovah.

The land of Edom in this geographically definite sense,

and also in the emblematic sense, will become a wilderness;

the kingdom of Edom is destroyed for ever, vers. 11, 12:
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" And pelican and liedgelwg take it in possession, and Jiorned

owl and raven divell there, and he stretches over it tlie measuring

line of Tohu, and the plummet of Bohu. Its nobles—tliere is

no kingdom there which they might proclaim, and all its princes

come to nought." The picture of ruin beginning, 11a, with

the mention of animals which are fond of marshy, lonely

spots, is like the one in xiii. 20-22, xiv. 23, cf. the dependent

passage Zeph. ii. 14. lisi?, although in the company of birds,

is the hedgehog (see xiv. 23); r\^\> (here as in Zeph. ii. 14,

with double kametz, after codices and Kimchi, WB), Targ.

np, otherwise v'?, Saadia and Abulwalid, jy, kuk (see in Ps.

cii. 7), according to continuous tradition, is the long-necked

pelican living on fishes, from Nip, to vomit in imitation of the

cry ; the construct-form riNp gives up the —, which the

derivation from s<ip makes unchangeable, because it goes back

by permutation to nNi5=Nip.^ And ^i!^'?- (Assyrian essSpu, a

bird haunting ruins) is translated by Targ. fsiap (Syr. kafvfa),

i.e. horned owl, in Talmud often mentioned as an unlucky

bird (Eashi on Berachoth 57&; chouette). \3a?< stands here

parallel with lij, instead of n^pfp, xxviii. 17, plummet in the

same sense : the weight of the plummet hanging by a line.

This and the measuring-line are used elsewhere in building,

but by Jehovah here in destroying (a prae-Isaianic figure

Amos vii. 7—9; cf. 2 Kings xxi. 13; Lam. ii. 8), as He
carries out this destruction with the same rigorous exactness

with which a builder carries out his fore - designed plan,

plunging Edom back into a state of barrenness and desolation

resembling the first formless chaos; cf. Jer. iv. 23, where the

tohu and bohu as here is a state to which the land is brought

back by the power of fire (cf. Gen. i. 2-5). ^nh has no dagesh

lene—one of the three passages in which, after a weak final

consonant, the dageshing of the initial aspirate of the next

closely-connected word is omitted (also Ps. Ixviii. 1 8 ; Ezek.

xxiii. 42). Then this ancient kingdom with its prae-Israelitish

royalty comes to an end (Gen. xxxvi. 31). n^in comes first

as a sort of apodosis ; it is a substantive clause : the nobles

(freemen) of the land of Edom are not there to proclaim the

kingdom, H'Tin from "iin, candidum esse, which divides into

1 Cf. Complutensische Varianten (1878), p. 15,
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the sense ingenuum esse and liherum esse (cf.^=>., pin nnri).^

Weir, followed by Cheyne, transposes thus : ixip' naibon 1^^

D{J> psi, is said to mean :
" They (the Edomites) call for the

nobles of the kingdom, and they are not there," by which

more is lost than gained in point of style. Edom was an

elective kingdom. The hereditary nobility proclaimed the

new king. This now takes place no more. The princes of

Edom come to nothing. Of that which was the zenith of

Edom's glory no trace is left.

The mention of the royalty and the high electorate of the

land suggests to the prophet the palaces and castles of the

land. Starting from these, he continues the picture of ruin,

vers. 13-15 : "And Edom's palaces shoot up with thorn lushes,

nettles and thistles in its castles ; and it becomes a dwelling-

place of wild dogs, a pasture for ostriches. And martens meet

jackals; and one forest-demon stumbles on its fellow ; yea, the

lilith talces repose there, and finds rest for itself. There the

arrow-snake makes its nest, and breeds and lays and broods in

the shadow there, yea, vultures assemble one to another." The

fern, suffixes here, as before, apply to Edom as dnsTia or

Dil?: n?- Respecting D''l''p, tJ'isi? (with Sin)!' and nin, cf. the

first of the essays of Dietrich (1844), which discusses the

Semitic names for reeds and grass and for thorns and thistles.

Respecting Q^IJ!! (Luther, dragon, i.e. Q'?'?!?), D''?V, '^"'*, see on

xiii. 21 f. It is a question whether "'''Vn here means fence or

court = i?n (Gesen., Hitzig, Knobel, Drechsler, Luzzatto et

al.) from i^n ^^-^^ cf. Ji=^, to enclose, surround; or, as else-

where, from 1VC, -iii-j the word for dark-green, leek-green,

and also for brilliant black (as, e.g., of the beard compared to

^ Perhaps applying originally to the clear complexion by whioli the

nobles of the nation were distinguished from the people (cf. Lam. iv. 7)

;

the white
(
(_^aa! ) with curled hair ( J,*;^-) are in Arabic the respectable ;

both serve as marks of noble descent. In Persian also ,_5A^a-.-, white, is

\ised like candour in a moral sense. From this "nn we must separate

jlrj- (rJ*^)> s-lso Assyrian ITI, which means to see, find out, choose.

" Eespecting B>iap, see Gomplufensische Varianten, p. 28 f., and Low,

Aram. Pfianzennamen, p. 194.
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the deep green of the myrtle) : the green field and garden

vegetable (of. irpdcnvo^ as a name of colour, from irpdaov),—
we take it in the latter sense : a grassy place, such as ostriches,

which live on plants and fruits, love. Ci'^V (desert animals)

we have rendered " martens," the context requiring a definite

species of animal, as the Targ. |)»n is explained by Eashi on

the passage, and by Kimchi on Jer. 1. 3 9. D'^K, not " wild

cats " (r>wn), but "jackals," after the Arabic. «"Ji^ with hv we

take with Hitzig in the sense of r\y^, after Ex. v. 3. n'b''b

(Syr. and Zab. Lelitho), properly night-creature (Aethiop. Ulit,

night), is a female demon (•TIB') of popular mythology, like the

Indo-Canarese nichdchari (female night-wanderer) ; according

to Jewish fable, a witch specially hostile to children, like the

"EfiTTovaa of the Greeks, Strix and Lamia of the Eomans,

and to some extent the witches of our stories.^ There is still

life in Edom ; but what a caricature of the life that was

!

Edom's princes proclaimed the new king, satyrs call one

another to the dance (xiii. 21); and where kings and princes

slept in their palaces and pleasure -houses, Lilith, whose

delight is in all that is most dismal, after long search, has the

most convenient and comfortable resting-place. Demons and

serpents are not far apart ; therefore in ver. 1 5 the prophet

comes to the arrow or leaping serpent, Arabic Mffdza, or in

better vocalization, kaffdza (from f^\>, allied to f?i^, Cant. iL 8 :

to leap, from gathering the limbs together in preparing to

spring). Luther, in translating hedgeliog, follows the ancient

translators, none of whom here saw the distinction between

^iai?, 11a, and tiBi?; Bochart was the first to see in Tiap the

serpens jaculus, which has been accepted ever since. The
arrow-snake builds its nest in ruined sites, and breeds there

(!0?p, to let the foetus break through, euphonic change from
t^^s, ^ ^a, findere), lays eggs (J'i'a, to split, i.e. to bring forth by

opening the organs of birth), and broods there in the shadow

:

iJ'^ is the Targum word in Job xxxix. 14 for Dsn (Ithpa. for

iciDn, Lam. i. 20), and is also used in the Eabbinical

literature directly for fovere (like Jerome here); perhaps

really: to keep the eggs together (Targ. Jer. xvii. 11, B'sap

1 Respecting tlie Jewish Lilith-worship in Mesopotamia, see DMZ.
ix. 461 ff. Lil and Lilith are not Persian (Kohut), but as is now proved
(Sclirader in Jenaer LZ. 1874, p. 249), Babylo-Assyrian nigbt-deities.
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rva, LXX. <yvvri<ycvyev), for IJ'I (synon. ipn) means colligcre, on
which account Rashi explains it in both places by glousser, to

cluck, in reference to the calling together of the brood by
making this sound, nj'i is the vulture (Eashi on Ifezia 24&.-

vulture) ; these loathsome, sociable birds of prey there con-

gregate together.

And when fulfilment and prophecy shall one day be com-

pared, they will be found to tally, vers. 16, 17 :
" Search ye in

the hook of Jehovah, and read ! Not one of the creatures is

wanting, not one misses another ; for my mouth—it has com-

rfianded, and its hreath—it has hrdught them together. And
he has cast the lot for thevi, and his hand has assigned it [this

landl to them hy measuring-line ; they shall possess it for ever,

and dwell therein from generation to generation." ^V 3n3 is

used of writing in a book, because what is written is laid on

the leaf ; and ?J?!? B'Ti is used of searching in a book, because

in searching one lies over the book and takes the object of

search from it. Still isp is not equivalent to our " book,"

see on xxx. 8, xxix. 11 f., 18. The prophet calls the record

of his writings the book or writing, the record of Jehovah.

Whoever lives to see the time of the judgment on Edom, let

him but cast an inquiring glance upon it, and, when he com-

pares what lies before his eyes with what was foretold, he will

see the most exact agreement ; the creatures named, fond of

marsh and desert and ruinous spots, will all find a home in

what was once Edom, and none will miss another pi^s, allied to

npEJ, properly to open the eyes in search of something, here in

the sense to miss, belonging exclusively to the Kal in Arabic).

But what of the satyrs and lilith, creatures of popular super-

stition altogether ? These too are there, for to the prophet's

view they are demons, whom he only names by popular names

in order to give a ghostly impression. Edom will really be a

gathering-place of the beasts named, and also of uncanny

spirits like those mentioned. The prophet, or rather God,

whose temporary organ he is, confirms this :
" My mouth has

commanded, and its (his mouth's) breath has brought them

together (all these creatures)." It is unnecessary to read Va

(Olshausen on Job ix. 20) or in''a (ISTagelsbach), or even to

take s<in ''S in opposition to the accents according to K''n ''O'D

(
= n''O^K)), Nah. ii. 9 (cf. Ezek. xl. 16), as stat. constr. pro
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conjuncto in the sense to arofia jiov (Arnlieim, § 205), in

order to escape the harsh, but by no means unexampled,

synallage: "My (Jehovah's) mouth, his (Jehovah's) breath,"

especially when the synallage vanishes even without correction

by imn being referred to '2 (cf. VB m, Ps. xxxiii. 6 ; Job xv.

30). As the creative word comes from Jehovah's mouth, so

the prophetic word which resembles it also comes from His

mouth ; and the breath of Jehovah's mouth, i.e. His Spirit, is

the power by which He, the Almighty One, carries out the

second as the first creation. In the reference to the creatures

named, ^\h interchanges with \!}b. The suff. of nnippn (without

mappik, as in 1 Sam. i. 6) applies to the land of Edom. As

if by divine lot and with divine measuring-line, Edom is

assigned to that horrible population of brutes and demons. A
prelude of the fulfilment fell on the Edomite mountain-land

after the overthrow of Jerusalem (see Kohler on Mai. i. 2-5)

It has never since regained its former state of cultivation, and

swarms with serpents ; only wild crows and eagles and great

crowds of flying-cats give life to the desolate heights and

barren plains.

Edom falls, never to rise again. Its land is turned into a

horrible desert ; on the contrary, the desert through which

redeemed Israel marches is turned into a flowery pasture,

XXXV. 1, 2 :
" Gladness fills wilderness and heath, and the desert

exults and blossoms like the narcissus. It blossoms abundantly

and exidts, yea, is exulting and jubilant ; the glory of Lebanon,

is given to it, the splendour of Carmel and Sharon. They

shall see the glory of Jehovah, the splendour of our God." Re-

specting lanp niW], Aben-Ezra early held the correct view

:

the original ;, as elsewhere also before labials, was assimilated

to the following D, as jv^si. Num. iii. 49, became Cli*^s ; in

Arcadian, to/j, fiev, a/j, fiy was written, and even an old Attic

inscription writes ev7roXe/xofifivrjfi(a). The explanation laeta-

buntur his (Eashi, Gesen. et al.) is certainly possible (cf. Ixv.

18, viii. 6) ; but to what would this um of the object refer 1

To correct away the form (Olshausen) is all the worse, since

the vulgar Arabic raises fi, of the plur. imperf, even apart

from euphonic connection, into um, e.g. fadribum, jadribum}

' See Tantawy, TraMde la langue arabc vulgaire, p. xi. On the pi. perf.

in Am, see Wetzstein's " Surachliches aus den Zeltlagern der syrischen
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According to Targ. Cant. ii. 1, Saad. Abulvv. n^^an is the

narcissus (on the other hand, Targ. here indefinitely : sicuf

lilia) : the name (a derived form of ^xa) points to a bulbous

plant ; tradition and name favour the narcissus, which is

called by the fellaheen busail (diminutive of ^va). In

Assyrian lists of plants, Friedr. Delitzsch has found habadllaUt

a sort of kanu reed {Prolegomena, pp. 81-84). But the kind

denoted is probably something more specific than reed or

flower - stem. The sandy desert becomes like a meadow
covered with flowers of lovely, variegated hue. Eespecting

ri?''Ji, see on xxxiii. 6 (cf. Ixv. 18); the infin. noun takes the

place of an infin. abs., as e.g. nnj?^ Had. iii. 9, which also,

although in more rigid form, expresses the abstract verbal

idea; ^s? heightens, like D3 in Gen. xxxi. 15, xlvi. 4, the

emphasizing sense already lying in the following gerunds.

The barren wilderness, hitherto so dreary, is adorned so glori-

ously because of the great things lying before it. Lebanon,

Carmel, and Sharon have, so to speak, shared their splendour

with the wilderness, in order that they may all (p'<p\}) appear

in festal attire together, when the all-surpassing glory of

Jehovah, which they are privileged to see and become the

scene of, is manifested, nen does not apply to the Judaeans

(Bredenkamp), to whom the discourse only now comes.

It is time to summon the nation now in banishment to lift

up its head, since its deliverance draws near, vers. 3, 4

:

" Confirm, ye tlie slack hands, and strengthen the tottering knees !

Say to them of dismayed heart: Be firm, fear not! Behold,

your God will come for vengeance, for divine retribution ; he

will come and bring you salvation." The weak in faith, those

who have become hopeless and fearful, are to bestir themselves

(borrowed in Heb. xii. 1 2) ; and the stronger are to tell the

perplexed and anxious among their brethren to be comforted

;

for Jehovah comes Dp3, as vengeance, and ^''i??^ ^I'^s, as recom-

pense, such as the high almighty Judge inflicts. Nagelsbach,

in opposition to the accents : "Behold, your God ! Vengeance

comes, Eecompense of God !

" But the subject of Kn' is God

Himself, as the resuming with NU' Nin shows ; the language is

thus similar to xxx. 27, xiii. 9, cf. xl. 10, but bolder.

Wuste," in Bd. xxii. of the BMZ., and on the 2 plur. imperf. in tJm {e.g.

Ifidum, take), Gotting. Anzeigen, 1884, p. 170.
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The infliction of punishment is the immediate end of His

appearing ; but the ultimate one is the salvation of His people

(D3j>ti''l, abbreviated imperf. form, usual elsewhere only with

1 consecutive), vers. 5-7 :
" Then shall the eyes of the blind be

opened, and the ears of the deaf unstopped. I'hen shall the

lame man leap like the hart, atid the tongue of the dumb raise

a shout ; for in the wilderness waters burst forth, and broolcs in

the desert. And the mirage becomes a pool, and parched ground

gushing water-springs ; in the place of jackals, where they lie,

grass springs up with rush and reed." Bodily defects are not

to be taken as a figure for spiritual ; the healing of bodily

defects, however, is only the outer side of what takes place on

the appearance of Jehovah (cf. on the other side, xxxii. 3 f.).

Even nature will participate in the glory streaming from the

manifested God on the redeemed. ^1^ (Arabic sardb) here

and xlix. 10 is essentially the same as what is called in

Western tongues mirage, fata morgana (Ital. ^=fe6 morgana).

Kimmung (from kimm, sky-rim, horizon), here reflection of

water, the semblance of a lake casting a glamour over the

arid desert, properly glowing, blinding dryness, from aiB'.

Aramaic 3"i'J', cf. 3")S, to be heated, arid.^ This becomes QJK^

(not Djx?, see Michlol 163a), a pool (as in xli. 18, different

from DJ^, xix. 10). "fS'? is here as little as in xxxiv. 13

="'^17. court, hamlet, from^^»., to surround, but a name of

grass, from j^i6^, to be brilliantly or luxuriantly green. In

the arid desert in the place of jackals (xliii. 20), where the

jackal has its lair and suckles its young (Lam. iv. 3), grass

springs up beside reed and rush; or perhaps better: grass

springs up into reed and rush, shooting up with special force

to an extraordinary height, nsn-) makes sense only with
difficulty; even the correction Dynn gives little help ; a verb
to T'sn is necessary; perhaps with Knobel we should read

Amid such nature-transforming wonders Jehovah's people

' But the genius of the Arahic joins to the root word t_}^ the meanins

to move hither and thither, as the comhination t_j\-^!l <__;.*^,j shows;
see Lane.
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are delivered and brought back to Zion, vers. 8-10 : "And a

highroad rises there and a way, and it shall he called the Holy

Way ; no impure man shall go on it, tut to them it belongs

;

he that walks on the loay—even simple ones err not. No lion

shall he there, and the very fierce heast shall not come near ; it

sJiall not he found there ; and the redeemed vialk there. And
the freed ones of Jehovah shall return and come to Zion with

shouting, and eternal joy on their head ; they lay hold on joy

and gladness, and mourning and sighing flee avxty. The

impure of the heathen, or even of Israel, shall not walk on

that holy way, but (i of opposition) only the Church purified

by the sufferings of exile and every one in union with it

;

iop Nin for them (these) it is, set up for them specially and

designed only for them. What follows was scarcely written

as it stands by the prophet ; by violence to syntax it may
also be translated : none can miss the way, not even (i etiam,

cf. xxxii. 7, "''?1?'i) foolish ones, i.e. here those disabled by

disease. Perhaps isy? should be read with Bredenkamp

after Klostermann : it is for his people, which walks on

the way, (or since ^.?n, not ^?'nn, is perhaps to be read according

to ^^^nD, Gen. iii. 8) : when it enters on the way. Moreover,

the road is so high that no wild beast, even the most violent

(ni>n pns, superlative combination, see on xxix. 19, not merely

partitive, with Bredenkamp : no ravenous beast of the savage

species), can leap up; none meets those walking there.

These are they whom Jehovah has delivered or set free from

slavery and suffering. Eternal joy hovers above their head

;

they lay hold of joy and gladness (cf. with xiii. 8),. so that

it never slips from them ; and mourning and sighing flee away

(IDJI 12"'^^), for which li. 1 1 with more elegant syntax has p3''|'!

1D3 ; see Driver, Tenses, p. 25, 2nd ed. The whole of ver. 10

is like a mosaic from li. 11, Ixi. 7, li. 3. And what is said

of the holy way is said also of the holy city in Iii. 1, cf. Ixii.

12, Ixiii. 4. Here all and everything is a prelude in thought

and language to the Deutero-Isaianic Book of Consolation for

the exiles.
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PART VII.—FULFILMENTS OF PROPHECY, AND PROPHECIES
BELONGING TO THE SECOND HALF OF HEZEKIAH'S
REIGN, CHAPS. XXXVI.-XXXIX.

To the first six parts a seventh is now appended. The

six parts form three syzygies. Now in chaps, xxxvi.-xxxix. a

historical part follows, which, retiring from the ideal distances

of chaps, xxxiv., xxxv. into the historical realities of chap,

xxxiii., begins with the statement that " at the conduit of the

upper pool in the road of the fuller's field," where Ahaz

preferred the help of Assyria to that of Jehovah, vii. 3, stands

an embassy of the king of Assyria with a section of his army,

xxxvi. 2, demanding in abusive terms the surrender of

Jerusalem. As everywhere in the collection well-considered

sequence and interconnection are evident, so here also we see

designed and emphatic reciprocal references. But if it is certain

that the collection consists of Isaianic and Deutero-Isaianic

parts, this element of design is due to the redactor, for whose

work of revision the last years of the exile-period are the

earliest terminus a quo ; and from the suggestive position of

the histories in chap, xxxvi., especially from the unchrono-

logical yet intentional prefixing of the histories in chaps,

xxxvi., xxxvii. to chaps, xxxviii., xxxix., no proof can be drawn

for the composing of this historical section by Isaiah.

A favourable judgment would result, although not for the

composition of the whole section in its present form by

Isaiah, yet for the prophet's material participation in this

section, if it could be proved that the author of the Book of

Kings had it already before him in the Book of Isaiah, and

borrowed it therefrom. The four histories have a parallel

text in 2 Kings xviii. 13-20, xix., where they are repeated

with the exception of Hezekiah's psalm of thanksgiving. We
shall find that the text in the Book of Kings is in many
passages the better and more authentic ; cf. especially 2 Kings

XX. 1-11 and Isa. xxxviii. But we must not conclude from

this alone that the section has its original place there, and

was thence transferred into the Book of Isaiah. In the

relation of Jer. lii. to 2 Kings xxiv. 18-xxv., we have a proof

that the text of a document may have been preserved more
faithfully in the secondary place than in the original. For
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two things are equally certain, that this section respecting

King Zedekiah and the Chaldaean catastrophe originates with

the author of the Book of Kings, whose style is formed on
Deuteronomy, and also that in the Book of Jeremiah it is an

appendix borrowed by an unknown hand from the Book of

Kings. But the author of the Book of Kings completed his

work in the midst of the exile, when, with the elevation of

Jehoiachin, a star of hope dawned for the house of David,

and then the Book of Isaiah was not yet in existence in its

present final revised form. The section will therefore here

necessarily be secondary ; and yet the 2 + 2 histories in the

Book of Kings have just that unchronological inverted posi-

tion, which can only be explained as the work of the redactor

of the Book of Isaiah. This also is one of the riddles in

which the distinction between an Assyrian and Babylonian

Isaiah involves us.

It is inconceivable that the author of the Book of Kings

wrote the section ; for, on the one hand, it points by the

literalness of the prophetic discourses given to a written

source ; and, on the other, it lacks the Deuteronomic stamp by

which the independent composition of that author is dis-

cernible. The occurrence also in it of the akoluthic formulae

onn D^D^a and s^nn nw, as weU as of the phrase ^^f 33^, is

scarcely of importance. A portion of the section, wanting in

the Book of Isaiah, 2 Kings xviii. 14-16, may with Driver be

regarded as drawn from the annals (aiaTi *"iai) of Hezekiah; but

for the rest the section is written in prophetic, not annalistic

style. Whoever once recognises these two modes of historical

writing, can never again confound them. And it is written

in a style so peculiarly prophetic, that (like, e.g., the grand

Elijah-histories opening so abruptly with 1 Kings xvii. 1) it

must have sprung from a special prophetic source, which has

nothing to do with other prophetico-historical parts of the

Book of Kings. And why should not Isaiah be the author ?

Certainly it cannot have been written by Isaiah himself just

in its present form (see on xxxvii., xxxviii.) ; but whatever

in it can be set apart as non-Isaianic may be enlargements

or even abbreviations which it underwent. Isaiah is also

otherwise known to us as a historian, namely, as author of

a complete history of the reign of Uzziah, 2 Chron. xxvi. 22,
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and the proplietico-historical style of cliaps. xxvi.-xxxix., with

its noble, graceful, picturesque prose, comparable to the most

glorious in works of Hebrew history, is worthy of Isaiah.

Add to this, that elsewhere Isaiah has worked historical

accounts into his prophecy (chap. vii. £, chap, xx.), speaking

therein of himself now in the first person (vi. 1, viii. 1-4),

now in the third (vii. 3 £f., chap, xx.), as in chaps, xxxvi.-xxxix.,

and also that vii. 3 and xxxvi. 2 betray one and the same

narrator. The unchronological arrangement also is in favour

of Isaiah ; for, although he is not the author of chaps, xl.-lxvi,

he knew that a Babylonian exile awaited the kingdom of Judah

after it had escaped the Assyrian one. The occurrences of

chaps, xxxvi., xxxvii., later in time, come first, in order to

form a bridge to the impending Babylonian period of judgment.

The author of the Book of Kings has the four histories in the

same inverted order as the Book of Isaiah, and even the

statement of time resting on misunderstanding, xxxvi. 1 ; the

original place, therefore, of the section is not the Book of

Kings, as might be supposed, but the Book of Isaiah.

A.

—

First Attempt of Assyria to compel the Surrender of

Jerusalem, chaps xxxvi.-xxxvii. 7.

Marcus von Niebuhr, in his Gesch. Assurs n. Bahels, p. 164,

says :
" Why should not Hezekiah have revolted from Assyria

directly he mounted the throne ? He had a reason for doing

so, which other kings had not ; for one who held his kingdom

as a fief from his God, obedience to a worldly king was sin."

But this assumption, which underlies the tempting question

about tribute-money put to Jesus, was not Isaiah's view, as is

evident from chaps, xxviii.—xxxii., and the revolt of Hezekiah

cannot have taken place in his sixth year. For Sargon, who
succeeded Shalmanassar in the year 722 B.C., the year of

Samaria's overthrow, undertook nothing against Judah; the

one passage of the Nimrud-inscription, in which he calls

himself mu^aJcnis Ya'udu, rests, as we think with Hugo
Winkler, on a confounding of Judah and Israel Only when
Sargon had been slain, and his son Sennacherib ascended the

throne in the year 705, did the subject lands rise in revolt

—

first, Chaldea, where again a Marduk-abal-iddina appeared and
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put himself at the head of the movement, then the nationalities

in the east, and in the same way those in the west ; Sidou

and Ekron refused the tribute ; the Ekronites, as the accounts

of Sennacherib's wars found in two parallel texts relate, sent

the King Padi, whom Sargon had set up to King Hezekiah,

who did not put him to death indeed, but imprisoned him.

The "Western coalition against Assyria, in which Hezekiah

seems to have taken a leading part, was strengthened by
alliance with Egypt and Miluchi (Ethiopia) ; but Sennacherib

beat the allies at Elteke (in the territory of Dan), subjugated

Elteke and Timnath, chastised Ekron, brought back his

dethroned vassal Padi from Jerusalem to Ekron, and now
prepared thoroughly to punish Hezekiah, who had not sub-

mitted to his yoke {sa Id iknusu ana nirija). This third

campaign of Sennacherib against Palestine {mat Haiti) fell

in the year 701, the fifth of his reign, and so in no case in

the fourteenth year of Hezekiah. If the latter reigned twenty-

nine years (2 Kings xviii. 2), what is related in chap, xxxix.

(Hezekiah's sickness and the addition of fifteen years to his

life) falls into the midst of his reign, and the same also of the

Babylonian embassy ostensibly sent to congratulate him on

his recovery, chap, xxxix. ; and since the two pairs of histories,

chaps, xxxvi., xxxvii. and chaps, xxxviii. and xxxix. form a

hysteron proteron, it is more than probable that the statement

of time, wprn ^^n^ m^ mvv vanxn ^^'1, belongs originally to

the two latter histories, and has slipped from this its original

place ; the akoluthic formulae, Dnn D'D''3 and sfln nj/a, are first

inserted after the statement of time in xxxvi. 1 has become

the framework of all four histories. Accepting this view, we
need not assume a copyist's error: 14 for 29 (Oppert,

Sargonides, p. 10), or for 27 (G. Eawlinson, Monarchies, ii.

434), or even for 24 (Bredenkamp), but only a reviser's

error occasioned by the turning round of the 2+2 histories.

Even Aug. Kohler (Liitk Zeitschrift, 1814, pp. 95-98),

Nagelsbach, v. Orelli, Strack (Handbueh d. theol. Wiss. i,

p. o31 f.), are of opinion that what is related in chaps,

xxxviii., xxxix. really falls into the fourteenth year of

Hezekiah, but not what is related in chaps, xxxvi., xxxvii.

Differently Wellhausen {Jahrl. /. deutsche Theol. xx. 630),

Ed. Meyer (Gesch. i. 433),- Kamphausen (Ghron. p. 28), Guthe
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{Zuhunftsbild, p. 37), Stade {Gesch. I 606 f.), who take

Hezekiah's fourteenth year as the year of Sennacherib's cam-

paign, and accordingly put the beginning of Hezekiah's reign

in 715, so that the fall of Samaria belongs to the reign of

Ahaz instead of the sixth year of Hezekiah. But that

Samaria did not fall in the reign of Ahaz seems to us proved

by Micah i. 1-7, Isa. xxviii. 1-4, to say nothing of other

reasons against (see Strack, as above, p. 332).

The position which we see Sennacherib taking between

Egypt, Philistia, and Jerusalem is characteristic of the occa-

sion and aim of his campaign, xxxvi. 1 (=2 Kings xviii.

13-16):^ "And it came to pass in the [K. and in the] four-

teenth year of King Hezekiah, Sennacherib, king of Assyria, went

up against all the fortified cities of Judah, and took them."

[K. adds :
" Tlien Hezekiah, king of Judah, sent to the king of

Assyria, to Lachish, saying : I have sinned, withdraw from 'me

again ; what thou layest on me I will raise. And the king of

Assyria laid on Hezekiah, the king of Judah, three hundred

talents of silver and thirty talents of gold. And Hezekiah gave

up all the silver found in the house of Jehovah, and in the

treasures of the king's house. At the same time Hezekiah

mutilated the doors of the temple of Jehovah, and the pillars

which Hezekiah, king of Judah, had overlaid with gold, and

gave it to the king of Assyria."] This long addition, differen-

tiated at once by the rrpin appearing here instead of in^ptn,

although important for Isa. xxxiii. 7, is still probably merely

an annalistic interpolation.

What follows in Isaiah does not rightly fit on to this

addition, and therefore does not presuppose it, ver. 2= 2 Kings

xviii. 17 : "Then the king of Assyria sent [K. the Tartan and

tlw Rab-saris] Babshakeh from Lachish to Jerusalem to King
Hezekiah ivith a great army ; and, he stood [K. to King Hez

with a great amy to Jerusalem, and they went up and came to

Jerusalem, and they went up and came and stood] at the

conduit of the upper pool, in the road of the fuller's field."

Whilst the repeated " and they went up and came " in K.

is a tautology, the names " the Tartan and the Eabsaris " seem
to have fallen out of the Isaianic text, since in xxxvii. 6, 24 a

^ We shall exhibit the variants of the text 2 Kings xviii. 13 ff. so far as

possible in the translation : K. = Book of Kings.
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plurality of messengers is assumed. The accenting in 2 Kings

xviii. 17 by means of Legarmeh puts Tartan and Eabsaris

apart, connecting only Eabshakeh more closely with t5'''3^o

(see Wickes, Prose Accents, p. 133). The three names are

official names : the Tartan, i.e. chief commander (see on xx. 1);

the chief eunuch (see the picture in Eawlinson, ii. 118); and

the prince, not : the chief butler, for '"lir!^?! (i^i^^?"]) refers to

the Assyrian rab-saJcS (the great man, i.e. the greatest of the

officers), and is a military title.^ The situation of Lachish is

marked by the present ruin Wm Zakis, south-west of £et-

'Oibrin (Eleutheropolis) in the Shephelah.

The ambassadors with the ultima ratio of a strong mili-

tary force (^33 •'''n, a military force of the genus imposing

= a numerous, cf. xxviii. 4, ??'3 nv''y, and ver. 9 below, nnsi

^^N) come from the south-west, on which account they halt

on the west side of Jerusalem (see on vii. 3, xxii. 8-11),

whither now Hezekiah's trusty servants betake themselves,

ver. 3 : [K. " And they called to the king], and there went out

to him [K. to tJiem] Eliakim, son of Hilkiah, the house-minister,

and Joah, son of Asaph, the annalist." Eespecting the office

of major-domo, filled now by Eliakim instead of Shebna (njiE',

K. twice maB'), see xxii. 15 ff. ; respecting that of "iSb and
Tarp, see vol. i. p. 7.

Eabshakeh's message, vers. 4-1 :
" Then said Bahshakeh to

them : Say ye, I pray, to Hezekiah : Thus saith the great Icing,

the king of Assyria : What sort of confidence is this which thou

hast formed ? I say : [K. thou sayest ;] counsel and strength

for war is empty talk; now then, in whom dost thou trust that

thou rebellest against me ? [K. now] behold, thou trustest

[K. 1?] in this cracked reed, in Egypt, on which one relies,

and it goes into his hand and pierces it ; so is PhMraoh to all

who trust in him. And if thoii sayest [K. ye say] to me: In

Jehovah our God we trust, is it not he, whose high places and

altars Eezekiah took away, and said to Judah and Jerusalem

:

Before this altar ye shall worship [K. in Jerusalem] ? And
now make a wager with my lord, [K. with] the king of

Assyria. I will hand over to thee two thousand horses, if thou

canst put for thyself horsemen thereon. And how couldst thou

1 On the MS. writing of this and other Assyrian names of dignitaries,

Bee my work, Complutensische Variantm zum A. T. Texte (1878), p. 15 fF.

VOL. II. F
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repulse the attack of a single satrap among tlie least of the

servants of my lord ? So thou hast put thy confidence in Egypt,

as regards chariots and horsemen ! And [K. omits] novj have I

come up without Jehovah against this land to destroy it [K. this

place, to destroy it] ? Jehovah said to me : Go up to [K. against]

this land and destroy it. " The Chronicler has a piece of this

discourse of Eabshakeh, 2 Chron. xxxii. 10-12. As the

prophetic discourses in the Book of Kings have a Deutero-

nomic sound, and those in the Chronicler a chronicle-like

sound, so the discourse of Eabshakeh, along with what follows,

sounds Isaianic. The "great king," Assyrian sarru rab-A, is

also the royal title, standing after the names of Sargon and

Sennacherib on the monuments (cf. x. 8). Neither here nor

afterwards is Hezekiah deemed worthy of the title of king.

The reading i?1P^, ver. 5, Wellhausen explains (Bleek, p. 257):

Thinkest thou, mere lip-words are counsel and strength for

war, i.e. words are enough to carry on war 1 But it is more

natural to take n^nsB' 131 objectively as Eabshakeh's opinion, •

and to read 'mos (cf. xxxviii. 11 ; Ps. xxxi. 15): he declares

Hezeziah's resolution and strength (iTJ'^3^ ni'V, joined together

as in xi. 2) for war to be empty talk ("lip-words," as in

Prov. xiv. 23). Or, let the case be otherwise. Now, then

(nny), on what does he rely ? On Egypt, which, so far from

being able to help its ally, on the contrary injures him by

leaving him in the lurch. The figure of a reed is borrowed

by Ezekiel, xxix. 6 f. ; it suits Egypt, which is rich in reeds

and rushes (xix. 6), and is Isaianic in sound (cf. as to the

expression, xlii. 3, and as to the matter, xxx. 5, etc.). P^")

signifies not fragile (Luzzatto, quella fragil canna), but cracked,

namely in consequence of the suzerainty of Ethiopia having

been wrested from the native royal house (chap. xviiL), and

the defeats suffered from Sargon (chap. xx.). The construction

cui quis innititur et intrat is irregular for cui si quis. In

ver. 7 the reading pipsh is commended by the fact that the

sentence is not continued by rin''pn. The fact that Hezekiah,

by removing the other places of worship, 2 Kings xviii. 4,

has limited the worship of Jehovah to Jerusalem, is brought

against him in thoroughly heathen and (considering the

hankering after separate places of worship always existing

among the people) crafty fashion. In ver. 8 f. he reminds
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him, in terms of lofty scorn, of his impotence in face of

Assyria, which was dreaded because of its numberless cavalry

and war-chariots. The combination lltS's ^bl^n is genitival,

like Wa bnn^ Gen. xxxi. 13 (see on this Gesen. § 127. 4a).

W 3'!)ynn refers, not to the following offer and response

:

enter into alliance (Luzzatto, associati), but is used like the

Homeric fiiy7]vai, yet not in the sense of making war, but a

wager (synon. in the Talmud ^I'p'?, to wager, e.g. Shabbath 31a);

bet and pledge (Heb. 1^3'^?, cf. Latin vadari) are kindred

notions. nna (for nna) occurs also in Ezek. xxiii. 6, 23

as an Assyrian title, and is common in the Assyrian inscrip-

tions ;
^ nna (Assyr. pahdtu, piMtu) is an Assyrio-Semitic

word, although its derivation is not yet certainly known.
nnx (two constructs, praefecti unitatis= unius, like ^^IS toatJ'a,

ins ihs, Lev. xxiv. 22 ; 2 Kings xii. 10; 2 Chron. xxiv. 8)

forms the logical regens of the following servorum domini inei

minimorum, and I^Si 3''K'n means here to repel, not a petitioner,

but an assailant (xxviii. 6). The imperf. consec. draws an

inference : Hezekiah can effect nothing alone, so he trusts in

Egypt to furnish him with chariots and horses. In ver. 10

the prophetic thought that Assyria is Jehovah's instrument

(x. 5 and often) appears in the Assyrian's own mouth. This

is conceivable, but the Isaianic colouring is undeniable.

The last words, in which the Assyrian boasts of having

Jehovah on his side, touch Hezekiah's messenger most keenly,

especially because of the people present, ver. 11:" Then said

Miakim [K. son of HilkiaK] and SJiehna and Joah to Rabshaheh

:

Speak Twio to thy servants in Aramaean, for we understand it,

and speak not to [K. vnt}i\ us in Jewish in the ears of the people

that are on the wall." They spoke n''']W^, i.e. the vernacular

of the kingdom of Judah ; the kingdom of Israel no longer

existed, and the language of the entire Israelitish people might

therefore now be called Judaean (Jewish), as in Neh. xiii. 24.

The Aramaean fT'D'is, or, according to another reading, n''sns,

seems then, as later (Ezra iv. 7), to have been the language of

1 The Turkish Li L (Arabic Li, li) has nothing at all to do with the

word, although, passing from Turkish into Arabic, it forms the plur.

hdshavdt, agreeing with ninB, nina (cf. aghavdt, from Turkish (uiha), the

Persian i\jini\i , ^ddsMh {pddish&h).
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communication in tlie east Asiatic empire with the peoples

west of the Tigris. On this account educated Jews in the

service of the State understood and could speak it ; on the

other hand, the Assyrian tongue was unintelligible to the

Jews, xxviii. 11, xxxiii. 19. The list of officers, found in

Asurbanipal's library, distinguishes (2 E. xxxL 64, 656) two

a-ba or writers (of the royal secretariat), an a-ha Alsur-a-a,

and an a-ia Ar-ma-a-a.

The harsh answer, ver. 12:' " Then said Sabshakeh [K. to

them] : Has my lord sent me to [K. ^vn] thy lord and to thee,

and not rather to [both texts ^y] the men wlw are sitting on the

wall, that they may eat their own dung and drink their own urine

along with you ? " ISTamely, by their rulers exposing them to

the terrible privations of a siege. In both texts the Kert sub-

stitutes the more decent expression : nnxis (in Biblical usage

nsiv, filth, and nss, dung, the latter from K^J, the former from

a secondary ns^', spurcare, spurcum esse,- DMZ. xxv. 668), in-

stead of Dn''Kin [K. Dniin], which is not to be read Dn^^nn, but

i^C'^in (according to the other reading, Q?.''.")", or even in the

singular, D^?''']?, Num. xxxi. 19 ; Amos ix. 14), for the noun

runs '"in (whence the plural D'';nn or D'^-jn, like C^n? or

D^sna), as shown by 2 Kings vi. 25 (D'^i'' nh, doves' dung,

Arab. ^Ursill f^ ; cf. Talm. ^m "^^^J^i, goats' dung). In the

same way the Keri puts QHyJl ''P''p (although elsewhere only

drinking water is called 'P'P, and urine DvJ"] ''P, which, how-

ever, is here described as to be drunk) in the place of DiT'j'B',

i.e. Qn''p.''B' from X}0 (I'B'), Aramaic ^'^^, fjana (root : pE' pn, and

in a secondary formation in?*, Hipih. i'ne'n, formed by a

reflexive).^

After Eabshakeh has so insolently rejected the request of

Hezekiah's messengers, he turns in spite of them to the people,

vers. 13—20: "Then Babshakeh came near and cried with a

loud voice in Jewish [K. and spake\ and said: Hear the words

[K. the word] of the great king, the king of Assyria ! Thus

says the king: Let not Hezekiah deceive you [X^', K. i^''P'l\,for

he is not able to deliver you [K. out of his hand]. And let

1 Anotlier secondary formation from ijUUj the bladder, is ^^, to

injure in the bladder, DMZ. xxv. 685.
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not Hezekiah feed you with hope in Jehovah, saying : Jehovah

will deliver, yea, deliver us ;. this city ["'''J''J, K. "i^Virnx] shall

not [K. and noti he given into the hand of the king of Assyria.

Hearlcen not to Hezekiah, for thus says the king \^2^^, K. ^Pp]

of Assyria : Enter into a relation of mutual goodwill unth me,

and come out to me, and enjoy every one his own vine and his

ovm fig-tree, and drink every one the water of his own cistern,

until I come and take you away into a land like your own
land, a land of corn and wine, a land of hread-corn and vine-

yards [K. a land fidl of nolle olive trees and Iwney ; and live

and die not, and hearken not to Hezekiah] ; lest Hezekiah hefool

you [K. for he lefools you], saying : Jehovah will deliver us

!

Have the gods of the nations delivered [K. really delivered] every

one his own land, out of the hand of the king of Assyria ?

Where are the gods of Hamath and Arpad, where the gods of

Scpharvaim [K. adds Hena and 'ivvah] ? And hotv much less

[^31, K. ''3] have^they delivered that Samaria out of my hand!
Who were they among all the gods of these [K. the] lands, wJio

delivered their land out of my hand ? How much less will

Jehovah deliver Jerusalem out of my hand ! " The Chronicler

has also this continuation of Eabshakeh's address in part

(2 Chron. xxxii. 13—15), but blending the Assyrian self-

glorying at Eabshakeh's first and second mission together ; the

encouragement of the people by alluding to the assistance of

Jehovah (xxxii. 6—8) precedes in his account this first Isaianic

history, and forms the conclusion of the preparations described

for the war with Assyria. Eabshakeh now draws nearer to

the wall, and harangues the people, ^'^'i?, here with the

dative (to raise treacherous hope, cf. ? HE'n, to cause to forget,

Job xi. 6, with the same in xx.xix. 17); on the other hand,

with the accus. in xxxvii. 1 ; 2 Chron. xxxii. 1 5. The ^i'!?

added in K. is a mistake for
'''7J?

in ver. 20, which is added

still oftener by the Chronicler. The reading TiJ^nTiK with

inan is incorrect; it would require in|1, Gesen. § 121. 1. To

make a nana with any one = to enter into a relation of bless-

ing, i.e. a relation of mutual goodwill, probably a current

phrase, which, however, is only found here, '^sj, used of

besieged persons = to surrender oneself, e.g. 1 Sam. xi. 3. If

they do this they shall remain in quiet possession and enjoy-

ment until the Assyrian fetches them away (after the Egyptian
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campaign), and removes them to a land which he paints to

them in the most aUuring coIouks in order to reconcile them

to the inevitable deportation. Whether the enlarged descrip-

tion in K. is original is questionable, since even njjfl yon there,

xviii. 34 (LXX. 'Ava koI 'A^d), seems tacked on from Isa.

xxxvii. 13. Eespecting npn, iJU^, and ^a^.K, jUj\ (the former

still a wealthy city, the latter a large village north of Aleppo),

see X. 9. Arvad = T^J?, is not to be confounded with Arpad.

D^nsp (perhaps a dual form only in appearance, home of the

^T.??, 2 Kings xvii. 31) is Sippar, whose ruined site was

discovered by Eassam along with the archives of the old sun-

temple in the hill range Abu Habha, 1880—81, where pre-

cious monumental treasures have also been obtained since ; it

lay therefore half-way between Bagdad and Babylon, now a

long way from the Euphrates, but formerly close to its banks

(see Friedr. Delitzsch in Miirdter's Gesch. Bdbyloniens u. Assy-

riens, 1882, pp. 273-5). It is the same as the sun-city

HiTTTrapa, in which Xisuthros hid the sacred books before the

great flood. The name Sapherain (Saperazin) in Chorasan, near

Nishapur, is accidentally similar in sound (BMZ. viii. 22). 13,

ver. 18, intimates warning (as after Dap liD^n), and both "'31

and ''3, ver. 19 f., open an exclamatory sentence after a nega-

tive interrogatory one : And that they should save ! that

Jehovah should save ! = how much less (cf ''3"«is<, 2 Chron.

xxxii. 15) have they saved, wiU he save, Ewald, § 354c. In

vers. 18-20, Eabshakeh's address resembles Isa. x. 8-11. The

way in which he reviles the gods of the heathen, of Samaria,

and at last the God of Jerusalem, corresponds to the prophecy

there. Tor the rest, the king of Assyria as such is speaking

;

and it is needless to suppose that Sennacherib's campaign is

confounded unbistorically with former ones of Sargon.

The effect of Eabshakeh's speech, vers. 21, 22: "And
they held their peace [K. And they, the people, held their peace],

and answered him not a word; for it was the king's com-

mand, saying: Ye shall not answer him. And there came

Eliahim, son of Hilkiah [K. njipisn]^ the house-minister, and
Sh.ehna, the secretary, and Joah, son of Asaph, the annalist, to

Rezehiah with rent garments, and recounted to him the words

of Babshakeh." The reading (DJfn ^{rnnm) is acceptable only
on superficial consideration. Since the Assyrians wished to
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speak to the king (2 Kings xviii. 18), wlio sent to them

three men as his representatives, the command merely to

hear and give no reply, refers only to the latter (who also

had actually already made the state of things worse by the

one remark in reference to the language), and the Isaianic

text has correctly W'ln'.l. The three men are silent, because

Hezekiah had enjoined silence on them ; and regarding them-

selves as dismissed by Eabshakeh's turning from them to the

people, they hastened to the king, rending their clothes in

anger and grief at the indignity they had suffered.

Attitude of the king and mission to Isaiah, xxxvii. 1—4 =
2 Kings xix. 1-4 :

" And it came to pass, when King Mezehiah

liad heard, that he rent his clothes, and covered himself with

mourning-linen, and went into the house of Jehovah. And he

sent MiaJcim, the hoicse-minister, and Shehna [K. omits HN], the

secretary, and the elders of the priests, covered with mourning-

linen, to Isaiah, son of Amoz the prophet [K. inaptly : to the

prophet, son of Amoz']. And they said to him.- This day is a

day of trouble and chastisement and hlasphemy, for children

are come to the matrix, and there is no strength to tring forth.

Perhaps Jehovah thy God will hear the words [K. all the

words] of RabshaTceh, with which the Tcing of Assyria, his

lord, has sent to revile the living God, and he will punish for

the words which he has heard—Jehovah thy God; and thou

wilt make intercession for the remnant which still exists." The

distinguished embassy testifies to the fame of the prophet,

and its composition harmonizes with its aim of obtaining a

consolatory message for king and people. In the form of the

commission again we see the flowing style of Isaiah., nnain,

as synonym of ipiD ; Dj^j is used as in Hos. v. 9 ;
nssD (from

the Xal Y^^), in accordance with i. 4, v. 24, lii. 5, like nsN3

(from the Fiel Yi^^),'Neh. ix. 18, 26 (reviling = reviling God,

blasphemy). The figure of strength insufficient for bringing

forth the child is the same as in Ivi. 9. laB'D (from i^a',

synon. H?, Gen. xxxviii. 29) means here not breaking forth

(Luzzatto, punto di dover nascere), nor yet the delivery-stool

(Targ.), like n>n-bB' "laB'p, the delivering-stool of the midwife

{Kelim xxiii. 4); but, since the children (plur. of the genus)

are the subject, not the mother : the matrix or mouth of the

womb, as in Hos. xiii. 13 : "He (Ephraim) is a foolish child;
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when it is time, does he not stop in the children's passage

(''33 lairp) ? " i.e. the place which the child must pass, not

only with its head, but also, for which the strength of the

pains often does not suffice, with its shoulders and whole

body. The position of the State resembles such hopeless

birth - pangs, which, the matrix not opening sufficiently,

threaten mother and offspring with death. nnp, like TO'i,

xi. 9. The timid question, scarcely daring to hope, begins

with '.^ix ; the following imperf. continues in the perf , which

is governed by it : and he (Targ. Syr. : Jehovah) will punish

for the words,—or, as we have punctuated above : he will

punish for the (on account of the) words which he has

heard—Jehovah thy God (n'ain, used of judicial decision, as

generally also in ii. 4, xi. 4), and thou wilt lift up (i.e. begin,

as in xiv. 4) prayer. " He will hear," as Judge and Deliverer;

" He has heard," as the omnipresent One. The expression

'n D'n'i'.x I'lnp sounds like a comparison of Eabshakeh to

Goliath, 1 Sam. xvii. 26, 36. The " existing remnant " is

Jerusalem not yet in the enemy's hand ; cf. i. 8 f. Deliver-

ance of a remnant is a leading note in Isaiah's prophecy.

But the prophecy is not fulfilled, unless the grace which

fulfils it is met with repentance and faith. Therefore the

weak faith of Hezekiah seeks the intercession of the prophet,

whose personal relation to God seems here to be nearer than

the king's, and even the priest's. Isaiah's answer, vers.

5-7 :
" And the servants of King Hezekiah came to Isaiah.

And Isaiah said to them [Q'l'v^f, K. Dnp] .- Speak thus to your

lord : Thus says Jehovah : Fear not their words, which thou

hast heard, with which the minions of the king of Assyria

have blasphemed me! Behold, I will Iring a spirit upon
Mm, and he shall hear a rumour, and return to his own
land [i2{"iN"P^?, K. p] ; and I cause him to fall by the sword in

his own land." Without necessity Luzzatto takes l">px'},

ver. 3, in the modal sense of what they were to do : e dove-

nano dirgli. The position as to arrangement is rather this

:

ver. 5 goes back and states the ground of ver. 6 (cf. Jonah
ii. 4 f.)

;
put in connected form, the passage would run : and

when they, saying this, had come to him, he said to them.

IV,? we have rendered "minions" (Knappen), after Esth.

ii. 2; it is a contemptuous expression for '1??. The God-
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given spirit is here by itself alone, as in the combinations,

xix. 14, xxviii. 6, xxix. 10, and often, a higher power of a

spiritual nature, controlling thought and action.

B.

—

Second attempt of Assyria to compel the Surrender of Jeru-

salem, and miraculous Deliverance, chap, xxxvii. 8 ff.

Eabshakeh, who is now named alone in both texts as the

chief actor, returns to Sennacherib, who sees himself compelled

to make another attempt to make sure of Jerusalem, as a position

of great strength and decisive importance, vers. 8, 9 :
" There-

upon Rabshakeh returned and found the king ofAssyria warring

against Zibnah, for he had heard that he had withdrawn from
Zachish. And he heard say respecting pV, K. ba, as regards]

TirhaJcah, king of Ethiopia: [K. Behold] Me is gone forth to

fight with thee, and heard and sent [K. and repeated and

sent] messengers to Hezekiah, saying." i^^^lJ? (with tone on

penultima) is TapaKO!; (TapKo^) of Manetho, Assyr. TarkU,

the third ruler of the twenty - fifth (Ethiopian) dynasty.

n33p, lying, according to Onom. in regione Meutheropolitana

(the district of Bit 'Gibrin), has not yet been discovered

;

the only thing in favour of the usual identification with

Tell-es-Sdfia (Hill of the Pure) is the similar meaning of the

names. The HOp^l, repeated in the Isaianic text, goes back

and gives the ground of what follows: quo quidem aucliio

misit ; K. has the more correct ^K"'!.

The message, vers. 10—13 :
" Thus shall ye speak to

HezekiaJi, the king of Judah, saying : Let not thy God, in

whom thou trustest, deceive thee, saying : Jerusalem shall not

be given into the hand of the king of Assyria. Behold, thou

hast heard what [K. that which] the kings of Assyria have

done to all lands in putting them under the ban ; and thou,

shouldst thou be delivered ? Bid the gods of the nations, vjhom

my fathers utterly destroyed [iIT'nB'n, K. I'^n^'], deliver them,—
Gozan and JTaran, and Eezeph and the Bene-Eden, who are

in Telassar ? Where is [K. Where is he] the king of

Hamath, and the king of Arpad, and the king of Ir-

Sepharvaim, Hena, and Ivvah ? " Although P? is feminine,

DfiiN (K. om), like 130''inn^ (in keeping with the deficiency of

the Hebrew in elaborate distinctions of gender), points back
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to the countries, and similarly if^, quas pessumdederunt. It

deserves notice that Sennacherib here ascribes to his fathers

(Sargon and the preceding kings of the Derketade dynasty

whom Sargon overthrew), what in Eabshakeh's first mission

he ascribes to himself, tjia is not
^Jj.j,

which is described

by the Arabian geographers as a district of outer Armenia,

lying on the Chdiur ; the vowel-change is possible, but not

favourable to the identification ; the inscriptions know a city

Guzana, which is mentioned in connection with Nisibis

{NasiUna), and may be sought between the Tigris and the

Euphrates (Paradies, p. 184 f
.

; cf. Schrader in Eiehm's

HWB, under Gosan). t^n is the Harrdnu of inscriptions,

well known from the patriarchal history (Gen. xi. 31),

signifying way and road in Assyrian, ^f). is Prja-dcpa of

Ptol. V. 18. 6, below Thapsacus, Assyr. Rasappa, now Busdpha,

in the Euphrates valley ez-Zor, between the Euphrates and

Tadmor (Palmyra). if^n (K. i^N^n), with which Syr.

np^x (Gen. xiv. 1), i.e. Artemita (Artamita), is confounded by

Targ. ii., iii., according to Schrader is the Til-A-mr-ri of

inscriptions ("to Merodach, who has his dwelling at T."),

perhaps one with Thelser of the Fab. Peuting ("ip?-"?, IPP'? of

the Targums), on the eastern side of the Tigris; the T]^"'-if

are one with the Syrian tribe and district Bit-Adini, in the

far west of Mesopotamia, on both banks of the Euphrates

;

m, of Ezek. xxvii. 23 {Parodies, pp. 4, 98, 184). With

Hamath and Arpad the enumeration of martial deeds makes

a north-west sweep, in order next, with Sepharvaim (the sun-

city Sippar), to return to the boundaries of southern Meso-

potamia and Babylon. With fy^ ^?p, cf. Josh. xii. 18, Ezra

V. 11, along with Gen. xxxvi. 31 ; D^liap "i^ is like B*m n^,

co"^ I'V, etc. The words njvi. wn, not taken as proper names

(Targ. Symm.), would mean: "he has removed and over-

thrown," for which, however, we should expect W) iJi'^n or

"'P'l'.J'l "'^J'Vi] ; they are perhaps names of cities no longer

discoverable ; Hena is scarcely the well-known He, ^Ava0a>,

on the Euphrates (Gesen., v. Niebuhr, Keil et ai); Ivvah

sounds like the name of the home of the D^W, who, according

to 2 Kings xvii. 31, were settled on ground once belonging to

the kingdom of Israel.
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This insolent message, declaring the God of Israel to be

powerless, the messengers of Sennacherib brought in writing,

ver. 14: "And Hezekiah took the letter from the hand of the

messengers and read it [K. read them\ and went up to the

house of Jehovah; and Hezekiah spread it hefore Jehovah."

Leaves D''nBp = letter (not letter in duplo), like litterae (cf.

ypd/Mfiara, piece of writing); ins"ii?5 (changed by K. into

D—) applies to the collective idea. Thenius calls this

spreading a naive act, and Gesenius even refers to the Budd-

hist prayer-machines ; but it is prayer without words, an act

of prayer, which then passes into audible prayer, vers. 15-20:
" And Hezekiah prayed to [K. before'] Jehovah, saying : [K. and

said:] Jehovah of hosts (K. omits of hosts), God of Israel,

enthroned on the cherubim, thou, yea thou art God alone of all

the kingdoms of the earth ; thou, thou hast made the heavens

and the earth. Incline, Jehovah, thine ear and hear [vpf^,,

variant, in both texts VDOT] ./ Open, Jehovah, thine eyes and

see [K. with ^ of the plur.], and hear the [K. all the] words of

Sennacherib, which he hath sent [K. with which he has sent

him, i.e. Eabshakeh] to revile the living God ! Truly,

Jehovah, the kings of Assyria have laid waste all lands and

their land [K. the nations and their land], and have put

their gods \p-j\ K. 'i^™'!] into the fire, for they were no gods,

merely the work of men's hands, wood and stone ; so they

destroyed them. And now, Jehovah our God, save us [K. adds

pray] from his hand; and let all the kingdoms of the earth

know that thou, Jehovah, alone art he [K. Jehovah Mohim]."

Eespecting D''?':]3lI ^^ (cherubim-enthroned, i.e. enthroned on

cherubim), see Ps. xviii. 11, Ixxx. 2. sin in xin-nns is an

emphatic resumption, and so a strengthening of the subject,

as in xliii. 25, li. 12; 2 Sam. vii. 28; Jer. xlix. 12; Ps.

xliv. 5 ; Neh. ix. 6 f
.

; Ezra v. 11: tu ille (not tu es ille,

Gesen. § 135. l) = tu, nullus alius ; passages like xli. 4, where

sin is predicate, are different. Eespecting the Pasek after

mn*, see Baer, Accentuationsystem, i. 6. 'l.^'V is not sing, (like

Ps. xxxii. 8, ''TV., where LXX. has ''TV), but defective plur., as

we expect after npQ. The reading Snbf in K. (which cannot

apply to D''1?'i., but only to the bringers of the written

message) is to be rejected. And whereas again the reading

|in2i of the Isaianic text (cf. Gen. xli. 3; Gesen. § 113.
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4a) deserves the preference, DfiK'n^l nisnNn-PSTiK, compared

with DVns-nNl cian-nx, is a senseless tautology, perhaps occa-

sioned by the circumstance that after a"'"inn the lands seemed

more natural as object than the nations (cf. however, Ix. 12).

The line of thought is this : Truly the Assyrians destroyed

nations and their gods, because these gods were men's works

;

therefore help us, Jehovah, that the world may know that

Thou alone art He, namely God, Elohim, as K. adds, although,

according to the accents, D\n^x mni go together, as in the

Books of Samuel, Chronicles, and more' often in the mouth

of David (see SyTribolae in Psalmos, p. 15 s.).

The prophet's answer, vers. 21, 22a; "And Isaiah, the

son of Amoz, sent to Hezehiah, saying : Thus says Jehovah

the God of Israel: What thou hast prayed to me in regard

to Sennacherib, the king of Assyria : [K. adds / have heard ;]

This is the oracle which Jehovah utters respecting him." He
sent, i.e. sent word, namely, by one of his disciples (^''^isp,

viii. 16). According to the Isaianic text, ~f^ would begin

the protasis to i^'nn nt (concerning that which . . . this is

the oracle); or, since ^ apod, is wanting, would begin a relative

sentence to what precedes (I to whom). Both views are

awkward. "JjiV??*, as LXX Syriac, also read here in Isaiah,

cannot be dispensed with.

The Isaianic prophecy now following is among the grandest

in all respects we have. It moves in strophe-like strides on

the cothurnus of the Deborah-style, vers. 226, 23 : "Despises

tliee, modes thee—the virgin-daughter of Zion ; shakes the head

after thee^—the daughters of Jerusalem. Wliom hast thou re-

viled and blasphemed, and respecting whom, talked loftily [nnio^nn,

K. niD^in], that thou hast lifted up thine eyes on high ? Against
[PK, K. ?i?] the Holy One of Israel. The predicate precedes in

the masculine (22&), at first being still without more precise

definition, for nD has Kadma on ult., and is therefore either

part. fern, of T13, against which is the parallel nwb, or 3 pers.

masc. of the corresponding verb n°S. Zion is called virgin in

reference to the shame threatening her without effect, xxiii.

12 ;
na npma, since the ideas are subordinated to one another

in the genitive instead of being co-ordinated in apposition,

is= n3 n^^inari: the virgin-daughter of Zion. With contented

and enhanced self-consciousness she shakes her head after
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him as he departs in disgrace and shame; and, moving it

backwards and forwards, says by the gesture that it must be

so and could not be otherwise, Jer. xviii. 6 ; Lam. ii. 15 f.

The accentuation mistakes question and answer, taking tj'np-ijs

^KiEyi into what is to be uttered in interrogative tone :
" and

thou turnest thine eyes on high against the Holy One of

Israel." But the question reaches only to l*rj?, and cnp-^is

bsnty* is the answer. The reviled one is the God of Israel,

whose pure holiness bursts into a consuming fire against all

who pollute it, x. 1 7. The irmpevf. consec. KB'Pii is substantially

the same as in li. 12 f., and Diip as in xl. 26.

Second turn, ver. 24 : "By thy servants [K. thy messengers]

thou hast reviled the Lord, in saying : With the multitude [K.

Chethih 33"ia] of my chariots I have ascended the height of the

mountains, the heart of Lebanon, and will cut down the lofty

growth of its cedars, the pick [1D?P, K. linap] of its cypresses,

and will penetrate [K. and shall penetrate'] to the top [K. the

resting-place] of its farthest point, the grove of its orchard." Tlie

other text seems here generally preferable. "Whether l*??^/?

(after vers. 9, 14) or 1^?^. (namely Eabshakeh, Tartan, and

Eabsaris, the chiefs of Sennacherib's first mission) is to be

preferred, is doubtful ; in like manner, whether "331 asna is a

copyist's error or a superlative phrase : with chariots of my
chariots, i.e. my countless chariots ; thirdly, whether Isaiah

wrote linnp ; in iv. 6 he uses "linpp for special reasons ; but

such obscure forms belong elsewhere to the Book of Kings,

with its north-Palestinian colouring ; and mn30 is found also

in 2 Kings iii. 19 in the first series of Elisha-histories, with

their strong Aramaic cast. On the other hand, iTsi? pb» com-

pared with isp Diip is certainly the original ; ii?i? is the high

pass as a resting-place. It is important for the understanding

of the passage that both texts have n"i3Ni, not m2Ni ; and the

other text, confirming this pointing, presents '"i^i^xi instead of

S13^?1. Lebanon, with the steep forest on its highest ridge

(see Hitzig on Zech. xi. 2), signifies here, if not as a direct

emblem (as in Jer. xxii. 6=the royal city Jerusalem, in Ezek.

xvii. 3=Judah-Jerusalem), yet synecdochically (cf. xiv. 8),

the Lebanon-country, i.e. the land of Israel, into which the

Assyrian has forced his way, and whose strongholds and

magnates he will cut down, never resting until Jerusalem
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also, the glorious summit of the Lebanon-district, lies at his

feet.

Third turn, ver. 25: " /, / have dug and drunk [K. strange]

waters, and will dry up with the sole of my feet all the Nile-

arms ["?.!<;, K. ''^iN'J of Matzor." If ''1?'^^, ver. 24, be taken as

perf. of certainty, 25a may refer to overcoming the difficulties

of the sandy desert (et-Tih) on the way to Egypt ; but the

perfects are contrasted with the following imperfects as

assertions of what is actually past. Thus, where no waters

were, and his army, as we might think, must needs famish,

he dug them (i^p, from which iip», fodere, Vip, j', not, with

Luzzatto, scaturire), and drunk this water which was charmed

forth, so to say, on foreign soil, i.e. overcame all hindrances to

his victorious course by opening up new resources; and where

there was water, as in Egypt pi^ in Isaiah and Micah for D'TiD,

see Ps. xxxi. 22), whose Nile-arms and canals seemed to

forbid his approach, it was a trifle to him to reduce to nought

these obstacles that stood in his way. The four-armed Nile

to him is a mere puddle, which he tramples out with his foot.

And yet what he is able to do is not by his own power,

but God's counsel, which he subserves. Fourth turn, vers.

26, 27 :
" Hast thou not heard ? From of old I have done it

[nnis, K. nnx]
; from [K. tpb] days of the foretime I have formed

it, and now brought it to pass [n'Oxan, K. n^ns'^n] ; that thou

shouldst lay waste [ni^5p^p, K. nm'p'] fortified cities into desolate

stone-heaps; and their inhabitants, powerless, were dismayed and
put to sliame [IK'31, K. ^K-a'!] ; they became herb of the field and
green of the sward, grass of the house-tops and a corn-field [npn^y

K. and blighted corn, ns^.B'?] before the stalk is formed." pim^p^,

TrfKodev, must not be joined to '^ppE'-NiSn, but, although the

accents seem to oppose (see Wickes, Prose Accents, p. 50), in

accordance with the parallelism, to what follows ; the historical

reality, here the Assyrian judgment on the nations, had from
eternity ideal reality in God; see on xxii. 11. The b in
pimp? signifies either local (Job xxxix. 29, xxxvi. 3), or as

here temporal, direction (cf e.g. T\v^, Gen. viii. 11) : in a space

of time lying from afar or to afar ; we have no preposition

corresponding to this h (see on vii. 15). The address is to the

Assyrian ; and since his being an instrument is the essential

part of the decree, ''nnn means not : it should be, or : they
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should be, but : thou shouldst be, e/ieWe? i^eprj/iaxrai (cf. xliv.

14 f.; Hab. i. 17; Ezek. xxx. 16; Eccles. iii. 15). Instead of

niNB-'n!?, K has nVi'nb (not as ChetMb, in which case nwnb must

have been the pointing), a singularly (instead of niSE*?) synco-

pated HipMl. The point of comparison in the four images,

2 7&, is the easiness of the cotiquest : before Assyria the

nations became like weak, delicate, superficially-rooted grasses,

and a corn-field not yet grown to stalk (^Pl?'. xvi. 8), which

can be easily pulled up and does not need the sickle ; for

which K., in better keeping with a climax, has : like a

blighted corn-field (ns'i.B', cf. liS'^?', blasting) before the stalk

has grown up, where the Assyrian is viewed as a parching

east wind (Thenius conjectures D^"!i^ ''^"^)> which destroys the

crop before it grows into stalk. Wellhausen's conjecture is

ingenious (Bleek, p. 257) ; he changes nap >ifh into lO'P ''i^,

and joins it to what follows : thy rising up and sitting down

are before me ; adopted by Cheyne and Bredenkamp, who,

moreover, changes HDityi (K. nS'iB'l) into ^'iB', dropping the i

(" burnt roof-grass ").

Thus Assyria is Jehovah's elect instrument in overturning

the nations who are short of hand in respect to Him, i.e.

incapable of resistance ; but Jehovah soon puts this lion in

close restraint, and before he reaches his proposed goal he will

be led back to his own land as with a ring in his nostrils.

Pifth turn, vers. 28, 29; "Arid thy sitting down and thy

goiTig out and thy coming in I know, and thy raging against

me. Because of thy raging against me, and because thy self-

confidence has come up into my ears, I put my ring into thy

nose and my muzzle into thy lips, and lead thee hack hy the way

ly which thou earnest." Sitting down and rising up (Ps. cxxxix.

2), going out and coming in (Ps. cxxi. 8), are all the different

aspects of man's doing and resting ; all Sennacherib's thinking

and acting, deciding and undertaking, especially in regard to

Jehovah's people, are under divine control. On 15?! follows the

infin., which is continued in the finite verb, just as in xxx.

12 ;
^33 KB' also may he infin. (Ewald, Nagelsbach) ; but if the

reading l^^KB' is accepted, it will be an adjective used as

substantive ; it denotes the Assyrian's complacent, scornful

(Ps. cxxiii. 4) self-confidence, and has nothing to do with liNE'

(Targ., Abulw., Eashi, Kimchi, Eosenm., Luzz.). The figure
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of leadiug away with a nose-ring ("nn, with latent dagesh) is

repeated in Ezek. xxxviii. 4. Like an untameable beast, held

in with violence, the Assyrian will return home without

having attained his end with Judah (and Egypt).

The prophet now turns to Hezekiah, ver. 30: "And let

this he the sign to thee : this year men eat fallow-growth, and

the second year root-growth [D'riB', K 6^''nD] ; and the third year

sow ye and reap, and plant vineyards and eat (Chethib bl3X)

their fruit." The three years' space is reckoned by the

beginning and end of the husbandman's year, which reached

in the time of the Kings from Tishri to Tishri as a fixed

calendar-year, and united in its beginning the close of the

harvest and the new sowing. We may further assume, that

nifn is the current year, not, as Thenius would have, the

first after the Assyrian invasion ;
njE'n is the present year in

xxix. 1, xxxii. 10, as Di>n is the present day (to-day). When
now the prophet says D'sp nm^} pbs, this cannot be a predic-

tion. n''Bp is the aftergrowth from the scattered grains of the

previous harvest (LXX. avTOfiara), either from nsp^ .*^A-:,

effundcre, or from HBD (a harder form of '^?P), adjicere, therefore

either as something scattered, i.e. involuntarily sown, or as

something added to the previous harvest by way of supple-

ment. But if only such aftergrowth can be enjoyed instead

of the present year's produce, this at the time when the

prophet speaks is the natural consequence of the impossibility

of sowing. The second part of the sign, D''nK' D'JE'n T\W2\

states that in the second year from now men will eat root-

growth, i.e. what grows of itself, avTo^vh (Aquila, Theodotion).

what springs up but sparsely, not so much from the pre-

vious year's scattered grains as from the roots of the corn

(cf. i^^flj^^, standing apart from each other, synon. mutafdwii).

The point, then, of the sign lies in this, that the plan of Sen-

nacherib against Judah will as certainly be wrecked as that

no regular sowing and reaping will take place before the third

year from now, but then will be again possible. Jehovah, the

Omniscient, as whose organ the prophet foretells this, is also

the Almighty, who will compel the great conqueror to return

to Assyria without attaining his end. But the sign cannot

be used with certainty as a measure either of the Assyrian
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occupation or to fix the period of the catastrophe in xxxvii.

36; 2 Kings xix. 3 5. For the prophet's standpoint in

giving the sign may either be at a part of the current year

when the impossibility of tillage in the second year could not

be determined beforehand without the gift of prophecy, or

also at a much later part of the year, when men were eating

fallow-growth, and already knew for certain (because harvest-

time was near, and the fields had not been sown) that in the

next year they would have to eat root-growth. The purpose

of the sign was to confirm King Hezekiah in rejecting Sen-

nacherib's demand.

The agricultural prospect of the third year now becomes

an image of Judah's future. Seventh turn, vers. 31, 32 :

"And that which escapes of the house of Judah, that remains,

shall again take root downward and tear fruit upward. For

from Jerusalem a remnant shall go forth, and an escaped one

from, Mount Zion. The zeal of Jehovah of hosts [K. Chethih

omits riit<5V] 'twill accomplish this." Isaiah's motto, " a remnant

shall return," is fulfilled : Jerusalem is spared, and becomes

the centre and starting-point of national regeneration. We
hear the echo of chaps, v. 24, ix. 6, and also of xxvii. 6. As

in ver. 1 6, " of hosts " is wanting here in Kings ; this divine

name is rare in the Book of Kings, occurring there only in the

first series of Elijah-histories, 1 Kings xviii. 15, xix. 10, 14,

cf. 2 Kings iii. 14.

The prophecy of the preservation of Jerusalem becomes

now, in the last turn, more precise than ever before, vers.

33—35: " Therefore thus saith Jehovah concerning the king of

Assyria : He shall not come into this city, nor shoot an arrow

there, nor assault it with shield, nor throw up a mound against

it. By the way hy which he came [K. shall eome'\ he shall

return, and he shall not come into this city, saith Jehovah.

And I protect this city [?!?, K. ?X] to help it, for my own sake

and for the sake of David my servant." According to Hitzig

this conclusion belongs, because of its " suspicious definite-

ness," to the later annalist ; on the other hand, Knobel thinks

it need not be denied to Isaiah, for " probably the pestilence

had then already begun (xxxiii. 24), threatening seriously to

weaken the Assyrian army, but also suggesting to the prophet

the hope that Sennacherib would not be able to resist the

VOL. II. G
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mighty Ethiopian king." But here we listen to the language

of a man raised above the limits of natural possibility, and

admitted by God the Controller of history into His secret, Amos

iii. 7. "We see here prophecy at the lofty point to which it has

been steadily climbing, keeping the goal ever in sight, from

vi. 13, X. 33 f. onward through all the obstacles arising from

the moral state of the nation (see the concluding remarks on

xxii. 1-14, xxxii. 9-20). The Assyrian will not storm

Jerusalem, nor even reach the stage of siege - preparations.

The verb D'lp (cf. Arab, mukdim, venturing boldly at the foe,

ikddm, boldness) is construed with double accus., as in Ps.

xxi. 4 ; nTizi means siege-mound, as also in Jer. xxxii. 24.

The reading 5<3; instead of t'a, arose through the eye wandering

to the following S3\ The promise, 35a, reads as in xxxi. 5;

the reading ^X instead of ^V is incorrect. The motive, " for

the sake of David my servant," runs as in 1 Kings xv. 4 and

often, but " for my own sake " as in xliii. 2 5, xlviii. 11; cf.

also Iv. 3. On one side it is Jehovah's glory and fidelity

according to which Jerusalem is saved ; on the other hand,

David's merit, or, what is the same, Jehovah's love for him,

which secures Jerusalem's good.

The culminating prophecy is followed by the account of

the catastrophe, ver. 36:" Then [K. And it came to pass that

night that'] the angel of Jehovah went forth and smote
\pf!].,

K. 'nn] in the camp of Assyria a hundred and eighty-f/ve

thousand; and when men arose in the morning, behold they

were all dead corpses." The first pair of histories concludes

here with the brief account of the issue of the Assyrian

drama, in which all the prophecies of Isaiah relating to the

destruction of the Assyrian forces, e.g. x. 33 f., and to the

flight (xxxi. 9) and death (xxx. 33, xxxvii. 7) of the king of

Assyria, are fulfilled. Glancing forward at the second pair

of histories, chaps, xxxviii., xxxix., we see in xxxviii. 6 that

the account of these final events forms a preliminary

conch] sion ; for the third history brings us back to the time

before the catastrophe. The haste and brevity of this closing

historical account may be partly explained by the fact that

the history of the Assyrian complications and the prophecy

bearing on them is here meant to be brought to a conclusion.

But looking back, we see a gap between xxxvii. 25 and what
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has just been related. For between prophecy and fulfilment,

according to ver. 30, lies a full year of misery, during which

tillage will be suspended. In this second year, however the

impossibility of tilling the land may be explained, fall in any

case Sennacherib's complications with Egypt and Ethiopia.

For, when Eabshakeh returned from his mission to Hezekiah,

he found Sennacherib no longer before Lachish, but before

Libnah, which lay to the north-east. Lachish was the strong

point, by holding which he prevented Egypt uniting with

Judah, and whence he captured one city of Judah after

another. A palace-picture shows him to us still in this proud

situation. He is sitting in his tent on a high, beautifully-

adorned throne, two arrows in the right, a bow in the left

hand, two eunuchs with fans to keep him cool behind ; a

general in front, behind whom are curly - haired, bearded

captives and women. The inscription on the tent says

:

" Tent of Sennacherib, king of the land of Assyria." Under

the figures we read :
" Sennacherib, king of the nations, king

of the land of Assyria, sat on a lofty throne and received the

plunder of Lachish."^ The retreat of Sennacherib from

Lachish to Libnah was caused by the march of the Egyptian

army ; it was a strategic measure. He then retired, as we

learn from the prism-inscription, still farther to Timnath and

Elteke, where he accepted battle, and therefore on Palestinian

soil. According to a tradition originating in Egypt, he fought

against Egypt within its own territory. Herodotus (ii. 141
;

cf. also Berosus in Joseph. Antiq. x. 1.4) says : After Anysis,

the blind, who had lost his throne for fifty years by an

Ethiopian invasion of Egypt under Sabakon, and regained it,

Sethon (SeOwv), the priest of Hephaestus, came to the throne.

The latter oppressed the warrior-caste, so that when Sanach-

aribos, king of the Arabians and Assyrians, led a great army

against Egypt, it refused its help. Then, when the priest-

king prayed in the temple, God promised His help. Before

Pelusium, where the inroad was to take place, and where,

with those who remained faithful, he awaited the foe, he

witnessed the fulfilment of the promise. "Directly after

Sanacharibos' arrival an army of field-mice overran the camp

1 See the wording in Schrader, Cuneiform Inscriptions, i. p. 280, and the

picture in Stade, Geschichte, i. 620.
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of the enemy and gnawed to pieces their quivers, bows, and

shield- straps, so that when morning dawned they had to flee

weaponless, many of them perishing. Therefore the stone

statue of Sethon yet stands in the temple of Hephaestus (at

Memphis), holding a mouse in its hand, and saying in the

inscription : He that looks on me let him fear the gods
!

"
^

Duncker thinks this account in Herodotus of the Assyrian

catastrophe useless for historical purposes; whilst Maspero

gathers from it that half the Assyrian army perished of

pestilence during the Delta march ; and even Stade (Gesch.

i. 621) refers the account of Herodotus to one and the same

event as the Biblical account. As matter of fact, an obscurity

lies on the locality of the occurrence, ver. 36, which can

scarcely be cleared up. Looking at the prophecies, that the

power of Assyria is to be broken in the sacred land of Jehovah

(xiv. 25), that the Lebanon forest of the Assyrian army will

collapse before Jerusalem (x. 32-34), that there the Assyrian

camp will without fighting be the prey of the inhabitants of

the city (xxxii. 33), we seem obliged to suppose that the

catastrophe happened before Jerusalem (Joseph. Ant. x. 1).

But could Sennacherib, who was expecting to encounter the

Egyptian forces, leave an army-division of nearly 200,000

men before Jerusalem ? It is noteworthy that the account

of the catastrophe, ver. 36 (2 Kings xix. 35), leaves both the

time (for the akoluthic formula sin n^''^3 \Ti makes no claim

to chronology) and place of the occurrence in obscurity. The

narrative reads like the killing of the first-born in Egypt, Ex.

xii. 1 2, xi. 4. This plague is there characterized by ^3J, used

along with nari, as pestilence (Ex. xii. 13, 23); cf. Amos
iv. 10, where there seems to be allusion to it under the name
'5'^

; here also we can think of nothing else than this divine

visitation, which still defies all casual explanation, and in

2 Sam. xxiv. 15 ff., as well as here, seems to be effected

through angels. The conciseness of the narrative allows us

to suppose a longer raging of the pestilence in the Assyrian

camp, carrying off thousands in the night (Ps. xci. 6), up to a

total of 185,000.^ The chief matter is that the prophecy of

1 This Sethon monument has not yet been discovered (Brugsch, Reise-

lerichte, p. 79).

" To the plague in Milan in 1629, according to Tadino, 160,000 fell
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xxxi. 8 was essentially fulfilled. The issue of Sennacherib's

campaign against Judah must have been unfortunate; for

(1) although Sennacherib reigned twenty years after this

campaign, he never made another attempt against Judah

;

first of all, he had to subdue rebellious Babylon, which

certainly would not have lifted up its head again unless it

had been encouraged by the miscarriage in Judah. (2)

Sennacherib himself, in the prism-inscription, can only speak

of the outcome of his undertaking against Jerusalem in the

following terms : sdsu hima isstlr kuppi Idrih Ursdlimmu dl

larriUilu Ssirsu halsdni eliki uraklcisma ds6 ahulli dlisu utirra

ikMMs{u), i.e. I shut him up in Jerusalem, his royal city,

like a bird in a cage ; I threw up mounds against him, and

whosoever came to his city-gate, I turned him on his heel, i.e.

compelled him to turn right round (Friedr. Delitzsch). Since

nothing is said here of assault and capture (in the case of

the cities of Judah both are emphasized in proud detail),

Sennacherib effected nothing against Jerusalem, except that

he blockaded it some time. (3) In further relating that he

severed the captured cities from the land of Hezekiah

and gave them to the kings of Ashdod, Ekron, and Gaza,

whom he had set up ; that he laid tribute on Hezekiah ; that

the latter gave him 30 talents of gold and 800 talents of

silver, etc.,^he is seeking to cover the failure of the invest-

ment of Jerusalem and its forced raising; as also the issue

of the battle with the Egyptians at Elteke is covered.^

End of the epilogue, vers. 37,38: " Then Sennacherib, king

of Assyria, broke up and departed, and returned and settled

down in Nineveh. And it came to pass, while he v)as worship-

ping in tlie temple of Nisroch his god,, Adrammelech and Sarezer

his sons [K. CJietMb omits ''''JS^J smote him with the sword; and

victims, in Vienna (1679) 122,849, in Mosco-w at the end of the previous

year, according to Martens, 670,000, hut, of course, during the whole time

of its raging.

^ See Schrader, Cuneiform Inscriptions, i. pp. 297-307. Eespecting

the relation of the battle at Elteke to xxxvii. 8 f. agreement can scarcely

be reached ; the Assyrian accounts know only of the one encounter with

the Ethiopian king (Schrader, ii. pp. 10, 11).

2 The parallels, 2 Kings xix. 31 and 37, two of the ten pn3 i6) flp
(words to be read and not written in the text), see Norzi on Kuth iii. 5,

and Ochla we-Ochla (ed. Frensdorff), No. 97.
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whilst they fled to the land of Ararat, Esar-haddon his son

became king in his stead." The three verbs, " he broke up

and departed, and returned," paint the rapidity of the retreat

like ahiit, excessit, evasit, erupit (Cic. ii. C'atil. init). The con-

struction, ver. 38, puts Sennacherib's act of worship and his

sons' murderous deed side by side as contemporaneous ; the

relation would be somewhat different if it said 1^3*1 (cf. Ewald,

§. 34:ld). Nisroch (LXX Naaapax, 'Aa-apax) is a name of

deity foreign to the Babylo-Assyrian pantheon, possibly a

corruption, or even assimilated to the Hebrew from Nushu,

(^D3), the god of fire and war ; that Sennacherib should give

special honour to this god is intelligible.^ The name ^?S|i1s«

signifies, Adar is prince, Assyr. Adarmalik; and ISS'IE', for

which Baer here and Zech. vii. 2 (cf. Norzi and J. H. Michaelis

on Jer. xxxix. 3) has rightly received "'S^'iB',* signifies, Guard

the king ! Assyr. Sar-usur ; the Armenian form of the name

(in Moses Choren. i. 23), San-asar (along with Adramel, who

is also called Arcamozan), accordingly does not mean : The

n.oon-god Sin guard, but arises only from interchange of

sounds. Polyhistor (in Euseb. Chron. Arm. p. 19, ed. Mai) and

Abydenus (ib. p. 25) name only Adrammelech (Adramelos in

Abyd., Ardumuzanos in Polyh.) as the murderer, and Nerzilos

(:= Nergal Sarezer) as Sennacherib's successor, which, how-

ever, indirectly confirms Sennacherib's removal as the common
deed of the two sons.^ The murder did not take place as

soon after the return as represented by Joseph. Ant. x. 1. 5

(cf. Tob. i. 21-25, Jerome) ; the Isaianic " and settled down in

Nineveh" suggests the idea of a considerable interval. Asor-

dan of Polyhistor, Axerdis of Abydenus is Esar-haddon, Assyr.

n^TiKTiB'N, Asur-ah-iddina (" Asshur has given the brother ").

^ Priedr. Delitzsch, Sprache der Kossder (1884), p. 52.

2 Respecting tlie diverse mode of writing nvXIB', see Complutensische

Variantm (1878), p. 16 f., and Strack in DMZ. xxxvLii. 302 (according to

whom the Petersburg codd., B 3 and B 19a, also confirm Sareser with
Sin)

;
and respecting Nergilos=-ivxiB' ^JIJ, Schrader, Inscriptions, iL

pp. 14, 15.

* The motive for the parricide was jealousy of the younger brother

Esar-haddon, whom Sennacherib favoured, and who, when he heard of

the murder, quitted Armenia, where he was with a division of the army,
in great wrath, and came to Nineveh by forced marches (see Friedr.

Delitzsch, art. " Sanherib " in Herzog's Cyclopaedia, xiii. 387).
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The last year of Sennacherib, according to the Assyrian monu-

ments, is 682-1. This brings us far into the reign of Manasseh,

more or less, a time when Isaiah certainly was dead, from

which it follows that ver. 37 f. is an addition by a later hand,

a fact confirmed independently by its style, which resembles

that of the Book of Kings. The two parricides fled to the

land of Ararat, therefore to Central Armenia ; Armenian his-

tory derives the tribes of the Sassunians and Arzruniaus from

them. From the royal house of the latter, among whom
the proper name Sennacherib was common, sprang Leo the

Armenian, whom Genesios describes as of Assyrio-Armenian

blood. If this is so, no fewer than ten Byzantine emperors

may be regarded as descendants of Sennacherib.^

0.

—

Hezddah's Sickness, and Ms Becovery promised ly

Isaiah, chap, xxxviii.

It cannot surprise us now to be carried back to the time

when Jerusalem was still under the despotic sceptre of

Assyria, since the purpose of the concluding piece, xxxvii.

3 6 ff., was merely in anticipation to complete the picture of the

last Assyrian troubles by relating their termination as foretold

by Isaiah. Into this framework falls the following act of

Isaiah; and indeed (if Hezekiah reigned twenty-nine years,

fifteen of which are added to him) it falls about the fourteentli

year, mentioned in xxxvi. 1 in the wrong place, and properly

belonging to the last two histories, vers. 1-3 :
" In those days

Hezekiah became dangeroiidy ill ; and Isaiah, son of Amoz, the

prophet came to him and said to him : Thus saith Jehovah : Set

thy house in order, for thou shall die, and not recover. Then

Hezekiah [K. omits] turned his face to the wall and prayed to

Jehovah, and said : [K. saying ;] Jehovah, remember now this,

1 Armenian tradition (cf. Eawlinson, Monarchies, ii. 465) puts the flight

of the two, who, as is said, were to be sacrificed by their father, in the

year of the world 4494=705 B.C. (see the historical survey of Prince

Hubbof in Miscellaneous Translations, vol. ii. 1834). The Armenian

historian Thomas (end of the ninth century) traces his descent to the

Arzrunians, and so to Sennacherib ; his historical work is therefore chiefly

devoted to Assyrian afl'airs (see Aucher on Euseb. Chron. i. p. 15) ; and

respecting " the crown of Sennacherib on the head of the Arzrunians,"

cf. DMZ. xl. 493.
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that I have v:alk&d lefore thee in truth and luith the whole

heart, and have done what is good in thine eyes ! And Heze-

kiah wept with loud weeping." " Give command to thy house
"

(?, cf. b^, 2 Sam. xvii. 23) = make known to thy family thy

last will (cf. Eabb. n^JV, last arrangement, testament), for njs

is indeed usually joined with accus. pers., but also with p, e.g.

Ex. i. 22 (cf. bx, Ex. xvi. 34). n^^n means in such connection

reviviscere, convalescere. The announcement of death is uncon-

ditional in terms. Beticetur, remarks Vitringa, conditio, ut

Bens illam tanguam voluntariam eliciat. The sick man

turns his face to the wall (VJS 3Dn, whence the usual imperf.

congee. 3B^!!, as in 1 Kings xxi. 4, viii. 14) in order to retire

into himself and God. Before nin''=^yns (Neh. i. 11) the

imploring n3« (here, as in Ps. cxvi. 4, 16, and in all six times,

with n) has the chief tone always on uU. ; the meihegh occa-

sionally passes into a conjunctive accent, e.g. Gen. L 17; Ex.

xxxii. 31. IK'S nx signifies here not "that which," but "this

that," as in Deut. ix. 7 ; 2 Kings viii. 12, and often. fiDKa,

not so much "in continuance" as "in fidelity," i.e. without

wavering and deceit. D.?K' 373^ with complete, whole heart, as

in 1 Kings viii. 61 and often. He wept aloud, for to have

to die in the strength of manhood, with the State in so critical

a condition, and without heir, was terrible to him.

The gracious withdrawal of what was threatened, vers. 4—6 :

" And it came to pass [K. Isaiah was not yet out of the inner

city ; Keri llfn^ i.e. court, and] the word of Jehovah came to

Isaiah [K. to him] as follows : Go [K. return] and say to Heze-

kiah: [K. adds to the prince of my people i] Thus saith the God

of David thy ancestor : I have heard thy prayer, seen thy tears ;

hehold, I [K. heal thee, on the third day thou shall go up to the

house of Jehovah] add [K. and I add] to thy days fifteen years.

And I loiU deliver thee and this city from the hand of the king

of Assyria, and will protect this city [K. for my own sake and,

for the sake of David my servant]." Instead of "Van, Kcri and
the ancient translators have i??n

; the city of David is no-

where else called "middle city;" on the contrary, Zion, with
the temple-mount, formed the upper city ; thus the inner

court-space of David's city seems really to be meant, from
which Isaiah had not yet stepped out by the " gate of the
midst " to go to the lower city, where he lived (cf. on xxii. 1).
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The text in K. is here more authentic throughout, only " prince

of my people " is an annalistic ornament, "ifby} in Isaiah is

injin. dbs. in iniperf. sense ; D!iE', on the other hand, of the

other text is imperative. As to ^ipv, see on xxix. 14. The

promise of deliverance from Assyria does not necessarily

imply that Sennacherib had already set out to reconquer

Judah, but only that Hezekiah had withdrawn from the

obligation of tribute, or at least was engaged in doing so,

2 Kings xviii. 7.

The Isaianic text is here not only violently curtailed, but

also involved in confusion; for vers. 21, 22, although even

the LXX. found them after Hezekiah's psalm, have fallen out

of their right place ; they were omitted by mistake here after

ver. 6, and then vsrritten beneath on the margin of the page

where they now stand (perhaps with a-iryXr], sign of supple-

ment). We insert them here where they belong, vers. 21,

22 :
" Then said Isaiah, Let them bring [K. take ye'\ a cahe of

figs and plaster over [K. and they brought and covered'] the boil,

that he may recover [K. and he recovered']. And Hezekiah said

:

[K. to Isaiah .•] "What is the sign that [K. Jehovah will heal

Tiie, so that I go wp] I shall go up [K. on the third day] into

the house of Jehovah ? " Since pn^ (from [riE', ^^srv--, to be in-

flamed, in a fever, whence es-sulmna, intermittent fever) no-

where means plague-boil, but (cf. Ex. ix. 9 ; Lev. xiii. 18) boil,

especially of the leprous, the connection into which Hezekiah's

sickness (alongside xxxiii. 24) has been brought with the

plague that broke out later in the Assyrian army is inadmis-

sible. The application of the figs leaves it uncertain whether

a boil (bubon) or a carbuncle (charbon) is to be supposed. Figs

were a popular emolliens or matxirans ; they were used to

hasten the rising of the swelling, and therefore the mattering-

process ; hv imo''l is here, perhaps, more original than the

easier but less descriptive bv ID'tyi. The Book of Kings, which

with " and they brought " glides into the historical tone, in-

stead of "that he may recover," has the statement of the

result, " and he recovered," thus anticipating in the usual

style of Biblical history (see on vii. 1, xx. 1).

The desired, security-giving sign, vers. 7, 8 : [K. Tlun said

Isaiah ;]
" And [K. omits] let this be the sign to thee from-

Jehovah, that [">?'??, K. '?] Jehovah will perform this [K. the]
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word wJiich he spake : Behold, I make the shadow of the steps,

which it has gone down on the step-clock of Ahaz ly reason of

the sun, go lack, ten steps hackward. And the sun went back

ten steps on the step-clock, which it had gone down. [K. Shull

the shadoiv advance ten steps, or shall it go lack ten steps ?

Then said Eezekiah : It is easy for the shadow to decline ten

steps ; nay, lut let the shadow go hack, ten steps backwards.

Then Isaiah the prophet cried to JeJwvah, and turned back the

shadow the ten steps, ivhich it had gone down on the step-clock of

Ahaz, ten steps backwards.] The Book of Kings is here fuller

in detail. Isaiah gives the king the choice to demand the

shadow's going forwards or backwards; ^?'T in the first

member of the twofold question (for which also ^Pn might be

used, Job xl. 2) means iveritne (cf. Gen. xxi. 7 ; Ps. xi. 3

;

Job ix. 4, xii. 9 ; Prov. xxiv. 28 ; Ezek. xiv. 4&, xvii. 15&).^

" Steps of Ahaz " here are not the steps of the royal palace

(Dillov, das Wunder an den Stufen des Alias, 1885), but a

step-clock erected by Ahaz is so called. Since np^D may
signify degree as well as stair-step (syn. <^Tiy?, scala and

gradus, cf. the calendar-name daragat el-aukdt, i.e. time-

ladder), we might suppose a disc with sun-pointer (gnomon)

;

but the phrase directly suggests an actual flight of steps,

therefore an obelisk on a graduated square, or better, round

elevation, which cast the shadow of its summit at noon on

the uppermost step, morning and evening on one or the other

side of the lowest step, and so served to measure the hours

;

in this sense the Targ. renders, in 2 Kings ix. 13, nipyisn tni,

by a^Vf iy^,, step (stair-ascent) of the sun-dial ; such an obelisk,

serving as sun-dial, was that of Augustus on the field of Mars

in Eome. The advance or going down, or inclining (down-

wards) and going back of the shadow is determined by the

mid-day line, and may indeed be applied under certain circum-

stances to a vertical dial, i.e., a sun-dial with vertical disc, but

more properly to a step-clock, i.e. a sun-dial, whose degrees,

measuring definite portions of time, are real gradus. The

step-clock of Ahaz may have consisted of twenty or more

steps, which measured the time of day by half or even

^ Judg. ix. 9, 11, 13, ^nbinn belongs to the same class, if it is taken

with Ed. Konig {Lehrgebaude, p. 242) as Hophal ; Should I be made to

give up ?
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quarter hours.* If the fulfilment of the sign took place an

hour before sunset, the shadow went back ten steps of half

an hour each, and thus again reached the point where it stood

at noon. But how was this done ? Certainly not by giving

the earth's turning on its axis an opposite direction ; it was

no miracle of the sun, but (especially according to the text of

the Book of Kings), since a sign of assurance is here in

question, simply a phenomenon of refraction (Keil) ; it suffices,

that the shadow which had declined in the afternoon, by a

sudden refraction not to be foreseen was bent upwards, '-fn^

^'^^V!^[}, ver. 8, are united genitivally by syntax and accentua-

tion ;
niPS^O "lOT is accus. of measure, Gesen. § 118. 2c, synon.

with ni^jjai in the sum of the steps, 2 Kings xx. 11. The
relative clause is to be rendered : quos (gradus) descendit ('T]1',

?^, fem., like ^fy! afterwards) in scala Ahasi per solem, i.e. by

reason of the advancing sun. Instead of reading B'Dt^n

(Cheyne), it would be better to erase tJ'OE'a. If, then, it is

said :
" the sun returned," the phrase is formed on the optical

appearance ; it is not the sun in the heavens that is meant,

but the sun on the step-clock ; with the shadow the sun also

went back, the limit between shadow and light shifting its

place. What is related claims to be a miracle, and it is one

;

will asserted itself as a power over natural law, the pheno-

menon followed on the prophet's prayer as an extraordinary

work of God.

A psalm oT Hezekiah is added in the Isaianie text to this

third history as documentary evidence, in which he celebrates

his miraculous deliverance from the brink of death. The

author of the Book of Kings has omitted it. Its genuineness

is undoubted. The heading runs, ver. 9 :
" Writing of

Hezekiah, Icing of Judah, when he had heen sick and was

recovered from his sickness." The following poem might be

headed D!^30, for it has the character of this class of psalms

(see on Ps. xvi. 1) ; nnao means piece of writing in general.

We may not conclude from iripna that it was composed by

the sick man (cf. on Ps. li. 1) ; ''n^l stamps it as a thanksgiving

^ See the attempt at a reproducing picture in Transactions of Biblical

Archaeology, iii. 1, p. 36 s. G. Bilsinger gives the best account of ancient

sun-dials, especially of their construction, in his work, Die Zeitmesser der

aniihen Volker, 1887, 4.
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of one recovered. la common with the two Ezrahite Psalms

Ixxxviii., Ixxxix., it has not only many echoes of the Book of

Job (see the collection in Drechsler, ii. 220 f.), but also more

of the strained elevation which comes of imitating ancient

models than of the spontaneous greatness of the lyric.

The first strophe consists indisputably of seven lines,

vers. 10-12:
" I said : In the quiet of my days I must depart into the gates

of Hades,

T am deprived of the remnant of my years.

I said : I shall not see Jah, Jah in the land of the living,

I shall no more behold man, with the inhabitants of tlie land of

death}

My dwelling is broken off and carried avjay from me like a

shepherd's tent.

I rolled up my life like a weaver, because he cuts me off from,

the web.

' From day to night thou makest an end of me ! ' ''

"In quiet of my days" is not = in its (the life-clock's)

stoppage (Nagelsbach), an unexampled metaphor, but as v.

Orelli : when my life seemed to be going on undisturbed ; ''PT

(or •'P^., Ixii. 6 f.) from nOT = ^|j, to be calm, properly even

(planum, aequum, aequale), see Miihlau-Volck iinder woi).

On the cohortative in the sense of must, see Ewald, § 228a;
f^?.?^ as to its verbal idea has the same meaning as in Ps.

xxxix. 14, 2 Chron. xxi. 20, and the junction by 3

(=n3PK HNUNI) is constr. praegnans (Luzzatto). The Fual

QFn^f) does not mean : I am made to want (Rashi, Knobel

et al.), which as passive of the causative would have required

-innpan, like ^wDf^j I ^iii made to inherit. Job vii. 3, but : I

am visited as to the remnant, mulcted of it, deprived as

punishment of the remnant of my life. Perhaps 'liilSip should

be read : I am (Fiirst, Cheyne : IJ"]?!?) cut short {coupi) as to

the remnant (by the remnant) of my years ; but it would be

a mark of poverty for the poet to use this figure twice (here

and 126). Instead of "Jah, Jah," we find "Jehovah "in
some places ; Jerome, Dominum Deum. In correspondence

with the clause " Jah in the land of the living," God revealing

1 \EndschafUland, land of cessation.]
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Himself in the land of the living, is the clause " man with the

inhabitants of the land of death," where ^'in seems to be a

synon. of D''!ni!! Yl^, and so synonymous with l.pn as a designa-

tion of the present temporal world (Ps. xvii. 14, xlix. 2).

Since, however, ?in, "to cease," is the direct opposite of

1?n, s\S-, " to abide " (see von Orelli, Zeit u. EwigTceit, pp.

42-45), we should need, with Eeuss, Cheyne et al,, to read

n?n (of the present life) ; Strack's Bahylonicus actually has

ibu from the first hand, with no distinction of Chethih and
Kert Therefore: I shall no more behold man (dwelling

henceforth) with the inhabitants of Pin, i.e. the end of life,

the negation of conscious, active existence, thus the kingdom
of the dead, "'in we explain (with Saadia, Kimchi) after

-\T\ = j^ii, Ps. Ixxxiv. 11, the Targum word for "iia. The body
is called "li'n, " dwelling," as the abode of man considered as

able to sever himself from everything he has {Bill. Psych, p.

268). It is compared to a "'p h^^, nomad's tent; '^n (diffe-

rently in Zech. xi. 17, where i is the Chirek compaginis) is

not genitive = n5)\ Ewald, § 1515, but adj. in i, like, e.g.,

'^'l^ "V.'i, Zech. xi. 15. rhii (along with VQ}, as in Job iv. 21)

means to be put in the state of niPJ, forced to depart ; cf the

New Testament eKBrj/jueiv iic tov crd)fji.aTo^, 2 Cor. v. 8. The
meaning of the ott. <yeyp. ''ii'jBi? is shown by the name of

the hedgehog, liBp (from contracting) : I gathered up, i.e. folded

up my life, as the weaver does the finished web. He does this

already in spirit, because He (God) cut him loose from the

thrum (synchronistic imperf.), i.e. put an end, so it seemed,

to his life. n?T means properly, like Syr. duld (= Z*^ ), the

web, woof, suhtemen, synon. y}V., Lev. xiii. 48, opposite to

''TW there, Syr. V»Aj, Arab, ^s^, LL. (from stretching in

breadth), warp, staTnen. But here ^fl (from ??% to be thin,

fine), briefly for "ntS"! n?'i, the entire weaving-piece (cf Lat.

lieium) on the loom. The warp becomes shorter, the more

the web (in stamine suhtemen intexere, Jerome, Upp. Ixv. 19)

progresses, until the weaver releases the complete piece from

the remaining small ends by cutting it (VS3, cf. Job vi. 9,

xxvii. 8). The strophe concludes with the deep lament of the

sufferer at that time : he was forced to fear that God would
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make an end of liim (Q^f, syn. nSs, Cien, ipj) from day to

night, i.e. in the briefest space (cf. with Luzzatto, Job iv. 2 0).

In the second strophe the backward glance continues ; his

grief swelled more and more, so that nothing was left him

but a suppressed sighing, a faint glance upward for help,

vers. 13, 14 :

" / waited patiently for the morninff ; like tJie lion.

So it brake all my hones in pieces.

' From day to night thou makest an end of me !

'

Like a swallow, a crane, so I chirped,

I moaned like the dove

;

My eyes languished to the height

;

Lord, woe is me ! Appear as my surety^

Since ''H''?'^ does not fit syntactically in the sense " I was like
"

(Saadia: sdweitu, see Wickes, p. 136), we have to refer to Ps.

cxxxi. 2 to obtain a sense :
" I smoothed, i.e. soothed my soul

till the morning." Still we miss 'v'SJ, and so, perhaps (after

Houbigant, with Hupfeld, Knobel, Cheyne, Bredenkamp),

should read ^^V^?^: I cry for help till the morning. But so

far from his cry being heard, grief broke all his limbs with

lion-like violence ; he was obliged to fear and lament, that he

would perish within the day now opening, without seeing

another. Since 13B'| is followed by "jp'^K'n, the subject to the

former is perhaps the general " it," namely, the pain raging in

his limbs. The Masora has here the remark, important in its

bearing on Ps. xxii. 1 7, that 'ixa (with art.) occurs twice, and

indeed 'jb'''^ inna in two different senses.^ Contrary to the

meaning, the accentuation joins nsa to the first clause. The
meaning of "'IJJ' WD3 is determined by Jer. viii. 7, according

to which 1WV here is not an attribute of DID : to twitter

mournfully, or, to fly round and round (cf. Jjsar. _^, to bend,

turn round, turn right round), but the name of a bird, namely,

a crane, and so an asyndeton, like Nah. ii. 12; Hab. iii. 1 1
;

cf. nectar ambrosiam in Cicero, De Nat. Deorum, i. 40, § 112.

Por although Targ. and Syr. seem to render DID there {Kert,

D'p, which is conversely Chethib according to the reading of

the Orientals ^) by N;3"ia (crane, Syr. also kurkald), and n«V

^ See Complut. Varianten, pp. 27, 28.

' See Strack in Luth. Zeitschr. 1877, 46 ; cf. de Lagarde in the Nachr.
der Gott. Ges. d. Wiss. 1888, p. 6 f.
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by smiiD (the name of the swallow now in use in modern

Syriac, Assyr. sinHntu, Arab, senunu, explained by Hai Gaon
by Arab, huttdf ; cf. Eashi in Shahbath 1*lh), still really the case

is the opposite : DID (D''P) means the swallow (cf. (JLl^ imperf.

tiJ^i, to fly wildly), "iiJy, the crane, after which Eashi in

Kiddushin A4^a (" then E^s Lakis cried like a crane," 'i<''3n3 13)

explains s'sna by nijj?, Fr. grue (cf. jipavo'i, grus, Anglo-Saxon

cran); whereas Parchon {suh voce iijj;) confounds the crane

with the (hoarsely -hissing) stork {ciconia alba). The verb

^??V^ suits both the flebile murmur of the swallow (according

to the Greek myth of the transfigured penitent Procne) and

also the shrill scream of the crane caused by the extraordinary

length of the windpipe, which is expressed by the imitative

name 'agur ; ^l^SV, like rpi^uv, the repeating of any kind of

shrill, piercing, inarticulate sound. Eespecting the tone on
'v?^_, see on Job xxviii. 4 : the meaning " to hang long and

loose " passes here into that of languishing (synon. np3). ^sp^

(Bredenkamp) would be clearer and also more elegant. The

divine name, 14J, is Adonai, not Jehovah, for it is among the

hundred and thirty-four fN'nl, i,e. Adonai, actually written,

and not merely to be read. It is impossible to take y'i^^^V

as imper. ; the pointing, according to which 'dsKka is to be

read, permits this (cf 7"'"''^^, and '.^'i^JP^ in the history of

Balaam; n"ipE', shdrnra, Ps. Ixxxvi. 2, cxix. 167; and, on the

other hand, riNrrT[lpB', 1 Chron. xxix. 18, where, however, the

reading
"'"''JPi?'

is also found, and
''?"'"'"J?I,

zocliralli, ITeh. v. 19

and often),^ but usage gives no meaning of this imperative

that is suitable ; i^i^?5^J? is either 3 pers. in neuter sense (like

' "'??5, Judg. X. 9 ; Nagelsbach, § 60. 66): it is anxious, fearful

with me, or, as Luzzatto rightly thinks more probable because

of the contrast of nptyj? and ''33"iJ?, it is substantive, 'oshqua for

'osheq : distress to me (cf. v"''?'^) xxiv. 1 6), pain arising from

the sense of sin, like PE'Jf, Prov. xxviii. 17, which is then

followed by the petition : pledge me, i.e. offer security for me,

become security for me ; see on Job xvii. 3.

In the third strophe he describes how Jehovah promised

him help ; how this promise gave him new life ; and how

1 Baer, Thorath Emeth, p. 22 s. The Babylonian pointing writes npt'J?

with 'SI fDp (i.e. t|lt2n)j see Pinsker, p. 113, 1. 3.
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it was fulfilled, turning his suffering into blessing, vers.

15-17:
" WTiat shall I say that he promised me and performed it ?

1 should walk softly all my years upon the anguish of my soul

!

' Lord, ly such things men live again, and in them is the life

of my spirit in every way.

So wilt thou make me whole, and cause me to live !

'

Bitter, hitter things turned to my good ;

And thou, thou hast loved my soul out of the pit of destruction;

For thou hast cast all my sins behind thy hack !
"

The question, " "What shall I say ? " is to be understood after

2 Sam. vii. 20 (of. Prov. xxxi. 2): What shall I say to thank

Him for promising me this and fulfilling His promise ; the
)

of ipsi adds the ground (Gesen. § 154). Respecting n'l'nn

(=,Tn'nnn) from nn^ (=Knx'n), see on Ps. xlii. 5. The imperf.

in 156 states God's purpose in regard to him. He was to

walk gently without further disturbance (here in reference to

the walk of life, not the walk to the temple) all his years

upon the anguish of his soul, i.e. all the years following it

and added to him. So ^V is to be interpreted with Bottcher

after xxxviii. 5, xxxii. 10; Lev. xv. 25; not "in spite of"

(Ewald), not after Ix. 7, Ps. xxxi. 24, Jer. vi. 14, where it

expresses adverbial qualifications after the manner of the

Arabic Ji (e.g. " I am upon sadness " = in a state of sadness)

;

but the context is against this ; better " on account of," in

humble, admonitory remembrance of the deadly peril which

God's free grace averted. What follows in ver. 16 may be

taken, having regard to the petition 165, merely as Hezekiah's

response to the divine promise made known to him through

the prophet. Accordingly, the neuters Di?''^y and \\}^ (cf.

Ixiv. 4; Job xxii. 21; Zeph. ii. 7; Ezek. xxxiii. 18 f.)

allude to the divine words and acts of grace : these are the

true support of life (^V, as in Deut. viiL 3) for every one, and

therein consists also (H3 Job vi. 29) his spirit's life, his in-

most and highest source of life,

—

b^h^ on all sides, for which

the pointing should be 's?, as in 1 Chron. vii. 5 ; cf. ^33 in every

respect, 2 Sam. xxiii. 5. On this explanation the conjecture

in^n (Ewald, Knobel) falls away. Prom the general truth,

which is then personally applied, that God's word is the

source of all Ufe, he drew the inference which he here repeats
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with retrospective look : so wilt thou make me whole (see

the Kal in Job xxxix. 4) and preserve me in life (instead of

'•'.inpl, which is occasionally presupposed as the reading, the

hope passing into prayer). First with " Behold " thanksgiving

follows for the fulfilment of the promise. His dangerous

sickness (respecting the radical meaning of the redoubled lo

with superlative force, see on Job xxiii. 2) was permitted

with a view to a happy issue ; the Lord meant good ; the

suffering was a chastisement, but a loving chastisement

;

casting all his sins behind Him as one does with things

which one does not care to know and remember (cf. e.g. N"eh.

ix. 26). He lured him, i.e. drew him alluringly (psyn, love as

strong, inward attachment), out of the grave of destruction

(v3, elsewhere a particle, here in its natural substantive

meaning, from nba, to wear out, consumere). Maimouides in

Kelim i. 2 cites this passage as if it said ^'?P^ ; a likely con-

jecture (Cheyne, Klostermann, Bredenkamp), but one that

sets aside a more significant word.

In the fourth strophe he rejoices in life preserved as the

highest good, promising to praise God for it with His people

to the end of life, vers. 18-20 :

" For Hades praises thee not, death gives thee no thanks ;

They that sink into the pit hope not in thy faithfulness.

The living, the living, he praises thee as I do this day.

The father to the children makes knovm thy faithfulness—
Jehovah is ready to deliver me.

So will vje strike my stringed instrument all the days of our

life

Above in the house of Jehovah."

The view of the future world given by Hezekiah, ver. 18, is

the cheerless one familiar to us in the Psalter (vi. 6, xxx. 10,

IxxxviiL 12 f., cf. cxv. 17), and also in the Book of Ecclesiastes

(ix. 4 f., 10) ; its basis, despite mythological details, is positive

truth {Bill. Psych, p. 479), above which the personal faith of

the hero of the Book of Job tries to raise itself, but whose

decisive abolition was matter of progress in religious history.

The passage begins with "for," because the proof of God's

gracious action is that He would be glorified hereafter by him

whom he delivered, ^h stands once for twice, as in xxiii. 4.

'13B', to hope, to wait, perhaps properly to look up, lift up the

VOL. II. H
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countenance, tlie Aramaic lap, cf. i'ss nap. Those " sinking

into the pit " are not thought of as dying, but as dead. noK

means God's truthfulness, with which He fulfils His promises.

The first bii denotes the direction, the second the reference of

the subject-matter ;
c^ab instead of accus., according to Ewald,

§ 283c. The phrase Wt'^^'? '", fteXXet (jco^eiv fie, is as in xxxvii.

26. The change of number is explained by the fact that the

delivered one regards himself as the choragus of his family ; ay

is suffix, not end of noun, Ewald, § 164, p. 427. by in 'n n^ybv

points upward, as in Micah iv. 1, cf. Ps. Ixviii. 30 (see Gesen.

Thes.). The impression of studied rather than spontaneous

poetry accompanies us to the end. Hezekiah's love of ancient

sacred literature is well known. He restored liturgical

psalmody, 2 Chron. xxix. 30. He initiated an aftermath to

the older Book of Proverbs, Prov. xxv. 1. The "men of

Hezekiah" are like the Pisistratian Society, of which Onoma-

critus was the head.

Eespecting vers. 21, 22, see after vers. 4-6, where these

two verses belonc;.

D.

—

Threat of the Bcibylonian Exile due to Hezehiah,

chap, xxxix.

From this point again the text of the Book of Kings runs

parallel (2 Eings xx. 12-19, cf. 2 Chron. xxxii. 24-31).

Babylonian ambassadors come to the king of Judah on

his recovery, ver. 1 : "At that time Merodach Baladan [K.

JBerodaeh Baladan], son of Baladan, king of Babylon, sent a letter

and present to Hezekiah, and heard [K. for he had heard] that

he [K. Hezekiah] had been sick, and had recovered " [K. omits].

The two texts here share the original between them. Instead

of the unnatural Vi?f^). (which would make the cause follow

the effect, as in 2 Sam. xiv. 5), we should read V?^ '3 ; and,

on the other hand, ptn>l of our text, out of which in^tn in the

other text has grown, is scarcely indispensable, for nbn might

also intimate that the king had been and was still sick. In like

manner the name of the king of Babylon runs here correctly,

^^ii^Kl (Nissel : Tn'o, without n, as in Jer. 1. 2), for which K.

has ^IN^H (according to the Masora with a), probably occasioned

by n>|.^? beginning with 3. The addition nK^a-ja in both
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texts is of historical importance. Marduk-apal-iddina} son

of Yakin, is the Chaldean ruler who more than any other

vassal embittered the life of the Assyrian suzerain, because as

a rival suzerain he was always renouncing obedience to one

whom he felt to be a disgrace to the ancient renown of his

country. Lenormant, in his Anfdngen der Cultur, Bd. ii., has

devoted a beautiful essay to him under the title, " A Baby-

lonian Patriot of the Eighth Century B.C." The chief matter

told about him by the monuments is this: In the year 731
he did homage at Sapiya to the Assyrian ruler Tiglath-pileser

IV. In Sargon's first year (721) he, who was properly king

of South Babylonia only {^sar mat tdmiim), brought also North

Chaldea into the range of his rule ; war ensued, but although

beaten he still maintained himself on the throne, and from

that time count the twelve years given to him by the Ptolemaic

canon as king of Babylon (sar Kaldi or even lar Kardunids).

In Sargon's twelfth year (710) he shook off the Assyrian yoke

;

only a year afterwards (709) Sargon succeeded in capturing

and burning to ashes the fort Dur-Yakin, into which he had

thrown himself; he himself, being required to surrender

imconditionally, vanished. Sennacherib's first campaign again

applies, as related by the inscription of the six-sided prism

(of the Taylor-cylinder) and others, to Merodach-Baladan :
" On

my first campaign I inflicted defeat on Marduk-apal-iddina,

king of Kardunias, along with the army of Elam, his ally,

near the city Kis. ... I entered bis palace at Babylon as victor,

and opened his treasure-house. In the power of Assur my
lord I besieged and took 7 5 of his strong cities, strongholds of

Chaldea, and 420 smaller cities of its territory, and carried

off their spoil," etc. Lenormant and Maspero make this

Merodach-Baladan one with the defeated hero of Dur-Yakin

;

whilst Duncker, Schrader, Valdemar Schmidt,^ Predr. Delitzsch,

see in him a second Merodach-Baladan ; and rightly. Por

(1) it is very improbable in itself that the Merodach-Baladan,

with whom four Assyrian monarchs (Tiglath-pileser, Shalman-

assar, Sargon, Sennacherib) had to do, is one and the same

person
; (2) the Marduk-apal-iddina of Sennacherib is nowhere

(whatever this surname means) called " son of Yakin ;

" (3)

1 The name means : Marduk (written also Marudulc) has given a son.

2 Assyriens og Aegyptens gamle Historie, i. 443.
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when the Biblical narrative iu both texts calls Merodacli-

Baladan, who seeks to make Hezekiah an ally, " son of Bala-

dan," it declares him to be a second of this name ; for pK^n

is still merely an abbreviation of ]ivh^ ^^K"lD. The embassy

in any case did not fall later than Sennacherib's campaign

against Palestine and Egypt, since Hezekiah's kingdom is still

intact. If the conjecture is correct that the statement of time,

xxxvi. 1, applied originally to the two histories, chaps, xxxviii.,

xxxix., it would fall in the midst of Hezekiah's reign, and in

this case in the reign of Sargon 722—705, and the ruler of

Babylon would be the one called " son of Yakin," which again

would have the Biblical appellation against it. The conclu-

sion will be different according as one holds either the putting

of the fall of Samaria in the sixth year of Hezekiah, or the

putting of Sennacherib's campaign in the fourteenth year of

Hezekiah, to be a wrong calculation. We have no means of

solving the problem, and content ourselves with saying that

the embassy coincided with the liberation-war of the dynasty

Bit-Yakin against Assyria, and took place later than 722 and

earlier than 701. It had the apparently harmless object

of congratulating the king on his recovery (according to

2 Chron. xxxii. 31, also in the interest of Chaldee astronomy

to inquire into the sign on the sun-dial), but secretly without

doubt the political object of making common cause with

Hezekiah in getting rid of the Assyrian yoke.

Hezekiah can still make a brave show with the whole store

of his treasures before the ambassadors, ver. 2 :
" Then Heze-

kiah rejoiced [K. unsuitably, hearc[\ concerning them, and showed

them his [K. whoW] storehouse : the silver and the gold and the

spices and the, fine oil \\'0'fn, K. ipB'], and his whole armoury,

and everything that was among his treasures ; there was nothing

ivhich Hezekiah did not show them in his house and in his

whole kingdom." Although spiceries were found in 033 n^a,

still n33 is not=nN33, which (from W3, to break to pieces,

pulverize) means gum-dragon and other drugs {^pa), but

Niph. niDJ from n« (Piel, Arab, kayyata, to cram full) ; it cor-

responds, as Fredr. Delitzsch shows, Prolcg. 14ol,toUt nakamti
{nakafti), treasure-house (from nakdmu, to heap up), therefore

not: spicery-house (Aq. Symm. Jer.), but treasure or store

house (Targ. Syr. Saad. Arab, of the Polyglots). The fine oil.
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according to Movers, is balsam oil from the royal garden, for

Hezekiali had special ni33DD, magazines, for olive oil, 2 Chron.

xxxii. 28; the wording, ver. 2, does not preclude the suppo-

sition that he showed the ambassadors the stores laid up there.

He was able to show them what was worth seeing "in his

whole kingdom," in so far as it was concentrated in Jerusalem,

the capital.

The results of this dallying with the children of the

foreigner, and this parade with trifles, vers. 3-8 :
" Then came

Isaiah the prophet to King Hezekiah, and said to him : What have

these men said, and whence came they to thee ? HezeJdah said

:

From a distant land they have come to me [K. omits vX],

from Babylon. He said further : What have they seen in thy

house ? Hezekiah said : Everything that is in my house have

they seen, there was nothing that I did not shovj them among

my treasures. Tlun said Isaiah to Hezekiah : Hear the word

of Jehovah of hosts [K. omits of hosts']. Behold, days come

when everything which is in thy house and which thy fathers

laid up to this day shall te carried away to Babylon, nothing

shall remain, says Jehovah. And of thy children who shall

issuefrom thee, whom thou shall beget, they shall take [K. Chethib

:

he shall take], and they shall become courtiers in the palace of

the king of Babylon. Thereupon Hezekiah said to Isaiah : Good

is the word of Jehovah which thou hast spoken, and said further

:

There shall verily [''?, K. omits Q^ ''i?;]] be peace and stability in

my days." Hezekiah's two frank replies, vers. 3, 4, with their

''^K and h'2, give the impression of a feeling of provocation at

the prophet's unwelcome interference, but are at the same time

an involuntary condemnation of his own conduct, which is

sinful in two respects (cf. 2 Chron. xxxii. 25, is? i^?J '3).

This complacent display of worthless earthly treasures is

punished by their loss, and this abject courting of the admira-

tion and favour of foreigners by plundering and enslaving on

the part of these foreigners, whose greed he had excited. The

prophet here foretells the Babylonian exile ; but, in keeping

with the immediate occasion, not as the fate of the nation, but

of the house of David. Cheyne, whom G. A. Smith follows

on this point, doubts the historical character of this prediction
;

but we would rather give up xxi. 1—10 as old Isaianic, than

allow this threatening of Hezekiah with a Babylonian exile
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t0 be wrested from us on light grounds. Even political

sagacity might foresee such evil consequences of Hezekiah's

unwise course ; but certainly without the spirit of prophecy

such unqualified certainty that Babylon will be the heir of the

Assyrian empire and the instrument of God's wrath against

Judah, would be impossible. For Chaldea was again and

again defeated and gagged by Sennacherib, as by Sargon, in

its longing and struggles for freedom. One of the conse-

quences of Sennacherib's eighth campaign was, that ISTabu-

3um-iskun, son (grandson) of Merodach-Baladan, was beheaded.

Babylon was plundered and destroyed
;
yet, four years later,

after Sennacherib's murder, it again revived. During the

thirteen years' reign of Esarhaddon, who put it almost on a

level with Nineveh, there was rest. The family of Merodach-

Baladan comes again to the front. Nabii-ztr-napisti-llsir, brother

of Nabii-sum-iskun, with the help of the Elamites, maintains

himself as ruler in Bet-Yakin until a younger brother offered

more unreserved submission to the suzerain, and thus became

the means of destroying the life of his brother and this rem-

nant of freedom. In the year 668 Esarhaddon renounced

the government in favour of his son Asurbanipal. He himself

ended his life in Babylon, the reconciliation of which he had

made the task of his life. Esarhaddon's second son, Samas-

sum-ukin, became a vassal-king of Babylon. But the latter

rebelled against his older brother, who held the suzerainty,

and N"abii-bel-sum§,ti (?), grandson (great-grandson) of Mero-

dach-Baladan, true to the tradition of his house, joined the

great insurrection ; the enterprise miscarried, he fled to Elam

;

his corpse was sent to the suzerain, who cut off the head, and

then left it to rot, without burial, in the shambles. A small

bas-relief in the British Museum, coming from the palace at

Kujundshik, and carved in the best style, shows Asurbanipal

revelling with his wives in the harem-garden at Nineveh;

the embalmed head of Nabu-bel-sum9,ti hangs on one of the

trees of the garden opposite the king. Isaiah's glance flies

beyond all these elevations of Babylon, which are followed by
such deep humiliations ; his prophecy implies that the inde-

pendence of Babylon will be at last established (it took place

605), and the Assyrian empire will go to ruin. From ver. 7 we
infer that at the time of this declaration of Isaiah, Hezekiah
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had no son, which 2 Kings xxi. 1 also confirms ; the threat,

indeed, applies to posterity generally, but is so worded that

immediate descendants are not excluded. ^3 here gives rea-

sons and so confirms ; Qt? i<vn (here only) also gives reasons,

but interrogatively : is it not good (i.e. nevertheless good) if,

thus in the sense of "verily if only" (Ewald, 3246). Heze-

kiah suppresses his wounded sense of honour, and submits to

the word of Jehovah with penitent recognition of his foolish,

short-sighted, untheocratic conduct, seeing merciful forbear-

ance in the fact that at least as long as he lives the divine

blessings of peace and stability (f^PJ?, a permanent state without

deceptive fluctuations) will continue. Tametsi futuris seculis

bene consultum esse optabai, remarks Calvin, non tamen debuit

quod Beus vindictam suam differens clementiae signum dabat

pro nihilo ducere.

Over the kingdom of Judah hovers now, in consequence of

the baneful programme of xxxix. 6 f., the same doom of exile

which put an end to the kingdom of Israel. The author of

the Book of Kings, in putting the recapitulation, xviii. 9-12

(cf. xvii 5 f.), before the four Isaianic histories, 2 Kings xviii.

13-20, intimates that in the time of Hezekiah the end of the

kingdom of Israel and the beginning of the end of the kingdom

of Judah touch. As Israel fell a prey to the Assyrian empire,

which is shattered on Judah, of course by the miraculous inter-

vention of divine grace (see Hos. i. 7), so Judah falls a prey

to the Babylonian empire.



SECOND HALF OF THE COLLECTION OF

PROPHECIES.

CHAPS. XL.-LXVL

The first half contained seven parts ; this second one contains

three. Since the time of Eiickert (Uebers. und Erldut.

hebrdischer Proph. 1831), the trilogical arrangement has been

almost universally acknowledged. It may be accepted as

no less certain, that every part consists in itself of 3 x 3

discourses. The division into chapters bears involuntary

testimony to this, though not everywhere lighting on the

light beginnings. The first part, chaps, xl.-xlviii., falls into

the following nine discourses: xl., xli., xlii. 1—xliii. 13, xliii.

14-xliv. 5, xliv. 6-23, xliv. 24-xlv., xlvi., xlvii., xlviji; the

second part, chaps, xlix.-lvii., into the following nine : xlix.,

1., li., lii. 1-12, lii. 13-liii., liv., Iv., Ivi. 1-8, Ivi. 9-lvii. ; the

third part, chaps. Iviii.-lxvi., into the following nine: Iviii.,

lix., Ix., Ixi., Ixii, Ixiii. 1—6, Ixiii. 7-lxiv., Ixv., Ixvi. Only in

the middle of the first part is the division uncertain.

The theme of the whole is the call to comfort, and also

the call to repent, based on the approaching deliverance.

For the deliverance applies to the Israel, which remains

faithful to the service of Jehovah, even in tribulation, and

when salvation is delayed,—not to the apostates who deny

Jehovah in word and deed, and descend to the level of the

heathen. There is no peace, saith Jehovah, for the wicked,

so concludes the first part of the twenty-seven discourses,

xlviii. 22. The second concludes in more animated, earnest

tones, Ivii. 2 1 : There is no peace, saith my God, for the wicked.

And at the close of the third part (Ixvi. 24) the prophet

drops the form of refrain, and depicts the gloomy fate of the

wicked in terror-striking colours : Their worm shall not die,

nor their fire he quenched, and they shall he an abomination to

120
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all flesh, just as at the close of the fifth book of Psalms the

brief form of the heracha is abandoned, and an entire psalm,

the Hallelujah Ps. cl., takes its place.

The three sections, thus marked off by the prophet him-

self, are merely variations of the theme common to all, but

each one having a leading thought and a leading note, which

is struck- in the first words.- In each of the three sections a

different antithesis stands in the foreground : in chaps. xL—
xlviii. the antithesis of Jehovah and the idols, of Israel and

the heathen ; in chap. xlix. 5 7, that of the suffering of

Jehovah's Servant at present, and his glory in the future

;

in chaps. Iviii.—Ixvi., that within Israel itself, the hypocrites,

the immoral, the apostate on the one hand, the faithful, the

mourners, the persecuted on the other. For in the first

part the deliverance from Babylon is set forth, in which the

prophecy of Jehovah is fulfilled, to the rebuke and overthrow

of the idols and their worshippers ; in the second part the

exaltation of the Servant of Jehovah, effected through deep

humiliation, which is at the same time Israel's exaltation to

the height of its universal calling; in the third part the

conditions of participating in the future deliverance and

glory. The promise rises in the circular movements of the

3x9 discourses higher and higher, until it reaches its zenith

in chaps. Ixv., Ixvi.

In regard to the language, there is nothing in the Old

Testament more finished, nothing more splendid than this

trilogy of prophetic discourses. In chaps, i.—xxxix. of the

collection, the prophet's language is for the most part more

compressed, rigid, sculpture-like, although even here assuming

every hue of colour. But in chaps, xl.-lxvi. it has become

a broad, clear, shining river, bearing us on majestic, but

gentle and transparent waves as into a better world. Only

in two passages is it harsh, turbid, ponderous, namely, chaps.

liii. and Ivi. 9—Ivii. 11a. There it is the feeling of grief, here

of anger, that is reflected in it. Wherever it wanders else-

where, the influence of the subject and the feeling is felt.

In Ixiii. 7 the prophet strikes the note of the tejohillah; in

Ixiii. 195-lxiv. 4 it is sadness which blocks the flow of

speech ; in Ixiv. 5 one hears, as in Jer. iii. 2 5, the tone of

the liturgical vidduy (prayer of confession).
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In regard to their contents, tliis trilogy of prophetic

discourses is still more incomparable. It begins with a

prophecy putting into the mouth of John the Baptist the

theme of his preaching ; it concludes with the prophecy of

the creation of a new heaven and new earth, beyond which

even the last page of the New Testament Apocalypse cannot

soar; and in the middle, lii. 13-liii., the suffering and exalta-

tion of the Servant of God are announced as plainly as if the

prophet had stood beneath the cross and seen the Eisen One.

Placing himself at the beginning of K T. days, he begins

like the IST. T. Gospels ; he describes further the death and new

life of God's Servant as completed facts with the clearness

of Pauline preaching; he cleaves at last to the higher,

heavenly world, like the Johannine apocalypse;—and all

this without exceeding the 0. T. limits ; but within these he

is evangelist, apostle, and apocalyptist in one person. No-

where in these discourses do we find a proper Messianic

prophecy ; and yet they are deeper Ghristologically than all

Messianic prophecy taken together. The bright image of

the king, found in Messianic prophecy before, has here under-

gone a transformation, from which it has issued richer by

many essential elements, namely, that of the two status, the

nwrs vicaria, the munus triplex. The typical, obscure back-

ground of suffering, given to the Messiah - picture by the

passion-psalms of David, becomes here first a constituent part

of direct prophecy. In the place of the Son of David, who
is only king, appears the Servant of Jehovah, who is prophet

and priest, on the ground of His offering of Himself, and king

in one person, persecuted by His own people to the death,

but exalted by God as priest and king, to be the Saviour of

Israel and of the heathen.

If the first half of the book, as to the pith and marrow of

its contents, was a preparation and prediction of the coming

Christ, this second half, as to the pith and marrow of its

contents, is a preparation and prediction of the coming

Jesus ; for the 0. T. path of Christological truth goes from

Christ to Jesus, as conversely the N. T. path goes from

Jesus to Christ, from the crucified to the risen and glorified

King. If it can be said of any prophetic book, that it was

certainly the favourite book of our Lord; it is this book
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of the second Isaiah, in -whicli what God's Elect One was to

be and do was outlined with studied ideality. Here the

ideal stood before Him, the realizing of which was His life-

task. When He read in this book, the person of the Coming

One and the Manifested One met together; the former found

its body and the latter its soul.

We say " of the second Isaiah
;

" for that the Isaiah, who
composed chaps, xl.-lxvi., in comparison with the Isaiah of

the time of Uzziah till Hezekiah, is one raised far above that

time, and at a higher stage of insight into God's work in the

future, is certain, whether the two Isaiahs are one person

or two persons. Thus the critical question is not easily

answered. For however it is answered, obscure points

remain which cannot be cleared up. The matter in question

is the solving of a problem, not the expounding of a matter

beyond all doubt ; at least not for us to whom the naming

of Cyrus- is not a conclusive disproof of the personal unity of

the two Isaiahs. We also hold this disproof to be almost,

although not absolutely, conclusive ; but it is strengthened by

other proofs from the substance of religious truth taught, and

the outward form of these discourses to the exiles. The

result is immovably certain, but not so that many insoluble

questions do not still remain which defy satisfactory answering,

and throw their shadow on the light of this result.

God's supernatural intervention in the inner and outer life

of man is of various kinds and degrees ; and even the far-

reaching glance of the prophet is very different in extent,

according to the measure of his charism. Hence it is possible,

indeed, that Isaiah, at a time when the Assyrian empire was

yet standing, foresaw irvevf/.ari, /^eyaXtp (Ecclus. xlviii. 24)

the tribulations of the Babylonian age and the deliverance

beyond, living and moving in these ecrj(aTa ; but the possible

is not to us on this account the actual. The second Isaiah

appears as the prophet of another, far more advanced period

;

for through all the twenty-seven discourses he has the exile

as the fixed standpoint, and only in a sense movable, in so

far as the deliverance comes nearer and nearer ; he looks

backward from the standpoint of the exile, never forward

from the pre - exilian standpoint. Where he depicts pre-

exilian things, as in Ivii. 9 f., he does it retrospectively ; and
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-where, as in Ivii. 3-8, he launches out into censure of

idolatry, he weaves together traits from the time before the

exile and from the time of the exile. But his discourse is

everywhere addressed to the people of the exile ; and since

the prophetic view of the future everywhere else has its roots

in the soil of the present, and grows from it, he professes to

belong to the people of the exile.

But it is true that Ezekiel was bound up with Babylon in

a much more concrete way. He tells us the name of the

.spot where he was settled with other exiles, and where, on the

Chebar, he was called to the prophet's ofSce amid wondrous

incidents ; how, sitting amid the elders of Judah gathered

in his house, he was seized by the spirit of prophecy, and

how his fellow-exiles, seated on the walls and at the doors,

applauded him; how he served God as a willing example for

setting forth future events in terrible pictures, and how the

message of the end of Jerusalem's deadly struggle loosed his

tongue after long dumbness. In Isaiah ii. we find no such

personal details and local colours. The prophet lives among

the exiles, but not in such tangible reality as Ezekiel, but

like a spirit without visible form. "We learn nothing directly

about the time and place of his appearance. He floats along

through the exile like a being of a higher order, like an angel

of God ; and one must needs confess that this distinction may
be used to support the view, that the life and action of the

Deutero-Isaiah in the exile is an ideal one, not like Ezekiel's

corporeal. A. Rutgers in his work, Be echtheid van het tweede

gedeelte van Jesaja (Leiden, Brill, 1866), seeks to prove that

everything contained in chaps, xl.—Ixvi. in allusions to place,

history, idolatry, etc., points, not to an author living during

the exile in Babylon, but to one living in the Holy Land.

Cheyne thought formerly that, while chaps, xl.-liii. 12 were

written in Babylon, the remainder, in nine discourses of

different periods, agrees with a Palestinian standpoint; and

even now the impression of Palestine made on him, especially

by chaps. Ivi., Ivii., Ixv., Ixvi., is so strong that his scientific

conscience is thrown into no slight perplexity (ii. 210-218,
2nd ed.). Nevertheless Driver seems to be right in maintain-

ing the continuous identity of the Babylonian standpoint.

Signs of acquaintance with the nature and customs of Baby-
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Ionia are not wanting. We leave out of account ^^V (xliv. 2,

of. XV. 7) and y]f (xlix. 10, xxxv. 7), for neither populus

Eupliratica nor the fata nuorgana is specifically Babylonian.^

But xliv. 27, xlv. 1 f. betray knowledge of the country

intersected by main and branch rivers ; xliii. 14 knowledge

of the traffic enlivening these water - ways ; chap, xlvii.

knowledge of the capital, with its luxurious living, its

organized astrology and magic, its markets, the resorts of

merchants from far and near; and although, which seems

very strange, Ixv. 3—5, 11, Ixvi. 17, cannot be explained as

an imitation of Babylonian customs of worship, yet, xlvi. 1

names Bel and Nebo as gods of Babylon, in reference to

processions with their images." And, which is the chief

matter, Cyrus is named ; the prophet knows that this

conqueror comes from the east and also from the north

(xli. 2, 25), and foretells his capture of Babylon, showing at

the same time acquaintance with the capital, guarded by
mighty waters (xliv. 27) and gates (xlv. 1 f.), and rich in

well-protected treasures (xlv. 3).

And yet much seems to be better explained when chaps.

xl.-lxvi. are regarded as testamentary discourses of the one

Isaiah, and the entire prophetic collection as the progressive

1 Generally the pictures from nature used by an author are no sure

index of his actual physical surroundings. One who has never seen

the sea may indulge in pictures of it ; one may in this way use steppe,

prairie, glacier, Alpine flora, who only knows them from descriptions or

pictures ; one may speak of gazelle's eyes, rhinoceros' hide, hippopotamus'

bulkiness, who only knows these beasts from zoological shows. I do not

think Cobb has proved that Ezekiel betrays Babylonian, and Isa. ii.

Palestinian surroundings in nature. Thus, e.g., it is by chance that in

Ezekiel ns, stone (iii. 9), occurs only once, and ms, rook, never ; a letter

of Hilpreoht to me from Niffer (24th Feb. 1889) mentions the "glistening

chalk-cliffs on the Euphrates," and the " steep wadis which break through

the lime-cliffs in numbers on the west side of the Euphrates !

" One
merit of Cobb's treatise on " The Integrity of the Book of Isaiah," is the

proof that no reciprocal relation whatever exists between Isa. ii. and

Ezekiel, from which not a few strange things follow, e.g. that Isa. ii.

celebrates God as ^1'?, whereas in Ezekiel the word X13 does not occur.

^ "At the feast of the New Year the images of Merodach and his son,

Nebo, were carried on splendid cars, in solemn procession, through

Babylon, and that in a procession-street {masdaliu) specially made for this

purpose after Nabopolassar's days," Friedr. Delitzsch.
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development of his incomparable charism. For the deliver-

ance predicted, with its attendant circumstances, appears in

these discourses as something beyond the range of creaturely

foreknowledge, and known to Jehovah alone, and, when it

takes place, proclaiming Him the God of gods. Jehovah, the

God of prophecy, knows the name of Gyrus before he does

himself, and by predicting the name and work of Israel's

deliverer proves His Godhead to the whole world, xlv. 4-7.

And if chaps, xl.-lxvi. are not cut off from chaps, i.—xxxix. and

taken by themselves, the entire first half of the collection forms,

as it were, a staircase leading up to these discourses to the

exiles. The collection is so arranged that the prophecies of

the Assyrian period are interspersed throughout with layers

of prophecies reaching beyond, so that the former become the

foundation and the latter the summit. Such are chaps, xxiv.—

xxvii. in relation to chaps, xiii.—xxiii., and chaps, xxxiv., xxxv.

in relation to chaps, xxviii.-xxxiii. And the cycle of pro-

phecies against the heathen nations has three Babylonian

predictions, xiii.-xiv. 23, xxi. 1—10, chap, xxiii. as beginning,

middle, and end ; the Assyrian prophecies stand within a

circle, whose circumference and diameter are formed by pro-

phecies of vaster range. The oracle respecting Babylon,

xiii.-xiv. 23, has in the epilogue, xiv. 24—27, an Isaianic

supplement. The other oracle respecting Babylon, xxi. 1-10,

is not merely joined with three admittedly genuine Isaianic

pieces, but also incorporated with them in style and substance.

The prophetic cycle of the final catastrophe, chaps, xxiv.-

xxvii., begins in such an Isaianic strain that nearly every

word and turn in xxiv. 1-3 bears Isaiah's stamp, and in

xxvii. 1 2 f. it concludes like the book of Immanuel, xi. 1 1 ff.

And is not xiv. 1 f. like the substance of chaps, xl.-lxvi.

in nuce ? Is not the trilogy " Babylon," chaps. xlvL-xlviii.

like the unfolding of what is beheld in xxi. 1—1 ? Is not

the prophecy about Edom, chap, xxxiv. the counterpart to

Ixiii. 1-6 ? And in chap. xxxv. does not one hear the direct

prelude of the melody that is carried on in chaps. xl.-lxvi. ?

In addition, the Isaianic marks, distinguishing the pro-

phecies attacked, are the same as those of the prophecies

admitted. The divine name characteristic of Isaiah, " Holy

One of Israel," which appears everywhere in chaps, i.-xxxix.
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in acknowledged prophecies, runs also through chaps. xl.-Ixvi.,

whereas it is wanting in the prophecies of the first part,

which are attacked, a point partly easy of explanation and

partly hard. In the same way the introduction of divine

words by "Jehovah saith" (i. 11, 18, xxxiii. 10, xl. 1, 25,

xli. 2 1, Ixvi. 9), their confirmation by " for the mouth of

Jehovah hath spoken it" (i. 20, xl. 5, Iviii. 14), and the

interchange of the national name Jacob with Israel. In both

parts God is often called King (vi. 5, xxxiii. 22, cf viii. 21,

xli. 21, xliii. 15, xliv. 6), and His royal dominion is cele-

brated (xxiv. 23, lii. 7) ; the psalms with the motto "Jehovah
reigns " (xciii., xcvi., xcvii., xcix.) are all written in Isaianic

(Deutero-Isaianic) style. And if, in chaps, xl.-lxvi., the divine

omnipotence is often incidentally called " Jehovah's arm

"

JJi-iT (xl. 10, xlviii. 14, li. 5, 9, lii. 10, liii. 1, lix. 16, Ixii.

8, Ixiii. 5, 12), Isa. i. is the precursor of Isa. ii. in this also

(xxx. 30, xxxiii. 2). The figure of epanaphora (repeating the

catchword of a verse at its end) is found also outside the

Book of Isaiah (Gen. ii. 2, vi. 9, xiii. 6, xxxv. 12 ; Lev. xxv.

41 ; Deut. xxxii. 43 ; Job xi. 7 ; Eccles. i. 6, ii. 1 0, iii. 1 6, iv. 1

;

Ezek. xxxiv. 5 ; Mai. i. 1 1), but in the Book of Isaiah it runs

as a favourite rhetorical phrase from beginning to end : i. 7,

iv. 3, vi. 11, xiii. 10, xiv. 25, xv. 8, xxx. 20, xxxiv. 9,

xxxvii. 331, xl. 19, xiii. 15, 19, xlviii. 21, 1. 4, li. 13,

liii. 6 f., liv. 4, 13, Iviii. 2, lix. 8.^ The same holds good

of anadiplosis, which is noticed already in Pesilda de-Bab

Cahana 126a, as a peculiarity of Isaiah: "All prophets

prophesy ni^Jiaa nisui sajno ns ^as mtaitya nisuj
;

" this figure

is also found as in xl. 1, xli. 27, xliii. 11, 25, li. 9, 12, 17,

lii. 1, 11, Ivii. 14, 19, so also in viii. 9, xxix. 1, cf. xxi. 9.

In the same way the crowding together of short sentences as

in i. 17, xxiii. 10, xlvii. 2—everywhere the same breathless

haste in the movement of thought. But there are still more

intimate lines of connection. How strikingly, for example,

xxviii. 5 and Ixii. 3 rhyme together, and also xxix. 23 and

V. 7 with Ix. 21 ! And does not the fundamental thought,

^ On the other hand, the emphatic repetition of one and the same verse

in two connected verses, as Driver shows (p. 200), is found m the second

part far more freq[uently than in the first, e.g. xl. 12 f. (pFi), 13 f.

(wyii''), xli. 8 f. (?]irnna), cf. xxxii. 17 f. ( ni^B').
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heard iu xxii. 11, xxxvii. 26 (cf. xxv. 1), that everything

realized in history pre-exists as idea, i.e. a mental picture, in

God, run through chaps, xl.-lxvi. as a constant echo ? And
is not what is said in xi. 6 ff., xxx. 26, and other places of

the future glorifying of the earthly and heavenly creation

repeated in the second half in grand, elaborate pictures, and

partly in the same words, a not un-Isaianic feature, Ixv. 25 ?

Also the designation of God as " Saviour," found everywhere

in chaps, xl.—Ixvi., has its roots in the sayings of the first

part, such as xii. 2, xxxv. 4. We may say that the second

half of the Book of Isaiah (chaps, xl.-lxvi.) is in course of

progressive growth as to its theme, standpoint, style, and

ideas throughout the first part (chaps. i.-xxxix.).

But, on the other hand, it is also true that all this does not

prove the identity of the two Isaiahs, but only that the second

Isaiah is a disciple of the first, outstripping the master, on

whom he is formed. The Isaiauic and Deutero-Isaianic forms

of speech have been recently contrasted with exhaustive and

painful exactness by Nagelsbach in his commentary ; by A.

B. Davidson in Brit, and For. Evang. Rev. 1879 ; Urwick

in his monograph, Tlie Servant of Jehovah (1880); Cobb in

his two essays, "Two Isaiahs or One" {Bill. Sacra, 1881 and

1882), and in the essay, " The Integrity of the Book of Isaiah
"

{ibid. 1882, p. 519), in which the vocabulary of Isa. i.,

consisting of 1828 words, and that of Isa. ii., consisting of

1313, are compared with Ezekiel's vocabulary in every

region of idea and observation ; Cheyne in his comm.

(ii. 241-244, and elsewhere) ; and, exactly distinguishing

what is inconclusive in the evidences of the unity of the two

Isaiahs, by Driver in his Isaiah, 1888 (chap, v : Authorship

of chaps. xl.-lxvi.), who registers (1) the exclusively Proto-

Isaianic, (2) the exclusively Deutero-Isaianic, (3) the Deutero-

Isaianic in chaps, xl.-lxvi. and also chaps, xxiv.—xxvii., and

(4) what is common to the two Isaiahs. In carefully

weighing the material collected in these lists one is surprised

at the number of phenomena telling against the unity of

authorship. It is strange that the combination of divine

names, "Lord, Jehovah of hosts" (i. 24, iii. 1, x. 16, 33,

xix. 4), meets us nowhere in the Deutero-Isaianic parts, and

the description of God's judicial power by " His hand stretched
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out" (v. 25, ix. 12, 17, 21, x. 4, xiv. 26 f., xxxi. 3) only in

xxiii. 1 1 ; but it is still more strange that the Isaianic leading

thought of a remnant surviving the period of judgment (i?^,

'^"'1???', '"?(!?, "^''T?') is nowhere put in this form in chaps.

xl.-lxvi., and that in chaps, xl.—Ixvi. the idolatry of the

heathen and of Israel is constantly opposed without the idols

being once called wh^'ha, as in ii. 8, 18, 20, x. 10 f., xix. 1, 3,

xxxi. 7. And it is a heavy weight in the scale, that in

xlii. 6, xlix. 8, liv. 10, Iv. 3, lix. 21, Ixi. 8 "covenant" is a

religious conception belonging to revelation, whereas in the

first part it occurs only in a political sense, xxviii. 15, 18,

xxxiii. 8, and that " all flesh " (xl. 5 f., xlix. 26, Ixvi. 16, 23,

24) is quite foreign to the first part. The fact is hard to

reconcile with the identity of the author, that God's designa-

tion of Himself : I am He, I am Jehovah and no other, I am
First and I Last, running through chaps, xl.-lxvi., is without

parallel in the first part ; that such attributive designations

of God as Maker of heaven and earth. Former of Israel, etc.,

are wanting in the first part ; and that N13, which occurs in

the first part only once, iv. 5, in the second part is a

governing word about God, the world's author. Driver

pertinently remarks, that the first Isaiah celebrates the

majesty of Jehovah and the second Isaiah His infinity ; and

it is quite correct to say that the idea of the " Servant of

Jehovah " does not stand to the Messiah-figures of the first

Isaiah in the relation of continuous development, but is a

departure from the previous line of teaching and the striking

out of a new path. The second part is not wanting also in

signs of a later period of language like IJD (xliv. 15—19,

xlvi. 6), D''53D (xli. 25), the diversified use of }*?[? (plan, busi-

ness), and the calling Jerusalem " the holy city " (xlviii. 2, lii. 1,

as in the Books of Nehemiah and Daniel). It is surprising

also that in Isa. Ixv. 25 the l^n; of the original passage, xi.

6—9, is exchanged for in??3, corresponding to the Aramaic ''"jna.

The author of chaps, xl.-lxvi. is in any case a prophet of

the Isaianic type, but of an Isaianic type peculiarly developed.

It is scarcely conceivable, although not quite inconceivable,

that in a final stage of Isaiah's life reaching into the days of

Manasseh, his style of thought and speech may have under-

gone a modification in breadth and depth which carried it

VOL. II. I
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beyond itself. And yet—we ask for tliis ultro citroque the

credit of a pure love of truth, conscious of freedom from

apologetic prepossession— yet the distinction between an

Assyrian and a Babylonian Isaiah involves us in all sorts of

difficulties, when we take into view the reciprocal relations

of the Isaianic collection of prophecies with the other 0. T.

literature known to us. In chaps, xl.-lxvi. we find reminis-

cences from the Book of Job (cf. xl. 23 with Job xii. 24

and 17; xliv. 25 with Job xii. 17, 20; xliv. 24 with Job

ix. 8; xl. 14 with Job xxi. 22; lix. 4 with Job xv. 35,

Ps. vii. 15); in like manner the first half points back here

and there to Job ; the poetical words Via, laiinn, D'KVKV are

found, outside Isaiah, only in the Book of Job. Once at

least, lix. 7, we are reminded of Mishle (Prov. i. 16); more

frequently in the first half we encounter resemblances to the

Solomonic Mashal. The relation of the two halves to Micah

is exactly the same, cf. Iviii. 1 with Micah iii. 8 ; ii. 2-4 with

Micah iv. 1-4 ; and xxvi. 2 1 with Micah i. 3. The two halves

stand in the same relation to Nahum, cf. Nah. iii. 4 f. with

chap, xlvii. ; ii. 1 with Iii. 7a, IS; and also ii. 11 with

xxiv. 1 ; iii. 13 with xix. 16. Which side has the priority

is of no importance. But if in Zephaniah and Jeremiah

points of contact are found not only with chaps, xl.-lxvi., but

also with xiii.-xiv. 23, xxi. 1-10, xxxiv., xxxv., which

preclude the possibility of accident, it is scarcely credible

that these two prophets were copied by the author of chaps.

xl.—Ixvi., since they are distinguished above other prophets for

blending words and thoughts of their predecessors with their

own. Zephaniah is in touch, not merely from design, with

Isa. xiiL and xxxiv., but cf. also ii. 15 with Isa. xlvii. 8, 10;

iii. 10 with Isa. Ixvi. 20. The former passage betrays its

non-originality by this fact, that t^y in the Old Testament is

an exclusively Isaianic word ; the latter is not merely a

compendium of Isa. Ixvi. 20, but also by E'lB'nnap lajjp points

back to Isa. xviii. 1, 7. And the Jeremianic passage about

the worthlessness of the gods of the nations (Jer. x. 1-16) is

strongly Isaianic in tenor; cf. especially Isa. xliv. 12—15,

xii. 7, xlvi. 7. Budde^ rejects the interpolation or revision

1 See his two essays on chaps. 1. and U. of Jeremiah in Jahrb. f.

(leut. TheoL xiiii. His final conclusion is that the former prophecy
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hypothesis, and regards the whole piece as Deutero-Isaianic.

But not merely in vers. 6-8, 10, which Movers, Hitzig,

de Wette allow to be Jeremiah's, but also in that which is

erased, Jeremianic marks are found, like nai, Driix=DPiSj cy^ain

(from \dy=m2), ip^ 13''WViii, filpa, judicial visitation,—Jere-

mianic expressions which one encounters nowhere in Isa. ii.

Also the comforting message, Jer. xxx. 10 f., which is quite

Deutero-Isaianic in tenor, and again xlvi. 27 f. are said

somehow to have fallen out of Isa. ii. into the Book of

Jeremiah. But Caspari has shown that this is impossible,

because the close of the promise :
" I will chastise thee

according to right (covenant-right, and so as a discipline, not

arbitrarily), and will only not leave thee unpunished," spoken

at the end of the exile, would have no meaning, and because

the Jeremianic elements, in which the promise combines with

admittedly non-interpolated prophecies of Jeremiah, outweigh

the Deutero-Isaianic. And yet here, where Israel is addressed

as " my servant," we hear a Deutero-Isaianic tone ; Jeremiah

here (so it seems) as elsewhere fuses Isaianic elements with

his own. Moreover, compare Jer. vi. 15 with Isa. Ivi. 11,

and Isa. xlviii. 6 with Jer. xxxiii. 3, where Jeremiah, according

to his custom, gives a different turn to the original passage by

a slight change of letters. We shall find also in parallels like

Jer. iii. 16 and Isa. Ixv. 17, Jer. iv. 13 and Isa. Ixvi. 15,

Jer. xi. 1 9 and Isa. liii., involuntary Isaianic reminiscences in

Jeremiah, and hear the echo of Isa. Ii. 1 7—2 3 in the Jeremian

Kinoth, and of Isa. Ivi. 9—Ivii. 11a in the older Jeremianic

words of rebuke, not the converse. And yet one must do

violence to himself and everywhere regard, not Zephaniah and

Jeremiah, but Isa. ii. as the borrower. In order to strengthen

myself in this position, I wrote twenty years ago :
" Is it not

possible that the Deutero-Isaianic conception of the ' Servant

of the Lord ' originated in ' my servant Jacob,' Jer. xxx. 1 f.,

xlvi. 2 7 f . 1 The ' my Servant ' of Jer. xxx. 1 presented

itself to Jeremiah spontaneously, because of ' they shall serve

'

in xxx. 9, whereas, in Isa. xli. 8 it appears as a complete idea.

respecting Babylon in Jeremiah is a compilation composed by a post-

exilian author after the overthrow of Babylon. In his opinion also the

priority in the numerous parallels to the Deutero-Isaianic parts of th6

Book of Isaiah is ou the side of Deutero-Isaiah.
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And just in the Deutero-Tsaianic passage, which Jeremiah

must otherwise have had chiefly in view, Isa, xliii. 1—6, 'my

Servant ' is not found ; and, on the other hand, ' The Holy

One of Israel' is found, without passing over to Jeremiah,

as we might expect."

I have never found anything ohjectionable in the view,

that the Book of Isaiah, as it now exists, contains prophetic

discourses of Isaiah and of other later prophets, the later ones

being intermixed with his and combined designedly into one

whole. The combination, I think, was no play of chance, no

work of caprice. The later portions were really a continuation

of Isaiah's prophecy, equal in nature and rank. The main

stream of Isaianic prophecy forms branches in the others, as

in branch-streams, fertilizing ages lying far apart. The later

prophets are really Isaiah's second self, and might therefore

be identified with him by the after - world. They belong

indirectly, though not directly, to his disciples, whom he

means in viii. 16 when he invokes the Lord : obsigna

dodriTiam in discipulis meis. The Book of Isaiah, so regarded,

is the work of the creative spirit of Isaiah and of these

disciples who are his crown ; and the prophet, who as the

author of chaps, xl.-lxvi. is called the evangelist of the Old

Testament, is the most glorious jewel of this crown, his work

the work of a disciple who at once outshines the master and

yet owes all to the master. In the lectures on the Theology

of the Old Testament and Messianic Prophecies, I have always

treated chaps, xl.-lxvi. as a product of the period of exile. In

the course of development of 0. T. religious truth the exile

is the right place for it, not an earlier period. Composed by

Isaiah, it would be a miraculous anticipation. Perhaps

Klostermann ^ is right in saying, that it is Isaiah's thought-

germs belonging to the time of his contemplative retirement

in the last years of Hezekiah and the first of Manasseh, from

which the miracle-tree of this prophetic book has grown.

Bredenkamp even thinks that the old Isaianic element can

still be spelt out in the Deutero-Isaianic. This is a fruit-

less task ; but perhaps the enigma is to be solved in the same

^ In his essay, " Jes. cap. xl.-lxvi. Eine Bitte wm Hilfe in grosser

Noth," Luth. Zeitschr. 1876, pp. 1-6
-; cf. his art. "Jesaja"in Herzog's

HE. vi. 601.
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way as that of the Epistle to the Hebrews, of which Origan in

Euseb. Hist. eccl. vi. 25, says, that it consists of the voijfiara

of Paul, to which some one else has given shape, or even the

enigma of the Pastoral Epistles, which suggest the theory

that they were written by a Paulinist on a Pauline basis. In

any case Isaiah has part in chaps, xl.—Ixvi. If he is not the

immediate author, it is the outcome of impulses springing

from him.

It will always remain a mystery how the name of the great

prophet of the exile, who stood far nearer to the return from

exile than Ezekiel, has fallen into oblivion ; and it is a ques-

tion, among how many prophets the Deutero-Isaianic passages

should be divided. The simplest course would be to regard

the second Isaiah as the author also of chaps, xxiv.—xxvii.,

chaps, xxiii., xxi. 1—10, xiii. 2—xiv. 23, chaps, xxxiv., xxxv.

(perhaps in this chronological order). But over this question

lies a thick, impenetrable veil.

First Discourse oe the First Part, Chap. XL.

The Message of Comfort and the God of Comfort.

In this first discourse the prophet justifies his calling to

preach the comfort of the approaching deliverance, basing this

comfort on the truth that Jehovah, who calls him to so con-

solatory a mission, is the incomparably lofty Creator and

Pailer of the world. The first part, vers. 1-11, may be

regarded as the prologue of all the twenty-seven discourses.

The theme of the prophetic promise and the inevitableness of

its fulfilment are here declared.

Turning to the people of the exile, whom Jehovah has not

forgotten and cast off, the prophet begins, ver. 1 :
" Comfort

ye, comfort ye my peffple, saith your God." This is the divine

commission to the prophet. It is urgent, on which account

^mi (Piel, properly to cause to breathe again) is repeated.

Its continuance is intimated by iON\ which means here, not

dicet (Hofmann, Stier, Klostermann), but as, e.g., in 1 Sam.

xxiv. 14, dicit (LXX, Jerome). This "saith Jehovah" is

peculiarly Isaianic (in the Book of Jeremiah so parenthetically
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only in li. 36); the imperfect expresses the idea of pro-

ceeding, continuing (Driver, Tenses, § 33, p. 44), as, for

example, also '^DS^ Ps. xii. G ; Prov. xx. 14, xxiii. 7 ; "iDsn,

xl. 27; Prov. i. 21. The divine commission has not gone

forth once to one only, but goes forth continually to many.

Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people, says continually the God

of the exiles, who even in the midst of wrath has not ceased

to be their God, not to the priests (LXX ver. 2, iepei<;,

ye priests), but to the prophets. His messengers and spokes-

men.

The summons is now repeated still more impressively, the

contents of the comforting announcement being also stated,

ver. 2 :
" Speah ye to the heart of Jerusalem, and call to her,

that her affliction is finished, that her guilt is discharged, tJiat

she has received from the hand of Jehovah doiible for all her

sins." The holy city is contemplated in union with the

people belonging to it. "To speak to the heart," used of

heart - winning (Gen. xxxiv. 3; Judg. xix. 3) or heart-

strengthening discourse, like Joseph's to his brethren. Gen.

]. 21, here just as in Hos. ii. 16, and perhaps not without

influence from this prophecy of Hosea ;
" call to," used of

prophetic announcement going forth to some one, as in Jonah

iii. 2 ; Jer. vii. 27 ; Zech. i. 4. With '3, oji, which intro-

duces indirect and direct address, begins what is to be

announced to Jerusalem : 1. Completed, and so come to an

end is her ^Ji, warfare (Vulg. malitia, read militia); then toil

and fatigue generally, Job vii. 1 ; here of the exile, that

homeless bivouac, so to speak, of a people transported to

foreign soil, enslaved, unsettled, and unsafe. 2. Her ill-

doing is expiated, and the divine justice satisfied; nri3, else-

where to find a satisfactory reception, here a satisfactory

discharge, like pV nin, Lev. xxvi. 41, 43, to expiate the guilt

of sin by enduring its punishment. The third clause repeats

the substance of the foregoing with heightened meaning and
emphasis : Jerusalem has already suffered enough for her sins.

In contradiction with i^npb, which along with two actual

perfects cannot be the perfect of certainty as to something
future, Gesenius, Hitzig, Ewald, Umbreit, Stier, Hahn under-

stand DvS3 of double grace which Jerusalem was to receive

(like n^pp, ixi. 7 and Zech. ix. 12, perhaps borrowed from
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Isaiah), instead of the double punishment which Jerusalem

has endured (like >^^fP, Jer. xvi. 18). It is not to be pressed

arithmetically, in which case God would appear over-righteous,

and therefore unrighteous. Jerusalem has not suffered more

than it deserved; but God's compassion now regards what

His justice was forced to inflict on Jerusalem as super-

abundant. This compassion > is also expressed in ^an (with

3 preiii) : nothing is left to be punished further. The

turning-point from anger to love has come. With what

intensity will love, long pent up, break forth

!

Here is a sethuma in the text. The first two verses are a

small parashah by themselves, the prologue of the prologue.

After the substance of the consolation has been stated on its

negative side, the question arises, What positive salvation is

to be expected ? This question is answered to the prophet

when, with his heart turned to God, he hears in ecstatic

stillness a wondrous voice, ver. 3 :
" Hark ! One calling : In

the wilderness frefare ye Jehovah's way, make plain in the

desert a highroad for our God." We do not translate: A
voice calls (Gesen., Umbreit, Knobel) ; the two words are in

St. constr., and form, as in xiii. 4, lii. 8, Ixvi. 6 (cf. with Gen.

iv. 10) an interjectional clause: Voice of one calling! Who
the caller is remains a secret ; his personality vanishes in the

splendour of his calling, retires behind the substance of his

call. The call itself sounds like the long-drawn trumpet-

blast of a herald (cf. xvi. 1). The caller is like a king's

forerunner, who takes care that the way the king is to travel

is in good order. This king is Jehovah ; to make the way

ready for Him is the more necessary as it leads through a

pathless desert. In view of the parallelism, and according

to the accents,—for zaheph katon separates here more strongly

than zakeph gadhol, as in Deut. xxvi. 14, xxviii. 8 ; 2 Kings

i. 6 ; Zech. i. 7,^
—

"laisii is to be joined to 133 ; but the

Targum and Jewish interpreters take nnoa Klip blp like the

LXX, and after them the Gospels. One may and, as it

' The reason is this, that of two disjunctives of equal value, and stand-

ing together, the first has more separative force than the second ; hut the

two mkephs are of equal value, for a zakeph which is not preceded by a

conjunctive, and whose word also in itself is incapable of a munach or

kadhma, must be zakeph gadhol.
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seems, ought to conceive that the caller, entering the wilder-

ness, calls men to make a way in it. But why does the way

of Jehovah go through the wilderness ? Marching through

the wilderness, He redeemed Israel from the Egyptian hond-

age, and revealed Himself to it from Sinai, Deut. xxxiii. 2

;

Judo-. V. 4 : Ps. Ixviii. 8 ; for this reason God, the

Redeemer of His people, is called "i^"??^!? 33h. Just as His

people, when found between Egypt and Canaan, had to

expect Him, so His people found in the " desert of the sea
"

(xxi. 1), and separated from its fatherland by Arabia deserta,

has now to expect Him. If He went at the head of His

people. He would Himself clear hindrances out of the way

;

but He comes through the desert to Israel, therefore Israel

must tate care that nothing check the speed of the Coming

One, nothing cloud His favour. The situation corresponds

to the reality ; but the literal sense passes into spiritual in

an allegorical way, as we shall often see farther on.

The summons goes on in jussives, ver. 4 :
" Let every valley

he exalted, and every mountain and hill he made low ; and let

the rugged hecome level ground, and rocky heights a deep valley!'

n^ni, governed by the two jussives, is itself = ''n'''!. Along-

side i*'?., Zech. xiv. 4, the form f<''| is found here (after

Kimchi). With ^?V, hilly, rugged,* cf Jer. xvii. 9, along with

n^sV, Hab. ii. 4. Q'pan (from D3-i, to tilt over, tilt up, and

thence = to join firmly, the meaning usual in the Assyrian),

which is not yet rightly explained, perhaps means, not ridges

= connections between two mountains (Nagelsbach), but rocky

heights, where one block lies on another. The summons,

which ought not to be confounded with similar calls, to

prepare the way of the home-coming nation (Cheyne), permits

only a spiritual sense, since it relates to the preparing of

Jehovah's way. It refers to the encouraging of the down-

cast, the humbling of the self-righteous and secure, the change

of dishonesty into simplicity, and of unapproachable pride

into submission. Generally the meaning is that Israel is to

yield itself to the God who is coming to deliver it, and to feel

and act in a way worthy of His dignity and purpose.

The call of the caller proceeds farther, ver. 5 :
" And the

1 In this ethical sense Essex used this word of the soul of Queen
Elizabeth ; see Hefele, Ximenes, p. 90.
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glory of Jehovah shall he revealed ; and all flesh sees it together,

for the mouth of Jehovah has said it." The ^raet. consec. n^jai

is here apodosis imper. When the way is made ready for

Jehovah the Coming One, the glory of the God of salvation

will be revealed ; His parottsia is a7roKa\iii|r{? t'^? So'^i;?

aiiTov, 1 Pet. iv. 13. This revelation takes place for Israel's

salvation, but not in secret and exclusively; all mankind,

here intentionally called "aU flesh" (as in xlix. 26, Ixvi. 23,

and everywhere, also Joel iii. 1, in universal sense), will get to

see it ; man, because he is flesh, cannot behold God without

dying, Ex. xxxiii. 2 ; but the future will abolish this gulf

of separation. LXX, kuI o-^^erai iraaa aap^ to awTrjpiov

TOW Oeov (cf. Luke iii. 6) oVt Kvpim eXaX-qae—a different

text. According even to the traditional text, the object of isn

is the glory revealed (mna, Ps. xcvii. 6), not what follows

:

OS Jovae locutum esse (Eoseumiiller), for the word of promise

which is fulfilled is not one that goes forth to all flesh, or

:

shall see that Jehovah speaks with His own lips, i.e. in

human form (Stier), which would require l?"!!?, not "i3'n

;

rather " for the mouth " etc., is the usual Isaianic confirma-

tion of a preceding prophecy. Here the caller thus ratifies

the certainty of what he sets forth in prospect, so far as

Israel shall do what he calls upon it to do.

The prophet now hears a "second voice, and a third enter-

ing into dialogue with it, vers. 6-8 :
" Hark ! One saying

:

Gall ! And he answers : What shall I call ? ' All flesh is

grass, and all its loveliness like the flower of the field. Withered

is the grass, faded the flower ; for tlie breath of Jehovah has

Mown, on it. Truly the people is grass; the grass vnthers, the

flower fades ; hut the word of our God shall stand for ever.'

"

A second voice, in presence of the approaching fulfilment,

commends the divine word of promise, and with the challeng-

ing " Call " (cf. Zech. i. 14), appoints one to proclaim its

eternal permanence. It is not said ip^J, et dixi (LXX,
Jerome), but i?^!, as in Ivii. 14: the questioner therefore is

not the prophet himself immediately, but an ideal person,

whom he has in visionary objectiveness before him. The

theme of proclamation proposed is the perishableness of all

flesh (ver. 5, Tracra crdp^; here, Tracra^ <^ap^, as, besides here,

in Gen. vii. 1 5), and on the other hand the imperishableness
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of God's word. Men living in the flesh are altogether

impotent, fragile, dependent ; God, on the other hand (xxxi. 3),

is the Almighty, Eternal, All-Controlling ; and as He Him-

self is,, so is His word, which is the setting and utterance

of His will and thought, i'^pn is here sweetness, charm, grace

(syn. in) of outward appearance (LXX, 1 Pet. i. 24, So^a;

Jas. i. 11, evirpeireia). The comparison to grass and

flowers reminds us of xxxvii 2 7, Job viii. 1 2, but especially

Ps. xc. 5 f. ; Job xiv. 2. Ver. 7a tells how it fares with

grass and flowers; the preterites, after the manner of the

Greek aorisUts gTwmicus (cf. xxvi. 9), express a fact of experi-

ence based on numerous cases : exaruit gramen, emarcuU fios,

on which account the following '3 is not hypothetical (in case

that), but explanatory : for " the breath of Jehovah has blown

on it," i.e. the breath of God the Creator, which breathing

through creation begets and preserves and destroys life, and

whose best material manifestation is the wind ; every gust of

wind is a breath of the collective life of nature, which has

God's Spirit as the active, indwelling principle of its existence.

"When in May the sirocco begins to blow, the spring flora

acquires at a stroke an autumn look. I?^ should now begin

a new verse. The clause Cij;ri n^sn ps, despite LXX, (Koppe,

Gesen., Hitzig), is no appended sigh of a reader,^ for the

setting is Deutero-Isaianic. pN is not = the p of comparison,

but asseverates, as in xlv. 15, xlix. 4, liii. 4; and "the

people " is mankind, as in xlii. 5, not the people of Israel,

so that the simile applies to the catastrophes before the

exile (Bredenkamp). The course of thought is like that

of a triolet:—with ps begins the explanation of the apt

comparison, then in the repeated exarescit gramen, emarcescit

flos, the men who are like the grass and the flowers are

pointed out: Truly mankind is grass; such grass withers

and such flowers fade, but the word of our God (Jehovah

the God of His people and of sacred history), D^iV^ DipJ, i.e.

stands and continues for ever, fulfilling and attesting itself

through all ages. This general truth refers here to the word
of promise uttered by the voice in the wilderness. If God's

word generally exists eternally, so especially is it with the

1 LXX leaves untranslated not only this clause, but everything from

rrn 'a up to pv-
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word of the parousia of God the Eedeemer, the word in which

all God's words find their Yea and Amen. But the imperish-

ableness of this word has the perishableness of all flesh

and of its beauty as its dark foil. The tyrants of Israel are

mortal
;
perishable the loveliness by which they impose and

infatuate; the word of God, on the other hand, in which

Israel can comfort itself, holds the field, and secures to it a

glorious issue of its history. Irrefragable, therefore, is the

seal which the first caller has impressed on the promise of

Jehovah's speedy coming; infallibly certain the comfort

which God's prophets are now to bring to His long-enduring

people.

Accordingly the prophet now takes his stand in the time

when Jehovah has come, ver. 9 :
" Get thee up on a high

mountain, Evangelist ^ Zion ! Lift up thy voice with

strength, Evangelist Jerusalem ! Lift it up, he not afraid

;

say to the cities of Judah : Behold, your God I " Knobel,

Knabenbauer et al., after LXX, Targ., take Zion and Jerusalem

as accus. dbj. : preacher of salvation {i.e. choir of preachers of

salvation) to Zion-Jerusalem ; but parallels like lii. 7, Ixii. 1

1

are here misleading; they are in apposition (Aquila, Symm.,

Theodotion, evayyeXi^oiJ-ivri 5'itov), Zion-Jerusalem itself is

called Evangelist ; the feminine personification at once makes

this probable, and the cities of Judah (niJ3 daughters of Zion-

Jerusalem) being those to be evangelized, puts it beyond doubt.

The prophet's standpoint here is within the parousia. When
Jerusalem again has its God in its midst, after so long an

interruption of His abode in it, the restored mother-Church is

to ascend a high mountain, and, lifting up her voice without

fear, make known to her daughters the glad tidings of the

appearing of their God. The verb itS^H (Assyr. hussuru, with

s, on the other hand, hisru, flesh, with s^) means to bring

news, especially joyous news,—the root-word of the N. T.

' [Feminine].

2 Friedr. Delitzsch, Prolegomena, p. 170. Nevertheless, Arabic lexico-

graphers explain sJljj or *^Aj, he announced to him an event which pro-

duced a change in his 'iJU) (skin, surface, outer ride), therefore as

denominative ; -whereas Fleischer refers "ife, Jlj, '"it'll "1^?, iJlJ,

to the same radical notion, "to rub, rub smooth, polish " (=to unwrinkle).
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evayyeXl^etv, a favourite word of the author of chaps, xl.-lxvi.^

that 0. T. evangelist (cf. Wah. ii. 1). Hitherto, Jerusalem had

been timid, depressed under the punishment of its sins, and

cheerless. But now that it has Jehovah with it again, it

is to lift high its voice with joyous confidence without being

anxious, and in harmony with its calling and position to

become a herald of salvation to all Judah.

In ver. 10 the prophet from the standpoint of fulfilment

goes back to that of prophecy :
" Behold, the Lord, Jehovah,—

he will come as a mighty One, his arm exercising lordship

for him ; hehold, his reward is with him and his retribution

before him." We do not translate : with strong = strength

(LXX, Targ.) ; the Beth is Beth essentiae (cf. xxvi. 4) : He will

come in the essence, strength, and energy of a strong one,

which is more exactly defined by the participial clause of

circumstance, brachio suo ipsi dominante. i^ is dat. commodi,

referring to Jehovah Himself, as in lix. 16 and the Deutero-

Isaiauic Ps. xcviii. 1 : His arm subjecting to Him all resistance,

or casting it to the ground. Still, 1 06 does not describe Him
one-sidedly as a retributive judge, but a recompenser, not

merely on the legal, but also on the redemptive side, of which

the twofold divine name 'n •'jns? (as in iiL 15, xxviii. 16, xxx.

15) is, so to speak, an anagram. n?5;3 (here as in Lev. xix.

13), advancing from the meaning "work" to that of the thing

effected or produced, becomes synonym of 13K'. Jehovah

brings with Him as well the retributive reward of the foes of

His people as the gracious reward of the faithful of His people,

whom He will recompense for their previous sufferings with

overflowing gladness (see Ixii. 11).

The prophet lingers on this salvation-giving side, putting

the figure of the good shepherd beside that of the Lord

Jehovah, ver. 11: " Zike a shepherd h£ will feed his flock,

take the lambs in his arm and carry them in his bosom, gently

lead those that give suck" The flock is His people, now
scattered in foreign lands. The love with which He tends this

flock is set forth by way of example by His conduct towards i

the D'X^tj
(
= DV^^D from 'bD=nJ)D), the lambs not long born, and

the ni?y, those giving suck, lactantes (Jerome, fetac), not sucking,

svgentes (from bw, Jlc, mcd. vav, to nourish, cf. on iii. 12).

The former, who cannot keep pace with the flock, He takes ia
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His arms and bears in the bosom of his garment (p''n, here not

breast of the body, but as in Prov. vi. 2 7 and often) ; the

latter, the mothers. He does not overdrive, but ?iir., causes them

to go softly, because they need forbearance, Gen. xxxiii. 13.

With this lovely image the prologue, vers. 1-11, closes. It

stands, like a divine inauguration of the prophet, and a sum-

mary at the head of all that which he is commanded to pro-

claim. Nevertheless it is also an integral part of the first

discourse. For the questions which now follow cannot be the

beginning of the discourse, although it is not at once clear to

what extent they are a continuation of it.

The connection is this. It is further set forth didactically

and by way of encouragement what kind of a God He is, the

revelation of whom to redeem His people has been prophetic-

ally proclaimed in vers. 1—11. He is the incomparably Lofty

One. This incomparable dignity makes plain the folly of

idolaters, but ministers comfort to Israel ; and such comfort

Israel needs just now in the banishment in which it is so hard

for it to understand God's ways. In order to bring home to

his people the dignity of Jehovah, the prophet asks, ver. 12 :

" JVho has measured the waters with the hollow of his hand,

and regulated the heavens with a span, and taken the dust of the

earth in a third-measure, and weighed mountains with tlie steel-

yard and hills with balances ? " Klostermann, Bredeukamp,

V. Orelli think the answer desired is " No one
;

" but the

questions run as in Prov. xxx. 4, and, as Cheyne adds, Job

xxxviii. 5 f., and are meant to teach that Jehovah and no one

else gave these parts of the universe their dimensions, their

precise form, and relative position in the universe. How little

the palm pV'^, hollow of the hand) of a man takes, how little

the space which the span of a man can cover, how scanty

a third of an ephah Q^y'f, see on Ps. Ixxx. 6), and for what

insignificant measures a balance suffices, whether a D.?s, i.e. a

steelyard, statera, or Q^JtND, a retail balance (libra) consisting

of two scales (lances). But what Jehovah measures with His

palm (T^l?, originally to extend, stretch, then to measure what

is extended) and regulates with His span (brings to a definite

measure, I?n), is nothing less than the waters below and the

heavens above ; He uses a shalish, in which the dust, com-

posing the earth, finds place (?3, the proper word for measuring
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with palm, J^O' ^^^ ^ balance, in which He weighs the

colossus of the mountains.

A second question, vers. 13, 14: " Who has regulated the

Spirit of Jehovah, and (who) is his counsellor to instruct him 1

With whom took he counsel that he should make him understand

and instruct him concerning the path of right, and teach him

knowledge and make known to him prudent courses?" The

first question brought out Jehovah's omnipotence ; this one

brings out His infinite wisdom, which, having all fulness in

itself, excludes instruction coming from without. " Spirit of

Jehovah " is the Spirit who at the creation brooded over the

waters and shaped chaos into cosmos. Who, asks the prophet,

gave this Spirit a measuring-line, by which He must work ?

1?^ means not to test (Gesen.),—for how could the verb

acquire this meaning?—but, as in ver. 12, to bring into

orderly shape, and so enable to work orderly. Instead of

the accentuation mercha, tiphcha, athncmh, at the basis of which

lies the explanation of the Targ. {Quis paravit spiritum ?

Jahve), with an eye to Prov. xvi. 2 (Jerome : spirituum

ponderator est Dominus), tiphcha, munach, athnMch (cf. Ex. xxi.

24, xxiii. 9) is more correct (see Wickes, Frose Accents, p.

140). In 13& the force of ia continues, and W'li'' is an

attributive clause ;
^ LXX correctly, Kal rt's avTov av/xfiovXa';

iyevero, o? crvfi^i^a (Eom. xi. 34, 1 Cor. ii. 16, a-vfi^i^dcrei)

avTcv. In ver. 14 the reciprocal KJ'i^ is joined with riN = Dj?.

The imperf. consecutives maintain their proper meaning : with

whom took He counsel, so that the former in consequence of

this gave Him understanding (r?D, elsewhere to understand,

here causatively). Verbs of teaching are construed partly with

I of the subject-matter, partly with double accusative. To

the question ver. 13 f., which is essentially only one, Israel

must reply, that its God is the possessor of absolute wisdom

as well as of absolute power.

From His dignity as Creator the prophet now passes to His

dignity as Euler of the world, ver. 15:" Behold, nations are

1 Driver, Isaiah, p. 200, has ascertained that such elliptical clauses

(called in Arabic iLa )
occur in chaps, xl.-lxvi. nearly sixty times ; on the

other hand, in the old-Isaianic parts only about six times.
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esteemed as a drop on a bucket and lilce a sand-gn^ain on the

balance ; behold, islands {are) like a speck of dust which rises

up." On Jehovah, the King of the world, rests the burden of

government over mankind in its national divisions ; but as

little as a drop ("lO)^ hanging on the bucket (I'?, as in Cant. iv.

1, vi. 5) burdens the bearer (v'l), and as little as a sand-grain

(priB' from pnK', to crush, Luther : Scherfflin, i.e. trifling weight),

found by accident in a balance, increases or lessens the weight

noticeably, so little is Jehovah burdened by the government

of the nations lying on Him. The islands, those fragments

of continent in the sea (^^=iwy, from nix, ^\ to betake

oneself somewhere and stay there), in which the heathen world

is scattered (Gen. x.), are to Him, who sustains the universe,

like the speck of dust (PI from Pp'^, to crush, pulverise) which

is lifted up. Pits', (borrowed imperf. Niph. of 7M=pp3, Ixiii. 9
;

cf. '.'P, promener), namely by the least puff of wind. The

translation : dust that is thrown (Knobel) would require lay

(xli. 2) ; nor can it be translated : He takes up islands like a

speck of dust (Gesen.), or : He bears (Hitzig), an incongruous

notion ;
?it3' is an attributive clause.

Considering this vanishing pettiness of mankind before

Jehovah, everything that man can do to express his reverence

is incomparably beneath Jehovah's dignity, ver. 16:" And
Lebanon is not enough for burning, and its wild beasts not

enough for burnt-offerings, i.e. enough wood for burning and

enough beasts to be slain and consumed with fire ;
'''!,

construct '''!!, denotes sufticiency (and then also abundance),

different from rb Btov, what is requisite.

From this reverse side of the thought of ver. 15 the

prophet turns back in ver. 17 to the thought itself, which the

discourse then further expands :
" All the nations are as

nothing before him ; to him they are esteemed as belonging to

nothingness and emptiness." DSN is the end absolutely, where

something ceases : where being ceases, thus non-being (in

Isaiah I. oply in ch. v. 8) ; mh (from nnn akin to <^^f), the

dismal waste, like the chaos of creation, where there is nothing

^ Accordingly the ancients interpreted Maptccfi, D''^I3 (DHD) stilla

maris, from which, came later stella maris.
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defined, and hence as good as nothing ; !», " more than," in

negative sense (Nagelsbach), properly prae nihilo, i.e. more

nothing than nothing (cf. with this prae without previous

v^ord expressing quality, Job xi. 17 ; Micah vii. 4), is possible

in itself, but the partitive acceptation is better, as in xli. 24

(cf. xliv. 11); Ps. Ixii. 10 (Hitzig, Knobel).

The inference from ver. 17, that Jehovah is therefore the

incomparable One, is shaped into a question addressed, not to

idolaters, but to those in Israel who needed to be armed

against the seductive power of idolatry, which the majority of

mankind favoured, ver. 18: "And to whom can ye compare

God, and what sort of image place ieside Him ? " The "i of

bs*! is inferential, as in xxviii. 26, the imperf modi potent. : to

whom can ye bring in comparison (?X, as in xiv. 10) PN,

God, the One who is the absolutely Mighty One ; and what

sort of (HD of things as '''? of persons) H'lO'i, i.e. (divine like

Him) can ye place by His side ?
^

Least of all can an idol bear comparison with Him, ver.

19:" Tlie idol—when the smith has cast it, the melter overlays

it with gold, and forges for it chains of silver." Ppsn^ properly

the image hewn out, here denotes an idol-figure generally.

enn is as broad in meaning as fdber (see on. xliv. 1 2). VpT

3nj?, the verb not having its primary (see on Job xxxvii. 18)

but denominative meaning, signifies here : to overlay with a

^Ot '^^?- {lotmind auri). Since, according to ver. 20, we must

suppose that the prophet wishes to place us in the very

midst of idol-manufacture, the irregular phraseology is to be

punctuated as above. The ^^is, repeated like a refrain, is not

3 pers. Poel (see respecting the Poel of strong roots on xliv.

13 ; Job ix. 15), but part. =Nin fjiiv, as in xxix. 8 (see there),

and according to the accents also in xxxiii. 5 : and he forges

chains (according to the Masora : niprni) of silver, by which

the image is made firm.

^ ib 131Vri has (after Ben-Asher) mercha, which has moved hack to the

open syllable ri, as in 1. 8, irf mDW, mwiach with 3 ; Ex. xv. 8, D''D IDIP,

munach with 3 ; Lam. ii. 16, Jb> IpirTil, munacJi with s ; the accent, also

discharging the function of the methegh before sheva compositum, is every-

where drawn back to antepenultimate, as Jekuthiel ha-Nakdan says in

his ^lp3n ''3"n, the middle syllable is not suited to bear the by-accent.
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Tlie metal-idol arises as above, and the wooden idol, ver.

20 : "He that is impoverished in offerings—he chooses a piece of

wood that rots not, he seeks for himself a sldlfwl workman, to set

tip an idol that totters not." He that has fallen into such

poverty (ISDip) that he can only devote to his god a slight

heave-offering (npnri, accus. according to Ewald, § 284c), has

an idol carved out of a piece of wood. The verb pD as stem-

word to IspD (cf. Deut. viii. 9) = Arab, sakana or sakxma

'(whence misktn, meskin), and signifies, as Fleischer has shown,

forced to idleness by weakness, destitution, or outward cir-

cumstances, and so not to exert oneself, or to be unable to

defend oneself, tiiis'., like 5113^, ver. 15, is imperf. Niph. : to be

made to totter. A wooden image, planed smooth below and

heavier than above, so as not to upset at every push, is to be

a god

!

After the folly of idolatry has been sketched in a few

strokes, those in Israel who look wistfully at it, even if they

have not been befooled by it, are asked the question, ver. 21 :

" Do ye not know ? Do ye not hear ? Has it not heen announced

to you from the heginning ? Have ye not gained insight into

thefoundations of the earth ? " Here are four questions chiasti-

cally arranged, finn nnoiD is object (Vitringa) ; to take it

as statement of time (=nnD'iBp), with Cheyue, is not right;

the four questions point to God the Creator. The ante-

mundane and supra-mundane being of God is partly inferred

per ratiocinationem (VIJ and P??]), partly learnt per traditionem

(Viy^ and 13n). If Israel fails to acknowledge the supra-

mundane greatness and uniqueness of Jehovah its God, it

hardens itself against knowledge possible even by natural

means (cf. e.g. Ps. xix. ; Eom. i. 20), and closes its ears to the

tidings of revelation and tradition sounding down from the

beginning of its history. The first two questions are put in

the imperfect, the two others in the perfect ; there the

possible is dealt with, here the actual. tf'Nip from the

beginning, as in xli. 4, 26, xlviii. 16. Has no understanding

—such is the sense of the four questions—of the founda-

tions of the earth dawned upon you, namely, how they

originated ?

The prophet now describes God as made known by work

and word. The participles which follow are predicates of

VOL. IL K
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the Being filling the religious consciousness, ver. 22 :
" Ri, that

is enthroned on the canopy of the earth, {and its inhabitants are

like grasshoppers) ; who spread the heavens like fine cloth, and

stretched them out like a tent-roof to dwell in." He, the revealed

and yet unknown One, it is who has for His throne the circle

or bow (namely 0]'?^' Jin Job xxii. 14, i.e. the circle formed

by the heaven) which goes round the earth (Jin allied to

3Jn),^ i.e. here (where the heavens are represented not as

spheres surrounding the earth, but extended in crescent-

shape over it) : over-arches, and to whom from its inaccessible

height men seem as minute as grasshoppers (ISTum. xiii. 33);

He who spread out the blue sky like a thin, transparent

garment (pM, thin cloth, like V^., ver. 1 5, fine dust), and stretched

it over the earth like a habitable tent (n^BO Pns) over the

earth, i.e. so that it forms the tent-cover of the latter. The

choice of the name of the grasshoppers (^'17) may have been

suggested by Jin. The participle represents actions and states

of all times ; here, where it is continued in the historical

tense, it is to be resolved by the perfect ; elsewhere the

theory of the world's preservation as creatio continua is implied.

There follow predicates of God as the World-Euler, vers.

23, 24: "He who gives up great rulers to 7iothingness, who

makes Judges of the earth like chaos. They are scarcely planted,

scarcely sown, scarcely has their stock taken root in the earth,

and he hut lloivs upon them, when they witlier, and a storm

carries them away like stubhle." There is nothing so high and

impregnable in the world which He cannot bring to nothing

in the midst of its most confident and threatening exaltation.

D''3|i"i are men of weight, cre/j.vo£, possessors of the highest

reputation and influence ;
D''!?SE', those who unite in themselves

the highest judicial and administrative power. The former

He gives up to destruction, the latter He makes equal with

the negative state of tohu,,{Toxa which the world emerged and

to which it may again be reduced. "We are reminded here of

pictures like those in Job xii. 17, 24. The suddenness of

the catastrophe is symbolized in ver. 24. ^3 f\i< (here only,

^Noldeke wrongly separates (DMZ. xli. 719) Jjn, ^i^, from the

secondary Jjn (KJJn, dance, cf. 1 Sam. xxx. 16) ; the root meaning, wliich.

has many special modifications, is to go round, encircle.
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cf. f?? ^IX, xli. 26) with tii\ as apodosis (cf. 2 Kings xx. 4)

means : even this is not yet done, when that also takes place,

therefore : vixdum plantati sunt. The Niph. J?^? and the Pual

Vlf (both forms here only) describe the hopeful beginning, the

Poel ^^ the hopeful progress. Shoot, seed-corn, sapling (see

on Job xiv. 8), especially when these have taken root, give

hopes of blossom and fruit ; but it needs only a breath of

Jehovah (here with stem-plants ^K'3, above with grass and

flowers with weaker labial 3B':), and they are gone. A single

angry breath of Jehovah does for them, and a storm—the

work of Jehovah—rises and sweeps them away like dry,

light stubble (NfJ, cf. on the other hand, ver. 15, biD=^D3, to

abolish, keep in suspense).

The thought of ver. 18 now returns like a refrain, an

inference being annexed to the premise by <^, ver. 25

:

" And to whom will ye compare me, that I may he like him ?

saith the Holy One." Not E'^^i^'^, but E'ili^, like a proper name

;

cf. with Cheyne the plur. without article as a designation of

the All-Holy One, Prov. ix. 10, xxx. 3; Hos. xii. 1. The

Holy One so asks and can so ask, because as such He is also

the supra-mundane One, Job xv. 15, xxv. 15.

After the questions of vers. 18, 25, which reason syl-

logistically, a third beginning is made to prove the incom-

parableness of Jehovah, ver. 26 : "Lift up your eyes on high

and see. Who has made these things ? He that leads out their

host by number, he mentions them all by name, by reason of the

greatness of (his) power and as a mighty one in strength ; there

is not one that is missing." In ver. 25 Jehovah spoke, now
agiin the prophet. It is the same alternation, evincing the

divine fulness of prophecy, that is witnessed from Deuter-

onomy onwards in all the prophetic books. With ^''^isri

begins the answer : the World-Preserver and World-Euler, He
and none else is also the World-Creator, He that leads out the

army of the stars on the heavenly plain like a general on the

battlefield, and indeed isppa by number, counting the count-

less stars,—those children of the light in weapons of light,

which eyes turned upwards at night gaze upon. The finite

X"JP1 describes what takes place every night : He calls thfem all

by name (cf. the dependent passage, Ps. cxlvii. 4) ; He does

this by reason of the greatness and fulness of His power
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(DiiiKj vires, virtus), and as a mighty one in strength, i.e

because He is so (cf. as to syntax, Ps. Ixiii. 2, in terra arida

et languidus). This explanation is simpler than : by reason

of the strong one's to Kparepov, strength, Ewald, § 293c. The

call issued to the stars about to rise is the call of the All-

Powerful and Almighty One, on which account not one fails

in the countless host. B'lN, used of the individual, and

I'ni'?., as in xxxiv. 16; cf. jAc, to remain behind (retromansit a

grege ovis). Here the second part of the discourse closes.

From the infinite dignity of God he has proved the ignorance

of idol-worship. The third part derives comfort from this for

Israel in its despondency.

Those in Israel, to whom the ignorance of idol-worship has

yet to be brought home, are not even called Israel, because

they make themselves like the heathen. But at present the

address applies to weak believers, yet seekers of salvation,

timid ones, but still not despairing, ver. 27:" Why sayest thou,

Jacob, and speakest, Israel : My way is hidden from

Jehovah, and my right escapes tJie notice of my God?" The

name" Jacob" stands first here, as in xxix. 22, as more select,

and more immediately bringing to mind the nation's ancestor.

They think that Jehovah in anger and disgust has utterly

turned away from them ;
" my way " is their thorny life-way,

" my right " their good right against their tyrants ; this He
seems not even to take into view, not to think of judicially

vindicating it.

The groundlessness of such despondency is set before them

in a double question, ver. 28 :
" Is it known to thee, or hast

thou not heard ? An eternal God is Jehovah, Creator of the

ends of the earth ; he faints not, nor is weary ; unsearchable

is his understanding." Those who are so despondent should

know, if not from their own experience, yet from information

handed down, that Jehovah, who created the whole earth

from one end to the other, so that even Babylon is not out-

side His range of vision and power, is an eternal God, i.e.

eternally the same and never changing, who possesses and

exercises to-day the power displayed in creation. Israel has

already lived through a long history ; and Jehovah, who has

hitherto ruled over and in this history, faints not (IVJ), like

man, unless he is always renewing his life-force ; He is not
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"weary (V?^), like man when his capacity of work is exhausted

by effort. Although Jehovah so far has not delivered His

people, His rule is still pure " understanding," which knows

the right moment to intervene with help.

So far from Jehovah growing faint, on the contrary, He
gives strength to the faint, ver. 29:" Supplying force to the

weary, and to him without power he gives strength in abund-

ance." The part, is a predicate of the chief subject of the

discourse, cf Ps. civ. 13 f.; Prov. xxxi. 27. D^iiK rNi'=

D'31« pK "itS'N^ ; r^ is used just like a privat., to form

negative words of quality, e.g. Ps. Ixxxviii. 5 ; Prov. xxv. 3.

In order to partake of the strength (i^^VJ', after the form

^???)' which He richly dispenses, mightily enhances, only

faith is needed, vers. 30, 31 : "And youths faint and grow

weary, and young men stumble. But they who wait for Jehovah

gain fresh force, lift up (their) wings like eagles, run, and are

not weary, go forward, and do not faint." Even youths, even

young men in the freshness of their life's morning (O'l'ima

from in3, akin to 133, jLs, i?3)^ succumb to the effects of loss

of support and over-exertion (both imperfects defective, the

first radical letter having fallen out), and any sort of outward

obstacle makes them fall p^^}, with infin. abs. Kal, which

retains what is said for contemplation, from \w'z,Jks-, offendere).

The verb precedes in 30a, because ver. 30 is like a concessive

sentence in relation to ver. 31 : although this happen, they

who wait for Jehovah are different, i.e. they who believe in

Him, for the Old Testament describes faith by a multitude of

synonyms of trusting, hoping, and longing, as fiducia, and as

hope which expects the vision and completion of what is

believed. The 1 copul. introduces the antithesis as in ver. 8.

Noticeable for our passage is the traditional pointing I'ipl,

vekoye; on the other hand, in Ps. xxxvii. 9, MP], velmve}- ^IvOp.

to make something follow or approach (cf. on Ps. xc. 5 f.), to

change old for new. Old Latin, recentare. In regard to 'w '^V^-,

the ancients (Nagelsbach at last), after LXX, Targ. Syriac,

Jerome, Saadia, recall the eagle's getting new plumage, which

^ The Masora remarks on both n''^, and Parohon, Kimchi, Ahenezra (on

Ex. ix. 3) expressly attest the reading vekoye; cf. Strack in Lvih. Zeitschr.

1877, p. 30.
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in Ps. ciii. 5 (cf. Micah i. 16) is an image of becoming young

again by grace. But Hitzig rightly remarks, that npyn does

not occur as causative of the Kal used in v. 6 (to make to shoot

up, bud and bring forth), and would recLuire 'i^'i3 (covering

feathers in distinction from flying feathers and wings), which,

however, does not suit the meaning of the figure. Therefore

:

they cause their wings to rise up, lift high their wings (13X,

as in Ps. Iv. 7), like the eagles (Luther, taking ibjf' as Kal,

"13X, accus. of manner : ihey obtain new strength, so that they

mount up with loings as eagles). Their life -course, having

Jehovah for its goal, is as if it were winged, they draw from

Him strength upon strength (see Ps. Ixxxiv. 8), running

wearies them not, going on farther and farther does not make

them faint. Here the first discourse in three parts (vers.

1-11, 12-26, 27—31) reaches its conclusion.

Second Discourse of the First Part, Chap. XLI.

Tlie God of the World!s History and of Prophecy.

Jehovah appears here speaking in the tone in which He
began to speak in xl. 25, calls the idolatrous nations to a

lawsuit, and adduces His work in raising up the conqueror

from the east as proof that He is the ruler and guide of the

world's history from the beginning. But what, if the counter-

question is raised on the part of tlie nations, with what right

He does this ? The conqueror's acts are shown to be a

work of the God who is exalted above false gods by the fact

that they inflict destruction on idolatrous nations, and on the

other hand bring long-expected deliverance to the people of

Jehovah. In this lies the convincing force of the proof.

The argument implies that Cyrus has already begun his

victorious course. Future and unfulfilled things would be no

proof at the time.

The summons to a lawsuit, ver. 1 : "Be silent to me, ye

islands, and let the nations get fresh force ! Let them draw
near, then speak ; let us come together to trial ! " The address

is to the whole heathen world, first the dwellers in the

western isles and coast-latids. b^ ^''lUr} in pregnant sense is

to turn to some one in silence, as with tp. Job xiii. 13, to
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depart from some one in silence. That tliey may have no

excuse, if they succumb, let them obtain new strength, as,

according to xl. 31, believers drav? it from Jehovah's fulness.

De Lagarde, Klostermann, Bredenkamp think this na lD''bn'

senseless. But is Job xxxviii. 3a senseless ? They are to

draw near receptis viribus, then speak, i.e. reply after hearing

the legal proof, for Jehovah will enter into the pro et contra

of a process with them (OSB'D^ y^J>, as in Mai. iii. 5, where it

is used of one side, whereas here it is used of both sides).

But if Jehovah is a party, who then is the presiding judge ?

This question is to be answered as in chap. v. 3. Vocantur

gentes in judicium, Rosenmiiller says rightly, ad tribunal non

Dei, sed rationis. The decisive authority is reason, which

must acknowledge the state of the case and the conclusions

following therefrom.

Those invited are now to be thought of as present, and

Jehovah begins, ver. 2 :
" Who has stirred up from, the sun-

rising him whom righteousness meets at his foot ? Se gives up

nations before him, and subdues kings, gives {them) like dust to

his sword, and like driven stubble to his bow." "With " at his

foot " the regimen of " who " ceases ; still all that follows

feels the effect of the interrogative tone. Jehovah stirred up

the great hero from the east, and also, according to ver. 25,

from the north. Both are correct, for Cyrus was a Persian of

the clan Achaemenes (Hakhdmanis), or Pasargadae at the head

of that nation, son of Cambyses ; and although Mandane,

daughter of the Median king, was not his mother, yet, accord-

ing to all ancient accounts, he was closely connected with the

royal house of Media ; and in any case, after the dethroning

of Astyages, lord and head of the Medes as well as of the

Persians (therefore called "mule" by the oracle, and agitator

iigae in Jerome). Media lay north and Persia east of

Babylon. His victorious course, in which, before capturing

Babylon, he subjugated every country from the heights of

Hinduku to the coasts of the Aegean Sea, thus had both the

east and the north for its starting-point. Nagelsbach trans-

lates ; Who has stirred up justice from the east ? Who calls

him after it ? So Klostermann ; but : Who calls it (justice)

to his feet (as a servant) ? Par finer in thought and syntax

is the present punctuation : the clause v3"ip in!<"ip_ pis is
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attributive clause, and as such virtual object : him vchom plS

calls to follow it (pis) at his foot, therefore before whom pns

goes as leader (Cheyne). Or, what always pleases me still

more : him whom righteousness meets Q^IP^ = ^Ip, Gesen,

§ 75. vi.) step by step, accompanying him (Gen. xxx. 30, cf.

Hab. iii. 5). The idea of righteousness is defined by what

follows : Jehovah gives up nations before him, and makes kings

to be trampled upon (causative of nin, for which Hitzig, Psalmen,

ii. 440, acutely but needlessly: Tl', "he casts down").

Accordingly righteousness is here either, in an attributive

sense, the righteousness successfully executed by Gyrus by

force of arms as the Lord's instrument, or, in an objective

sense, the righteousness which does justice to the just cause

of the warrior, crowning it with victory. The jussive 'ii.!,

used as indicative, stands after its object with weighty

emphasis ; the S'al is ^T. ; '=ii.! is the Hipliil used as causative

of Kal. Like imD^''i in xl. 14, ]^\ is repeated here in ver. 2

with the same subject, but in a different sense. To make

sword and bow the subject : his sword gives iip, namely, his

enemies, is uncertain in itself, and, since ^^n and riB'p_ are

feminine, not at all advisable. Klostermann's Dntyp and aain

after LXX give a confused notion. Nagelsbach's :
" his

sword will make like dust, his bow like driven chaff," would

lead us to expect DW' referring to the enemy. The 3 of com-

parison, as frequently, leaves the working out of the figure to

the reader's fancy. He (Jehovah) makes His sword as if it

gave dust. His bow as if it gave hunted stubble (Bottcher) i.e.

scattering the foe like dust, and hunting them like flying

stubble. Thoughts and choice of words are not determined

without reference to the alliterations Ti' and nsTi"', t^p and

iriB-p, inj and DQTT'. Instead of "isva, old MSS. have isya

with Tsere ; this impossible reading has the testimony of

Moses, the punctuator, in its favour.

The conqueror is now further described in imperfects, ver. 3 :

" He pursues them, traverses in peace a road which he trod not

tvith his feet." He marches victoriously farther and farther,

cipc*, in perfect safety, or even as adjective (Job xxi. 9)

:

quite safe, without suffering any injury, a road (accus. after

Gesen. § 117. 4), which he was not wont to tread (ingredi)

with his feet (see Gesen. § 107. 16). Not: by which he
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does not return with his feet, after once traversing it (Nagels-

bach), -which would require 31^'^ or (^2?) T'?i\

The fact of the present, which none of the gods of the

heathen can boast of having produced, is not set forth.

Jehovah is its author, ver. 4 :
" Who has produced and carried

it out ? He who calls the generations of men from the begin-

ning : I, Jehovah, am the first, and with the last I am He."

The synonyms ?V^ and nfe'y differ like initiate (introduce) and

realize (carry out) ; therefore : Who is the author, to whom
the beginning and progress of such events go back ? He it

is who (K'^iD) from the beginning of human history has called

the generations of men into existence by His word of power.

But this is none else than Jehovah, who, in contrast with the

heathen and their gods, who are of yesterday and to-morrow

wUl exist no longer, can boast : I, Jehovah, am the primeval

One, whose being precedes all history, and with the men of

the latest future generations I am He. "What Jehovah here

says of Himself (cf. xliv. 6, xlviii. 12), Ps. xc. 3 says of Him.

wn is not here a strengthening of the subject : ego ille = I and

none else, as in xxxvii. 16 (see there), but as in xliii. 10, 13,

xlvi. 4, xlviii. 12, predicate of the substantive clause : ego

sum is (ille), namely, God, in which also ego sum idem (Hitzig)

is implied (cf. Ps. cil. 28, and Sin, Job iii. 19) : He alone is

God, and the same in His divine existence through all ages.

It is the meaning of the divine name Jehovah which is thus

unfolded, for Jehovah is God as the absolute, eternally exist-

ing, and absolutely free ego.

The next verse does not describe the impression made by

Jehovah's argument on the heathen, but continues the argu-

ment itself, ver. 5 :
" The islands heheld and shuddered ; the

ends of the earth quaked; they drew near and came." Such

effects began to follow in the heathen world from the victorious

career of Cyrus. The perfects describe the past, and the

imperfects the contemporaneous past, as in Ps. Ixxvii. 1 7

;

by pointing ix"i''*l we destroy this syntactical subtlety. The

word-play ii<")"l. . . . it<"i couples together seeing and trembling.

'Hixel's Be, began the Cumaeans when consulting the oracle,

SeijjLaLvovTe<; rrjv Hepcreav Biivajuv.

Ver. 5& presents the following picture : They have drawn

near (from all sides), and come to resist the threatening
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danger ; and how ? vers. 6, 7 :
" One gave assistance to Ms

companion, and said to his hrotlier : Be strong ! The master

lade the caster he strong, he that smooths with the hammer him

that strikes the anvil, saying of the soldering/ : It is excellent

;

then he made it firm with nails that it totter, not." It, i.e. the

idol. Everything is in terror and confusion ; and the gods,

who are to deliver, are first manufactured, each spurring on

the other to the work. The Bnn, who casts the idol-image,

encourages to active labour the H"?.^, vfho has to put on it a

coating of gold and chains of silver (xl. 19); he that smooths

with the hammer (K'^t??, instrumentalis), him that strikes the

anvil. In the ays nh^n, which has a sound of the forge, the

Dpin has seghol ; whereas elsewhere («.//. Ezek. xxii. 25) the

tone usually moves back without change of vowel ; and that

the Tsere may not be slurred over, the orthophonic methegh,

which detains the tone, is usually added to it. The smoother

pronounces the soldering, by which the gold plates of the

coating are welded together, so that the golden idol seems to

be one mass, excellent; it comes at last into his hands, all

that is wanting is that he forge on the anvil the nails with

which he is to fasten it, that it may not topple over. So

foolish and fruitless is the task undertaken by the nations

who are threatened with conquest by Cyrus. Here Jehovah's

proof of His Godhead closes.^

Instead of our now hearing whether the nations, with

which He engaged in judicial conflict, have any answer to

give, the discourse turns to Israel, which sees a glimpse of

deliverance on the very side from which the nations are

threatened with destruction, vers. 8—1 :
" And thou, Israel my

servant, Jacob whom I chose, the seed of Abraham my friend

;

thou whom I laid hold of from the ends of the earth and called

from its corners, and said to thee :
' Thou art my servant, I have

chosen thee and not despised thee,' Fear not, for I am with thee

;

he not cast down, for I am thy God ; I have fixed my choice on

thee ; I also help thee ; I also uphold thee with the right hand

of my righteousness. The 1 of nrijji joins antitheses, which

are such self-evidently. Whereas the nations, having only

artificial gods for their comfort and shield, are in fear and

' A friend remarked to me that xli. 17 seems to liave fallen out of its

original place after xl. 19.
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ruin, Israel—Jeliovali's people—can be confident. Every

word here breathes deep affection. The language moves as

in gentle undulations. The crowding of the suffix ^, with

which lti'*< forms a relative of the accus. of the second person,

a form wanting in our language (Gesen. § 138, Anm. 1), gives

the address an impressive, affectionate, and, so to speak,

caressing tone. The reasons prefixed to the comforting

assurance of ver. 10 remind of the intimate relation in which

Jehovah has put Israel to Himself and Himself to Israel. Not

only the exclusively Deutero-Isaianic (in the Book of Isaiah)

nna (to choose), but also the cardinal idea of " Servant of the

Lord," characteristic of chaps, xl.-lxvi., meets us here for the

first time, and in its primary national sense. Israel is

Jehovah's servant in virtue of a divine act, an act of pure

grace, which, as is intimated in " I have chosen thee, and not

despised thee," has not its ground in Israel's excellences or

merits ; on the contrary, Israel was so insignificant that

Jehovah might have despised it. But He anticipated in

free, unmerited love, and imprinted on it the character of a

servant of Jehovah. It has now to act as such, partly in

reverential worship, partly in active obedience ;
'^'^^ 135?

denotes both, as well the service of worship (even absolutely

l?y, xix. 23) as the service of good works. The divine act

of election and calling is dated from Abraham. From the

Palestinian standpoint, Ur of Chaldea, within the old kingdom

of Nimrod, and Harran, in northern Mesopotamia, appear

ends (nisp)-' of the earth and its corners (Q\''''-f^, remote

places, from 7S<<, denom. to put aside), as in Thucydides

(i. 69) Persia appears from the Greek standpoint. Israel and

the land of Israel are so inseparably connected that, when
Israel's beginnings are in question, the standpoint must always

be placed in Palestine. From the far country of the Tigj'is

and Euphrates Jehovah fetched Abraham, the lover of God,

2 Chron. xx. 7, who is therefore called in the Latin Book of

Judith, viii. 22, amicus Dei; in Jas. ii. 23, ^I'Xos rov 6eov; and

is still called in the East chaltl ollah, the friend of God. But

this calling of him is the extreme terminus a quo of Israel's

^ The correct writing is niVpD without dagesh, as also nSpD and nVpD

have everywhere p raphatum.
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existence as the covenant - people, for the leading forth of

Abraham was in order to Israel's beginning. Israel pre-existed

in him in virtue of the divine purpose. When Jehovah

received Abraham as His servant, and called him "my
servant," Gen. xxvi. 24, Israel received the nature and name
of a servant of Jehovah. Because then, looking back upon its

past, it is forced to acknowledge itself so completely a creation

of divine power and grace, it ought not, as ver. 10 says, to be

afraid, and ought not to look anxiously round (nyriB'n)^ having

always with it Him who first gave Himself to it to be its

God. The form JJriB'ri does not necessarily imply V^'f

(Luzzatto), it is like Vinpi, Prov. xxiL 24 (cf. iJ"Jil, Gen. xxiv.

20; Ps. cxli. 8); nevertheless Kimchi {Michlol 131a) reads

vneri, like isnn, Deut. iL 9, and Baer accepts it. In reference

to T'^iiysx, it is a question whether it means to strengthen,

XXXV. 3, Ps. Ixxxix. 22, or to take hold of, attach to oneself,

to choose ; the latter meaning is certified for this passage also

by xliv. 14, cf. Ps. Ixxx. IG, 18. The other perfects declare

what Jehovah has always done and is ever doing. In Pp''?

'P'lV righteousness is regarded chiefly on its bright side, which

is turned to Israel ; but it is also regarded on the fiery side,

turned to Israel's foes ; it is the righteousness which helps

the oppressed Church against its oppressors. The repeated

^^ lays one synonym of loving action on another. Language
is too narrow to compass the fulness of love.

With " behold " the eye of Israel is now turned to Jehovah's

saving manifestation in the immediate future, vers. 11-13:
" Behold, thmj must be ashamed and confounded—all that were

incensed against thee ; they become as nothing, and perish—the

men of thy strife. Thou shall seek and not find them—the men
of thy conflict ; they shall he as nothing and nothingness—the

men of thy warfare. For I, Jehovah thy God, hold thy right

hand, saying to thee : Fear not, I help thee." First comes the

comprehensive omnes inflammati (Mph. as in xlv. 24) in te;

then the enemies are differently named each time, so as to

include all classes of them. The three substantives are

related to each other somewhat like lis, rim, bellum (^^^)>P,

properly tumult = war - tumult, like epic kX6vo<;), therefore

adversarii, inimici, hostes, the suffixes having the sense of

objective genitives. We have translated the word accordinc;
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to the reading 1''niSD (required by the Masora : p a^nai n''!')

as plural ; it forms a paronomasia to D^^fpn KP1. The three

names of enemies stand with emphasis at the close of the

sentences, and these are long drawn out, the indignation

giving vent to itself in this way; on the other hand, in

ver. 13, only brief sentences follow, in which the persecuted

Church is soothed and heartened.

The comforting word " Tear not " is once more taken up,

in order to add to the promise, that Israel shall not succumb

to its foes, the positive promise that it shall acquire power

over them, vers. 14—16: "Fear not, thou worm Jacoh, thmi

petty people Israel ! I help thee, saith Jehovah ; and thy

Redeemer is the Holy One of Israel. Behold, I have made thee

a threshing-roller, a sharp one, new, with double edge. Thou

shall thresh mountains and crush them, and thou shall make

hills like chaff. Thou shall winnow them, and the wind carries

them off, and the storm scatters them ; and tho2i shall exult in

Jehovah, and hoast thyself in the Holy One of Israel," Israel,

now helplessly oppressed, is sympathetically called worm of

Jacob (^en. appos.), i.e. Jacob like a worm, perhaps not without

allusion to Ps. xxii. 6 ; for the picture of the Messiah is

enriched in these discourses, Israel itself being regarded in a

Messianic light, so that the second David does not stand

beside Israel, but is Israel's own true, inmost nature. Then

the nation is addressed as " people of Israel " in allusion to

the phrase l3Dp ''np, i.e. countable, few people, Gen. xxxiv. 3 ;

Deut. iv. 2 7 (LXX, okiyoa-TO'; ^IcrparjK ; Luther : ye poor crowd

of Israel); they now no longer form the compact mass of a

nation, the bond of the commonwealth is broken, they are

resolved into individuals scattered here and there. But it

shall not remain so : "I help thee " (perfect of certainty) is

Jehovah's solemn utterance, and the Eedeemer {redemtor.

Lev. XXV. 48 i.) of His now enslaved people is the Holy One

of Israel, whose love again and again triumphs over wrath.

But not merely will He set it free. He will endow it with

power over its oppressors ;
^"ijip?' is perfect of assurance

(Gesen. § 106. 3) ; JliK>, or according to another reading J'lto,

means a threshing-roller (Arab, naureg, ndreg), which here has

r*"? (xxviii. 2 7) along with tt'in as a by-name, and is described

as furnished (^;;3, cf. Eccles. x. 20, and on the same xii. 11) on
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the under part of the axles, which are joined by two sledge-

frames, not only with sharp, but two-edged iron (n^S'S,

reduplication, like nxBXp, xxvii. 8).^ Like such a threshing-

machine, Israel henceforth threshes and crushes mountains and

hills; here plainly a figure of lofty, powerful foes, just as wind

and storm are a figure of God's irresistible help. The enemies'

might is broken to its last remnant, whereas Israel can rejoice

and boast in its God, who is absolute being and absolute

light.

Now, indeed, the condition of His people is helpless, but its

cry for help is not in vain, vers. 1 7-2 :
" Tlbe afflicted and

the needy, who seek water and there is none, their tongue is

parched with thirst,—/, Jehovah, will answer them, I, the God

of Israel, will not forsake them. I open rivers on hare hills, and

springs in the midst of deep valleys ; I make the wilderness a

pool of water, and a land of drought gushing waters. I give

cedars in the wilderness, acacias, and myrtles, and oleasters; I
set cypresses, plane-trees, and sherhin-trees in the desert together,

that they may see and hnoiv and lay to heart and perceive together

that the hand of Jehovah has performed this, and the Holy One of

Israel created it." The wonderful change is described which

will come over the now cheerless and helpless position of the

exiles (Hendewerk, Umbreit et al.). The D"SB' (hills without

woods, as if shaven, rising sheer up in the level plain, Jer.

xii. 12), the ri^j)i^3 (ravines, at whose sides steep cliffs ascend),

"JV n? (land of glowing heat or drought, cf. Ps. Ixiii. 2), paint

the homeless state of Israel as it wanders through a burnt,

parched land, over bare heights, through waterless valleys ; cf.

with the description xliv. 3, Iv. 1. nriB'j is either pausal form

foj- nriE'3, therefore Mph. of r\m (to settle, grow shallow, dry),

or pausal form for "Of;?, therefore Kal of nB'3, with dagesh affec-

tuosum, as e.g. 'iSna, Ezek. xxvii. 1 9 ; the form >^^P^^, Jer. li.

30, may just as well be derived from r\m (after Gesen. § 67.

Anm. 11) as from nm. On the other hand, ^rtm, xix. 5, may
indeed be explained as Mph. of nriK', after the form i'Sp, i™,

but is more safely traceable to a Kal HB'J, which also seems to be

favoured by ^trns^, Jer. xviii. 4, as transposition of 'inK'3';. So

when they are near pining awaj"^, they receive an answer to

their petition ; their God opens, i.e. causes to gush forth, rivers

^ See Anderlind, Zandmrtschaft in Egypten (1889), pp. 78-80.
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on the bare hills, and springs amid the valleys ; the wilderness

is changed into a pool, and the heath of burning sand becomes

fountains of waters (D*J3 'KViDp, the tone receding with a virtual

makkeph). "What was already foretold in xxxv. 6 f. is here

re-echoed ; an image of the rich abundance of refreshing com-

fort and wondrous help, which opens in a moment before one

apparently forsaken of God. What v. 19, 20 depict is the

effect of this interposition ; no mere scanty verdure springs

up, but a wealth of noble, fragrant, shady trees, so that

the desert, where foot and eye found no resting-place, is

changed, as by a magician's wand, into a vast, well-watered,

dense grove, and shines in sevenfold glory—an image of the

many proofs of favour experienced by those who are now com-

forted. There are 4 4-3 = 7 trees ; seven is the divine in the

diversity of its unfolding (BiU. Psych, p. 2 2 9). H^ is the generic

name of the cedar ; n^B*, the acacia {Mimosa nilotica), the Egyp-

tian spina (a/cai/^a), a Hebraized name from the Egyptian schonte,

r /

scTwnti; D'ln (also South Arabian (jjuiXi, elsewhere (jwT, ^^^),

the myrtle ; p}^ T^., in distinction from H't, 17 dypie\aio<; (oppo-

site ^ iXaia, Eom. xi. 17) ;
B'ilpj the cypress, at least this by

preference, called in Arab. ., s&rv, and a eommon symbol

of a beloved one and of love ; ^ in'iri (perhaps nm, in the sense

to endure) we have translated plane, after Saadia ; "I'ltS'Kn, sher-

bin (a sort of cedar), after Saadiah and Syriac
; /. Keihuloth vii.

11, "imn is explained by K"ns (elsewhere = "ipa and DliDp,

KeBpo'i), and ilK'sn by nrop's {irv^cva, box-wood, box-tree)

;

Bosh ha-Shana 22a, and Bathra 86, -imn, by sjxti' ( = Arab.

sdg = Platanus indica), lltJ'Nn by xjaiw (i.e. Cypressus oxycedrus,

Arab. serMn = scrwin ^). The accumulated synonyms of sensu-

ous and spiritual perception in ver. 20a fiO^^ sc. of?, vcr. 22)

are meant to express the irresistibleness of the impression.

They can only regard all this, not as the work of chance and

^ From now, Hstfiz says once (ii. p. 46, ed. Brockhaus), my hancl clings

to the garment-hem of that high cypress {i.e. of God ; cf. Hos. xiv. 9).

^ If the form with , is the original, , _•, to tower up, seems to be the root-

word ; see Fleischer in Levy's Chald. Worterh. ii. 580. This tree-name is

also the old Assyrian, iurminu, mentioned beside erinu and burdsu; see

Paradies, p. 107.
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nature, but as a creation of the power and grace of their

God.

There follows now the second proof in the lawsuit, vers.

21-23 :
" Bring forward your suit, saith Jelwvah, produce your

proofs, saith the God of Jacob. Let them produce and make

hnovm what shall happen ; make ye known the first things, what

their nature, and we will carefully consider it and take notice

of its issue, or inform us of things to come. Make hjiown vjhai

is to come afterwards, and we will acknowledge that ye are gods ;

yea, do good and do evil, and we vjill measure ourselves and see

together." In the first stage Jehovah appealed, in proof of His

Godhead, to the fact that He called the conquerors of nations

on the scene of history, in this second stage, to the fact that

He alone knows and predicts the future ; there the challenge

was to the idol worshippers, here to the idols themselves ; in

both cases the two latter stand on one side, Jehovah with His

people on the other. Jehovah is intentionally called " King

of Jacob," as the tutelary God of Israel, in opposition to the

tutelary gods of the heathen. The appeal to the latter to

establish their godhead is first expressed directly in ver. 21

;

then, Jehovah uniting Himself with His people as the oppos-

ing party, indirectly in ver. 22a ; yet in ver. 22& He returns to

direct address. niDVj? (not niDSV, a wrong reading) are demon-

strations (properly rohora, cf. 6-^vpa)fiaTa, 2 Cor. x. 4 ;
""^

cf.

Mishnic DSJ'n?, to strive together), here of their knowledge of

the future. Jehovah, on His part, manifests such knowledge,

because, while threatening the heathen with destruction at the

hands of Cyrus, He has announced to His people the comfort

of redemption, vers. 8-20. Now it is the turn of the gods:

afferant et nuntient nobis quae evcntura sint. This idea of even-

tura is the cardinal one. Within this idea the choice is given

them to prove their foreknowledge of events either by announc-

ing " first things " or " coming things." These two ideas,

therefore, are species within the domain of evcntura. Con-

sequently "first things" cannot signify former predictions,

prius praedicta (Hitzig, Knobel et al.), nor the roots of

events lying back in the past (Nagelsbach). Both, first and

future, lie in the line of the future as the immediate and

' Of. Suidas : oVt« ol T^oyia/xol, demonstrations as that wliicli sustains the

assertion, that on which it rests, as the body on its bony framework.
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remoter future, or, as the term alternating with "coming-

things " says, "'in^f ni'nsn, eventura (differentiated plur. of nnx,

in distinction from rnnii.) in posterum (as inxlii. 23). It is left

to them either to declare " the first things," i.e. what is to be

realized first or next, n3n no, quae et qualia sint, what is their

nature, so that now, when their IT'ins (i.e. the issue of what is

held out) occurs, the prophetic utterance about them is verified

to careful observation, or " the coming things " (ninxb niTixn),

what is to be realized in the further future, the foretelling of

which, because without basis in the present, is far more diffi-

cult. Let them choose what they please (is from njK, like vel

from velle), yea, do good and do evil, i.e. (according to the

meaning of this proverbial phrase; cf. Zeph. i. 12 ; Jer. x. 5)

declare yourselves somehow, act one way or another, then " we

will behold one another (nyrifn like n^nnn, 2 Kings xiv. 8, 11,

with cohortative ah, which is rare with verbs T\"h, and penult.

with tone, the ah being attached without tone to the volunta-

tive Vm:, ver. 10, Ewald, § 228c) and see (nsn:!, GhetUl,

voluntative ^')))) together," namely, what the issue of the con-

flict is. Jehovah has now finished what He has to say. He
has contrasted Himself as the God of the world's history and

of prophecy with the heathen and their gods.

We now wait to see whether the idols will begin to speak

in proof of their godhead ; but there is not a word, they are

not merely silent, but they cannot so much as speak. There-

fore He breaks out in words of wrath and scorn, ver. 24 :
" Be-

hold, ye are of nothing, and your doing is of nothingness ; an

abomination is he that chooses yoih. The two !l? are partitive, as

in xl. 17, and VBNp is not a copyist's error for DStjp (Gesen.,

Hitzig, Meier, Knobel), but VSJ? from J?sx=nE) (whence "S),

njJB^ xlii. 14 (whence njjas, lix. 5), hiare, to breathe with gaping

mouth, presents itself as synon. to IJiJ,
?3n, nn.i The attri-

butive clause D33 ina'' (supply IK'S Kin) is virtual subject

(Ewald, § 33.35) : you and your doing are equal to cipher, and

whoever takes you as protectors and makes you an object of

worship is a being morally worthless.

Jehovah holds the field with the more incontestable and

1 In Karaite Hebrew yss (plur. D'J?SS) means accident, in opposition

to siiisstance, therefore what is dependent and in itself nnsuhstantial ; see

Gottlober's Critical Hist, of the Karaites (in Hebrew), Wilna 1864, p. 214.

VOL. II. L
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conclusive right as controller of history and declarer of the

future, and therefore God above all gods, ver. 25: " / have

stirred {one) up from the north, and he, came, from the sun-

rising {one) who calls on my name ; and he treads on satraps as

on mud, and as a potter who kneads clay." The object of

'nii'j;n is the one who came near on the summons of Jehovah

from the north and the east, i.e. Media and Persia (nx;i=riNy

instead of ns'l, without helping pathach), and, as the second

clause says, calls or will call on the name of Jehovah ; in

any case, qui invocahit is the sense of qui invocat : he will

call by the name or by means of the name of Jehovah (see

on xii. 4), which may mean both : to call on this name (Zeph.

iii. 9 ; Jer. x. 35), and to proclaim it (cf. Ex. xxxiii. 19,

xxxiv. 5, with the same, xxxv. 30). As to the ancestral

religion of Cyrus we know nothing certain ; we first find

acknowledgment of Ormuzd (Ahuramazda) in the inscriptions

of Darius. On the other hand, in the Assyrian Cyrus-inscrip-

tions brought to light by Sir H. Eawlinson and Mr. T. G.

Pinches, the conqueror of Babylon appears as restorer of the

Babylonian worship neglected by Nabonid, the last Babylonian

king, and as a worshipper of Merodach, the chief Babylonian

deity. Cheyne (ii. 274-280) discusses at length the con-

tradiction implied in this to the calling on " my name." The

prophet has in view Cyrus, who releases the exiles, and pro-

vides for the restoration of the temple of Jerusalem (2 Chron.

xxxvi. 23 ; Ezra i. 2). This prophecy was fulfilled; and this

attitude of Cyrus to Israel and its God, even apart from the

wording of the edict in the Chronicler, was an act of homage

done to the God of Israel and the prophet. Moreover, we

may assume that the prophet, who saw so deeply into the

future, saw more deeply into the heart of Cyrus than the

inscriptions make known. The following xa; (cf. ver. 2) de-

scribes him further as a conqueror of nations ; j^ia with accus.

frequently has the sense of hostile attack, but the comparison

tanquam lutum makes the old conjecture D.?^ (Ixiii. 6, xiv. 25)

plausible. ]iD, occurring in Ezekiel thrice and here in Isaiah

ii. once, is not the Persian ^wydvrji; in Athenaeus and modern

Persian <U:srLii, sihne, viceroy (see Gesen. Thesaurus), but the

Babylonian and Assyrian saknu (from sakdnu, to set, make),

which means deputy, here satrap? (see on x. 8) ; in I?'D, xxii. 5,
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tlie Hebrews possessed already a word that is akin in mean-

ing and derivation.

As ver. 25 goes back to the first proof against the heathen

and their gods (vers. 2—7), so now vers. 26—28 go back to

the second. As in the raising up of Cyrus Jehovah shows

Himself all-ruling, so also He shows Himself all-knowing,

vers. 26—28 :
" Who has made known from the beginning, and

%ve will acknowledge it,—and from aforetime, and we will say

:

He is in the right '? Yea, there was none that made known

;

yea, none that declared ; yea, none that heard yoior words. As
the first I said to Zion : Behold, hehold, there it is ! And to

Jerusalem I appointed a messenger of good tidings. And I
look, and there is none,—and arnong them, and there is no coun-

sellor whom I might ask, and who would give me an answer."

If one of the heathen gods announced beforehand this appear-

ance of Cyrus in the beginning of the history that has now
reached its end (B'*'"'*?, as in xlviii. 16, in relative sense; on

the other hand, in absolute sense, xli. 4, xl. 21), then will

Jehovah with His people, taught by experience, acknowledge

his godhead ;
?'=!? (supply K!in), he is just, i.e. in the right

(Kautzsch), scarcely neuter : it is just — true, for cp^ls only

occurs once (Deut. iv. 8), in the sense of Ps. xix. 10, as an

attribute of the divine ordinances and rules. But there was

none that announced it or even uttered a sound about himself,

none who had heard aught of the kind from them ;
pi? receives

here, through the context, a retrospective meaning, and the

participles, this being remembered, may also be resolved as

imperfects; the three ^s (as in xl. 24), going beyond what

was granted as possible, affirm the opposite reality. What
Jehovah denies to the idols He claims for Himself. Logically,

JIB'S") goes along with the ego in f!!? ; but we need not suppose

a hyperbaton (as in Zech. vii. 13, according to Hitzig) : primus

ego ddbo Sioni et Hierosolymis laete annunciantem : ecce ecce

ilia (de Dieu, Eosenmiiller, Meier et al.). It would be better

with v. Orelli to take Djn run as an interpolation and an ex-

clamation of the speaker. But it is still better to supply

Wps in thought as absorbed by the hurried D3n n:n. Jehovah

claims for Himself the initiative in pointing out the events

foretold by Himself and no one else
;

p^'NT is not used as

object of some one hasting beforehand with the good tidings
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(Cheyne) ; for after it has been said that what is now on foot

was known to and declared by none of the heathen gods, jik'st

applies, in keeping with the antithesis, to Jehovah, who, when

all are silent, is the first and only one who points Zion to

events declared and come to pass, and gives Jerusalem

messengers of good. Although the return home of the chil-

dren of Zion and Jerusalem is a portion of the glad tidings,

this is not so prominent in what has preceded that D3n nan

should be taken with Cheyne as a pointing with the finger to

the home-comers. The suffix of QM is neuter in meaning (of.

xlviii. 3, xxxviii. 16, xlv. 8). And the 'i^^ emphatically con-

cluding the sentence is still perhaps not a retrospective daham

(governed by the TnoN to be supplied in thought), but ex-

presses what is now going on, as s<'^.??i., 28a, also is meant of

what is taking place at present. Behold, I look round me
(voluntative in hypothetical protasis, Gesen. § 159. 2; also

Driver on the Hebrew Tenses, chap. xL), and there is no one

(who announced like things) ; and of these (the idols) there

is no counsellor (in regard to the future. Num. xxiv. 14)

whom I could consult, and who would speak to me (the

questioner). Therefore, as the raising up of Cyrus evinces

the unique power of Jehovah, so His announcement of the

deliverance of Zion and Jerusalem, which is now being

effected by Cyrus, evinces His unique knowledge.

Like the judicial transaction in ver. 24, so this confession

of Jehovah concludes with words of wrath and scorn, ver. 2 9 :

" Behold ! they are all vanity ; nothingness are their works

:

wind and barrenness their molten images." ^'T^V?^ are not the

works of the idols, but, as the parallelism shows, the works

(plural, as in Ezek. vi. 6 ; Jer. i. 16) of the idol-worshippers,

parallelism Cin''3pp (from Tip3, as in xlviii. 5 = naep, xlii. 17).

°9? n^ is an impressive asyndeton. The return to the idol-

worshippers, from whom it set out, rounds off the discourse

beautifully. The first part, vers. 1-24, contained the trial-

at-law; the second part, ver. 25 ff., recapitulates evidence

and judgment.
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Third Discourse of the First Part, XLII. 1-XLIII. 13.

The Mediator of Israel and the Saviour of the Heathen.

The " Behold " of xli. 2 9 is followed here by a second one.

With the former Jehovah passed judgment on idol-worshippers

and idols ; with the latter He introduces His servant. So

Israel is called in xli. 8 as the people chosen to be Jehovah's

servant. On this account Eeuss thinks that in what follows

I'activiti propMtique d'Israel {i.e. the true Israel's) is depicted.

So, too, the LXX, whose translation of xlii. 1—4 is set aside

in Matt. xii. 18-21 as useless, and a better one substituted.

Ver. 1 runs in the LXX : 'lawwyS o Trat? fxov, avrikri-^ofiat,

avTov' laparjK o e/cXe/cTo? /^ok, Trpoae^e^ara avjov r) yjrvyij

liov. But the Servant of Jehovah here set before us has too

pronounced individual characteristics to allow it to be taken

as a personified collective. Nor can it be the author of these

prophecies ; for what is said of this Servant of Jehovah goes

far beyond all within the range of a prophet's call or man's

power. It is therefore an ideal picture of the future—the

future Christ ; the Targum opens the translation of this dis-

course with Kn''C5'p i^3j? \xr\. But yet a connection must exist

between the national sense in which " Servant of Jehovah "

was used in xli. 8 and the personal one here. The future

Saviour is not described as the Son of David, as in chaps,

vii.—xii. and elsewhere, but appears as the embodied idea of

Israel, i.e. as its truth and reality in person. The idea of

Servant of Jehovah, to speak figuratively, is a pyramid. The

lowermost basis is the whole of Israel ; the middle section,

Israel not merely after the flesh, but after the Spirit; the

summit is the person of the Mediator of salvation arising out

of Israel. This Mediator is the centre (1) in the circle of

the kingdom of promise—the second David ; (2) in the circle

of the people of salvation—the true Israel
; (3) in the circle

of humanity—the second Adam. In these discourses, chaps,

xl.—lxvi.,.the doctrine of salvation reaches its second stage.

Israel's character as God's Servant, rooted in Jehovah's choice

and call, and exhibited in bearing and action which harmonize

with that call, is concentrated in Him, in Him alone, as its

ripest fruit. God's gracious purpose in reference to humanity.
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which was the governing force in Israel's election, is carried

by Him to full accomplishment/

Whereas the conquerors of the nations bring judgments on

the heathen, which reveal the worthlessness of idolatry, the

Servant of Jehovah by peaceful means brings them the highest

of all blessings, ver. 1 :
" Beliold my Servant, whom I uphold

;

mine elect One, in whom my soul takes delight. I have put my

Spirit upon him; lie will bring forth right to the heathen."

We must not translate "by whom I hold;" 3 'H'?? means to

lay hold of and so keep firm and upright (sustinere). nnin

•'C'b: (supply ia, which immediately precedes) is attributive

clause. The complex subject-idea reaches to TM (an inten-

sive ego) then follows the predicate : I have endowed Him
with my Spirit ; in virtue of this Spirit He will bring forth

DSB'p (absolute and therefore divine right) to the heathen, far

beyond the circle in which He moves. So the true religion is

here called, viewed on its practical side as a norm and standard

for life in all its relations, religion as a law of life, w)/io?.

How the Servant of Jehovah will act in extending right in

the non-Israelitish world is now described, ver. 2 :
" Jle will

not cry, nor lift up, nor raaJce his voice heard in the street."

If S<E'' could be taken, after Hos. xiii. 1, as carrying its object

in itself, the three predicates would form an antithesis to

vehemence, self-exaltation, and quackery. But between predi-

cates describing mode of utterance t<B>' scarcely has a different

object from T^^l, whether i^ip belongs to both, or is to be

supplied in thought to nb'\ as in iii. 7, xlii. 1 1 ; Num. xiv. 1

;

Job xxi. 12? Although He is certain of His divine calling,

and brings the best and highest gifts to the nations. His bear-

ing is calm, gentle, and meek, the precise opposite of those

lying teachers who seek to obtain repute by noise and puffing.

He seeks not Himself, and therefore empties Himself; what

He brings is its own evidence, and needs no beating of drums.

1 [On this subject see Urwiek, Servant of Jehovah (Clark); Porbes,

Servant of the Lord {G\a.Tk) ; Von Orelli, 0. T. Propheay, p. 376 (Clark);

Driver, Isaiah: Mis Life and Times, p. 149 (Nisbet) ; A. B. Davidson,

articles in Expositor, 2nd series, vol. viii. 1884 ; C. A. Briggs, Messianic

Prophecy, chap. xi. (Clark).]

^ Reifmann, Historisch-kritische Abhandlungen, Heft 1 (Vienna 1866,

p. 53), conjectures iHW\ which Cheyne approves ; JXE^ seems to me too

strong a term, and unsuitable here.
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Beneficent mildness is united with this unpretentious

bearing, ver. 3 : "A cracked reed he breaks not, nor does he

quench a glimmering wick ; he brings out right in accordance

with truth." fiST means what is cracked (xxxvi. 6), and

therefore already half-broken ; nna (a form indicating defect,

like i.i.V), what burns dimly and is near going out. The
so-called tow was used for wicks (Pliny, Hist. Nat. xix. 3 :

guod proxumum cortici fuit, stuppa appellatur, deterioris lini,

lucernarum fere luminibus aptior) ; but 'ins can neither

describe an attribute of the flax-stalk as moistened with

water, nor of the tow as not pure white, but dark in colour

;

the predicate ii||?) requires an attribute relating to the mode
of burning. Those are meant whose inner and outer life

hangs only by a slight thread and i? all but entirely gone

out. His not utterly breaking and quenching is a litotes;

the life on the point of expiring He will not only not destroy,

but save. His aim is not diroWvvai but crdt^ew. What
follows has been explained : He will bring forth right unto

truth, i.e. to full realization and abiding existence (Hengsten-

berg, Hendewerk et al.), LXX eh aXrjOeiav (for which Matt.

xii. 20 has et? z/4ko?, as if it said nS2P, Hab. i. 4, on which

Anger remarks : ad victoriam enim Kpiai-v perducit qui ad

mritatem perducit). In this form the connection between 3a

and 2>h is but loose; it becomes stricter if h be taken as

indicating the norm, as in xi. 3, xxxii. 1, in accordance with

truth. But truth is here regarded on its subjective, practical

side as the knowledge and acknowledgment of the true state

of things in the manifold' conditions of human life, a know-

ledge leading to moderation and mildness.

The figures in 3a suggest the thought that God's Servant

Himself will not fade and break, ver. 4 : "He will not burn

dim or give way (crack) until he establish right upon the earth,

and the isles wait for his Torah." As nn3*_ leans on nna nriB'S,

so does fl"'^ on fisi nap ; it is therefore not to be derived from

J*!!"!
(to run) : he will not be rash, but manage his calling with

wise prudence (Hengstenberg), but as in Eccles. xii. 6, from

}'S"Ti=J'n^ (Ges. § 67, Eem. 3), in the neuter sense infringetur

(^Pll, as in Cod. Babyl. from the first hand, cf. Ezek.

xxix. 7). His zeal will not decline, nor His strength be

broken until He has given right a firm position upon earth
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(Uy^, rponet, fut. exactum in sense). IV of the end, up to the

reaching of which something continues, the antithesis in view

being the ceasing before, not after. It is a question whether

that which follows is subordinated to the IJ? : et donee doctrinae

ejus crediderint insidae (Hitz.), or whether it forms an inde-

pendent sentence (LXX, Matt. xii. 21) with the variant

D'iJ iDB*^ for D^'S iminb. We prefer the latter. The chief

parallel is li. 5. '? ^Q] always denotes waiting for something

in the present, that it may be experienced (e.g. God and His

grace, Ps. xxxi. 24, xxxiii. 18), or something in the future,

that it may be witnessed (e.g. God's judgments or proofs of

His just rule, Ps. cxix. 43). The latter is the meaning of

immb ^ni ; it can signify nothing else than longingly (cf. the

parallel ''S "iVS, Job xxix. 23 ; n^3, Ps. cxix. 81) to wait for

His (the Servant of Jehovah's) teaching (the Torah from Zion,

ii. 3). The messenger to the heathen world will find already

a sense of need in that world. There, in the heathen world,

as supposed in these discourses as well as in St. John's

Gospel, which has so much in common with these discourses,

is a gratia praeparans ; and it is matter of fact that a cry for

redemption goes up from the whole of humanity, a longing

whose goal, although unconsciously, is the Servant of Jehovah

and His gospel.

The divine address now turns to His Servant Himself. The

latter has not merely a lofty calling, measured by the infinite

greatness of the caller ; He can also, through the infinite power

of the caller, be certain that He will not lack strength for

carrying out His calling, vers. 5-7 :
" Thus saith God, Jelwvah,

who created the heaveTis and stretched them out, who spread forth

the earth and the things growing out of it, who gave breath to

the people upon it and spirit to them that walk on it : I,

Jehovah, I have called thee in righteousness, and taken hold of

thy hand, and guarded thee, and made thee a covenant of the

people, a light of the heathen, to open blind eyes, to lead forth

captives from the prison, them that sit in darkness from the

house of confinement." The explanation of the perfect "H?*? is,

that God's speaking always stands in prior relation to its

human announcement, " God " is in prefixed apposition to

" Jehovah." We have resolved the attributive participles by
perfects, because the first three at least affirm creative acts
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done once for all. ^[}''0'\i is either to be taken as plural, after

liv. 5, Job XXXV. 10 {Michlol 14a), or perhaps more correctly,

i'lia having preceded, as singular with original quiescent ',

according to chap. v. 12, xxii. 11, xxvi. 12 (cf. also on ni^v,

i. 30). With ypT (construct of V\>?) cf. xl. 19, xliv. 24, also

Lev. xi. 7 (I'D'ti'), Ps. xc. 4 (J«?3) ; the word means to stamp,

to make broad, thin, compact ; and so to stretch, see Job

xxxvii. 18. The meaning tnepeovv (LXX), which it has in

the Syriac, is not the original one (Wellh. Proleg. p. 406),

but derived from that of condensing. The i of
0''?J'i!?,V^- (^

word common to the Book of Job and the Book of Isaiah in

all its parts), in a loosely subordinate (zeugmatic) way, joins

on to the body of the earth the vegetable world springing out

of it (cf. a similar 1 in Gen. iv. 20 ; Judg^yi. 5 ; 2 Chron. ii. 3).

HOE'S and TOT are designations of the divine creaturely life-

principle of all corporeal, or, what is the same, animated

beings. Still, notJ'J is mainly a designation of the person-

forming, self-conscious spirit of man {Bill. Psych, p. 9 4, etc.)

;

nn, on the other hand, denotes both this and the animal spirit.

Accordingly DV is the human race, as in xl. 7. What then

does Jehovah, the author of all being and life, the creator of

the heaven and the earth, say to His Servant ? I have called

Thee in righteousness (p'l^a), cf xlv. 13. 'Coming from P"iv, to

be tight, straight, p^?^ signifies the keeping of a fixed norm.

God's righteousness is the strictness with which He acts

according to His holy will. This holy will, in reference to

mankind, is a will of loving purpose, which changes into

an angry will only against the despisers of offered grace.

Accordingly, righteousness is God's attitude as directed by

His gracious purpose and plan of salvation. It means the

same as what we call in N. T. language God's holy love,

which, because it is holy, has wrath against those who

despise it for its obverse side, but for the rest deals with men
not by the law of works but the law of grace. This evan-

gelical meaning belongs to "in righteousness" here, where

Jehovah says of the Mediator of His loving purpose, that He
called Him in strict adherence to His loving will, which

^ See Ortloph's essay on the idea of pTi and tlie allied words in the

second part of Isaiah, Luth. Zeitschr. 1860, p. 401 ff.
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would have grace take the place of justice, but will display

justice of double severity against those who scornfully reject

the offered grace. The consecutio temporum is just as doubtful

here, in xlii. 6, as in xlix. 8. Both times a perfect precedes,

and it is therefore most natural to understand the following

imperfects of the contemporary past (cf. on xii. 1), which, in

addition, is natural here because of the following pTnKI (for

which also we might read the pointing P.tnxi; cf. e.g. Ps.

Ixxxi. 8) : I called Thee, and took Thee by the hand. "We

translate further : and I guarded Thee (from ivj), not, I

formed Thee, for is' in this sense is never so found alone

without more precise statement (cf. xlix. 5 ; Jer. i. 5 ; Isa.

xliv. 21), and made Thee "a covenant of the people, a light

of the heathen." These words prove decisively that the idea

of the " Servant of Jehovah " has risen in xliL 1 ff. in

comparison with xli. 8 from its national basis to a personal

culmination. All three imperfects look back from the

XDresent, when the Servant of God stands on the threshold of

performing His calling, to the time of preparation. To hold

to the national sense necessitates here artificial expedients

which refute themselves, such as that Dj? n''^3 means covenant-

people (Hitzig), mediatory nation (Ewald), which would have

required the converse n^"i3 DV, or : national covenant (Knobel),

for which appeal is made without force to Dan. xi. 28, where

^? f^^l? means not a covenant of patriots among themselves,

but the covenant-religion with its sign of circumcision, or

even that Djj is collective = d'cj; (Eosenmiiller), whereas ay

and nil), placed side by side, can only signify Israel and the

Gentiles, which is placed beyond all doubt for the present

passage by xlix. 8, cf. ver. 6. The Servant of Jehovah is

here described as He in whom and through whom Jehovah

makes a new covenant with His people in place of the old

one that has been broken, namely, the one promised in

liv. 10, Ixi. 8 ; Jer. xxxi. 31-34
; Ezek. xvi. 60 ff., xxxvii. 26.

The mediator of this covenant with Israel cannot be Israel

itself, nor (where is anything of the kind to be read ?) the

true Israel in relation to the mass, or, as Eeuss thinks, to the

human race ; on the contrary, the remnant left after the mass

is destroyed is the object of this covenant ; nor yet the body

of prophets, or a collective of any sort, which is disproved by
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the strongly personal language and the more than prophetic

work to be done. For the Servant of Jehovah is Himself the

covenant of the peoples and light of the heathen ; His person

is the bond of a new communion between Israel and Jehovah,

His person becomes the light enlightening the dark heathen

world. Thus is He the one, who is the goal and summit, to

which Israel's history tends from the first ; the one who has

realized not only all which the prophethood of Israel, but all

which its priesthood and kingdom had prepared for ; the one

who, rising out of Israel, represents Israel and all mankind,

and whose relation not only to the wide circle of the entire

nation, but also to the inner circle of its best and noblest, is

that of the heart which animates and the head which governs

the body. What Cyrus does is nothing more than to put the

idolatrous nations in terror and set free the exiles. But the

Servant of Jehovah opens blind eyes (namely, of the spirit, as

in xxix. 18), brings captives out of the prison, dwellers in

darkness out of the prison-house (iO^ n"'a=i<73n nu, Xeri

s<!iP3n, Jer. xxxvii. 4, lii. 31). He brings out of darkness

into light, which according to 65 is meant to refer not only

to Israel (xlix. 8 f.), but also to the heathen. He is the

Eedeemer of all who need redemption and long for salvation.

Jehovah pledges His name and honour that this work of

Jehovah's Servant will find accomplishment, ver. 8 :
" I am

Jehovah; this is ray name, and my honour I give not to

another, nor my glory to idols." This is His name, declaring

the uniqueness of His being and recalling the displays of His

love, power, and grace from of old (cf. Ex. iii. 13); He who
bears this name cannot permanently endure that the glory

due to Himself should be transferred to sham gods.

First the overthrow of idolatry, next the restoring of Israel

and conversion of the heathen,—this is the double work of

Jehovah's zeal already in course of being done, ver. 9 :
" The

first things, behold, they have come to pass, and new things I
am announcing ; tefore they shoot forth, I tell you of them."

The "first things" are the appearance of Cyrus, and the

national commotions occurring therewith,—events which in

these discourses, not merely form the starting - point of

prophecy, but also themselves appear as exactly foreknown

and foretold by Jehovah. The " new things " which Jehovah
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now foretells before their visible development (xliii. 19), are

the appearance of the Servant of Jehovah, the restoring of

Israel, for which the defeat of their oppressors clears the

way, and the conversion of the heathen, to which God's

glorifying of Himself in His people gives the impulse.

The prophecy of these " new things " now following looks

away from human mediation. They appear as Jehovah's

own work, and first the overthrow of His enemies who held

captive His people, vers. 1 0—1 3 :
" Sing ye to Jehovah a new

song, his praise from, the end of tlie earth ; ye traversers of the

seas and its fulness ; ye islands and their inhabitants. Let

the wilderness and its cities hreak into song, the hamlets which

Kedar inhabits ; let the inhabitants of the rock-city exult, cry

out from the top of the hills. Let men give glory to Jehovah

and proclaim his praise in the islands. Jehovah will go forth

like a hero, like a man of war kindle (his) zeal ; he will break

out into a battle-cry, a piercing battle-cry, show himself valiant

on his foes." The " new things " become the impulse and

matter of " a new song," such as was never yet heard in the

heathen world. This entire group of verses is like a variant

of xxiv. 14 f. The glance sweeps away to the utmost

circumference of the earth, and thence moves backwards,

where he encounters the D'^^ "'liiV i.e. those who traverse theT- " : i'

surface of the sea lying below the continent. These are to

sing; and everything living and moving in the sea (}^V^,

Ps. xcvi. 11) is to join in the song of the voyagers. The

lands, too, washed by the sea, along with their inhabitants,

are to sing. Having drawn these into the net of thanks-

giving, the call moves towards the interior of the land: let

the wilderness and its cities, the hamlets inhabited by Kedar

lift up (Q^ip, their voice). "What cities are meant is shown
by way of example by the mention of J?^p, the rock-city of

Edomite Nabataea, Wddi Musa, famous still for its splendid

ruins (cf. xvi. 1) ; its inhabitants are to climb the steep hills

by which the city is surrounded, and raise a shout of joy

0";^1, to raise a piercing cry, cf. xxiv. 11). Along with the

cities the settled Arabs are summoned, who are still called

Hadariya, in distinction from the Wabariya, the nomad
Arabs ; hada.r, ivn, is a fixed dwelling in opposition to ledu

of the desert, where the tents are pitched for a time, now here
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now there. In ver. 1 2 the summons is made universal

;

the subject is the heathen altogether and everywhere ; they

are to give glory to Jehovah (Ps. Ixvi. 1), and proclaim His

praise in the islands, i.e. to the utmost parts of the heathen

world. Ver. 13 gives the reason of the summons, and the

theme of the new song in praise of the God of Israel : His

victory over His foes, the foes of His people. The picture

is brilliant and bold. Jehovah marches forth like a hero to

the fight, and like " a man of war," who has already fought

many battles, and is therefore practised in war. He stirs up
" zeal " (see on ix. 6). His zeal has slept, so to speak, a long

time, as though buried under ashes; now He wakes it up

and kindles it into a clear flame, ava^wirvpel. Marching to

the attack. He breaks out into a cry (V^i;), yea, raises a

piercing shout, n"'ns;;-fiK (transitive Hiph. of nns, Zeph. i. 14,

to cry in shrill tones). In 1330'. lU^K"?!? we see Him engaged

in fight and showing Himself a strong hero (launn, only again

in the Book of Job). The defeat which Jehovah here inflicts

on heathendom is the final and decisive one. The deliver-

ance of Israel, now nearing its accomplishment, is deliverance

both from the punishment of exile and all the misery of sin.

The post-exilian and the N". T. period flow into one.

The punishment has now endured long enough ; it is time

for Jehovah to bring forth the salvation of His people,

ver. 14: "/ have kept silence exceedingly long, was still,

restrained m/yself ; now like a travailing woman I hreathe

again, pant and gasp at once." The standpoint of these

discourses has the exile in great part behind it. It has

indeed only lasted some decades of years, but to Jehovah's

love for His people this time of forbearance to its oppressors

is already eternity (r^'^V), see Ivii. 11, Iviii. 12, Ixi. 4, Ixiii.

18 f., Ixiv. 4, cf. 10 f.). He has been silent, was still, did

violence to Himself, like Joseph, Gen. xliii. 31, that He might

not fall into tears. Love urged Him to deliver His people,

but justice was compelled to go on punishing. In place of

the imperfects governed by ''n'.B'nn, next appear imperfects

with future meaning. They are not to be understood of the

fierce breathing and panting of a warrior inflamed with wrath

and eager for conflict (Knobel), and 0^^ is not to be derived

from ODE'j with erroneous comparison of Ezek. xxxvi. 3
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(Hitzig, Hendewerk), which means not to lay waste, but to be

waste (see Hitzig on Ezek. xxxvi. 3), but from D^'j, akin to

3E'3, fiB'3, B'£)3. To the figure of the hero, that of the travail-

ing woman is added, nya is short breathing (with closed

glottis) ; om, the panting of violent inspiration and expiration

;

^f<f, the longing for relief pressing on the burden of the womb.

ID] expresses the intermingling of all these struggles of labour-

pains : something great, with which Jehovah was long preg-

nant, is to be born.

The birth takes place, the world of nature at the same

time undergoing a transformation which subserves the work

of the future, ver. 15: " / lay waste mountains and hills, and

all their herhage I dry up ; and I turn rivers into islands, and

lakes I dry up." Jehovah's panting in labour is His almighty,

burning wrath, which turns mountains and hills as it were

into ruinous heaps, burns up the grass, condenses rivers into

islands, and makes lagoons dry, i.e. turns into a desert the

land of foreigners, in which Israel has been kept captive, but

at the same time removes the hindrances to His people's

return, thus converting the present form of the world into an

utterly opposite one, which reveals His righteousness in wrath

and love. As ''V denotes a ship as a dry point on the waters,

so ''S (cf. xl. 15) denotes an island as habitable land amid or

on the waters ; the Targum word for Qiis is iJ33 (Assyrian

nagi), tract of land, especially in or on waters (see Cheyne on

xl. 15).

The great event which takes effect by means of such

catastrophes is His people's deliverance, ver. 16:" And I
lead the Mind hy a way which they know not ; in steep

paths which they know not I make them walk, and turn

dark places into light hefore them, and rugged places into

plain. These are the things which I perform and neglect

not." The blind are they whom transgression and wicked-

ness have robbed of power of spiritual sight. The unknown
ways in which Jehovah leads them (^yii^) are the ways of

redemption known to Him alone, and now revealed in the

fulness of times. '^f^P (Baer without reason : ^B'np) is the

present state of hopeless misery, and D^^i?!?? the hindrances

and dangers met with everywhere in strange lands. The

grace of Jehovah helps the blind, scatters the darkness.
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removes all hindrances and obstacles. " These are the

things " points back to the several incidents referred to

of Jehovah's twofold revelation in judgment and grace.

The perfects of the attributive sentence are perfects of

certainty.

Following these up, ver. 17 says what effect this twofold

revelation will produce among the heathen :
" They go hack,

are deeply put to shame—they who trust in carved images,

they who say to the molten image : Thou art our God." HB'a

takes the place of an infin. intens. ; cf. Hab. iii. 9. Jehovah's

glorious deeds of judgment and deliverance unmask the mock
gods to the deep confusion of their worshippers. False

worships thus falling, Israel's redemption becomes the re-

demption of the heathen. With this the first half of the

third discourse closes.

The thought uniting the second half with the first lies in

ver. 16, "And I lead the blind by a way." It is the blind

whom Jehovah will bring into the light of freedom, the blind

who draw down on themselves not merely His sympathy but

also His displeasure, for it is their own fault that they do

not see. To them the summons goes forth to free them-

selves from the ban lying upon them, ver. 18: " Hear, ye

deaf; and ye tlind, look up in order to see ! " ^''PlU^ and

^''"l??''!! (such is the pointing here and in 2 Sam. v. 6, 8,

according to the Masora ') are vocatives with article,

Gesen. § 126. 2, e. t3''3n and nsn are related to each

other as aim and accomplishment, Ixiii. 15 ; Job xxxv. 5
;

2 Kings iii. 14, and often, and interchange with VVj; npa

and nsn, which are related to each other as design and

effect.

Who these self - chosen deaf and blind are, and how
necessary this waking up, ver. 1 9 says :

" Who is blind

except my servant, and deaf like my messenger whom I send ?

Who is Hind like God's trusted one, and blind like the servant

of Jehovah ? " The first double question says that Jehovah's

servant and messenger is blind and deaf beyond comparison.

The question is repeated, content with the one predicate

1 This expressly says : prinsi |"ST p'DD ^3, omnes eaeci raphati d

patachati, or psnp K"13y pnriD N'"DD (i-e. Dniyn, and on the other

hand D'lajfn) ; cf. Frensdorff, Masora magna, p. 1346.
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" blind," which involves everything, and with " Servant of

Jehovah," returning to the beginning. DpB'p means neither

the perfect one (Vitriuga, after Symmachus) nor one paid for,

i.e. purchased (Kosenm.), but one befriended or trusted (cf.

the Soph., Job v. 23); the Arabic muslim, one devoted to

God, after which Cheyne translates "the surrendered one," is

allied to Aramaic oTp^, tradere} It is impossible not to be

reminded by " my servant whom I send " of xlii. 1 ff., where

the Servant of Jehovah is set forth as a messenger to the

heathen. The Servant of Jehovah is everywhere Israel.

But because Israel is viewed now in regard to the mass

which ignores its calling, now in regard to the kernel which

is faithful to it, now in regard to the One in whom Israel

reaches the summit of its destiny, the most diverse things

may be af&rmed of the one homonymous subject. Here the

idea returns from its culmination to its lowermost base, and

the Servant of Jehovah is reproved and rebuked because of

the glaring contradiction between his conduct and calling, his

reality and idea. Farther on, again, we shall find the idea

of the Servant of Jehovah involved in this systole and

diastole. It consists of two concentric circles with a common
centre. The connecting link between Israel in the broadest

and in the personal sense is the inner circle of Israel after

the spirit.

The reproach, affecting Israel d, potiori, now goes farther,

vers. 20—22 :
" Thou hast seen much and yet preservest (it)

not; opening the cars, he yet hears not. Jehovah was well

pleased for his righteousness' sake : he gave a Torah great

and glorious. And yet it is a people robbed and plundered,

snared in holes all together, and in hoicses of confinement they

are hidden; they are become a prey, and there is none to

rescue; a booty, and there is none to say. Give back again!"

In ver. 20 "thou" and "he" alternate, like "they" and
" you " in i. 29, " I " and " he " in xiv. 30. The n\^-), point-

ing back to the past, is to be retained ; the Keri reads nlsn

(infin. abs., like ninC', xxii. 13; niny, Hab. iii. 13), thus

making the two halves of the verse uniform. Israel has

seen many and great things without preserving them, and
the admonitions they conveyed ; opening the ears, namely, to

1 See Joh. Delitzsch, De Inspiratione (1872), p. 7 s.
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urgent preaching, it yet hears not, i.e. it hears and yet hears

not,, i.e. it hears only outwardly without receiving inwardly.

What is principally thought of in ver. 20 is shown in

ver. 21. K?'^ is here followed by the imperf. instead of

by p with infin., like the perfect in liii. 10; Gesen. § 120. \l.

Jehovah was pleased for His righteousness' sake, which is

here regarded as a dispensing of grace according to purpose,

to make great and glorious the nnin, the instruction, teaching,

revelation which He gave His people. The Sinaitic law is

first of all and chiefly meant, and the verbs relate, not to the

solemnity of the promulgation, but to the wealth and lofti-

ness of the contents. But how glaring the contradiction in

which Israel's present condition stands to these gracious acts

and purposes of its God ! The mediate thought expressed in

Hos. viii. 126, that this condition is the penalty of unfaith-

fulness, is easily supplied. The infin. abs. nan is that of

vivid description, as in xxii. 13 ; Hahn, Nagelsbach, Breden-

kamp : they all pant {Miph. of H'lQ) in holes ; Q?3 with infin.

dbs. might certainly be also subject, but nsn is perhaps

infin. abs. of a denominative Jliphil nan, " to snare " (from

ns, snare, trap, and Si^th. denom., to put in snares= bonds;

cf. Assyr. pihu, to shut up). D''")'in|i is plur. of nin, hole,

xi. 8 (=js- from ji., cf. ^U-, to pierce through), parallel with

the double plur. D''^<b^ "'fi3, houses of detention, sing, ^5p^ fT'S,

Assyr. htt Mli. The entire nation in all its members is as it

were put in bonds, and shut up in prisons of every kind,

—

an allegorical picture of the homelessness and bondage of

the exile,—and no one remembers to demand it back (2B'n =

Styn, as in Ezek. xxi. 35, here pausal form).

If they ceased to be deaf to this crying contradiction, they

would see therein with penitence a well-deserved punishment

from God, vers. 23-25 :
" Who amoncf. you will give heed to

this, attend and hearhen hereafter i Who gave up Jacob to

plundering, and Israel to the spoilers ? Was it not Jehovah,

against whom we sinned? And they would not walk in Ms

ways, nor hearken to his Torah. Then he 'poured upon them his

flaming wrath and violence of furious war ; and this set him

on fire round about, and he perceived not ; it set him ablaze,

and he laid it not to heart." The question of ver. 23 has not

VOL. n. M
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the force of a negative sentence : none does this (Hahn), but

of a wish: Would that yet, as la 2 Sam. xxiiL 15, xv. 4;

Gesen. § 151. 1. D32 'p = quis vestrum ; "P, "? in Semitic,

just like IB'?, does not admit a governed genitive. If they

had an inner ear for the contradiction, in which Israel's

condition stands to its calling and former experiences of grace,

and renounced for the future their previous deafness, this

must needs lead to the insight and confession expressed in

ver. 24. For nowb (nmro like nsib'a, chap. v. 5; ^Wp,

xviL 9) the KeH reads nDB'p, as in ver. 22. The national

names Jacob and Israel follow each other here as in xxix. 23,

xl. 27 (cf. xll 8, where this reversal was unsuitable). !ir goes

with ib in the meaning cui ; the athnach stands before !it

(he against whom), as in Jer. xli. 2 before "ifX (Wickes,

Prose Accents, p. 32). In "we sinned" the prophet joins

himself with the exiles. The following objective statement

applies to former generations, which sinned without restraint

until the measure was full, '^'h^ takes the position of object

to 'las (see i. 17), like the infin. abs. in i. 16 f.; cf. Prov.

XV. 12 ; Job ix. 18, xiii. 3 ; the more usual phrase would be

n-?^?" or no!? ; the inverted order of the words makes the state-

ment more energetic. In ver. 25 the genitive combination

ias npn is avoided, perhaps to secure the alliteration npn

npnbp ; either npn is accus. of object, and isi'< an appended

statement of that of which the flame consisted, or accus. of

more precise definition = npna, Ixvi. 15. The pouring out is

also joined in the way of zeugma with the " violence of war."

The nan^D next becomes subject. The war-fury raged to no

purpose ; Israel was not brought to reflection.

With " and now " the tone of the discourse suddenly

changes. The leap from rebuke to comfort is significant.

It intimates that no merit of works intervenes between what

Israel is and is to be ; it is God's free grace which comes to

meet it, xliii. 1, 2 :
" And'now thus saith Jehovah thy Creator,

Jacob, and, thy Malicr, Israel : Fear not, for I have redeemed

thee, I have called thee by name ; thou art mine. When thou

walkest through waters, I am with thee, and through rivers, they

shall not drown thee ; when thou walkest in the Ji/re, thou shalt

not be scorched, and the flame shall not burn thee." The

infliction of punishment has lasted long enough. Now again.
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as intimated ia " and now," the love hitherto hidden behind

wrath recovers its prerogative. He who created and formed

Israel, giving to Abraham the son of promise, and causing

the seventy of the family of Jacob in Egypt to grow into a

nation, will also guard and preserve it ; He bids it be of good

cheer, for their previous history gives them security for this.

The perfects after ''3, lb, differ from the encouraging futures

of ver. 2 in being retrospective. ^"'fi?i<|i looks back to Israel's

redemption from Egypt ;
^pB'? ''^"''^1?) to its calling to be

Jehovah's peculiar people, who therefore calls it ''^'^PP,

xlviii. 12. The assistance of its God also arms Israel here-

after against the destructive power of the most hostile

elements, and carries it safely through dangers apparently

beyond remedy (cf. Ps. Ixvi. 12; Dan. iii. 17, 27; and

respecting iD3=np3^ Philippi, Ueber den Status constr. p. 7).

With " for " this promise is justified, vers. 3, 4 :
" For 7,

JeJwvah, am thy God ; (T) the Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour ;

I give up Egypt as ransom for thee, Ethiopia and Seba in thy

stead. Because thou art dear in my eyes, honourable, and I love

thee, I give up men in thy stead and nations for thy life."

Like " Jehovah," so " Holy One of Israel " also is in apposition

to " I," whose force continues. The preterite ''Jjinj, as ]^^], 4&,

shows, only affirms a fact completed as regards decree, ifs,

XvTpov, is properly covering, then a gift covering (guarding)

from an evil afflicting or threatening one, especially the

expiation- or ransom -money paid to obtain release from

guilt contracted, Xvrpov. O'lyp, tyw and N3p (xlv. 14), are

the Egyptian, Nubian, and Ethiopic population of north-

eastern Africa in the bed of the lower and upper Nile. The

fact that Cambyses conquered Egypt, and not Cyrus, who had

this in view (Her. i. 153), and to whom only one story

referred it (Xen. Cyr. viii. 6. 20 : Xi<yeTai KaraaTpi'^aadai

AiyvTTTov), does not destroy the truth of the promise. Enough

that Egypt and the neighbouring territories were subdued by

the new Persian empire, and served as a substitutionary

ransom for Israel in so far as the latter recovered its lost

freedom through that empire. Jehovah's dealing with Israel

in this way, according to the principle expressed in Prov. xi. 8,

xxi. 18, rests on His free love as its motive. l^'^P signifies

here, not ex quo tempore, but = ""K'^ ''HfP, Ex. xix. 1 8

;
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Jer. xliv. 23 ; for if it indicated the term, a quo, a more

definite statement of the fact of election would follow. The

personal pronoun 'Jl<1 is introduced because of the change of

persons. iRKl is better than ''Jinjl, because >r\n came before in

a somewhat different sense. r\m has here throughout a proper

substitutionary meaning.

The encouraging " Fear not " is now resumed, to justify it

by new reasons, vers. 5-7 :
" Fear not, for I am ivith thee ; I

Irinff thy seed from the east, and I will gather thee from the

west ; I will say to the north : Give up, and to tlu, south : Keep

not lack ! Bring my sons from far and my daughters from the

end of the earth, all which I called hy my nume and created for

my glory, which I formed, yea, completed." That Jehovah is

with Israel will be shown by His bringing about its complete

restoration from every quarter of heaven ; cf. the diaspora-

lands in every direction already named by Isaiah, xi. 11 f.

Jehovah's word of command goes forth to north and south

to give up, and not keep back, their unrighteous possession,

and to restore His sons and daughters (cf. the similar

change of gender, xi. 12). The help rendered to the exiles,

and guidance of them, on the part of the heathen are here

intimated, xiv. 2. The names of the four quarters of the

heaven, as designations of the winds (Cant. iv. 16) and parts

of the earth, are feminine. In ver. V the object is more

precisely defined from the standpoint of sacred history. The

three synonyms emphasize the power, freeness, and wealth of

the grace with which Jehovah called Israel into existence, in

order to glorify Himself in it and to be glorified by it. They

form a climax, for ""la means to produce anew ; i^J, to give

shape to what is produced ; HE'V, to perfect it ; thus creavi,

formavi, perfeci.

There follows now the third turn of the second half of this

discourse. It strikes back to the beginning of the first turn

(" Hear, ye deaf ; and ye blind, look up in order to see "), the

summons going forth for some one to bring forth the Israel

that has eyes and ears, and yet sees not and hears not ; and,

on the other hand, the peoples are all to assemble, this time

for the purpose, not of convincing the peoples, but Israel,

vers. 8—1 :
" Bring forth a blind people having eyes, and

deaf and yet having ears ! All ye heathen, assemUe yourselves
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together, and let the peoples le gathered ! Wlio among them,

can announce such things ? Andformer things let them declare ;

let them produce their witnesses and be justified; let them

hear and say : True ! Ye are my witnesses, saith Jehovah, and

my servant whom I have chosen, that ye may know and helieve

me and understand, that I am he; lefore me no God was

formed, and after me shall he none." v.'')^n signifies here, not to

bring out of the exile, as in Ezek. xx. 34, 41, xxxiv. 13

(Hitzig et al.),—^the names by which Israel is here called do

not suggest bringing out in this sense,—but to bring to the

place of judicial trial (Gesen., Meyer, Knobel). It is imper.

instead of N?rtn or ^TJ}, like ftxp, Ps. Ixxvii. 2 ;
i^ain, xciv. 1.

On the other hand, all the heathen are to be present in mass

;

W3i5: is here, as in Joel iii. 11, of. Jer. 1. 5, imperative form

for ^"^^PJ}, an anomaly explained away by Driver, § 20 ; Ed.

Konig, § 22. 4, etc., and also doubted by Gesen. - Kautzsch,

§ 51, Anm. 3 ; Green, § 91^; but, as Cheyne also acknowledges,

undeniably attested.^ With 9b begins the proof by Jehovah

of His divine right : who among the gods can announce this

= such things as the restoration of Israel, which I announce.

To prove that they can, let them declare former things, former

actual events foretold by them ; let them produce witnesses of

such former prophecies, and so prove themselves gods, namely,

by these witnesses hearing their statement and attesting its

truth. The subject to "let them hear" is the witnesses

(Hitzig, Knobel) ; let them hear the point in question, and if

they can, confirm the prophetic powers of the gods. In the

connection " and let one " would also suit (Luther, Gesen.,

Nagelsb. et al.), but the indefinite " one " in the midst of verbs

with definite subject is unnatural. Whereas now the gods,

because dumb and dead, cannot call witnesses for themselves,

and none among the assembled multitudes can come forward

as a witness in their favour, Jehovah can appeal to His

people, who have proofs in abundance that He has infallible

knowledge of the future. It is generally supposed that " and

my Servant" is a second subject: you aud especially my
Servant whom I have chosen ;

" my Servant " = the kernel of

1 The case is similar to the quite incredibly anomalous inf. constr. Hiph.

^iDpn for ij'Dpn, Num. xxi. 35 ; Deut. vii. 24 ; Jer. 1. 34.
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the people, in the mass but not of it. Nevertheless the

following sentence of purpose favours the unity of the subject-

idea, and why should not "and my Servant" be a second

predicate ? The apostrophe " you " applies to the people

capable of seeing and hearing, and yet blind and deaf, which

is led out to the forum, ver. 8. You, says Jehovah, are my
witnesses and are my servant whom I chose ; I can appeal to

you as to what I have enabled you to see and hear, and to

the relation in which I have graciously placed you to myself,

that (i5??p) you may come to reflect how great the difference

between what you have in your God and what the heathen

have in their idols. He is " He " (original passage, Deut.

xxxii. 39), i.e. absolutely and exclusively God, and, what this

testimony to Himself implies, in a personal way. In other

words. He is the sole realization of the idea of God inherent

in human consciousness, and He is this eternally (ef. on xli. 4),

His being has no beginning and no end, so that no other

being with divine claims and character could precede or

follow Him. The gods of the heathen are fictions of

fancy.

The discourse now closes, setting forth once more the

object and the security of faith, vers. 11—13: "I, I am
Jehovah, and heside me there is no Saviour. I, I have

announced and hrought salvation, and made known, and there

was no strange God among yoM. And ye are my witnesses,

saith Jehovah, and I am God. Also from to-day on I am he,

and none can deliver out of my hand ; I act, and who can

reverse it?" The proper name "Jehovah" is used in ver. 13

as a designation of essence : I and no other am He who
prove my existence by acts and by redeeming acts. Jehovah's

manifestations of Himself in former history give security for

the approaching deliverance ; the two synonyms wsn and
injjDB'n have 'nVB'in between them : He announced salvation,

brought salvation, and in new affliction ever proclaimed new
salvation. If we erase TiV'tdm as mistakenly written after

•'nywni, and then not struck out (Cheyne), the object is

wanting which TijJB'ini yields on both sides. If it were

said further ir D33 ^^';^-xi^1, the meaning would be, that

the God who so attests Himself as living was no stranger

among them ; but it runs IT D23 psi, there was no strange
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second god among them (Deut. xxxii. 16, cf. above, xvii. ] 0)

who had revealed himself in similar manner or given any sign

of life. They themselves must confess this, and consequently

(l as to meaning ergo, as in xl. 18, 25) He, and He exclusively,

is God. Also from now He is so, i.e. He and only He
exhibits the divine essence and life. Qi'O is not = Di^ DiTiD

inde a quo dies h. e. tempus existit (LXX, Jerome, Hitzig et al.)

;

both " also " and the imperfect PVS^? (I act) require the mean-

ing certified by Ezek. xlviii. 35 : from the day, from now
(synon. Di''"''_3Ei?, xlviii. 7). The final words intimate that the

salvation foretold comes in the way of judgment. Jehovah

will effectually intervene; and when He does this,who can turn

it back, so that it shall not be done ? The discourse dies away

like the burden of Babylon with its epilogue in xiv. 27.

Fourth Discourse of the First Part, XLIII. 14-XLIV. 5.

Vengeance, Deliverance, and the Outpouring of the Spirit.

Closely following up the previous discourse, the present

one begins with the dissolution of the Chaldean empire, vers.

14, 15: " Thus saith Jehovah your Redeemer, the Holy One of

Israel : For your sakes I liave sent to Babylon, and will hurl

them all down in flight, and the Chaldeans into the ships of

their rejoicing. I, Jehovah, am your Holy One; (I), Israel's

Creator, your King." Hitzig reads ni'jsa, and translates

:

" And I sank the exulting of the Chaldeans in groaning
;

"

Ewald also corrects 14a: "And I turn their guitars into

groans, and the Chaldeans' rejoicing into sighs." We have no

taste for such un-Hebraic bombast. Just as little is ^''nna

(LXX (pevyovra'i) to be changed into Cnina (Jerome, veetes),

as, e.g., Umbreit :
" And I make all their bars " (which would

require "''"''la-i'S) " fall down, and the Chaldeans who rejoice

in their ships " (bdffnniyyoth). All these changes give no help.

For your sakes, Jehovah says,

—

i.e. to release you from bond-

age,—I have sent to Babylon, namely, the instruments for

executing my judgments (xiii. 3),^ and will hurl Cpllifi], perf.

» In the Talmud (as also in several MSS.) we have the pointing Tin^BN

after which Aben Ezra, and at last AbraVanel, also interprets ; and this
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consec, stating the end of the means already set in motion)

them all down as fugitives (D''n''n3, with unchangeable

Kamctz=larrihim), thus in hurried flight, namely, the 7ra/i-

fiiKTO's 0-xXo^ of this imperial mart (see xiii. 14, xlvii. 15);

and the Chaldeans, including them also, settlers there from

ancient days, into the ships {hooniyyoth, as in Prov. xxxL 14)

of their rejoicing, i.e. which had hitherto been the object of

their exultant pride and joy. It would be possible also to

render " ships of their wailing," 003"!, as in Jer. xiv. 12 ; Ps.

cvi. 44 (Weir, Cheyne), i.e. which are then filled with wailing

;

but the genitive combination is against this acceptation.

Herodotus (i. 194) describes the freight-ships discharging in

Babylon ; and we know elsewhere also that the Chaldeans

navigated not only the Euphrates, but also the Persian Gulf,

and also used Phoenician-built ships for purposes of war.

T"iin might indeed of itself mean " to hurl to the ground

"

(Ps. Ivi. 8, lix. 12), but the mention of the ships shows that

2 T'lin (cf. Ixiii. 14) is to be joined together, and that a

general driving down to the southern coast by land and water

is meant. In thus sweeping strangers and home-bom from

Babylon into the sea, Jehovah proves what, according to

ver. 1 5, He is in Himself and in His relation to Israel ; ''J^^ is

to be repeated here in 15& by way of supplement, as in 3a.

The Church which calls on Him as the Holy One, the people

which lets Him rule as King over them, cannot long remain

despised and enslaved.

There follows a second part of the picture of deliverance,

the phrase "for your sakes" being expanded, vers. 16-21:
" Thus saith Jehovah, who makes a road through the sea and a

'path through the rushing waters ; who brings forth chariot and

steed, army and heroes,—they lie down together, they never arise

;

they have flickered away, are quenched like a wick ;
—Remember

not ancient things, nor bring to mind things of former times !

Behold, I work out a Tiew thing, even now it shoots up ; will you

not witness it ! Tea, I make a road through the desert, rivers

through wastes. The beasts of the field shall praise me, wild

dogs and ostriches; for I give waters in tJie desert, rivers in

wastes, to give drink to my people, my elect. The people, vihich

passage is quoted among the proof-texts for the position : i^j{}» Qipo ^33
Cnoj; T\T2^T\ nnb ^Nlt:'''. So Megilla 29a, jer. Taanith L Hal. 1, g. E.
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I formed for myself, they shall recount my praise." What
Jehovah says begins with ver. 1 8. Meanwhile He is described

as the Deliverer from Egypt, for the deliverance from Egypt

is the type and pledge of the expected deliverance from

Babylon. The participles must not be rendered qui dedit . . .

eduxit ; from Jehovah's mighty acts of old general attributes

are deduced : He who, as He once proved, makes a road in

the sea. The sea with the " rushing waters " was the Eed
Sea, Neh. ix. 11. The WV rhyming with D'Dl is a concrete,

as in Ps. xxiv. 8 (secondary form of 1133) : army, and heroes

at its head. " Who brings forth " does not go on in the form :

" and who suddenly destroys them ; " we are transported into

the midst of the scene of destruction. In " they lie down "

we see them entering the sleep of death, in which they remain

without hope (xxvi. 14) ; the cadence 133 nriB'sa is iambic, as

in Judg. V. 27. The admonition of ver. 18 does not refer to

entire forgetfulness and non-attention (see, on the other hand,

xlvi. 9), but they are to look more forwards than backwards

;

the new thing, which Jehovah is working out, outshines the

old, and is worthy of undivided, most eager observation. Of

this new thing it is said : now it shoots up. Whereas in

xlii. 9, in the domain of the future itself, " the first things
"

and " the new things " were distinguished, and it might be

said of the latter that it has not yet sprung up, here the entire

divine work of the new age is called " a new thing," and

opposed to " the first things," events of old ; so that, since the

first of these new things has already happened (1!<3^ xlii. 9),

and only the last one yet remains, it may be said of the latter

that it is shooting up just now (nnj?, as in xlviii. 7). In close

connection with this, <}'^)i'^J) ^'hn (the same verbal form with

suff. as in Jer. xiii. 7) signifies, not : will you not then observe

it (Eiickert, Ewald), but : will you not= truly will you not

have experience of it? With "yea," 196, the substance of

the " new thing " is unfolded : it is the last of a rich series

of miracles. 1^ affirms that, among other things, Jehovah

will especially do what follows. He transforms the pathless,

waterless desert, that His elect one, the people of God, may
pass through safely and without suffering ; at the same time

this miraculous act of grace will be for the good of the animal

world (see respecting names of animals on xiii. 21 £, and
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Kohler on Mai. I 3) ; tlieir rejoicing cries are unconscious

praise of Jehovah. The prophet has not only a sympathizing

heart for the sorrows of the human world, but also (as in Joel

i. 20) an open ear for the groans of creation.

In ver. 2 1 the promise concludes in a generalized form

:

the people which (^r, personal and relative,^ Gesen. § 34) I

formed for myself, these will abundantly relate in what

respects and how I have glorified myself in them,—His glory,

not the merit of their own works, for there is absolutely

nothing that could give them a claim to reward, not even

ceremonial acts of worship ; on the contrary, nothing but the

guilt of heavy transgressions, vers. 22-24: "And thou hast

not called upon me, Jacob, that thou shouldst have wearied

thyself foo' me, Israel ! Thou hast not Irought me sheep of

thy lurnt-offerings, nor honoured me with thy sacrifices ; I have

not burdened thee ivith meat-offerings, nor harassed thee with

incense. Thou hast not bought me sweet cane for silver, and

with fat of thy sacrifices thou hast not sated me ; nay, thou hast

wearied me with thy sins, harassed me with thy misdeeds. It is

not the entire previous worship of Israel which is here treated

as if non-existent, because heartless and hypocritical (Stier)

;

the words apply to the people of the exile. The reproach

begins with prayer, to which worship was reduced, the law

not permitting sacrifice outside the Holy Land (fivh nsin)

;

the personal pronoun '•nN stands first with emphasis instead

of the suffix, as if it were said : Israel may have applied itself

to call on other gods, but not on Jehovah. The following '3=

ut, xxix. 16, Hos. i. 6, or ''3^J', 2 Sam. xxiii. 10: adeo ut

laborasses me colendo. They are next reminded that they have

brought no sacrifices, because in a foreign land this duty fell

away of itself, with the self-denial it involved. The form

nx''3n (as in Num. xiv. 31) has in view the pronunciation

riN"'3n (cf. the pronunciation standing between the two in

2 Kings xix. 25). First come the burnt-offerings, expressing

adoration, with the sheep, suggestive of the morning and evening

sacrifice. There follow the sacrifices, expressing the ratifica-

* The pointing joins togetlier VT'a^ by Makheph (as in Ps x. 2, lii. 8,

by means of a conjunctive accent), explained therefore here as elsewhere

:

" the people then I have formed for myself ;
" in our view, DP should be

accented with Yetluh, if with Munach.
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tion of friendly relations (ni^E') with God: 'sfrinpri^Tnatni, as

nDn=ncn2, xlii. 25. "Tat," ver. 24, alludes to the pieces of

fat which came to the altar from the peace-offerings. Then

come the meat-offerings, expressing desire for Jehovah's bless-

ing, of which a fragment, along with all the incense, the

so-called memorial part (^"^3?^ from i?J, in the sense of "'^s?'?,

like i^jn^. Job xiii. 1 7, from nin, in the sense of nin), fell to

the altar. Lastly, sweet cane (™i^), according to the usual

meaning calmus, named after its stalk, points to the sacred

anointing oil (Ex. xxx. 23), or even, if meant of spices

generally, to the incense, although sweet cane is not men-

tioned among its ingredients, Ex. xxx. 34:} The nation,

which Jehovah now redeems out of purest grace, was not

burdened with costly services of this kind (see Jer. vi. 2 0)

;

on the contrary, only Q\^) Jehovah was the burdened and

harassed one. The T'??!'! (to make one a slave, lay on him a

slave's work) He denies to Israel as a sufferer, and ascribes

to Himself. Israel's sins lay on Him like a burden on a

slave. His love took on itself the burden of Israel's guilt.

His own holy and righteous wrath aggravating its weight

;

but it was a heavy task to bear and remove this heavy

burden. When God creates. He utters His fiat, and what He
wills is done. But He does not abolish sin without harmoniz-

ing His love and righteousness ; and this harmonizing is not

effected without struggle and triumph.

But the helping force of divine love is greater than the

burdening force of divine wrath, ver. 25: " /, / alone blot out

thy transgressions for my own sake, and 1 rememher not thy sins."

Jehovah Himself here proclaims the sola gratia and sola fide.

We have translated " I alone," for the triple repetition of the

subject :
" I, I am He that blots out thy offences," means

that this forgiveness, so far from being deserved by Israel, is

a sovereign act of His absolute freedom, and " for my own

sake," that it has its ground in God only, namely, in His

absolutely free grace, that movement of His love which is a

counterpoise to His wrath. Por the guilt stands in God's

' But in the Assyrian account of the Flood, KanA appears as an

ingredient of the incense-offering ; see Paul Haupt in Schrader's Inscr.,

pp. 59, 63, and Friedr. Delitzsch's Assyr. Worterb. under Adagur (vessel

for incense-ofifering).
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book ; righteousness has inserted it, only love erases it C^^?,

i^aXei<f)ei, as in xliv. 22 ; Ps. li. 3, 11, cix. 14).

Jehovah now calls on Israel, if this be not so, to remind

Him of any merit on which it can rely, ver. 26 :
" Call to my

remembrance; loe will contend together ; recount now, that thou

TTiayest appear righteous'' Justification is a forensic act (see

i. 18). Eighteousness accuses, grace acquits. Or, has Israel

any merit that righteousness ought to pronounce it just ?

The object of " call to remembrance " and " recount " is Israel's

supposed meritorious works.

It has none ; on the contrary, its history from the first is

a tissue of sins, ver. 27 :
" Thy first father sinned, and thy

mediators have fallen away from me." By the first father,

Hitzig, Knobel et al. understand Adam ; but Adam is the

progenitor of mankind, not of Israel specially, and Adam's

guilt is mankind's guilt, not Israel's. Either Abraham is

meant (Hofmann, Stier, Hahn et al.), or Jacob-Israel (Ewald,

Cheyne, v. Orelli), who has more to do with the sinful nature

of the nation springing from him than Abraham (cf. Deut.

xxvi. 5). The C-fv? interpreters and mediators generally

(2 Chron. xxxii. 31 ; Job xxxiii. 23) are the prophets and

priests, standing between Jehovah and Israel, and mediating

the intercourse of both in word and act ; even these for the

most part have proved unfaithful to God, falling a prey to

ungodly magic and false worship. Thus, Israel's sin was as

ancient as its origin ; and the apostasy has broken out even

among those who, by reason of their ofiices, should be the best

and holiest.

Thus the All-holy One was compelled to do what had

taken place, ver. 28 :
" TJien I profaned holy princes, and

gave up Jacob to the ban, and Israel to revilings." ?pnsi_

might be imperf., like '>?^\, I ate, xliv. 19; t3''3Ni, I looked,

Ixiii. 5 ; but ™'^^] alongside shows, that the pointing springs

from the future interpretation of the Targum, so that, since

the latter interpretation cannot be justified (Nagelsbach),

and since ^;^^] cannot perhaps mean retrospectively " I gave

up " (although the cohortative, in accordance with the

congee, iemporum, occasionally acquires a retrospective sense,

e.g. 2 Sam. xxii. 38 ; Prov. vii. 7), we must read i'^nsi,

nwK) (LXX, Syr.). " Holy princes " are the hierarchs
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(1 Chron. xxiv. 5), the highest spiritual authorities in dis-

tinction from the secular. Their profanation consisted in

their being ruthlessly dragged into a foreign land, where

their official work ceased of necessity. So the heads of

religion fared ; and the whole nation, bearing the honourable

names of Jacob and Israel, fell victim to the cursing (^ID)

and revilings (D''aWJi) of heathen nations.

The prophet is unable to dwell longer on this dark

picture of the state of punishment ; the light of promise

again breaks through, and in this third part of the fourth

discourse becomes all the more intense, xliv. 1—4 :
" And

now hear, Jacob my servant, and Israel whom I have chosen.

Thus saith Jehovah thy Creator and thy MaJcer from tlie womb,

who helps thee : Fear not, my servant Jacob, and Jeshurun,

whom, I have chosen ! For I will pour waters upon the

thirsty, and streams upon the dry ground ; I will pour out my
Spirit upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thy offspring;

and they shoot up among the grass, like willows by flowing

waters." In contrast with the "ban," i.e. being elected to

destruction, appears the promise of the outpouring of the

Spirit and blessing, with " revilings," ver. 5, the promise of

universal eagerness to do honour to Israel and its God.

The self - designations of Jehovah and the designations of

Israel, ver. 1 f , make the loving exhortation more forcible.

The accentuation, which joins together i^ap T'^], so that

T}W is an independent attributive clause like 13 ''iji'ini, is

confirmed by ver. 21, xlix. 5 : the nation of Israel and all

its members, as the called servant of Jehovah (xlix. 1), are

Jehovah's creation from the earliest point of existence. i>i<iB",

ver. 26, is replaced by K^''^., which, written also with '^, occurs

thrice again, Deut. xxxii. 15, xxxiii. 5, 26. Gr. Ven. trans-

lates 'IapaeKia-Ko<i, therefore = ^^"i^. (Ewald), which is

objectionable because of the E' instead of e'. The c' points

back to > IB''', to be straight, even, after which Aquila, Sym-

machus, Theodotion 6vQv<; (otherwise evdvTaTo<;), Jerome

rcciissimus (Deut. xxxii. 15, however, after LXX dilectus),

upright nation (as according to Cheyne in the title of the

book lE'sn nsD). It is a secondary form of
•>f\

= '\^\ Ps.

XXV. 21, like il«r, pDT, from b^l, riT, scarcely a diminutive

of affection (like Syriac gabruna, little man; talyuna, little
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youth, etc.), after which Gesen. Nagelsb. Bredenkamp : dear,

good little one, which corresponds little to the language of

divine love. In " for," ver. 3, the summons to be of good

cheer is justified from that which is to be expected. In 3a

water is promised in drought, and 3&, God's Spirit and bless-

ing
;
just as in Joel the promise of rain is first opposed to

drought, and then the outpouring of the Spirit in surpassing

antitype. f<??^ are the inhabitants of the land thirsting for

rain, and nc'a] the parehed-up land itself ; and further, the

abundance of water in the land, and the prosperous growth

of the nation planted on water-brooks (Ps. i. 3), are expressly

distinguished. We must not therefore regard 3a as figure

and 36 as interpretation, or even turn 3a into a comparative

protasis (Targ. Ewald) ; the promise transcends itself, the

" waters " and " streams " rising to the " Spirit and blessing

of Jehovah," as in Joel. When these two kinds of waters

stream down on the nation again in its own land, then they

spring up like willows or poplars ^ by the brooks ; p??

(according to the oldest witnesses I?3) is like liva and

post-Biblical i'J'a in composition, but LXX and Targ. read

r?3. The willows are the people, hitherto like pining plants

on dry soil, but now revived by God's Spirit and blessing;

the grass the land like a flourishing green meadow ; and the

brooks the abundance of living water giving prosperity to

the land and its inhabitants.

When Jehovah in this way again acknowledges His

people, the heathen, to whose reproaches (D''BnJ) Israel had

been hitherto abandoned, will reckon it a great honour to

belong to Jehovah and His people, ver. 5 :
" One shall say

:

' Branches of the garab
(< ,^), which R. Kiepert brought with him,

according to Wetzstein's indication of the place, and which 0. Kersten,

the secretary of the Imperial German Consulate, sent to the Royal

Herbarium at Berlin, show that the garah is the Oriental poplar populus

Euphratica (Olivier), whose undergrowth may easily on superficial obser-

vation be confounded with willow bushes ; but it is distinguished from

the willow by its leaves, which, although small, are almost quite smooth-

edged, and not, like the nDVS^sN saw-like. The Mishnah, Succa iii. 3,

declares the HEVSV unsuitable for the bunches of the Feast of Taber-

nacles, which require ^nj lanjj ; these are admissible, even if they grow
on ^j;3 rn^, i-e. the open field, which is left without stream and irrigar

tion to the rain of heaven.
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I belong to Jehovah, and a second solemnhj name the name of

Jacob, and a third inscribe himself to Jehovah, and surname

himself with the name of Israel." The triple nt applies to

the heathen, as ia Ps. Ixxxvii. 4 f. The one shall vow him-

self to Jehovah, the second call with the name of Jacob, i.e.

(after the analogy of the phrase 'n nra sip) make it the

means and object of solemn exclamation, a third will write

with his hand, i.e. with his own hand (ilj, accus. of more

precise definition, like non, xlii. 25
; ynyi, xliii. 23), to Jehovah

(thereby declaring that he wishes to belong to Jehovah, and

to Him only). On the other hand, Nagelsbach : he will

inscribe his hand to Jehovah ; but along with the act of

writing, the hand is certainly meant as writing, not as the

object of writing ; he will write upon his hand " to Jehovah,"

i.e. cut the name of Jehovah thereon (Hitzig, Knobel, after

LXX), is still more objectionable, ana with accus. of the

writing matter is unheard of, and, apart from this strange

tattooing, must have been expressed by i^a (as Klostermann,

Cheyne correct), or rather (since nana ana is dissimilar)

^T'^' I2t^3 Nip is then replaced by Dc'a nsa, to surname

with a name which covers the proper name, for the root p
(cf. on Ps. Ixxx. 16) has the meaning to cover. Thus

Adonai, in Talmudic phraseology, is the covering name C'^a)

for Jehovah, and in Arabic " Pather of David," the covering

name (Tcunya) for Jesse. Israel will be called "people of

Jehovah," " people of Abraham," and other honourable titles.

So concludes the fourth discourse unfolded in three parts.

With " and now," xliv. 1, it turned to a close, as the third

discourse did in xliii. 1,—a well-rounded whole, lacking

nothing necessary to completeness.

Fifth Discourse of the Fiest Part, Chap. XLIV. 6-23.

A new pledge is given of deliverance, and a new exhorta-

tion to trust in Jehovah, the wretchedness of idols and their

worshippers being exposed in contrast with Jehovah, the

only God who speaks and acts, ver. 6 :
" Thus saith Jehovah,

Israel's King and its Redeemer, Jehovah of hosts : I am First

and I Last, and beside me there is no God." He is prsi.
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First, whose being precedes all being (Ibn-Gabirol, beauti-

fully : in^tJ'Nlb JT'B'NT fNI ])mi).

This unique and supra-temporal character of His divine

being, which governs history as well as the natural world,

He proves by this, that He alone acts as God, and that pro-

phetically, ver. 7: "And who proclaims as I—then let Mm
declare and expound it to me—since I founded the people of

the primeval world ? And future things, and what is coming,

let them declare." Jehovah has shown Himself a God of

prophecy ('<7i?^ "sed of prophetic preaching going on con-

tinually), since He founded DbiVDV. So in Ezek. xxvi. 20

the people of the dead are called, who sleep the long sleep

of the grave ; here not Israel (Knobel, Hahn, Nagelsbach,

Bredenkamp), which is not a " primeval " people. It might

indeed be called an " eternal " people, for the promise assures

it of imperishableness, Jer. xxxiii. 25, and often ; but neither

here nor elsewhere does it bear this proud name ; nblV here

points backward, as in Job xxii. 15 f., where it is the age

of the antediluvian dp'^^aloi koct^io'^. tb\V DJ? is humankind

existing from the beginning (xl. 7, xlii. 5), primeval humanity.

The foreannouncements of the God of sacred history reach

back even to Paradisaic history. The mandate : let him

declare and lay it before me (v'^njJ^i, according to another

reading vi^"!??^!), is like the apodosis of a hypothetical protasis

:

if any one thinks he can stand beside me. The challenge

refers to former prophecies ; with ni'nKl it turns to future

things, nvns signifying, according to xli. 23, the absolutely

future, and nasari -v3», that which is realized next ; icb is

ethical dative.

It is self-evident that the heathen gods can in no sense

respond to the challenge. So much the more confident may
Israel be, which has quite another God, ver. 8 :

" Despair not

and tremble not. Have I not long since caused thee to hear it

and nmde it known, and ye are my vntnesses,—is tliere a God

beside me ? And nowhere is there a rock, I know none." The

Jewish lexicographers derive innn from nm ^ m ; on the

other hand, moderns partly prefer ^nnn from nij (Gesen.

Meier, Knobel), partly ^Nin from S'lf (Ewald)
;

" but the

possibility of a verb nnn, to tremble, fear, is not to be doubted

in view of s<1J. J''!!^, ^j. That of which they are not to be
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afraid is not the heathen gods, as in Jer. x. 5, but the great

national catastrophe, of whicli Cyrus is the instrument.

During this catastrophe, when one nation is overthrown

after another, and its guardian deities are proved useless,

Israel need fear nothing ; for its God, who is no dumb God,

has told it all this beforehand, and that txp, of. B'^np, xli. 26,

as they themselves are compelled to testify. On the ground

of such patent self - manifestations Jehovah can ask and

assert. Is there a God beside me ? There is no rock, i.e.

ground of trust (xxvi. 4, xvii. 10), I know none (except and

beside me). Tins is the only time that the divine name i!ii?K

occurs in the Book of Isaiah, and that as an echo of Ps.

xviii. 32 (see Baethgen, Beitrdge, 1888, p. 297).

Por the heathen gods are so little a ground of confidence,

that, on the contrary, all who trust in them will discover their

self - deception with terror, vers. 9—1 1 :
" The idol - makers,

they are all chaos, and their favourites of no use ; aTid they who

testify to them see not and know not, in order that they may le

ashamed. Who has made a god and cast an idol to no profit 1

Behold, all its adherents are put to shame, and the artificers are

men : let them all assemble, draw near, he terrified, put to

shame together." The D'Ti^^n, favourites of the idol-makers, are

the false gods, whose favour they eagerly seek. If we retain

nan, which has a mark over it as critically suspicious, and

therefore is not accented, it refers to the idol-makers : they

are witnesses to their idols, to their nothingness. The sense

remains the same as if non were struck out, for in any case

^B'ai applies to the idol-makers, and the suffix of ^\}'''}V to the

idols (LXX, Kal fidprvpe'; avTwv elaiv) : they, the witnesses

to their own work (whereas Israel is a witness to Jehovah,

whose creative work it is), see not and are without knowledge,

that they may come to shame. As " not seeing " means here

to be blind, so " not knowing," as an idea complete in itself,

means to be irrational, as in xlv. 20, Ivi. 10. "In order

that " implies the notion, that the consent of the sinner to

sin has also destruction for its aim ; and this is not added to

sin, but evolved from it. The question in ver. 1 calls up the

idol-maker in order to announce to him his fate, and already

in the words, " to no profit," carries this announcement in

itself ; ver. 1 1 expands this " to no profit." "iV^ and J?!?3, ver.

VOL. II. N
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14 (cf. 5)7.3, xlvi. 1), both Milra, are among the exceptions

enumerated by Kimchi, MicMol 5b, to the law of the falling

back of the tone ; here also (cf. on v. 2, xi. 2) the tone on

the ultimate syllable secures n and 5? against being slurred

over. Vinn are not the fellow-workmen of the idol-maker,

who would then get away scot free in regard to the threat,

but the companions (adherents) of the idols (Hos. iv. 17

;

1 Cor. X. 20). It is a baneful work which these get done

for them. And what of the idol-makers themselves ? They

are counted among men. Thus, they who should know that

they are made by God make gods ! What absurdity ! Let

them—the whole body of idol-makers—assemble together,

come near, to defend their handiwork, and their eyes will be

opened with terror.

The prophet then takes us into the workshop, vers. 12, 13 :

" The smith has a chisel and works in the heat ; and he shapes

it with hammers, and works it with his strong arm ; then he is

hungry and strength fails ; if he drinks no loater, he is faint.

The carpenter draws the line, marks it out with pencil, works at

it with planes, and makes an outline thereof with the compass,

and finishes it like a man's figure, like the heauty of man, to

dwell in the house." That 7n? t^'>^ go together in the sense

faber ferrarius is evident from CSV B'^n, faber tignarius (not

lignariv^, this being the name of the joiner, not the carpenter).

Bnn^ as in Ex. xxviii. 11, is construct of tjnn (=harrdsh) ; the

second Kametz of this substantive form is treated as merely

long by tone, as in tria, ''^3'! ; but cf. ''^'y}, xlv. 1 6 and often.

Accordingly ver. 12 describes how the smith makes an iron

god, ver. 13 how the carpenter makes a wooden one. But

the first clause is unintelligible, '^V^ ^.tli &v\. In, any case

iSJ>p is some kind of smith's tool (from IW, akin to l?n), and

unquestionably a word has fallen out ; LXX, which trans-

lates OTt w^vvev TeKTtov crcSrjpov a-Ksirapva) elpydaaTO k.t.X. (of.

also Syriac), shows tliat llin, or even (which Cheyne prefers,

in accordance with Prov. xxvii. lib) ^^n, has fallen out.

Perhaps ^n*,, ver. 11&, has arisen from mistaking the verb

belonging to 'iJi B^nn, which may have been in!, in accordance

with Prov. xxvii. 1 7, or even Hiphil in! (inj) ; there is no

objection to the sequence of tenses (Driver, Tenses, § 123, p.

179). Thus: the smith has sharpened or sharpens the ISi'D,
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perhaps a chisel to cut the iron on the anvil, and works at

the fire, heating in the fire-blaze the iron which is to be cut.

The piece of iron cut off is the god that is to be, which he

shapes (ifi?S^, imperf. of 1V|, like K&ri in Jer. i. 5) with

hammers, etc. And what of the carpenter ? He stretches

the measuring-line on the block of wood to mark off the

length and breadth of the idol, he traces it on the wood with

the tracing or sketching pencil (for T^.^ means irapaypatpk,

stilus, as Aquila translates, and is no name of colouring matter,

like 12'B', Jer. xxii. 14), and works it with planes (niyvpD,

plur. to yisi?p from V'i\>, to cut off, pare off, plane ; cf. Arab.

miJdd', scalpel, and the like), and with a compass (™inD,

instrument, 3^1?, for making a circle) he sketches it, namely,

to define the several limbs in proportion, and so fashions it

that it takes the form of a man, the graceful form of a man,

that it may be set up like a human inhabitant in a temple or

private house. The Piel is<Pi (IKII), whence yHhaarehu, is

replaced here (in Isaiah's style ; cf. e.g. xxix. 7, xxvi. 5) by

the Poel l^n (whence yethoorehu for yethoarehu), which is to

be understood of the more exact shaping (respecting the Poel,

which is rare in the strong verb, see on Ps. cix. 1 • Job

XX. 26 ; cf. Gesen. § 55, 1). But the view of Kimchi (MicMol

2Qb) is still better, that a Piel -form with — instead of
—

should be read like nDiji^*?, Euth ii. 2, 7, and therefore

yeihdvrehu. The preterites describe what smith and carpenter

have prepared for, the imperfects what they are engaged in.

The prophet now traces the origin of the idol farther and

farther up ; its being or not beiug depends on whether it

rains or not, vers. 14—17: "One sets himself to fell cedars,

and takes an ilex and oah and chooses for himself among the

trees of the wood ; he has planted a fig-tree, and the rain makes

it grow. And it serves man for fuel ; he takes of it and warms

himself; he also heats and hakes bread; he even works it into a

god, and falls down, makes an idol of it, and worships it. The

half thereof he has burnt in the fire ; with the half of it he eats

flesh, roasts a roast, and is satisfied; he also warms himself,

and says : Hurrah, I am getting warm, I feel the heat ! And
the remainder thereof he makes into a god, his idol, falls down

before it, and prostrates himself, and prays to it, and says

:

Save me, for thou art my god!" According to the present
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text, fT-|3^, since it cannot be joined to the previous verse

(Klostermann, Bredenkamp), which would give an inverted

order of thought, expresses the fat. peri;phrasticum : he is in

the mind to fell, goes to it, caesurus est, see on Hab. i. 1 7 ;

Prov. xviii. 24, xix. 8 ; cf. Driver, Tenses, § 204, Obs. 1.

Eut why such subtlety ? The prophet perhaps wrote rh^

(according to Cheyne, niai, which, however, would be less

suitable, because the narrative here starts afresh) : he (some

one) fells. Cn^? is generic plural ; the trees named appear

in the Talmud and Midrash as Dms ''J''D. Nevertheless nnn

(from ni?,J J) to be hard, firm) does not seem to be a conifer;

the conjunction with ii?x, oak, favours the rendering aypio^d-

\avo<; (LXX, Aquila, Theod.), ilex (Jerome). As to r?^, to

select, see xli. 1 0. n.^< (with Ifun minusciilum, which, accord-

ing to the Masora, occurs thrice, here and Jer. xxxix. 13,

Prov. xvi. 28, and in the present passage is confounded by

Luther with t), plur. D'^iiN, JRosh Jia-Shana 23a, or D'J-js, Para

iii. 8, the Talmud explains by 'ly, sing. s^'^J?, i.e. according to

Aruch and Eashi, laurier, whose berries, iaies, after LXX,
Jerome, we have translated " figs." The Assyrian erinu is

rendered " cedar," irzu occurring more rarely as its name, and

is in any case (see Flood-Acbount, ii. 48) a tree with scented

wood. The description is genealogical, and therefore moves

backward from the felling to the planting, n^ni, 15 a, applies

to the feUed and planted tree, primarily the fig-tree ; Dp? (of

the like) is neuter, as in xxx. 6 ; still the prophet has in

view there the CSV (the wood as product and material). The

repeated 1^ points out with emphasis that the most different

things are made of the self-same wood. It is used just as

much for warming and preparing fpod as for making a god to

worship. nJD in the Old Testament is a word which occurs

only again in the Book of Daniel outside IL Isaiah, always of

heathen worship only. ID? is not to be taken as plur. (=2n?,

as in xliii. 8, xliv. 7) : talia, he worships (Stier) ; it is here

the mimated Sh {i.e. b, with the addition of labial as final

syllable), as in liii. 8 ; cf. Job xx. 23, xxii. 2, Ps. xi. 7,

certainly a strange anomaly (Stade, § 345c). In keeping

with the twofold use of the wood the first half of the wood

and the remainder are distinguished, ver. 16 f. ; the repeated

^'vn, ver, 16, is meant of the first half, which yields both fuel
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to burn and shavings and lumps for roasting and baking.

Since the cooking-fire warms as well as the room-fire, the

description lingers on this service rendered by the wood of

the idol. As to the tone on the ultimate in 'nten, see on Job
xix. 1 7 ; on nN"i as a comprehensive description of combined

spiritual and bodily feeling and sensation, see Bill. Psych, p.

277. Diagoras of Melos, a scholar of Democritus, cast a

wooden statue of Hercules into the fire, and said mockingly :

" Come, Hercules, perform thy thirteenth labour, and help me
to cook these turnips."

So irrational is idol-worship ; but through hardening them-

selves they have fallen victims to a doom of hardness (vi. 9 f.,

xix. 3, xxix. 10), and been given over to a reprobate mind
(Eom. i. 28), vers. 18, 19 :

" They know not, nor understand,

for their eyes are smeared over, so that they see not, and their

hearts, so that they comprehend not. And one does not take if

to heart; (there is) no knowledge nor understanding to say:

The half thereof I have burnt in the fre, and also haked bread

on its coals, roasted flesh, and eaten ; and the remainder thereof

shall I make an abomination to fall down before the product of

a tree ?" Instead of HD^ Lev. xiv. 42 (cf. 1 Chron. xxix. 4),

the 3rd sing, runs here no (as if from nriD ; cf. ^, Zech. iv. 10
;

WB*^ Ps. Ixix. 15, alongside inc', iii. 7) in neuter sense : they

are as if smeared over with whitewash—their eyes ; before

plural of things the predicate regularly stands in the singular.

In the transitive sense Jehovah would be subject, but He
would be named. 3?"?^? ^'tyn or 3.?"''J' (xlvi. 8) usual along

with 3?"?? CV (xlii. 25), corresponds exactly to the idea of

reflection, here respecting the difference between a piece of

wood and the divine nature. The second and third, iib, ver.

19= psv "ibxb is used as in ix. 8 ; knowledge and insight

shown in their saying. As to ha, see Job xl. 20 ; the mean-

ing " block " cannot be established ; the Talmudic bu, clump,

piece, which Ewald compares with it, is the Greek /S&iXos.

This exposure of the folly of idolatry concludes with an

epiphonem in gnomic form (cf. xxvi. 7, 10), ver. 20 :
" Se

that strives after ashes, a foolish heart has led him astray ; and

he saves not his own soul, nor thinks : Is there not a lie in my
right hand ? " He who makes ashes C??*), i.e. broken, perish-

able, worthless things (cf. Job xiii. 12 ;
n^n, Hos. xii. 2), the
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end of his effort (nsn, ^j, to pasture, guard, apply oneself to,

think of something, whence nwi and ii'Vl), is led astray from

the path of truth and safety by a heart which folly has over-

powered. What inyian would affirm (de Lagarde after Ezek.

xiii. 10) is implied in bran (attributive clause, like Titj;',

xliv. 2) from ^.^n, from whose Eiphil ^Di? the secondary hm

(^i??), with the derivates ^"hrsn and nijinLlo, xxx. 10, is formed :

ludere, ludificare.

Ver. 2 1 begins the second half of the discourse. It begins

in a hortatory strain, ver. 21:" Eeviember this, Jacob, and

Israel, for thou art my servant ; I have formed thee, thou art

my servant ; Israel, thou art not forgotten of me ! " That to

which the former are blind, namely, that idolatry is an empty

lie, Jacob is to impress firmly on itself. " For " begins an

explanatory clause, not object (Nagelsbach) ; the object for

both clauses is contained in " this." The appended " and

Israel " (cf. the vocative after l, Prov. viii 5 ; Joel ii. 23) is

brief for " and remember this, Israel." In the explanation

the stress lies on the " my " in ^'=]3y, on which account V l?!'

takes its place. Israel is Jehovah's servant, and as such His

work ; it owes Him reverence, yea, owes itself wholly and un-

reservedly. The following '':^:r\ »'? (from nB*:, to slacken,

forget) is translated by LXX, Targ., Syriac, Jerome, Luther

as if it ran ''JB'^n KP ; v. Orelli, with Hitzig, thinks this render-

ing possible even with the reading ''^B'sri, since the Niph. neij

has the middle sense of iirCKavddveadai, dblivisci ; but neither

has (J.U.J a vii. form of this meaning, nor is "i??? capable of

proof in the analogous meaning, fJn/jLv^aicecrdai, recordari;

the Niphal, which no doubt was originally reflexive, in Hebrew

always only denotes the suffering of something which proceeds

from the subject of the action itself, or even which the subject

permits to be done to him, so that nB*: must mean " to be for-

gotten," or " to let oneself be forgotten." It is true, as regards

the Aramaic T^'?'?, the transition of the meaning " to be for-

gotten " into " to be forgetful," and then " to forget," must be

eidmitted to he possible ; and the connection with obj. subj.

has a support in ''Jionp^i, Ps. cix. 3 ; but this is still

=''ris \onT^, and may with equal right be quoted for the

other interpretation, according to which '':a'|n=''^ nB'jn (Gesen.

Ewald, Knobel, Nagelsb., Cheyne et al.) cf. I'fiflP, Ixv. 5,
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''3''n'''W, Ezek. xxix. 3. Moreover, this " thou shalt be unfor-

gotten of me," in which ab is requisite, fits the context just

as well as : "0 forget me not " (where, on the contrary, we
should expect bs), since in the next verse the promise (cf.

xlix. 15, and the complaint of Israel, xl. 27) grows at once

into an announcement of the act of love, in which what was

promised is gloriously attested.

Ver. 22 : "I have Hotted out thy transgressions as a mist, and
thy sins as a cloud. Turn again to me, for I have redeemed

thee." The idea of obscurity, opaqueness, denseness, lying most

obviously in aj?, has almost disappeared from the language

(see XXV. 5). ?!? 3J? is here meant (xix. 1), for the point of

comparison is not the dark, heavy multitude of sins, but the

ease and rapidity of their removal. Elsewhere the idea of

stain is joined with ''n''np (Ps. li. 3, 11), or as in xliii. 25 of guilt

recorded in a book. Col. ii. 14 (cf. nno, Ex. xxxii. 32 f.).

Here Jehovah sweeps away sin as when His wind clears away

fog (so Is^ is used of the wind), and brings back the heavenly

blue (iT^??*, Job xxvi. 13). How evangelical in strain the

preaching of the 0. T. evangelist ! God's mercy anticipates

Israel—the unforgotten one—in opposition to the merit of

its works ; and Israel has only to respond to it by repentance

and new obedience. The perfects describe what has virtually

taken place.

Jehovah has blotted out Israel's sin by no longer imputing

it, and has thus redeemed Israel ; there only remains the out-

ward display of this redemption, which exists already in God's

counsel. There is therefore already good reason for exuberant

joy, and the reply of the Church to the words of divine com-

fort runs, ver. 23:" Exult, ye heavens, for Jehovah has accom-

"plished it ; shout, ye depths of the earth ; hreak out into singing,

ye mountains, thou forest and every tree therein; for Jehovah

has redeemed Jacob, and shows himself glorious in Israel''

That Jehovah has performed what He purposed (see respecting

this absolute use of nw on Ps. xxii. 32), that He has redeemed

His people, and henceforth shows Himself glorious in it

(gloriosum se exhibet),—in this every creature is to rejoice, the

heavens above and the depths (to, KardojaTa or Karwrepa,

Eph. iv. 9, LXX, to; defieXia) of the earth, i.e. not : the earth

as the lower world (opposite bVBD, xlv. 8), but the depths of
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the earth in relation to its surface (cf. Ps. cxxxix. 15), here

not Hades (Cheyne), for such a summons would not agree

with Ps. vi. 5 (cf. Ixxxviii. 12), but the interior of the earth

with its caves, hollows, pits (see Ps. cxxxix. 15); this and

the mountains and forests towering heavenward from the earth

—all are to join in the song of the redeemed (13"], Milra, Ges.

§ 6 7, Anm. 1 2), for the effects of the redemption carried out

among mankind extend in every direction, to the farthest cir-

cumference of the entire world of nature.

This rejoicing finale is a fixed boundary-stone to the fifth

discourse. It began with " Thus saith the Lord." The sixth

begins in the same way.

Sixth Discourse of the First Part, XLIV. 24-XLV.

Cyrus, Jehovah's Anointed One, Israel's Deliverer.

The promise takes a new flight, becoming more and more

special and definite. It is introduced as the word of Jehovah,

who, as He gave Israel existence, has not allowed it to perish,

vers. 24—28 :
" Thus saith Jehovah, thy Redeemer, and he that

formed thee from the womh : I, Jehovah, am he that accomplishes

everything, who stretched out the heavens alone, spread the earth

hy himself ; who brings to nought the signs of the lying prophets

and makes the soothsayers mad, who drives the vjise hack and

turns their science into folly ; who performs" the word of his

servant, and fulfils the prediction of his messengers ; who says

to Jerusalem, It shall he inhabited ! and, to the cities of Judah :

They shall be built, and their ruins I will set up again; vjho

says to the whirlpool : Be dry and thy streams I dry up ! who

says to Cyrus : My shepherd, and he that will perform all my
ivill, and vjill say to Jerusalem : It shall he built, and the temple

founded
!
" Jehovah, ?3 nB"!), perficiens omnia, so that there

is nothing which does not rest upon His power and wisdom

as its ultimate cause ; He it is who alone, without co-operation

of a second being, stretched out the heavens, who made the

earth a broad surface by Himself, i.e. so that it proceeded

exclusively from Him ; '''i'^'P, as in Josh. xi. 20 ; cf. ''31?, xxx. 1;

''?Kip, Hos. viii. 4 ; Chethih : ''fiK ''p, who was with me ? or : who
is beside me ? The Targ. translates after the Kert (^Jpyii'i),
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LXX after the Ghet, joining '>nx 'D to the next words : t/?

6Tepo^ Biaa-KeSda-ei. Ver. 2 5 passes from God as revealed in

creation to God as revealed in history, with obvious references

to the Chaldean diviners and wise men (xlvii. 9 f.), who held

out to proud Babylon the most splendid and auspicious prog-

nostics : He who brings to nought (isp, opposite to ^'f??) the

signs, ie. miraculous proofs effected by deception and magical

arts, of the lying prophets in favour of their divine mission.

The LXX translates D^'ia, e^aaTpifivdav, Targ. fl"? (else-

where =3iK, Lev. XV. 27; nbk. Hid. xix. 31, therefore=7ri5^wj;,

•KvQcove'i) ; but the word is used here in a personal sense, as

in Jer. 1. 3G, synonymously with the Mishnic f^'!!? from

m3=m3, to invent, feign, lie (see Miihlau-Volk), as in a

material sense (see on x. 6) it is synonymous with the Mishnic
d:i13. As to D-ppp, see iii. 2; as to ^.^in';, Job xii. 17;
???'' is denoni. Piel : He makes (stamps) their wisdom nfep,

fimpia. Over against the heathen diviners and wise men, ver.

26 places the Servant, the messengers of Jehovah, whose

word, whose nsy, i.e. statement, discovery of future things (cf.

rJi;, xli. 28), He realizes and perfectly fulfils. " His Servant,"

according to xlii. 1 9, is Israel as bearer of the prophetic word,

and " His messengers " are the prophets of Israel ; this juxta-

position makes it improbable that II. Isa. by " My Servant

"

means himself (Nagelsbach, Cheyne). With ip^^n, 266, the

predicates become specific prophecies, on which account they

are defined even in outward respects. Since ^a'ln is said, not

''3CTPI, we must translate hdbitetur, aedificentnr, with which et

vastata ejus crigam also agrees ; for after God's oratio directa

has come first, it is more natural that in the last clauses, vers.

26, 27, God's words should continue, than that the ipX'^

introducing them should continue. From the restoration of

Jerusalem and the cities of Judah, the prophecy goes back

in ver. 27 to the conquest of Babylon. The phraseology

recalls the drying up of the Eed Sea, li. 1 0, xliii. 1 6 ; but the

reference here, according to xlii. 15, 1. 2, is to future things,

and indeed to the drying up of the Euphrates, which Cyrus

diverted into the enlarged reservoir of Sepharvaim, so that the

water fell to a foot in depth, and one " could go over on foot

"

(Herod, i. 189). This made it possible both for the con-

querors to cross and the exiles to issue forth from the prison
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of the imperial city, girt as it was with both natural and

artificial lines of water, xi. 15. n?iv applies to the Euphrates,

as n^^ivp, Job xlL 23, Zech. x. 11 (see Kohler), does to the

Nile. With ver. 28 the specializing of the promise reaches

its highest point. The deliverer of Israel is mentioned as

such by name, and it is stated particularly what he will do

for the now homeless nation, impelled by the God of Israel,

"who says to Cyrus : My shepherd {i.e. iroifjirjv Xamv, appointed

by me), and he who fulfils all my will," and indeed he (Cyrus)

says to (of) Jerusalem :
" It shall be built

('"'.^l"!',
not 2nd pers.

"ijari), and the temple founded" (^?''[', elsewhere masc, here

femin.), or even : "and to the temple (cf. xxviii. 6, itb'd-

''I'^mh) : it shall be founded." Kuenen would have ''T}. instead

of ^)h, but Jehovah is not as intimate with Cyrus as with the

one addressed in Zech. xiii. 7. This is the passage which,

according to Joseph. Ant. xi. 1. 2, is said to have moved

Cyrus to dismiss the Jews to their native land : ram' ovv

dvayvovra koI Oavfidaavra to delov opfirj rt? eXa/Se koX ^iXo-

Tt/xia TTOi^o-at TO, jeypa/M/itva. The name Cyrus, according to

Ktesias ei al, means the sun. But the sun is called in

modern Persian jts-, char, or ju^jri- (sunshine, and also

directly sun, DMZ. xxxvi. 58), Zendic hvarg (kare), and their

names {e.(/. charsid) are used as proper names ; but Cyrus is

called on the monuments in Persian Kurus, Babylonian Kuras

(Kvpo's), and from this t5'"ii3 is Hebraized in the manner of a

segholate. There is, e.g., a marble block in the Murghah

Valley, in the neighbourhood of the Cyrus mausoleum, which

contained the golden coffin with the corpse of the king (see

Strabo, xv. 3), which bears the inscription occurring also else-

where in that place: Adam. K'ur'ush. khshdyathiya. Hah-

hdmanishiya, i.e. I am Kuru, the king of the Achaemenides

;

in Babylonian : Andku Kuras sarru Ahamannissi?' This

name is identical with the name of the river Kur (of which

Strabo says, xv. 3. 6 : There is also a river Kyros, which runs

through the so-called hollow Persia near Pasargadae, from

which the king took his name, changing it from Agradates to

1 See the picture of the tomb of Cyrus, now called the grave of

Solomon's mother, ia Vaitx, Nineveh and Persepolis, p. 345 ; cf. Bezold, Die

Achaemenidenschriften (1882), p. 33 £.
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Cyrus), and is also perhaps not unconnected with the name
of the Indian prince Kuru}

After the first paragraph of this sixth discourse (xliv. 24 ff.)

has said that, in accordance with prophecy, it is Cyrus through

whom Jerusalem, the cities of Judah, and the temple will be

built again, a second one says that it is he in whose resistless

conquering march the heathen will see the power of Jehovah.

The mention of the great Shepherd of the nations, and the

address to him, continue in xlv. 1-3 :
" Thus saith Jehovah to

Ms anointed, to Cyrus, whom Igrasped hy his right hand to cast

down nations hefore him ; and the loins of kings I ungird, to

open doors before him, and gates remain not shut. I will go

hefore tJiee and level towering things ; I will ireah in pieces

doors of brass, and smite to the ground bolts of iron. And I will

give thee treasures of darkness and precious things of hiddenplaces,

that thou mayest know that I, Jehovah, am he that proclaimed

thy name, the God of Israel." Jehovah's words to Cyrus begin

first in ver. 2 ; but promises applying to him force themselves

into the introduction to the words, evoked by the mention of his

name. He is the only king of the heathen whom Jehovah

calls irT'B'p (LXX tw %pia-Ta) fiov Kvpq), which gave rise to the

ancient Christian quid pro quo Kvpitp). The kings of Eran

call themselves " Kings of this earth," and therefore universal

raonarchs : and the main idea of the policy of the world-empire

was all-absorbing selfishness. But the policy of Cyrus was

animated by nobler motives, a fact entitling him to eternal

honour. What is said of him in the Persae of Aeschylus,

ver. 735, by the spirit of Darius, father of Xerxes, which is

conjured up : ^eos 70/3 ovk rj-^^^drjpev, to? €v^pci)v e(j>v (for he was

not hateful to God, being of good disposition), is said of him

also by the spirit of revelation. Jehovah took him by the

right hand in order so to support him and accomplish great

things through him. The infin. I"! for nn, from T]"i, to tread

down, is formed like W, to stoop, Jer. v. 26. The dual

D^'n^T has also the force of a plural : double doors (fores) in

plenty, namely, of palaces. After the two infinitives, finite

verbs come in : loins of kings I ungird, discingo (niia, used of

unloosing a fastened garment = disabling). Gates, namely, of

1 Ibykos in the Fragment Oils Kvap/i; i M^Ssii' arpetT/iyi;, means

perhaps Kua^apn;, not Kvfios.
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cities which he storms, will not remain closed, i.e. for ever,

they must needs open to him. Instead of i?^s< 0?^^ ?),

ver. 2, the Keri reads lE'.'S as in Ps. v. 9, iB'^O, instead of

"lann ; a HipMl T'B'in is really not capable of proof, and the

abbreviated imperfect form l?'!'' is here without ground and

aim. I3''"!'"iri, tumida (like D''D''5J3, amoena, and the like), is

meant of the difficulties towering up in the conqueror's way.

The janiuie aeris (n^'inji, of brass, poetic for 7\fm, brass, as also

in the dependent passage, Ps. cvii. 16), and vectes ferri, especi-

ally recall Babylon with its hundred brazen gates, whose

pillars and lintels were also of brass (Herod, i. 179). The

treasures laid up in deep darkness and the guarded jewels

C'^ppp, modified from tJ^pp) of hidden places, recall the riches

of iiabylon (Jer. 1. 37, li. 13), and especially of the Lydian

Sardis conquered previously, the " richest city of Asia after

Babylon," Gyrop. vii. 2. 11. Of the treasures taken by Cyrus,

Pliny speaks. Hist. Nat. xxxiii. 2 ; cf. Aeschylus, Persae,

ver. 327 : "0 Persian land, and haven of many riches thou
!"

Such success Jehovah bestows on him that he may know that

it is Jehovah, the God of Israel, who called him by his name

= proclaimed his name, i.e. made him what he is and what he

shows himself to be.

A second and third "for the sake of" intimates a second

and third end, vers. 4-7 : "For the sake of Jacob my servant

and Israel my chosen, I sitmvioned thee by name, surnamed thee

when thou hnewest me not. I, Jehovah, and there is none else,

beside me there is no God ; I equipped thee when thou hnewest

me not, that they may know from the rising of the sun and its

going down that there is absolutely none without me ; I, Jehovah,

and there is none else, the former of the light and creator of

darkness, author ofpeace and creator of evil ; I, Jehovah, am he

that does all this." The ''"Ji?^!, following the second statement

of purpose like a refrain, is construed in two parts : I called

to thee, mentioning thee by name. The parallel 1???? refers

to titles of honour such as " my shepherd," and " my anointed,"

given him by Jehovah. The calling, setting apart, and gird-

ing, i.e. equipping of Cyrus by Jehovah, took place, thus

making known His sole Godhead, at a time when Cyrus knew

nothing of Jehovah, i.e. not : when he still served false gods,

but, as the refrain-like iteration of " when thou knewest me
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not " strongly emphasizes, before he existed and could know
anything of Jehovah. We must explain in accordance with

tier. i. 5, priusqiiam te fornmrern, in utero cognovi te (see Bibl.

Psych, p. 45). The third final aim of this predicted and

realized career of the conqueror of the nations and deliverer

of Israel is that the acknowledgment of Jehovah may spread

from the rising and the setting sun, and therefore from and

to all sides, over the heathen world. The ah of nanjJBDl is not

a feminine ending (LXX, Targ. Jerome), but fem. suff. with

He ra^phatum pro mappic (Kimchi) ; cf. xxiii. 17 f., xxxiv. 17

(but not ns3, xviii. 5 ;
nnpiD^ xxx. 32); mf is fem. here as

in Gen. xv. 17; Nah. iii. 17; Mai. iii. 20, and always in

Arabic, for the west is everywhere called nnjjp (Arab, magrih)
;

also 2 Chron. xxxiii. 14, where the ah of direction has the

tone only in appearance. In ver. 7 s<^i3l has the accent

drawn back to the penultima. The context leads us to apply

the darkness and evil to the penal judgments through which

light and peace or salvation dawns on the people of God and

the nations. But as the prophecy respecting Cyrus closes

with this self-designation of Jehovah, it seems to stand in

antagonism to the dualistic system of Parsism, which put other

gods under the supreme God (baga vazraka), and put Ahriman

as the principle of evil by his side. Nevertheless it cannot

be proved that the religion of Cyrus was Zarathustrian.^ The

utterance is so bold that Marcion appealed to the passage as

proof that the God of the Old Testament is different from the

God of the New, not the Deus solius bonitatis. The Valentinians

also, and other Gnostics, regarded the sayings: Beside me
there is no God, etc., as deceptive words of the Demiurgus.

The ancient Church replied to them with Tertullian : de his

Creator profitetur malis quae congruunt judici, and made use of

this self-revelation of God as a weapon against Manichaeism.

"We do not exhaust the truth if we stop at saying that P,

evil (^^n), means malum poenae, not malum culpae. Certainly

evil as an act is not God's immediate work, but the possibility

1 The Median kings, says the Midrash (Pesikta, ed. Buber, 405), were

well-meaning (D''D''Dn), and the All-Holy One had only this against

them, that they held fast by the idolatrous religion received from their

fathers.
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of evil is, its self-punishment, and therefore the sense of guilt

and the evil of punishment in the broadest sense.

In view of the mission of Cyrus having for its aim the

deliverance of Israel and the conversion of the heathen, heaven

and earth are now summoned to bring forth and pour down

spiritual blessings in heavenly gifts according to the will and

in the strength of Jehovah, whose purpose is a new spiritual

creation, ver. 8 :
" Pour down, ye heavens, from above, and let

the sky rain righteousness ; let the earth open, and let salvation

blossom ; and let the earth cause righteousness to spring up

together ; 1, Jehovah, have created it" What the heavens are

to pour down follows as the object of " rain." And what is

to blossom when the earth opens (nns, as in Ps. cvi. 17; cf.

api'ilis and the modern Greek, dvoi^L^, spring) is salvation

and righteousness. But ria:hteousness becomes at once the

object of a new verb, so that " salvation and righteousness,"

which are combined in thought, as " together " proves, are

separated in expression. Nagelsbach makes heaven and earth,

as the active and passive principles of fertility, the subject to

•nfii ; but heaven and earth are divided between 8a and 8&.

Knobel explains the plural thus,—that salvation is regarded

as a collective and, like irjP^, Ps. cxix. 103, f^jpn, Hagg. ii. 7,

joined with the plural ; but in» (together) tells for the other

explanation. The suff. of "'"HS'ia applies in the neuter sense

(cf. xli. 27) to this wealth of righteousness and salvation.

It is a creation of Jehovah. Heaven and earth, in co-operat-

ing to this end, receive power from Him, and obey His

creative fiat as at first. This rorate coeli desujper et nubes

p)luant justum is rightly an old Advent-cry.

Before the promise proceeds farther, it clears the way, as

in xxix. 15-21, by reproving the faint-heartedness (xl. 27,

cf. li. 13, xlix. 24, Iviii. 3) which goes so far as to find fault

with Jehovah's dealings, vers. 9, 10 :
" Woe to him tJiat disputes

with his Maker—a "pot among earthy pots ! Can the clay,

forsooth, say to its maker : What makest thou ? and thy (oum)

uvrk : he has no hands ? Woe to him that says to his father

:

Why begettest thou ? and to the woman : Why travailest thou ?
"

The comparison of man as God's work to the work of the

potter is the more in point, since i)i'' not merely denotes God

as Creator, but also a potter (figulus). t^nn denotes both
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potsherd (xxx. 14) and earthen pot (Jer. xix. 1; Prov. xxvi. 23)
= '^I} r?, and so also here, where the point of comparison is

not fragmentariness but the earthy material, >^^1^ : the man
who contends with God is a vessel of clay, and, moreover, a

vanishing one among many of the same kind. How insane

such strife ! Is it for the clay to raise objections against him

who works it, that he makes it this or that, in one form or

another ? (LXX, ri iroiek, cf. tl fie i'7j-oir]cra<; outq)?, Eom. ix. 20).

To " and thy work " we must supply num dicet (dixerit) ;
'?V'B,

a piece of work, as in i. 31. The address is to the worker.

Can the thing made by thee, man, say scornfully : He has

no hands, i.e. is unable to act ? (cf. Arab. Id yadai lahu, is it

not in his power ?)—a supposition which at once refutes

itself, and yet is a fit image of one who disputes with God.

In ver. 10 woe is denounced against those who resemble one

saying to his father, Why begettest thou children ? and to

a wife : Why bringest thou forth ? (Iv^r"?, emphatic close of

verse, like T^^p, Euth iii. 4). It would be the rudest and

most revolting attack on a relation of inviolable delicacy and

mystery ; and yet Israel is guilty of this, in making the hidden

providential government of its God the subject of expostulation.

After this twofold woe, couched in general terms, the words

of Jehovah address the presumptuous critics directly, ver. 1 1 :

" Thus saith Jehovah, Israel's Holy One and its Maker : Ask me
about future things, let my sons and the work of my hands he

committed to me ! " The names by which He calls Himself

express His absolute blamelessness and absolute supremacy

over Israel. ''P^^ is imper. like ''i'lJ'pK', Gen. xxiii. 8, not

Zrd pret. as Hitzig : Do they demand future things from

me ; do they prescribe to me respecting my children and the

work of my hands ? The twofold question would at least

lead us to expect 'J^'PJJI, and the Zrd fret, would run

''357SB'. If, such is the meaning, you would be informed and

satisfied about future things (ni'nxn, xli. 23, xliv. 7), of which

you have no knowledge, and over which you have no power

of your own, ask me. njv with accus. of the person and

?y of the thing, means to commend something to one's care,

1 Chron. xxii. 12.

The critics in Israel are to leave His irolrjua (Eph. ii. 1 0),

i.e. the people whose Father and Maker Jehovah is (alluding
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to vers. 9, 10), to Him who created all things, and on whom
all things depend, ver. 12: " /, / have made the earth and

created the men upon it ; I, my hands have stretched out the

heavens, and all their host I have called forth." " I, my
hands " =my hands and no others; order of words as in

Gen. xxiv. 27 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 10 ; Eccles. ii. 15. Wrongly

Hitzig et al. : all their host I command ; rightly Ewald : I

appointed ; for njv, seq. ace. pers., means : to give one a definite

order, here : to become fact, therefore esse jussi (Gesen.)—

a

mode of describing creation (cf. Ps. xxxiii. 9) which in regard

to " their host " applies more naturally to the stars than to

angels (Baudissin).

He who created all and called all into existence has

also raised up this Cyrus, whose victorious course increases

the anxiety of the exiles instead of leading them to lift up

their heads, as their redemption draws near, ver. 13: " /, /

have raised him up in righteousness, and I vnll make all

his ways level ; he shall build my city and release my banished

ones, not for price and not for gifts, saith Jehovah of hosts."

All the anxiety of the exiles is calmed by this " in righteous-

ness," which traces back the revolution effected by Cyrus to

Jehovah's righteousness, i.e. His dealings as directed by

absolute love, and aiming simply at His people's, and in reality

the heathen's, welfare. And the anxiety is perfectly calmed

by the promise which now finds the most direct and most

unmistakable expression, that Cyrus will again build up

Jerusalem, and let the exiles (niSj, as in xx. 4) go free, and

that not for iTip (purchase money) nor nnb' (gift to bribe or

win favour generally), cf. lii. 3, in proof that Jehovah had not

only stirred up Cyrus himself, but his spirit, i.e. had put this

resolve within him.

The second half of the discourse is spoken in the prospect

that the judgment which goes forth upon the nations through

Cyrus will prepare the way for the overthrow of heathenism

and the universal acknowledgment of the God of Israel,

ver. 14: "Thus saith Jehovah: The labour of Egypt and the

earnings of Ethiopia, and the Sabaeans, men of tall stature,

shall come over to thee and belong to thee ; they shall come after

tliee, come over in chains and bow down to thee ; they shall pray

to thee : Verily in thee is God, and no other, no Godhead at all."
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Egypt, Ethiopia, Saba are the nations mentioned along with

Tyre wherever the herediias gentium is promised to the Church,

Ps. Ixviii. 3 1, Ixxii. 10; cf. above, xviii. 1 6 ff., xxiii. 1 8.

Whereas in Egypt the labour is mentioned, and in Ethiopia

gain by trade ("inM or inw from "inp, after the form V% Vt^},

not from inp, as the inflection l^inp, xxiii. 18, shows), in

Saba prophecy takes into view the tall, handsome tribe itself,

to which Agatharcides also ascribes awfiara d^ioXoymrepa

:

it will place itself with its power of endurance at the service

of the Church. The chains here are not, as in Ps, cxlix. 8,

imposed by force, but willingly assumed (Hitzig, Cheyne);

they give themselves up to the Church henceforth as bonds-

men. The willingness is expressed both in the coming over

and in the confession accompanying it. Elsewhere ?*? ^y^K^'^

is used only of prayer to God and gods ; here it is the Church

which is prayed to. In the prophet's view Jehovah and His

Church form an inseparable unity, as in Jer. xxxiii. 16,1 Cor.

xii. 12 ; cf. irpoaKvvrjcraiaiv, Eev. iii. 9, a passage thoroughly

Isaianic in tone. '^'^ has here its j)rimary affirmative

meaning. Paul has this passage of Isaiah in mind in

1 Cor. xiv. 24 f. DBS does not mean praeter (as synonym of

'!!]!??, '^/'O either here or elsewhere ; it is a substantive used

with verbal force, which is related to I'x, as "there is not

at all " to " there is not
;

" cf. v. 8, xlv. 6, xlvi. 9, and in the

same way Deut. xxxii. 36 (dependent passage, 2 Kings

xiv. 26) ; Amos vi. 10 ; 2 Sam. ix. 3 ; see below on xlvii. 8.

What follows is no longer the language of the heathen

(Hitzig, Ewald), but the response of the Church, ver. 15 :

" Verily thou art a mysterious God, thou God of Israel, thov,

Saviour ! " Properly a God who hides Himself ("iriripp, only

by accident echoing /ivcn7)p-i{oSri<;, with e, which remains in

the partic. even in pause), i.e. who rules wondrously in the

history of the nations, and by hidden ways, and ways hope-

lessly intricate to the eyes of men, brings everything to a

glorious issue. Similar is the exclamation, the depth of the

riches, Eom. xi. 33. According to Prov. xxv. 2 it is God's

glory to puzzle men, and thus make them aware of the

limitation of their knowledge.

How this God, who hides Himself, will at last be revealed

as the God of salvation, is told in vers. 16, 17 :
" They are

VOL. II.
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ashamed, and also confounded—all of them; together they go

into confusion— the forgers of idols. Israel is redeemed ly

Jehovah with an eternal redemption; ye shall not he ashamed,

nor confounded, to all eternity" (in ewige Ewigkeiten, to eternal

eternities). Tbe perfects express what is past in idea.

Jehovah shows Himself a Saviour in His secret dealings in

this way,— that whereas the makers of idols (Targum,

according to a reading in Cod. Eeuchlin, p-i''''i'D pel's, i.e.

artificial images) perish, Israel is redeemed with an eternal

redemption (ace. ohj. as in xiv. 6, xxii. 17; Gesen. § 138. 1,

Anm. 1), i.e. so that its redemption is one that endures unto

aeons (alwvia XuT/ocoat?, Heb. ix. 12). When it is further

said : ye shall not be ashamed, the redemption is conceived

not merely as outward and bodily, but also as inward and

spiritual, and indeed (in keeping with the view which com-

bines the end of the exile with the end absolutely) as final.

Israel will not again by apostasy incur such a judgment as

the exile; therefore its sin will cease with its punishment,

and that IJ? ''W?^^"'V, i.e. QV having no plural) 619 alSivai rm
almvcov.

The promise cannot remain unfulfilled, vers. 18, 19:
" For thus saith Jehovah, the Creator of the heavens (he is

the Godhead), the Maker of the earth and its finisher (he has

established it, he has not created it a cluios, he formed it to he

inhabited) : I am Jehovah, and there is none else ! Not in

secret have I spoken, in a place of a land of darkness; I
said not to the seed of Jacob : Seek me as chaos ! I am
Jehovah who speak righteousness, who announce upright things."

The athnach halves ver. 18 correctly; 18a describes the

speaker, 18& first begins what is said. The first authori-

tative sentence says that Jehovah is God in the full and

exclusive sense ; the second, that He created the earth for

man's sake, not wh as a chaos (LXX, Targ. Jerome less

exactly: nan in vanum),.i.e. that it may be and remain such;

on the contrary, to be inhabited. Chaos is not directly

described, even in Gen. i. 2, as God's creation, because God's

creative activity merely took it as a starting - point, and

because it was not willed by God for its own sake.

Jehovah's words then begin with the statement that

Jehovah is the one Absolute. From this two thoughts
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branch off. 1. Prophecy proceeding from Him is a thing

of the light, no black art, essentially different from heathen

divination. "A place of the land of darkness" is to be

understood here as in Ps. cxxxix. 15 of the interior of the

earth, and as in Job x. 21 of Hades in opposition to the

heathen cave - oracles, and the spirit - voices of necromancers

apparently sounding from the depths of the earth (see Ixv. 4,

viii. 19, xxix. 4). Further, 2. The same love of Jehovah,

which is revealed already in creation, is also shown in His

relation to Israel; He did not point Israel to Himself as

chaos (inn), even as He did not create the earth a chaos.

Meier, Knobel erroneously understood ''3ltJ'i?3 of seeking dis-

closures about the future, which would have required ''^ltJ'"i'=t,

viii. 19. He did not say: Seek me (as in Zeph. ii. 3) as

chaos, i.e. without hope of favourable response. On the con-

trary. He annexed promises to the seeking of Himself which

cannot remain unfulfilled, for He is " one that speaks right-

eousness, and announces upright things," i.e. in giving promises

He follows the norm of His purpose and plan of salvation,

and the motive of sincei;e benevolence and faithful love.

The present message of prophecy points to the fulfilment of

these promises.

The salvation of Israel, foretold and accomplished by

Jehovah, is also the salvation of the heathen world, vers.

20, 21: "Assemble yourselves and come, draw near together,

ye escaped ones of the heathen ! Witliout understanding are

they who lurden themselves with the wood of their idol, and

pray to a god that saves not. Make known and bring near

;

yea, let them take counsel together. Who has announced this

from the foretime, declared it long ago ? Have not I, Jehovah ?

And there is no Godhead beside me. A God just, and bringing

salvation; there is none without me." The fulness of the

heathen entering into God's kingdom is a remnant of the

mass of the heathen ; for salvation comes through judgment.

The work of missioning the heathen, which appears in these

discourses, on one hand as a mission of Cyrus, and on

the other of the Servant of Jehovah, is accomplished amid

grievous tribulations. Therefore the call to hear the words

of the God of revelation goes forth to the escaped of the

heathen, who are not as such already converted, but are
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susceptilile to salvation, and therefore spared. The prophet's

standpoint is not after this or that victory of Cyrus, but

after all his victories. These close the series of catastrophes,

which a remnant of the heathen survives. The conversion

of this remnant to Jehovah perfects the glory of God's

restored people. Everywhere in these discourses we see

this eschatological background close behind the historical

foreground. The heathen who remain alive are to assemble

and learn from the fact, that Jehovah alone foretold the

events now taking place, that He is the only God. The

Eithpael E'asnn occurs nowhere but here. Eespecting the

absolute yir sb, see on xliv. 9. To it^'an we must supply in

thought D3'nbyy (your proofs), as in xli. 22, according to

ver. 21 there. "This"' refers to Babylon's fall and Israel's

redemption — the salvation dawning through judgment.

With ixp, from old time, cf. xliv. 8. "Just and bringing

salvation " is God as He who acts in strict accordance with

the demands of His holiness, and, wherever His wrath is not

provoked by transgression, sets in action His loving will,

which seeks men's salvation.

In accordance with this loving will the call goes forth,

ver. 22: " Turn ye to me, and le saved, all ye ends of the

earth ! For I am Qod, and there is none else." The first

imper. exhorts, the second promises (cf. xxxvi. 16, viii. 9).

Jehovah desires two things, all men's turning to Him, and

their blessedness by so doing.

And this gracious will of His, referring to all humanity,

will not rest until it has found full accomplishment, ver. 23 :

" By myselfI have sworn ; a word has goneforth from a mouth

of righteousness and shall not return, that to me every knee shall

how, every tongue swear." Swearing by Himself (see Gen.

xxii. 16), God pledges what is sworn to with His life (cf.

^a> iyci), Eom. xiv. 11, instead of /car' ifiavTov, LXX). The

sentence awj i<b] lan npys '•ap Ny> is parallel to 'npf? ''3.

Eosenmiiller joins together im npns as if with a hyphen : a

truth-word (Jerome, justitiae verhum), which is impossible

with the present order of words. Better Hitzig, Knobel

et al. : " truth (LXX, SiKaioavvrj), a word which turns not

back
;

" but then t6 must have stood instead of t(\ and

npIS is never called " truth," in Arabic also not sadaka, but
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sidk, mdh; therefore rather with Kautzsch : righteousness, i.c.

promise or assurance of such. On the other hand, npix might

lbe=npns3 (cf. xlil 25, npn=n»na), Targum, if it were not far

more natural to join npnx 'DD together as a genitive {Barga,

Tebhir), but not in the sense in which, in post - Biblical

language, the phrase mujn ''BD means " from the mouth of

God " (Hahn), but so that the divine mouth is attributively

described, because P^^ "i?'i, 196. From this mouth of

righteousness a word has gone forth, and, having once gone

forth, returns not back with its purpose unaccomplished, Iv. 1 1.

What follows next is a prediction of promise, and definite

declaration of purpose at the same time ; the conversion of

the heathen world brings Israel freedom and glory, and

therein is realized God's unchangeable plan. " To me,"

whose force continues, is to be supplied to " shall swear,"

xix. 18, cf. xliv. 5 (so Eom. xiv. 11 : i^ofiokoyijaerai, tm
eew, like LXX, Aquila).

This knee-bowing, this confession and oath of homage, will

not be forced, ver. 24 :
" Only in Jehovah, men say of me, is

abundant righteousness and strength ; to him men come, and all

who are incensed against him shall he ashamed." The insertion

of IDS •'.^
(?, "in regard to," as in xli. 7, xliv. 26, 28) is, as in

Ivii. 19; Ps. cxix. 5 7 (perhaps also ''"^p?, Ps. xviii. 4) ; if, with

Luzzatto, Cheyne, "ips''. is read instead of n»s i^, it becomes

unrecognisable. ^^? has here the restrictive meaning (Ps.

xxxix. 7, Ixxiii. 1) which springs out of the affirmative one.

niplX is •jrepca-a-evovaa (vTrepeKtrepiaa-evova-a) SiKaioavvrj, Eom.

v. 15 ff. rj? is strength to sanctify and conquer the world.

Instead of nu\ here as in Ezek. xx. 38, 1^?a' (LXX, Syr.

Jerome) may have been the original But the Masora

punctuates 6<i3' as the traditional reading. The subject of it

is whoever knows what one has in Jehovah, and makes such

confession; such an one will not rest until he has come

altogether to Jehovah pV, as in xix. 22) ; on the other hand,

—the ordinary order of accents is wrong, see Wickes, p. 136,

—all His foes shall be ashamed.

They isolate themselves beyond remedy from those who
serve Him, and whose restoration is His direct will, and the

goal of sacred history, ver. 25 : "In Jehovah shall all the

seed of Israel he justified, and shall glory." Euetschi rightly
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observes here, that God's Israel out of all mankind is meant,

the Church of the believers of Israel, enlarged by the accession

of the heathen, which is now just, i.e. forgiven and regenerated

by Jehovah, and glories in Him, for by grace it is what

it is.

So ends the sixth discourse. Its five sections begin with

" Thus saith the Lord
;
" but the fifth has two woes before

this formula, which serve as its basis.

Seventh Discourse of the First Part, Chap. XLVL

Overthrow of the Gods of Babylon.

There follows now a trilogy of discourses referring to

Babylon. After the prophet has shown what Israel has to

expect from Cyrus, he turns to what awaits Babylon from

Cyrus, vers. 1, 2: "Bel sinks down, Nebo crouches; their

images come to the beast of burden and draught cattle ; your

pm'table images are loaded, a burden for the panting. Tliey

crouched, they sank down all at once, and were not able to

rescue the burden, and tJieir very self has gone into captivity!'

The reference to Babylon comes out at once in the names of

the gods. Bel {i.e. lord absolutely) is identical with Mero-

dach ; Bel-Merodach is the city-god of Babylon, as Nebo

(NahU or JVa-bt-um, yet perhaps allied to ^"'33) is the city-god

of Borsippa; the site of the temple of Nebo is marked by

the ruin Birs Nimrod. Herodotus, i. 181, confounds Nebo

and Bel, describing the great temple-tower as the temple

of Bel. Merodach is invoked in a hymn thus :
" Bel,

Babylon is thy dwelling, Borsippa (Barsipa) thy crown."
^

Nebo is the son of Merodach, and consort of TasmSt,

goddess of "hearing," as he himself also is called "he

that receives prayer." Both gods, Merodach and Nebo,

were carried through Babylon on the great national feast

of the New Year in solemn procession." Against these

gods Jehovah's judgment goes forth. Bel suddenly falls

down Q^^), Nebo stoops (Dnp from Dni3=En3^ whence feO.?,

1 Friedr. Delitzsch, art. " Bel " in Calwer, Bibellexikm, 1885.
a Ibid. art. " Nebo."
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of. t^na, from tna), until he procumhit} Their works of art

(3W or 3S"y, xlviii. 5, irXda-fia, from 3V5?. to work carefully)

come to (become the portion of) the n'n, i_e. elephants or

other beasts tamed and made beasts of burden, and nena, i.e.

camels (xxx. 6), asses, and other domestic animals; your

pompous nKB'|i, gestamiTia, cries the prophet to the Baby-

lonians, are already loaded, a load for the weary, i.e. for the

cattle weary of carrying them. In ver. 1, as the two participial

clauses show, the prophet is standing in the midst of the

catastrophe ; in ver. 2, on the other hand, it lies behind him
as a completed fact. In ver. 2a, as in ver. 1, entering into

the folly of the heathen, he continues to distinguish numina
and simulacra ; in 26 he upsets this folly. Babylon's gods

go into captivity (Hos. x. 5 ; Jer. xlviii. 7, xlix. 3), and

indeed DE'QJ, for the self or personality of the beingless

beings consists in nothing but the wood and metal of their

images.

From this approaching reduction of the gods of Babylon to

their original nothingness exhortations are now deduced.

The first exhortation is addressed to all Israel, vers. 3—5

:

" Hearken to me, house of Jacob and all the revmant of the

house of Israel, ye {who were) carried from the womh, ye (wlio

were) tome from the mother's lap ! And unto old age I am
he, and unto grey hairs I will carry on the shoulder ; I have

done it, and I will hear, and I will carry on the shoulder and

rescue. To whom can ye compare me and make me equal and

rival me, that we may he like ? " Most expositors refer both

vocatives to the people of the Babylonian exile, including

those left behind in the holy laud. But the parall. synonymus

would only permit this identity, if a •'rrsni corresponded to

1J?DB'. The house of Jacob is Judah, as in ii. 5 f., Obad. ver.

18, Nah. ii. 3, and the house of Israel the same as the house

of Joseph in Obadiah ; on the other hand, in Amos iii. 1 3,

vi. 8, vii. 2, Jacob denotes Israel in distinction from Judah.

The Assyrian exile has already deprived the greater part of

1 In MecUlta 95a (ed. Friedmaim), "to worship 133 Dllp fia" = to

serve idols ; in the Talmud, Sanhedrin 636, la^bp is a name of place ; at

the same time one sees there the reason why in naming heathen gods

one is limited to the names permitted to be mentioned hy Biblical

precedent.
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the exiles in a lieathen land of their national character, so that

there is only a remnant susceptible to the prophetic message.^

What the exiles of both houses are to hear is the question of

ver. 5, which brings before them the incomparableness of

their God as attested in fact. Babylon carried its gods, they

are borne away without being able to save themselves;

Jehovah, on the other hand, carries His people and saves

them. Luther after Vulgate : ye who are home, hy me in the

belly and lie as in my womb. But " from the womb " and
" from the lap " point back to the time when the nation,

whose existence began with Abraham, marching from Egypt,

was born so to speak to the light of the world ; from that

time it has Iain like a willingly assumed burden on Jehovah,

who carries it as a nurse the babe, Num. xi. 12 ; as a man
his son, Deut. i. 32 ; as an eagle its young, Deut. xxxii. 11.

The senedus and canities in ver. 4 are self- evidently the

nation's, but not as if this were at present in a senile state

(Hitzig, who appeals mistakenly to xlvii. 6), but the yet

future and latest days of its history. Up to that moment
Jehovah is He, i.e. the Absolute One, and always the same

(see xli. 4). As He has done hitherto. He will act in the

future: bearing and saving. Klostermann conjectures 'flpw

instead of TiT?, which is more probable, according to Ps.

Ixviii. 20, than Cheyne's view of in-bj? in the pregnant sense

of xliv. 2, li. 13, so that it involves the motive of fatherly

love. Apart from this uncertain in^^av, the ground-thought is

that, whereas the idols are carried by their worshippers,

Jehovah carries His people through all ages and all their

perils. Thus He can ask: whom can ye at all put beside

me, that we may be like (l, consec. as in xL 25)? The sufE

of '^vrfm holds good also for llfni, cf. Ps. cvii. 20, cxxxix. 1.

One of the heathen gods ? Vers. 6, 7 :
" They who pour

out gold from the bag, and weigh silver luith the balance, hire a

goldsmith to make it into a god, that they may fall down, yea,

prostrate themselves. They lift it up, carry it away on the

shoulder, and put it in a place; there it stands, it stirs not

1 This is the only passage in which, of the four designations of the

remnant (p. 129), n'lKC occurs, but without the Isaianic reference of this

" remnant according to the election of grace " to the renewing of Israel

[in I, Isa. XXXvii. 32J.
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from its place ; one even cries to it, hit it answers not, saves no

one from distress." We need not suppose that dvjn stands

instead of the finite verb (Hitzig) — DvJ Dn (Eosenm. Gesen.),

but everything up to liSf''; is subject ; t>p^\ therefore is the

transition to finite verbs, Gesen. § 116, Anm. 7. The point

in Qibtn is not the lavish expenditure (Ewald), but the common
origin of the god, which begins with the pouring of gold from

a bag (Plt=7pj). njj? is the beam of the balance, xavav. The

metal when weighed is given to the goldsmith, who covers

the idol with the gold, and makes ornaments for it of the

silver. When it is ready one takes it up 0'i?<fl, with dis-

junctive Great Telishd), carries it home on his shoulder, and

sets it down in the place it is to have under it (1*^'!"?) ; there

it stands firm, immovable, even deaf and dumb, hearing and

answering no one, helping no One. The subject to pys'_ is

some word like pVV, cf. viii. 4, ix. 5.

The second exhortation is addressed to imitators of the

heathen, vers. 8—1 1 :
" Bememher this, and take courage, lay it

to heart, ye rebellious ones I Eenumher the beginning from of

old, that I am God, and there is none else. Godhead, and there

is none like me, making known the result from the first and

from of old vjliat has not yet happened, saying : My purpose

shall come to pass, and all my good-pleasure I carry out

;

calling an eagle from the east, from a far land the man of my
purpose. Not only have I spoken, I also bring it to pass ; if I
have designed, I also carry it out." That to which the " this

"

refers is the worthlessness of the idols and idolatry. Those

addressed are the Q'J'^is, but as iwsnn shows, those, who are

not definitively committed to apostasy, but fluctuate between

Jehovaism and heathenism, inclining to the latter. A denom.

Hithpal. from ^^ (play the man) w'trsrin is not. The verb

B'B'X (na-K, or E'IN, whence prop, name ^^'^'^\, the root-word to

tJ''N) means to be firm, strong, thick, Piel, Arab, assasa, to

strengthen ; Pual, rabbinical, to be well-founded ; Nithpael, to

be strengthened, confirmed; Mithpoel here : show yourselves

firm (Targ. : fundamini, ne rursum subitus idololatriae vos turbo

subvertat). Cheyne reads with de Lagarde iwann, be ashamed ;

but iB'Cxnn is confirmed by Paul, 1 Cor. xvi. 13 ; and it

would at least be strange if the tJ'B'bnn used in Gen. ii. 25

t^ith a reciprocal tinge were repeated but once here. That
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they may be strengthened in faith and fidelity, they are

referred to the history of their nation. They are to cause to

pass before their mind n^Jt^X"), former events, and indeed

obivp, from the grey foretime ; =n?T is joined to the accus. of

the object of remembrance, and ''3 of its result. Earnest study

of history will show them that Jehovah alone is b«, the

absolutely Mighty One, and ^'''P^, the one who unites in Him-

self all reverence-inspiring divine majesty. The participles,

ver. 10 I, join on to the "J" of "pio?. Jehovah is the in-

comparable One, who now as ever from the beginning of the

new historical epoch, announces the issue it will have, and

D"}ipp long before announces what has not yet taken place and

lies outside the range of human combination (cf xli. 26,

xlv. 21). The east is Susiana (Elam), xli. 2, and the far land

is the more northerly Media, as in xiii. 5. Cyrus is called

an eagle or bird of prey, 12)5? (not related to aeroi;), as

Nebuchadnezzar a IB'J in Jer. xlix. 22 ; Ezek. xvii. 3

;

according to Cyrop. vii. 1. 4, the sign of Cyrus was a6To<s

^pvaovii inl Boparo^ fiuKpov dvaTeTa/ievo<;. Instead of E*'!!?

inyj?, the Kert reads unnecessarily', but more plainly, ''nsjj t^'S

(see e.(}. xliv. 2G). The correlative H?, 11&, affirms that

Jehovah not merely does the one, but does the other ; He
turns His word into fact. His idea into reality ; 1V^ is used of

the ideal preformation of the future in the divine understand-

ing, as in xxii. 11, xxxvii. 26. The fem. suffixes apply in

the neuter to the theme of this discourse, the overthrow of

Babylon. So far the nufa hene for those inclined to apostasy.

A third exhortation applies to the indifferent, vers. 12, 13:

"Hearken to me, ye strong -hearted ones, who are far from

righteousness ! I have Irought near my salvation ; it is not

far off; and my salvation lingers not. And I give salvation

in Zion, my glory to Israel." " Everything called vov's, Xd7os,

ffweiBrja-ii, ^f/xo? in Hellenic and Hellenistic Greek is blended

together in KapBia ; and everything by which nbo and CBi is

affected comes in ab into the light of consciousness" (Biil.

Psych, p. 296). In keeping with this idea of Biblical

psychology, 3? ''T??? means just as well the courageous, Ps.

Ixxvi. 5, as the strong-minded, as here, i.e., those who are

selfishly indifferent to God's word and work, and are self-

contained, wishing to know nothing of the righteousness, i.e.
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the inflexible severity, with which God carries through His

plan of salvation (as synon. of 3? ''ptn, Ezek. ii. 4, and 3? ^tyi?,

Ezek. iii. 7). Then, let them hear, perhaps not without

impression, that this righteousness is about to be revealed,

salvation about to be accomplished. Jehovah has given, i.e.

is just giving, salvation in Zion, so that it will become again

the centre of a restored nation, and His glory to that nation

itself, so that it will shine in the splendour conferred on it by

God. Here also it is the side of light and love, which the

two-faced righteousness, as parallel word to salvation, turns

to us. With this exhortation to the hardened ones the dis-

course concludes—a pastoral sermon in three parts, beginning

with Hearken, Eemember, Hearken

!

Eighth Discourse of the First Part, Chap. XLVII.

Overthrow of Babylon, the Imperial Capital.

After the gods of Babylon the turn comes to proclaim

judgment to Babylon itself, vers. 1—4 :
" Come down and sit

in the dust, virgin daughter of Babylon; sit down on the

ground without a throne, daughter of tJie Chaldeans ! For thou

shalt no longer he called delicate and luxurious. Take the mill

and grind meal, throw lacJc thy veil, lift tip the train, uncover

the thigh, wade through rivers. Let thy nakedness he uncovered,

even thy shame be seen ; I will take vengeance and not spare

men. Our Redeemer, Jehovah of hosts is His name, the Holy

One of Israel." As ver. 35 shows, what precedes is Jehovah's

sentence of punishment. Both 03 in relation to npina (xxiii. 12,

xxxvii. 22), and i'M and C'lf? in relation to 03, are apposi-

tional genitives ; Babylon and Chaldea (ant^a, as in xlviii. 20)

are viewed as a woman, not yet violently dishonoured. The

unconquered queen is threatened with degradation from her

proud eminence to shameful humiliation ; sitting on the

ground is meant, as in iii. 26. She was hitherto called with

envious admiration '"IWI nsT (from Deut. xxviii. 56), mollis et

delicata. As such everything unpleasant kept itself far from her,

and life .passed in vain indulgence (cf. ip, xiii. 22). Feasting

with its revelry and riot (xiv. 11, xxv. 5), and the service of
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Mylitta/ with its sanctioned prostitution (Herod, i. 199), were

in full course; but now this has an end. '=I^"'''li?!, after

'a'Din t6 = i^'}!^^^ (xxiii. 12, li. 22). Both in the three classes

of ver. 1, which sound like long trumpet-blasts (cf. xl. 9,

xvi. 1), and in the short, sharp, angry clauses which follow,

the artistic style of Isaiah is observable. The queen becomes

a maid, and must then do the common work of maids, who,

as Homer says, Od. vii. 104, okeTpevova-t /uuXiys eVt jMrjXoira

Kapirov, grind at the mill the quince -coloured grain (cf. on

Job xxxi. 10).^ As a captive she must leave her dwelling-

place, and, putting aside female modesty, wade through the

streams she meets witL ^"fi is the veil, from D?s, ^, 0011-

stringere. ''Sfn, after the pointing of the Tiberias school, has

d instead of I, and p instead of ph, as in other places where a

sibilant precedes a mute. ^2^ means the train, from 7115',

Jjw-;, to trail, especially below (cf. ^v^B* ''^^^^, Jer. xiii. 26,

from b^E'). The nakedness of Babylon is her shameful deeds,

now seen to be such, wheii a stronger one comes who over-

powers and dishonours her. This stronger one, apart from

the instrument employed, is Jehovah: vindictam. sumam, non

parcam homini. Stier differently : I will run against no man,

namely, that I should need to give way to him ; Euetschi : I

will not intervene as a man ; Hahn : I shall not meet a man,

so depopulated will Babylon be ; Cheyne : I shall encounter

no one who can resist me. Nearer to the correct view is

Gesen. Eosenm. Meier : non pangam (jpaciscar) cum, homine

;

but this must have at least required DnsTis, if yaa really had

the meaning pangere (foedus). It means to encounter, meet,

hit upon one, not only in a hostile, but also, as here and Ixiv. 4,

in a friendly sense, so : I will befriend no one, pardon no one

(Hitzig, Ewald, Knobel, v. Orelli et al.). According to an

old mode of writing, there is a break here. But ver. 4 still

belongs to what precedes. Since Jehovah speaks in ver. 5,

and Israel in ver. 4, the latter is to be regarded as an

antiphon to vers. 1-3 (cf. xlv. 15). Our Eedeemer, exclaims

^ MuA;tt» is not Ti^hso, tut BUit (Bilit), queen ; see Schrader, Cunei-

form iTiscriptions, vol. i. p. 164 f.

" In Old German also, grinding corn and kissing tlie maid at tlie miU
are signs of servile work and spirit (Brothers Grimm, JEdda, Bd. i. p. 72).
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the Church in joyous elevation of feeling, is called Jehovah of

hosts, Israel's Holy One.

Now Jehovah's sentence of punishment continues, vers. 5-7

:

" Sit silent and creep into the darkness, daughter of the Chaldeans,

for men will no longer call thee lady of kingdoms. I was wroth

with my people, profaned my inheritance, and gave them into

thy hand. Thou hast shoiun them no mercy ; on the aged thou

laidst thy yoke very heavily, and saidst : I shall be lady for

ever, so that thou didst not take this to heart, nor consider its

issue." Babylon is to sit DOW, in dull, brooding sorrow, and

betake herself into darkness, as those who have fallen into

deep shame withdraw from human sight. She is contemplated

as an empress (xiii. 19), who has come down to be a slave,

and will not let herself be seen for shame (the king of Baby-

lon called himself " King of Kings," Ezek. xxvi. 7). So she

fares, because when Jehovah used her as an instrument of

punishment against His people, she transgressed the limits of

her authority (see Kohler on Zech. i. 15), and showed no pity.

According to Koppe, Gesen. Meier, Hitzig, Israel is here called

" aged " as a worn-out nation, an object of sympathy ; but the

words are really meant as in Lam. iv. 16, v. 12 : Babylon put

an exceedingly heavy yoke of captivity even on the necks of

the aged. Despite this inhumanity, she flattered herself with

the promise of eternal existence. Hitzig joins IJ? to the fore-

going, as in 1 Sam. ii. 5 : I shall be to all the future, lady

for ever ; this is possible ; but *'y=i?'?f IV, in the sense "until

that" (adeo ut), is confirmed by 1 Sam. ii. 5, xx. 41, Job

xiv. 6 ; and 0^33, as fem. of i?3=i-?.5, may just as well be abso-

lute as construct. Thus Babylon's confidence in the eternal

continuance of her dominion went so far, that " these things,"

i.e. punishments such as those now befalling her in accordance

with prophecy, did not even come into her mind, so far that

she did not regard the evil issue of this, i.e. of her tyranny

and arrogance, as even possible.

With " and now " the announcement of punishment begins

anew on the ground of what has been censured, vers. 8-11 :

" And now hear this, thou voluptuous one, she who sits so securely,

who says in h^er heart : I am, and there is none else ; I shall

iwt sit ,as widow, and, not experience loss of children. And both

these shall come upon thee in a moment on one day : loss of
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children and laidowhood ; in fullest measure they come upon

thee despite the multitude of thy enchantments, despite the vast

number of thy spells. Thou trustedst in thy wickedness, thou

saidst : None sees me ; thy wisdom and thy knowledge, these have

led thee astray, that thou saidst in thine heart : I am and none

else. And there comes upon thee cala^nity which thou canst not

charm away ; and there shall fall on thee mischief which thou

canst not atone for ; and there shall suddenly come upon thee

destruction which thou suspectest not." In the surnames given

to Babylon the punishment is justified anew, namely, by her

wantonness, security, and self- exaltation. TIV is intensive

form of n.y, LXX aptly, Tpv^epd. The i of ''psx is not the

same as in 'riK^Jlis (Hahn), which is impossible in the iirst

person here ; nor Chirek compaginis (Gesen. Ewald, Knobel et

al.) =111' I'K, which could only occur in the latter form ; nor

yet the suff. of the word meant as preposition : et praeter

me ultra (nemo), Hitzig, for it is improbable that this nemo

would be omitted. Eather DSS means absolute non-being,

and as adverb " exclusively, only," e.g. insj? oas, nothing, the

extremity thereof = only the extremity thereof, Num. xxii. 13,

cf. xxii. 35, but chiefly with verbal force like P^ (1!^) (utique)

non est (see xlv. 14), therefore ''PS^, like 'srK (utique) nan sum.

The form in which Babylon's arrogance expresses itself: I

(am), and I am absolutely, nothing more, by the side of similar

testimonies of Jehovah, xlv. 5, 6, 18, 22, cf. xxi. 14, xlvi. 9,

sounds like self-deification. Nineveh speaks in the same way

in Zeph. ii. 15; cf. Martial : Terrarum Dea gentiumque Roma
Gui par est nihil et nihil secundum. Babylon says further

(like the Babylon of the last days, Eev. xviii. 7) : I shall not

sit as widow (i.e. in such lonely sorrow. Lam. i 1, iii. 28, and

withdrawn from the world. Gen. xxxviii. 11), and not suffer

loss of children, orhitatem ; she would be a widow, if she lost

the nations and " the kings who committed fornication with

her " (Eev. xviii. 9), for the relation of a nation to its temporal

king is never thought of after the manner of Jehovah's relation

to IsraeL She would be a mother robbed of her children, if

war and captivity robbed her of her population. But both

will befall her in a moment (from now), and on one day, so

that she will sink under the weight of the double grief ; both

will come upon her QK)n3, secundum integriiatem eorum, so that
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she will experience loss of husband and children in all its

extent and all its depth, despite (|, with = notwithstanding,

as in V. 25) the multitude of her magical arts (Q''S2'3, cf.

Assyr. Mspu, magic, kassapu, magician, fem. Jcassaptu), and

despite the immense mass (i^P-^l' here not in intensive sense,

as in xl. 29, but like D1VJ?, as parallel word to 31, in numerical

sense) of her spells (l^n, binding by magic, Kard8ea-fio<; ; cf.

Assyr. uhburu, to ban, often along with kussupu)} Babylon

was the birthplace of astrology, whence came the twelvefold

division of the day, the horoscope, and sun-dial (Herod, ii. 109),

and also the home of magic, which claimed to be able to con-

trol the course of things, and even the power of the gods, and

to direct them at will (Diodorus, ii. 29). Thus then has

Babylon, fancying herself raised above earthly misfortune,

relied on her nyTi (xiii. 11), her tyranny and craft, by which

she hoped to secure for herself eternal existence. The thought

:

non est videns me, suppressing the voice of conscience, and

actually denying God's omniscience and omnipresence; ^J^t

(with verbal suffix : videns me ; on the other hand, 'Kn, Gen.

xvi. 3, videns 7nei=^meus), written also ''?s<"i, is pausal form in

half pause for ''JXh ; Tsere passes in pause both into pathach,

e.g. xlii. 22, and also (apart from Hithpael-fornis, e.g. xli. 16),

into kametz, like 139"^, Job xxii. 20 (see there). By the

" wisdom and knowledge " of Babylon, which has turned her

aside from the right way (2?ii^), is meant her policy, strategy,

and especially magic, i.e. the secret wisdom of the Chaldeans,

her BTTi'^dopioi, (f>iX6cro(f)oi (Strabo, xvi 1. 6). nin (here and

Ezek. vii. 26, elsewhere njn) signifies originally, like ^jjla,

yawning, '^alvov, then a yawning depth, '^da-fia, abyss and

precipice, utter destruction, and hence desolate moan, dull

groan. The perf. consec. of the first sentence precedes its

predicate nj?T in the radical form f<3; cf. ii. l7, Gesen. § 145. 7«.

Alongside i^lf? the parallel ^y^W, rhyming with the former, is

not inB' inflected : of it thou shalt see no morning-dawn (after

the night of misfortune, viiL 20), Meier, Umbreit ; the suff.

also is against it (on which account Kimchi, like Jerome,

ortum ejus, sc. mali, the flashing up of destruction; cf. Hos,

^ Friedr. Delitzsch, Assyr. WB. under "iDKs, No. 39. In Shah Nameh,

also, lend is synonymous with nirenk, bewitchment. See vol. i. p. 102.
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X. 5 ; Amos v. 8 ; so Luther), and we should expect '^'^^ instead

of ''J'ip.- niHB' also is infin., after which Hahn :
" which thou

wilt not be able to unblacken ;
" but this privative meaning

of inc' as a word of colour is without example. Better, " which

thou wilt not be able to discern " (nnir, as in xxvi. 9) ; and still

better, as is generally interpreted since J. H. Michaelis and

J. D. MichaeUs, from inB' =^s:u-, to bewitch {DMZ. xx. 34)

:

"which thou wilt not be able to exorcise or charm away."

The close of the discourse again strikes up the tone of sar-

castic triumph found at the beginning, vers. 12-15: "Gome

near, then, vrith thy spells and with the multitude of thy enchant-

ments, in which thou hast wearied thyselffrom thy ymith. Per-

haps thou canst render service, perhaps thou wilt inspire terror.

Thou art wearied hy the multitude of thy consultations. Let them

come near, then, and save thee—the Jieaven-dividers, the star-

peepers, who every new-moon hring to light things which will come

upon thee. Behold, they are become a^ stubhle, fire has consumed

them ; they are Twt able to save themselves from the power of the

flame. There is not a burning coal to warm oneself, a hearth-fire

to sit before. Thus it fares with thy people, for whom thou hast

wearied thyself ; thy associates in trade from thy youth, they

wander away, every one to his own quarter ; none helps thee."

It is true that 3 IKjy, Lev. xiii. 5, means to stand by something,

to persist therein (cf. 7V Dip, xxxii. 8), like Ezek. xiii. 5, to

take a stand ; 2 Kings xxiii. 3, to enter on ; Eccles. viii. 3,

to venture on something; but here, 12a, there is no reason

to take it otherwise than in ver. 13 : Let Babylon come near

with (3, as in vii. 24, and often) all the instruments of the

black art, in which ('iB'K3=Dn3 "lE'S) she had much practice

from her youth CjiW^, with helping pathach for f}Vy). Perhaps

she is able to be of some use {a>jie\elv), perhaps she will

terrify, i.e. make herself so terrible to the approaching evil,

that it will retire. The prophet now in spirit sees Babylon

come near, but harassing herself helplessly and uselessly. He
therefore follows up the " come near, then," addressed to

Babylon in plena with a second challenge, " let them come

near, then : " let her astrologers come near, and let them

prove the power over the future which they claim, now in

view of the approaching destruction, for the good of Babylon.
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7];riX3? is a singular form with femin. plur. suff., like the singular

with masc. plur. suff., Ps. ix. 15; Ezek. xxxv. 1 1 ; Ezra ix. 15;

in these cases (certainly suspicious on critical grounds) the

singular has a collective meaning. Instead of D'OB' )-i:in

(which would be = nan ib'k), the Keri reads Q'P^' '''^an, cutters-

up of the heaven, i.e. dividers or dismemberers of it, from

i?n = J^J^, dissecare, resecare ; cf. Eabb. '^')^[] = 'ijXSt, segment in

the meaning of syllable (for which the Arabic has not coined

a grammatical term), perhaps also Talm. t^'nas, members of a

body, or lot of tools. The corrections ''^fin (Knobel), from

"'?C=-v:>-, to know, be skilful, and 'iian (Hitzig, Dan. p. 29
;

Fsalmen, ii. 415) from lan, in the sense to sift = investigate,

of which there is no evidence, are unnecessary. Nor must we
with Nagelsbach explain : who look into the stars {i.e. into the

future), or : by means of the stars. 3 njn means to gaze with

desire, here desire to know (cf. Eccles. xi. 3) ; Luther : the

star-peepers, cf. dcrTepa<; SoKeveiv in Gregory of Nazianzus,

Arcana, v. 60. They are further described as those who tell,

D'E'"Tn?, singulis noviluniis (like C'^P??, every morning, xxxii. 2,

and often), things which, etc. "^f^p. is partitive in meaning.

They select the most important from the multitude of

events, every month making the almanack (or i^Jiti from

^j\=-j,, to reckon by the course of the month) or calendar^

for the State. But these wise men cannot save themselves,

to say nothing of others, from the power of the flame, which

is no comfortable fire for warmth (not Q?np, but according to

Masoretic testimony Don?, pausal form with Zakeph-katon for

Don^ = nh?, Hags. i. 6, cf. on Job xxx. 4), no hearth-fire

(xliv. 16) to sit in front of; but, on the contrary, consuming,

eternal, i.e. annihilating, flames, xxxiii. 14. Grotius, Glericus,

Vitringa et al. unsuitably : non supererit pruna ad calendum.

So shall they be to thee, continues ver. 15, i.e. such things

shall they suffer to thy hurt, for whom (nB;s=Dn3 ne^K) thou

1 The original of such a Babylonian calendar, taken from an inscription

(giving the agenda et non agenda on the several days of the month), is

found in vol. v. of Eawlinson's work on Inscriptions, pp. 48, 49, and a

multitude of tables with astrological predictions in vol. iii. of the same

work, pp. 51-64.

VOL. II. P
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hast wearied thyself. The learned orders of the Chaldeans

had their own quarter, and enjoyed the regard and privileges

of a priestly caste. It is also impossible to apply what

follows to these masters of astrology and magic (Ewald).

These must have been called 'n!"}nf. in accordance with i^inp,

ver. 1 1 ; and, moreover, if they became a prey to the flames,

and therefore could not flee, we must suppose that they were

burnt in their flight (Umbreit). No, 'n!'"!"? are those engaged

in commercial intercourse with the great " merchant city,"

Ezek. xvii. 4, as Berosus says, ev ry Ba^vXwvi ttoXv ifkrjdo'i

avdpayivcov yeviaOai aWoeOvaiv KaTOLKrjadvTwv ttjv XaXZaiav,

^fjv Be avToiii; araKTw? ata-Trep to, Oripla ; cf. Aeschyl. Pers.

52 s.: Ba^vXmv S' ^ iroXvxpvcroi; TrdfifiiKTov o^Xov irepmei.

These all plunge in wild flight i"'^J'"?? ^^, each one to his

special part, namely, the direction of his home (not = 13J?"78

VJS, but to be explained in accordance with xiii 24 ; Ewald's

Syntax, § 2186), caring only for themselves, without a thought

of helping Babylon, even if they were able.

Ninth Discouuse of the First Pakt, Chap. XLVIII.

Deliverance from Babylon.

This third part of the trilogy (chaps, xlvi., xlvii., xlviii.)

stands in just the same relation to chap, xlvii. as xlvi. 3 ff.

does to xlvi. 1, 2 : the previous prophecy is turned to an

admonitory use.

The address is directed to the great mass of the exiles,

vers. 1,2: " Hear ye this, house of Jacob, who are called

by the name of Israel and have come forth from the waters of

Judah, who swear by the name of Jeliovah and praise the God

of Israel, not in truth nor in righteousness ! For they call

themselves of the holy city, and stay themselves on the God of

Israel ; Jehovah of hosts is his name." The summons to hear

is based on ("3, as e.g. in Ex. xiii. 17; Josh, xvii 18) the

Israelitish nationality maintained by those who are addressed,

and on the relation in which they stand to the God of Israel.

This gives Jehovah the right to address them, and lays on them

the obligation to hear Him. The blame inserted points both

to the motive of the following discourse and the subject which
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it necessarily treats of. "House of Jacob," as in xlvi. 3,

refers to the house of Judah, which shares in the honourable

title of Israel, but has issued from the waters (Num. - xxiv. 7,

along with jnj, cf. the name 3^i*3), i.e. the spring (PV, Deut.

xxxiii. 28 ;
lip», Ps. Ixviii. 27) of Judah; the figure comes in

without introduction,, so that it seems right to regard ''VW

(ver. 19) as original. The summons is thus addressed to the

exiles of Babylonia, as those who swear by the name of

Jehovah, and remember with gratitude the God of Israel

(a TStn, as in Ps. xx. 8), but not in truth and righteousness

(1 Kings iii. 6 ; Zech. viii. 8), i.e. without their spirit

(cf. xxxviii. 3 ; Jer. iv. 2) and conduct agreeing with their

confession and corresponding to God's known will ; and who
call themselves after the holy city (so Jerusalem is called also

in Daniel and Nehemiah, here and Hi. 1), and rely upon the

God of Israel, without the holiness of mind and conduct

which alone gives a right to such trust in the God of the

nation, seeing that He is Jehovah Sabaoth, the Thrice-Holy,

before whom even the seraphim tremble (chap. vi.).

After this summons the words of Jehovah begin, vers. 3-5 :

" The first things I announced long ago, and from my mouth

they tvent forth, and I made them hnovm. Suddenly I per-

formed them, and they came to pass. Because I hnew that thou

art Jiard, and thy neck is an iron clasp, and Uiy hrow of Irass,

I announced it long ago ; lefore it came to pass I made it known

to thee, lest thou shouldst say : My idol has performed it, and

my graven and molten image has commanded it." niJtJ'S'in

means priora, and according to the context, priusfacta, xlvi. 9,

or privs praedicta, xliii. 9, or prius eventura, xli. 22, xlii. 9
;

in the present passage former events which Jehovah announced

beforehand, and, when the time had come, at once accomplished.

Glancing back at these, suff. plur. masc. interchange (cf.

xli. 27) with plur. fem. (cf. ver. 7, xxxviii. 16); more commonly

the prophet uses the sing. fem. in this neutral sense (xli. 20,

xlii. 23, etc.), seldom also the sing. masc. (xl. 5, 8). The

suffix-form I— does not occur at all in the 0. T., but once for

it |—, Ex. ii. 17, and once I— Hab. ii. 17, Gesen. § 60,

Anm. 2. T'i (from nij, jU-, to stretch) means sinew, and here

clasp. nCTTO is poetical = Tiifn:, as in xlv. 2. It is implied

that the Babylonian exiles took part in heathen worship
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(cf. Ezek. XX. 30 £f.); we know the same of the exiles of

Egypt, among whom Jeremiah's life and labour mysteriously

ceased.

But in order rightly to determine what the " first things
"

are which Jehovah foretold, lest Israel should ascribe them

to this or that one of their idols, we must add, vers. 6-8

:

" Thou hast heard it ; look then at all ; and ye— must ye not

confess it ? I make known to thee new things from now, and

hidden things and things which tJiou knewest not. Now they

are created and not long ago; and thou hast not knovjn them

before, lest thou shouldst say : Behold, I knew them. Neither

hast thou huvrd them, nor hast thou known them, nor has thy

ear opened itself to them long ago, for I knew, thou art verily

faithless, and art called rebellious from the womb." The

meaning of the question in 6a is clear : they must, even

against their will, confess and testify (xliii. 10, xliv. 8) that

Jehovah foretold everything which is now attested by sensible

fulfilment. Accordingly the "first things" are the events

which the people have experienced from the earliest age

(xlvi. 9) to the present period of Cyrus, but especially the

lirst half or epoch of this period itself that has passed in the

present, which is the prophet's standpoint. And since the

fore-announcement is to guard against Israel ascribing that

which is done to its idols, which can only or principally be

understood of events for the good of Israel, the " first things
"

must also include the preparation for the deliverance of Israel

from the Babylonian captivity by the revolution due to Cyrus.

Therefore the " new things " include the deliverance of Israel,

the conversion of the heathen, and the renovation of the world

(cf. xlii 9). The announcing and accomplishing of these

absolutely new things, which were kept secret hitherto (cf.

Eom. xvi. 25), takes form now ; niiVJ, guarded things, are things

kept secret (cf. D''"i1V3, Ixv. 4, hidden places, and Prov. vii. 10,

with hidden, i.e. hypocritical, reserved heart) ; Jer. xxxiii. 3

has for this niisa, ardua, things lying beyond natural know-

ledge. Israel has not heard of these things, Di^"\3S?, before

to-day (cf. Di'P, from to-day, xliii. 13), lest it should arrogate

to itself as drawn from its own resources knowledge furnished

by prophecy. This thought is emphasized in the strongest

manner in ver. 8 in three correlative sentences with Q? ; ["!!?
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means here to open, in the sense of self-opening, as in Ix. 11.

That we need not read nnna, according to the correction in

Cod. Babyl., is shown by ^jj ^^lu, used of the opening of

flowers, and coinciding with nRS, Cant. vii. 13. Jehovah has

told them nothing of this before, because there was danger

that with the faithlessness and tendency to idolatry which

run through their history from the first, they would abuse the

knowledge.

Despite such proofs of the Godhead of Jehovah, the people

expiating their sins in exile are faithless, always prone

to apostasy. Nevertheless Jehovah wUl save them. The

deliverance is thus an i^nmerited work of His mercy, vers.

9—11 : "For my name's sake I draw out my wrath, and for

my ]praise I restrain myself toward thee, that I may not root

thee out. Behold, I have cleansed thee, and not in the manner

of silver ; I have tested thee in the furnace of affliction. For

my own sake, for my own sake I •perform it {for how it is pro-

faned !), and my glory I give not to another." The imperfects,

ver. 9, say what Jehovah is continually doing. He lengthens

out His wrath, i.e. delays its outbreak, thus shows Himself

longsuffering ; He checks, restrains, damps it (p?^, like

Jas-), for the good of Israel, that He may not by unchaining

His wrath utterly destroy it ; and that for the sake of His

name. His praise, which demands the carrying out of the plan

of salvation, which is the purpose of Israel's existence. What
Israel has hitherto experienced is a melting, which is not

designed to destroy, but to test and purify. ''n^T\'n\ is genitive,

dependent on iVOT, whose force continues here as in xlix. 76

;

of. ver. 14, xv. 8, xxviii. 6, Ixi. 7, perhaps also ipn^ ('E'JS),

Obad. 7, but in no case Eccles. xii. 11; the Arabic language

of poetry permits itself such elliptical genitives.^ lO?,

parallel with H"!!?, has here, like the Aramaic, the meaning of

jna, which, allied to j^^^sue, denotes originally to test by

rubbing. The 3 of flD33 sSl is not Beth pretii: not to gain

silver as the reward of labour (Maldonatus, Hendewerk), or :

^ Respecting this genitive, whose governing word (the i—l'^i-^
) is

supplied out of what precedes, see Samaohshari's Mufa$sal, p. 43, 1. 8-13.
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so that I might gain silver (Umhreit, Meier, Ewald),—an

aimless notion, out of place here,—but a is the Beth essentiae,

translatable by tan^uam, which introduces the accusative

predicate here and Ezek. xx. 41, Ps. Ixxviii. 55, just as it

introduces the nominative predicate in Job xxiii. 13 in the

substantive clause, and in Ps. xxxix. 7 in the verbal clause.

Jehovah melted Israel, but not as silver (not as one melts

silver), by which it is not meant that He melted it more

severely, yet more exactly (Stier), or less strictly (Cheyne)

than silver,—melting is everywhere nothing more or less than

freeing the precious kernel by removing the dross,—but that

it was another fire than that of the smelter (goldsmith) ; it

was a melting of a higher sort, the suffering which befell

Israel, doing for it the work of a furnace (nia as in Deut. iv. 20),

Hitzig. The infliction of wrath had a salutary aim ; and this

aim contained in it from the first the intention to allow it to

last only for a time. Therefore He now puts an end to it

for His own sake, i.e. not moved by Israel's merits, but purely

of grace, in satisfaction of a demand made on Him by His

holiness, since a longer continuance would give the heathen

occasion to blaspheme His name, and it would seem as if He
were indifferent to His honour, which was bound up with

Israel's existence. The language here is curt and harsh

throughout. In 96 we must add WP'? and 's>< in thought out

of 9a, and in the parenthetical exclamation bn\ :i's (Mph. of

^)n as in Ezek. xxii. 26), the remote ''p^ out of 9a.

" I perform it " refers to the effecting of redemption. What a

commentary on ver. 11 is Ezek. xxxvi. 19-23 !

This discourse began with " Hear ye
;
" its second half now

begins with " Hear." Thrice the cry is addressed to Israel

:

Hear ye ! Jehovah is God exclusively. Creator and Controller

of history, God of prophecy and fulfilment, vers. 12-16:
" Hearken to me, Jacob, and Israel my called one ; I am he,

I the First, I also the Last. My hand also founded the earth,

and my right hand spread out the heavens ; I call to them, and

they arise together. Assemble yourselves, all of you, and hear

!

Who among them lias announced this ? He whom Jehovah loves

ivill execute his will on Babylon, and his arm on the Chaldeans.

I, I have spoken, have also called him, have brought him near,

and his way prospers. Draw near to me ! Hear ye this ! I
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have not spoken from the beginning in secret, from the time that

it takes place I am there ; and now the Lord Jehovah has sent

me and his Spirit." Let Israel hear ; it is the nation called to

be Jehovah's servant (xli. 9). Let it hear (the Deuteronomic
" Hear," vi. 4, is heard here again) what kind of a God it has

in Jehovah. He is " He," i.e. the exclusively One, and

eternally the same (see on xli. 4, xliii. 10) ; He is First and

Last (cf. xli. 4), i.e. the Alpha and Omega of all history,

especially Israel's. He and none else is the Creator of the

earth and the heavens (nSD here, like Mishnic and Syriac

nap, to ilatten, make flat and broad), at whose Almighty call

they place themselves at His service, with all the beings

they contain ;
''?« ^"p is virtually a conditional clause, Ewald,

§ 3576. Hitherto everything has supported the exhortation to

hearken to Jehovah. The exhortation is further supported by
God's calling the members of His people to assemble in order

to hear and confirm His declaration : Who among them (the

gods of the heathen) has made known this or the like ? That

which hitherto none but Jehovah has foretold follows at once

in the form of an independent sentence, whose subject is

i^i??? '" (said of Solomon, 2 Sam. xii. 246) instead of 'n aWK

(Ewald, § 3336): he whom Jehovah loves will perform His

will on Babylon, and His arm (will perform it) on the

Chaldeans. iV'in is not accus. (Hitzig, Ewald, Nagelsbach

et al.) : for " perform His arm " (Jehovah's or His own ?)

is an impossible phrase, even used zeugmatically, but

nominative of the subject, and D^'=T'B'3=D'''n{5'3a as in ver. 9

'ni'nn=''nbnn ivo^ and nnsn, xlii. 1 = ia nnsn. The prophet

perhaps wrote Dnt^aa, which is not only free from ambiguity,

but also gives a more rhythmical close of the verse. Jehovah,

He it is alone who announces such things ; He also has brought

forward ('<''?.n as in xxxvii. 26) in Cyrus the predicted

conqueror of Babylon ; the success of his career is Jehovah's

work. As certainly then as ^"^^vfj}, ver. 14, is Jehovah's

word, so certainly also yN wip. He calls near to Himself

those who belong to His people, that they may further hear

His declarations : From the beginning He has not spoken in

secret (see xlv. 19), but as author and lord of what is taking

place has publicly fore-announced by His prophets what now

lies before the eyes ; since it (what is being done by Cyrus)
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has unfolded itself. He is there in order so to guide and turn

what happens, that it may issue in Israel's deliverance;

cf. the ''?« DB' of Wisdom in reference to creation, Prov. viii. 27.

So far Jehovah speaks, not yet (as v. Orelli thinks) the other

one, who now strikes into Jehovah's words and continues

:

" and now," namely, when Israel's deliverance is near accom-

plishment (nnj?i as often of the turning-point of salvation, e.g.

xxxiii. 10), " the Lord Jehovah has sent me and His Spirit."

Is it the prophet who here comes forward behind Him whom

he has introduced, and strikes into His discourse ? Fagels-

bach and Klostermann actually see here an interruption of

Jehovah's words by the prophet, who distinguishes two periods

of his preaching, and only in the present one declares himself

authorized to declare what now follows. But since in

xlix. 1 ff. discourse follows of that Servant of Jehovah about

himself, who claims to be the restorer of Israel and light of

the heathen, and therefore can neither be Israel as a nation

nor the author of these discourses, whether Isaiah or an heir

of his spirit, nothing is more likely than that the words, "and

now the Lord," etc., are a prelude of the discourse of the one

uniq^ue Servant of Jehovah about himself which opens in chap,

xlix. Only thus can we explain the surprisingly mysterious

manner, comparable only again to Zech. ii. 12 ff., iv. 9 (where

also the speaker is not the prophet but an angel), in which

the discourse of Jehovah turns into that of His ambassador.

Only this explains " and now," which intimates that after

Jehovah has paved the way for Israel's redemption by bring-

ing forward Cyrus in accordance with prophecy. He has sent

him, the speaker here, to efifect in mediatorial capacity the

redemption prepared for, and this not by force of arms, but

in the strength of God's Spirit (xlii. 1 ; cf. Zech. iv. 6).

Accordingly the Spirit is not referred to as Sender (Nagels-

bach. Driver, after Jerome, Targ., perhaps also LXX, Syriac),

as which He is mentioned nowhere (cf. Zech. vii 12, in^na,

and the reading hia toO, Eom. viii. 11, which is to be rejected

for a similar reason), but as sent in and with Jehovah's

Servant. In order to this meaning we need neither 'HX Tvf

mm nor iniTriKi '3n?B' ; the phraseology is just the same as

in xxix. 7, nmVoi yas. But although " His Spirit " is taken

as a second object, the passage confirms what Cheyne and
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Driver agree in remarking, that in II. Isa. the tendency is

evident to regard the Spirit of God as a separate personality.

The exhortation now goes further. In the work of re-

demption, prepared for both in word and act, Israel is to

recognise the incomparableness of Jehovah, vers. 12-16.

On the position it henceforth takes to His commands its

future depends, vers. 17—19 :
" TMts saith Jehovah thy

Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel : I, Jehovah thy God, am he

who teaches thee to do wliat profits, (who) leads thee in the

vjay which thou shouldst go. that thou didst hearken to

my commandments ; then thy peace becomes like a river, and

thy righteousness like the waves of the sea; and thy seed

lecomes like the sand, and the offspring of thy hody like its

^grains. Its name should not lie rooted out, nor destroyed

from before my face." Jehovah is Israel's rightful and right

teacher and leader. 7''JJinp is used in the same sense as in

XXX. 5, xliv. 10, to do what is useful, profitable. The

optative ixh is followed by the preterite, because what is

wished in anticipation is regarded as accomplished, as in

Ixiii. 1 9 : utinam disruperis. But here where ''i}''.! follows

twice (not '''iy\ Deut. xxxii. 29; cf. Micah ii. 11) we cannot

translate otherwise than : o si attenderis, facta esset amnis

instar pax tua (Driver, § 140); but the nna^'N? glances into

the future : in case of such observance, it would not.

Peace and righteousness appear here as the divine gift, not

deserved by Israel, but dependent only on the faith which

marks and appropriates the divine word, and especially the

word promising redemption. The play of sound in TV.^

vnypi is conspicuous. Many expositors (Eashi, Kimchi,

Gesenius, Hitzig, Knobel, Cheyne) take Vniyo as synonymous

with T'J'P,^ and meaning entrails, i.e. the creatures fiUiug the

interior of the sea ; but the backward reference of the suffix

to OKj, 1 8&, is less probable than to ^in ; especially since such a

metaphorical use of viscera has no proof, and since elsewhere

the fern. plur. (like nifija, ni^^i'?) denotes what is artificial in

distinction from what is natural. vnijJp are the grains of

sand (LXX, Jerome, Targum); this is confirmed by the fact

that wp (in modern Hebrew njjp, numulus) is the Targum

^ The absolute form, not occurring in the Old Testament, fluctuates

between u''VO and D*VO ; see Barth in DMZ. xlii. 345.
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word for nna (granum, akin to i?"i^) ; there is no other word

for grain of sand. Israel remains a people even in its

apostasy, but rooted up and abolished " from the face," i.e.

from before the gracious countenance of God, who no longer

acknowledges it as His people.

So far the discourse is hortatory. It demands faith and

fidelity in view of the approaching redemption. But in the

certainty that such a believing, faithful people will not be

wanting within Israel, the prophecy of redemption clothes

itself in the form of a summons, vers. 20-22 :
" Go ye out of

Babylon, flee ye from Ghaldea with shouts of joy ; declare,

proclaim this, carry it to the end of the earth ! Say ye

:

' Jehovah has redeemed Jacob his Servant. And they thirsted

not, he led them through dry places, he made water flow from

the rock for them ; he clave the rock, and waters gushed forth.'

There is no peace, saith Jehovah, for the wicked." They are to

go forth from Babylon, and quickly and joyously leave the

land of bondage and idolatry far behind them ; nna here

means not properly to flee, but merely to depart with the

speed of flight (cf. Ex. xiv. 5). And what Jehovah did for

them they are to proclaim to the whole earth; the redemp-

tion experienced by Israel is to be the gospel for all man-

kind. The tidings to be carried forth (^'''Vin, as in xlii. 1)

reaches from PNa to the second recurring D'p. This it is

which Israel, so far as it remains true to its God, will experience

and proclaim. But there is no peace, says Jehovah, for the

wicked. The ungodly in Israel are meant. The utterance

says in negative form the same that is said positively in

"Peace upon the Israel of God," Gal. vi. 16. "Peace" is

the broadest, deepest definition of the future salvation.

From this the ungodly exclude themselves ; they have no

part in the future inheritance ; the Sabbath rest reserved for

God's people belongs not to them. "With this divine oracle,

penetrating the conscience like the point of an arrow, con-

cludes, not merely this ninth discourse, not merely the

trilogy of Babylon (chaps, xlvi.-xlix.), but the entire Pirst

Part of these 3x9 discourses to the exiles. From this point

the name " Gyrus," and also the name " Babylon," occur no

more ; the relation of the people of Jehovah to heathenism

and the redemption from Babylon, so far as—foretold and

J
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carried out by Jehovah—it proves His sole Godhead, and is

the overthrow of the idols and the destruction of idolators,

—

this theme is now done with, and appears no more in the

foreground. The phrase, " Listen, ye isles," compared with

"Comfort ye my people," already intimates the different

character of the second section now opening.

PiRST Discourse of the Second Part, Chap. XLIX.

Self-attestation of the Servant of Jehovah : Zion's faint-

heartedness reproved.

The very same person whom Jehovah introduced in xlii.

1 ff., and into whose address that of Jehovah changed even

so early as in xlviii. 16, here begins to speak in vers. 1—3 :

" Listen, isles, unto me ; and hearken, ye distant nations

:

Jehovah hath called me from the womh, from my mother's

bosom hath he thought of my name. And he made my mouth

like a sharp sword, in the shadovj of his hand hath he hidden

me, and he made me a polished arrow ; in his quiver hath he

concealed me. And he said unto me. Thou art my servant,

Israel, in whom I glorify myself." Though the speaker in

the latter part of ver. 3 is called " Israel," yet he is neither

to be regarded as a collective person representing the whole

of Israel, nor as one representing the kernel of Israel,—not

the former, because in ver. 5 he is expressly distinguished

from the people, whose restorer (see ver. 5) and covenant-

mediator (see ver. 8, xlii. 6) he is immediately to become;

nor the latter, because the people, whose restoration (accord-

ing to ver. 5) he accomplishes, themselves form the whole

body of the " servants of Jehovah," or the remnant of Israel

(see e.g. Ixv. 8—1 6). Nor again is he both of these together,

because what he says of himself, especially the fact that he

speaks of the bosom of his mother, is so individual in its

character, that it cannot possibly admit of being understood

collectively : wherever Israel is spoken of in the same

way we read merely t^ap (xliv. 2, 24, xlvi. 3, along with

Dnyjp, xlviii. 8), but without mention of the mother, which

(except in such allegorical connections as are found in li.

1,2; Ezek. xvi. 3) is inapplicable to the people collectively.
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Is it then possibly the prophet who is here speaking of him-

self, and does this, in the latter part of ver. 1, with reference

to his own mother ? (cf. •»« in Jer. xv. 10, xx. 14, 17). This

is impossible, for what the speaker here declares of himself,

in xlix. 1 &., is of so unique and glorious a character that it

far transcends the limitations and actual performance possible

for an Isaiah, or any one of kindred spirit. We shall thus

have to recognise the fact that the idea of the " servant of

Jehovah," which is here, as in xlii. 1 ff., conceived as con-

stantly changing from a narrower to a wider sense, becomes

applied to a person, through limitation of the meaning.

When the expression is applied in the fullest extent of its

meaning, " the Servant of Jehovah " signifies all Israel ; when

it is confined to its inner and narrower sense, it signfies the

true people of Jehovah who are included within the entire

nation, like the kernel within the husk (see the definition of

this in li. 7, Ixv. 10 ; Ps. xxiv. 6, Ixxiii. 15) ; here, however,

the idea is restricted to its central thought, and the expression

becomes the ideal representation of an individual. As Cyrus

is the world-power in personal form, made subservient to the

people of God, so the Servant of Jehovah, who speaks here,

is Israel in personal form, i.e. he in whom the vocation of

Israel as the saviour of humanity—Israel itself included—is

perfected; he is the very same who, in xlviii. 16&, repre-

sented himself as the messenger of Jehovah who had now

appeared ; and throughout these discourses the dawn of

salvation, not merely for Israel, but for all men, is viewed in

connection with the close of the Exile, and is ever associated

with the restoration of the people now in exile. Just as, in

chaps, vii.—xi., Isaiah sees the son of the virgin grow up at

the time of the Assyrian oppressions, and his kingdom rising

on the ruins of the Assyrian, so the prophet here sees the

Servant of Jehovah as one born in exile—the punishment

sent on his people—coming forth towards the close of the

Exile, in order to accomplish the restoration of Israel. Now,

when he comes forward without further introduction, speaking

in his own name,—a unique piece of dramatic composition,

not approached even by Ps. ii.,—there already lies behind him

the beginning of his work which aims at the salvation of

mankind. His summons is addressed to the " isles," which
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have already been pretty frequently mentioned, when the

evangelization of the heathen formed the subject of this

course (xlii. 4, x. 12 ; of. xxiv. 15), and the "nations afar

off," ie. the distant nations (as in v. 26 ; cf. on the other

hand, Jer. xxiii. 23). They are to hear what he says, yet

not merely what he says in the words immediately following,

but what he says generally. What follows is rather a

justification of his right to claim a hearing and obedience,

than the address itself, which is to be received with believing

obedience ; both, however, are most intimately associated.

Jehovah has called him "from the womb," has thought of

his name from the bowels Cyp, as in Ps. Ixxi. 6) of his

mother, i.e. even before he was born; even in his mother's

womb has Jehovah assigned to him his calling, viz. his

vocation as a saviour, and has solemnly given him his name
referring to this vocation. Here we are reminded of Jer.

i. 5; Luke i. 41; Gal. i. 15, but especially the name
" Immanuel," which is given beforehand to the Coming One
(vii. 14), and the name "Jesus," which God appointed before-

hand through the mouth of an angel (Matt. i. 20-23). The
great Coming One, though set before us in the Old Testament

as one to be expected " from the seed of David," is neverthe-

less, wherever mention is made of his entrance into the

world, spoken of as " made of a woman," nothing being said

of a temporal father. In the Protevangelium he is called the

" seed of the woman," though not yet in an individual sense

;

Isaiah, in the time of Ahaz, speaks of his mother as fi^r?'?

(vii. 14); Micah (v. 2) speaks of his nn^r. The typical

Psalms also (such as xxii. 10 f.) give prominence to the mother.

The speaker now says further, in ver. 2, that Jehovah

has made his mouth " like a sharp sword,"—namely, that he

may, with the word of his mouth, as with a sharp sword,

overcome whatever opposes him, and separate those who are

leagued together to destroy (xi. 4 ; Eev. i. 1 6 ; Heb. iv. 1 2)

;

that He has made him a " polished arrow " (1113 fn, not /3eXo?

eKXeKTov, as LXX rendered by the LXX, but more in accord-

ance with the nature of an arrow, as in Jer. li. 11, cleaned,

polished, sharpened, pointed),—namely, in order to pierce the

hearts, and to inflict on them the most salutary wounds ; and

that— just as sword and arrow are kept in scabbard and
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quiver for the time when one wishes to use them—He has

hidden him under the shadow of His almighty hand, and

kept him concealed in the quiver of His counsel of love, in

order that He may, in the fulness of time, draw out this

sword of His, and lay this arrow of His upon the bow. It

is scarcely necessary to ask, in the form of a dilemma,

whether the reference here is to the true preceding the fore-

seen period of his appearing, or to eternity : the prophecy,

however, in this case traces back the existence of him who

has now appeared merely to the furthest point of his entrance

on the scene of history. Ver. 3 declares, in plain and

literal language, what Jehovah has made him : He has said

to him (cf. Ps. ii. *lh), " Thou art my servant, Israel, in

whom (cf. xliv. 23) I glorify 'myself." The name "Israel"

was at the very first the divinely - bestowed name of an

individual. Just as the name Israel was first of aU given to

a man, and not till afterwards to a people, so, besides the

personal reference in its origin, it has also a personal refer-

ence in its highest application. The servant of Jehovah is the

kernel of the kernel of Israel, Israel's inmost centre, Israel's

highest head. He it is in whom {i.e. on whom and through

whom) Jehovah glorifies Himself, by carrying out through him

the counsel of love which is the self-glorification of His holy love.

In ver. 4, the speaker opposes the words of divine voca-

tion and promise with a complaint, which, however, immedi-

ately disappears :
" And I,—I said, ' In vain have I toiled

;

on emptiTiess and vanity have I wasted my strength;' never-

tlieless my right is with Jehovah, and my reward with my
God." The i of '"^"ipN ''JSl introduces the contrast which seemed

to exist between the fruitlessness of his work and the call

addressed to him : l?s, however, denies the conclusion which

might be drawn from it against the reality and truth of

his vocation. The relation between the clauses is precisely

the same as in Ps. xxxi. 23 ; Jonah ii. 5 (where we find '^^,

which is more rarely used in this adversative sense) ; cf. also

Ps. XXX. 7 (" but I said ") and the psalm of Hezekiah in chap,

xxxviii. 10, with the contrast in xxxviii. 15.^ In the midst

' The pointing ^ani for isani, in spite of the disjunctive accent (ri/cfei),

has no perceptible reason : it is contrary to the rule. See our remarks

on Ps. Iv. 10.
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of his active pursuit of his vocation, when no results of his

efforts were to be seen, there came over him the thought that

his work was fruitless ; but this beclouding of his rejoicing

in his calling disappeared in the confident assurance that his

asE'p (i.e. his good right, in opposition to all contradiction

and opposition) and his n?V$ (i.e. the result and point of the

work which was apparently vain) are with Jehovah, who
reserves them for the time when He will vindicate His

servant's right and crown his work with success. We must

not here allow ourselves to be misled by such parallels as

xl. 10, Ixii. 11 ; in the first part of ver. 4, the words are as

little spoken collectively as in the second, but in xl. 27 the

complaint of Israel as a nation runs differently.

The expression " and now " (fiRJT!) evidently points to a

new turn in the professional life of him who is speaking here.

It is likewise plain that it is the want of success in his work

among his own nation which has wrung from him the com-

plaint in the beginning of ver. 4. For the fact that he

addresses his summons in xlix, 1 to the world of nations is

owing to Jehovah's not merely granting to him, the undaunted

one, not merely success in his work on Israel, but also assign-

ing to him a far more extensive mission to all mankind.

Vers. 5, 6 :
" AtuI tww saith Jehovah, who formed me from the

womb for a servant to him, to bring back Jacob to him, and that

Israel may be gathered to him,—and I have been honoured in

the eyes of Jehovah, and my God became my strength— he

saith : ' It is but a small thing that thou becomest a servant to

me, to raise up the tribes of Jacob, and to bring back the

preserved ones of Israel—/ have set thee for a light of the

heathen, to become my salvation unto the end of the earth.'

"

Both 33165' and ^^n unite in themselves the meanings " to

bring back " (Jer. 1. 1 9) and " to restore." On the occurrence

of N^=li>, see the remarks at ix. 2, Ixiii. 9, and Job xiii. 15.

Jerome here wrongly renders :
" and Israel who will not be

gathered together " (which is said to declare the rejection of

the Jews !) ; nor can we accept the rendering of Hitzig, " inas-

much as Israel is not swept away," or that of Hofmann,

"Israel, who is not swept away." In this passage, which

speaks of the restoration of Israel, IP*? can only signify

"gathering," as in xi. 12 ; Sh (which is parallel to V^K) points
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to Jeliovah as the author of this gathering, and the one whom
it concerns; the transition from the infinitive signifying

purpose, into the finite verb, is like what is found in xiii. 9,

xiv. 25. The attributive clause attached to "Jehovah"

expresses tlie lofty destiny of the servant in relation to

Israel. The inserted clause, " I am honoured in the eyes of

Jehovah, and my God hath become my strength," already

looks onward to the still higher destiny by which the former

lofty one is surpassed. On account of this parenthetically

inserted praise to Jehovah, the "ip*? is resumed in the form

noN>l. Instead of simply ^ni'n
7i?.J (cf. 1 Kings xvi. 31), i.e.

" is it a small thing that thou shouldest be ? " there is here

added, as in Ezek. viii. 17, the comparative IP, which is not

to be logically pressed, however :
" it is less than that," i.e.

"it is too little that thou shouldest be." The ''TS3 {Qert

^~\yii) of Israel are those who have been preserved in the

Exile (Ezek. vi. 12). Not merely is the restoration of those

who survive the time of judgment the work of the servant of

Jehovah, but Jehovah has appointed him to something still

higher : He has set him for the light to the heathen (" a light

to lighten the Gentiles," Luke ii. 32), to become His salvation

to the end of the earth (LXX, toO elvai ae eh awTTjplav em?

e<T')(aTov rrjii lyrjt;). Those who think that the speaker here is

Israel, viewed as a nation, forsake this most natural and

obvious meaning of the words, and explain them as signifying

" in order that my salvation may be (i.e. reach, penetrate) to

the end of the earth." But inasmuch as the servant of

Jehovah is the light of the world, and by this very fact also

the salvation of the world, both of these come through Jehovah,

whose salvation, accomplished in accordance with His counsel,

attains historical realization and actual manifestation in the

servant.

His present condition, however, is one of deepest humilia-

tion, ver. 1 :
" Thus saith Jehovah, the Redeemer of Israel, his

Holy One, to him of contemptible soul, to the abomination of the

people, to the servant of tyrants; kings shall see and arise,—
princes, and shall bow dovm for the sake of Jehovah, who is

faithful, the Holy One of Israel, that he hath chosen thee!'

As nta (with changeable Qamez : see our remarks on J'ion in i.

17) has not a properly passive meaning (=*l'f, Ps. xxii. 7), but
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signifies a state or condition, K'aj'nfa designates one who is

contemptible as regards his soul, held in contempt, i.e. one

who is not considered as worthy to live (Hofmann and

Bredenkamp). Here B'aj is the objective genitive ; '13, joined

with ^ynp,^ would also be an objective genitive if Wn were

meant to be taken causatively ("one who makes the people

feel abhorrence"); but, according to Ezek. xvi. 25, the mean-
ing would be " one who makes the people to be abhorred

"

{i.e. an object of abhorrence),—which would be nonsense here.

It is better to take 3VnD (unless we prefer to read SJ'np with

Cheyne) as a substantive, like nDDD in xxiii. 18 "[something]

covering," i.e. a cover: all such participial nouns from the

Pi^.1 (see Ewald, § 160e) signify the thing, place, or instru-

ment affecting what the Piel declares. We need not inquire

whether ''in means Israel or the Gentile nations : it signifies

the mass of the people, like Civ in Ps. l.xii. 9, and in those

passages in which our prophet applies the word to the human
race in general. The Dv«J'D, however, whose servant {i.e.

enslaved one) the person here addressed is called, are

obviously heathen tyrants. What is here stated of the one
" servant of Jehovah " applies also to his people, and especially

to that portion of the people which remained faithful to their

calling and confession ; all the shame and persecution which

the faithful ones have to endure from their worldly superiors

and from the ungodly among their own fellow-countrymen

(see, for instance, Ixvi. 5), are discharged like a pent-up storm

upon him as an individual. But when kings and princes

shall see him, formerly so humbled, freed from his humiliation

and raised to the glorious height of the work to which he is

called, then will they reverently arise from their thrones, and

adoringly cast themselves on the ground for the sake of

Jehovah, as one who (i^'N, being emphatic, utpote qui) is

faithful, by keeping true to His promises, for the sake of the

Holy One of Israel (here ]Vm is to be supplied, as in xlviii. 9

)

that, as has now become evident, " He hath chosen thee :

"

the consecutive imperfect carries the general motive into

detail.

Vers. 8, 9a declare (though only with reference to Israel,

the immediate sphere of operation) what is the glorious height

^ This word has Mahpach with Metheg ; see on xl, 7.

VOL. IL Q
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of the calling to which Jehovah, in accordance with His

promise, has raised His chosen one :
" l%us saith Jehovah

:

In a time offavour have I heard and answered thee, and in the

day of salvation have I helped thee ; and I preserved thee, and

set thee for a covenant of the people, to establish the land,

to apportion waste heritages again; Saying to prisoners. Go

forth ; to those in the darkness. Come to the light." Jehovah

has heard and answered His servant, and has come to meet

him with help when he prayed to Him out of the state of

worldly servitude which he shared with his people ; He has

done this at the moment of time—foreseen and now arrived

—when His good pleasure was actively displayed, and His

salvation was realized. The imperfects which follow are

meant to be taken contemporaneously with the past events

mentioned (i.e. with a glance back from the standpoint of the

transition from humiliation into exaltation), as in xlii. 6 (q.v.).

That Jehovah makes His servant " a covenant of the nation
"

(i.e. the personal bond of connection uniting Israel and their

God in a new fellowship) was the purpose of preservation in

the past, and hearing and help in the present. The infinitives

with p show the modes in which the new covenant relation-

ship will be manifested. That the country which has fallen

into decay rises again, and that the waste heritages anew

become the property of their former owners who inherited

them—these proofs that the covenant-grace is anew appHed

to the people will be given through the instrumentality of

the servant of Jehovah : the meaning is correctly rendered by

the LXX, rod KaraaTrjcrat rijv yfjv Kal KXTjpovo/Jiriaai KXrjpo-

vofji.ia<; iprjiiov; Xeyovra ; and lONP (" saying ") is subordinated

to both infinitives. The prisoners in the darkness of the

prison and distress are the exiles (xlii. 22), to whom the

powerful word of Jehovah's servant brings the light of liberty

;

the redemption is here also viewed again in connection with

the close of the Exile, and, in conformity with the character

of the Old Testament, it is represented as pre-eminently

national.

The person of Jehovah's servant now recedes farther into

the background, and the prophecy goes on to depict the return

of the redeemed, vers. 9&-12 :
" On ways shall they feed, and

on all lare hills there is pasture for them. They shall not
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hunger, neither shall they thirst, neither shall mirage nor sun

Hind them; for he tha.t hath pity on them shall lead them,

and iy huVbling springs of water shall he guide them. And I
make all my mountains a viay, and my highvjays shall be

exalted. Behold these, from a distance they come; and behold

these, from north and from west, and these from the land of the

Sinese." The nation returning home is represented as a

flock. On the roads along which they march to their home,

they find pasture without being obliged to leave the main
road in order to satisfy their hunger, and even on bare and

sandy hills (xli. 18) pasture for them is to be found. They
want for nothing. Neither sharab nor sun endangers them
(03!!—regarding which, cf. Ps. cxxi. 6—is a zeugmatic predi-

cate to yy^ also) ; neither does the former deceive them and

lead them astray, nor the latter oppress them and make them
faint ; for He whose compassion has been touched by their

long pining in misery (xli. 17-20) leads them and guides

them gently P\!i\ being used in the same way as Petrarch

says of the shepherd, " Move la schiSra sua soavemente ") by

bubbling springs of real and refreshing water. Jehovah

makes all mountains a way for the returning ones, and the

paths of the desert are raised as if into artificially formed

highways (regarding po^., see Gesen. § 47, note 4). " 3fy

mountains," "my ways" (used differently in xiv. 25) are

emphatic, for they are His creation, which He is also able to

transform, and now actually transforms for the best interests

of His people, who are returning out of all regions of the

world to the land of their forefathers. DJ is the west ; there

ia no warrant here, as in Ps. cvii. 3, for altering DJO? into TP''?'!

;

hence pinna is either the south (cf. xliii. 6) or the east,

according as D"'?''? px is taken as the east or the south

country. The Phenician CJ*? (Gen. x. 17), the inhabitants

of Sin (see Friedr. Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 282,—a fortified

place near Area, which has now disappeared,—are not to be

thought of here, for the simple reason that this Sin is too

near, and, moreover, lies west of Babylon and north of

Jerusalem ; the PP again, which is the Egyptian Pelusium

(Ewald), has no name of a nation or a country derived from

it. Egli (in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift, vi. 400 £f.) sees in cro
the Kurdish tribe Sin, of the Turkish calendar of state ; while
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Hitzig (in his Sprache und Sprachen Assyriens, p. 25) identifies

them with the Sivnikh, west of the Araxes ; but instead of

such obscure names we expect that by D'^'D pN is intended

an eastern country of considerable importance. Even so early

an expositor as Arias Montanus surmised that the Chinese (Arab,

^jk^) were meant ; and after the elucidations of Gesenius in

his Commentary and his Thesaurus, most expositors, as well as

Langlfes (in his BechercJies asiatiques),'M.o\eTS (in his Phoenicians),

Lassen (in his Indian Archaeology, i. 1028 f.), and Victor von

Strauss und Torney, in the Excursus to the third edition of this

Commentary, have decided in favour of this view, the origin of

the name, however, being accounted for sometimes in one way

and sometimes in another. The reference of the name to

the Thsin dynasty is inadmissible, for the separate feudal

states were not united under this monarchy till 255 t.c.
;^

rather may one think that reference is made to the feudal

state of Tsin." Von Strauss is of opinion— and Cheyne

thinks this plausible—that D'^D contains the Chinese word

sin, which, however, was probably sounded nin in the ancient

language ; and certainly there are examples, both ancient and

modern (such as the Egyptian rutu, liitu), of nations calling

themselves simply " men " in contrast with foreigners. A
new hypothesis has been propounded by Terrien de Lacouperie,

who thinks that the WVO are the Schina,^ who live on the

slopes of the Hindu-Kush ; and not without show of reason

does he appeal to the fact that the ruling races of Afghanistan,

1 See Von Strauss, p. 689 ; and cf. Von Riclitliofen on China, i. p. 504

(together witli 436-442), and in his treatises on Marine Intercourse with

China in ancient times and the Middle Ages {Verhandl. der Gesellsch. fur

Erdhunide zu Berlin, 1876), and on the silk regions of Central Asia (in the

same for 1877).

' This is the view of Alfred von Gutschmid (in the Zeitschrift dcr

deutschen Morgenl. Gesellschaft, xxxiv. 207), who says : " The most usual

way in which general names for a country or nation originate among

other nations is that the latter transfer to the whole the name of the

portion which lies nearest them. The most westerly province of China is

Tsin, the first and only one touched hy the great silk-region ; from 897-

206 B.C. it was the seat of an independent kingdom, which finally obtained

supremacy over China."
s In the Bahyhnian and Oriental Record for January and September

1887; on this Aryan race, cf. Friedrich Miiller, Allgem. Ethnographie,

1879, p. 510.
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which is bounded on the north by the Hindu-Kush, claim to

be of Israelitish descent. It still remains most probable,

however, that the DTD are an ancient nation, engaged in

agriculture and commerce, and that the name will once more,

as that of the Chinese, find a more satisfactory explanation

than hitherto. The prophet, especially if one of the Baby-

lonian exiles, may have heard of the distant land in the east

under this name, and we need assume nothing more,—not (as

Movers and Lassen think) that Sinese visited the market of

the world on the Euphrates, but merely that information

concerning the strange nation, rich in costly productions of

their country, had reached the fore parts of the east through

commercial intercourse, and this by sea ; nor, again, that there

were already, at the time when the prophet lived, actually some

of the Chinese scattered among other nations (cf. the remarks

on xi. 11), but merely that through the Spirit he foresaw that

his nation would be scattered as far as this distant point in the

extreme East. And this is what actually has taken place

:

see my History of fost- Biblical Jewish Poetry (1836), pp.

58-62; cf. also p. xxi. I have not yet had access to the

work of Sionnet, Essai sur les Juifs de la Chine et sur I'influ-

ence, qu'ils ont eue sur la literature de ce vaste empire, avant

I'hre chrdtienne ; but see also the Eeport of the Mission of

Inquiry to the Jews in China, in the Jewish Intelligence, May
1857, where a facsimile is given of the roll of the Torah in

Kai-fong-fu ; Alexander Wylie on the Israelites in China, in

Summers' Chinese and Japanese Repository, vol. i. 1863 ;
and

J. Alexander on The Jews, their Past, Present, and Future,

1870, pp. 105-117. The immigration was from Persia (cf.

D^'^y in xi. 11),—at the latest, under the Han dynasty, which

lasted from 205 B.C. till 220 A.D., and in any case, before the

Christian era.

On account of this restoration of the exiles, this mighty

work of God, the whole creation is to praise Him, ver. 13 :

" Shout for joy, heavens, and exult, earth ; Ireah forth with

joyful shout, ye mountains ! for Jehovah hath comforted His

people, and hath compassion on His afflicted ones." The ex-

pression ran nsa (Gesen. § 117. 3), as also ta"!] nsei, is (apart

from Ps. xcviii. 4) peculiarly Isaian (see xiv. 7, and frequently

in chaps, xl.-lxvi.). D7?S| is the usual name in the Old Testa-
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ment for the Church militant : the suffix refers to Jehovah.

The perfect is changed here for the imperfect ; because the

act of consolation works once for all, while the compassion

continues. Here again the glorious liberty of the children of

God appears as the centre and focus from which the whole

world is glorified. The joy of the Israel of God becomes that

of the heaven and the earth. With the summons to this joy

the first half of this address concludes ; for the word "lONni

which follows, and which is not suited for beginning a new

discourse, shows that it is merely a resting-point which has

been reached.

The prophet, looking back into the period of suffering from

the standpoint of deliverance, exclaims from the midst of

this train of thought, ver. 14: " Zion said, Jehovah hath for-

saken me, avd the Lord hath forgotten me." The time of

suffering which forces out this complaint still continues

;

what follows therefore applies to the Church of the present,

i.e. of the Exile. Vers. 15, 16 : "Does a woman forget her

suchling, so as not to have compassion upon the child of her

womb ? Uven though mothers should forget, yet I will not

forget tlue. Behold, upon the palms of my hands have I graven

thee; thy walls stand lefore me continually." To the com-

plaining Church, which knows that her home is in Zion and

Jerusalem, and yet has now been so long torn from that home,

Jehovah sets forth His love, which is as inalienable as

maternal love,— nay, is far stronger than maternal love.

^]1 (=?'nj?) signifies the " nourished " one (properly, " sup-

ported "), viz. the child which the mother nourishes, i.e.

suckles ; and IP in DH'ip is used in precisely the same way as

in xxiii. 1, xxiv. 10, xxxiii. 15, etc., being equivalent to wo-re

fir). In meaning, D? is equivalent to '3"D| (see Ewald's Syntax,

English translation, § 3626): "even supposing that these

(the mothers) should forget," i.e. renounced their love. The

picture (not merely, as shown by ver. 166, the name) of Zion

has been marked with indelible lines on the inside of

Jehovah's hands, in something of the same way as men are

accustomed to burn or puncture ornamental figures on the

hand, arm, and forehead, and to colour the punctures with

alhenna or indigo. There is the picture of Zion, unapproach-

able by every creature, as near to Him as He is to Himself,
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and coming before Him in all the movements of His divine

•life; there He has the walls of Zion ever present to Him;
and though they are broken down for a time here below, they

have with Him an eternal ideal existence, which must ever

be realized again and again in increasingly glorious forms.

It is this fact of renewed glorification which anew comes

up as present to the mind of the prophet. Vers. 17, 18 :

" Th^ children make haste ; those who destroyed thee and laid

thee waste go forth from thee. Lift up thine eyes round about

and see; all of them gather themselves together, they come to

thee. As truly as I live, declareth Jehovah, thou shalt certainly

put them all on like jewellery, and thou shalt gird them round

thee like a iride." The vocalization followed by the LXX,
Targum, Jerome, Saadiah, and the original scribe of the Baby-

lonian Codex, is "^""i^,—a reading which is favoured by the

contrast drawn; but ^^33 is more suitable for vers. 18, 19,

and the thought that Zion's children come to build her fallen

walls again is the natural result arising from the contrast

:

her children come, and those who tore down the maternal

home and made it a desolate ruin, must depart from the city

and the country. Zion is to raise her eyes that have hitherto

been cast down, and to look around ; for on all sides those

whom she deemed lost are coming in dense crowds : ^l (of.

X^= i^ along with IvX in ver. 5), to her, i.e. in order henceforth

to belong to her again. Jehovah pledges His life ('^^ 'n, ^Ssv

iyo), the last Hebrew word always with pausal Qamez, which

remains even in spite of Munach^) that a time of glory for

Zion and her children is coming :
'3 after an affirmative oath

is equivalent to S<?"DN in other passages (e.g. v. 9). The

population which Zion regains will be to her like ornaments

CIS?!?, but Babyl. ''IVS) which a woman puts on, as the orna-

mental girdle (Cl^i?; see iiL 20) which the bride fastens

round her wedding dress.^

1 The case is like those of Mai. i. 6 ; Ps. cxix. 25 : the logical point-

ing here maintains its ground against the rhythmical and musical

accentuation. Except in Isa. xlix. 18, the second word in the formula of

swearing, <3N"'n, always has a separative accent.

" Lagarde suggests that we should road " nfeo, «* calauticam," i.e. like a

headband ; hut the word is unknown in Hebrew of every period of the

language.
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Thus will Zion once more appear in splendour -with the

multitude of her children as with festal adornment. Vers.

19, 20 :
" Because thy ruins and thy wastes and thy land full

of ruins,—surely now vAlt thou be too confined for the inhabit-

ants, and, those who swallovjed thee are far away. Once more

shall thy children, who were formerly torn from thee, say in

thine ears : ' The place is too straight for me ; give way for me,

that I may have room.' " In place of the three subjects,

" thy ruins," etc., comes the comprehensive " thou " contained

in nyn (from T]S), a new commencement of the sentence being

made. ''3 is emphatically repeated in 'i^J! '3 (" for now,"

" surely now," or, as we prefer to say, " surely then "), which

has essentially the same meaning as in the apodosis following

a hypothotical protasis (e.g. Gen. xxxi. 42, xliii. 10), except

that in such cases the sense is more decidedly affirmative than

here, where this meaning is seen to arise from the confirma-

tive. Zion, that has hitherto been lying waste, will now be

too confined to contain her inhabitants ; those v/ho devoured

her are far away, i.e. those who seized the country and the

cities, and made them uninhabitable, nijj is meant to be

understood in the same way as in Ps. xlii. 6, and V}]^? as in

Ps. xliv. 2 (cf. the remarks on v. 9) :
" once more will it come

to this, that the children of whom Zion had hitherto been

deprived call to one another,—so that she is a witness with her

ears of what has been clearly perceived, ' The space is too

narrow for me ; step back (HK'J from E'M, to approach, then to

move generally, and also to move away, move off. Gen. xix. 9)

for me, in order that I may be ahle to settle down.'

"

The words which sound in the ears of Zion are now followed

by the thought of surprise and astonishment that now rises

in her own heart. Ver. 21:" And thou ivilt say in thine

heart, ' Who hath born me these, seeing that I was bereaved of

children and barren, banished and driven away ? And tJuse,

—who hath brought them wp ? Behold, I wets left alone ; these,—where were they ?
'
" She sees herself suddenly surrounded

by a great multitude of children, and yet she had been robbed

of her children, and nniD^S (properly " hard," " strong," Arab.

(jalmad, guhnHd, mostly substantive,—a stone, rock; from

°2^), i.e. such an one as seemed utterlj' incapable of bearing

children any more. Hence she asks, Who hath born me
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these (not, Who hath begotten, which is an absurd question) ?

She cannot believe that they are the children of her body,

and her children's children. As the tree whose foliage has

faded away is itself called mp (i. 30), so does she call herself

nniDi riVi, because her children have been forcibly carried off

into banishment. The passive participle of the intransitive

verb iw signifies to be gone aside (far away), as in Jer. xvii. 1 ;

cf. 013, "fled," Num. xxxv. 32; w, "turned aside," Prov.

xiv. 14 ; aw, " returned," Micah ii. 8. In the second question

there has, as it were, dawned upon her the thought that those

by whom she sees herself now surrounded are her own children
j

but as she was left alone while they went away, and this too,

as she thought, to die in a foreign land, she cannot compre-

hend where they have hitherto been concealed and grown up

into so numerous a people.

The prophecy now takes a step backwards, and describes

the way in which the children of Zion reached their home.

Ver. 22 :
" Tkios saith the Lord Jehovah, 'Behold, I lift up my

hand to nations, and to peoples I raise my tanner ; and they

hring thy sons in their bosom; and thy daughters,—upon shoulders

are they carried.' " The setting up of a banner (v. 26, xi. 12,

xviii. 5 ; cf. Ixii. 10), as well as the waving of the hand (xiii. 2),

is a favourite figure in the Book of Isaiah. The nations

understand and carry out His instructions, and bring the

sons and daughters of Zion ; and this they do as a nursing

father or attendant (tpx, Traioaycoyoi;) carries a little child

before him on his breast (I^H, as in Neh. v. 1 3 ; Arab, as in

Ps. cxxix. 7, ^J-.ds^ from ij-d:>- ; cf. Num. xi. 1 2), i.e. on his

arm, so that the child lies on his shoulder (^na-bj?; cf. 1?"??,

Ix. 4, Ixvi. 12).

Such is the affectionate assistance received by the Church

which is again assembling upon its native soil, and after it

has reassembled, kings and their princely consorts revisit it

most zealously. Ver. 23: "And kings shall he thy nursing-

fathers and princesses thy nurses ; with their face to the earth

do they hovj down to thee, and the dust of thy feet do they lick,

and thou shall know that I am Jehovah, whose hoping ones shall

nat le put to shame." As guardians devote all their strength

and care to those committed to their keeping, and as nurses
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nourish the children from the marrow of their own life, so do

kings become the protectors of Zion, and princesses those who

further her growth. What is true in the view that princes

are the siimmi episcopi of the Church becomes realized, and

the unrighteous assumption of princely territorialism condemns

itself; they pay homage to the Church, they kiss the ground

upon which she stands and walks. As shown in xlv. 14, this

adoration is directed to the God who is present in the Church,

and directs the Church away from all vain conceit of her

own merit to Jehovah (^VTX ^^^ '???Tr
i^ xlvii. 1 5), the God

of salvation md qui confidunt non pudefient 0^^ being here

combined with the first person, and made into a relative, as

in xli. 8; Ex. xx. 2; Job ix. 15, etc.). The state will not

then be swallowed up by the Church,—an event which will

never occur in this world, and is not meant to occur,—but

there is realized, even in this life, a prelude of the perfected

kingdom of God, by the state becoming serviceable to the

Church.

There follows now a doubting question, prompted by a

weak faith. Ver. 24 :
" Can booty he actually wrested from a

hero, or will the captive crowd of riyhtemis ones escape ? " The

question is logically one, and only divided into two for rhetor-

ical reasons. The hero, or gigantically strong one, is the

Chaldean (li. 12, 13, Hi. 5). Ewald, Enobel, and Breden-

kamp follow the Syriac and Jerome in reading r"!V instead of

p'^V in the latter part of ver. 24, on account of the parallelism

;

but this is unnecessary. The exiles are called p''^? '?^ (a

genitival combination, not adjectival), not as the prisoners

who have been wrested from the righteous ones, or the Church

of the righteous, as Meier thinks, making p'''ny an objective

genitive, like ''pvn in iii. 14; still less as prisoners carried off

by the righteous one, i.e. the Chaldean (Hendewerk's opinion),

for the Chaldean, even as the accomplisher of judgment, is

not P'^JS, but Vfl (Hab. i. 13); but rather as the host of pri-

soners consisting of righteous ones, P'''nV being an exegetical

genitive (as in the expression D''J?"ia jJir, " a seed of evil-doers,"

i. 4).

The divine answer follows in vers. 25, 26 : "Verily, thus

saith Jehovah, Even the captive host of a giant hero are wrested

from him, and the looty of a tyrant escapes ; and on him that
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warreth with thee will I make war, and tJiy children will I swce.

And I will feed thy tormentors with their own flesh, and as

with new wine shall they be drunk with their own Mood, and
all flesh perceives that I [am] Jehovah thy Saviour, and that thy

Redeemer \is\ the Mighty One of Jacob." Eosenmiiller thus

correctly explains the ''3
:

" that which is scarcely credible

shall assuredly take place, for thus hath Jehovah spoken;"

and also the ca :
" even though that seems quite incredible,

nevertheless 1 will perform it." The "lisa and TIJ' are, in the

latter part of ver. 25, with direct reference to Zion, called

^I^'T. (" him that contends with thee "), a noun formed from

the verb S'l, like ^y^ (which possibly means " king ' lighting-

cock'"), Hos. V, 13, X. 6. The riN joined with ans is either

the preposition (" with "), as in Jer. ii. 9 (cf. Hos. iv. 1), or

the sign of the accusative, as in Deut. xxxiii. 8 ; Job x. 2
;

Isa. xxvii. 8 ; as in Ps. xxxv. 1, the latter alternative is to be

preferred here, where the Almighty speaks. The self-lacera-

tion threatened against the Chaldean empire reminds one of

ix. 19, 20 ; Zech. xi. 9 ; and rouses the same feeling of horror

as is evoked by Num. xxiii. 24 ; Zech. ix. 15. All this must

necessarily be subservient to that salvation and redemption

which form the grand aim of Jehovah throughout the course

of the world's history, the irresistible work of the Mighty One

of Jacob (3p_V! "'''?>?, as in Gen. xlix. 24 ; cf. i. 24 above).

With the opening of chap. 1. begins a new chain of ideas.

Second Discouese of the Second Paet, Chap, L.

Israel's self-rejection, and the stedfast adherence of the servant

of Jehovah to his vocation.

The address is now no longer directed to Zion, but to her

children. Ver. 1 :
" TMis saith Jehovah, ' Where is your

mothers bill of divorce with which I divorced her ? Or where

is one of my creditors to whom I sold you ? Behold, for your

iniquities have you been sold, and for your transgressions has

your mother been divorced.' " It is not He who has broken

up His relation to Zion, for the mother of Israel, whom Jeho-

vah betrothed to Himself, can point to no bill of divorce with

which (it?'S not being here used as in Iv. 11) Jehovah had dis-
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missed her, and thereby (according to Deut. xxiv. 1-4) for

ever renounced all right to take her again, in case she may-

have in the meantime become another's. Moreover, He has

not, yielding to external compulsion, given up Israel to a

foreign power; for where could be found that one of His

creditors—there are none at all—to v^hom He would have

been obliged to surrender His sons, because unable to pay His

debts, in order that He might thereby make payment—

a

harsh procedure often followed (see Ex. xxi. 7 ; 2 Kings iv. 1

;

Matt, xviii. 25) by strict creditors towards insolvent debtors ?

Eegarding ncJa (" a creditor "), see the remarks on xxiv. 2.

Now, the present state of the nation was certainly this, that

they had been sold and sent away ; but this condition of

things was not the work of lordly caprice, or the consequence

of force on the part of Jehovah ; it is Israel itself that has

interrupted its relation to Jehovah; they have been sold

through their own offences, and " because of your transgres-

sions has your mother been divorced." Instead of i^'V^M

(" through her transgressions ") the expression used is 0TVfS2

(" through your transgressions ") ; this might be because the

Church, though on the one hand standing higher and being

older than her children (i.e. her members at any one time), is

nevertheless morally responsible for those who are born of her,

trained by her, and recognised by her as her own.

But the great sin, which has continued from the time

before the exile to the present, is disobedience to the word of

God. This sin has brought upon Zion and her children the

judgment of banishment, and has also been lengthening the

duration of this punishment. Vers. 2, 3 :
" TVhy did I come,

and there was no one there ? Why did I call, and there was

no one who answered ? Is it possible that my hand is too short

to redeem, or is there no power in me to deliver ? Behold, through

my threatening I dry up the sea ; 1 turn rivers into a plain

:

their fish putrefy because there is no water, and die for third.

I clothe the heavens with mourning, and make sackcloth their
'

covering." Jehovah has come, and with what ? From the

fact of His bidding them consider, it follows that His hand

is not too short, and therefore too weak, to deliver Israel and

set them at liberty, that He is the Almighty who by His mere

threat (Ps. cvi. 9, civ. 7) can dry up the sea and turn streams
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into firm and dry ground, so that the fish become putrid

through want of water (Ex. vii. 18, etc.), and die from tliirst

(nbn is the voluntative form, used in accordance with poetic

license for the indicative, as in xii. 1) ; who can clothe the

heavens in mourning (rm"]!?, from signifying the turbidity of

water that has been stirred, being applied to the darkness or

dirtiness of colour in mourning garments) and make sackcloth

their (dull, dusky, dark grey) covering (cf xxxvii. 1, 2 on the

expression); who therefore {fiat appHcatio) can dissolve and

destroy the girdle of waters behind which Babylon thinks

herself concealed (see on xlii. 15, xliv. 77), and can cover the

empire, which now enslaA'es and vexes Israel, with a sunless

and starless night (xiii. 1 0) of ruin : cf. the figure of grass

and flowers, etc., in xl. 6-8. From this witness of Jehovah

to Himself we see that it is the gospel of redemption from

sin and punishment with which He has come ; but Israel has

given no answer, i.e. has not believingly received this message

of salvation,—for faith is assent to the word of God. And
in whom did Jehovah come ? Knobel and most expositors

reply, " in His prophets." This answer, however, though not

incorrect (cf. Ixv. 12, Ixvi. 4 with Jer. vii. 13, 27, xxxv. 17

;

Zech. vii. 7-11), is not full enough to show the connection

between the preceding and the succeeding portions of the

discourse. For it is one person who speaks throughout, and

who is it but the servant of Jehovah, who is also introduced

ia other parts of these discourses as speaking with dramatic

directness in his own name ? Hence we say, Jehovah has

come to His people in His servant. We know who, in actual

historical fulfilment, this Servant of Jehovah was ; it is He
whom the ITew Testament also, especially in the Book of Acts

(iii. 13, 26, iv. 27, 30), calls rbv -jralSa rov Kvpiov. It was

not indeed during the Babylonian Exile that this Servant of

Jehovah appeared with the gospel of redemption for Israel

;

but the human element in these discourses is precisely this,

that they view the advent of the servant of Jehovah, the

saviour of Israel and of the heathen, in connection with the

close of the captivity. But, that in these discourses the

divine element is not destroyed by the human, we have

already shown in our remarks on xlix. 1-3.

He in whom Jehovah came to His people and announced
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to them, amidst their self-caused misery, the way and work

of salvation, is the same who speaks in ver. 4 :
" Tlie Lord,

Jehovah, hath given to me a disciple's tongue, that Imay know how

to set up an wearied one with words ; he wakcneth every morn-

ing, wakeneth my ear to hear like the disciples'' The word

Dn.iiab, which (as in viii. 16, liv. 13) is the older word used

instead of the later D'TP^'?, i^adnrai, is repeated palindromi-

cally at the end of the verse, and the order of thoughts, " He

wakeneth morning by morning, wakeneth for me the ear,"

reminds us of the progressive parallelism (e.g. in Ps. xcvi. 7),

and especially the scale of thoughts presented in the " psalms

of degrees." The servant of Jehovah here affords us a deep

insight into His hidden life. The prophets receive revela-

tions chiefly through the night, either in a dream or (like

Zechariah) in ecstatic visions ; here, however, the servant of

Jehovah receives the divine revelations neither in dream (Di?n3)

nor in vision (nK"jB3), but as the antitype of Moses (Num. xii.

6—8), and thus also in this respect as a prophet like him

(Deut. xviii. 15-19), are fully awake with the clearest con-

sciousness: "every morning" (ipsa np33, as in xxviii. 19),

therefore, after waking from his sleep, which is a direct

merging of conscious life in God, without the intervention of

the world of images constituting involuntary dream-life

—

Jehovah draws near to him, awakens his ear (Cheyne takes

this to be the inner ear, as in xlviii. 8), by giving him a sign

that he may listen, and then takes him, as it were, into the

school like a pupil, and teaches him what and how he is to

preach. But nothing so clearly betokens a tongue befitting

the disciples of God as the gift of consolation, and such a

tongue has he who is the speaker here :
" to aid with words

him who is exhausted " (through the pain of suffering and

mortification of spirit) ; nx is here prefixed to an undetermined

noun (as in Ezek. xxi. 28 ; Prov. xiii. 21 ; Job xiii. 25).

nij? is equivalent to llJ^, " to help " (whence comes cjji.

" assistance," and also correctly, one who is a " help " to an-

other) : Aquila renders it by viroa-Tripiaai, and Jerome by

sustentare : we must not here think of i^\i (ined. ye), to

" rain upon," " water," as is done by Eiickert, Ewald, Umbreit,

Knobel ; but still less is mv to be regarded as a denominative
^ ^
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from ny,—the view of Abulwalid and Kimchi, followed by
Luther, who translates " to speak with the wearied one at the

proper season." ini, Xorym (cf. i^na in xxix. 21), is an
accusative of closer specification, like "'B'N in ver. 1 (cf. xlii.

25, xliii. 23): Jerome here correctly renders, "ut sciam

sustentare eum qui lassus est verbo." There is no need for

the alteration of nip? r\y6 into rnvh, suggested by Cheyne and
Klostermann, who point to Prov. x. 21.

His vocation is to save, not to destroy ; and for this calling

he has Jehovah to mould and guide him, to whom also he has

submitted with docile receptivity. Ver. 5 :
" The Lord,

Jehovah, hath opened mine ear: and I— / was not re-

bellious, I did not turn haek." He put him into the condi-

tion needful for inwardly perceiving His will, in order to

become the mediator of His revelation ; and he did not resist

this call (iTi?, signifying to set oneself firmly against any one,

avTireivecv), nor did he shrink from fulfilling the vocation,

which, as he well knows, does not bring him earthly honour

and advantage, but rather shame and ill-treatment. Ever

since he has walked iu the path of his calling, so little has he

shrunk back in fear from the sufferings attendant on this

course, that he has rather willingly taken them upon himself.

Ver. 6 :
" My back I gave to the smiters, and my cheeks to those

who pluck out the hair : my face I hid not from insults and

spitting." He offered his back to those who smote it, his

cheeks to those who pulled out the hair of his beard ('3'DP, as

in Neh. xiii. 25); he did not hide his face to cover it from

actual insults and spitting (on nispa, combined with pi, viz.

Ko\a(j)l^6i,v, paiTL^eiv, Tvineiv eh rr]v Ket^aKrjv, combined with

ifiTTTveiv, cf. Matt. xxvi. 67, xxvii. 30 ; John xviii. 22). The

path of his calling, therefore, leads through a condition of

shame and humiliation. "What was typified in Job (see xxx.

10, xvii. 6), what the Davidic psalms of suffering prefigure

in a typico-prophetic manner (see xxii. 7, Ixix. 8), what a

Jeremiah has to utter in complaint (xx. 7 ff., xvii. 14-18),

finds in him a perfect antitypical fulfilment.

But no disgrace discourages him ; he trusts in Him who

has called him, and looks to the end. Ver. 7 :
" Nevertheless

the Lord Jehovah will help me ; therefore I did not let myself

be overcome by disgrace ; therefore did I make my face like the
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flint, and knew that I would not he put to shame." By means

of the 1 is annexed the thought which filled his soul amidst

all his suffering. In the words ''WO^a? «^ he declares that he

did not allow himself to be overcome and overpowered (or

more correctly—for 0^3, Arab. *K, signifies to hit, in the sense

of percutere) within by disgrace : the consciousness of his high

calling remained undisturbed ; he was not ashamed of it,

never became perplexed concerning it. (The two conjunctions

" therefore " are co-ordinated.) He made his face "like the

flint " (see our commentary on Ps. cxiv. 8), i.e. insensible to

hostile attacks, like the flint-stone (cf. Ezek. iii. 8 f.). As

Stier says, " in holy hardness of endurance " he presented his

face to his adversaries without letting himself be influenced or

overawed, and was conscious that He whose cause he repre-

sented would never forsake him.

Amidst his still continued sufferings he is certain of victory,

and feels himself raised above every accusation of man, know-

ins; that Jehovah will acknowledcre him, while his adversaries

are on the way to that destruction of which they already carry

the germs within them. Vers. 8, 9 :
" My justifi^r is near,

•—vjho will contend with me ? Let us draw near together ! Who
is my opponent in judgment ?—let him draw near to me ! Be-

hold, the Lord, Jehovah, will help me,—who is he that could

condemn me ? Behold, they all shall fall into decay like a

garment ; the moth shall eat them, up." P'lV'? and V''py} are

forensic antitheses : the former signifies to set forth a person

judicially and actually as righteous (2 Sam. xv. 4 ; Ps.

Ixxxii. 3), the latter as guilty (I'^n, Dent. xxv. 1 ; Ps. cix. 7).

Regarding niDyj, which has lost its chief tone (2 Chron.

XX. 9) on account of the following in^^, see the footnote on

xl. 18. '^s^p 'J?? denotes " he who has a judicial cause (or

lawsuit) against me," just as in Eoman law the dominus litis

is distinguished from the procurator, i.e. the person who re-

presents him in the court : synonymous expressions are ?V3

£2''l?'n, Ex. Ixxiv. 14 ; and "a'l ^'^, Job. xxxi. 35 ; cf. xli. 11

above. In NWD the two pronouns are intimately associated,

and form an intensified interrogative rt's (Rom. viii. 34 : see

Ewald's Hebrew Syntax, English translation, § 325a). Q|3,

" all of them," refers to all those who are hostile to him : they

tall into decay like a worn-out garment, and become the food
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of the moth which they already carry within them,—a figure

of destroyiDg power which works imperceptibly and slowly,

yet all the more surely (li. 8 ; of. Job xiii. 28 ; Hos. v. 12).

Up to this point we have the words of the servant. The

discourse began with the words of Jehovah (vers. 1—3), and

with such words it also closes, as is evident from the expres-

sion, " from my hand has this been," 11&. The first word of

Jehovah is addressed to those who fear Him, and who listen

to the voice of His servant. Ver. 10 :
" Who among you is

fearing Jehovah, listening to the voice of his servant ? He that

v;alketh in darkness, and without a ray of light,—let him trust

in the name of Jehovah, and stay himself upon his God." The

question is asked for the purpose of telling to any one who
will answer, " I am such an one, or hope to be such an one,"

what his duty and his privileges are. In the midst of cir-

cumstances which afford no prospect of an exit from them
(D'pC'n indicating local extension,—the plural of narn, which

is found in viii. 22,—here the accusative of the object, in a

construction like that seen in Job xxix. 3 ; of. Deut. i. 19),

and which induce a cheerless frame of mind, he is to trust

upon the name of Jehovah,—this most firm and certain of all

grounds of trust,—and stay himself upon his God, who cannot

forsake or deceive him : he is to believe (vii. 9, xxviii. 1 6
;

Hab. ii. 4) on (eVt) God and the word of salvation,—for nD3

and ]^^? indicate that fiducia which is the essence of faith.

The second word of Jehovah is directed to those who

despise that word which is brought by His servant. Ver. 1 1

:

" Behold, all ye who kindle a fire, who gird yourselves with fiery

darts,-—away into the glow of your fire, and into the fiery darts

ye have kindled ! From my hand does this come to you ; in

sorrow shall ye lie down." The fire which they kindle (nii^,

_jj, allidere, to " strike," especially the flint on the steel,

hence to " strike fire ") is not the fire of divine wrath (Jer.

xvii. 4), but the fire of wickedness (ix. 17), especially that

hellish fire with which an evil tongue is set on fire (Jas.

iii. 6) ; for the nip't (or nipT, from \>)-zinq, and this from

par, to spring, let fly, Syr. to shoot, hurl), i.e. missiles, burning

arrows (cf. Ps. vii. 14), are symbols of their blasphemies and

curses hurled against the servant of Jehovah. There is no

need of reading (with Hitzig, Ewald, Knobel, and Bredeu-

VOL. II. K
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kamp) ''TX'P (not ''?,lNp) instead of "'^^Np
:

" tliey gird on

burning arrows," accingunt malkolos, is equivalent to saying

that they equip or arm themselves (xlv. 5) therewith for the

attack. But the destruction which they prepare for the

servant of Jehovah becomes their own ; they themselves are

obliged to go into the burning fire and the fiery darts which

they have kindled : the hand of Jehovah brings this about

(cf. Mai. i. 9), suddenly reversing the former state of things

;

the fire of their rage becomes the fire of divine judgment, and

this fire becomes their bed of pain. Nagelsbach renders " in

torment shall ye lay yourselves down ;
" biit the place in which

one lays himself down is indicated by ? only when a local

term follows, as in Job vii. 21; Lam. ii. 21 ; the p has not

a local meaning, as Nagelsbach thinks, but marks the state or

condition (Ewald, § 2 1 ^cl). A dictatorial conclusion is formed

by IWSB'ri, with its accent on the final syllable.

Thibd Discourse of the Second Pakt, Chap. LI.

The breaking forth of Salvation, and the turning away of the

cup of im-ath.

From the despisers of the word, for whom the punishment

of fire has been threatened, the prophetic address now returns

to those who eagerly long for salvation. Vers. 1-3 :
" Listen

unto me, ye who pursue righteousness, ye vjlio seek Jehovah:

look unto the rock [from which'] ye have been hewn, and to tlu

hollow of the pit [from which] ye have been dug. Look unto

Abraham your father, and to Sarah who bare you,—that he

VMS one [when] I called him and blessed him and multiplied

him. For Jehovah hath comforted Zion ; he hath comforted all

her waste places, and made her vjilderness like Eden, and her

desert like the garden of Jelwvah ; delight and joy are found in

her, thanksgiving and sounding music." The prophetic address

is directed to those who strive after the right mode of living

and seek Jehovah, who do not turn from Him to make earthly

things and themselves the object of their efforts ; for only

they are able by faith to regard as possible, and in spirit to

behold as real, what to human understanding seems impossible,

because the very opposite is present to the eye of sense.
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They are meditatively to bring before their minds Abraham
and Sarah, the types of the salvation which they are to

expect. Abraham is the rock from which have been hewn
the stones that compose the house of Jacob ; and Sarah, with

her natural womb, is the hollow of the pit from which Israel

has been brought to the light, somewhat in the way in which

peat is cut out of a pit, or ore dug out of a mine ; the marriage

of the two was long unfruitful ; it was, as it were, hard stone,

l^opa (xlix. 21), out of which God raised up children in

Abraham and Sarah, for the origin of Israel was a miracle of

divine power and grace. In contrast with n^iv, which is

masculine, "113 is made a feminine through n^i^D, which has

been selected with a reference to nnpj
; and in connection with

Driasn, we must supply the relatives iss'P • IK'N, and with

Dri-1153 similarly map . .
. na'X. The first part of ver. 2 tells

who are the rock and the pit ; Abraham your forefather, and

. Sarah D??.?inri, she who with la.bour (i.e. amidst the pangs of

childbirth) bare you—" you," for the birth of Isaac the son of

promise was the birth of the nation with whom was associated

the history of redemption. The respect in which Abraham
(in comparison with whom Sarah now retires into the back-

ground) is to be regarded, is stated in the words quod unum
vocavi eum. The perfect VJiN^i^ indicates the one gracious

call which removed Abraham out from among the idolaters,

and brought him into communion with Jehovah : the imperfects

which follow mark the blessing and increase which arose in

connection therewith (Gen. xii. 1 £). He is called int< (as in

Ezek. xxxiii. 24; Mai. ii. 15) as being "one" at the time

when he was called, and yet, through the power of the divine

blessing, becoming the root of Israel, the people of the promise

and of His heritage, the land of promise. This is what those

who long for salvation are to remember, strengthening them-

selves by resting on the past in faith on a future resembling

it. The corresponding act of blessing is expressed in preterites

(QTO, DK';i) ; because, to the eye of faith and the prophetic

vision, the future has the reality of a present and the certainty

of a completed fact. Zion, the mother of Israel (1. 1), the

counterpart of Sarah, the ancestress of the nation,—Zion,

which is now in sorrow because it lies in waste and ruins,

—

is comforted by Jehovah : the comforting words of promise
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(xl. 1) become to her the comforting act of fulfilment

(xlix. 13). Jehovah makes her desolation like Eden (LXX,

tos -rrapaSeia-ov), like the garden of Jehovah (Gen. xiii. 10),

which was planted by Himself (Gen. ii. 8 ; Num. xxiv. 6).

Nor is this future paradise devoid of human beings
;
joy and

gladness are found (the verb 8<.VS''. regulating itself in accord-

ance with the former of the two subjects, as in Prov. xxvii. 9,

xxix. 15 ; Job iv. 14) therein; and there is heard the voice

of thanksgiving for the wonderful change that has taken

place, as well as resounding melody (iTJP!, as in Amos v. 23).

The land of bliss is thus full of human beings in festive frame

and active enjoyment. As Sarah bare Isaac after a long

period of barrenness, so Zion, another Sarah, after long desola-

tion is surrounded by a joyful multitude of children.

But the great work of the future stretches far beyond the

restoration of Israel, which becomes the source of salvation to

the whole world. Vers. 4, 5 :
" Listen unto me, my people,

and give ear u7ito me, my Tmtion ! Because a Ioajo shall go

forth from me, and for my judgment I prepare a place, to le a

light of the naiions. My righteousness is near, my salvation

has gone forth, and mine arms shall judge nations ; unto me is

the hopeful expectation of the islands, and for mine arm is their

quailing." It is Israel that is summoned to listen to the

promise introduced by '3 ; only here is ''BiNp applied to Israel,

as 113 is employed in Zeph. ii. 9 : that the heathen should be

here addressed, as was imagined by the Syriac translators, is

contrary to the logical sequence of this whole discourse.

What is set forth in xlii. 1 ff. as the work to which the

servant of Jehovah was called,—viz. to spread abroad justice

among the nations, and plant it on the earth,—here appears as

the doing of Jehovah, The nnin (" law ") here meant is that

of Zion (ii. 3), as distinguished from that of Sinai,—the

gospel of redemption ; and DSB'p is the new ordering of life,

in which Israel and the nations unite. For this, Jehovah

prepares a firm standing-place from which is poured out, on

all sides, its light to enlighten the nations : Tpj} (as in Jer.

xxxi. 2, 1. 34) comes from W^ in the sense of the Aral. ^-^j>

to return, to bring about a return, entrance, rest; it is

different in meaning, though not in derivation, from V^l in
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li. 15. In the first part of ver. 5, P"iv and VB>», as throughout

these discourses, are synonymous : their meaning is deter-

mined by the character of the " law " (irjin) which gives the

"knowledge of salvation" (Luke i. 77), and therewith the

"righteousness of God" (Rom. i. 17; of. Isa. liii. 10). This

righteousness is now upon the point of being revealed ; this

salvation has begun to be realized. The mass of the nations

in the world are ripe for the judgment inflicted by Jehovah's

arms, which on the right and left cast down to the ground.

Hence, when it is said of the isles, that they hope for Jehovah

and wait for His arm, what is meant is the remnant of the

heathen nations which longs for salvation and is ready to

receive it, which survives the judgment, and actually shares

in the salvation (cf. John xi. 52 ; but see also e.g. John iii. 5).

To these the saving arm (only the singular was suitable here

:

cf. e.g. Ps. xvi. 11) now brings the salvation towards which,

more or less consciously, their longing was directed, and which

satisfies their inmost need. In ver. 5, observe the victorious

and self-consciously majestic movement of the rhythm, with

the effective incidence of the tone in P''p!I^

The people of God are now summoned to look above and

below : the old world over their heads and under their feet is

destined for destruction. Ver. 6 : "Lift up your eyes to the

heavens, and look upon the earth beneath; for the heavens will

vanish like smohe, and the earth will fall into decay like a

garment, and its inhabitants will die like a nonentity ; but my
salvation will last for ever, and my righteousness does not go to

ruin." With ''3 follows the ground of the summons. The

heavens will dissolve into atoms, like smoke. in?03 is from
nPD (the root of which is ^d, from which also comes bpip ; see

our comments on Job xiv. 2), which is allied to nna (from the

root no ; see on Job xxiii. 2), and means to rub to pieces,

break small, rub to shreds. As D''n7P signifies rags, the figure

of a worn-out garment, which otherwise was ready at hand

(1. 9), was also presented through association of ideas. How-
ever, t?"io3 cannot signify "in like manner" (as rendered by

LXX, Targ. and Jerome) ; for if we hold to the figure of a

garment falling to rags, the result is an insipid thought

;

and if the reference is to the fate of the earth in general,

the resultant thought is tame. But neither could the old
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expositors stumble upon what is now the favourite interpreta-

tion, " like gnats " (Hitzig, Meier, Ewald, Knobel, TJmbreit,

Stier, Hahn, Orelli) ; for the singular of D'?? as little takes

the form 1?, as T? (an egg) is the singular form of D'S'S
; the

gnat is called n23, as shown by post-Biblical Hebrew. Unless

with Cheyne, after Weir's initiative, we are wUling to read

D'33, the form must be explained as in 2 Sam. xxiii. 5

;

Num. xiii. 33 ; Job ix. 35 ; in all these passages I? has no

other meaning than ita, sic; but as these words pretty

frequently get their meaning through the gesture which

accompanies their utterance (e.g. in the Eunuch of Terence,

cape hoc flahellum et ventulum sic facito), so must 15 always be

regarded as uttered like hujus, in the comic phrase, hujus non

facio (" I do not care tJiat for it
;

" see Zumpt's Grammar,

§ 444) ; cf the inscription on the tomb of Sardanapalus, as

given in Strabo, xiv. 5. 9, " Eat, drink, and play : all else is

not worth so." Such also, according to his gloss, has been

considered the meaning of Luther's rendering, "like that;"

cf. Euckert's translation, "and its inhabitants,—like so do

they die ;
" but the expression " like so " is here equivalent to

" like nothing." That heaven and earth do not perish with-

out rising again in renovated form, is a thought that naturally

suggests itself, and is expressly declared in ver. 16 : also

Ixv. 17, Ixvi. 22. Eighteousness ('""Piy) and salvation (^vv^')

are the heavenly powers which throughout the overthrow of the

old world attain the supremacy and become the foundation?

of the new (2 Pet. iii. 13). That the righteousness will

endure eternally, and the salvation not be broken (nrr, as

in vii. 8, confringetur, whereas in ver. 7 the verb means

consternemini), is a prospect which holds good of the restora-

tion of the new world out of all those elements which survive

the catastrophe.

From this grand promise regarding the final triumph of

the counsel of God is derived an inspiriting address to the

persecuted Church. Vers. 7, 8 :
" Listen to me, ye that know

1 Moreover, C33, in Ex. viii. 13 f., whether it be a collective plural

or a singular, proves nothing in favour of p, —as little as n'nip suggests a

form np in the sense of a " measure :

" regarding such flexional forms

see our remarks on nsD, Ps. xxvii. 5.
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righteousness, thou people with my lavi in their heart ; fear not

the reproach of mortal men, and he not alarmed for their revil-

ings ! For Wee a garment will the moth consume them, and
like a woollen cloth shall the weevil devour them., hot my righteous-

ness shall endure for ever, and my salvation to late generations."

The conception of the " servant of Jehovah " is in this address

unfolded in its intermediate sense : those who pursue after

righteousness, seeking Jehovah (li. 1), and vcho are thus the

servants of Jehovah (Ixv. 8 f.), are comprehended into the

unity of a "people" (DJ'), as in Ixv. 10 (cf. x. 24), therefore

of the true people of God in the people of His choice, and

hence of the kernel in the mass. The exhortation is addressed

to those who know by experience regarding righteousness as

the gift of grace, and as involving a transaction in conformity

with the scheme of salvation as well as in relation to the

people who bear in their heart the law of God as the

standard and moving principle of their life,—the Church

which not merely maintains the law as a letter outside, but

keeps it as a living power within (cf Ps. xl. 9). None of these

need fear the abuse and revilings of men ; their despisers and

revilers are weak mortals (E'iJX ; cf ver. 12 ; Ps. ix. 20, x. 18),

whose fancied omnipotence, grandeur, and perpetuity are an

unnatural and impudent lie. The double figure in ver. 8

declares that the smallest expenditure of strength is enougli

to destroy their seeming greatness and power, and that even

long before they succumb to destruction they already carry

within them the germ which is unceasingly developing in the

direction of that ruin. " The Dp," says a Jewish proverb, " is

brother to the m-." the latter term (from m'V, to fall to

pieces ; Arab. i-L^, with the transitive sense of eating away)

signifies the moth ; the former (like the Arab, sus susa)

means the moth, and also the weevil, or mite (Lat. curculio) ; in

Greek we may compare o-jj? and ««. While the persecutors

of the Church succumb to these destructive powers, the

righteousness and the salvation of God, on the other hand,

abide forever,—even now the ground of trust and object of

hope to His Church, but hereafter to be openly and fully

manifested for their good,—and "to a generation of genera-

tions," i.e. to an age which embraces endless ages within itselt
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But as such an exhortation for the Church grows out of

the grand promises with which the discourse began, so there

also springs from it the longing after the promised salvation,

combined with assured confidence in its realization. Vers.

9-11: " Awahe, awake! clothe thyself with strerigth, arm

of Jehovah! Aioake, as in the days of yore, the ages of

ancient times ! Was it not thou who didst hevj Bahah in

2neces, who pierced through the dragon? Was it TWt thou

who didst dry iip the sea, the waters of the great swelling

VMve,—that didst turn the depths of the sea into a way that

the redeemed might pass through ? And the ransomed ones

of Jehovah shall return and come to Zion with shouting, and

everlasting joy upon their head ; gladness and joy do they lay

hold of, sorrow and sighing flee away." Cheyne takes this 'l.'J'

here and in lii. 1, as well as ''"]"]iJ'nn in ver. 17, to be the

voice of angels, the cry of the watchers in heaven (Ixii. 6)

;

but we rather think we hear in these words the prayer of

entreaty arising from the believers who long for salvation,

and from the prophet as their leader. The paradisiacal

restoration of Zion, the new world of righteousness and salva-

tion, is a work of Jehovah's arm, i.e. the active exercise of His

power. This arm of His is at present in a state of sleep, as

it were : though not lifeless, indeed, it is motionless. Hence

the Church thrice cries aloud to it, " Awake !

" (in the case of

"liy, as in Judg. v. 12, the place of accent is interchanged,

between the penult and the final syllable, to avoid monotony:

cf Wright on Zech. ix. 9, '''}^f). It is to arise and put

on strength, drawing this from the fulness of omnipotence ;

—

E*?? being used as in Ps. xciii. 1 ; cf. Xafi^dveiv hwajMiv in

Eev. xi. 17, and hvaeo oXkijv (arm thyself with strength) in

Iliad, xix. 36, ix. 231. The arm of Jehovah is capable of

accomplishing what the prophecy declares, and what the

Church hopes for ; because it has in fact already miraculously

redeemed Israel. "Eahab" is Egypt represented as the

monster of the waters (see on xxx. 7) : I'jii? (" dragon ") is the

same (cf. xxvii. 1), but especially Pharaoh (Ezek. xxix. 3),

whose name has in Arabic become that of the crocodile

( ^j)~jii\ )• '''P"'?^, tu illud, is equivalent to " thou, yea thou
:

"

see the remarks on xxxvii. 16. The verb i'.^in (from the
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root ^n, to excavate, round), -which is parallel with ^''Srin,

is here the intensive of the Qal, in the sense found in Hos.

vi. 5. Lagarde follows Houbigant in reading nsnton (Job

xxvi. 1 2) : this is possibly right, but is nowise better. The
name given to the Eed Sea is nan Dinn^ " the great deep,"

because the vast store-house of water lying under the solid

land is there partially displayed. nD'B'n has a double Fashta,

and is therefore accented on the penult : hence this form is

the 3rd pers., and is equivalent to npz' nB'X (see Gesen.

§ 138. 3b). Ver. 11 is a repetition of xxxv. 10, and, just as

in that passage, it is attached to D^iKji, with the difference that

>iD3 ]M'''Wl there takes the form '^o:) i^fl Hitzig, Ewald, and

Knobel are of opinion that ver. 11 is not a genuine produc-

tion of the author of these discourses, but has been inter-

polated by some other writer. In Ixv. 25, however, we
meet with a precisely similar repetition, and ver. 11 here is

just as dependent on the preceding verse as in the case of

xxxv. 10. From the past there is drawn a conclusion bear-

ing on what is to be expected : the look into the future is

cleared and strengthened by the look into the past (" and

thus will the ransomed ones of Jehovah return, delivered

from the present oppression as their forefathers were from

that of Egypt " . . .). Here ends the first half of the address.

In the second half the promise begins anew, but with

more detailed reference to the afHietions of the exiles and

the sufferings of Jerusalem. Jehovah Himself begins to

speak directly, sealing and confirming what was longed and

hoped for. Vers. 12—15 : " I, I am your Comforter: who

art thou that thou shouldest le afraid of a mortal man who

will die, and of a son of man who is made a Made of grass ?—that thou forgettest Jehovah thy Maker, who stretched out

the heavens and founded the earth ?— that thou shouldest

constantly be afraid, all the day, of the wrath of the oppressor,

as he prepares to destroy ?— and where is the wrath of the

oppressor left ? He that is lent doivn is speedily set free,

and does not die to the grave, nor does his bread fail Mm :

as truly as I Jehovah am thy God, who terrifieth the sea, so

that its waves roar : Jehovah of hosts is his name." The

pronoun Nin after 'aiN 'ais is an emphatic repetition, and

hence an emphasizing of the subject (avTos ijoo), like N^'^"^l«
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in ver. 10 above. From this major premise, that Jehovah is

the Comforter of His Church, and through the medium of the

minor premise, that whoever has Him for a Comforter need

not fear, there is drawn the conclusion that the Church has

no cause for fear. Hence we are not to explain the sentence

as Knobel suggests—" how small thou art that thou art

afraid!"— but rather as meaning, "Is such then the case

with thee (hence, art thou then so small, so forsaken) that

(imperfect consecutive ; cf. the use of ''3 in Ex. iii. 1 1 ; Judg.

ix. 28) thou dost need to fear?" The attributive clause

niD^ explicitly sets forth the meaning contained in the

designation of mankind by the term Ci-i*. I'^n stands for

"i^na (Ps. xxxvii. 2, xc. 5, ciii. 15; cf. xl. 6—8 above), and

forms an instance of apposition employed instead of com-

parison: \\}^\ is the passive of the verb inj, in the sense of

irapaBiSovai,— a meaning which it certainly has in other

passages, though only when followed by T? or ?—so that

others render the expression, " who is made into grass
;

"

but the idea readily suggests the thought of mowing down

or withering away, whereas man does not need first to be

made into grass, but (xl. 6) is already this (like this) in him-

self. In ver. 13a is continued the superaddition of clauses

subordinated to the initial " Who art thou ?
" In the latter

part of ver. 12, the address is in feminine form, while at the

beginning of ver. 13 it is masculine, being directed in the

first point to Zion, but in the second point (what amounts to

the same thing) to Israel :
" that thou forgettest thy Creator,

who is likewise the almighty Director of the universe, and

dost hang in constant suspense and anxiety (^^S, contremiscere,

as in Prov. xxviii. 14) before the wrath of the tormentor,

because Cftfj?, as in Ps. Ivi. 7; cf. Num. xxvii. 14,

—

properly 'in conformity with the fact that') he is aiming

(1313, namely, ' his arrows,' or even ' his bow,' Ps. xi. 2, vii.

13; cf. xxi. 13) to destroy." We must not translate this

expression by quasi disposiiisset, which, though syntactically

possible, is opposed to actual facts. The question which

opposes fear (" and where is the wrath of the tormentor ?
")

directs attention to the future, and practically says, "No-

where does a trace of him remain visible,— he is com-

pletely swept away, leaving no trace behind." If P'VBU
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is the Chaldean, then, in ver. 14, when the exhortation

changes into a promise,— just as, conversely, in the first

half, the promise changed into an exhortation,—we are not to

think of oppression by their own fellow-countrymen, who had

more of a heathen than of an Israelitish disposition ; but nys

(from nvx, IjLs, to stoop, bend) is the individualizing designa-

tions of the exiles in the Babylonish captivity, some of whom
perhaps may have actually been in prison (see on xlii.

7, 22). Every one who lay in fetters, and thus could not

help stooping, hastens to be freed from his bonds, i.e. will

speedily be unloosed (the point to which reference is here

made being possibly the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus) ; he

will not die and fall into the pit (construdio praer/nans, as in

Ps. Ixxxix. 14), nor does his bread fail. If we take the last

two clauses as the analytical presentation of one thought

(as Hitzig does), though this is unnecessary, then the mean-

ing will be " he will not die of hunger." The guarantee for

this lies in the omnipotence of Jehovah, who, even by a

threatening word (i^lV?) throws the sea into a state of

trembling (WT being the construct of the participle, with

the tone on the final syllable, as in xlii. 5, xliv. 24; Ps.

xciv. 9 ; and even Lev. xi. 7 ; from W"), ,^cj, to move

violently backwards and forwards, also to put into such a

state of motion), so that its waves roar (cf. Jer. xxxi.

35, and the primary passage in Job xxvi. 12). On the

attachment of the asseverative clause at the end, by means

of \ see Ewald [English translation of the Syntax], § 340c

(cf. Jo. iv. 21 ; Ps. Ixxxix. 38).

The promise, for the fulfilment of which the absolute

power of Jehovah is pledged, and to which everything else

must yield, now rises to an eschatological height. Ver. 16 :

" And I placed my words in thy mouth, and in the shadow

of my hand did I cover thee, to plant heavens and to found

an earth, and to say to Zion, ' My people art thou ! '

" It is

a high calling, a most glorious future for the preparation and

furtherance of which Israel, now in the state described in

ver. 7, has been equipped and preserved in the shadow of

unapproachable omnipotence. The God who has created the

world, and to whom Israel owes its existence,—Jehovah has
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put His words in the mouth of this Israel (^^^], as also in

Gen. xxiv. 4, etc.). And what is the high calling which it

is to subserve by means of these words ? We must not

render the expression by " that thou mayest plant," etc., for

this is not in accord with the conclusion " that thou mayest

say "
. . . ; for it is not Israel that says this to Israel, but

Jehovah says it to Israel The planter, founder, speaker is

Jehovah. It is God's own work to which Israel is instru-

mentally subservient, by means of the words put in the

mouth of the nation, viz. the new creation of the world and

the restoration of Israel itself to favour,—both, the latteV as

well as the former, being royal prerogatives of God : the

reference is to actual facts connected with the last times.

Jehovah intends to create a new world of righteousness and

salvation (Ixv. 17), and anew to acknowledge Zion practically

as His people. The preparation for this great and all-

renewing work of the future is aided by the true Israel, now

enslaved by the heathen, and disowned and persecuted by

their own countrymen : the words in their mouth are the

seed-corn of a new world in the midst of the old. The fact

that the same thing is here said of the true, spiritual Israel,

as is said in xlix. 2 regarding the One Servant of Jehovah, is

explained in precisely the same way as when the apostles of

the New Testament refer to themselves (Acts xiii. 47), a

declaration of God which applies to the One Servant, by

saying, " So hath the Lord commanded us." The One

Servant is in fact one with this Israel ; He is Israel itself

in its highest potency ; He towers above it, but in the same

way as the head rises above the members of the body, with

which it forms a living whole.

In the same way as out of the grand promises which

preceded, there grew the call " Awake ! " ells') addressed by

the Church to the arm of Jehovah, so there here grows out

of the same promises a similar call Cinivn'?) addressed to

Jerusalem. Vers. 1 7—2 3 :
" Bouse thyself up, rouse thyself

up ! Arise ! Jerusalem, who hast drunk out of the hand

of Jehovah the cup of his wrath : the gohlet cup of reeling hast

thou drunken, drained I There was none who guided her of

all the children whom she hare, and none who laid hold of her

hand out of all the children whom she brought up. Tliere were
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two tilings that lefell thee,—vjho was to console thee ? Devasta-

tion and ruin, and famine, and the sword: how was I to

comfort thee ? Thy children were benighted, lay at the corners

of all the streets like a snared antelope, as those who were filed

with the wrath of Jehovah, the rebuke of thy God. Therefore,

hearken to this, wretched and drunken one,—but not with

wine ! Thus saith thy Lord, Jehovah, and thy God who
defendeth his people. Behold I take out of thy hand the cup of
reeli7ig, the goblet cup of my wrath ; thou shalt not continue

to drink it any more. And I place it into the hand of thy

tormentors, who said to thy soul. Bow down that we may pass

over, and thou madest thy back like the earth, and like a

thoroughfare for those vjho pass over." In ver. 17, Jerusalem

is viewed as a woman lying on tlie ground in the uncon-

sciousness of a swoon and stupefaction : she has been obliged,

for her punishment, to drink the cup filled with the burning

wrath of God, the cup which puts those who drink it into

unconscious reeling ; and this cup, which, in order to bring

into prominence its swelling sides, is called Dis nyap (the two

words being put in genitival construction, though in meaning

they stand in apposition,—unless the second word Dia should

possibly be struck out as a gloss, as is done by Lagarde,

following the LXX), she has been obliged not merely to

drink, but to drain quite clean (cf. Ps. Ixxv. 9, and especially

Ezek. xxiii. 32-34). Observe in n^D n^riB* the doleful

incidence of tone, bringing on a feeling of dread. In this

state of unconscious reeling, Jerusalem was utterly devoid of

any help on the part of her children : no one was a guide to

the stupefied one, no one laid hold of her hand to hold her

up : the consciousness that the punishment of her sins was

deserved, and the greatness of her suffering, weighed so

heavily on all the members of the Church, that no one felt

the joy and strength needful to rise up for her, in order to

make her fate at least more tolerable for her, and to prevent

the worst. What elegiac music meets us here in the deep

cadences T^h'^i D'?3'^?P '"'7,^' ^'P?'^?^- So dreadful was her

misfortune, that no one ventured to break the silence of the

horror, and to express their condolence : even the prophet,

humanly speaking, is constrained to confess, " How " (properly

" who ? " V, as in Amos vii. 2, 5) " should I comfort thee ?

"
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He knew of no similar or greater sorrow to which he could

have been able to refer Jerusalem, in accordance with the

principle that " it is a comfort to the wretched that they have

had companions in misfortune:" in this way must the expression

be explained, as in Lam. ii 13 : the reading ^?™;, proposed

by Cheyne and others, worild be less sensible. The whole

group of these verses is pervaded by the tone of the Lamenta-

tions of Jeremiah. The things which befell her {T.^yV being

equivalent to ^^ifj i"^'X, from »1\> or •^y^,—a form with which

it is interchanged even so early as in the Pentateuch) were

twofold {i.e. there were two kinds, ninEup, Jer. xv. 3, of evils),

viz. the devastation and the wrecking of their city and their

country, famine and the sword for her children, their in-

habitants. In ver. 20 this is more fully depicted with

reference to famine : her children have become veiled (1?J', to

suffer an eclipse, properly, to be covered over), lay unconscious,

as if they were becoming corpses at all the comers of the

streets, where this dreadful sight presented itself on all sides

:

they lay there, ip?p xin3 (strangely rendered by the LXX,
" like a half-cooked turnip," but correctly by Jerome, sicut

oryx—as also by the LXX in Deut. xiv. 5

—

Ulaqiceatus), like

a netted antelope (see on Job xxxix. 9), i.e. one that hes

exhausted in the hxmter's net C^PP, with a distinctive accent,

for 'C^p, like TP'r, in Ux. 17), after it has spent its strength in

efforts to get free, and has nearly strangled itself in the

attempt. The appositional clau.se beginning with Q''?5.?Pj] and

referring to 'n'^3, states (like a quippe qui in Latin) the ground

of this sad fate : it is the punitive decree of God which has

penetrated to their very heart, and has got them completely

in its power : from this it is evident that m!^? is not to be

restricted (as in Lam. ii. 11 f., 19, iv. 3 f.) to children as

distinguished from adults (cf. v. 25). With !?p in ver. 21

the discourse turns from depicting sufferings to tho utterance

of promises, with reference to which there went forth, even so

early as in ver. 17, the call to awake and arise : "therefore"

{i.e. because Jerusalem has fully endured the wrath of God) she

is to hear what His compassion, now begun to move, has

decreed. The construct-form nnru' stands here, according to

Gesenius, § 132. 1, in spite of the intervening ), which is

epexegetical. From xxix. 9 one may see how characteristic
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of Isaiah's style is this expression, " drunk, and not with

wine : " ou this distinction between a lower and a higher

region of related facts, of. xlvii. 14, xlviii. 10. The intensive

plural D'^l^, which is elsewhere in the Book of Isaiah applied

only to human lords, is only here, where Jerusalem is repre-

sented as a woman, employed with reference to Jehovah.

iBV 3''"!^ is an attributive clause, meaning one who is the

Advocate or Defender of His people. The cup of reeling and

wrath, after Jerusalem has emptied it. He takes for ever out

of her hand, and forces it, newly filled, upon her tormentors.

Instead of ^!3i» (Hiphil participle of nr, from the root Jl, _.,

to push, press,—hence to be oppressed with grief, afHicted),

the favourite word of the Lamentations of Jeremiah (i. 5, 1 2,

iii. 32, cf. i. 4), the tone of which we recognise throughout in

this address, there is no need for reading, as in xlix. 26, ^l^iD

(from ni), as is done by Lowth, Ewald, and Umbreit, who
follow the Targum ^7 Ijio \\m. The words of Jerusalem's

foes, '^'pV^] ''C?' (from nriB*, the Qal of which occurs here only)

are to be understood figuratively, as in Ps. cxxix. 3 : Jerusalem,

in the person of her children, both at home in their conquered

country and abroad in exile, has been forced to submit as the

defenceless object of lordly tyranny and caprice. But now
the relations are reversed : Jerusalem, after being punished, is

redeemed ; and the instruments themselves incur the punish-

ment which their pride aud arrogance have earned.

FouETH Discourse of the Second Part, Chap. LII. 1-12.

The servitude of Jerusalem is changed into dominion,

imprisonment into liberty.

The call addressed in li. 9 to the arm of Jehovah, which

was represented as sleeping, is here addressed to Jerusalem,

which is represented as a woman sleeping. Vers. 1,2: " Aivake,

aviaJce ! clothe thyself with thy strength, Zion ! clothe thyself

with thy gorgeous garments, Jerusalem, thou holy city ; for

there will not henceforth enter into thee one uncircumcised and

unclean. Shake thyself from the dust I Arise, sit dovm,
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Jerusalem ! unloose the bonds of thy neck, captive daughter of

Zion ! " Stunned by the wrath of God, and faint with grief,

Jerusalem is lying on the ground; but this ignominious

helplessness and disgrace she has experienced is now at an

end : she is to raise herself and put on her might, which was

long broken and seemed to have disappeared, but which can

and must ever renew itself, because it rests on the foundation

of an inviolable promise ; awaking, and regaining her former

strength, she is to put on her gorgeous robes, i.e. the priestly

and royal ornaments which become her as the " holy city."

For, what she is destined to be, that she must henceforward

be without any further desecration. Heathens, uncircumcised,

and those who were unclean in heart and flesh (Ezek. xliv. 9)

had forced their way into her, and had desecrated her (Ps.

Ixxix. 2)—heathens, who, as such, have no right to enter the

Church of Jehovah (Lam. i. 10); by such intruders she is no

longer to be defiled,—not to say conquered (Joel iii. 17;

Nah. ii. lb, not without reference to the latter passage; cf.

V. 1 with ISTah. ii. la). On the construction, non perget

introbit =^intrare, see Gesenius, § 120. 2b, Eemark) [Ewald's

Syntax, Eng. translation, § 285&]. In ver. 2 the representa-

tion of the city falls into the background, while that of the

people comes into the foreground, ^i^'^n^ ''3B' does not mean,

as Hitzig supposes, " captive people of Jerusalem,"—an ex-

pression which, in accordance with the personification, would

require i^J?'^', as in ver. 2b—but, as correctly given by the

LXX, " sit down, Jerusalem :
" the accentuation likewise

indicates the same view. The summons is the counterpart of

xlvii. 1. Jerusalem is sitting on the ground, having no chair

or stool, but only to become highly exalted ; whereas the

daughter of Babylon, as mistress, is seated upon a throne, but

only to be deeply abased. Jerusalem is now to shake herself

free from the dust, to rise and sit down (namely, upon a

throne, as given in the Targum): the captive daughter of

Zion (n'aB', al'^dXwTO'i, Ex. xii. 29, an adjective placed at

the beginning for the sake of emphasis, as in x. 30, liii. 11)

is to unloose for herself (siii laxare, like ^njnn, xiv. 2, sibi

possidendo capere) the chains of her neck (the Kethib innsnn,

" they unloose themselves," is opposed to the beautiful

parallelism) ; for she who mourned in her abasement comes
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again to honour, she who was ignominiously fettered is restored

to freedom.

The summons is now enforced by well-grounded promise.

Vers. 3-6 :
" For thus saith Jehovah, Ye have been sold for

nothing, and not with silver shall ye he redeemed. For thus

saith the Lord, Jehovah, To Egypt my people went down at first,

to dwell there as guests, and Assyria hath oppressed them, for

nothing. And now, what have I to do here ? saith Jehovah ;

for my people have teen taken away for nothing, their oppressors

shriek, declareth Jehovah, and continually, all the day, is my
name blasphemed. Therefore, shall my people learn my name

;

therefore, on that day, that I am he who saith. Here am I."

Ye have been sold,—such is the meaning of ver. 3,—but this

selling is merely a delivering over to a foreign power, without

any advantage accruing therefrom to Him who thereby had

no other object in view than to make you atone for your sins

(1. 1), or even without another nation who might serve Him
taking your place as an equivalent ; and there will be no

need of silver for purchasing the favour of Him who is

delivering you up, but merely of a manifestation of divine

power (xlv. 13). The general statement in ver. 3 is now
substantiated in the train of thought in vers. 4-6. Israel

went down into Egypt, the country of the Nile valley, with

the innocent design of sojourning there in the foreign land as

guests (113^), and (what suggests itself from the following

member, after the manner of the self- completing form of

parallelism) there fell into the bondage of the Pharaohs, who,

not fearing Jehovah, but rather scorning Him, were but the

blind instruments of His will. Then Assyria oppressed

them, DSKSj i.e not " finally " {ultimo tempore, as rendered by

Havernick), but (as DQS is synonymous with !;^?, xl. 17,

xlvii. 1 2) " for nothing," i.e. without acquiring any right over

them, but rather, in his unrighteousness, being merely the

blind instrument of the righteousness of Jehovah, who, by

means of Assyria, put an end first to the kingdom of Israel

and then to that of Judah. The two references to the

Egyptian bondage and the Assyrian are made as brief as

possible ; the words " but now," however, mark the transition

to the present oppression in Babylon, and the address shows

greater fulness of expression. Jehovah asks, " What have I

VOL. II. s
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to do here 1 " Hitzig refers nb (" here ") to heaven, as if the

meaning were, " "What pressing occupation have I here, that

all this kind of thing can happen without my taking an

interest in it ? " But such a question would be more

appropriate to the Zeus of Greek comedy than the Jehovah

of prophecy. Nagelsbach refers nk to Jerusalem,—and makes

the expression mean " here, in the desolate city, from which

the people that could and should honour me are removed ?

"

But the context shows that the standpoint lies in the land of

exile. In accordance with xxii. 16, the question simply

means, " What have I to do here ?
" Jehovah is regarded as

present with His people (cf. xlvi. 4), and thereby means to

ask whether He is to continue this penal condition of exile

any longer : such is the view taken by the Targum, Easchi,

Eosenmiiller, Stier, etc. The question implies the intention

to redeem Israel, and with ''I follows the justification of this

design. Israel has been taken away (viz. from its native

ground and soil), D3n, i.e. without the Chaldeans having had

any right to this. The words ^b'^b^rj] vbfo (t>\^D), which con-

tinue the grounds assigned, are neither to be translated (as

by Euetschi and Eosenmiiller) " its singers lament," for the

poetic writers of Israel are called Q''"}!!'b'0 ; nor " its (Israel's)

princes lament," as is done by Vitriuga, Hitzig, and Hende-

werk, for though the people of the exile still have national

D'"iB', they have no other D^B'D than the Chaldean oppressors

(xlix. 7, xiv. 5). It is the intolerable tyranny of the

oppressors of His people that Jehovah indicates in this clause

as the reason for His interposition, which can no longer be

deferred. It is true that ?v''i? (the imperfect of which here

suffers no syncope of the inflexionally prefixed syllable) else-

where signifies to " howl," as a crj' of pain ; but in the same

way as TID, !?1, ".'1 signify a yelling outburst either of joy or

of pain, so ?y\} also may be employed to designate the howl

of tyrants, expressing their rage^ or revenge, or victory

(Nagelsbach),—like Lucan's laetis ululare triumphis, and the

common cry in Syriac, used in war and for other exclamations

(see Bernstein's Glossary). In connection with this haughty

bluster, Jehovah's name was made the dishonoured object of

constant blasphemy : fsSa is the participle Hithpoel, or rather

(as the e of the participles Hiphil, Poel, and Hithpoel cannot
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be changed into a pausal a), the participle Hithpoal (cf. the

Hithpoiil in Jer. xxv. 1 6) ; Luzzatto and Cheyne read fKbp

(like ^sJ» in Mai. i. 7, and hrpo in Ex. viii. 14), which is at

least equally admissible. Then follows in ver. 6 the closing

sentence in the chain of thoughts : therefore His people are

to get to learn His name (i.e. the self-evidencing of the God
who is despised by the heathen), therefore (I?? repeated with

emphasis, like -'M in lix. 18, and perhaps p in Ps. xlv. 9) on

that day, the day of redemption (supply J'l'!,
" it is to get to

learn ") that " I am He who saith, ' Here am I,' " i.e. that He
who has promised redemption is now present, as the true

and Omnipotent One, to accomplish it.

Here end the first two turns in the prophecy (vers. 1, 2,

and 3-6). The third turn (vers. 7-10) forms a jubilation

over the salvation now being accomplished. The prophet

sees in spirit how the tidings of the deliverance, to which the

fall of Babylon—which is, as it were, the liberation of the

captives—gives the decisive stroke, are carried over the

mountains of Judah to Jerusalem. Ver. 7 :
" Sow leantiftil

upon the mountains are the feet of the messengers with good

tidings, of those who proclaim peace, who announce good news,

who proclaim salvation, who say to Zion, Thy God ruleth as a

king." This address is directed to Jerusalem, hence the

mountains are those of the Holy Land, and especially those

on the north of Jerusalem : 1^?9 i^ ^ collective (as in the

primary passage, Nah. ii. 1 ; cf. Isa. xli. 27 ; Ps. Ixviii 12),

meaning whoever carries the joyful message to Jerusalem.

The exclamation lINiTiD (Pilel, from nw, of which the original

form is 1W) does not refer to the pretty sound of their foot-

steps, but their feet are as if they were winged, because it is

a joyful message which they bring. The element of gladness

implied in itop, but left indefinite, is more closely specified

by Tm'f, :iiD, and nsft!?^, and still more fully by the announce-

ment, " Thy God hath obtained royal sway,"

—

^yo being used

in the inchoative historical sense, as in the theocratic psalms

beginning with the same watchword (see our commentary on

Ps. xciii.), and like e^aa-Ckevae in Eev. xix. 6, cf xi. 17. Till

now, when His people were in bondage. He seemed to have

lost His kingship (Ixiii. 19), but now He has ascended the

throne as a Eedeemer with greater glory than ever (xxiv. 23).
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The gospel of the swift-footed messengers is thus the gospel

of the kingdom of God which is at hand ; and the application

of this passage made by the apostle in Eom. x. 1 5 is justified

by the fact that the prophet saw the close of the exile in

combination with the final and general redemption.

How wiU the prophets rejoice when they see in realization

before them what they have hitherto seen from afar ? Ver.

8 :
" Hark, thy watchers ! They lift up the voice, rejoicing

together ; for eye to eye tliey see how Jehovah is bringing back

Zion." h\\>, with a following genitive, forms interjectional

clauses, and has almost become an interjection (see on Gen.

iv. 10). CSS, "watchers," is the name given here, as in

IvL 1 0, to the prophets, who are regarded as looking out into

the distance from a watch-tower (xxi. 6 ; Hab. IL 1). It is

assumed that the people of the Exile had prophets, to whom,

indeed, the very first word of these discourses (xL 1) is

addressed. They who beheld the redemption afar off and

comforted the Church therewith (differing thus from the "'??r^,

the evangelist announcing the fulfilment), together lift up

their voice with rejoicing ; for they see Jehovah bringing back

Zion as near as one man is to another when he looks into the

other's eye with his own (Num. xiv. 14 ; of. " mouth to mouth,"

so that the mouth of the one is brought near to that of the

other). The use of ? is the same as in the expression 3 nsT;

and :w has the transitive sense "to bring back," restore (LXX,

Syriac, Jerome, Luther), as also in i^?vj', Ps. Ixxxv. 5 ; the ex-

pression ni^B' aiB*, "to bring back the captivity" {i.e. captives), to

turn the captivity (Ps. xiv. 7 ; cf. cxxvi 1), puts this transitive

use of the verb beyond a doubt (see the explanation in the

second edition of our commentary on Job xliL 10) ; and the

bringing back of Zion may quite as well be spoken of as an

object of sight, as the comfort of Jerusalem in the common
post-BibHcal expression, " to see the comfort of Jerusalem."

If it was to have been declared how Jehovah returns to Zion,

the prophet would have written ii'V^, as in the Targum.

The idea of the restoration is now pursued further: the

holy city rises again from its ruins. Ver. 9 : " Shmit aloud,

rejoice together, ye ruins of Jerusalem ; for Jehovah hath eomr

forted his people, he hath redeemed Jerusalem." Because

the word of consolation has become an act of consolation
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(xlix. 13), the ruins of Jerusalem, now rising again, are to

break forth into rejoicing.

Throughout the judgment, Jehovah has plainly been work-

ing out His salvation before the whole world. Ver. 1 :

"Jehovah hath bared his holy arm before the eyes of all

nations, and all ends of tJie earth see the salvation of our God."

As a warrior, in order to be able to fight without encum-
brance, is wont to make bare his right arm up to the shoulder

(exsertare humeros nudamque lacessere pugnam, as Statins says,

in Tlieb. i. 413); so hath Jehovah bared (^^n alHed to

i__iLi»^) before the whole world His holy arm, the arm in

which holiness dwells, from which holiness beams forth, and
which acts in holiness,—this arm of His, which had been

hitherto concealed, and hence appeared to be feeble ; and all

ends of the earth come to see the work of this arm, viz. " the

salvation of our God."

This salvation, in its most natural and obvious manifesta-

tion, is the liberation of the exiles, to whom, therefore, on
the ground of what he sees in spirit, the prophet cries

(vers. 11, 12): "Away, away! depart thence! touch no

unclean thing ! depart from the midst of her ! purify your-

selves, ye who hear the vessels of Jehovah ! For ye shall not go

out in confused haste, nor shall ye go out in flight ; for Jehovah

goeth before you, and your rearguard is the God of Israel."

Marching out thence {i.e. from Babylon), they are not to touch

anything unclean (Lam. iv. 15), i.e. they are not to enrich

themselves with the property of their now conquered con-

querors, as was done in marching out of Egypt (Ex. xii. 36).

And not merely are those who bear the vessels of Jehovah

{i.e. the vessels of the temple) not to defile themselves, but

they are to purify themselves (i"'?'!' being the regular impera-

tive Niphal 1^3 accented upon the penult) : this is an

indirect prophecy, fulfilled in the command by Cyrus that the

gold and silver vessels brought by Nebuchadnezzar to Babylon

should be restored to the returning exiles as their rightful

property (Ezra i. 7—11). It will thus be possible to put

themselves into a proper state for departure, as this will not

be like a flight, as was formerly the case in marching from

Egypt (Deut. xvi. 3; cf. xii. 39), for they march out under

the guidance of Jehovah. D^s?'?^ (with the change of the S
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into the original r, as in Lev. xx. 8, 2, Kings xxii. 20,

2 Chrcn. xxxiv. 28, where ip'DX is the wrong reading; cf.

the remarks on i. 15, above) does not mean, "He brings you,

the scattered ones, together," but (as in IviiL 8 ; Nuhl x. 25

;

Josh, vi 9, 13), "He closes your line of march," brings up

your rear ; He not merely goes before you, to lead you, but

also (as in Ex. xiv. 19), behind you, for your protection.

For the rearguard (n!??«P) is the keystone of the army, and

preserves the connection of the whole.

The division into chapters for the most part coincides with

the distinction between the different addresses; here, how-

ever, correction is needed. Calvin was among the first to

animadvert upon the forced separation : a new section begins

at lii. 13—not later, at liiL 1—with the words, "Behold, my
servant," etc., like -y1ii. 1, which opens in a similar manner.

As Nagelsbacb says, chaps, xlix.-lvii. are like a wreath of

magnificent flowers, intertwined with a mourning ribbon,

which is fastened at the middle (liL 13-to chap. liiL) into a

strong knot.

Fifth Discourse of the Secoiid Part, LII. 13 -Chap. LIIL

Supreme Exaltation of the Servant of Jehovah out of

deep Summation.

Hitherto, wherever another besides Jehovah has been speak-

ing, it has always been the Servant of Jehovah, who is the

heart and head of the body of Israel. After we have heard

him speaking hinaself in L 4-9, xlix. 1—6, xlviii. 16&, and

Jehovah speaking of him in 1. 10 f., xlix. 7-9, xliL 1—7,

it is not surprising that Jehovah here begins anew to speak

of him ; we can also understand how the prophet passes from

the raising of the Church to the exaltation of the servant.

In relation to Jehovah, Israel has often been called "my
servant," and " his servant

;

" here, however, there has pre-

ceded the representation (continued from IL 17 onwards) of

Israel as a female ; moreover, in li 1—1 6, though the national

idea of the " servant of Jehovah " has reached its most

definite expression (especially in li. 7), yet there has been no

mention of the name borne by the Individual whom, in L 4—9,
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it is impossible to mistake. It is this individual who is

further spoken of here. It is his picture that is here fully

given and finished, and this as a side-piece to the deliverance

from bondage and restoration of Zion-Jerusalem, which has just

been depicted. It is none else than he who leads his people

through suffering to glory. As we now perceive, it is in his

heart that the change of God's wrath into love is decided.

He suffers with his people for his. people, instead of his

people; because he has not, like the mass of the people,

brought on the suffering through sin, but as the guiltless and

righteous one, voluntarily takes on himself the guilt and the

sin, in order to take it completely away by his sacrifice of

himself. Thus the glory of Israel also has its focus in him.

He is the corn of wheat which falls into the earth in order to

bring forth much fruit, and this " much fruit " is the glory of

Israel and the salvation of the nations.

" Christian scholars," says Abravanel, " explain this prophecy

as referring to that man who was executed towards the end of

the second temple, and who, according to their view, was the

Son of God, who became incarnate in the womb of the virgin.

But Jonathan ben-Uzziel applies it to the Messiah who is

still to be expected, and such is also the view of the ancients

in many of their commentaries." Hence even the Synagogue

itself cannot help acknowledging that the course of the

Messiah to glory through death is predicted here ! Jefet

the Karaite, in referring chap. liii. to the Messiah and

His career from His birth to the throne, can appeal to the

authority of Benjamin ha-N"ahS.wendi, of the same sect, who
previously expressed the same view.^ And what interest

could we have in increasing the national pride of the Jewish

nation, and making the latter—as is done by Juda ha-Levi

in the Book of Cuzari (ii. 34 ff.) and by most Jewish, and all

Judaizing expositors—the sufferer for the sins of the world ?

Or what interest could we have in persuading ourselves that

Jeremiah (as Saadiab, Grotius, and Bunsen think), or some other

unknown martyr - prophet (as Ewald thinks), is intended,''

' See Neubauer, Aus der Petersburger Bibliotheh (1886), p. 17.

^ Arthur S. Weissmann, in his Earnest Eeplies (1889) to my Earnest

Questions (1888), says regarding chap, liii., that "the picture suits

Nehemiah the son of Hakaliah," Other Jewish writers also have thought
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whereas it is rather the great unrecognised and misunder-

stood One who is meant ? How many already have had their

eyes opened on reading this " golden passional " of the Old

Testament evangelist, as Polycarp Lyser calls it? In how

many Israelites has the crust of the heart been melted?

It is as if it were written under the cross on Golgotha, and

illumined by the bright clearness of the now fulfilled exalta-

tion. It is the solution of the problem in Psalms xxii. and

ex., but it is likewise the completion of what, even in these

typico - prophetic psalms of David, is ever an imperfect

picture ; for, inasmuch as the suffering of no sinful man, him-

self in need of atonement, can be an expiation for the sins of

others, the type in the Psalms, in spite of the full description

of his condition, intensified through the spirit of prophecy,

could not express in symbol the expiatory aspect of the

sufferings of Christ. What is stated in this section regard-

ing the Servant of God in His work of reconciliation by

the sacrifice of Himself, is unique, and without a parallel in

any other portion of the Old Testament. According to

xliii. 3, God delivers up the heathen nations as a ransom

for Israel; here, however. One delivers up Himself, and is

delivered up for the salvation of Israel and of the heathen.

As this section forms the outer portion of the middle part of

the wonderful book of consolation in chaps, xl.-lxvi., so it is

the most central, the deepest, the loftiest production of Old

Testament prophecy, which has here surpassed itself.^

And yet the prophecy plainly presents its limitations as

a production of Old Testament times through human agency.

For the prophet beholds the advent of the Servant of Jehovah

in connection with the duration of the Exile ; and the exalta-

tion of the Servant of Jehovah, the internal and external

restoration of Israel, the conversion of the nations, as

of Nehemiali. The work hj Neubauer and Driver, entitled The Fifty-

third Chapter of Isaiah according to the Jewish interpreters (Oxford, 2 vols.

1879), aifords an interesting but saddening survey.

^ Eitschl (died March 20, 1889), in vol. ii. of his Doctrme of Justijicaiion

and Atonement (2nd edition, 1882, p. 61 ff.), regards chap. liii. as the inter-

polated production of a different author, for which no preparation has

previously been made (a position that we impugn), and presents no traces

of influence afterwards (a peculiarity which is owing to the fact that a

higher point than what is reached in chap. liii. is impossible of attain-
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associated with the close of the Exile. In this sense there

follows here, immediately after the summons, "Go ye out

from Babylon," an indicator pointing away from the suffering

of the Servant to his glorious reward. Chap. lii. 13

:

" Behold, my servant will deal wisely, he will rise and he

exalted, and he very high." Even apart from xlii. 1, ^i^ or

in is a favourite beginning for the prophecies of Isaiah ; and

this very first verse, in Isaian fashion, forms a condensed

statement of the main points contained in the following dis-

course regarding the exaltation of the Servant. In ver.

1 3a is declared' the course by which he attains his great-

ness ; in the latter part of the verse there is described the

greatness itself. In itself ?''?t?'n merely signifies to obtain, or

show understanding or discernment (LXX, cvvrjcei) ; but

also secondly,—because sagacious dealing is generally also

productive of result,—it is used as synonymous with DvV'?,

n^K'an, to signify effective action, so that success follows, as in

Josh. i. 8 ; Jer. x. 21. In Jer. xxiii. 2, where -'^aa'ni forms

one feature in the exercise of the Messiah's rule, the idea of

prudent dealing is alone sufficient ; but in this passage, where

the exaltation is deduced from '''Sf1 as the immediate con-

sequence, without any intervening "therefore," there is

naturally associated with the idea of sagacious dealing (i.&

action in accordance with the appointed work to which one

is called) the representation of effective execution, abundant

success, which is naturally followed by continuous exaltation.

Eosenmiiller observes, on the latter part of ver. 13, that

" there is no need for discussing or inquiring in what way the

several words are distinguished from one another." But when

we consider that an not merely signifies to be exalted, but also

to rise (Prov. xi. 11), and to become exalted, to become mani-

fest as exalted (Ps. xxi. 14) ; and that ^f^,, according to the most

ment). I am delighted to find myself in agreement with my friends the

Oxford scholars, investigators in the field of Old Testament criticism,

T. K. Cheyne (see his excellent Excursus on the Servant of Jehovah, and

on the Suffering Messiah) and S. E. Driver, in holding that the symbolical

prophecy of the great Sufferer is meant to refer to One, and this in the

actual fulfilment of history is Jesus the Christ. Of., moreover, the

exhaustive monograph by Dr. G. H. Dalman, Der leidende und sterbende

Messias derSynagoge des erster naehchrisUichen Jahrtausends{BeAiTi, 1888),and

also my Ernsten Fragen an die GeUldeten jiidischer Religion, Leipzig, 1888.
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natural and original reflexive meaning of the Niphal, signifies

to raise one's self; whereas, on the other hand, n?3 simply

expresses the state or condition, without the secondary and

subordinate view of activity,—we obtain the following series

of thoughts, " he will rise, he will be still more exalted, he

will stand high." The three verbs (of which the two perfects

are regulated by the preceding imperfect) thus signify begin-

ning, progress and result or the climax of the exaltation ; and

Stier is not wrong when he recalls to mind the resurrection,

ascension into heaven, and sitting at the right hand of God,

the three main stages in the historical fulfilment of the

exaltation. That najl is meant to be taken as the highest

step in the scale of ascent, as the final result, is also shown

by the addition of ^i<» ; ascending from one step to another,

the Servant of Jehovah finally reaches a towering height,

surpassing everything else (cf. inrepv^aicre, Phil, ii 9, with

vyJrwdeK, Acts ii. 33 ; and on the ideas contained in vvep-

vfojae, see Eph. i. 20-23.^

The discourse regarding him now (like xlix. 8 ; cf. viL) passes

into the form of direct address to him, but this at once falls

again into an objective tone. Vers. 14, 15 :
" Jusi as many

were astonished at thee,—so disfigured, his appearance was not

like that of a man, and his form not like that of the children of

men,—so will he make many nations tremble ; kings will shut

their mouths at him, for they see what has not ieen told them,

and perceive what they have not Jieard." The Servant of

Jehovah is here directly addressed ; and the meaning of the siciU

("just as") ia ver. 14, and of the sic ("so") introducing its

principal clause in ver. 15, is this,—that as his humiliation

was the deepest, so also will his glorification be of the highest.

The height of the exaltation is held up in contrast with the

depth of the degradation : but the words " so disfigured was

his face, more than that of a man," form an interjected clause,

stating the ground for the astonishment excited by the servant

of Jehovah. Stier is wrong in referring this first 1? (" so ") to

the i^ifS, and rendering the passage, "As people were astonished

at thee, so there was actually reason for the astonishment
;

"

' The Jalkut on Isaiah, § 338, regards the three stages in a different

manner: nt^DD Nt^Ji Dmas ;» DiT n''tyDn ib» HT nay ii^atj'* njn
mtrn OK^DD nxD najv Of. Heb. vii. 4, in. 3, i. 4.
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the thought that the actual state of the case was like the

impression which people received, is tame and superfluous ; the

change of persons also is intolerably harsh ; whereas, consider-

ing the view of the relation of the clause, almost universally

agreed upon since the days of Vitringa, the sudden change

from direct address to objective statement in the third person

appears to be brought about by means of the parenthesis.

Hitherto, many had been astonished at the servant of Jehovah,

—dOB' signifying to be desolate or waste ; to be thrown into

a desolate or benumbed state about something; to become

startled, disconcerted, petrified as it were, by an astonishment

that paralyses and disturbs (Lev. xxvi. 32 ; Ezek. xxvi. 16):

to such a degree was his appearance tJ''sp nntJ'p and his

form D'l^? '33D (nnpp being understood). The vowel-pointing

iisn (cf., on the other hand, 1 Sam. xxviii. 14) is like that

of'i^.VB, i. 31 ; cf. Num. xxiii. 7; Judg. vi. 28, xiv. 4;
2 Chron. xx. 34; Nah. ii. 8, in all of which instances,

instead of — the vowel -1 has been preferred. The form

nriB'p may be regarded as a construct (as by Hitzig and

Bredenkamp), for the connecting form is sometimes employed

even (as in xxxiii. 6) without any genitival relation ; but it

may also be absolute, either syncopated from rinna/p=nrinB»p

(as Havernick and Stier hold), like nntrp in Mai. i. 14 (on

which passage see Kohler's commentary) ; or—as we prefer

to regard it—like the form Dp"ip in x. 6, with the original a,

without the usual lengthening (see Ewald, § 160 c, Eem. 4).

According to the Babylonian punctuation, the text has nriB'D

instead of this (see Pinsker, Einleitmig, p. 155), as the Tiberian

i and the Babylonian — {u) pretty frequently interchange

{e.g. in Amos iv. 3). His appearance, his form, was " dis-

figurement " (stronger than nnB'p, " disfigured,"—a form which,

however, also occurs as a substantive in Lev. xxii. 25), from

men,—away from men,

—

i.e. so that his appearance and the

impression he produced were not like those of a man, and not

at all like those of other human beings.' In ver. 15 now
follows the contrast,—the state of glory which has abolished

1 The Cliuroh, before the time of Oonstantine, thought of the Lord,

while He lived on earth, as uncomely, but the Church since Oonstantine

as ideally beautiful. The latter was more correct ; He was uncomely,

though not deformed, in the days of His flesh ; His outward appearance
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this state of sorrow. To the can in ver. 14 corresponds, in

ver. 1 5, D''3"l D")}, " many nations," instead of the many indi-

viduals, as if for every individual who took offence there now

came an entire delighted nation ; while to the words, " they

were astonished at thee," corresponds W (" he shall cause to

tremble "), i.e. to the effect which he produces by his suffer-

ings corresponds that which is produced by what he does.

The Hiphil n^<} elsewhere means to " sprinkle " (L. adspergere),

and is applied to the sprinkling of blood with the finger (thus

differing from p% which is applied to the swirling of the blood

out of a bowl), especially on the Day of Atonement, towards

the mercy-seat and the altar of incense ; also to the sprinkling

of the water of purification by means of the sprinkling-brush

upon the leper (Lev. xiv. 7), and of the ashes of the red heifer

on those who were defiled by contact with a corpse (Num.

xix. 1 8) ; and generally to sprinkling for the purpose of

expiation and sauctification. In accordance with this use of

the word, Vitringa, Hengstenberg, Holemann, and others,

following the Syriac, Aquila, Theodotion, and Jerome, render

it " he will sprinkle ; " and this has something to commend
it when we look to 3?i33, liii. 4, and Vi}>, liii. 8 (words which

are elsewhere commonly applied to leprosy, and on account

of which the suffering Messiah, in Sanhedrin 986, is emblem-

atically called T- '?} «li^,
" the leper of Eabbi's house "),

inasmuch as there results the significant contrast that He who
was regarded as Himself unclean—another Job—will as a

priest purify and consecrate whole nations, thus removing the

dividing wall between Israel and the heathen, who had

hitherto been regarded as "unclean" (liL 1), and gathering

the latter with the former into one holy Church. Jerome

renders :
" he himself will sprinkle many nations, cleansing

them with his own blood, and consecrating them in baptism

to the service of God," as if the reading were bv toi np (Lev.

xiv. 7), bv Dnino D'd nr* (Ezek. xxxvi. 25). Such would re-

quire to be the reading, for njn (like the Aramaic ''=!S, the <

Aphel from S^IJ) never seems to be joined with the accusative

of the person or thing sprinkled (for 'Hx in Lev. iv. 6, 17

—thougli faith saw the glory glistening through—was that of a sufferer
;

for from His mother's womb the portion of the Lamb of God was the

suffering of death.
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is the preposition, as W and b^ are used in other places) ;

^

but even apart from this, the representation of the Servant

as priest would come in here quite abruptly. The verb njJ

originally signifies to spring, or leap ; hence nin, the causative,

to cause to spring
;
Qal unites in itself the intransitive and

the transitive meanings of " spurting," and in the former case

(Ixiii. 3) signifies the springing up and springing generally

of any liquid scattering into drops. The Arab, nazd (see

Gesenius' Thesaurus) shows that this same verb may also be

used in speaking of the springing of living beings, such as is

produced by overpowering emotion. Hence, following Mar-

tini (1791), we translate the word, with the majority of

modern expositors, exsilire faciei,—nj^ signifying the same as

1?!, which Cheyne prefers, following Hab. iii. 6. What is

meant is a springing up caused by astonishment (LXX, in

accordance with the sense, but tamely, renders Oav/jida-ovrai),

and not so much an external as an internal motion : they

will start up with astonishment within themselves (cf. lins

vy\], Jer. xxxiii. 9), as if electrified by the surprising change

that has taken place in the Servant of Jehovah. The reason

why kings shut their mouths at him is expressly stated ; they

see before them something for which no announcement had

prepared them ; they perceive what they had never heard,

—

hence something far transcending their expectation and ex-

perience. The shutting of the mouth is the involuntary

consequence of the overpowering impression, the expression

of the highest astonishment at him who has been so suddenly

lifted from the depths and placed so high. The strongest

emotion is that which remains shut up within, because its

intensity throws the whole man into an impassioned condition,

and drowns all reflection in feeling (cf. E'''"]n- iu Zeph. iii. 17).

The parallel in xlix. 7 does not contradict this view : the

speechless astonishment at what has never been heard and is

incomprehensible passes into adoring homage after a certain

degree of familiarity has been attained.

^ The construction with the accusative is certainly possible ; m'' also,

with its Hiphil min, signifies not merely to throw, but to throw upon, i.e.

to besprinkle (Hos. vi. 3), or to shoot at (jaculis petere, Ps. Ixiv. 5 ; Num.
ixi. 30).
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The second turn, in liii. 1-3, declares that the man of

sorrow was deeply despised among us, and no man believed

the prophecy regarding his future. We hear the complaint

—but from whose mouth it comes is doubtful—in ver. 1

:

" Who has believed -what we have heard? And the arm of

Jehovah,—over whom haih it been revealed ? " " I formerly,"

says Hofmann (in his Schriftbeweis, ii. 1. 159 f.), "misunder-

stood the connection, and thought that in liii. 1 it is the heathen

who are speaking, because they were spoken of in lii. 13—15

( Weiss, und Erf. i. 265); but now I perceive my mistake.

Of the heathen it was certainly stated before, that they did

not hear what they now see with their eyes ; hence it cannot

be they who speak, or for whom another says in their name.

Who hath believed what we have heard ? " The work of

redemption is certainly announced to the heathen from Israel

as a fact already accomplished ; and according to lii 15 (cf

.

xlix. 7, xlii. 4, li. 5), they accept what has never been

heard, as satisfying their longing desire, with an astonishment

that passes into adoration,—hence with the joyful obedience

of faith. But, besides, the words ''?>? J'^'bd, " because of the

transgression of my people," in liii. 8, are out of place in the

mouth of the heathen, and words spoken by the latter would

require to be expressly introduced as such. Whenever a

" we " is suddenly introduced in a prophecy, it is always

Israel that speaks, since the prophet takes the nation along

with himself (cf. xlii. 24, Ixiv. 5, xvi. 6, xxiv. 16, etc.).

Hence Hofmann rightly also rejects the view of those who
think they hear the prophet, in this passage, speaking in

company with the other heralds of salvation (Calvin, Stier,

Oehler, Bredenkamp) ; for, as he asks, " how would all that

follows, spoken in the first person plural, agree with this

assumption ? " In fact, it is Israel that (in ver. 2 ff.) ac-

knowledges how blind it has been ; hence the question of

complaint, in ver. 1, also comes from the mouth of IsraeL

The people—or, what is the same thing, the prophet (John

xil 37 f. ; Eom. x. 16), sinking his own individuality in the

mass of the nation—utters the complaint in ver. 1. While

the heathen accept in faith what has been utterly unheard of

before (lii. 15), Israel has to accuse itself of putting no faith in

what it heard regarding the servant of God. njJiDB',—like the
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forms T\^^,, ni'aB', and with the possible insertion of Dagesh,

npxa, npia (npna),—signifies what has been heard through the

statement of another {aKorj), announcement, and especially the

prophetic preaching (see xxviii. 9) ; and iJnvpp is not (as in

2 Sam. iv. 4) " the announcement about us," which would

here be unsuitable, but either " the tidings which we brought

"

(" our preaching," as Luther renders it), or—inasmuch as the

prophet is not speaking for his brother-prophets, but for the

people, with whom he connects himself, so that the subject

indicates the genitive of the object—"the announcement which

concerned us " (as in xxiii. 5 ; 2 Sam. iv. 4 ; cf '''?n?ifi, " the

correction which concerned me," Ps. Ixiii. 14). Biit the expres-

sion also admits of being taken in the sense of " the announce-

ment which we have heard," i.e. the tidings which we came to

hear, the genitive being that of the subject, as in ^WDB', which

occurs in the Mishnah {Eduyofh v. V), with the meaning
" my tradition," i.e. that which has been heard by me : in ac-

cordance with this view we have, with Cheyne, rendered the

word in the text.

There were certainly some who did not refuse to believe

what they came to hear, d\X' ov iravTe<s vTriJKovcrav tm

eiayye\.ia) (Eom. x. 16). The number of believers was

exceedingly small, compared with the unbelieving mass of the

nation. The subject of the preaching which was not believed

was the exaltation of the Servant of God out of deep degrada-

tion. This was a work performed by the arm of God (Jjiif, of

common gender, here fem., as in lix. 16), which, raised far

above every created thing, works down from on high ; it is

over us, and becomes manifest to those who recognise it in

what is happening before them. Who (asks Israel) showed

any faith in the impending exaltation of the Servant of God ?

Who recognised the omnipotence of Jehovah, which set itself

to effect his exaltation ? All that follows is the confession

—

introduced by this question—-of the Israel of the last times,

one of the grandest prophecies of the future conversion of the

nation that has rejected the Servant of God, and has permitted

the heathen to anticipate it in recognising him. But at last,

though late, it will repent.

The great lamentation described by Zechariah (xii. 1 1 ff.) is

that out of which the following confession comes. Ver. 2 :
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" And he came up like a layer-sprig "before him, and like a root-

sprout out of dry ground ; he had no form and wo heauty, and

we satv him and there was no appearance that we could have

found pleasure in him." Following on the latter part of ver. 1,

ver. 2 looks back into the past and describes how the dealings

of Jehovah showed themselves in the servant's course of life

from the beginning, but imperceptibly at first, and in a way

not recognised by those who regard merely what presents

itself to the outward senses. The suffix of I'^s? cannot (as

Hahn, Hofmann, and Holemann think) refer to the subject of

the interrogative sentence, for the answer to that quis is nemo,

but it refers to Jehovah, who is mentioned immediately before.

" Before Jehovah," so that He whose counsel began to be ful-

filled in this way had directed His eye upon him, caring for

and protecting him (Gen. xvii. 18): he grew up p.?!'?, "like

the suckling," i.e. (in the horticultural sense) the tender twig

which sucks its nourishment out of the root and stem (not,

as Hitzig explains, in accordance with Ezek. xxxL 16, out of

the water of the ground) ; because rip.^T, instead of which

there is here PPT, is the name given to the tender twig upon

a tree, or stem, or stalk, e.g. the twig of a cedar, Ezek.

xvii. 22 ; or of a vine, Ps. Ixxx. 12 ; Hos. xiv. 7 ; or of a

liana, Job viii. 16. It is here regarded as a layer, as in Ezek.

xvii. 22 ; for, on the other hand, it resembles the shoot or

sprig which springs from the root-stump remaining in the

ground after the tree has been felled, ^ip, as in xi. 10

{pi^a in Eev. v. 5, xxii. 26), is applied to the sprout pro-

duced by the root, and anew striking out from it with vigour,

—the root-sprout which is more precisely called ^''^f
i??. in

Dan. xi. 7. Both figures depict the poor and unattractive

appearance of the small though vigorous beginning. The

expression " out of dry ground," which is common to both

figures, further brings out the miserable character of the out-

ward circumstances in which the birth and growth of the

Servant took place. The " dry ground " is the state of the

people as at that time enslaved and decayed ; he was made
subject to the conditions attending the circumstances of a

people that had been thrown under the power of the empire

and was not merely in a state of misery, but also in blind

ignorance regarding its cause. What is here stated regarding
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the Servant of Jehovah coincides with what is said in chaps.

vii. and xi. regarding the other David. In what follows, we
must abide by the division of the clauses as shown by the

accents, and not translate " no form had he, and no beauty,

that we should regard (or, have regarded) him," viz. with fixed

looks that willingly lingered on him : such is the rendering

adopted by Symmachus (ti^a eiBw/iev avrov) and by Vitringa

(ut ipsum resjpiceremus). But in that case, instead of ii^?<"?J1,

the reading should have been 12 ns<"i31 ; moreover, the close

mutual relation of the terms in the expression HsnD iih) inx"]3l,

which resembles a play on words, becomes expunged :
" we

saw him, and there was not (= if we saw him, there was not)

any appearance that we should have felt ourselves drawn by

him,"—the Hebrew, with its vivid style of transferring one

into the situation, expresses the result in the words " that we
should desire him." He remained in the midst of Israel, so

that he was bodily present before the nation ; but he had no
" form " ("is'n as in ixn ty^K, vir formae, i.e. formosus, 1 Sam.

xvi. 18), no splendid and brilliant presence 07?)) no appear-

ance at all (n^"]P), that one (as li^l?™! declares) should have

thought desirable, attractive, winning.

On the contrary, the impression made by his appearance

was repulsive, and, for those who measure greatness and

nobility by a worldly standard, contemptible. Ver. 3 : "He
was despised and forsaken of men, a man of sorrows and

familiar with sickness, and like one from whom men hide their

face, despised, and we esteemed him not." In Isaian fashion,

nu? is again introduced palindromically at the end, hence

Martini's conjecture that the proper reading there is 'Ul ^ lil???,

must be rejected. This nnp (cf. nfa in xlix. 7) is the key to the

sad retrospective picture. The predicate l3''t!'''K P'ln is misunder-

stood by those expositors who take D''E'''S as synonymous with

D'iN"''33, whereas it has rather the meaning of ^^^ ^}^ (the

better class) as distinguished from 0'3?"''P.? (common people)

;

see the remarks on ii. 9 and xi. 17; in Prov. viii. 4, and

Ps. cxli. 4 also, it means people of rank, occupying a position

of eminence beyond the masses; hence Cocceius remarks,

" defeiens virorum h. e. nullos seeum hahens viros spectdbiles,

quorum fulciatur auctoritate." The expression might also

be explained as meaning " the ceasing one {i.e, taking the last

VOL. II. T
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place : S. eXa^j^tcrro? ; Jerome, novissimus) among men ;

" but he

would thereby be himself described as ^^^, though he

certainly had not the appearance and respect of such a person.

Cocceius's rendering, " deficiens," is quite correct : cf . Job

xix. 14, ^3hp ii^in, defecerunt cognati mei; and the Arabic

hadalahu or hadala 'anhu (he forsook him; held back from

him, left him : see Lane's Arabic lexicon). The upper classes

among his people, the great ones of this world, drew back

their hands from him, withdrew from him : he had no person

of influence upon his side. He was further nusaD Ki^x, a man
of heart-sorrow in all forms, a man characterized by his life

of constant endurance of pain, v'n ^iTl (instead of which we

also find Vy^) does not mean insignis morho, one well known

for painful suffering, as Nagelsbach renders it, following Deut.

i. 13, 15,—an idea which could not sufficiently be expressed

by the genitival construction,—nor " one well known to sick-

ness " (S. yvaxTTo^ voaa>, familiaris morbo), which would have

been expressed by V^.p or Plio ; but scittis morbi, i.e. one who
had been put in a position for knowing about sickness ; W^J

signifying "acquainted, knowing well" (like H'ltoa confisus

;

"lUT, mindful; cf. the Latin passive participle of deponent

verbs, e.g. expertus), as W? is also equivalent to yiT'np. It is

not meant that he had naturally a sickly body, which fell out

of one disease into another, but that the wrath caused by sin,

and the eagerness of self-sacrifice (Ps. Ixix. 10) burned in his

soul and body like the flame of a fever, so that, even though

he had not died a violent death, he would have been slain

by the force of the destructive powers indigenous to humanity

in consequence of sin, and of his self-consuming struggle with

them. Moreover, he was i3Qp C^Si "inppa
: this cannot mean

" like one hiding his face from us " (as Hengstenberg thinks,

pointing to Lev. xiii. 45), or, what is comparatively better,

"like one causing the face to be hidden from him;" for

though the feminine of the participle takes the form nnnpp,

and in the. plural ClippP is a possible form for D''1''ripp, yet

there is nothing to prove that iJipp is used for "T'opp (cf. infin.

inpn for "T'ripD, xxix. 15, as in Deut. xxvi. 12). Hence "iRpo

is a noun after the form of avnp^ j'li-ip^ pa-ip, nn'fp ; and the

words mean either " like the hiding of the face on our part,"

i.e. like one who experienced this from us, or (what is more
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natural) " like the hiding of the face before him," i.e. like one

whose repulsive look is intolerable, so that people turn away
the face, or cover it with their garment (cf. 1. 6 with Job
XXX. 10). Lastly, all the predicates are summed up in the

comprehensive term ^)^'} :
" He was despised, and we not only

did not consider him dear and worthy, but did not esteem

him at all," as Luther appropriately renders it, " we thought

him nothing" (3E'n, (_^«*»a-, to reckon, value, esteem, as in

xiii. 17, xxxiii. 8; Mai. iii. 16). Here concludes the

second turn.

Those who formerly mistook and despised the Servant of

Jehovah because of his pitiable state, now acknowledge that

his sufferings were quite different from what they thought.

Ver. 4 :
" Verily our sicknesses he hath home, and our pains—he hath laden them ; hut we considered hiw. as one stricken,

one smitten of God, and afflicted." It may be doubtful whether

!35< (the fuller form of '^^) is affirmative here, as in xl. 7,

xlv. 15, or adversative, as in xlix. 4: the latter meaning

arises from the former (as in the case of PI, Gen. xx. 11

;

Num. XX. 19, etc., from the restrictive sense), inasmuch as it

is the opposite which is strongly affirmed. We have trans-

lated it as an affirmative (Jerome, vere), not adversatively

(verum, at vera), because ver. 4 in itself consists of two

antithetical halves,— a relation which is expressed in the

independent pronouns Kin and l^n:^, which correspond to one

another. Many MSS. repeat s!in before D^3p. The penitents

contrast themselves and their false views with him and what

he has actually accomplished. Matthew's Gospel (in chap,

viii. 1 7) here corrects the LXX by translating thus : avrh^

TO? aadeveia^ rjfiwv eXa/3e Kal Ta<; v6<tov<; e^dcnaaev ; and the

relief which Jesus afforded to all kinds of bodily ailments is

regarded as a fulfilment of these words. In the first part of

ver. 4 it is not really sin that is spoken of, but the evil which

is the result of human sin, though not always the immediate

result of the sin of the individual (John ix. 3). But in the

fact that he was intent on relieving this evil in every form,

whenever it came before him in line of his calling, there was

manifested the help infereutially implied in the first part of

ver. 4, though not the bearing and lading which are primarily

expressed here. Matthew appropriately renders nb'3 by eXa/3e,
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and bap by e^acnacrev ; for, while 7?p signifies the toilsome

bearing of a burden that has been taken up, xj'J combines in

itself the ideas presented by tollere and ferre. Construed with

the accusative of the sin, it means to take on oneself the guilt

of sin as one's own, and to bear it, i.e. to recognise and feel it

as such, as in Lev. v. 1, 17; more frequently it means to

bear the punishment incurred through sin, i.e. to come to

make atonement for it, as in Lev. xvii. 16, xx. 19 f., xxiv. 15,

and wherever the bearer himself is not the guilty one, to

bear the sin as a mediator, in order to atone for it, Lev. x. 1 7.

In the LXX this ^f} is rendered, both in the Pentateuch and

in Ezekiel, by Xa^elv ajUbpTiav, once by ava^epeiv ; and that

this Xa^eiv and avacpepeiv are meant to be understood as

referring to expiatory bearing, and not merely, as has been

affirmed, in opposition to vicarious satisfaction, in the sense of

taking away, is abundantly shown in Ezek. iv. 4-8, where the

Jij? na^ is represented by the prophet in symbolical action.

Even here, where it is not the sins, but " our sicknesses

"

0^.^?P being plural, while the singular would take the form

''^.yO) ^^^ " our pains " that form the object, the meaning is

that the Servant of God took upon himself the sufferings

which we had to bear, and deserved to bear, and endured them

in his own person, in order to deliver us from them. The

people among whom he appeared here bewail their former

mistaking of the mediatorially vicarious character of the

agonies endured by the Great Sufferer, which they regarded

as the punishment of his own sins—and these, too, peculiarly

great; for, like the friends of Job, they measured the sin of

the Sufferer by his sufferings. They saw in him "one stricken"

(Jft33), i.e. afflicted with a hateful, disgraceful disease (Gen.

xii. 17; 1 Sam. vi. 9), such especially as that which is pre-

eminently called W.3, leprosy, 2 Kings xv. 5 {A. d(}}T]ij,evov,

S. iv d(pf} ovra, i.e. leprous, Th. iie/j,aaruya)ix,ivov ; cf. fiaa-rlye^,

Mark iii. 10, scourges, i.e. bad attacks);^ "one smitten of

God" (D^^!'.^| nac) and "bowed down" (by God), oppressed

1 Further, jjinv and JJIVD, a leper, literally signifies one who is

violently attacked and thro\vn down ; in Arabic, c _* is the common

word signifying the falling down in epileptic fits.
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(nsjJD), covered with sufferings. God is here intentionally

called Cn'i'X, as the aU-conditioning divine power, whose object

of punitive vengeance this Sufferer seemed to have become.

Then follows, with N^ni indicating a circumstantial clause

(cf. the first part of ver. 7), the true state of the case in

contrast with the false judgment regarding it. Ver. 5

:

" Whereas he was pierced lecause of otir transgressions, bruised

because of our iniquities ; the punishment for peace to us lay

upon him, and throiigh his stripes came healing to us." It has

been asked whether the first part of this verse describes what

he was during his life, or what he was in his death ; but

doubtless the reference is to the latter. Though ^sfip may
signify one who is almost destroyed through inward grief or

outward violence (xix. 10, cf. Ivii. 15), ??n» indicates, more

definitely than ??n (Jer. li. 52 ; Ps. Ixix. 27), not merely one

who is mortally wounded, but one who has been actually

slain ; it is not the Polal participle from ?''n, to be thrown

into writhings with pain (as Holemann thinks), but the Poal

participle from 7?n, " pierced," transfossus (the passive of

hbm, li. 9 ; cf. the passive Y»ip in lii. 5). In Zech. xii. 10,

ipT is used instead,—with the same meaning. No stronger

expressions for indicating violent and excruciating death could

be found in the language. And as ]l?, with the passive, is

not used like viro, what is here meant is not that it was our

transgressions and offences which had pierced and crushed

him, but that he was pierced and crushed on account of

them : not his own, but our transgressions and offences, which

he had taken on himself in order to atone for them in our

stead, were the mediate cause of his having to suffer so cruel

and painful a death. The ultimate cause is not mentioned,

but the words lyV y?%' iplt3, which follow, implicitly point to

this : his suffering was a ip'O, which indirectly states that

God had appointed it to fall on him,—for who else could the

ID' (iD^D) be? We have rendered iplD by "punishment,"

as the language has no other word for it ; for, though Dj^J and

n^iJS also mean punishment, yet the former signifies eKhUrjai^,

the latter iiriaKeyJn';; while ipiD not merely signifies iraiSeia,

as chastisement inflicted by love (Prov. iii 11), but also

punitive infliction {rifiwpCa, KoXaa-K), Prov. vii. 22 ; Jer.

XXX. 14 : hence David, when entreating God not to punish
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him in wrath and anger (Ps. vi. 2), has no more fitting

expression than IB'! (n''3in) for indicating punishment as the

execution ofjudgment. The noun (formed like ^p10, xxviii 16)

originally includes the idea of actual chastisement, which was

afterwards transferred to that of correction by words, and of

warning by example. In this passage, where mention is

made of a sufferer, and of iwo lying on him, this can only

be meant of actual chastisement. And if the expression

employed were V^V U'lDiD, this would merely affirm that God

caused him, who had taken on himself our transgressions and

offences, and hence made himself vicariously guilty, to suffer

the vengeance deserved by those sins. But the expression

used is «pV "ip^i^, in which the connection of the words is the

same as in noan npiD (Prov. xv. 33, cf. i. 3, xv. 31) ; as the

latter signifies " chastisement leading to wisdom," so the

former means " the chastisement which leads to our peace."

The genitive '^pi'K' defines the aim or object, and the result of

the ipio, and this declares that this manifestation of God's

justice, this satisfaction provided by His holiness, had love as

its foundation and end. It was our peace—or, what is more

in conformity with the full meaning of the word (synonyms

being 3iD, njJiB''!, lii. 7), our good in all respects, our blessedness

—which these sufferings designed and effected. The succeed-

ing words, "and by his stripe" (n^i3n=n-ji3n, i. 6) "has

healing come to us," define Di??* as a state of salvation brought

about through healing. " Venustissimum o^vfxaipov," is the

exclamation of Vitringa here : he means the same as Jerome,

who say, " suo vulnere vulnera nostra curavit." The bloody

stripes, the swellings (LXX, keeping the singular, with

collective meaning, tm fuoXa-n-t avTov; see also 1 Pet. ii. 24),

which were inflicted on him, have made us whole and weU.

Because of our sins we were sick unto death ; then he, the sin-

less One, took on himself a suffering iinto death, which was, as

it were, the quintessence and substance of the woe we had

incurred; and this voluntary suffering, this self-submission

to the justice of the Holy One, in accordance with the counsel

of love, became our healing.

In this way the whole of the restored Israel penitently

confess that they have so long mistaken him whom God, as

is now directly declared, had made a curse for them who had
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gone astray and become lost. Ver. 6 : "We all lihe sheep

went astray ; we had each turned to his own way, and Jehovah

caused to fall on him the iniquity of us all." It is the moral

condition of Israel, which brought about the exile, and con-

tinued during the exile, on which Israel here repentantly

looks back. Then, amidst the ruin caused by their sins, and
in their penal state, Israel resembled a scattered flock without

a shepherd; they had lost the way of Jehovah (Ixiii. 17), and

each one had turned, in selfishness and estrangement, from

God, to his own way (Ivi. 11). But Jehovah caused the

punishment of their guilt to fall on his Servant, that he

might make atonement for them by his sufferings. Stier'a

explanation is :
" Jehovah made the iniquity of all to strike

(or break) on him ;

" while Hahn's rendering is, " Jehovah

took the guilt of the whole into his service," by causing him
to die a violent death through their bringing guilt on them-

selves. Hofmann rightly rejects both explanations, holding

firmly to the fact that 3 Tip^, as the causative from 3 VJS),

means, " to cause something to strike or hit on some one,"

as Symmachus translates, KVpWi KaravTrjcrai iiroiTjaev et? ai/rov

Trjv avojjLLav iravTcov ^/xuv. " As the blood of the murdered

one comes on the murderer, by the bloody deed committed

returning on him as blood-guiltiness demanding vengeance

;

so sin comes upon the sinner, overtakes him (Ps. xl. 13), falls

on him. As his deed it went forth from him; as a fact

condemning him, it comes back on him as a power to destroy.

Here, however, God does not cause those who have sinned to

be overtaken by their sin, but it falls upon His Servant, the

righteous one " (Schriftheweis, ii. 1. 207). What falls on him

is not punishment, and yet it is punishment : it is punish-

ment only in so far as he has identified himself vicariously

with sinners who are deserving of wrath. How could he

have made expiation for sin, if he had merely subjected

himself to its cosmical effects, and not, face to face with

God, to that wrath which is the correlative of sin? And
what else would have prevented God from taking away from

him the bitterest of all cups,—that of death,—except the

moral impossibility of recognising the atonement as actually

accomplished, without leaving the representative and substitute

of the guilty, who had taken the guilt on himself, and was
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standing before him, to taste the punishment incurred by

those guilty ones ? As the palindromically repeated «p3

emphatically shows, it was the sin of all Israel that pressed

forcibly on him ; the term Jij?, however, indicates not merely

the sin committed, but also the guilt thereby incurred, and the

punishment which it brings on,—all this great multitude of

sins, and mass of guilt, and weight of punishment came upon

the Servant of Jehovah, in accordance with the appointment

of the God of salvation, who is gracious in holiness. Here

ends the third turn. It was our sins that he bore, and our

salvation for which Jehovah made him suifer on our

account.

The fourth turn describes how he suffered and died, and

was buried. Ver. 7 :
" Ee was ill-treated, while he suffered

ivillingly, and opened not his moidh ; like the lamb that is

led to the shambles, and like a sheep that is dumb before her

shearers, and he opened not his mouth." At the opening of

the sentence stands the 3rd pers. sing. Niphal, in a passive

sense :
" he was hard pressed " (1 Sam. xiii. 6), he was

driven, hunted down (1 Sam. xiv. 24),—tyrannically and

mercilessly treated ; in a word, " plagued," harassed, tormented

(vexatus ; cf. the Niphal in the reciprocal sense, iiL 5, and

according to the reading t^'a? in xxix. 13, in the reflexive

sense, " to torment one's self "). Hitzig goes on to translate

the next clause, " and though tormented, yet he opened not

his mouth." But if the construction followed the arrange-

ment combining what is simultaneous and coincident (1 Kings

xiv. 17 ; 2 Kings ii. 23 ; Isa. xxxvii. 38 ; cf. 1 Sam. ix. 11),

then we should rather have to render the passage, " and

while he was being tormented, he opened not his mouth."

The right view, however, is given by the accentuation, which

connects nJW NWI (^Zarka with Munach Kadma preceding) as

a subordinate clause with what precedes, and takes *<?)

vs nna; {Segolta with Munach preceding) as a continuation

of the participial clause. Accordingly, we give to the

participle i^.J.V^ not a passive, but a reflexive meaning (as in

Ex. X. 3) :
" he was being ill-treated, while bowed himself

(Niphal with the 'tolerative' sense), and opened not his

mouth " (the regular change from the participle to the finite

verb). The voluntary endurance is then elucidated by the
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figure, " like a lamb that is being led to the slaughter " (an

attributive clause, as in Jer. xi. 1 9) ; while the resigned and

submissive silence is set forth by the simile, " like a sheep

that is dumb before its shearers
:

" the first time, '^f is used,

because it was necessary that the sacrificial lamb should

always be a male ; the second time, ?n"i, in which case (as

lambs are not yet shorn) we must think of the grown

female sheep.
'^'9^-^r.-

^^ ^°* ^^^ participle—which would

require to be accented on ^& final syllable, as in i. 21, 26
;

Nah. iii. 11—but the pausal form for f^WW
; and this, too,

—

because the interchange of the perfect with the imperfect in

the attributive clause must be intentional,—does not mean
quae ohmutescit, but dbmutuit. The following clause N?l

Va rifts'; does not form a part of the simile, otherwise the

verb-form would need to be nrian ; for only the most urgent

necessity would compel us to assume (as is done by Eashi

and others) that the form in the text refers back, beyond ?D"i,

to HB*. But the palindromical repetition also (which Kloster-

man attributes, with Lagarde, to a dormitans lihrarius) pleads

for the unity of the subject with the preceding nnai, as well

as for the correctness of the accentuation, with which also

the LXX and Acts viii. 32 (ovtws ovk dvolr/ei to arofici,

avTov) coincide. All the utterances in the New Testament

regarding the Lamb of God are derived from this prophecj',

in which the dumb type of the Passover now finds a

tongue.

The description of the closing portion of the life of the

Servant of Jehovah is continued in ver. 8 :
" Out of ^prison

and out of judgment was he tahen ; and of his contemporaries,

vjho considered this :
' He was snatched out of the land of the

living, seeing that, on account of the transgression of my people,

vengeance fell on him ?
'
" The emphasis rests, not on the

fact that he was taken away from suffering, but that it was

suffering from which he was taken : in njs? (with a in the

half-pause) the predominant idea is not that of being trans-

lated (as in the histories of Enoch and Elijah), but that of being

snatched away : abreptus est (Iii. 5 ; Ezek. xxxiii. 4, etc.), an

expression which is paralleled by ahscissus ("133, Jer. xi. 9) a

terra mventiicm, instead of which even IW? alone is used in

the sense of " being departed " (i.e. removed from the realm
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of the living to that of the dead), Lam. iii. 54 ; cf. Ezek.

xxxvii. 11. "1S5) (from "iW, to confine, restrain) is forcible

restraint; here, as in Ps. cvii. 39, it means persecuting

treatment, causing prevention through external compulsion;

and tiSB'p is the judicial action which framed the lawsuit

against him, accused him as one worthy of death, and

condemned him,— hence it means unrighteous legal pro-

ceedings. As in the first part of ver. 5, and in Ps. cvii. 39,

the P may certainly be understood as pointing to the ground

and reason of the taking away, but the local meaning is more

simple and natural in connection with Hip? (as in xlix. 24);

hostile oppression and judicial persecution were what befell

him, and out of these he was removed by death. With

regard to what follows, we must in any case adhere to the

ordinary use of the language, according to which "ill (Arab.

daur, dahr, an age, period of time) means a " generation," the

human beings living in a generation, and in an ethical sense

also the whole mass united by similarity of thought and

feeling (see e.g. Ps. xiv. 5, cxii. 2), or even (the Arab, ddr)

the dwelling or habitation, as in xxxviii. 12 (possibly also

applied to the grave in Ps. xlix. 20). Such meanings as

" the length of life " (assigned by Luther, Grotius, and

others), " course of Kfe " (Vitringa), " fate " (Hitzig), cannot

be substantiated. "When therefore the LXX (followed by

Jerome) renders this clause by t^i/ yeveav avrov rk Strjy^-

aerai, this could only mean, " Who can express the number
of his generation ? " {i.e. those descended from him : such is

the view of Hengstenberg, Nagelsbach, etc.) ; in this con-

nection, however, such a thought is premature : besides,

instead of ym, the unambiguous iVij might have been

expected. Still less must we start with the signification

" dwelling," or habitation. Knobel explains the expression,

" who considers how little suited to him is the grave which

he has obtained as a habitation ? " But the words are

insufficient to bear all this meaning imposed on them.

Hofmann (in his Schriftheweis), though he had formerly

explained the passage thus :
" Ko one thinks and speaks

about his dwelling-place, so as even to consider this and

ask what has become of him," has rightly decided for the

meaning "contemporaries" (as e.g. in Jer. ii. 31). Only
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through adopting this meaning do we obtain a thought

suited to this description of His sufferings, and especially

to what follows. We take nsr as an accusative ; iiiTnxi,

however, is not the prefixed object of nniB'^, this object being

rather what is set forth after '? ; but it is the accusative of

respect or general regard, which (as is evident from Ivii. 1 2
;

Ezek. xvii. 21, and Neh. ix. 34) may also serve to give

emphatic prominence to the subject (see Gesenius, § 117):

for riK is not the preposition (as Luzzatto thinks), because the

meaning " among His equals " (or contemporaries) would not

be expressed in Hebrew by iiiTnx, but by ^lil3. The Pilel,

followed by 3 (as shown by Ps. cxliii. 5 ; cf. the Qal with

the accusative, in Ps. cxlv. 5), signifies considerate speaking

and thinking, and is synonymous with i^}<^ : as in vers. 2, 7,

the imperfect states what happens in the past. The follow-

ing ''3 is an explicative quod (" with regard to his contem-

poraries, who of them considered that," etc.) : the words

introduced by ''3 indicate what his contemporaries ought to

have considered, but did not. We see from ''^V that it is

meant to introduce direct address ; and, on the other hand,

we understand—if '3, like the recitative ort (e.g. in Josh.

ii. 24; cf. ''I in Dan. ii. 25), be left untranslated—why the

discourse, which has hitherto been carried on in a general

way ("who hath believed what we had heard," etc.), becomes

in this case so specific ; for the assertion that ''^I' is equivalent

to Q'SJ? is a mere makeshift on the part of those who main-

tain that the servant of Jehovah in the prophecy is Israel,

and who make the latter the Saviour of the world. It is

not to be denied that a suitable subject for the meditation

mentioned is obtained by explaining the passage (as is done

by Hofmann and by V. F. Oehler), " He was torn away from

the land of the living, through Ql? being regarded as indi-

cating the mediating cause or means) wicked (bringing

him to death) conduct of my people, for a punishment to

themselves
;

" hence " none (like 'p in ver. 1 : none — ex-

ceedingly few) of his contemporaries perceived what had

befallen them because of their sin, by the fact that they

had deprived themselves of him through violent death. But

the words ^0^ J'A5 '^^ J'?'#P certainly produce the impression

that they are meant to be viewed in correlation with l^njNi
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Vii ^^i}fn (in the latter part of ver. 4), as a justification of

the statement they make. Eather does this correlation come

in appropriately, if the force of the IP is viewed as continuing,

so as to make the clause mean "on account of the stroke

which was their due" (Seb. Schmid, Kleinert, Holemann,

F. Philippi, Bredenkamp), but not (what would be against

the meaning of W2 as shown by actual use in the language)

" through the stroke coming from them," i.e. my people (which

is the view of Hahn) ; or if we take io^ Vii as a relative

clause, so as to mean, with its preceding context, "of my
people to whom the stroke was due " (the view of Hengsten-

berg and Havernick), or if, with Stier, we explain it to mean

"He was wholly stricken for them,"—in which case wn is

wanting. Against the explanation " on account of the trans-

gression of my people, the punishment due to them," there is

nothing in itself objectionable; it is most simple and natural,

however, to refer io? to the Servant of God, especially because

our prophet uses this word in xliv. 15 also, and there as a

singular (see the passage), and the sufifix-form in is proved by

Job xxii. 2, XX. 23, xxvii. 23 to have the singular meaning.

WJ (from the root J3, and allied to n33) rarely means a blow

given by a human being (ill-treatment), but almost always

signifies one inflicted by God (Jerome's rendering is percussi

eum), — divine punishment, suffering appointed by God,

whether outward, i.e. corporal (especially leprosy) or internal

(cf. 1 Kings viii. 38 with 2 Chron. vi. 29). He was

regarded as W}, and he was also actually such, but not in

the sense in which men regarded him. Though during his

lifetime they were deceived regarding him, yet, on looking

back upon his doings and sufferings, they ought to have

come to think that it was not his own, but Israel's trans-

gressions for the sake of which (viz. in order to atone for

them) the JJJJ (i.e. such a visitation from God) had fallen

upon him. The '? is used as in xxiv. 16, and especially

xxvi. 16, where it is likewise found in a subordinate clause;

Dachselt translates it correctly in accordance with the

syntax: propter praevaricationem populi mei plagd ei con-

tingente ; regarding such loosely connected subordinate clauses,

cf. the remarks on i 5.

After the description in ver. 7 of his patience under
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suffering, and in ver. 8 of the manner of his death, there

follows a retrospect touching his hurial. Ver. 9 :
" And

Ms grave was assigned to him with transgressors, and with

a rich man was he in his death, hecause he had committed

no unrighteousness, nor was there deceit in his mouth." The

subject to \f}}\ is not Jehovah, though this— inasmuch as

W3 has Jehovah for its implicit subject—is not unnaturally

supposed ; but this view is incompatible with ver. 1 0, where
nin^_ appears in antithetical prominence as the subject.

Either ''^V is the subject, viewed as continued from ver. 8

;

or ||!i?l is to be regarded as the common impersonal or

indefinite construction (Gesenius, § 144. 3), " one gave," i.e.

there was given, like s<"ip'l in ix. 5, " one calls," i.e. people call.

But does not this view clash with the following clause, T'B'yTisI

VPba ? The old translators here do violence to the text, and

yet do not bring out of it any thought that can be accepted.

Equally untenable also is the explanation now generally

current, according to which T'B'}' is the synonymous parallel

to O'^yfl (such is the view even of Luther, whose rendering is,

"and died like a rich man," with the marginal gloss, "a
rich man who sets his heart on wealth," i.e. a godless man)

;

for, even supposing that I'K'y might be synonymous with

ya'T (which in Job xxiv. 6 signifies precisely a heartless

rich man), as V? and i^^3?< are synonymous with P''^s, it is

just in a passage like this that such a meaning of the word

would be least admissible, inasmuch as one who is buried

with the rich—whether these are godly or ungodly—and not

with C3j;n '•ja (Jer. xxvi. 23), by that very fact obtains an

honourable, nay, a grand burial (Job xxi. 32 f.). Hence

Hitzig explains "i^E'V to mean the same s.s jjls- lapsator (which,

however, merely means one who makes a mistake in speaking,

one who makes a slip,—no ethical element being contained

in the word); Ewald corrects "i^y into pitJ'V (P'-B'^?), and

Bottcher into J''^ ""'y^V : all these suggestions originate with the

correct assumption that to be rich is not in itself a sin that

deserves an unhonoured burial, to say nothing of its obtaining

one; and that with a rich man there is not necessarily

associated the idea of vice or wickedness (hard - heartedness,

debauchery, tyranny). But if " wicked " and " rich " are not

allied ideas, then they will be antithetical ; and this is rendered
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probable both by the intentional play upon the words (D''VEn

and ''W), and by the change in the number (of., however. Job

xvi. 11). And if, in connection with D'J'K'"), we think of those

who are found guilty, criminals (see our remarks on 1. 9),

—

as is warranted by the juridical character of the context,

—

then the result is a contrast between a rich man living in

the enjoyment of his goods, and a delinquent who has become

utterly impoverished through hatred, condemnation, and

execution. By taking this view of the passage, prophecy

and fulfilment are equally satisfied (and why should we

shut our eyes to this ?), inasmuch as the Jewish authorities

appointed for Jesus a burial as dishonourable (see Deut. xxi.

22 £f.) as to the two robbers (icaKovpyoi,), while the Eoman
authorities gave up the body to Joseph of Arimathea, a rich

man (avOpwTro^ ir'Kovcno';, Matt, xxvii. 57), who deposited it

in the sepulchre of his garden. The parallelism might

naturally lead us to think of the " rich man " as dead, just

like the " wicked
;

" but the meaning is, " his grave was

assigned to him with criminals, and with a rich man after

he had actually died a painful death," i.e. he was to have

been laid where the bodies of dead criminals lie, but he came

after his death to lie in a grave that had been intended for

the corpse of a rich man. On this view, certainly, there

arises the difficulty that the indefinite subject of |R*1 cannot

be the same in the one assigning or appointing as in the

other, and thus it becomes impossible, in spite of the want of

n;n or Nin in the second clause, to avoid deciding for the

explanation of Cappellus, Vitringa, and others, ac cum divite

fuit in morte sua, so that, in the first part of ver. 9, as well

as in the second, a noun-clause follows a verb-clause. It

had been determined that his grave should be among
criminals, but when he was dead he came to lie with a

rich man. The rendering tumulum ejus (Aben Ezra, Ewald,

Beck, Bottcher) is inadmissible, for npa (like /Sta/Ao?) cannot

be proved to mean in Hebrew a "burial-mount," still less

can W, which Kessler (with Bredenkamp's approval) makes
out by altering the text into iw Cp'p'V'nsi. In this passage,

as in Ezek. xxviii. 1 (cf. ''niop in ver. 8 of the same chapter),

Jer. xvi. 4 (not to be compared with D"';n), "'nio is an intensive

plural ; and vnioa (in accordance with Lev. xi, 3 1 ; 1 Kings
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xiii. 31; Esth, ii. 7) signifies "when he was dead," eo

mortuo (as 1''JD? means " when he was living "). " To find a

resting-place with a rich man after death," as F. Philippi

rightly remarks, "is not of course a complete compensation

for the disgrace of having died the death of a criminal

;

nevertheless, the honourable burial of one who was put to

death with dishonour shows that there must have been some

special circumstances connected with him : it is the beginning

of a glorification commencing with death." If we have cor-

rectly understood the second member of the sentence, then

the following ^hbv (=N^ IB^X-iij?; cf. npjj in Smn. xiv. 24,

and, IP for l^'xp in Deut. xxxiii. 11) will not mean, as in Job

xvi. 17, "in spite of the fact that there is not," but, like

73"by in Gen. xxxi. 2 0, " because of the fact that . . . not

"

(Nagelsbach) : the reason for the change to honour the

Servant of God immediately after his ignominious and pain-

ful death, lay in his sinlessness. But an alternative exp]ana-

tion is that of Hengstenberg, who regards the words T'tJ'ynxi

vnba as a parenthetical clause, and attaches the clause

beginning with N? bv to the first member. The parallel

adduced from Job, however, is not by any means of irre-

sistible force ; for, as in other cases also, in appropriating a

passage from another place, there is pretty frequently made

some modification of its original meaning. Hence the whole

passage might be regarded thus: the burial of him who
died took a different turn from that which had been intended

for him, because (LXX, on; Jerome, eo quod) he neither

had done any wrong, nor was there deceit in his mouth

(LXX, and 1 Pet. ii. 2, with correct rendering of the noun-

clause, ovhe evpedr] hoko^ iv rrS arofiaTi avrov). Pure love

was ever the, motive of his actions, the clearest truth formed

the substance of his speech.

The last turn in the discourse, which now begins, further

carries out the latter part of ver. 6 by disclosing the back-

ground of his fate. The gracious purpose of God for our

salvation was accomplished thus : Ver. 10:" And it pleased

Jehovah to hruise Mm ; he afflicted him with disease : if his

soul were to pay a trespass-offering, he should see posterity,

live long days, and the purpose of Jehovah should prosper

through his hand." It is impossible that vnn can be equivalent
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to "^nn as Eitzig supposes : the article attached to a noun

never (not even in H??) obliterates the original character of

its form ; nor does the view of Bottcher, that 7nn is an

accusative of closer specification, commend itself—for, in that

case, what would be the use of the article ? Many (includ-

ing Bottcher and Konig) needlessly regard it as an Aramaism

:

it is the Hiphil from «,^n, 2 Chron. xvi 12 (cf. D'wbnn), but

-written as in the text, like ''pnn, 2 Kings xiii. 6 ; Jer. xxxiL

35 : for, whenever there follows a word beginning with k,

one s is written instead of two (Klostermann). iKp^ is the

infinitive Piel, and is by Jerome rendered conterere eum:

incorrect is the rendering of the LXX (s?^ being taken for

nat), KaOapia-M avTov. Judging from Micah vi. 13 Q^l^J}.

inisn, I make iU in smiting thee, i.e. I smite thee with a

painful blow), '^nn Ikst might seem to be connected, so that

the clause would mean, " And it pleased Jehovah to bruise

him painfully
;

" logically, however, as well as syntactically,

this would require the inverse arrangement of these words,

tlius, iS3T "hm
; hence, according to Job xxxiLi. 32, iK3'=i will

be an infinitive depending on V?C. From the infinitival

construction there is then made a change into the finite, the

object being given by the preceding i'*?'!, and the expres-

sion means, "he made [him] ill," i.e. plunged him into

distress, or even, he made him ill thereby (i.e. through the

bruising),—for this meaning of npnn (" to make ill through

something," as Hofmann thinks) may be substantiated by

Hos. vii. 5 ; Micah vi. 13. It was men who inflicted on

the Servant of God such overwhelming suffering, such deep

sorrow ; but the supreme efficient cause throughout was God,

who made the sin of men subservient to his predetermined

counseL The suffering of his Servant was to be for him

the path to glory ; and this path of his through suffering to

glory was to be the basis of a Church of redeemed ones

springing from him : it was to be the beginning of the con-

tinued execution of the divine plan of salvation, carried out

by him, the ever-living, ever-working one. Jerome's render-

ing, si posuerit pro peccato animam suam, is contrary to the

received text. The view of Niigelsbach and others, that D'E'ri

is directly uttered by Jehovah, has this against it, that the

giver is the Servant, and that the giving refers to Jehovah.
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Still less admissible is the view of Hofmaim, that the words

apply to the nation : is it then Israel that makes the soul of

the Servant an DE'N, and not rather the Servant Himself?

"When our rendering is, " if his soul placed (this being equi-

valent in meaning to the future perfect ' should have placed
;

'

of. Job xiv. 14, si mortuus fuerit) an DK'K," it is obvious that

Of\^ has here a sacrificial sense ; ^ty'sJ as the subject gives

prominence to the voluntary character of his sacrificial death

;

this willingness, as distinguished from the nature of the

animal sacrifices, made his offering truly expiatory : and there

was no need of a second itf'a^ to specify the object, for the

OB'S offered by the soul of the Servant is, as such, a sacrifice

of himself. And even assuming (with Wellhausen) that QK'^?

in itself here signifies the recompense due for contracted

guilt, this satisfaction for guilt, as being a self- sacrifice, is

certainly an expiatory offering. And inasmuch as Ezekiel,

the older prophet of the exiles, mentions (in xl. 39) the

trespass-offering (dk'X) along with the burnt - offering ('"'?iJ')

and the sin-offering (nx^n) as a customary species of sacrifice

(cf. Ezra x. 19, where we may read ^''PJJ'f? or D'DK'X), there is

nothing to prevent us from answering the question, in what

light the self-sacrifice of the Servant of God is viewed when
it is called QK'K, from the sacrificial laws codified iu Leviticus

and Numbers. The OB'S is a most holy sacrifice, like the

riNBn (Lev. vi. 10, xiv. 13); and according to Lev. vii. 7, it

has " one law " with the latter. This similarity of treatment,

however, was confined to the fact that the pieces of fat in the

trespass-offering, as in the case of the sin-offering, were laid

upon the altar ; whereas the remainder, as in the case of

those sin-offerings, the blood of which was not brought into

the interior of the sanctuary, was assigned to the priests and

to the male members of the priestly families (see Lev. vi. 22,

vii. 6). But these two kinds of sacrifices differ in various

other ways ; and in the case of the trespass-offering, instead

of the proper altar-ritual, on which the law (in Lev. vii. 1—7)

is very brief, there come into prominence other details of

observance which are peculiar to itself (Lev. v. 14 ff. ; Num.
V. 5—8). These are explained by the fact that a trespass-

offering had to be brought by every one who had allowed

himself to incur guilt through an illegal appropriation, reten-

TOL. II. u
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tion, or emliezzlement of another's possessions, any violation

of the divinely - appointed relations regarding property, or

requirements in connection with worship.^ Wherever mate-

rial restitution of what had been taken away was possible,

this had to be done with the addition of a fifth beyond what

had been taken ; and in the one case mentioned in Lev. xix.

20-22, the trespass-offering could not be presented till after

the judicial punishment had been inflicted: in every case,

however, the guilty one had to present the trespass-offering

with the estimation of the priest in silver shekels, i.e. in

accordance with the priestly valuation in sacred coin. Thus

distinct was the promipence which the person of the priest

assumed in the ritual connected with the trespass-offering^

and whereas, in the case of the sin-offering, he is the repre-

sentative of the offerer, in the trespass-offering he appears

pre-eminently as the representative of God. The trespass-

offering is in him, the priest, a recompense for an injury

rendered to God,—a compensatory payment or amends,

—

a satisfaction in a disciplinary sense. This is also indicated

by its name ; for, as ns^n primarily signifies sin, then the

punishment of sin and atonement for sin, and hence the

sacrifice which removes the sin; so DB'K primarily signifies

guilt, then the recompense rendered for guilt, and hence

(cf. Lev. V. 15) the offering which cancels the guilt and sets

the offender free.

Every species of sacrifice has its own peculiar fundamental

conception. The primary idea presented by the nyiy or

" burnt-offering " is oUatio, or the offering of worship ; that

of the Cp^p, or "peace-offerings," is conciliatio, or joining

together in intercourse ; that of the i^™i?, or " meat-offering
"

(or rather " meal-offering ") is donatio, or sanctifying dedica-

tion ; that of the nsan, or " sin-offering," is expiatio, or atone-

ment ; that of the Qc's, or " trespass-offering," is the payment
of a fine {satisfactio), or compensatory payment. The self-

sacrifice of the Servant of Jehovah may be exhibited under all

these aspects ; it is the complete antitype, the reality, the end
nnd object (to reXo?) of all sacrifices. So far as it is the

antitype of the trespass-offering, or compensatory sacrifice, the

point of difficulty in the correlation between type and antitype
1 See KoUer, GescMchte, i. 401 f.

o
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lies in tlie equivalent rendered to the divine righteousness for

the sacrilegious injuries caused through our sins (cf. the

expression ^J?? 71)^, Ezek. xiv. 13, etc.). The idea of com-

pensatory payment, which Hofmann extends to the whole

field of sacrifice, by understanding the verb "133 as meaning

the covering over of guilt in the sense of a debt (debitum), is

peculiar to the DE'S ; and specific expression is likewise given

iii it to an idea which Hofmann refuses to assign to sacrifices,

viz. the conception of satisfaction required by the justice of

God, and of the penalty or punishment attached to the guilt

contracted (cf. ns"i:, xl. 2), i.e. the idea of vicarious satisfaction

in this passage, in which the soul of the Servant of God, the

unique One, the representative of Israel (as Cheyne thinks),

is said to offer such an atoning sacrifice by giving himself in

this way, with his life so highly valued by God (xlii. 1,

xlix. 5). In agreement with the fundamental idea of the

trespass-offering, fit choice has also been made of the verb CK',

which is the usual term employed in connection with the

giving of a pledge (Job xvii. 3), and is thus also a suitable

word for every kind of satisfaction representing a direct

payment. The apodoses to the conditional clause "if his soul

shall have paid the penalty,"—which all have verbs in the

imperfect,—state what was to happen when the former should

have come to pass : he was to see (the verb being used as in

Gen. 1. 23 ; Job xlii. 16) posterity, i.e. to obtain a large

family of widely-spread descendants, by which is meant the

new " seed of Israel " (see the Targum on this passage, and

our remarks on Ps. xlv. 17), the people redeemed by him, the

Church founded by him, and composed of those who have

been redeemed out of Israel and all nations. Then again

:

he was to see long days, as he says in Eev. i. 18, "I was

dead, and behold I am alive for evermore." Thirdly: the

pleasure of Jehovah was to prosper in his hand, i.e. through

the service of his mediation (or, according to the radical

meaning of n?V, ,-ivLa, to have ever-increasing progress to the

final goal). His self-sacrifice is thus only the foundation for

the progressive self-realization of a "pleasure of Jehovah,"

i.e. (cf. liv. 28) of a purpose of God in accordance with His

counsel, the fuller description of which we have read in chaps.
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xliL and xlix. : he is to be the mediator of a new covenant,

and the restorer of Israel, the light of the Gentiles, and the

salvation of Jehovah even to the ends of the earth.

This grand work of salvation lies, as the task to which he

is called, in the hand of him who died, and yet ever lives,

and it goes forward victoriously through him. He now

reaps the fruits of his self - sacrifice in continual exercise of

his priestly work. Ver. 11:" Because of the travail of his soul

he vjill sec, will refresh himself ; through his knowledge will he

oltain righteousness, my righteous Servant, for the many, and

their iniquities will he take upon himself." The prophecy here

leaves the standpoint of Israel's retrospective acknowledgment,

and anew becomes the prophetic organ of God himself, who

acknowledges his Servant. The IP of b»JjP indicates the

source from which this satisfying view will come, viz. from

the distress of his soul, i.e. its endurance. This tP is not

negative, so as to signify " away from " or " free from " distress

(as, for instance, in Job xxi. 9) ; nor has it the temporal

meaning "immediately after" distress (see e.g. Ps. Ixxiii. 20);

but the meaning here is local, " out of," and this, when viewed

causally (so as to signify " in consequence of," on account of,

as in Eccles. ii. 23), separates and combines not merely out-

wardly, but brings into intimate connection. Accordingly,

the meaning is, " out from the travail of his soul {i.e. in con-

sequence of the trouble which has been suffered and felt, not

merely in his body, but in his inmost soul ; cf. hi,6 in

Phil. ii. 9) will he see, satisfy himself." Hitzig supplies

3it33 (Jer. xxix. 32), but this would require to be stated here
;

Geiger takes •iK"!'; as equivalent to ni"!^, but this would be an

unsuitably strong expression here. Meier and Knobel (as

Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion had already done, render-

ing i/nr\7]a6j]aeTat ev t^ yvcoaei ainov), against the accentua-

tion, connect the word iriVlf with the verbs preceding, and

would render the clause thus, " he looks on his prudent

work, and has complete satisfaction in it;" but there is

nothing to be supplied, and nothing in the existing accentua-

tion to be changed: the second verb receives its colouring

through the first,—the expression, " he will see, will satisfy

himself," being equivalent to "he will enjoy a satisfying,

refreshing sight" (of. Ps. xvii. 15), which (as shown by the
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latter part of ver. 10), will consist in the successful advance of

the divine work of salvation carried on through him. il^VI?

belongs to p^'^y! as the means (cf. Prov. xi. 9) of making right.

This verb is construed with p, in the sense of "procuring

righteousness," like ^ i^^l in vi. 10; b tybn in Ixi. 1 ; b mn
in xiv. 13, xxviii. 12 (cf. Dan. xi. 33, ? f^n, to "procure

understanding ;
" Gen. xlv. 7, ? n,\n[i, to " prolong life :

" this

is a usage forming the transition to the Aramaizing confusion

of the dative with the accusative, e.g. Job xxxvii. 18 ; but cf.

also v. 2). ''131' p''1V are not mutually related as a proper

name and a noun in apposition (Hofmann's opinion), but the

attributive word is placed before the possessor of the attribute

(cf. X. 30, xxiii. 12; Ps. Ixxxix. 51), and the expression

means, " a righteous one, my Servant
:

" in this way is

indicated what Paul brings out (Eom. v. 12 £f.), that the

one righteous person becomes the medium of righteousness to

many.

But how is WV"!!? to be understood ? nv"! is ryva)cri<;, or

ivLyvmai'; ; but. is the suffix objective ("by knowledge of

him "), or subjective (" by his knowledge ") ? The former view-

gives a meaning which is correct in actual fact : the Eighteous

One makes others partakers of righteousness, when they

acknowledge him, his person, and his work, and enter into

living fellowship with him : such is the view of Vitringa,

Hengstenberg, Stier, Nagelsbach, and others. We prefer,

however (with Cheyne, Bredenkamp, and Orelli), to take the

suffix subjectively (cf. Prov. xxii. 1 7) : this view is favoured

by Mai. ii. 7, according to which " the priest's lips ought to

keep knowledge " (njfl : see Kohler on this passage), by Dan.

xii. 3, where those are said to be faithful teachers who are

called Cs'in ''i?.''^-?^, and by xi. 2, according to which "the

spirit of knowledge " (nw rpn) also belongs to the seven spirits

that descend upon the sprout of Jesse, so that knowledge

thus appears the qualification for the priestly, the prophetic,

and the royal office alike. The Servant of God knows him

with whom he stands in living fellowship (cf. Matt. xi. 2 7)

;

he knows his loving purpose and his gracious will, in the

accomplishment of which his life is spent (cf. ^VV in 1. 4)

;

and in virtue of this knowledge, which rests on the most

immediate experience, he, the Eighteous One, will assist
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" the many,"

—

i.e. the vast mass (D''3'in heing used as in Dan.

ix. 27, xi. 33, 39, xii. 3 : cf. Ex. xxiii. 2, where C?!, without

the article, is used in the same sense), therefore all his own

people, and, through them, mankind beyond (so far as these

are capable of receiving salvation), tow iroWot?, Eom. v. 19

(cf. ttoWmv, Matt. xxvi. 28)—in reaching the position and

line of conduct that are right and well - pleasing to God.

What is primarily meant is the righteousness of faith, which

is the consequence of justification on the ground of his

righteousness obtained for us (Dan. ix. 24); but there is

likewise included that righteousness of life which proceeds

from the saving influences by an inward necessity, which is

contained in the new life begun in us. Because our righteous-

ness springs from the forgiveness of sins as a gift of grace,

quite apart from merit or works, the prophecy ever reverts

anew from the justifying work of the Servant of God to His

sin-destroying work as the foundation of all righteousness:

" and their iniquities, he shall bear." This verb-form 730*,

which stands in co-ordinate relation with the preceding im-

perfects bearing a future meaning, sets forth an operation

extending over and beyond the work to which he was called

and which he accomplished in this life, and it signifies the

continued operation of what is indicated in 0??P, ver. 4.

His continued taking of our transgressions on himself is but

the constant presentation and representation of his atone-

ment, which was offered once for all : he who died but now
lives is, on the basis of his one sacrifice of himself, an ever-

lasting high priest, who now distributes the blessings he

procured.

The last reward of his work here for the salvation of

sinners, and of his work hereafter, based on the former, is

victorious dominion, ver. 12:" Therefore I give him a share

with the great, and with the strong will he share spoil ; because

he poured out his soul unto death, and let himself he numbered

among transgressors, while Tie hare tlie sins of many, and inter-

ceded for the transgressors." The promise takes its stand

between humiliation and exaltation, and is based partly on

the work of the exalted one, partly on the doing and the

suffering of him who willingly sacrificed himself. Luther,

following the LXX and Jerome, gives the rendering, " There-
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fore will I give him a great multitude for booty;" and

Nagelsbach, with others, take substantially the same view,

" therefore will I apportion him the many." But (as shown
by Job xxxix. 17) this clause can only mean, "therefore will

I give him a share in the many." But, if 3 P|n signifies " to

give a share in " something, and not to give this itself as a

share, then it follows that Q'Sl'^ here are not " the many," but
" the great " ones, and this view receives support from the

parallel member. What is meant by this giving of a share

D*3"]a, is shown by passages like lii. 15, xlix. 7, according to

which the great ones of this earth will side with him and

pay him homage, or at least will be forced to submit to him.

Luther renders the second clause, "and he shall have the

strong for a prey," while Nagelsbach and Bredenkamp trans-

late, " the strong ones will he divide as spoil,"—but among
whom? Bredenkamp (pointing to Zech. ii. 13) replies,

" among his own people
;

" but the most natural thought

would certainly be that they become the spoils of the victor

and his host (Ps. ex. 3 ; cf Eev. xix. 14). Following Prov.

xvi. 1 9, we take nx as a preposition : mighty ones surround

him, fight along with him, and come also to enjoy with him
a share in the fruits of his victory,—a Messianic feature in

the portrait of the Servant, but one that is to be understood

in a spiritual sense (Cheyne). With such glory—like that of

a victorious prince—is he rewarded for having poured out

his soul unto death, by not merely exposing his life to death

(Holemann), but by pouring out ('"''JS?,'!), to make bare or empty,

shake out completely, pour out to the last drop) his life's

blood into death (niffi?, like the ? in Ps. xxii. 16), and also

for letting himself be counted (^^^^ being the " tolerative

"

Niphal) among transgressors, i.e. in the judgment of his

contemporaries, and in the unjust sentence by which he was

delivered up to death as a transgressor, i.e. a wicked law-

breaker and apostate. With wni there is attached to the

preceding statement a circumstantial clause containing a verb

in the perfect, such as is found, e.g., in Judg. iii. 26 (see

Driver on the Hebrew Tenses, § 160): he willingly submitted

to the death of a transgressor, while he was nevertheless so

far from being a sinner that he rather bare the sins of many
(avrb'i aiiapriai itqXKSjv av>]veyKe, Heb. ix. 28), and made
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iutercession for the transgressors. Many (as has been done

most recently by V. F. Oehler) translate, " and he takes

away the sin of many, and intervenes for the evil-doers
;

"

but the perfect ii^i in the present context can only set forth

something antecedent to the preceding imperfects, so that

V''331 accordingly expresses an associated past (as rendered by

LXX, Jerome, and Luther). As 3 v'JSn in ver. 6 signifies to

cause to fall upon a person, so, in Jer. xv. 11, it means to

cause one person to approach another (with a request) ; here,

however, as in Ux. 16, the Hiphil is not causative, but the

intensive of the Qal, and means to importune earnestly ; it

is followed by ? prefixed to the person for whom this is

done ; hence it signifies to intercede. According to the con-

secution of the tenses, the reference is not to the intercession

(eVreuft?) of the glorified One, but the suffering Mediator.

Every word here is, as it were, written under the cross on

Golgotha : and this remark applies to what has just been

stated, which has been fulfilled in the words of the crucified

One, " Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do
"

(Luke xxiii. 34).

" In these discourses," says V. E. Oehler, " the contem-

plation of the prophet ascends by stages as it were from the

foundation walls of a cathedral, enclosing a large space, to

the giddy height of the towering summit upon which the

cross has been planted ; and the nearer it approaches the

summit, the clearer appears the outline of the cross fixed

there : arrived at the top, it rests in peace, for it has reached

what was desired when it began to ascend the first steps of

the temple tower." This figure is striking. Here, in the

centre of the book of consolation, is found the idea of the

" Servant of Jehovah " at the summit of its ascent. It has

reached its goal : the Messianic idea, formerly included in the

more general idea of the nation regarded as the " Servant of

Jehovah," has now risen from the depth of this view on

magnificent metamorphosis. From the very fact of this

commingling resulted the element of the " mystic union of

the head with the body, which was foreign to previous re-

presentations of the Messiah
:

" Israel is the body, and he the

head that towers above. Another element through which we
saw the Messianic idea enriched even before chap. liii. is the
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" threefold office " of the Messiah. Even in chaps, vii—xii.

the figure of the Messiah is still only that of a king ; but

according to chaps, xlii., xlix., 1., the Servant of Jehovah is

first of all a Prophet, and as the one who proclaims a new
law, as the Mediator of a new covenant, he is another Moses

;

at the close of his appointed work, however, he receives the

homage of kings ; while between, there lies, as disclosed in

chap, liii., his self-sacrifice, on the ground of which he rules

above, a Priest after the order of Melchizedek, i.e. as a Priest

and likewise a victorious Euler. Prom this point, two

elements are superadded to the Messianic idea,—the two-

fold state, and vicarious satisfaction. David indeed had also

become a type of the two states seen in his Antitype, for it

was through suffering that he had reached the throne
;
yet

where, in direct Messianic prophecy, up to this point, could

be found any delineation of the Ecce Homo in his sufferings

and death ? But the Servant of Jehovah goes through disgrace

to glory, and through death to life ; he conquers when over-

thrown, he rules after being enslaved, he lives after being

slain, he completes his work after he seemed to have been

destroyed. His glory beams forth upon the dark ground of

the deepest abasement, for the representation of which the

dark colours are furnished by the pictures of suffering in the

Psalms and the Book of Job. And these sufferings of his

are not merely those of a confessor and martyr, like the

experiences of the persecuted Church, but representative and

atoning sufferings,—a sacrifice for sin, which theirs was not

;

for even the sufferings endured by the Church of the in-

carnate and exalted One (though, according to Col. i. 24,

intimately connected with his), have no atoning power.

Again and again does this 53rd chapter return to the

mediatorial suffering, never tiring of resuming the same

strain. " Spiritus Sanctus," says Brentius, " non delectatur

inani ^ajToXoyla et tamen quum in hoc capite videatur

/SaTToXoyo'; koX ravToXoyo'; esse, dubium non est, quin tractet

rem cognitu maxime necessariam." The banner of the cross

is here set up. That faith which penetrates into the inner

sense of prophecy abides in patient hope not merely for the

Lion of the tribe of Judah, but also for the Lamb of God that

beareth the sin of the world. And in prophecy itself is
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shown the reflex influence of this gigantic step in advance.

Zechariah prophesies of the Messiah (vi. 13), but no longer

merely as a king ; not only does he rule upon his throne, but

he is also Priest upon his throne ; royalty and priesthood in

him join hands in peace. And in Zechariah, chaps, xii.

and xiii., he is the kind divine Shepherd whom his people

pierce, though thereby fulfilling the counsel of God, and on

whom they afterwards look back with longing' and bitter

lamentation and weeping. " Qui longe caret," says Augustine,

" magis gaudet." Isaiah's pen has then described beforehand

the repentance and confession yet to be made by Israel,

—

" sad at heart and sorrowful that it has loved so late."

Sixth Discourse of the Second Paet, Chap. LIV.

Eestoration of JenisaUm to Grace and Glory.

After the Servant of God has expiated the sin of his

people by the sacrifice of himself, and Israel has acknow-

ledged its sin against him whom it failed to recognise, and

has entered into possession and enjoyment of the salvation

procured by him, the glory of the Church, which tlirough

repentance and faith has become a partaker of salvation, is

ready to burst forth. Hence the prophet can now call aloud

to it, ver. 1 :
" Shout for joy, barren one that didst not

tear ! hurst forth into shouting and rejoice, thou who didst

not travail with child ; for more numerous are the children

of the, solitary one than the children of the married woman,

saith Jehovah." The direct address refers to Jerusalem,

which resembled Sarah in her early barrenness and later

fruitfulness (li. 1-3). She is not called l^n xb mijj; (Job

xxiv. 21), but n^T NP nii^s) (Judg. xiii. 2), not, however, as if

she had not already had children, but during the exile she

had been robbed of her children, and as a holy city bare no

more (xlix. 21). She was nopitJ' (left solitary, 2 Sam.

xiii. 20, with allusion to her devastation as a city), whereas

she had formerly been fi?W3, i,e. enjoyed communion with

Jehovah, her husband (??>?). But that state of barrenness is

not to continue (for Jehovah has not given her the letter of

divorce, 1. 1) ; she is to shout aloud and rejoice, for the
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number of the children which she, the desolate one, now
gets, is greater than the number of those which she had as a

married woman.

With such a prospect before her, her dwelling-places need

enlargement. . Ver. 2 :
" Widen the space of thy tent, and

let them stretch out the curtains of thy habitations,—hinder

not! lengthen thy ropes, and fasten thy pins!" She is to

widen the space inside her tent, and they (}^l, with no sub-

ject specified, as is frequently in cases where one must think

of subordinate persons acting as servants) are to spread far

out the coverings of the framework of her dwelling, which,

on account of its spaciousness and magnificence, is called

niastyp (plural) ; she is not to oppose it, possibly thinking, in

her littleness of faith, " it is enough now ; it is getting too

wide." The ropes which, when drawn tight, keep the walls

upright, she is to lengthen ; and the pins to which the ropes

have been fastened, she is to drive firmly into the earth,

—

the former, because the tent (i.e. the city, Jer. xxxi. 38—40,

and the habitation of the community generally, xxvi. 15) has

to receive a large number of inhabitants,—the latter, because

it will not soon be broken up again (xxxiii. 20).

The tent will be large, and firm withal. Ver. 3 :
" For

to the right and to the left shalt thou break forth, and thy

seed shall take possession of nations, and desolate cities shall

they populate." " Eight and left " are equivalent to " north

and south " (Ps. Ixxxix. 13), or, in current speech, " on all

sides." Jerusalem, breaking through all that has hitherto

confined her, will now spread out (H?, as in Gen. xxviii. 14

;

from the root ns, to break out by cleaving), and her seed will

take possession of nations (p% or En), capessere, occupare,

especially in the sense of KXripovofieiv, synonymous with

?n3), and they (i.e. the children born to her) will populate

cities that had been laid waste (^''B'in the causative from

yp\, "to be inhabited," xiii. 20).

The encouraging promise is continued in ver. 4: "Fear

not, for thou wilt not he put to shame ; and defy dishonour,

for thou dost not need to he ashamed : no ! the shame of thy

youth thou wilt forget, and the reproach of thy widowhood thou

wilt remember no more." Now, when the redemption is at

hand, Israel is not to fear, or (as is indicated by the Niphal
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D^??) let herself be overpowered by the feeling of the disgrace

which her state of punishment brings with it,—not to let

her mind be so possessed that there is no room for hope.

For there is now beginning a state of things in which she

will have no cause for being ashamed (regarding E'ia and

nan or T'ann, see the remarks on i. 29), but wliich rather

('3, imo, as in x. 7, Iv. 9) will be so glorious that because

of it she forgets the shame of her youth (i.e. the Egyptian

bondage ; for at that time the community of Israel, as a

nation, was still like a young virgin, no^jJ, that, redeemed by

Jehovah, became a bride, and through the marriage-covenant

—marriage being a 1^13—of the law of Sinai, became His

youthful wife, Jer. ii. 2; Ezek. xvi. 60),—so glorious that

she thinks no more of the shame of her widowhood (i.e.

the Babylonian captivity, in which she, the wife whom
Jehovah had wedded, was like a widow whose husband had

died).

It was not a real widowhood, however, but only a seeming

one (Jer. li. 5), for the husband of Jerusalem is living still.

Ver. 5 :
" For thy Creator is thy husband ; Jehovah of hosts is

his name; and thy Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel,—God

of the ivhole earth is he called." The plural forms ^21!'3 and

^)W (cf. the remarks on xxii. 11) are to be regarded in the

same way as the plural O^'^^J?, and its construction both with

plural attributes (see Josh. xxiv. 19; 1 Sam. xvii. 26; Ps.

Iviii. 12 ; cf. x. 15, 1'P^ip) and with plural predicates (Gen.

XX. 13, xxxv. 7 ; 2 Sam. vii. 23). He who entered into the

conjugal relation with Jerusalem (^.7V3, not '^yV'2., i. 3) is the

very same through whom she came into existence, the God
who has the power and means to help her, and who will

help her in accordance with the loving relation which He
now renews.

Ver. 6 :
" For as a wife forsaken and deeply distressed,

Jehovah calleth thee; and as a wife of youth when once she

is despised ; saith thy God." "We quite give up all attempts \

to render the play upon words in ri3ii'yi_ natj? ;
" distressed in

spirit " is equivalent to " distressed in the very depths of

one's soul." The term S"Ji^, which is usually employed in

these discourses to indicate the call of grace on the sround
of the election of grace, is here meant to signify the call into
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the relation which already exists, but appears to be dissolved

;

the form 'n>'"ip, here found, is not in pause (of. Ix. 9), but

stands irregularly for ^^"^p usual in other passages (Judg. iv.

20; Ezek. XX. 27). nfXJC'and [as] a wife") is equivalent

to nE'sai. The hypothetical clause Dxsn ''3 belongs to the

figure : Jehovah calls his Church back to himself, as the

husband takes back his wife whom he loved in youth,

though he once was angry with her. Eashi rightly notes

on this passage : tJVD n'bv DJJ136J' i:''D:ya DSDntr. The form

npx»3 has been intentionally avoided : the imperfect declares

what happens, but does not become a completed fact : he is

angry at her, but has not a settled aversion towards her.

Thus also does Jehovah's displeasure towards Jerusalem

quickly pass away, and the consequence of his merely

momentary anger is a manifestation of love which is all

the more intense. Vers. 7, 8 :
" Duriyig a little moment

have I forsaken thee, and with great compassion will I gather

thee. In an outpouring of wrath ham I hidden my face for a

moment from thee, and with everlasting grace I have pity on

thee, saith thy Redeemer, Jehovah!' The words "for a small

moment " take us back into the time of the Exile, which is

a small moment (Zech. i. 15) as compared with the duration

of compassionate and tender love with which Jehovah again

takes back the Church into fellowship with him, in the

person of its members. VV)., in the first part of ver. 8, is not

an adverb (" momentarily," as in xlvii. 9), but an accusative of

duration (" a moment long "). ^^i? (properly " breaking,"

from ^IVJ, L-Lai) signifies anger, as something breaking out

violently. The term ^IVB', which rhymes with it, is explained

by Alb. Schultens in accordance with the Arabic t_ch.*» (to

be hard and rough) ; following this, Hitzig renders the

expression " in hard harshness." But one expects an

antithesis to D'iV "^PO?'' ; accordingly, it is to be assumed

that ^"if represents the idea of something transitory. The old

translators had a feeling of this kind when giving renderings

like that of the LXX, ev dvfiS fUKpm ; and Ibn Labr§,t (in his

controversial treatise against Menahem ben Zer^k, who

makes ''"in, "burning anger," his gloss to ^"if) translates it

by Dyp (see Journal of the German Oriental Society, xxxvii.
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281), as Kimchi and others afterwards did; but, as Jacob

Tarn remarks on the other side, this makes the whole clause

tautological. It is likely that ^"^f is a side-form chosen for

its resemblance to ^Of (like 3B'J in xl. 7, and ^P^ in xl. 24

;

also tspi? in Job xvi! 8, like r»i?), which in meaning are

correlated as bubbling over is to flowing over: so that the

expression is not to be rendered, as is done by Umbreit, " in

the overflow of glowing heat," which is the equivalent of ipK-a

(1?P.) 1^ (Prov. xxvii. 4), but, as Meier puts it, " in the ebulli-

tion of displeasure, the overflowing of indignation." The ^iVp

is but a n^f, a vanishing moment (Jerome: in momenta

indiynationis), in comparison with the essential nature of

Jehovah's disposition towards Jerusalem, which is "ever-

lasting kindness."

This expression, " with everlasting kindness," has its ground

or reason now assigned. Ver. 9 :
" For it is now as in the case

of the waters of Noah : when I sware that the waters of Noah

should no more pass over the earth ; so have I sworn not to ie

wroth against thee, and not to threaten thee." The textual

reading in the beginning of this verse has been uncertain

from the earliest times : the LXX translators (otto tov uSaro?)

must have read ''Bp ; the Targum, Symmachus, Theodotion,

Jerome, Syriac, and Saadiah read ''9"'3
; and even the Codices

(see Norzi) sometimes present the reading *?"*?, sometimes

^D^3 (cf. Matt. xxiv. 37, wairep at r/nepai, tov N&e, ovtcoi

K.T.X., an expression which seems to receive its form from the

passage before us, with the reading 'ca, and is explained in

Luke xvii. 26). If we read lo'S, then nsr is the present, as the

turning-point from wrath to grace ; if we read 'D-ia, then nxT

refers to the pouring out of wrath in appointing the Exile.

Both readings are admissible, but ''P''? has preponderating

testimony in its favour, including that of the Babylonian

Codex. "1B'^< is uU, giium (as in Num. xx. 13 ; Ps. xcv. 9,

etc.), though it may also be taken as the correlative of the

following 1? (as in Jer. xxxiii. 22 ; cf. xlviii. 8); we prefer

the former alternative, which follows the division of the verse

indicated by the accents. The present turning-point in time,

in the eyes of Jehovah, is like the days of Noah, when he

sware that a similar flood would not (tp being used as in v. 6

;

cf. ix. 7, 8, xvii. 1) again come upon the earth (see our
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remarks on Gen. viii. 21): now also, his purpose, confirmed

by oath, is of such a character that no manifestation of anger

and utterance of threatening like what has now been endured

will again befall Jerusalem, "i^ji is used of a judicial utterance

which at once transforms itself into actual result, as in li. 20:

instead of "iVjipi there is also found the reading ""'Wpi, like

"inm in Job xvii. 9, the Sheva regulating its vowel-sound in

accordance with that of the guttural letter following (see

Michlol, § 1546, and Norzi). The promise, confirmed by oath,

applies to the converted Israel of the last days, whose

Jerusalem will not be destroyed again : but, in accordance

with the character of all prophecy, these last days are viewed

by the prophet in connection with the close of the Exile (cf.

Hag. ii. 9).

But there comes a time when God's covenant of peace will

form a heavenly arch like the covenant of Noah after the

Flood, with its rainbow as the token of the covenant. Ver.

10:" Although the mountains give way, and the hills totter,

yet my grace ivill not depart from thee, nor vnll my covenant of

peace totter, saith Jehovah, who hath compassion on thee." Ee-

garding '?, " supposing that " = " although," see our remarks

on xlviii. 2 ; it is more likely that this particle introduces

the protasis of a compound sentence than that it introduces a

ground or reason. The grace of Jehovah and his covenant

of peace (cf. Num. xxv. 12) stand firm like God's mountains

(Ps. xxxvi. 7), without giving way from Jerusalem C^'^'??,

instead of '^'^^^, which is used elsewhere), and without totter-

ing ; and they are fulfilled, not by force or enchantment, but

rather through suffering, which the Church, in its onward

course to glory, must endure until such time as it attains the

form corresponding to the glory promised to it on oath.

But this will also take place ; the old Jerusalem will come

forth from the smelting of suffering as a new Jerusalem.

Vers. 11, 12 :
" thou distressed one, tempest-tossed, not com-

forted ! behold, I lay thy stones in stibium, and lay thy founda-

tion ivith sapphires. And I make thy battlements of ruby, and

thy gates into carbuncles, and all thy boundary into jewels."

At present, the Church of which Jerusalem is the metropolis

is sunk in suffering, storm-tossed like chaff of the threshing-

floor (Hos. xiii. 3), not comforted, because she has hitherto
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waited in vain for any act of comfort from God, and by men

not comforted, but rather insulted : n-jjJb is the participle of

the Qal, not the Pual ; and nnnj is the third pers. sing. fem.

of the perfect, like HD^SJ in lii'i. 7, naWJ in Ixii. 12, and

npnn in Hos. i. 6, ii. 3. But a change is going on : Jerusalem

is rising from her ruins as a glorious building erected by God.

Jerome, on ver. 11, appropriately remarks: "'in stibio,' in

similitudinem comptae mulieris, quae oculos pingit stibio, ut

pulchritudiriem significet civitatis." For TJIS is black paint for

the eyes (Kohl, cf. ^ns, Ezek. xxiii. 40), i.e. a black, metallic,

shining powder (cf. clJ. to dissolye, analyse) of antimony,

arl^i, iTTLf/,fii, stibium (besides which, lead-glance, lead-ashes,

black-lead, and graphite, and black lead-ore, were also used

instead of antimony), with which women in the East colour

the eyebrows and especially the eyelids, both above and below

the eyes (2 Kings ix. 30), in order to " increase the lustre of

the eyes, and to give them a deeper fire ; " ^ the classical

cj}VKO';, fucus, has the meaning of " rouge " (for the cheeks),

originally peculiar to the Aramaic s<ip''D (see the remarks on

iiL 16); on the other hand, KoWvpiov (synonymous, as

^TjpoKoWvpiov, with iJjs^) denotes the mineral powder serving

as 7rKaTv6(f)daKfiov, 6(^dakii6iypa^ov (scil. (pdpp.aicov). If,

then, antimony (stibium) serves for mortar in the building of

Jerusalem, the stones of her walls (not her foundation-stones,

^'^"3^, as Hitzig and Ewald would read, but the visible stones

of her lofty town-walls) look like the eyes of women set in

eyelid-paint (the phrase being '^133 D''^'), bordered with shining

black, hence shining out from a dark background. The ? in

Q1-11QB3 ig t^jg^^ Qf ^Yxe means employed in laying the founda-

tion. Sapphires serve as foundation-stones, for the foundations

of Jerusalem stand as immovably firm as God's covenant

:

the sapphire-blue is the colour of heaven, of revelation, and of

the covenant.' But the niB'DB' (i.e. projections on the tops of

the walls, which look like rays of the sun) as well as the

^ See Hille, on the Composition and use of Oriental Eye-paints, in the

Journal of the German Oriental Society, v. 236 ff.

2 See my article, " Colours in the Bible," in Herzog's Encyclopaedia

:

[also Iris, English translation, Edinburgh 1888, p. 9 ff.].
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gates, liave a red appearance. Eed is the colour of blood,

hence also of life and of eternity : it is likewise the colour of

fire and of lightning, hence also of anger and victory. Jehovah

makes the battlements of " ruby ;
" such is the rendering we

have given of the word in the original, but merely because

" ruby " indicates what is red : the old translators show

hesitation and uncertainty in their renderings (see Gesenius'

Thesaurus), but in any case the name ^b^D i (from 'i.?']?, cf.

IT'S, a " spark ") points to a sparkling red appearance. The

arches of the gates He forms out of n^j^x ',33K, "stones of fiery

lustre," hence " carbuncles " (from carhunculus, a coal of fire

:

see Eiehm's Sandworterhucli, under the article " Edelsteine,"

No. 13. Jerome here incorrectly renders the terms hjlapides

sculptos, following Symmachus, whose translation is \idoi

yXv(jifj'i (from nnf?, iTip, to pierce through ?). The predicative

accusative la"]!? is first exchanged for rrnipx ''.^^Np, and then for

J'sn-insp, to indicate the material. The whole district (b^^3

signifying both a " boundary " and what is bounded, i.e. a

territory, region, or district) of Jerusalem is made by Jehovah

into precious stones ; it looks as if it were paved with

these,—^just as in Tobit xiii. 17 it is said eV firjpvKKcp . . .

\jrT)(f)oXo'yrj6>jaovTav. The passage now before us forms the

basis of Tobit xiii. 16, 17 and Eev. xxi. 18—21.

The outward glory of the city, however, is but the sense-

representation of the spiritual glory of the Church that

dwells therein. Ver. 13 : "And all thy children are tmight

of Jehovah, and great is the peace of thy children." ''^fsp

nin*_ are " the disciples of Jehovah," but (as in 1. 4) with

the secondary notion of docility and learning. The children

of Jerusalem wiU need no human instruction, but will

bear about with them the heavenly teaching, as those

who are "taught of God" (SiBuktoI 6eov, John vi. 45;
OeoBiBaKTot, 1 Thess. iv. 9). Substantially the same thing is

promised in Joel iii. 1, 2 ; Jer. xxxi. 34, and in 1 John

ii. 20 (" Ye have the anointing of the Holy One, and know

1 The first 3 has Dagesh, the second has Raph5 : see Norzi. According

to the Massorah, the word is one of the eighteen which have a Dagesh

when they follow a word ending with a vowel-sound. The ground of this

peculiarity (as in the case of ty'DSias N^n, 3C. 9, which presents another

of the eighteen) is euphonic or orthophonic.

VOL. II. X
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all tilings "), it is declared to be already fulfilled. In place of

previous distress, within and without, there now comes Dw,

peace within and peace without. 31 is an adjective ; for it

cannot be proved that the form is a syncopated 3rd pers.

perfect from 3?-), like m, ''D (="0- The reading r\]y3. in

Berachoth 64a is a mere fancy, not a various reading. The

verse concludes paliudromically.

Jerusalem then stands absolutely invincible, in a condition

which corresponds to this grace through righteousness. Vers.

14, 15: " Through righteousness shalt thou le established; he

thou far from anxiety, for thou hast nothing to fear,—and

from terror, for it vnll not come nigh thee. Behold, people

gather together in crowds, hut not with my mil : who crowds

against thee ?—he will desert to thy side." Eighteousness now

pervades the thought and actions of Jerusalem, and thereby

she acquires stability : ''^p^P^ is the pausal form of the

imperfect Hithpalel (Prov. xxiv. 3), with the n of the

prefixed syllable assimilated (Gesenius, § 53, 26). in (at the

beginning of ver. 15), pointing to an action as possible (as in

Job xii. 14, xxiii. 8 ; Hag. ii. 12), has almost the force of

a conditional particle (Ewald, § 103^). The similarly

hypothetical clause in the parallel member is put in the form

of a question. That the verb nij (allied to 13K) means " to

gather together, assemble," especially to combine with

hostile intent (cf. avvwyevdai in Eev. xix. 19, xx. 8), is

vouched for by Ps. Ivi. 7, lix. 4 : of course it may also have

the meaning of ms (i^"]?.), to " stir up," provoke (the opinion

of Ewald, Hitzig, and Cheyne), but only when construed in

the same way as in Ps. cxl. 3 (like Prov. xv. 18). tins has

the force of " against thee," as in the case of verbs with the

sense of fighting. The purport of the first apodosis is " this

takes place quite apart from me," i.e. without and against my
will ; DQK has Tiphcha, giving the word a special emphasis,

and "niKO is equivalent to ''wxp (like Dnit< for Dnx in lix. 21),

in accordance with the increasing tendency in the later

stages of the language to interchange the preposition nx with

the accusatival sign : cf. early instances even in Gen.

xxxiv. 2; Josh. xiv. 12. The second apodosis, "he will

fall to thee " (like ^ ^SJ in Ps. xvi. 6), or better, " he will fall

away to thee," go over to thee (like ^V baa as in Jer. xxi. 9,
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xxxvii. 14, xxxix. 9 ; cf. Isa. xlv. 14), not " he will fall

upon thee," i.e. founder, be wrecked (as I formerly explained

the expression, following Knobel), but rather, perceiving the

hopelessness of the combination, he will surrender to thee

at discretion.

Thus invincible will Jerusalem be, for her protector is

Jehovah, the Omnipotent. Vers. 16, 17: " Behold, I have

created the smith who Uoweth the coal-fire, and hringeth forth a

weapon in accordance with his trade ; and I have created

the destroyer for destricction. Ifo weapon that is formed

against thee will succeed, and every tongue that riseth up

with thee to the judgment thou wilt co7idemn : this is the

inheritance of the servants of Jehovah, and their righteousness

from me, saith Jehovah." The armourer is not likewise

regarded as one who fights with them (as Knobel and others

imagine, translating ing'SJDp, " for his own use ") ; for, that

the warrior should forge his weapons for himself may some'

times happen, but this is not usual. The workman is one

who " brings forth " just because he prepares weapons. The

expression " to blow the fire " is the same as in Ezek.

xxii. 21, cf. xxi. 36. If Jehovah created the armourer who
forges a weapon inB'j?Dp (i.«. according to his trade, or,

according to what he purposes to prepare, whether an arrow,

or a sword, or a spear, which is to be used against Jehovah

in the army of the enemy),—then He has at the same time

already created a destroyer to destroy (/?.v?) : the very same

creative power to which, as its primary cause, the origin of

the weapon is to be traced, has already opposed to the

latter a defender of Jerusalem. "'Si'' must be regarded as

the Hophal from "iiS with the same meaning as l^J, but not

as the Hophal of the latter. And as every hostile weapon

fails, so will Jerusalem, in the consciousness of its divine

right, also show every accusing tongue to be guilty and

worthy of condemnation (TV^^} being used as in 1. 9 ; cf.

1 Sam. xiv. 47, where it signifies the punishment of the

guilty). The epilogue in the latter part of ver. 17, with the

retrospective ntit and the confirmatory " saith Jehovah,"

undoubtedly concludes the prophecy : this is the state or

condition in which Jehovah has placed His servants as the

heirs of the future salvation ; and this the righteousness
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•which, bestowed by Him as His gift to them, has become

their own, and which makes them strong within and victorious

without. The collective idea of the Church, called " Jeru-

salem," and which is elsewhere personified as " the Servai^t

of Jehovah," or " the people in whose heart is my law

"

(li. 7), or "my people that sought me" (Ixv. 10), is here

developed and expanded into "the servants of Jehovah"

(as in Ixv. 8, 9, cf. lix. 21 with li. 16). The figure of the

One Servant of Jehovah, from whose self - surrender the

salvation of Israel and of the heathen proceeds, was in

process of development up to chap, liii., but from that point

remains distinct and apart, without being placed in relation

to what follows (for chap. Ixii. is doubtful). It is like what

meets us in the trilogy of Messianic prophecies, chaps,

vii.—xi., which present no dominant reference to later

addresses ; and still more like Mai. iii. 1, in which the

advent of the " messenger of the covenant " is predicted,

without any further reference being made to him. The

prophet does not shape things like an ordinary author, but,

as one inspired, follows the divine impulses of varying

strength and clearness.

Seventh Discourse of the Second Part, Chap. LV.

Come and take the sure salvation of Jehovah.

Everything is ready, the guests are invited, and nothing is

required from them but that they should come. Vers. 1, 2

:

" Ho all ye thirsty ones, come to the water ! and ye who ham
no silver, come ye, buy and eat ! Yea come, huy wine and milk

withovt silver and without jpayment ! Wherefore do ye weigh

silver for that which is not bread, and the fruit of your labour

for that which satisfleth not ? do hearken to me, and eat

the good, and let your soul delight itself in fat." Hitzig,

Hendewerk, and Knobel understand water, wine, and milk

as the rich material enjoyments which the exiles have in

prospect on returning to their fatherland, whereas they are

now paying tribute in Babylon, and rendering personal service

to their masters without deriving any benefit therefrom. But
the prophet knows of a water even higher than natural water
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(xliv. 3 ; cf. xli. 17), and a higher than the natural wine

(xxv. 6) ; he knows of an eating and drinking surpassing

mere material enjoyment (Ixv. 13) ; and though the idea pre-

sented in the expression " the goodness of Jehovah " includes

temporal blessing (Jer. xxxi. 12), this is not all (Ixiii. 7 ;

cf. Ps. xxvii. 13); so also 33j)nn in Iviii. 14 (cf. Ps. xxxvii.

4, 11) does not mean a feeling of worldly, but of spiritual joy.

As shown by the very fact that water is placed first, water,

wine, and milk are not the products of the Holy Land, but

figures of spiritual revival, refreshing, and nourishment (cf.

1 Pet. ii. 2, TO XoyiKov aBoKov jaXa). When Jehovah summons-

the thirsty ones of His people to come to the water, the refer-

ence must be to something more than the water to which

the water-carriers in Cairo and elsewhere call the public with

the cry, yd 'atschdn nidye (" thirsty ones, water
!

"). And as

buying without money or any other medium of exchange is

a representation which finds no place in the sphere of natural

things, " wine and milk " in this passage are blessings and

gifts of divine favour which are obtained by grace (xdpiri,

gratis, Eom. xi. 6), their reception being conditioned by nothing

more than the sense of want, and willingness to accept.

Moreover, the mere use of the term ^"^^p (a denominative verb

from '13E', like jio, to buy, from
]

• . v» corn, grain), which is

elsewhere commonly employed only in connection with the

purchase of grain, shows that the reference here is not to

natural things, but to what may be compared to cereals.

But the bread and the victuals which Israel, in its present

state of punishment, procures by means of money and the

result of their labour, are called Dnj-Kip, " not - bread," and
nj?3B'p Nip, " what does not satisfy

;

" because what truly

satisfies the soul comes from above, and, not being of an

earthly nature, may be had even by one who is the most

destitute of earthly things. Even the word '•in (see remarks

on xviii. 1) expresses sorrow for the unsatisfied thirst, and

the toilsome labour which nevertheless affords but seeming

satisfaction. The way to true satisfaction is indicated in the

words " hearken unto me :
" it is the path of the obedience of

faith ; only on this path can the soul find satisfaction, and

this not a mere satisfaction of the barest wants, but one which
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brings superabundant and delightful enjoyment, and overflow-

ing fulfilment of the promise.

Vers. 3-5 :
" Incline your ear, and come unto me ; hear, and

let your soul live ; and I will mahe with you an everlasting

covenant,— the sure mercies of David. Behold, I have set him

as a witness for nations, a prince and a commander of nations.

Behold, a nation that thou knowest not thoxi shalt call, and a

nation that knoweth thee not will hasten to thee, for the sake of

Jehovah thy God, and for the Holy One of Israel, that He hath

made thee glorious." It is not always of the higher person

in relation to the lower that the expression ? nna JT]3 is

employed (cf. on the other hand,' Ezra x. 3) ; but in this case

the twofold aspect of an agreement is limited to one side

alone, in the sense of making a promise, but one in which

the promiser binds himself with all the force of a covenant

(Ixi. 8; cf. 2 Chron. vii. 18, where n"i3 in itself signifies

" to make a promise having the force of a covenant ") ; but

there is also included the idea of a spontaneous offer of a

covenant, as in Ezek. xxxiv. 25, and here, where "the sure

mercies of David " is an expression appended, as the closer

specification of the object, to the idea of offering or vouchsaf-

ing implied in the expression, " I will make with you an ever-

lasting covenant." Nothing is required on the part of Israel

but hearing and coming and taking : through these, it

becomes pervaded by new life, and Jehovah presents it with

an everlasting covenant, namely, the unchangeable mercies of

David. The main point of difficulty here is whether ver. 4

is to be regarded as looking back on the history of David, or

prophetically, pointing to something future. In the latter

case " David " may either (as in Hos. iii. 5 ; Jer. xxx. 9
;

Ezek. xxxiv. 24) be understood as applying to the second

David (the view of Stier, Nagelsbach, etc.), so that the

reference would be to the mercies vouchsafed in the Messiah

(as declared in ix. 5 f ) enduring " from henceforth and even

for ever;" or "David" means the son of Jesse, and "the

mercies of David " are the favours bestowed upon him, which,

as referring to the future (Ps. Ixxxix. 50; 2 Chron. vi. 42),

are called " the true " or sure mercies ; on this view, ver. 4

declares what Jehovah will make David in the person of his

antitype, the second David : such is the view of Oehler and
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Bredenkamp. Against the directly Messianic interpretation

of the name " David " stands the fact that the Messiah is

never designated in this way, but always with some qualify-

ing addition ; and against the indirect Messianic view of ver. 4
(David in the Messiah), several objections present themselves

:

(a) the change of tense in vers. 4, 5, in accordance with

which we must assume that ver. 4 points back to the past,

while ver. 5 looks forward into the future :^ (b) the fact that

the choice of the expression in vers. 4, 5 aims at represent-

ing what Israel has to expect in the future as surpassing what
was historically realized in the life of David ; for, to the D'''??'^

there corresponds, in ver. 5, the mass of the heathen world

designated by ^ia, which has hitherto stood outside of all rela-

tion to Israel
;
(c) the fact that the conjunction of the Messiah

and Israel is opposed to the character of these discourses in

the latter part of Isaiah; the older stereotyped representation of

the Messiah is there resolved into the idea of the " Servant of

Jehovah," and from this returns to its former self only by means
of a higher development of this idea. The personal " Servant of

Jehovah " is, of course, no other than the " Son of David " in

the older prophecies ; but the premises from which, in the

case of our prophet, this conclusion is reached, are not that

the " Servant of Jehovah " is of the seed of David, and the

complete realization of the promised kingdom, but that He is

of the people of Israel, and the full realization of the calling

of Israel in relation to the world. Accordingly, vers. 4 and

5 will stand to each other in the relation of type and anti-

type ; and the " mercies of David " will be called (perhaps

with an allusion to 2 Sam. vii. 16; cf. Ps. Ixxxix. 2 9 f.)

" the sure," or faithful, as being inviolable,—such as proved

true in the experience of David, and must continually be

fulfilled until they have reached the summit upon which they

will for ever remain unchangeable. It is David the son of

^ Ferd. Philippi remarks that " |n, which, in ver. 5 at any rate, refers

to the future, must, in the immediately preceding verse, be referred to the

same sphere of time." But |n points sometimes backwards (1. 1, Ixiv. 4),

sometimes forwards ; and where one p follows another, the one pointing

backwards the other forwards, the perfect follows the former, while the

imperfect goes with the latter (1. 1 f.) : if they both point to the future,

the imperfect follows in both instances (1. 9).
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Jesse of whom Jehovah say, in ver. 4 :
" I have made him a

witness of nations, a prince and commander of peoples:" 0'<ipm

is also connected in meaning with T'?3, just as, in liii. 4&,

D'n'i'N is also conjoined in meaning with ^J'pi. In designat-

ing David fV (which, throughout these discourses, simply

means " a witness "), the prophecy shows its spiritual

character and tendency. David subdued nations by force

of arms, but his true and highest greatness consists in the

fact that, as one who acknowledged Jehovah and contended

for His supremacy, he was a witness of the nations. What
he expresses in the Psalms as a resolution and vow—that

he will proclaim the name of Jehovah among the nations

(Ps. xviii. 50, Ivii. 10)—he accomplished, at least in so far

as he endeavoured to prove, by actual fact, the supremacy of

the God of Israel, and to make them persons who were called

by the name of Jehovah (Amos ix. 12). If "David" be

understood (with Cheyne, following Hengstenberg) to mean
the royal house of David, then ver. 4 would be a retrospect

directed to this, but with an ignoring of the degenerate

Davidic kings who brought people and kingdom to the

verge of the abyss. But this cannot be : ver. 4 either

points to David or to the Messiah. The boast which David

the son of Jesse can make in Ps. xviii. 44, " a people whom
I knew not served me," will, as declared in ver. 5, be

fulfilled to a much wider extent towards Israel. Endowed
with tlie promised and absolutely certain " mercies of David,"

Israel will spiritually overcome the heathen world, even

those nations that have hitherto stood outside of all relation

to it ; and will gain them for itself, but for the sake of

Jehovah whom it has as its God, and for the Holy One of

Israel (? being used to indicate the object with reference to

which, or on account of which, anything happens), " because

He hath glorified " His people QpJ^S not being a pausal form

for 'niXB, as in Ix. 9, but for Tiss, insa, and hence equivalent

to I^NS; cf. ^31? in xxx. 19); so that attachment to Israel

is the same as attachment to God and to the Church of the

God of revelation ; cf. Ix. 9, where the latter portion of ver.

5 is repeated almost verbatim.

As Jehovah now graciously presents Himself to His people,

so does He promise them great things,—royal glory like that
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of David, and rule over the world by virtue of the religion

of Jehovah. Hence the exhortation in vers. 6,7: " Seek ye

Jehovah while he may be found, call ye wpon Mm, while he is

near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous

man his thoughts, and let him rettirn to Jehovah, and so he

will have pity on him, and to our God, for he will abundantly

forgive." They are to endeavour to press into fellowship

with Jehovah (K'I'i signifying to obtain experimental know-

ledge, intimate acquaintance with anything), now when He
lets Himself be found, or may be found (Ixv. 1 ; cf. Jer.

xxix. 13, a passage which forms a parallel both in expression

and substance) ; they are to call upon Him (viz. for a share

in that superabounding grace) now when He is near {i.e.

when He draws near to Israel and offers it). In the ex-

hortation to repentance which follows in ver. 7, both sides

of the fisTcivoia find expression,— the forsaking of sinful

selfishness, and return to the God of salvation. With
inppi"!''! begins the apodosis containing the promise :

" then

will He have compassion on " such an one : whence also, the

words " for He will abundantly pardon " are not to be taken

in a general sense (Ps. cxxx. 4, 7 ; cf. Neh. ix. 1 7), but

individually, and to be translated in the future (cf. on the

expression, xxvi. 17).

The reason for the call to forsake their own way and their

own thoughts, and to submit to God the Eedeemer and to

His word, is now derived from the wide difference between

the ways and thoughts of this God as compared with the

perplexed thoughts of men (xl. 27, xlix. 24), and their hope-

less erring and straying. Vers. 8,9: " For my thoughts are

not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, saith

Jehovah: nay, rather,— as high as the heaven is above the

earth, so are my ways high above your ways, and my thoughts

above your thoughts." With ''3, imo, there is posited an

undeniable statement of sense-experience, in order to make

immediately apparent the relation between the ways and

thoughts of God and those of man. There is no need for

supplying ifX? (" as ") after ''? (as Hitzig and Knobel urge)

:

it is omitted as in Ixii. 5 ; Judg. v. 15; Hos. xi. 2 ; Ps.

xlviii. 6 ; Jer. iii. 20, and just as (conversely) t? is omitted

in Prov. xxvi. 11, etc.
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The side from which, in this case, the immense difference

comes into view is shown in vers. 10, 11 : "For, as the rain

Cometh down, and the snow, from heaven, and returneth not

thither, until it hath thoroughly moistened the earth and

fertilized it, and made it green, and offered seed to the sower

and bread to the eater,—so will he my word which goeth forth

out of my mouth : it will not return unto me fruitless until it

hath accomplished that which I wished, and prosperously carried

out that for which I sent it." Eain and snow come down

from heaven, and do not return thither without being the

means of producing increase of seed, and thereby harvest,

enjoyment of what has been reaped, and new seed-corn.

The perfects after QN *3 are all to be understood as such (see

Ewald's Syntax, English translation, § 356a). Eain and

snow return to the heavens as vapour, but not without having

previously fulfilled the purpose of their coming down. So

is it with the word of Jehovah, which goeth forth from

His mouth (X>',';, not ^<^';, xlv. 23, because it is viewed as

presently happening in prophetic preaching) : it will not

return without having accomplished its object,— without

having carried out the counsel of Jehovah, without having

prosperously effected that for which it was commissioned and

sent by Jehovah (the construction being the same as in 2 Sam.

xi. 22 ; 1 Kings xiv. 6). The word is elsewhere also viewed

as the messenger of God (ix. 7; Ps. cvii. 20, cxlvii. 15 ff.):

after having gone forth out of the mouth of God, it acquires

shape, and in this form conceals divine life ; and so it runs,

with living power from God, endued with divine power,

supplied with divine commissions, as a swift messenger

through nature and the world of men, there perchance to

melt the ice, and here to heal and save. The figures chosen

abound in analogies, but the proper point of comparison is

the energy with which the word is transformed into an

effectively operating power.

Surely and irresistibly will the work of redemption be

fulfilled. Vers. 12, 13 :
" For with joy will ye go out, and in

peace will ye be led forth ; the mountains and the hills will

break out before you into shouting, and all the trees of the field

will clap their hands. Instead of the thorn-bush will cypresses

shoot up ; and instead of the flea-bane will myrtles shoot up

;
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and it will "be to Jehovah for a name, for an everlasting

memorial that will not he destroyed." " With joy," i.e. with-

out anxious hurry (Hi. 12), "in peace," i.e. without having

to fight one's way through, or to flee. In the term |V3W.

the idea of the leader is less prominent than that of a festal

procession (Ps. xlv. 15 f.). In the case of ^3, it is the

boughs (niB3) of the trees that were before the mind of the

prophet;* the Psalmist (Ps. xcviii. 8) transfers the figure

created by this prophet to the waves of the streams. Y^'^V}

(from YV3, to prick, pierce) is perhaps no special kind of

thorny plant, such as the fuller's thistle, but (as in vii. 19)

thorn-bushes generally. Eegarding "isnp (^Michlol 207a) or

naiD, see Gesenius' Thesaurus; in our translation we have

followed the rendering of the LXX (Kovv^a). The rejoicing

of the mountains and the clapping of hands by the trees

show that the transformation of vegetation here described is

as little to be understood literally as in xli. 17—20 ; on the

other hand, however, the prophet says something more than

that Israel will return with a joy which will, as it were,

make everything appear in glorious form. Promises such as

are found here and in xli. 19, xxxv. 1, 2, and exhortations

like those in xliv. 23, xlix. 13, lii. 9, proceed from the certain

conviction that the whole creation is destined hereafter to

share in the liberty and glory of the children of God (Eom.

viii. 21). This thought is clothed sometimes in one dress

and at other times in another : the post-exilic psalmists derive

from our prophet the colours they employ for their pictures

(see our remarks on Ps. xcvi. and xcviii.). <^1[}\, which is

used with a neuter meaning (cf. ''ns'^a, xlv. 8), refers to this

festal transformation of the outer world on the occasion of

the joyful return of the redeemed. Both DE' (from noB' or

lOB', to be prominent, strike the eye) and nix have here

(cf. Ivi. 5) the meaning of a monument or memorial : the latter

is treated in the attributive clause as a masculine, though

it is a contraction from awayat, and hence is originally feminine.

^ Cf. Spindler, The Jew, book 3, chap. v. : " And it came to pass,

once on a time, that the almond-tree began to bend, and the top nodded

jn a frier.dly way, while its boughs rustled and beat together, as merry

people are wont to do with their hands, and the roots hopped and jumped
like the feet of one dancing heartily."
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Eighth Pkophetic Discourse of the Second Paet

LVI. 1-8.

Admonitions regarding the Sabbath, and consolation for

proselytes and eunuchs.

The note of exhortation sounded in the preceding discourse

is here continued, the obligation to observe the Sabbath

receiving special prominence in the sphere of ordinary-

righteousness of life. Vers. 1, 2 :
" Thus saith Jehovah, Keep

ye judgment and practise righteousness ; for my salvation is

near to come, and my righteousness to reveal itself. Blessed

is the mortal who doeth this, and the son of man who layeth

hold on it ; who keepeth the Sabbath so as not to profane it,

and keeps his hand from doing any kind of evil." Both

Jehovah and Israel have an objective standard in the

covenant-relation into which they have entered : CBB^ is the

actual state of things in accordance with this standard ;
nv^c"'

is the perforroance promised by God ; ni^is, on both sides, is

personal action in conformity with the covenant-relation (or,

what is the same thing, the plan of salvation). The nearer,

on the side of Jehovah, the full realization of what He has

promised, so much the more faithful should Israel be in that

to which it is bound by its relation to Jehovah. As in

Ps. viL 4, nxr (" this ") together with ri3, which refers to it,

points to what follows. Instead of liOK' or iJ^KO, there is

used "i?tJ', the riNf being described as if a person rather than

his action were regarded. In vers. 2 and 6, T)3p is used as a

masculine, though the word is not formed on the model of

the form b:^p. but rather contracted from finatr (a, " solemn

festival,"—like the form ^\^p_, a " fever,"—there being no

need to supply the noun W, " time " ^) ; hence it is originally

feminine (with an a that may be shortened), and the Sabbath

is accordingly personified in the language of religious worship

as a queen and a bride. But the prophet here is thinking of

naB' as na^n Qi'', and assigns to it the gender of Di'.

The' application of the word
^"^.f

K of ver. 2 is now extended
to those who might fancy that they had no right to console

themselves with the promises contained in it. Ver. 3 :

' See Lotz, Quaestiones de historia Sabbati (1883), p. 7.
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" And let not the foreigner, who hath attached himself to

Jehovah, speak thus, ' Assuredly Jehovah will cut me off from
his people,' and let not the eunuch say, ' Behold, I am hut

a dry tree.' " As nra has the vowel-points of the 3rd pars,

singular, and is not pointed as the participle (viz. iTipj)^ the

n at the beginning of the form nipan is equivalent to the

relative pronoun "ik'K ; see similar cases in li. 10; Josh.

X 24; Gen. xviii. 21, xxi. 3, xlvi. 27; 1 Kings xi. 9

(see Gesenius, § 138. 3b). As to the eunuchs, we must

understand those of Israelitish descent, as this attributive

clause is not in their case repeated. Heathens, who professed

the religion of Jehovah and had joined themselves to Israel,

might be apprehensive lest, when Israel had been restored to

their native land, and again become independent, Jehovah

would not tolerate them in the new-formed commonwealth,

i.e. refuse them the full rights of membership. 'J?"'']?! has the

union-vowel a before the pronominal affix, instead of the

usual e, which it preferred especially after a full and clear

vowel (Job ix. 18; see Bottcher, § 881&, e). And the

Israelitish eunuchs, who, without becoming unfaithful to

Jehcrvah, had been made eunuchs against their will, in order

to serve at heathen courts and heathen masters of high

station, might be apprehensive that they might, as unfruitful

trees, be found unworthy to stand in the congregation of

Jehovah. The anxiety of the latter had better foundation

than that of the former ; for the law in Deut. xxiii. 4—7
wholly prohibits only Ammonites and Moabites from being

received into the more intimate union with the congregation,

and this on account of their unbrotherly behaviour towards

the Israelites after they had come out of Egypt ; Edomites

and Egyptians were refused admission till the third genera-

tion (Deut- xxiii. 8, 9) ; while there was no law against

other nationalities, such as the Babylonians. On the other

hand, the law in Deut. xxiii. 2, in order to bear witness to

His abomination of such mutilation of natural powers, and to

prevent it, expressly declares that no emasculated person is

to be admitted into the congregation of Jehovah. But

prophecy breaks through these limitations of the law.

Vers. 4, 5 :
" For thus saith Jehovah to the eunuchs : Those

who keep my Sabbaths and have decided for that in which I
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talce pleasure, and keep hold of my covenant,—/ give to them in

my house and within my walls a portion and a name letter

than sons and daughters ; an everlasting name I give to such

an one, which shall not he destroyed." The second condition,

after the sanctification of the Sabbath, relates to the regulation

of life in accordance with the revealed will of God ; the third,

to faithfulness in keeping profession made regarding the

covenant of circumcision. The noun T offers several mean-

ings suitable in this passage. It signifies a " monument " or

"memorial" (equivalent to n^sp), as a lofty indicator or

pointer (Ezek. xxi. 24), as a finger-post pointing to the person

for whom it has been erected : see 2 Sam. xviii. 1 8 ; 1 Sam.

XV. 12 : in this sense, however, the word would declare more

than the promise permits one to expect. The Semitic term

T also signifies a "place" (Num. ii. 17; Deut. xxiii. 13;

Jer. vi. 3), and a "share" or portion (2 Sam. xix. 44; cf.

Schultens on Prov. xi. 21). That they will not be excluded

from the more intimate connection with the congregation is

declared by the words " in my house and within my walls
;

"

and as abundant compensation for the want of posterity there

is promised to them (on?, followed by the individualizing i^)

a continued remembrance of them by later generations, that

will be unable to forget their attachment to Jehovah and His

people, maintained under circumstances of strong temptation.

In the same way, the anxiety of the proselytes from the

heathen are removed. Vers. 6, 7 :
" And the foreigners who

have joined themselves to Jehovah, to serve him, and to love the

name of Jehovah, that they may he servants to him, whoever

keeps the Sabbath not to desecrate it, and those who hold fast to

my covenant,—I hring them to my holy mountain, and make

them to rejoice in my house of prayer : their whole-offerings and

their slain-offerings are well-pleasing upon mine altar ; for my
house,—an house of prayer shall it he called for all nations."

The proselytes who have attached themselves to the God of

Israel (nin^'py being equivalent to fij^!'^^), with the simple

view of serving Him in love, are not to remain behind in the

foreign land. Jehovah brings them with His people to the

holy mountain, upon which His temple rises anew ; there

He bestows joy on them, and what they lay upon His altar

finds gracious acceptance. To no prophet of the Old Testa-
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ment was it possible to think of the worship of tlie future

without sacrifice ; but the temple is here called "my house

of prayer," from the prayer which is the soul of all worship

(cf. 1 Kings viii. 41—43): even here the spirit of the law

strives to free itself from its bondage.

That ver. 8 also declares something of importance, and,

because it might possibly seem strange, something to be

solemnly confirmed, is shown by the expression nin^ DNp,

which is in itself solemn, and is here placed at the head of

the declaration. So far is it from being the case that Gentiles

who love Jehovah will be excluded from the congregation,

that it is rather the design of Jehovah to gather some from

among the Gentiles and add them to the gathered diaspora of

Israel. Ver. 8 :
" Declaration of the Lord, Jehovah : gathering

the outcasts of Israel, I will further gather beyond it to its

gathered ones." Except here and in Zech. xii. 1, the expression

nin» csp nowhere occurs in this way at the head of a sentence.

The double name of God, nin^_ 'jnx, likewise points to some-

thing important. Eegarding 'nij (without Dagesh), see the

remarks on xi. 12. lyV refers to Israel, and I'SBpa? is either

an explanatory permutative, equivalent to VVaiprpjJ, or ?V indi-

cates that the gathering will exceed the limits of Israel (cf.

Gen. xlviii. 22), while ? signifies that the additional gathering

will be superadded to the gathered ones of Israel; but the

meaning remains the same on either view. The word of

Jehovah is thus expressed in the words of Jesus (John x. 16),
" Other sheep I have, which are not of this flock ; them also

I must bring, and they shall hear my voice, and there shall

be one flock, one shepherd," or, as it is elsewhere given,

" Jehovah is one, and His name One " (Zech. xiv. 9). Such

are the views and hopes which grew up and blossomed out of

the state of chastisement endured in the Exile. God made
this a preparation for New Testament times: it has further

been made to serve for widely extending the limits imposed

by the law, for setting free the spirit of the law, and for

establishing friendship between Israel and the Gentiles as

those who are called to the same salvation.
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Ninth Discourse of the Second Part, LVI. 9-LVII.

Forgetfulness of duty ly the leaders of Israel, and errors of

the pecple.

If chap. Ivi. 9 ff. were the counterpart to chap. Ivi. 1-8,

then we might expect that the prophets and rulers of Israel,

whose want of conscience and morality is here so severely

scourged, would be threatened with destruction in the heathen

land, while faithful proselytes and eunuchs were brought to

the holy mountain. But we do not meet with such an

antithesis till we reach chap, xlvii. 13, where we plainly find

ourselves within the sphere of another discourse. And at

what other place should this begin than at Ivi. 9, from

which point onwards there begins that hard, dark, and concise

language of deep displeasure, reminding one of the Psalms

written " in thundering style " and of Jeremiah's reproving

discourses, and resolving itself once more (in Ivii. 11 ff.) into

the lofty and perspicuous language peculiar to this book of

consolation ?

The new discourse begins, like Iv. 1, with a summons.

Ver. 9 :
" All ye beasts of the field, come hither ! to devour, all

ye leasts in the forest ! " According to the usual accentuation

i^^^h with Mercha, inTrlja with Tifcha), the beasts of the field

are summoned to devour the beasts in the forest. But there

is also another mode of accentuation, according to which

h'2vh has Tifcha, irrri-^a has Mercha, and lya accordingly

has 3 with BapM. Even with the latter method of accentua-

tion, the interpretation favoured by the Jewish expositors

—

viz. the devouring of the beasts of the field by the beasts of

the forest— would still be admissible, provided it gave a

suitable sense (cf. Meyer, for instance, who renders, " ye

enemies, devour the degenerate ones of my congregation "),

and were not opposed by the synonymous parallelism of

"the beasts of the field" and "the beasts in the forest."

But there remains another view possible, according to which
" aU. beasts in the forest " is a second vocative corresponding

to "all beasts of the field." Israel has prophets and
shepherds who are blind to every approaching danger, and
dumb in giving warning, because they are sunk in selfish-
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ness and debauchery : it is thus like a flock unwatched,

exposed to danger (Ezek. xxxiv. 5); and the call, which is

addressed to the nations of the world, to the enemies of the

people of God on all sides, means this, " Do but come, you

can devour as much as you please, undisturbed." Such is

the view of most modern expositors. In Jer. xii. 9 also

(" Assemble all ye beasts of the field ; bring them hither to

devour"), which is derived from this passage, it is Jerusalem

which is pointed out as the food to be devoured by the

Gentiles. I do not find that the pre-exilian standpoint of

the prophet betrays itself here, immediately after the dis-

course in Ivi. 1—8, addressed to the people of the Exile.

Even vers. 10—12, a contemporary illustration of which is

afforded by the apocryphal history of Susanna, refer to the

representatives of the people in Babylon, who, though fallen

before the Gentile power, had not been devoured by it.

But the representatives of the nation did nothing to preserve

it from that ruin among the Gentile nations which was

actually experienced by the people of the Assyrian Exile.

The parallel in ver. 9 is synonymic and at the same time

progressive : the author aims after strange forms, because a

strange inversion of the proper state of things is to be de-

picted : in^n is the ancient construct form which might be

used even with the succeeding IV*? (cf. v. 11, ix. 1 f
.

;

2 Sam. i. 21). Eegarding vm (= iriN)^ see on xxi. 12;
cf. 14.

The prophet now proceeds, resuming with the word istf

(Qeri "i^ai") : the sufBx refers to Israel, which was also the

object to ?3.^P. Vers. 10, 11: "His watchmen are blind;

they are all ignorant, they are all dumb dogs that cannot hark

:

raving, lying down, loving to slumber. And the dogs are

exceedingly greedy, they know not satiety,— and such are

shepherds ! They know no understanding ; they have all

turned to their own vjay,—each one to his own profit,—all

of them." First of all, I'BS, as everywhere else (lii. 8 ; cf.

xxi. 6; Hab. ii. 1; Jer. vi. 17; Ezek. iii. 17), means the

prophets. The prophet is like a watchman set upon the

watch-tower, who, when he sees the sword coming upon the

land, has to sound the trumpet and warn the people (Ezek.

xxxiii. 1-9). But as Jeremiah (xxix, 1-32) knew of base

VOL. n, Y
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prophets among the Exiles, and as the Book of Ezekiel is

full of reproving addresses directed against the neglect of

duties by watchmen and shepherds in those days, so also

is the complaint here made that the watchmen (" seers ") of

the nation, in contradiction to their name and calling, are

wholly devoid of knowledge and the capacity of acquiring

knowledge (Vi; i6 being used as in xliv. 9, xlv. 20, etc.):

they should be like watchful sheep-dogs (Job xxx. 1), which

bark when the flock is threatened ; but they are dumb, not

being able to bark (n33, the Bedouinic i_-J), and abandon the

sheep to the danger. Instead of being cm, "seers," they

are DnJi (cf. xix. 18, where Dnnn is a play upon Dnnri), ie.

"delirious talkers," ravers, from ntn (= 1 j,j8,, ^j^, the root of

which is Si), as shown hj jS£>, which has the same meaning),

to rave in sickness : the nomen adionis in Arabic is hadayan

(which, according to Kimchi, means to talk in one's sleep) :

hence the Targum P?*^; LXX, iwirvia^oixevoi ; Aquila, ^av-

Ta^ofievoi ; Symmachus, opafiariaTai ; Jerome, videntes vana.

With the term ^''p, which gives the leading idea, are co-

ordinated the succeeding predicates, which more exactly

define it. Instead of watching, praying, and wrestling, to

make themselves in the highest possible degree capable of

seeing divine revelations for the good of their nation, and

holding themselves in readiness to receive these, they are

lazy, lovers of comfort and ease, talkers in their sleep. And
the dogs (viz. those prophets who are like the worst of the

dogs) are ^'33 ''W, i.e. of bold and intractable disposition, in-

satiable : their soul is utterly selfish and avaricious, greedy

and self - indulgent, violently passionate, restless ; and yet

ever revolving on itself. With the words, " and they are

shepherds," the horizon of the prophet's view is enlarged so

as to include the leaders of the nation generally ; for when
he adds, by way of exclamation, " and they (hi = talcs) are

shepherds ! " he refers the glaring contrast between the duties

demanded by the calling and the conduct actually displayed,

to teachers and rulers alike. For, not to speak of the

accentuation, it is contrary to the mode of employing this

personal pronoun to refer nan to other persons than those

just described (ie. in some such way as, " and those ones,
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who are supposed to be shepherds, do not know." , . ,).

But neither is it practicable to begin a subordinate adversative

clause with nsni (as Knobel does), making it read " whereas

they are shepherds
;

" for the main proposition has " the

dogs " as its subject, and there would thus result a hetero-

geneous commingling of two figures,— sheep - dogs and

shepherds. Hence we take ^''J't •"'sni as an independent

clause, meaning, " and it is men of this kind on whom lies

the duty of watching and caring for the people
!

" These

i3''J)"i (instead of which the Targum erroneously has ^''S'l) ^^^

then further described ;
" they know not to understand," i.e.

they are devoid of mental capacity for passing an intelligent

judgment (cf. the converse construction of the two verbs in

xxxii. 4) : instead of caring for the common good, they have

all turned " to their own way " (i.e. to their own selfish

interests), every one seeking his own advantage (VV^ from

JJX3, to " cut off") : Wj;i?p, « from his outmost limit " (i.e. from

the position of every one among all their associates), hence

(nvi^, as in Gen. xix. 4, xlvii. 21, Jer. li, 31, meaning "the

end," not as the final point of a line, but as the circum-

ference) " in the whole extent of their company."

Such a dignitary as has just been described is now intro-

duced as speaking, and indication given of what he might

say. Ver. 12: " Come hither, I will fetch wine, and let

us carouse with mead; and to-morrow will he like to-day,—
great, very abundant." He gives a banquet, and promises to

the guests that, like to-day, to-morrow will be spent grandly,

and even much more gloriously, inp Di' is " to-morrow," the

day of the morrow, to eiravpiov (for "inp never takes the

article) : hence the sense is et fiet uti hie (dies) dies cras-

tinus, viz. magnus supra modum valde; in^ (or in';, according

to Kimchi) signifies " abundance," or superabundance, but

is here used adverbially, so as to mean " beyond measure,"

extraordinarily (different from ^nv, " more," or " particularly,"

in the Book of Ecclesiastes).

"While watchmen and shepherds, prophets and rulers of the

people, unconcerned about the flock which they should have

been watching and feeding, give themselves up in this way to

their selfish desires, and spend their life in debauchery, the

righteous man is delivered by early death from the judgment
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which, in view of such corruption, cannot fail to come. Chap.

Ivii. 1, 2 :
" The righteous one perisheth, and no man taketh it

to heart ; and pious men are carried off, without any one con-

sidering that the righteous one is carried off from misfortune.

He entereth into peace, they rest on their heds, whoever wallcs

straight lefore him." With the mention of " the righteous one,"

there is introduced, in sharp contrast with this free living on

the part of the rulers of the people, the standing figure showing

the fate of the better men among the nation. In view of

this prevailing demoralization and worldliness, the righteous

one succumbs to the grinding weight of external and internal

sufferings : l?f<i, " he perishes," dies before his time (Eccles.

vii. 15), from the midst of his contemporaries,^ disappearing

from this life (Ps. xii. 2 ; Micah vii. 2), and no man lays it to

heart, i.e. no one considers the divine accusation and threaten-

ing implied in this early death. Men of piety ppn being

used of both divine and human love, Ps. cxliv. 2, Hos. vi. 7,

and thus in a wider sense than in Prov. xi 17) are carried

off, in spite of the fact that there is no one who understands

or observes that ('3, unfolding the object to be observed and

laid to heart) the righteous one is swept away, nynn ''}&p, i.e.

(as rightly rendered by the Targum, Saadia, and Luther) in

order to escape the penal evil coming on C/??'? being used as

in XX. 6 ; Gen. vii. 7 ; cf. 2 Kings xxii. 20). For the pre-

vailing corruption calls for divine punishment ; and one must

first of all expect heavy judgments which will form the path

of the salvation about to draw near. It is declared in ver. 2

that the righteous man and the pious ones do not lose the

blessings of salvation in being lost to this present life ; for

while, as is stated in the refrain of the prophet, "there is no

peace for the wicked," it is said, on the other hand, regarding

the righteous one at his death, " he enters into peace " (Di!'K'

being the accusative of direction: see Gesenius, § 118. 2),

"they rest upon their beds," viz. the bottom of the grave,

which has become their y^^i? (Job xvii. 13, xxi. 26), "who-
ever has walked {quisquis ivit, the participle U?^ being a

1 Cf. the proverb nas rfrh ^aK pilS, Megilla 15a, wliicli is explained
by the following comparison : if any one has lost a peari, it retains the

worth of a pearl wherever it happens to be, but to its possessor it is

lost.
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collective singular, referring to the plural verb-form WW^) in

the one straight and plain path which he had once set before

him (inbJ, is the accusative of the object, as in xxxiii. 15,

1. 10 ; see Ewald, § 1726: it comes from nbj, signifying what

lies straight before a person ; on the other hand, npi and
n33,—suEBxed form inpj,—are used as prepositions ; cf. Prov,

iv. 25, nabp, straight or exactly before one). The grave, com-

pared with the unrest of this present life, is therefore " peace."

He who has died in faith rests in God, to whom he has

entrusted himself, and committed his future. Here is a

glimmering of the consolation in the New Testament,—that

the death of the righteous man is better than the present life,

because it is the entrance into peace.

The language of reproof, still continued, is now turned

against the mass of the people, who have incurred that " evil

"

from which the righteous one is swept away, viz. the genera-

tion opposed to the servants of Jehovah, that shamelessly

carries on those sins of idolatry which caused the exile.

Vers. 3, 4 :
" And ye,—draw hither, children of the enchantress,

seed of the adulterer and of her who committed whoredom

!

Over whom do ye make yourselves merry ? Over whom do ye

distend the mouth, stretch out the tongue ? Are ye not a

hrood of apostasy, a seed of lying ? " They are to draw hither

(nari, as in Gen. xv. 16, etc.), come nearer to the place where

God is speaking through His prophet, that they may let

themselves be painted and hear their sentence pronounced.

Just as, in other cases also, the moral character of a person

is wont to be directly indicated by a reference to his father

(2 Kings vi. 32), or his mother (1 Sam. xx. 30), or his

parents (Job xxx. 8) ; so here, the generation that lived

during the Exile, so far as it continued to addict itself to the

idolatry through which their forefathers had brought on

themselves the catastrophe, is called first, HMj) ''33 (or ™iV),

" sons of the sorceress " (perhaps " the cloud - maker " or

"storm-maker ;" see the remarks on ii. 6 : Jerome, augura-

tricis), who made a trade of heathen and superstitious customs

and practices: this was the pre-Exilian Church, which, on

account of the glaring contradiction between its calling and

its actual course of life, deserves no better name : secondly, it

is called nstni fjwp jr]f, " the seed of an adulterer and (con-
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sequently also of one who) gave herself tip to whoredom"

(on the use of " waw consecutive " with the imperfect in a

relative clause, see xlix, 7 ; Dan. viii. 22 ;
Ewald's Hebrew

Syntax, Eng. translation, § 3516). The direct address refers

throughout to the individuals forming the whole mass, so

that there is no room for the offered explanation, et quod

(which, referring to seed, would require the text to read nat'i

or t.l'!!), or et quae scortaris (for which, one would require to

say, more precisely, ''??'ii!!). In suggesting that we should read

nMi nsKjp^ Klostermann does violence to the text and reduces

the clause to a dull and prosaic level

The prophet now asks, " Over whom do you find your

pleasure ? For whom are your contemptuous gestures

meant?" The ohjects of this mischievous delight (Ps.

xxii. 8 f., XXXV. 21) are the servants of Jehovah; and the

question (as in xxxvii. 23) is one of astonishment at their

impudence, for those over whom they are making themselves

merry rather deserve esteem, while they themselves are the

refuse of Israel :
" Are ye not the progeny of apostasy, a seed

of lying ? " Apostasy and lying, represented as parents, can

produce only what is like themselves : the genitives of origin

are likewise genitives of attribution. Instead of np^ (ii. 6),

there is here found ^t!?^ before Maqqeph, with shortening of

the a into i, but retention of the loose connecting-syllable.

The participles now following are in apposition to D^X, and

confirm the predicates applied to them ; they soon, however,

give place to independent clauses. Vers. 5, 6 :
" Ye who

inflame yourselves by the terebinths under every green tree ; ye

who slay children in the valleys under the clefts of the rocks.

In the smooth stones of the brooh was thy portion : they, they were

thy lot : to them also thou didst pour out libations, didst offer

meat-offerings : shoidd I be contented regarding these ? " The

people of the Exile are addressed, and the idolatry inherited

from their fathers is depicted : the prophet, looking back from

the standpoint of the captivity, takes his colours possibly

from the time at the beginning of Manasseh's reign, when the

long-repressed Gentile nations burst forth anew with all their

force, and the measure of iniquity became full (2 Kings

xxi. 2-9). The Niphal participle Cipn?!} is formed like

t™ in Jer. xxii. 23, if the latter means miserandum esse:
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the original form QW, with dagesh at the beginning, (like

1^? from "ilj, Job xx. 28), and this has become Dnp, through

the resolution of the latent reduplication : Stier derives it

from Cin^ ; but even if formed from this, onj would still need to

be explained from onp, after the form riS3. As in i. 29,

there is for D?*? a choice of meaning to be made between
" gods " (idols) and " terebinths." But though the term,

according to Ex. xv. 11, Dan. xi. 36, might mean false gods

(as here rendered by LXX, Targum, Jerome, Luther), yet it

never occurs directly in this sense, and in the Book of Isaiah

it is employed only as the name of a tree (see i. 29, Ixi. 3).

As in i. 29, the terebinths here appear as the objects of

idolatrous lust (" who inflame themselves at the terebinths "), 3

being used to indicate that at which the lust is kindled. In

tree worship, the terebinth (i^??) occupied an important place,

perhaps as the tree sacred to Astarte, just as the Samura-

acacia among the heathen Arabs was the sacred tree of the

goddess 'Uzza.^ The expression which follows, viz. " under

every green tree," is a permutative of " at the terebinths," so

that it means, " yea, under every green tree,"—a stereotyped

expression from Deut. xii. 2 and afterwards ; cf. Hos. iv. 13;
Ezek. vi. 13. From tree-worship, with its orgies, which was

widely diffused throughout antiquitj',^ the prophet passes to

the great sin of the Canaanites, adopted by Israel, viz. human
sacrifices : besides 'isnfc' there is also found the false reading

iDHK', which is explained as referring to onanism. As shown

by the locality mentioned, "under the clefts CS^D, cf. ''Syp in

ii. 21) of the rocks," the reference is not to the slaughtering of

children devoted to Moloch in the valley of Hinnom, but to

those sacrificed to Baal on the nioa, or " high-places " erected

for his worship (Jer. xix. 5; Ezek. xvi. 20 f., xxiii. 39;

Hos. xiii. 2 ; Ps. cvi. 37 f.). As we here learn, from the

chronique scandaleuse, regarding the religious history of Israel,

many things which cannot be made out from the historical

books, the stone-worship denounced in ver. 6 need not seem

strange. The singular of ''i?.fn (with Dagesh dirimens) is

^ See Krehl, Religion der vorislam. Araber, p. 74 ff. ; cf. Wellhausen,

Reste aroMschen Heidenthums (1887), pp. 35, 101.

2 Cf. Bandissin, Studien, ii., Abli. 2 :
" Heilige Gewasser, Baume und

Hohen bei den Semiten, iiisbes. bei den Hebriiern.
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either 9^n (like the form "Mri; cf. ''?SJ? in Iviii. 3) or phn

(like the form ''1^:). But pjn " smoothness," does not occur,

and the explanation, " in the smoothnesses " (i.e. smooth places)

" of the valley is thy portion " (which is offered by Hahn and

others), has this also against it, that it does not suit the con-

struction 3 phn (cf. Ps. 1. 18), in which the preposition has a

partitive sense, and further, it leaves the emphatic repetition

on on unexplained. The latter expression does not point to

places, but to objects of worship which were put in place of

Jehovah, concerning whom the true Israelite has to say 'iPpn

nin'i (Ps. cxix. 57, etc.), or even ninn '^ pbn (Josh. xxiL 25),

and ''^-^}i ^''Oin nm (" thou makest my lot splendid "), Ps. xvi. 5.

Such expressions as these are in the prophet's mind, perhaps

also the primary meaning of ?'^i2 = /cXrjpo^, which may be con-

jectured from the rare Arabic garal, " gravel," stones worn by

rolling in water, when he says, " in the smooth things of the

valley is thy portion : they, they are thy lot." In Arabic

also, ahlalc (= ppn, " smooth," which here forms a word-play

with P?n, haldh), is a favourite term employed in speaking ol

stones and rocks ; as shown by 1 Sam. xvii. 40, however

(where the intensive form pi?n, like 7^'^^, tvw, is used),

•'!!'^"''P?0 are stones which the stream flowing through the

valley has through time washed smooth, rounded, and made

into a pleasing form. Further, the mode of worship indicated

—the presentation of libations and meat-offerings—confirms

this view. In Carthage such sacred stones were called

dbbadires (nils ps ?) ; and among the ancient Arabs, the

asndm or idols were mostly ansdb, or stone blocks of this

character, which represented the deity. Herodotus (iii. 8)

tells of seven stones which the Arabs anointed, and invoked

as the god Orotal : Suidas (s.v. ©eus apr]<i) states that the

idol of Ares in Petra was a black stone of square shape ; and

the black stone of the Ka'ba, according to a tradition, was

originally an idol of Saturn {zuhal)} Such stone worship was

also practised before the Exile by the Israelites, whose heathen

practices were inherited by the Exiles. The question, " am I

to comfort (console) myself regarding these ? " (Dn3?< being

^ See Krehl, in his work already mentioned, p. 72 ; and on stone-

worship generally by heathen Arabs, see Wellhausen, in his work already
quoted, p. 99 f.
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Niphal, not Hithpael), means that descendants who are thus

like their fathers cannot possibly remain unpunished.

The discourse is now continued in perfects like P>PPf and

^rRJ} (addressed to the mass of the people in general, the

Church viewed as a woman), and the description is mainly

retrospective. Vers. 7, 8 :
" Upon a high and lofty mountain

didst thou place thy led ; there also thou didst ascend to sacrifice

slain offerings. And "behind the door and the door-post didst

thou place thy memorial-mark : for away from me thou didst

uncover and didst ascend ; thou didst make broad thy led ; thou

didst make agreement for thyself [regarding what was to be

given] ly them : thou lovedst their nuptials, manhood saivest

thou." The lovers whom she solicited are the gods of the

heathen. On high mountains, where these were wont to be

worshipped, she set up her bed, and also (D| referring to

n"!)!?, not to DB'; see xxx. 33 ; Hos. vi 11 ; Zech. ix. 11) did

what was necessary to gain their favour. The liiST (i.e. the

declaration that Jehovah alone is God, which the Israelites

were to write upon the door-posts of their houses, and

upon the entrances, as a continual reminder ; see Deut. vi. 9,

xi. 20) they have put behind the door and the door-post,

that they may not be reminded of their unfaithfulness,

to their shame. That the passage is to be explained in

this way is proved by the following ''JiiND ''3, according

to which ^?.ii3T is something which might be an incon-

venient reminder of Jehovah, and was intended to be such.

•nxD means "away (far) from me," as in Jer. iii. 1, and like

^nnrip, which is more frequently employed. It is unneces-

sary to take n^a with ^I™"^??, understood (Ezek. xxiii. 18) as

equivalent to " thou makest thyself naked," or (with reference

to the clothes) as equivalent to avaavpei<;. ^?|^p is the

object common to all the three verbs, even to yJ!?,'!. (with

double Metheg), like Gen. xlix. 4. On the form "niaPil for

''^l?'?!
(cf. Jer. iii. 5, iv. 14; Ezek. xxii. 4), see Michlol 9&,

and Ewald's Hebrew Grammar, § 1916. The proposed

explanations (of Knobel and others), " thou didst associate,"

and (Ewald's) " thou didst choose to thyself [some] from

them," are contrary to the usage of the language, according

to which ? IT]! means spondere (2 Chron. vii. 18), DV JTis

means pacisci (1 Sam. xxii. 8), in both instances with nns
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understood ; hence p ('T'"!?) nna means stipulari ad aliquo, i.e.

to obtain from any one a solemn promise having the force of

a covenant. What she stipulated to obtain from them is

either (as Ilitzig and others think) the wages of adultery, or

rather, satisfaction of her lustful desires. This view is con-

firmed by what follows, which states that the lovers to whom
she offered herself fully satisfied this lust of hers : adamasti

coiicuhitum corum (23B''p meaning both ciibile, as in Prov. vii.

17, and concuMtus, as in Ezek. xxiii. 17), manum conspexisti.

The Targum, Syriac, and Jewish expositors explain the clause

as meaning loco quern delegisti, or (postquam) locum delegisti:

the accentuation also seems to have been made in accordance

with this view, which is further held by most modern

expositors, taking 1' in the sense of " place " or " side."

But by this interpretation we obtain only a limping and

meaningless expression. Doederlein was one of the first to

conjecture that l^ here meant t^u^aXXo?, an explanation

which has since been adopted by Hitzig, Ewald, Cheyne,

Orelli, and others. The Arabic and Persian afford illustra-

tions in support of this view. T' (which in Arabic also takes

the form jk.;, not j.) points to a verb ''"d, viz. nT>, with the

primary form of "'T' (see Zeitsclirift der deutschen morgenl.

Gcsellschaft, xli. 637 f.), to which mn (xi. 8) is radically

related. Looking at Ezek. xvi. 26, xxiii. 20, where the

same thing is stated in still plainer terms, the picture here

drawn cannot appear strange: it means that the Church of

Jehovah, after turning away from its God to the world and

the lust of the world, became ever fonder of this lust afforded

by idolatry, and fully indulged its taste.

In closest mutual relation with this courting of heathen

gods stands their courting of the heathen world-power. Vers.

9, 10: "And thou didst go to the king with oil, and didst

make thy spices in abundance, and didst send thy messengers

afar, and didst deeply low thyself, even to Hades. With the

greatness of thy way thou didst become weary, yet tlwu saidst

not. It is unattainable; thou didst obtain revival of thy

strength, therefore thou didst not feel pain." It is especially

to be observed that we have here before us a historical

retrospect, and that the prophet therefore, in this passage
also, has his standpoint in the time of the Exile. Then
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again, a glance at ver. 11 shows that what is spoken of is a

courting which arises from the fear of man, hence a courting

of human favour ; accordingly " the king " does not mean
Baal or any heathen god whatever (viii. 21 ; Zeph. i. 5), but

the Asiatic ruler of the world. Precedents like those men-

tioned in 2 Kings xvi. 7 ff. and 1 ff. are here set forth in

the figure representing Israel as travelling with oil to the

king, and taking with it abundance of fine spices in order to

gain his favour; and further sending messengers (^)'IV, not

=1)']5! ; for ''"iv " balsam," has no plural) far away, not merely

bowing itself to the earth, but even stooping to Hades, hence

as it "were standing on its head in the most extreme servility,

in order to obtain allies. It is certainly very natural to

take pf? as equivalent to " anointment with oil," so that the

meaning of the clause might be, " thou wentest in oil (i.e.

dripping with ointment), and didst apply many spices to

thyself
;

" but 3 after verbs of going signifies to go " with

"

something, to take it with one and bring it ; and oil and

spices are hence (see Hos. xii. 2) viewed as presents which

Israel takes with it as stimulants for the senses, to be used

with the object of obtaining amorous enjoyment (Ezek. xxiii.

41). In Jer. xiii. 18, PW'n means to go deep down; here

it signifies to bind one's self low, or even to abase one's self.

By "the greatness (or breadth) of thy way" (an expression

like what occurs in Josh. ix. 13) is meant the number of

heavy sacrifices to be made in order to purchase the favour

of the heathen potentate. Though these were a severe drain

on her resources, yet she did not say, "it is hopeless" C^^i^

the Niphal from tJ'XJ, signifies, reflexively, as in 1 Sam.

xxvii. 1, to betake one's self to a thing in doubt regarding

its result; the participle occurs in Job vi. 26, where it

signifies one in doubt or despair, while Jer. ii. 25 and xviii.

12, it has the neuter sense of "given up," or absolutely

hopeless). Instead of ^ji"]?^, the Babylonian punctuation has

Wins with the archaic i of the feminine. She did not give

up hope, though the offerings almost exhausted her strength

;

she rather gained 1* n^n, "life," i.e. (in accordance with the

use of n^n, as meaning " to revive," and
'^l!^i!,

to " make alive

again ") new life " of her arm," i.e. " renewing of her strength
"

(as Hitzig explains the expression), recentem vifforem virium
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siiarum (Maldonatus), which gives a better sense than the

proposed reading (conjectured by Lagarde, and accepted by

Klostermann) ^.'.'n n.'n ; in this way, without attending to the

sighs and groans extorted by her heavy toils, but ever pluck-

ing up fresh courage, she pursued her plan of strengthening

herself through alliances with the heathen. Ezekiel's picture

of the sins of Aholah and Aholibah (see Ezek. xxiii.) is like

a commentary on vers. 3—10.

Prom fear of man, Israel, and especially Judah, had given

up the fear of Jehovah. Ver. 11a.- "And of whom art thou

terrified and afraid, that thou lecamest a liar, and didst not

remain mindful of me, or take it to heart ? " It was human

beings—merely mortal men with a show of might—whom
Israel needlessly feared (li. 12), so that C?, uf, in the inter-

rogative sentence, as in 2 Sam. vii. 18 ; Ps. viii. 5) it turned

to lying (i.e. unfaithfulness to Jehovah: 3J3 is to be under-

stood as in XXX. 9, Ixiii. 8; Ps. xliv. 18); purchasing the

favour of man through the fear of man, and throwing itself

into the arms of false tutelary deities, it banished Jehovah,

its true safety, from memory, and did not take it to heart

(viz. did not consider the sinfulness of this faithlessness,

and the momentous consequences through which it brought

punishment on itself; cf. xlvii. 7, and especially xlii. 25).

With the latter part of ver. 11, the reproving address

turns to the present. The faithlessness of Israel has brought

its own punishment in the catastrophe which resulted in the

Exile, but did not improve the people : the mass of the

nation is still as forgetful of God as before, and are not

inclined to be led to repentance by the patient forbearance

of God which has hitherto spared them the infliction of new
and well -merited chastisements. Ver. 11&: "Am I not

silent, and that for a long time, whereas thou hast no fear of

me ? " Instead of ol^iyDi ncn» it has been suggested that we
should read chSvo inpnD, "his (i.e. Israel's) refuge from of

old;" but a glance at xlii. 14 (D^iPD WB'nn) shows that the

discourse here returns to its usual style : the i here has the

same force as in Amos iv. 10, " and that, too, in your nose."

The LXX and Jerome translate as if the reading before them
were o)>VO (viz. TV, " hiding mine eyes," irapopav, quasi non
videns), and this is preferred by Lowth: the original text
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presented the " defectively " written form oljilDI. ^J^^ (see on

xlii. 14) is the name given by the prophet to the Exile,

which had now already lasted long,—a time of silence on

the part of God, and this, too, in relation to the servants of

Jehovah, a silence so far as help is concerned,— but as

regards the mass of the people, a silence that showed His

wrath.

Since the Exile, Jehovah has refrained from inflicting new
judgments on the nation, though the apostasy, of which the

Exile is the punishment, still continues. But this silence

will not last for ever. Vers. 12, 13 : "J, I will declare thy

righteousness ; and as for thy works,—they will not profit thee.

When thou criest, let thy collections [of idols'] deliver thee ; hut

a wind carries all of them away,—a hreath talees them off ; hut

he who putteth trust in me will inherit the earth, and vjill take

possession of my holy mountain." According to the context,

" thy righteousness " cannot here be synonymous with

" salvation
;

" but (as Meier and Hahn explain the passage)

it is the designation here applied to what Israel in its blind-

ness considered righteousness, whereas a proper self-knowledge

must have made it glaringly appear the repulsive opposite

:

this lying righteousness of Israel brings Jehovah to make a

convicting judicial utterance. '^I'K'yDTiKl is not (as Stier

thinks) a second accusative to T^ix, for in such a case the

expression would have been ^;B'j;o-ns<] Tjrii^ns-nN ; but it forms

the beginning of a second proposition, as the accents also

indicate. When Jehovah actually speaks in this way, the

impotence of the false gods which His people have made

for themselves will become apparent :
" and as for (this

being the force of nxi : of. Jer. xxiii. 33, t«to"np-nx, ' as for

[the question]. What is the burden ?
' . . . In the present

passage, there is an emphatic prominence assigned to the

subject ; cf. the remarks on liii. 8, iiiTHKi, and Ewald's

Syntax, English translation, § 277) thy works (i.e. idols,

xli. 29: cf. '^y'B as used in i. 31),—they will not profit

thee " (X7i, here having 1 to mark the apodosis, though the

Babylonian reading has simply tih) : see xliv. 9 f. Weir

conjectures that instead of ^^V'^i?, we should read ^.'VlPr'> but

the former is more significant ; it is the designation applied

to the heaps of different idols (Baudissin, Studien, i. 99) with
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which Israel has been providing itself as objects of worship,

even on into the Exile (cf. nsai? in Micah i. 7). In vain

will they turn, crying for help, to these pantheons of

theirs ; a wind (nii) carries them all away together, a breath

(bn) sweeps them off, for they themselves are nothing but a

breath and wind (xli. 29). With the promise, "he who

trusts me will inherit the earth "
. . . , this discourse reaches

the thought with which the previous discourse (Ivi. 7 f.)

concluded ; and it is possible that what is here stated

regarding ^)V^3i? forms an intentional contrast to the promise

there made in the words vsapo^ V^s? Yi^P^ ^iJ'. When Jehovah

gathers His faithful ones out from the dispersion, and further

gathers others unto them (from among the heathen), then

wiU the plunder which the faithless ones have gathered

together among the heathen be scattered like dust before the

wind : the faithless will be left alone, forsaken by their

helpless handiworks, while the faithful will again be settled

in the inheritance of the promised land.

Here ends the first half of the discourse. It is all reproof,

and concludes with a brief promise, which, however, is but

the obverse of the threatening. The second half pursues the

inverse course. Jehovah will redeem His people, provided it

has been truly humbled through the sufferings appointed

;

for He has seen the errors into which it has fallen since

He withdrew His mercy from it. . . .
" But the unright-

eous," etc. This discourse concludes with threatening, but

this is the obverse of the promise. The transition from the

first to the second half is formed by the latter portion of

ver. 13.

This promise is followed by the call to prepare the way
which the redeemed people have to take. Ver. 14 :

" And
He saith, Heap up, heap up ; clear a vjay ! remove every

obstruction from the way of my people ! " This is the call

which occurs once in all the three books of these discourses

(xl. 3 f., Ivii. 14, Ixii. 10). As in xl. 3, 6 (cf xxvi. 2), the

subject of the verb in lONl is purposely left obscure by the

prophet : the call is from heaven.

The primary reason for this voice being heard is that the

Holy One is likewise the God of compassion, and is not

merely present in glory above, but also present in mercy
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below. Ver. 15:" For thus saith the High and Lofty One,

the eternally-dwelling One, whose name is Holy: I dwell on

high and in the holy place, yet with the contrite one, and him
who is of humiled spirit, to revive the spirit of htimbled ones,

and to revive the heart of contrite ones." He appoints penal

suffering in His wrath ; but to those who are taught and

disciplined by repentance and the desire for salvation, He is

most heartily and actively near with His grace. For the

heaven of heavens is not too great for Him to dwell in, nor

is a human heart too small ; nor does He who dwells upon

Cherubim and among the praises of Seraphim disdain to

dwell among the sighs of a poor human soul. He is called Dt

(" high "), as the One who is high and lofty ;
i^^^ (" exalted "),

as the One who towers over all. Further, He is called IV pb',

not as the " inhabitant of eternity " (the view of Stier and

Hahn),—a thought which is outside the sphere of Biblical

representations,—but, seeing that the relation of lU to

t^E' is not objective but attributive (as in ix. 5), or adverbial

(of. Prov. i. 33), and because f?B', as the opposite of being

torn from an inhabited sphere of living and working (cf. Ps.

xvi. 9, cii. 29), signifies life that is enduring and rooted

in itself, Jehovah is thus named as the eternally (ly being

thus equivalent to w) dwelling One, i.e. He whose life endures

for ever, and who is always the same. He is called cili^

as the One who is separated from all impurity and imperfec-

tion of the creatures, the Being who is absolutely pure and

good : this term is not to be translated sanctum nomen ejus,

but Sanctus, the Holy One,—a name which is the factor in the

revelation of Himself as the Pi.edeemer ; and this revelation is

accomplished in love and wrath, grace and judgment. This

God inhabits t^riijl Dnn, "the height and the holy place"

(object - accusatives, like Diip in xxxiii. 5, and D''pi"ip in

xxxiii 16) : both together are equivalent to (pm<; airpoffurov,

1 Tim. vi. 16, V)np^ (a neuter substantive, as in Ps. xlvi. 5,

Ixv. 5) corresponding to ^to?, and Diio to atrpocTLrov. But He
likewise dwells with (nx being used as in Lev. xvi. 16) the

crushed or contrite (^31, like the form ?JX) and lowly in spirit

:

to their hearts He is near, and this, too, for a saving and

gracious purpose—to revive. n\nn and n^n always signify

either to preserve a living being in life, or to reanimate what
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had died. The spirit is the seat of pride and humility, the

heart the centre of all feeling of joy and sorrow ;
hence the

expressions, the " spirit of the humble " and the " heart of

the contrite : " the selfish egotism which is broken by re-

pentance has its roots in the heart ; and the self-consciousness

from whose false height repentance brings down, has its

support in the spirit (see Psychology, p. 235, Eng. transl.)

;

but by this it is not meant to be afSrmed that nn and

2^, though with less precision (cf. Ixvi. 2 with Dan. v. 22)

might not also have been put in inverse order.

That compassion, in virtue of which God has His dwelling-

place and His work of grace in the spirit and heart of the

penitent, is founded in that same free and prevenient love

which called man and his self-conscious spirit-soul into being.

Ver. 16:" For I do not contend for everlasting, nor am I

angry for ever ; for the spirit would pine away hefore me,

and human souls which I have created!' The old translators

(LXX, Syriac, Jerome, and perhaps also the Targum) assign

to ^'tyi the meaning egredietur, though this cannot be proved.

With ''? is given the reason for the self-limitation of the

divine anger (as in Ps. Ixxviii. 38 f. ; cf. ciii. 14) : if God

laid no restraint upon His wrath, this would bring destruction

to the life of man, which nevertheless was His creative work.

The verb f|!?V, from the radical signification of bending round,

means sometimes to bend over and cover one's self, some-

times to veil one's self with something light, i.e. to become

faint or weak : cf. I'tsy, fainting, swooned. Lam. ii. 19;

^!?5'0'?, Ps. cxlii. 4, in the same sense as the Qal here, and

applied to the spirit ; also the synonymous ^?V, Isa. li. 20.

''^f?'? is equivalent to " in consequence of the wrath proceed-

ing from me." niDK'J (only here in the plural form), accord-

ing to the uniform usage of the Old Testament (see ii. 22,

xlii. 5), are human souls, the origin of which is in the

attributive clause (with emphatic ''JX) characterized (precisely

as in Jer. xxxviii. 16) as a creation (cf. Zech. xii. 1). The

Tiphcha attached to niDC'Ji leaves undecided the question

whether the accentuation takes "'ri''b'j; ijx in this attributive

sense or not. The prophet, who in other places also refers to

the Deluge (e.g. in liv. 9), possibly has in his mind the pro-

mise made after the Flood, according to which God will not
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make the existing and constantly inherited moral corruption

the occasion for utterly destroying the human race.

This general law observed in His dealings is also especially

that of His conduct towards Israel, in whom such evil conse-

quences—not intended by God—of the well-deserved penal

suffering have now already become evident, that God in His

mercy and compassion feels constrained to put an end to this

infliction of punishment, for the good of all who are capable

of receiving salvation. Vers. 17, 18: "On account of the

iniquity of its selfishness I was angry and smote it; hiding

myself and being angry ; then it went on, tiorning aside in the

way of its own heart. Its ways have I seen, and I will heal

it, and lead it, and bestow comforts on it and its mourning

ones." The primary and chief sin of Israel is here called JJVa,

" gain " (properly a " cutting," piece cut off ; cf. the Arabic),

Ivi. 11 ; then (like ifKeove^ta, which, according to Col. iii. 5,

is elSaXoXarpia, and like cpiXapyvpia, which, according to 1 Tim.

vi. 10, is pt^a iravrcov twv KaKwv) eagerness after worldly

possessions, selfishness, worldly-mindedness in general. The

imperfect '1^?^?'! is here a co-ordinate past tense ; and ^^'p^i

stands in precisely the same character (cf the aorist in

1 Sam. xix. 23, and the perfect in Josh. vi. 13) instead of a

second gerund (see Gesenius, § 113. 35), the clause signifying

ahscondendo (viz. ''JS, liv. 8) et stomachando. Nagelsbach

wrongly understands the first part of ver. 17 as describing

God's constant mode of dealing : the main proposition, formed

by the latter part of ver. 17, and introduced by the former,

demands historical meaning for this part also. When Jehovah

had thus in anger hidden His gracious face from Israel, and

withdrawn from the nation His gracious presence (Hos. v. 6,

^n? KrC), it went faithlessly turning away from Him (^^iE*

being a collateral form with ^^iK', like WV in relation to Wj?,

with tone-long a; cf the vacillation in writing DDii or DOii,

in Ps. Ixvi. 17) on its own ways, like the world of nations

left to themselves. But Jehovah has not seen these wander-

ings without feeling compassion (the imperfects which follow

necessarily indicate promises) : He will heal His wounded

(i. 4-6) and sick people. He will lead on the right path those

who are going astray, and bestow comforts on them as a

recompense for their long sufferings (D'pinj being derived from

VOL. II. z
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the PiiJl a™^ not from the Niphal Cinjn, as in Hos. xi. 8, where

the word signifies " feelings of sympathy "),—on them, and

these (the ] being epexegetical, as in ob'iV'O^, Ivii. 1 1), their

mourning ones (Ixi. 2 f., Ixvi. 10), i.e. those whom the penal

suffering has rendered sad and penitent, and thereby also

desirous of salvation.

But when the redemption comes, it divides Israel into two

halves, each with a very different fate in store. Vers. 19—21

:

" Creating fruit of the lips, ' Peace, peace to those who are far off

and those who are nigh,' saith Jehovah, ' and I heal it.' But

the wicked are like the sea, that is cast up ; for rest it cannot,

and its waters cast out mire and mud. There is no peace, saith

my God, for the wicked." The words of God in ver. 1 9 are

introduced by the words "saith Jehovah," but these inserted

after some others (of xlv. 24, and the ellipsis in xli. 27);

and what Jehovah effects by speaking in this way is placed

at the beginning in a defining participial clause. In creating

fruit (ni3, i.e. 313 or 3i:, Prov. x. 31, Qeri 3'p) of the lips

(KapTTov ')(eCke(i>v, LXX, and Heb. xiii. 15),

—

i.e. not of His

own lips (as Hitzig and Hahn imagine, a view which does not

harmonize with ^lis), but the confession of praise and thanks-

giving springing from human lips (cf. Biblical Psychology, Eng.

transl. p. 214, regarding this figure),—Jehovah says, " Peace,

peace," i.e. let ever-enduring and perfect peace (as in xxvi. 3)

become the portion of those of my people who are scattered

far and near (xliii. 5-7, xlix. 12; cf the application to

Gentiles and Jews in Eph. ii. 1 7, in accordance with which

NJigelsbach explains this passage), and I heal it (viz. the

nation, which, though scattered, is like one person in the eyes

of God). But the unrighteous, who continue in the alienation

from God inherited from their fathers, are incapable of receiv-

ing and enjoying the peace which God brings to His people

:

they are like the sea which has been driven and stirred up
by the storm (B'^3?—not c'j'iJ, as Lagarde suggests, or t^J?, as

G. Hofmann thinks ; cf Amos viii. 8—is the pausal form of the

3rd person sing., used as an attributive clause). As the sea

cannot rest (Cip.B'n the infin. absolute is here a virtual object),

so they cannot endure peace-imparting grace; and as the waters

of the sea cast out mire and filth, so is their natural state one

in which impure thoughts, words, and works are constantly
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being brought forth. Thus there is for them no peace, saith

my God. With these words, which have here a more touch-

ing sound than in xlviii. 22, the prophet puts the seal to the

second book of these prophetic discourses.

The transition from the first to the second half of this

closing discourse is formed by "ip^l in Ivii. 14. In the second

half, from Ivii. 11&, we perceive the usual style of our prophet;

but in the portion extending from Ivi. 9 to Ivii. lias, the style

is so very different that Ewald affirms the prophet has here

incorporated in his book a piece from a predecessor in the

time of Manasseh. But this supposition is not necessitated

by what is stated about the prophets and shepherds : the

Book of Ezekiel shows that the prophets and shepherds of

Exile times had actually become thus degenerate. Still less

is the hypothesis required by what is stated concerning the

early death of the righteous, for the fundamental idea peculiar

to the second Book (chaps, xlix.-lvii.), viz. the suffering

Servant of Jehovah, is shadowed forth in it. N"or again is

the view necessitated by what is said of the idolatrous

conduct of the nation, for in the midst of this description

(ver. 4) the mass of the people are reproved for their insolent

dealings towards the servants of Jehovah. Neither does the

language compel us to adopt this conjecture, for even chap,

liii. forms a contrast with the style in other parts, and must,

nevertheless (though likewise regarded by Ewald as a borrowed

piece, of an earlier date), have been composed by the author

of the whole, inasmuch as his grandest idea therein reaches

its culminating expression. It may be assumed, however,

that the prophet, in depicting the idolatry of the people, may
have wrought under the influence of earlier models. As
li. 18 ff. gives the ring of the Lamentations of Jeremiah, so

Ivii. 3 ff. reminds us in many ways of the earlier complaining

discourses of Jeremiah : of. the Book of Jeremiah from v. 7

to ix. 29, ix. 8 ("should I be satisfied with this?"), ii. 25

(E'SiJ), ii. 20, iii. 6, 13 ("upon high mountains and under

green trees ") ; also the night-scene depicted in Ezek. xxiii.
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FlEST DlSCOUESE OF THE LAST PART, CHAP. LVIII.

The false worsJiip and the true, with the promises co7inected

with the latter.

As the last and immediately preceding discourse in the

second Book contained all the three elements of prophetic

address,— reproof, threatening, and promise,— so this first

discourse of the third Book can but begin with the resumption

of one of these elements. The prophet receives the com-

mission to appear as a preacher announcing punishment ; and

in giving the reason for this commission, Jehovah also at once

begins the discourse itself. Vers. 1,2: " Cry with the throat

;

hold not lack, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and declare to

my people their transgression, and to the house of Israel their

sins. But me they seek daily, and they desire to know my
ways, like a nation which hath practised righteousness, and hath

not forsaken the law of its God : they ask me for judgments of

righteousness, and they desire the drawing nigh of God." As

the second discourse of the first part is based on a text taken

from Micah (ii. 1-4), so there is here also an echo from Micah

(iii. 8) in the latter part of ver. 1. Not with lisping lips

(1 Sam. i. 13), but with the throat (Ps. cxv. 7, cxlvii. 6), and

hence with all the strength of the voice, raising this (cf. Hos.

viii. 1, isit^ IPT^X) like the "isit:^ (the signal-horn, or bugle, as

it is blown on New Year's day : see the remarks on Ps.

Ixxxi. 4), and thus so loud that the sound cannot but be

heard, he is to set before the people, publicly and unsparingly,

the deep moral sores which they are concealing with their

hypocritical opus operatum. The 1 of ''nixi attaches something

adversative : . . .
" their transgression, . . . their sins ; and

yet "—though they are to be punished for these—" me they

seek daily "
(oi'' DV, with Mahpach under the first of these,

and, according to the rule of Ben-Asher, with Pasek between

the two lilve words), that He may be pleased now speedily to

interpose. They desire also to know the ways which He
intends to take for their deliverance and guidance : here we
are reminded of what took place between Ezekiel and the

elders of the Captivity (Ezek. xx. 1 ff. ; cf. also Ezek.

xxxiii 30 ff.). As if they were a nation that had nothing
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but good to expect, on account of their doing what was right,

and their faithfulness in relation to the requirements of their

God, they ask from Him (in prayer and in inquiries through

the prophets) P7.^"''t2aE'0 (here used in a different sense from

what is pretty frequently found in Ps. cxix.), *.«. "righteous

manifestations of judgment " {i.e. saving them, but destroying

their enemies), D^nps nanjp (an expression with a different

meaning from what it has in Ps. Ixxiii. 2 8), " the drawing

near of God," i.e. they desire His advent as a Judge to decide

between the evil and the good (of. Mai. ii. 17, iii. 1). The
" imperfect " forms ptJ'il.l, PfSO.^ correspond, in the incidence

of the tone, with their self-righteous insolence, and the latter

form is repeated, palindromically, at the end of the verse.

There now follow the very words of the self-righteous

ones themselves, who hold up their fasting before God, and

complain that He takes no notice of it,—but how could

He ? Vers. 3, 4 :
"

' Wherefore do vje fast, and thou seest not,—affiid our soul, and thou considerest not ?
' Behold, on the

day of your fasting, ye carry on your business, and all your

labourers ye oppress. Behold, ye fast in the presence of strife

and contention, and in view of smiting with a fist wickedly

closed : ye do not fast now to make your voice he heard on high."

Along with h'Vi we have here the older Pentateuchal ex-

pression B'?3 nji', to do violence to the natural life. According

to Zech. vii. 3 and viii. 19, the anniversaries of the com-

mencement of the siege of Jerusalem (10th Tebeth), its

capture (l7th Tammuz), and its destruction (9th Ab), as

well as that of the murder of Gedaliah (3rd of Tizri), were

observed as fast-days : it is sufficient to think of these.

Perhaps, however, the fasting on the day of Atonement, on

the 10th day of the seventh month (Tizri), is meant: this,

which is the only day prescribed by the Law (Lev. chap, xvi.)

as a fast-day, is certainly not mentioned outside of the Pen-

tateuch till we come to Sirach 1. 5 ; Josephus, Antiquities,

xii. 10. 3; Acts xxvii. 9; but the argumentum e silentio

would give, for the origin of this great fast-day, a date im-

probably late.i The Exiles here boast of this fasting, but it

1 Michael Sachs, in Kerem Chemed vii. 124 ff., sees in chap. Iviii. a

discourse delivered by the prophet on the day of Atonement in the year

of Jubilee—a plausible supposition which has since been pretty fre-
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is a heartless and therefore, in the eyes of God, a worthless

dead work: their conduct on the fast- day stands in the

sharpest contrast with the object of the fasting, for they then

carry on their business as on working-days, they are on that

day especially against their work-people (that the service of

the master should not cease through attention to the service

of God) true taskmasters; and because, when fasting, they

are doubly irritable and ill-humoured, the fasting is kept

with contention and quarrelling going on (a'"}?, not 3''"??, " to

contend "), a result of which is smiting with a fist of wicked-

ness {^'^^^^ from ^^3, to sweep together, form into a ball)
: in

their present state, the proper object of fasting is a strange

thing to them,—viz. to be thereby enabled to devote one's

self to importunate prayer to God who sits enthroned on high

(Ivii. 15). The only difficulty here lies in the expression NSD

ysr}: in view of ver. 13, it can only mean to reach out

after business, carry on business, engage in it,—j'sn (from

J'sn, cf. i^jAks-, " to bend," hence properly " inclination ") com-

bining in itself the meanings of " earnest application " and
" concern " (or " matter," " affair "), " striving " and " busi-

ness " or occupation ; whUe t'vp maintains its primary mean-

ing of " laying hold," seizing (cf. x. 14). "With this also

agrees what follows,—whether we derive D3''?!fl! (with Dagesh

dirimens, as in 'ppn, Ivii. 6) from 3S^, making the clause

mean, " and all your burdensome labours ye rigidly exact

"

(Meier, Gesenius), so that ^"33 (from which we have here the

form itfaw for iK'bPi, Deut. xv. 3 ; see Gesenius, § 19. 2a), as

in 2 Kings xxiii. 35, is construed with the accusative of the

thing peremptorily demanded ; or (as we prefer to view the

case) from 3W (or rather, 3vy like ?ciu)^ making the clause

mean, " all your work-people ye drive (compel)," so that the

accusative joined with '^i) (as in Deut. xv. 2, where the word

is used of the oppression of a debtor) would signify the

persons oppressed. In this passage the reference is not to

persons who owe money (Symmachus, Theodoret, Jerome, and

perhaps also LXX), but, as has been acknowledged since

Gesenius pointed out the truth, to those who owe labour,

quently (e.g. in the New York magazine, The Peculiar People, for 1888,

No. 8) applied in defence of the pre-exilian (Mosaic) origin of the day
of Atonement.
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or to obligations to labour : 3S^ does not by any means signify

a debtor,—an idea quite foreign to the meaning of this verb-

root in Semitic,—but a labourer, such an one as eats the

" bread of bitter toil " (Ps. cxxvii. 2). The prophet throughout

this passage points from the life.

Through the people's continuation of their secular business

in a selfish spirit on the fast-day, the fast becomes perverted

for selfish ends : it is regarded as having intrinsic value and

merit. This work-righteous delusion, which hides a self-

righteous and unrighteous spirit, is opposed by the message

from God. Vers. 5—7 :
" Can the like of this le a fast that I

regard with pleasure,—a day when man afflicts his soul 1 To

tend his head like a bulrush, and to spread sackcloth and ashes

under Mm—dost thou call this a fast, and a day acceptable to

Jehovah ? Is not this a fast that I regard with pleasxire,—to

unloose the coils of wickedness, to untie the hands of the yoke,

and to send away the oppressed as free, and that ye break every

yoke ? Is it not,—to break thy bread to the hungry, and that

thou shouldest bring home the wretched, homeless ones ; when

thou seest a naked man, that thou shouldest cover him, and

that thou shouldest not deny thyself before thine own flesh ?
"

With ver. 5 begins the second part of the discourse, which

contrasts the false worship now described with the true, and

sets forth the grand promises associated with the latter,

nnn points back :
" is such a fast as this according to

Jehovah's mind,—a day of which it can be truly said that

a man then afflicts his soul (Lev. xvi. 29) ?" The interroga-

tive sign n in l3Pn is resumed in njpn ; the second ? in this

last word marks the dative object of f'")ij'n, which, again, more

exactly gives the force of the first ?, whose infinitive, as

usual, passes over into the finite verb (see Gesenius, § 114,

3. 1). To hang down the head (see the remarks on lioi*? in

ix. 13) and to sit in sackcloth and ashes—this does not in

itself deserve to be called fasting and a day of gracious ac-

ceptance (Ivi. 7, Ixi. 2) by Jehovah (njn''^ being used instead

of a subjective genitive). Vers. 6 and 7 now declare that

the fast with which Jehovah is pleased consists in something

quite different, viz. in the liberation of the oppressed and

acts of kindness to the helpless,—not in the mere abstinence

from food, but in sympathetic activity of that self-denying
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love which leads one to give up one's bread, and generally

one's own possessions and comforts, for the good of the needy.

Hence the early Christian Church prescribed that almsgiving

should be conjoined with fasting. The people of the prophet

required this lesson. When, during the siege of Jerusalem

by the Chaldeans, a general liberation of the bondmen of

Israelitish descent (who were to be freed, according to the

law, every seventh year) had been decided and carried out,

the masters retained the liberated slaves in bondage after the

departure of the Chaldeans (Jer. xxxiv. 8-22). This selfish

and tyrannical disposition had not been laid aside by the people,

even in a foreign land, as ver. 6 shows. The tepm niavnn

(from 3,Vin, an intensive form, derived from 3Sn, to fasten

together by cords), " coilings," forms a figurative representa-

tion of painful circumstances, and VW^. is a subjective geni-

tive indicating their cause. The word "this," pointing

onwards, unfolds itself into a number of absolute infinitives,

which in turn are continued in the form of finite verbs.

The palindromically repeated ntiiD (in both places signifying

a " yoke ") is properly the cross-bar (L. vectis) which forms

the main portion of the yolce, and which, fastened on to the

neck, was thus connected with the plough by a cord or strap

(lfid<;. Sir. XXX. 35, xxxiii. 27)—to which the term nnjx,

"knots," refers: cf. x. 27, xlvii. 6. We are not to think

(as Hitzig suggests) that instead of nab the reading should

be nc)D, this indicating a condition of perverted justice

(Ezek. ix. 9). D'V^vn are persons unjustly and forcibly—even
cruelly—oppressed

; fVI is the stronger synonym related to

P^V, as seen in Amos iv. 1. Ver. 7 breathes a humane spirit

like that seen in Job xxxi. 13-23 and Ezek. xviii. 7 f. on^ Di_Q

(EHs)^ " to break bread," is the usual phrase for kX&v {Kkd^eiv)

apTov. nninp is an adjective attached to D\»;>y, and therefore,

it seems, must be derived from Tia (as Hitzig thinks): it

signifies " unhappy " ones who have become refractory towards
tyrannical masters. The suggestion that we have here a

recommendation to receive political refugees is a modern idea,

and the parallels in Lam. i. 7, iii. 1 9 clearly show that the

word is meant to be regarded as a derivative of nsn, " to wander
about," and in this sense it has been rendered by the LXX,
Targum, and Jerome (who has vagos). Ewald (§ lild, Anm.)
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thinks we may take Dninp as the Hophal participle, instead

of D''l";iD, " hunted ones " (like DTilOon in Kings xi. 2, Qeri

D''riK))3n)
; but this violent transposition of a vowel-sound cannot

be substantiated. We must either (with Cheyne) read Ci'l'iiO,

or take Cl^ip, "strayed ones," as equivalent to D'''i!np ''E'JK,

—just as '^?\} in 2 Sam. xii. 14 is equivalent to ^i'[i K^'N, and
I'Vi^ in Isa. xvii. 5 to "T'Vi^ t^''*?. Moreover, the second part of

ver. 7 is still the virtual subject of innnns DiS. The apodosis

to the clause introduced by the hypothetical ''3 begins with

1. consecutive prefixed to the perfect, which then changes into

the imperfect (in pausal form) ^flV^- In the expression
" from thine own flesh " it is assumed that mankind, being

of the same flesh and blood, owe sympathetic love to one

another (Neh. v. 5).

The prophet now sets forth the divine reward of grace

bestowed on such a fast, reminding the nation anew, while

engaged in uttering the promise, of this love as the condition

of the fulfilment of what is promised : the promises are

thereby divided into two parts. The middle promise is

attached to the first,-—the perfect clearness of noon being

seen in prospect from the morning -dawn (Prov. iv. 18).

Tlie first series of promises is set forth in vers. 8, 9a ;

" Then will thy light hreah forth like the morning-dawn, and

thy healing will sprout speedily, and thy righteousness will go

before thee ; the glory of Jehovah will form thy rear-ward. Then

wilt thou call, and Jehovah will answer ; thou wilt cry for help,

and He will say, " Here am I ! " When it is night within

and around a man, but he suffers himself to be moved by the

love of God to return that love, then does the divine love,

like the rising sun, break forth and shine out, yet gradually,

so that the sky within is at first but tinged as it were with

the red of the dawn, the harbinger of the sun. Then follows

another figure filled with promises. The man is sick unto

death, but if he lets himself be moved by the love of God
to show returning love, new strength pervades his whole

nature, and his healing springs up speedily ; he feels within

him a new life working everywhere with energy, like a

miraculous springing of verdure, and growth, and bloom.

The noun naiiK occurs, outside of this passage, only in the

Books of Jeremiah, Chronicles, and Nehemiah : it signifies
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"healing" recovery (LXX here giving the rendering ra

IdiMaTo. a-ov Ta^v avareXei, in which an old error is presented

by IfiaTia, vestimenta), and then also, in a more general

way, "prosperity" (2 Chron. xxiv. 13); but it is always

joined with the predicate ^^)v (causative nbvn ; cf. the

Targum on Ps. cxlvii. 3, ^<^^^<
\>i<^, for which another reading

is rp'nN). Hence it follows that the primary idea is a

concrete one : the word, however, does not mean a bandage

for a wound, a ligature (as Gesenius and others affirm), but

rather " what is restored," put right again, i.e. healed flesh

;

really, however, as shown by the Arabic ^,j'> it means

" what is stretched over," viz. the new covering of sMn that

forms itself as a covering over a wound that is healing up

;

hence n3>iiK occurs, outside of the Bible, in the sense of a

"scar;" and the expression nans n^^jJD, applied to a wound,

is explained by Buxtorf, in a substantially correct manner,

by (vulnus) dbducit cicatricem.^

The third promise is, "thy righteousness will go before

thee ; the glory of Jehovah will gather thee," i.e. keep thee

together, be thy rearguard (^ps here having the same mean-

ing as in ^B?<p, lii. 12). When Israel busies itself with

works of compassionate love, then it is like an army on the

march, or a caravan, for which the righteousness that has

become its own shows the way and makes a road, and which

the glory of God protects and brings to its goal.

The fourth promise treats of immediate hearing of every cry

to God, every cry for help. But before the prophet brings the

promises to their culmination, he once more lays down the

condition of their fulfilment. Vers. 9&-12 :
" If thou removest

from the midst of thee the yoke of oppression, the putting forth of

the finger, and uttering of wickedness ; and offerest to the hungry

one what thy soul desireth to eat, and satisfiest the soul that is

lowed down,—then thy light shall beam out in the darkness, and
thy deep darkness lecome like the noon-day Irightness. And
Jehovah will guide thee continually, and satisfy thy soul in

1 The Turkish Karaus says, "Artka is the designation given to the

flesh of a wound that is healing, which, after the suppuration has ceased,

grows up and makes its appearance in a fresh and healthy state, so that

there is only need for skin to grow over it."
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droughts, and refresh thy hones, and tlioib wilt lecome like a

well-watered garden, and like a springing fountain, whose waters

never deceive. And thy people will build ancient ruins, founda-

tions of long-past generations wilt thou erect, and thou wilt he

called a repairer of breaches, a restorer of habitable roads."

The term " yoke " is here, as in ver. 6, where it is combined

with " wickedness," equivalent to " oppression." JJayNTipa' (the

first term being the construct-form for n:>f, like V]? in Num.
XX. 3) means the scornful pointing with the finger (Prov.

vi. 13, BaKTv\oBeLKT6LV, porrigere digitum) at those in humbler

condition, and especially the godly (Ivii. 4) : IJ^"'!! means
" uttering of wicked things," hence sinful conversation. The

old expositors endeavoured to find something more under

^B'DJ, than is intended ; and even Stier continues to do the

same, translating it " thy whole sympathies," etc. ; but the

term " soul," which is here viewed as eagerly desiring

(Ivi. 11), is used, as in Deut. xxiv. 6, instead of what

nourishes it, and so here instead of what it eagerly desires,

i.e. the longing (appetitus), instead of the object of the

longing (see Biblical Psychology, Eng. translation, p. 242).

This is evident from the choice of the verb psw (the

voluntative form, in the conditional clause ; see Gesenius,

§ 109. 2b [and Driver on the Hebrew Tenses, § 152, 155]),

which, starting from the primary meaning educere, signifies

not only to work out, get, obtain (Prov. iii. 13, viii. 35, etc.),

but also to take out, furnish, offer, L. expromere (as here and

in Ps. cxl. 9, cxliv. 13; cf. [the Aramaic] ^1???, (Jij\, from

PS3). The " bowed down " soul is in this passage one who is

oppressed through want. With the "consecutive perfect"

mn, the apodoses begin. npsK is the darkness produced by

complete absence of light (cf. the Arabic afalat es-semsu,

"the sun has become invisible," see our remarks on Job

X. 22): this becomes like the noon-day.

A new promise refers to the fact that such a man may
uninterruptedly enjoy the gentle but safe guidance of divine

grace (an idea for which the usual word is nm ; Hi. nmn

;

Syn. ?[''.) ; another promise speaks of the communication of

the most abundant fulness of strength. The a-rra^. jeyp.

ninsnsB does not say (a being used as in Ps. ciii. 5) with
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what God will satisfy the soul (as Hahn thinks, following

Jerome, who has splendoribm), but (as shown by 'in''ny in

Ps. Ixviii. 7, and such promises as are found in xliii. 20,

xlviii. 21, xlix. 10) the kind of satisfaction, and the circum-

stances under which it is bestowed,—viz. in the scorching

heats of the sun (cf. h^\^, a region exposed to the sun), and

hence, in extreme droughts (Targum :
" years of drought ").

Instead of the " consecutive perfect," the imperfect is next

introduced : the change to this form renders it possible to

give prominence to the object, and the sentence thus con-

tinues, " and thy bones will He make strong " (r?D', instead

of which we might easily and naturally read ^''^i^\
" he will

rejuvenate," but this is unnecessary : the Hiphil r?D,'J

—

which is not necessarily denominative—means to " make

[another person] unencumbered, prepared, ready, active," as

the Qal K??, PD signifies to set loose, disengage, and ^Aj^,

intr. to be loose, free, pure, i.e. unmixed : the expression is

fitly glossed in Yehamoth 1026 by loij 'riiT,
" invigoration

of the bones "). This idea of refreshing is developed in two

figures : that of a well-watered garden sets forth the abund-

ance received, while that of the well shows abundance pos-

sessed. Objects from the realm of nature are promised, but

these as the gift of grace ; for while, in the Old Testament,

the natural strives to become spiritual, in the New Testament

the spiritual raises the natural to its own plane.

The last promise is moulded by the longing of the exiles

for their fatherland :
" and thy people (I?!?) build "...

Ewald (Syntax, Eng. translation, § 295c) and Bottcher (as

Calvin had done before by his rendering qnidam) would read

^isp 133!i ; but this has not a Hebrew ring : lep is here equi-

valentto liso ^fx (cf. Ps. Ixviii. 27, cxviii. 26'; Job xviii. 15),
" those who are descended from thee, and who are connected

with thee by descent
;

" perhaps this expression was employed
for the very purpose of avoiding what has been proposed as

the correct reading by Weir and Cheyne, viz. 'T'33 1:21. The

'

members born to the congregation in the Exile, when they

return home, will again build up (Ixi. 4) what has long been
in ruins, foundations of former generations, i.e. houses and
cities of which only the foundation-walls remain standin<T;
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and the Israel that has returned to its fatherland accordingly

receives the honourable name, given in admiration, " builder

of breaches" (ilj, from the root 1J, ^p, to shut of, wall up),

" restorer of roads " (formerly much-frequented places), ^^f^,
" for inhabiting," i.e. so that they which have hitherto been

lying waste (xxxiii. 8) anew become habitable and populous.

The third part of the discourse now appends to the duties

of love to mankind the sanctification of the Sabbath as a

duty, to the fulfilment of which an equally grand promise is

attached,

—

i.e. to the duties of the second table are added those

of the first ; for the service of God by works is sanctified by

the service of divine adoration. Vers. 13, li: "If thou

holdest hade thy foot from the Sdbhath, from doing thy lusiness

on my holy day, and callest the Sabbath a delight, the holy

of Jehovah, worthy of honour, and honourest it, not doing

thine own ways, not carrying on thy business, and spealdng

words; then wilt thou have delight in Jehovah, and I will

make thee ride upon the high places of the land, and make

thee enjoy the heritage of Jacob thine ancestor ; for the mouth of

Jehovah hath spoken it." The duty of sanctifying the Sabbath

is also inculcated by Jeremiah (xvii. 19 f.) and Ezekiel

(xx. 12 ff., XX. 8, 26), and its infringement reproved: chap.

Ivi. has already shown how much importance is attached

to it by our prophet. The observance of the Sabbath was

certainly, more than other institutions laid down in the Law,

the special means of combining and sustaining Israel as a

religious community, particularly during the Exile, when a

large portion of the other ordinances of worship, because these

were connected with Jerusalem and the Holy Laud, had

fallen into abeyance ; and though, as regards the legal enact-

ments to be followed, it was a Mosaic institution, the careful

observance of which was urged in Deuteronomy through a

call to remember the liberation from the Egyptian bondage,

yet it was primarily and fundamentally^ a ceremonial copy

of the Sabbath of creation : after God had created the world

out of Himself, He entered into Himself again, that everything

created might enter into Him. The legal enactments regard-

1 Lotz, in his Quaestiones de historia Sahlaii (1883), confounds the motive

for the observance of the Sabbath with the basis of the Sabbath as an
institution.
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ing the observance of the Sabbath were a means of education

to°attain this end. The prophet does not here fence round the

Sabbath law with new enactments, but he demands, for its

observance, full reality corresponding to the spirit contained

in the letter of the law. " If thou turnest away thy foot

from the Sabbath " is equivalent to saying, " if thou dost not

tread its holy ground with the foot of week-day work." The

infinitive Ttm which follows (corresponding to r\'0ti) is not

equivalent to T\Sm^, but is an explanatory permutative of

the object 1^3"! (as pointed out by De Dieu, Stier, and Hahn),

" thy foot " meaning the execution of thy business (^V?", a

defectively written plural) "on my holy day." Moreover:

"if thou callest the Sabbath a delight (not by eating

'mangold and large fishes,' as stated in Shabbath 1186, but

because it leads thee to God,—not 'a burden,' because it

leads thee from thine everyday life ; cf. Amos viii. 5), and

the holy one of Jehovah (on this masculine personification of

the holy Sabbath, see Ivi. 2), worthy of honour (L. honorandus,

which is here the proper meaning of 1?3p), and if thou dost

also really honour it," which Jehovah hath clothed with the

splendour of His holiness (see Gen. ii. 3, where it is said

He " sanctified it "),
" not (IP being equivalent to wo-re /i»?) to

perform thy ways {i.e. the i;sual courses that refer to self-

preservation, not to God), not to carry on thy business

(regarding I'sn f<^9> see the remarks on ver. 3), and to make

words " (viz. useless words, void of meaning, and of needless

number : the phrase "i^T "la'i, as in Hos. x. 4, is here applied

to unspiritual gossip and bombast),'^—then, just as the Sabbath

is thy delight, so also will Jehovah have His delight in thee,

i.e. enjoy delightful communion (the promise made being

similar to that in Job xxii. 26); and for the renunciation of

earthly advantage. He will reward thee with victorious

1 Hitzig on this passage remarks that " the law regarding the Sabhath

has here already received the Jewish addition, that 'speaking is work.'"

But from the premiss that God's Sabbath-rest was a rest from His speak-

ing the creative words (Ps. xxxiii. 6), the only conclusion drawn was that

one must rest on the Sabbath, in a certain measure, from speaking as well

as working ; and when Eabbi Simon ben Jochai called to his talkative

old mother on the Sabbath, " Sabbath-keeping is called silence," this was

not meant to be understood as if speaking in itself were working, and

all speaking on the Sabbath was therefore forbidden. The Rabbinical
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dominion, unapproachable possession of the high places

(Kethib 'ni^S: cf. 1 Sam. xxvi. 12) of the land, i.e. especially

(Deut. xxxii. 13), though not solely (Deut. xxxiii. 29), of the

land of promise restored to thee, and with the free and

undisputed use of the heritage promised to Jacob thine

ancestor (Ps. cv. 10 f.),—such will be thy glorious reward,

for the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken it. In the same way,

confirmation is given of what is promised in i, 20, xl. 25
;

cf. the remarks on xxiv. 3.

Second Discotjese of the Last Part, Chap. LIX.

The dividing-wall hitherto standing, and the final hreach.

This second discourse continues the convicting theme of

the first, as laid down at the beginning of chap. Iviii. In

the former address, to the dead works on which the people

founded their claim to redemption, there were set in contrast

the virtues well - pleasing to God, and for which Jehovah

promises redemption as a gracious reward ; in this discourse,

the sins which hinder the accomplishment of redemption are

still more directly laid bare. Vers. 1,2: " Behold, the hand

of Jehovah is not too short to help, nor is his ear too dull to

hear ; hut your iniquities have become a dividing-wall between

you and your God, and your sins have hidden the gracious face

from you, so that he does not hear." The reason why the

redemption tarries is not that the power of Jehovah was

insufficient for that work (1. 2), or that He did not know of

their desire for it, but that their iniquities have become

separators,— have become a dividing - wall (cf. '''''^?? in

Gen. i. 6) between them and their God, and their sins

(cf. Jer. V. 25) have hidden His face from them. As 1^ in

xxviii. 2 is the absolute "hand," so here CJS used absolutely

explanation of the present passage is as follows :
" Let not thy speaking

on the Sahbath be the same as that on working days ; " and when it is

stated once in the Jerusalem Talmud that the Kabbins could hardly bring

themselves to allow mutual greetings on the Sabbath, it follows that they

certainly did not prohibit them. Even the author of the work entitled,

"The two Tables of the Covenant" (n''"l3n ninib ''3EJ')) with its excessively

strict ceremonial requirements, goes no further than to affirm that on the

Sabbath one has to keep from ^iri ii2n.
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in this way (as in Job xxxiv. 29) is the face that is present

everywhere, wliether uncovered or concealed, and which sees

everything. Israel has deprived itself of the right of this

face of God, and has raised a separating wall between itself

and Him, so that He does not hear (VSbm), i.e. their prayer

does not reach Him (Lam. iii. 44), and is not heard.

The sins of Israel are sins in words and deeds. Ver. 3 :

" For your hands are defiled with Uood, and your fingers with

iniquity; your lips speak falsehood, your tongue murmurs

wickedness." The verb i'N?, to " stain " (see the remarks on

Ixiii. 3), is a later softening of hvi (see e.g. 2 Sam. i. 21), and

instead of the Niphal bxJJ (Zeph. iii 1) we read here, as in

Lam. iv. 14, the double passive form ^^«j3, compounded of

Niphal and Pual (corresponding to the Arabic Jlftjl)j perhaps

also 11^" in 1 Chron. iii. 5, xx. 8, is a like mixed form, com-

pounded of Niphal and Pual ; a similar phenomenon is the

mixed form Nithpael (compounded of Niphal and Hithpael),

which occurs not merely in the Mishna, but even so early

as in Deut. xxi. 8 ; Prov. xxvii. 15 ; Ezek. xxiii. 48. The

verb ^^^ (LXX, fieXera) combines in itself the meanings of

" thinking " (refleciion) and its expression by speaking in

low and gentle tones.

The description now enters the domain of judicial and

social life. Vers. 4—6 :
" There is tw one who speaks in

righteousness, and no one litigates in faithfidness ; people trust

in vanity, and speak deception ; they conceive trouble and iring

forth ruin. Basilisks' eggs do they hatch, and spiders' threads

they spin; whoever eats of their eggs must die; and the one

that is trodden upon breaks out into an adder. Their threads

are of no use for clothing, and people cannot cover themselves

with their works; their works are works of ruin, and the

practice of injustice is in their Imnds." As i<"JP in these

discourses has the general sense of Krjpvcra-eiv (cf. 2 Pet.

ii. 5), while the juridical meaning (supported by Cocceius,

Meier, Knobel, and Nagelsbach) of ciiare, in Jus vocare, litem

intendere, cannot be proved, we must explain the opening

words thus :
" no one gives public evidence with righteous-

ness " (LXX, ovM<s XaXec hUaia). p"iv is firm adherence to

the standard of justice and truth; njiDJs* is reliability that
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awakens confidence; lOSOT (with the reciprocal meaning, as

in xliii. 26, Ixvi. 16) signifies the beginning and carrying on

of a lawsuit with any one. The abstract infinitives following

in the latter part of ver. 4 express the general features of

social life in those days, after the manner of the Latin

" historical infinitive " (cf. xxi. 5) : people trust in inh (viz.

what is utterly devoid of all truth), and speak i^)^ (what is

morally empty and worthless). The double figure •'KJy iin

Il« Tbim is taken from Job xv. 35 (cf. Ps. vii. 15): iin (cf.

the Poel in ver. 13) is but another mode of writing n'ln, and
Tpin (l7^n) is the usual form of the absolute infinitive Hiphil.

What they plan and set in operation is (in the first part of

ver. 5) compared to basilisks' eggs (''?iS'SV, serpens regulus, as

in xi. 8) and spiders' threads (t!''33V, as in Job viii. 14;^

from 3?V, to stand or sit still, with the noun-ending ^''~
; see

Jeshurun, p. 228, and allied to ij^is., from the root 3j?, to

contract, gather one's self together ;
^ and '''}}'?, Targ. f^P,

" threads " (cf. Arabic Xi, from which comes kaur, cotton

thread, or something of spun cotton): basilisks' eggs they

hatch (5/133 like V'i?3, in xxxiv. 15, the perfect being used with

reference to what has always happened hitherto, and hence

is usual) and spiders' threads they weave (3^^?, perhaps allied

to dpd'^-vr] ; the imperfect is here used of what continues to

happen). The point of comparison in the first figure is the

pernicious character of that in which they engage,—whether

men rely on this (" whoever eateth of their eggs dieth "), or

whether they are so bold or so unwise as to oppose their

1 In Talmudic, the spider is not called tJ'''33y, or, as in the Targum,

ri'aiaV (cf. the Arabic 'ankaMt, plur. 'andkib), hut n''l3I0tJ' {Sanhedrin

1135) or ^5''3^3 {Stuxa 52a).

^ When applied to the spider, the meaning is intransitive :
" she has

drawn herself together," i.e. drawn up her feet to her body while she was
weaving her net ; then (the antecedent being taken for the consequent)

she has woven her net. Such is evidently the derivation of the synonym-

ous ta'akkasa, regarding which we read in the Turkish Kamus :
" When

spoken of the spider, it means that when constructing her house she draws

up her feet, as she does when weaving her net : people say ta'akkasat

alr'anhabiU when, in weaving, she draws up her feet to herself." Hence
the spider herself is called 'ukkdi, 'ukkdm.—Fleischer.

VOL. II. 2 A
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plans and performances: "that which is crushed (viz. the

egg, when trodden upon) splits open into an adder" (i.e. puts

out an adder which snaps at the heel of him who disturbs

its rest). iiT has the same meaning as in Job xxxix. 15: the

form here found is the past participle feminine (like nn^iD in

xlix. 21), but the usual n— of the fem. has been shaded into

n— (a out of a), as in nJ^ (3rd pers. sing, perfect feminine,

Zech. V. 5), and n^jj in 1 Kings ii. 36 (which certainly, with

unaccented n— is more comprehensible than as in this form,

with an accented syllable,— Mercha being attached to the

last). The point of comparison in the second figure is the

nothingness and deceitfulness of their works: what they

weave and work serves no man for a covering (iB3n^ being

here used with the most general kind of subject understood)
;

it has but the appearance of utility ; their works are wicked

works, and their actions are aimed at injuring their neighbour

in his rights and property.

This evil-doing of theirs rises even to hatred, the extreme

opposite of that love with which God is well pleased. Ver.

7 :
" TJieir feet run to evil, and make haste to shed imiocent

blood; their thoughts are thoughts of wickedness; devastation

and destruction are in their ways." This verse and the first

part of the following (down to WT) has been interwoven by

Paul, in Eom. iii. 15—17, into his description of universal

moral corruption. The representation of life as a road, and

of one's mode of action as a manner of walking, is a common
feature in gnomic compositions, where its terminology has

been fully developed. From the beginning of ver. 7, one

may perceive that stedfast believers, during the Exile, were

persecuted even to death by their fellow-countrymen who
had forgotten God. The verbs " run " and " hasten " depict

the delight felt in wickedness, when conscience is completely

asleep. As in Ix. 18 (cf. xiii. 6, xiv. 22), the similarity of

sound in 13^'") IB' produces something like rhyme.

Their whole nature has fallen into discord. Ver. 8

:

" The way of peace they knoio not, and there is no justice in

their tracks: their paths they make crooked: every one who
treads in it knows no peace." With ^'^'i., the " way " upon
which a man walks, interchange is here, and in ver. 7, made
with rh^^, the " highway " formed by earth thrown up and
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by embankment, ?|!V? (plur. in C— and ni—), the " track
"

into which the waggon rolls, and ^^''^?, the "path" formed

by the footsteps of the traveller. A line of conduct inclined

to peace, springing from a love of peace, and aiming at

producing peace, is wholly strange to them : the recognition

and practice of justice is not to be found in their course

;

their paths they make for themselves (Dn? being a reflexive

dative, and signifying " intentionally," purposely) crooked and

cross ; and whoever treads on it (i^^ being used in a neuter

sense, as in xxvii. 4) has utterly lost all inward and outward

peace. Emphatic repetition of Di^'K' is made at the end of

the verse. The first part of this discourse ends here : it

is not because of inability or unwillingness on the part of

God that His people have not yet been helped : the fault

lies in their sins.

In the second part, the prophet includes himself among the

people, as one of them : he speaks as one who shares their

experience, for even the better ones were involved in the

guilt and consequences of the corruption which prevailed

among the exiles, inasmuch as the people form an organized

whole, and the delay in the accomplishment of the redemption

likewise affected them. Vers. 9—11 :
" Therefore judgment

remains far from us, and righteousness does not overtake us

;

we hope for the light, and lehold, darkness—for clear light,—
we walk in thick darkness. We grope at the wall like the

Hind, and like eyeless men we grope ; we stumhle at noon as in

the twilight, among the living like the dead. We all groan,

like hears, and like doves we moan deeply : we hope for judg-

ment, and it cometh not ; for salvation,—it remaineih far from
us." At the end of this group of verses also, the thought

with which it begins is palindromically repeated. The

perfect Hi^riT speaks of a state of things reaching from the

past to the present, while the imperfect ^.^''tJ'n marks one

that continues unchangeably in the present. tssE'p here

signifies the rectification of wrong relations existing, by a

judicial decision of God ;
Hi^iv is a manifestation of righteous-

ness, which, after the state of punishment had already lasted

a long time, and in accordance with the plan of salvation,

brings upon Israel grace instead of strict justice, and deserved

punishment upon the instruments employed to punish Israel.
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Niigelsbach also takes t33fp in the sense of the right which

the election and the covenant on the part of God had founded

and established for Israel (see his Commentary), and this is

possible. The standpoint of the prophet is the last decade of

the Exile, when Cyrus was inflicting one successful blow after

another, but had not yet turned to attack Babylon. The

dark future which the prophet penetrates, in the light of the

Spirit, was at that time pierced by rays of hope, but there was

no breaking forth of light, no approach to full brightness (ninjj)

being an intensive plural from nnw, like ninbJ, xxvi. 10, from

nnbJ in ver. 14) ; darkness rather remained the prevailing

condition of things, and the exiles were passing away in thick

and deep darkness (ni?SK), without experiencing the promised

and predicted release to be accomplished by the conqueror of

the nations. " We grope about "—they here complain

—

" like blind people at the side of a wall in which there is no

opening for egress, and like eyeless ones we grope : " E'^3

(which occurs here only) is synonymous with the older ^^p,

Deut. xxviii. 29. The form nwJJ (dropping the reduplica-

tion, which could only with difficulty be made audible,

but which reappears in the pausal form HE'twp) has the

anergic i^~, here indicating the impulse to self-preservation,

which compels them to grope for a way out of this diropia
;

and the condensed expression Djru fs (cf. the remarks on

xl. 29) is not quite identical in meaning with C"])?',—for

there is sometimes blindness with apparently sound and

healthy eyes (cf xliii. 8),—but it means actual absence of

eyes through inborn malformation, or an actual loss of the

organs through the infliction of a wound or through disease.

In the complaint which follows, " we stumble in the clear

light of noon-day like twilight gloom (i.e. as if we were in it),

and t3''3pE'xa as if we were dead men," it is to be inferred,

even from the parallelism, that the last-mentioned Hebrew
word, because it must express an antithesis to cn??, cannot

mean in caliginosis (Jerome, Luther, etc.), or " in the graves
"

(Targum, Saadiah, David Kimchi), or "in waste places"

(Joseph Kimchi). Nor is there either (as Dietrici supposes)

a Hebrew root DK'S signifying " to be dark," or a form p«
with the same meaning ; the Aramaic N3ins, " furnace," or

oven, indicates this as sending forth smoke (t?n being equiva-
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lent to |!?'y ; and the Syriac ]iV)/n|, " dense darkness," is

connected with Sr. (see our remarks on ix. 18) : but the verb

pf,
" to be fat," is nowhere metaphorically applied, as Knobel

supposes, to " fat {i.e. thick) darkness ; " and the supposed

meaning " wilderness," or desert (derived from DK'X= DpB', as

Hahn also thinks), is condemned by the improbability that

there is such an ambiguous word. The form rather leads

us to the verb-root ]ii^f, which affords a suitable antithesis to

QiriBS), whether we explain the word (with Hitzig, Meier, and

others) as meaning " on luxuriant fields," or (with Dunasch,

Aben Ezra, Ewald in § 1626) "among fat and strong ones,"

who boast of abundant health. We prefer the latter, inasmuch

as the language has already stamped the other idea on '^''sppp

(Dan. xi. 24 ; cf. Gen. xxvii. 28), and because words formed

with s prosthetic rather, on the whole, point to an attributive

than a substantival idea : lof« (like the forms t""^, ^ns, iJpK)

is an elative from pf, Judg. iii. 2 9 (as Cheyne points out),^

and D'JipB'S has the same meaning as D'?ppp in x. 16 (see the

remarks on that passage). Other offered explanations, such

as in opimis rebus (supported by Cocceius, Vitringa, Stier,

Segond, Bredenkamp), or " in fatness of body," i.e. fulness

of life (Bottcher), are less likely—^judging from the form of

the word—to be correct ; nor do they suit the circumstances

indicated here, where all the people of the Exile are speaking.

Hence the meaning of the passage is, " we stumble (stagger

about) among fat ones (i.e. those who feast and lead a merry

life) like the dead " (i.e. as if we were dead) ;
" but what,"

as Doderlein remarks, " can be thought more sad than to

wander about like a shadow, while others are fat and flourish-

ing ? " Growling and whining are expressions of impatience

and pain caused by yearning. At one time, the people give

way to impatience, and growl like bears (cf Horace, Epistles,

xvi. 51 : vespertinus circumgemit ursus ovile) ; at another, they

give themselves up to melancholy, and moan (cf. non, applied

to the cooing of the dove, in Ezek. xvii. 6) in a low and

yearning tone, like doves (quarum Uanditias, as Ovid says,

verbaque murmior habet) ; because all their hoping and waiting

1 Eegarding the name pV». ""S-a^wv, applied to the Phenician god of

health and prosperity, see Baudissin, Studien, 1. 27.8.
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for justice and salvation ever prove disappointments, when

they seem just on the point of coming.

As already stated in the beginning of ver. 9 (t?"?^), the

ultimate reason is formed by the prevailing sins : to this the

people now revert, in the outpouring of their hearts, and

their cry becomes one of penitence : the prophet (as in Jer.

xiv. 19 f., cf. iii. 21 &.), like the leader in prayer, stands at

the head of the people and makes confession. Vers. 12, 13

:

"For many are our transgressions lefore thee, and our siiis

testify against us ; for o%ir transgressions are known to us, and

as for our iniquities, we know them : apostasy and denial of

Jehovah, and turning hack from following our God ; speaking

oppression and untruth ; conceiving and uttering from the

heart words of falsehood." The people acknowledge the

multitude and magnitude (=131) of their apostate deeds, which

form the object of divine omniscience, and their sins which

testify against them (p^'^V being the predicate of the neuter

plural ; cf. Jer. xiv. 7). The second ''3 is a resumption of

the first :
" our apostate deeds are with us " (ns being used

as in Job xii. 3 ; cf. QV in Job xv. 9), i.e. we are conscious of

them ;
" and as for our misdeeds,—we know them "

(^i^.V]!'!,

instead of P^VT, as in Gen. xli. 23, cf. vi. ; and with JJ, as

always in the case of verbs v"h before J, when a sufBx is

added : see Ewald's Grammar, § 6 Oa). The sins are now
enumerated (ver. 13) in abstract infinitive forms. At the

head, indicated in a threefold manner, stands apostasy in

thought and action : the term nirTa belongs both to VJl^B

("breach of faith," transgression, e.g. i. 2) and to cna,

"denial" (Jer. v. 12); 3iD3 also is an absolute infinitive

(different from what is found in Ps. Ixxx. 19). Then follow

sins against one's neighbour : speaking which ends in oppres-

sion (Ps. Ixxiii. 8), and nno, " deviation," comprising what is

opposed to the law and the truth (Deut. xix. 16) ; conceiving

and speaking lying words out of the heart, where they have

been conceived (Matt. xv. 18, xii. 35). hn and iJh are the

only examples of the infinitive Poiil which occur in the Old

Testament, as ^^^'it5' (x. 13) is the only instance of the

perfect Poel, of verbs T\"h: the Poel is a form suitable

throughout this passage, inasmuch as the action expressed

affects others, and is meant to do them injury,— for, as
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Ewald points out, this verb - conjugation indicates an aim

or purpose ; e.g. W^ means to slander, calumniate {lingua

petere) ; tW, to envy (oculo petere).

After the confession of personal sirs there follows ac-

knowledgment of the sinful state of society. Vers. 14, 15a;
" And right is pushed back, and righteousness stands afar off;

for truth has stumbled in the market-place, and uprightness

cannot find an entrance. And truth became missed, and he

v)ho turns aside from evil is outlawed." Justice has been

forced back from the position it ought to occupy (J''Bn is the

legal term employed to signify the removal of land-marks, jid

being inflected like n''3n, JT'Dn, Jer. xxxviii. 22), and righteous-

ness is obliged to look from afar at the unrighteous dealing,

without being able to intervene and redress what is wrong.

And why are equity and righteousness—this pair so pleasing

to God and fraught with blessing to man—thrust out from

the nation, and why do they stand thus without ? Because

there is no truth and honesty among the people. Truth has

no certain dwelling-place, and no longer abides among the

people; but on the broad and open square, where justice is

administered, and where she, above all, ought to stand up-

right and be maintained in uprightness,—there has she

stumbled and fallen headlong (cf. iii. 8) ; and while honesty

(nnbJ), in her straightforward course, would gladly enter within

the limits of the forum, she cannot,— people and judges

together form a fence that keeps her back. The result of

this is stated in the first part of ver. 1 5 : truth, in its many
practical manifestations, remains behind (n^'^.V^ is an instance

of Niphal " tolerative," like xl. 26: it comes from iiy,jj>x,

to " leave behind," and thus means to let one's self be left

behind, i.e. to remain behind, whether by one's own active

assistance or by merely letting things take their course) ; and

he who avoids vice is ^.^i^itS'i? (participle Hithpoel), i.e. one

who is forced to let himself be plundered, stripped (Ps.

Ixxvi. 6), made a b'^w (Micah i. 8), Arabic 7naslilb (as Saadiah

here translates the word),—a passive turn being added to the

reflexive meaning, as K'annn, to let one's self be spied out, i.e.

disguise one's self, pretend.

With the latter part of ver. 15, or with ver. 16, begins

the third part of the discourse, which opens with threaten-
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ings but ends with promises. It is wholly descriptive of

future history, which is viewed and described as if lying

before the prophet in the past of historical reality (Cheyne).

Considering that this corrupt state of things affords no

prospect of improvement from within, Jehovah has already

prepared Himself for judicial intervention. Vers. 15& to 18 :

" And Jehovah saw it, and it was displeasing in his eyes that

there was no equity. And he saw that there was nowhere a

man, and he was astonished that there was nowhere an

intercessor; then his arm helped him, and his ririhteousness

— it became his support. And he clothed himself with

righteousness as a coat-of-mail, and the helmet of salvation on

his head ; and he put on garments of vengeance as war-cloth-

ing, and covered himself in zeal as in a mantle. According

to the deeds, in like manner loill he repay,—burning anger to

his adversaries, punishment to his enemies ; to the islands will

he requite punishment." The language of the prophet has

now toilsomely wound its way through the thorn-bushes of

cutting reproof, of dark pictures of character, of plaintive

confession, which anew— because those ready to receive

salvation are those who make confession—^brought before his

mind, in all the darker colour, the apostasy of the nation as

a mass; but now, having reached the point at which he has

to describe the judgment at hand, from the smelting-furnace

of which the Church of the future proceeds, his language

once more rises aloft, like a palm that has been forcibly bent

to the ground, and shakes its leafy crown as if restored to

the ether of the future. Jehovah saw it, and was displeased

(lit. "it was evil in His eyes;" see also Gen. xxxviii. 1, 10),

—this namely, that equity (which He loves, Ixi. 8 ; Ps.

xxxvii. 2 8) had disappeared from the life of His people : He
saw that there was no man there,—no man of mental ability

and energy (E^x being here used as in Jer. v. 1 ; cf. 1 Sam.

iv. 9, 1 Kings ii. 2, and in the old Jewish saying, " Where
there is no man, I strive to be a man ") who would be able

to restrain this corruption ; He was astonished that there was
no iyssD, i.e. no one who, intervening between God and the

people as an intercessor (see liii. 12), laid to heart this

disastrous condition of the people,—no one who (to use the

language of Ezek. xxii. 30) formed a wall against the im-
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pending ruin, and covered the breach with his body,—no one

like Aaron (Num. xvii. 12 f.) or Phinehas (Num. xxv. V) to

appease the stormful wrath. What is expressed by the

" consecutive imperfects " from VE'ini (with Mahpalc and

Metheg, as in Ixiii. 5 ; cf. ?33 in xl. 7 f.) and onwards, is

not less future than what is found in ver. 18, where the

view taken of the future is put into the form of an ideal

past. Because the people are so wholly and so deeply

corrupted, Jehovah has prepared Himself for judicial inter-

vention. He saw no man upon His side who would be

willing and able to aid Him in His right against the pre-

vailing abominations, and to support His cause : then His

own arm became His help, and His righteousness His support

(cf. Ixiii. 5), so that He did not stop in the execution of the

judgment to which He saw He was constrained, until He had

obtained full satisfaction for the honour of His holiness (v. 16).

The armour put on by Jehovah is now described. Just

as, in Eph. vi., the manifold self-manifestations of the inner

life of the soul are symbolized under each of the different

pieces of armour, so, under the pieces of Jehovah's armour

there are set forth the manifold self-manifestations of His

holy nature, formed out of wrath and love combined.

Eighteousness He puts on as a coat-of-mail (i;"]B' in half-

pause, as in 1 Kings xxii. 34; 2 Chron. xviii. 33 in full

pause for ii'lB', 6 passing over into the broader a, as almost

always the case in KfT'.'!, '^10', and also in Gen. xliii. 14,

*ri^3B'; xlix. 3, TJJ; xlix. 27, ^IP), so that He appears on every

side as righteousness. On His head He sets the helmet

(Wis with retracted tone; see Ewald, § 213 f.^) of salvation,

1 The word here, and therefore possibly also in 1 Sam. xvii. 5 (cf.

Wip, 1 Sam. xvii. 38), where one would suppose there has been retraction

of the tone, has been treated as a "fully written" segholate form. On

the other hand, in Ezek. xxvii. 10 (yaiai with simple Pashta) and

xxxviii. 5 (j)3i31 in pause), it has the tone on the last syllable, and may

therefore be regarded as having been formed like tSiS, ifr], from which

( ' ' ' '

such forma as DFlin V^jli.) D?ij? ( JU) ^^e distinguished only by a

tons-long a. The plural follows this " Milra " form, becoming D^a^a !

cf. Kimchi's Michlol Ilia, and Lexicon under y23.
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because the ultimate object for which He enters into the con-

flict is the redemption of the oppressed, salvation as the fruit

of victory by righteousness. Over the coat-of-mail He puts on

garments of vengeance as a military coat (LXX, Trepi^oXaiov,

formed like the post-Biblical rnpi^, ^"^Pf^), and covers Him-

self with zeal as in a military cloak. Judiciously and

beautifully is the inexorable justice of God compared to the

impenetrable brazen coat-of-mail ; His gladdening salvation

to the protecting helmet (from y?3, Wi^, to over-arch),

glittering afar ; His vengeance, having many modes of in-

flicting effective chastisement, to the bright -coloured gar-

ments over the coat-of-mail ; and His wrathful jealousy C^^pi?

from Wfj, to be red-hot) to the fiery red military cloak.

No weapon is mentioned—neither sword nor bow—for His

arm, and this alone, procures Him help.

But what will Jehovah do now, after He has armed Him-

self thus with righteousness and salvation, with vengeance

and jealousy? As declared in ver. 18, He will execute

retributive judgment, and this at once strict and universal.

5^03 and nSoa signify " accomplishment " (on the fundamental

meaning, see the remarks at iii. 9), this term being a pijfia

fiecrov : ni?D3, which, according as the context points, may
signify manifestions either of love or of wrath, and these

either retributive displays on the part of God, or forfeitures

on the part of man, relates here to human works ; and T^OJ,

which likewise bears a double aspect, here signifies, not

forfeiture (as in iii. 11), but repayment (as in xxxv. 4), and

this in the sense of the infliction of punishment. ?J?3 (" as,

on account of") is here employed just as in Ps. cxix. 14, and

afterwards in these prophecies, Ixiii. 7 (uti par est propter)
;

cf. the remarks on i. 26. The second emphatically repeated

?y3 (like |3? in Iii. 6) stands, without an object, as the

correlative of the first. At the mention of " the adversaries

and enemies," one is led by what precedes to think of the

apostate Israelites; for these, the prophet names "the

islands," hence the Gentile world,—concealing the special

judgment on Israel under the universal judgment upon the

nations. Judgment falls upon Israel, the salt of the earth

that has become insipid, just as upon the whole ungodly

world ; the thoroughly purified Church is destined to take its
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position -within a world out of which flagrant unrighteousness

has been swept away.

The prophet now depicts the salvation which is symbolized

by the helmet upon the head of Jehovah. Vers. 19, 20:
" And they will fear the name of Jehovah from the west, and
his glory from the rising of the sun ; for lie will come like a

river pent up, which a tempest of Jehovah drives along. And
a Redeemer comes for Zion, and for those who retttrn from
transgression in Jacob, declareth Jehovah." Instead of 1KT.1

(ist;i), Knobel by striking out Metheg would read 1S"!)1, " and

they will see ;
" but to " see the name of Jehovah " (instead

of " to see His glory ") is an expression which cannot be

proved to occur elsewhere ; nor does the relation between the

former and the latter parts of ver. 19 recommend this altera-

tion, for the latter founds the universal fear of the name of

Jehovah (cf. Dent, xxviii. 58) and of His glory (Ps. cii. 16),

which arises from the revelation of His judgment, on the

manner in which this manifestation is made. The pre-

position IP, both in " from the west " and " from the rising of

the sun," indicates the terminus a quo. From all quarters of

the earth, fear of Jehovah's name and of His glory becomes

natural to the world of nations. Tor, if God, as during the

exile in Babylon, withdrew His name and His glory from

history, the re-entrance of both is so much the more intensive

and extraordinary : and this is here represented in a figure

which reminds us of xxx. 27 f., x. 22 f. ; Ezek. xliii. 2.

The accentuation, certainly, which assigns Pashta to "in^?,

appears to make "i^ the subject,— either in the sense of

" oppressor," adversary (as in Lam. iv. 12; and this is the

view of the Targuni, Syriac, Saadiah, Malbim, Stier, and

Hahn); but, considering the expression VTVp Hon which pre-

cedes, such a transition to human means in the execution of

retributive judgment is not to be looked for,—or, in the

sense of "oppression" (as in xxv. 4, xxvi. 16, xxx. 20 : such

is the view of Eashi and Hitzig), for which one may adduce

xlviii. 1 8, Ixii. 1 2, inasmuch as ~^ is the opposite of ^"hf.

But, judging from such parallel passages as xxx. 27 f., it is

much more natural to take Jehovah (His name. His glory)

as the subject: moreover, ia, which in any case refers to

'ij'ji?, is against the view that l? is the subject-idea to which
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^3 would have the best claim to be referred : the latter is

actually the view of Stier and Hahn, who refer to Ps. Ix. 6,

and render this clause "the Spirit of Jehovah lifts up a

banner against him," viz. the adversary. But if Jehovah is

the subject to »y, then iv -iri33 are connected together (like

D"'D3p . . . d;'B3, xi. 9 ;
naiD ^nii, Ps. cxUii. 10 : see Gesenius,

§ 126. 5 [and Ewald's Syntax, English translation, § 293. 1])

without any need for reading the expression (as Seinecke does)

nv nma
; and the words either mean " a confining river " (i.e.

one which, as it were, puts in a state of siege ; on this view,

the attributive is derived from -i«, xxi. 2, xxix. 3) ; or, in

accordance with the adjectival use of the word ">V (from iiy,

and here pointed iv, through the presence of Zakeph), as in

xxviii. 20 ; Job xli. 7 ; 2 Kings vi. 1, the expression would

signify "a narrow (confined) river," one to whose mass of

waters the banks form a powerful dam, through which the

stream, especially when a storm rages, breaks with force and

carries all before it. Hence we explain the passage thus

:

" Jehovah will come like the river, one hemmed in, which a

wind of Jehovah {i.e. a violent tempest) rolls along in rapid

course (p^^^ being Pilel from DU, construed with 3, and

signifying to pursue, press upon, and put to flight). Then

will all the world from west to east, from east to west, begin

to fear Him. But the proper object of the love which breaks

through that revelation of wrath is His Church : He comes

(X31 being a continuation of N3^) for Zion a Eedeemer {i.e. as

such, Pf^is being a more precise specification of the predicate),

and for those who turn away from apostasy (VK'S ''3K' ; cf.

i. 27, and on the genitival construction, see Micah ii. 8, '5''^

i^PC??, " those who are turned away from war "). The attach-

ment of the second clause by means of the " specializing "
i is

similar to what occurs in i. 27, Ivii. 18 : He comes as the

Eedeemer for Zion {i.e. His Church that has remained faith-

ful), including those who turn again to Jehovah from their

previous unfaithfulness. In Eom. xi. 26, this utterance of

G od is cited by the apostle as a Scripture proof for the future

restoration of all Israel.

Coming as Eedeemer to His people who have hitherto

been lying under the curse, Jehovah concludes with them an

everlasting covenant. Ver. 21: "And I,— this is my
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covenant with them, saith Jehovah : My Spirit which is upon

thee, and my words which I have put in thy mouth, shall not

depart out of thy mouth, and out of the mouth of thy posterity,

and out of the mouth of the posterity of thy posterity, saith

Jehovah, from this time and for ever." In the words, " And
I—this is my covenant with them," there is a renewal of

those uttered by God to Abram (Gen. xvii. 4), " As for me,

behold my covenant is with thee." Instead of onx, the form

used here (and especially frequent in Jeremiah) is Dm (cf.

"iniSD in liv. 15). The address which follows is directed to

Israel, not to the prophet, as the person whose words and gifts

will abide as the inheritance of later generations : the latter

is the view of Klostermann, who says that if the address

referred to Israel, the continuation of the discourse after DHX

would commence with ^\}yl, etc. But he himself calls atten-

tion to the striking parallels presented in chap. i. to vers. 17, 18
and 20,—and why should not the same interchange of direct

and indirect address be admissible here as in i. 29 ? The
discourse concludes in the form of an apostrophe, which is

addressed to Jehovah's Servant in the wider sense as meaning

the people,—the remnant of Israel to which the multitude of

all God-fearing ones out of the west and east attach them-

selves. The Spirit of God rests on this Church of the new
covenant, and the words of God which bring comfort and

salvation are not merely the blessed treasure of its heart, but

also the confession of its mouth which diffuses salvation all

around,—those words being meant which (as pointed out in

li. 16) prove themselves to be the seed-corn of the new heaven

and the new earth. The new Jerusalem, the glorious centre

of this holy community, forms the subject of the following

discourse.

Third Discourse of the Last Part, Chap. LX.

The glory of the Jerusalem of the latter days.

It is night still,— the night of sin, of punishment, of

suffering, of sorrow,— a long night of well - nigh seventy

years. In this night, the prophet, in accordance with his

divine commission, has been preaching about the coming
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light. Now, in his inward experience of the contents of his

own preaching, he has come very near the time when faith

is to become sight ; and in the strength of God, who has

made him the mouth-piece of His creative fiat, he calls to

the Church, in ver. 1, "Arise, become light! for thy light

hath come, and the glory of Jehovah hath risen over thee."

The address is directed to Zion - Jerusalem, which (as in

xlix. 18, 1. 1, Hi. 1 f., liv. 1) is regarded as a woman.

Stricken down by the punitive judgment of God, brought

down by inward prostration, she lies on the ground : then

the cry reaches her ears— " Arise ! " It is a strength-

imparting word, which reanimates her frame, so that she

can arise from the ground on which she is lying, as it were

under the ban. The power - imparting word " Arise ! " is

supplemented by a second, " be light
!

" What power lies

in these two trochees, ^"lit* ^pip, which as it were hold on till

the actual accomplishment of what they express ! and what

power of comfort lies in the two iambic words T}'}'<^ ''?"'?,

which as it were impress upon the action of Zion the seal of

the divine action, and to the dpa^i'^ add its 6ecn<; !
'3 intro-

duces the reason in positive form : Zion is to become light,

because she can be light : she cannot of herself do this, but

there is a light which seeks to communicate itself to her

—

the light which beams from God's holy nature ; and this

light has come, the glory of Jehovah has risen over her (the

perfect nnj determines Ns to be also the perfect : cf. on the

other hand the order of words in Ixii. 11, where ^53 is the

participle), nnr is the usual term for indicating the rising of

the sun (see Mai. iii. 20). The sun of suns is Jehovah (Ps.

ixxxiv. 12), the God who surely comes (lix. 20).

The darkness of night now lies over the whole world, but

Zion is the point in the east at which this sun of suns

arises. Ver. 2 :
" For, behold darhness covereth the earth, and.

deep darkness the peoples, hut over thee Jehovah ariseth, and

his glory will become visible over thee." The earth is still

covered by the darkness (^^nn),— darkness in its entire

depth, the night of estrangement from God and of wretched-

ness,—and the nations by a night of clouds (pp!^V) : it is still

night as on the first day of creation, but a night which is

destined to become light. While darkness still lies over the
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peoples, it is light in the Holy Land, for a sun is rising over

Zion, viz. Jehovah in His unveiled glory.

The result of this is that Zion herself becomes wholly

light, but not for herself alone. Ver. 3 :
" And nations

walk to thy light, and hings to the shining of thy rays." In

both instances the preposition ? may be understood (as in

Hab. iii. 11) as signifying "in the view of" (or "in the

presence of,"— a meaning which is imperceptibly different

from " in ") the light, the shining of the rays ; but the verb

I3?n (not 13?i!in'!') rather leads us to think of ? as indicating

the end or goal. According to the latter view, the meaning

would be that Zion exercises such a power of attraction

that nations flow to her light (? ^7n being used as in ?I?n

in''3p, and similar expressions), and kings to the brightness

of her rays, in order to share in them, and enjoy them with

her.

As in xlix. 18, Zion is now summoned to lift up her eyes

and look around on all sides : she is the object towards which

a vast approaching multitude direct their steps. Ver. 4 :

" Lift up thine eyes round about, and see : they all assemble

together, they coine to thee ; thy sons come from afar, and thy

daughters are carried hitlier upon arms." The multitudes

assembling in hosts and approaching are her sons and

daughters who have been far scattered (xi. 12), who bring

with them the Gentiles now crowding to her, carrying them

"Tipon the side" (an expression used in Ixvi. 12), i.e. as is

still seen in the East, carrying them (sitting) upon the

haunch-bone of the bearer, the hand being used in helping

to support them (see Orelli). The form 'ijpsn has been

softened from n3DKn, the pausal form for napsFi (compare the

softening in Euth i. 13): it comes from I?x, to strengthen,

support, from which are formed \ok, riMN, an attendant, nurse,

that has charge over a child to keep it safe.

When this takes place, Zion is seized with the greatest

delight, joined with trembling. Ver. 5 :

'

" Then wilt thou,

see and be bright, and thine heart will tremble and expand ; for

unfa thee will be turned the abundance of the sea, the wealth of

the nations cometh unto thee." It is doubtful whether we

should read ''NIP', ''^'^P}, ''^l^'i^ (all three forms pointing to

^X) or ''K'ln (from nsnj
: the latter was the reading taken by
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LXX, Targum, Syriac, Jerome, Saadiah, and all the older

Jewish expositors except Aben Ezra ; it is also that of the

Masoretic text. Apart from this, ''K'lJii (" thou wilt see ")

seems the more likely and natural (judging from Ixvi. 14;
Zech. X. 7), especially because i^y^ is not (like ins and M^,

Jer. xxxiii. 9) a suitable word to use in the sense of

trembling for joy. Hence the proper rendering is, " then

wilt thou see and shine with splendour," i.e. when thou seest

this, thou wilt shine (i.e. thy face will lighten up with

joy). i™ is used as in Ps. xxxiv. 6. Jerome and Luther

thought of in?, " to stream," overflow ; but the verb has here

its original meaning of shining brightly, from which also a

river is called 1^3, as being like a streak of silver. More-

over, the impression produced by this complete change will

thus be so overpowering that the heart of Zion trembles, but

yet so elevating that the heart which has hitherto been

oppressed now heaves (or, as it is here expressed, expands,

anni—LXX, koI iKari^ar], following the reading 3ni1 found in

Chajug and Isaac Nathan's Concordance) for joy ; because the

" abundance of the sea " (i.e. all the costly things belonging to

the islands and coast-lands,

—

]^^^ signifying groaning, a roar-

ing multitude, especially of possessions; see Ps. xxxvii. 16,

etc.) will be turned to her ; and " the strength of the nations,"

i.e. (with reference to the plural form of the predicate which

follows,—just as in Hag. ii. 7) the riches (viz. gold, silver,

etc., Zech. xiv. 14) of the Gentiles are brought into her, that

she may henceforward dispose of them for the honour of her

God.

The nations occupied with commerce, and those engaged

in rearing cattle, vie with each other in enriching the

Church. Vers. 6, 7 : "A multitude of camels will cover

thee, the young camels of Midia^i and Eplia,—they all come

from Sheba ; gold and incense they iring, and the praises of

Jehovah they cheerfully make known. All the flocks of Kedar

o.re gathered together for thee, tlve rams of Nehaioth will serve

thee; they will ascend mine altar with acceptance, and I will

adorn the place of my adornnunt." The nations engaged in

commerce bring their wares to the Church; the tribe of

Midian, descended from Abraham and Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2),

and of which the Ephaeans (Targum li'in, the Hudhelites V)
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formed a branch, dwelling on the east coast of the Elanitic

Gulf in the town of Madyan, lying five days' journey south

from Aila (according to the Arabic geographers),—these come
in caravans so numerous and so long that the country round

Jerusalem swarms with camels. The term nyst^' is used as in

Job xxii. 11; and "'?33 (which is parallel to Q^P?) is from
133 (the Arabic hakr or likr), which signifies a young male

camel, or a camel's foal generally (not older than nine years

:

see Lane's Lexicon, i. 240). All these, Midianites and

Ephaeans, come from Sheba, of which Virgil {Georgics, ii. 117)

says, soils est turea virga Sdbaeis, and which, according to

Strabo (xvi. 4. 19), was a populous country of ample resources,

producing myrrh, incense, and cinnamon. There (viz. in

Yemen ^), where spices, precious stones, and gold are found,

they have brought gold and incense ; and these valuable

gifts they now bring to Jerusalem, not as unwilling tribute,

but with cheerful proclamation of the glorious doings and

attributes of Jehovah, the God of Israel. As the trading

nations come, so also do the nomad tribes : Kedar, i.e. the

Kedarenes, armed with bows (xxi. 17), and dwelling in

Dnsn (xlii. 11), or fortified settlements, in the desert between

Babylon and Syria ; and Nebaioth (likewise of Ishmaelitish

origin, according to Gen. xv. 23), a nomad tribe, which

though still of no importance during the Israelitish monarchy,

rose in the first century before Christ to eminence as a

civilised nation, whose territory extended from the Elanitic

Gulf to the country lying east, of the Jordan, across Belka

and as far as Hauran,—for the monumental inscriptions they

have left behind reach from Egypt to Babylon, though Arabia

Petraea is the chief place where they are found.^ The

1 As xnp (xliii. 3, xlv. 14) are Nubians, Wetzstein looks for ti2^

on the west coast of the Red Sea ; according to the common view, which

we follow, this is the name given to the leading tribe in Southern

Arabia, and particularly of that part in which the chief town is Marib

(Mariaha), where, according to an Arabic legend, was the residence of

Bilkls, " the queen of Sheba."

2 The Arabs call the first-born of Ishmael i.::^-}J> and the nation

I

'•'; but on Nabatean coins we find in33 and 11333 written; in the

Targums and the Talmuds also the name is written sometimes with n, at

VOL. II. 2 B
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Kedarenes drive their flocks of small cattle, wlion collected,

to Jerusalem, and the rams of the Nabateans, brought by

this nation, are placed at the service of the Church (^3W]B'|,

a verb-form with toneless suffix, as in xlvii. 10), and ascend,

for good pleasure (lis^"py, like ii^^y in IvL 7), the altar of

Jehovah (n?y being used as in Lev. ii. 12, here with object-

accusative, as in Gen. xlix. 4; N"um. xiii. 17). None of the

prophets of the Old Testament is able to think of the wor-

ship of God by the Israel of the latter days without the

offering of sacrifices ; but it would be a return to the limited

conceptions of the Old Testament if one were to conclude

that animal sacrifi.ce will ever be restored. The dividing-

wall of national particularism and ceremonial observances

forming shadows of things to come will never be re-

established ; and with the cessation of sacrificial worship

since the fiery judgment fell upon the second temple, there

has for ever passed away the restriction of worship to any

one central spot on earth (John iv. 21), but the stream of

salvation which proceeded from Jerusalem will nevertheless

ultimately empty its waters there, and make the city once

more a fountain of blessing. As the prophet has said

(in Ivi. 7), the house of God in Jerusalem will become a
" house of prayer " for all nations : Jehovah here calls it Tia

wsan (" my house of glory "), as that wliich was built for

His honour and filled with His gracious presence. He will

make its internal glory like the external, by adorning it

with the gifts brought in homage by the world of converted

Gentiles.

From the land to which caravans and flocks are coming,

the look of the prophet is now turned towards the sea.

Vers. 8, 9 :
" WTio are these that fly hither like a cloud, and

like doves to their ivindows ? Verily, the islands wait for me,

and the ships of Tarshish come first, to bring thy sons from'

afar, their silver and their gold with them, to the name of

Jehovah thy God, and to the Holy One of Israel, because He

otlier times with D ; in the Assyrian inscriptions, the name " Nahateans "

is written with n (not d) both when mentioned in connection with
Arabia and when associated with Syria: see Schrader's Cuneiform
Inscriptions, English translation, vol. i. p. 133 ; also Fried. Delitzsoh,

Paradies, 297.
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hath adorned thee." Upon the sea appear ships, dashing along

like light clouds driven by the wind, like doves that fly to

their dove-cots (as Ovid says, celeres cavis se turribus abdunt),

i.e. into the round towers provided with holes and erected for

their covering. The feminine plural of the verb referring to

nv3S shows that the ships are recognisable as such, but that

there is uncertainty regarding the place from which they have

come and that to which they are going : the question is

addressed to Zion, and in itself leads us to anticipate the

answer that there is before these swift-sailing vessels a haven

as dear and desired as the dove-cot is to the doves (D^^i'' from

nM' '). The following ''3 introduces the reason. Luzzatto

thinks that the pointing and pronunciation of the form lip''

were intended to be ili^l, and that the meaning is
—

" for me
(in order to belong to me) the islands assemble together

;

"

but instead of " islands," one would in that case expect " the

nations " (Jer. iii. 1 7). The " hoping " of the islands is

meant to be understood in the same way as indicated in

li. 5, and like the "expectant waiting" (?K) of the islands

in xlii. 4 : hoping and waiting always mean a firm and

constant expectation of something to be experienced in the

future. If Jehovah is the object (as in viii. 17; Ps.

xxxi. 25, etc.), then the hoping points to His bearing witness

of Himself to the one who hopes, and His revelation of the

fulness of His grace. Thus the hoping of the islands here is

their faith, confidently directed to Jehovah. The hastening is

grounded on the fact that they are placing themselves at the

service of Jehovah from whom they expect every good thing

;

while K''?!^b expresses the object of the active exercise of their

faith. The things that fly past like clouds and doves are

ships,—at their head (nJE'sna, with Munach instead of Metheg,

in the same sense as in Num. x. 14,—LXX having ev irpdi-

roK, and Jerome in principio, in the first clause) being the

ships of Tarshish, coming from the extreme end of the

European island-region, as the leaders of the fleet bringing

Zion's children from afar, besides the gold and silver of

the shipmasters themselves, to the name of thy God (DB*?

being a true dative, not like Iv. 5, equivalent to ]Vob;

1 See top of p. 262 of this volume, and the footnote there :
the

Talmudio rti (male pigeon) is an arbitrarily formed word.
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LXX, Sift), whom they honour, and to the Holy One of

Israel because He hath adorned thee, and thereby instilled

in them reverence and love towards thee (^"J^? instead of

=11^??, as also, out of pause, in liv. 6).

But the converted Gentiles not only present their pos-

sessions to the Church : they also offer themselves with their

kings. Vers. 10—12: "And the sons of the strangers iuild

thy walls, and their kings serve thee ; for in my wrath have I
smitten thee, and in my favour have I had compassion on thee.

And thy gates remain open continually, day and night, thiy

shall not he shut, to bring in to thee the wealth of the nations,

and their hings in triumphal train. For the nation and hing-

dovi that will not serve thee will perish, and those nations will

certainly ie laid waste." The walls of Zion rise out of their

ruins—foreigners, quite overcome through the interposition of

Jehovah, rendering personal service in the work (cf. with

Cheyne, Ixi. 5, xiv. 2), while foreign kings are ready to help

Zion (xlix. 23); of this assistance, the arrangements made

through the decrees of Cyrus, Darius, and Artaxerxes Longi-

manus were but a prelude to what continued pointing to the

latter days, though, in the view of the prophet, the time after

the Exile is itself the time of the end. Of the two perfects

in the latter part of ver. 10, ^''^''^n relates to the more remote

past, while T'^pD"! refers to the nearer and that which reaches

down to the present (cf. liv. 8). Eegarding nriQ, see the

remarks on xlviii. 8, where it is used of the ear, as in Cant,

vii. 13 it is applied to a bud. In ver. 11 the first member
of the sentence ends with it^y)

; Tiphchah divides more firmly

than its subordinate Tebhir ; however, as in Eev. xxi. 25 f,

which is derived from the present passage, r]jxepa<; koX vvkt6<;

may be conjoined with ov KKeicrdrjcrovTai. The gates of Zion

may always remain open, for a hostile attack is no longer to

be feared ; and they must remain open that the wealth of the

Gentiles may be brought in through them,—and this goes on

incessantly. The clause CJ'inj Dn''3pCT does not mean " and

their kings led," i.e. attended by a retinue following (Kimchi,

Vitringa, Eosenmiiller, etc.), but " and their kings conducted
"

(as rendered in LXX and Jerome), i.e. judging from xx. 4,

1 Sam. XXX. 2, led as captives (Targum, fi^'i??, i.e. !3''i5t3, in

chains),—led, though not by their peoples who (as Hitzig and
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others suppose) are disgusted with their rule, and deliver

them up, but by the Church which irresistibly enchains them,

i.e. conquers their hearts (cf. xlv. 14 with Ps. cxlix. 8), so

that they let themselves be brought, as God's captives, in

triumphal procession to the holy city. Ver. 12 attaches itself

to this participle ^'plJ^ji, for the condition of every people and

kingdom is henceforward determined by its subjection to the

Church of the God of redemption,—by entrance into this

Church : this is the very same thought as is carried out by
Zechariah (xiv. 1 6 ffi). The article in DJisn has a retrospective

force, and the intensive infinitive 2^n confirms the threat.

From the thought that everything great in the world of

men will become subject to the Holy One and His Church,

the eye of the prophet passes to what is great in the world of

nature. Ver. 13 :
" The glory of Lebanon will come to thee,

cypresses, plane-trees, and sherhin-trees all together, to adorn the

2)lace of my sanctuary, and the place of my feet I will make

glorious." The magnificent cedars of Lebanon and the most

beautiful trees generally will be brought to Zion, not as felled

trunks, to be employed as building-material, but dug out with

their roots, to adorn the holy place of the temple (Jer.

xvii. 12), and in order that Jehovah may glorify the place of

His feet, i.e. the place in which He, the Supermundane One,

has, as it were, to plant His feet : the temple is frequently

called His " footstool," with special reference to the ark of

the covenant (Ps. xcix. 5, cxxxii. 7 ; Lam. ii. 1 ; 1 Chron.

xxviii. 2) as the centre (cf. Ixvi. 1) of the gracious presence of

God upon earth. Those trees, therefore, which tower above the

rest of the vegetable world as if in royal splendour, are to adorn

the environs of the temple, so that avenues of cedars and

plane-trees lead into it,—a proof that there is no longer need

for taking care lest there be a falling back into idolatry.

Eegarding the names of trees, see the remarks on xli. 19,

where -seven are named,—three here : the words " cypress,

plane-tree, and sherbin-tree together " are repeated from that

passage.

The prophecy quickly reverts to the world of men. Ver.

14 : "And the children of thy tormentors go lowing low to thee,

and all thy despisers stretch themselves at the soles of thy feet,

and call thee, ' the city of Jehovah^ ' Zion of the Holy One of
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Israel.' " Those wlio persecuted the Church by deed (E3'3J»)

and by word (D^^?)?) are no more (xxvi. 14), aud their

children feel themselves disarmed : they are seized with

shame and regret on seeing the persecuted Church so highly

exalted : they come, nine' (an infinitival noun of the form

lint), Lam. v. 13, here used as an accusative of closer specifica-

tion, just as such nouns are frequently joined with the verb

jl^n; see Ewald's Syntax, Eng. translation, § 279c), [with]

" bowing," i.e. bowing themselves (the opposite of nph, Micah

ii. 3), and stretch themselves " at the soles of thy feet," i.e.

pressing themselves suppliantly on thee, as if they wished to

lay themselves under thy feet, and were unworthy of lying

anywhere else than there (see a similar passage in xlix. 23);

and whereas they formerly assailed thee with nicknames, they

now address thee with titles of honour, " city of Jehovah,"

Zion of the Holy One of Israel " (not " sanctuary of Israel,"

as Meier thinks ; for ?><"^B''. B'i"'!?, throughout the Book of

Isaiah, is a name of Jehovah, and the expression forms a

genitival construction, like " Bethlehem of Judah," " Gibeah

of Saul," etc.).

A glorious transformation of the Church takes place, both

in reality and in the estimation of the nations. Vers. 15,

16:" Whereas thou wast forsaken and hated, a7id no one passed

through thee, I now make thee an everlasting splendour, a joy

for generation after generation. And tJiou wilt such the milk

of nations, and the hreast of kings thou wilt suck, and thou wilt

learn that I am Jehovah, thy Saviour and thy Redeemer, the

Mighty One of Jacob." Of the two intertwined modes of

viewing Zion, viz. as the Church (or mother of Israel) and

a city (metropolis), the latter predominates in ver. 15, the

former in ver. 1 6 ; for, although the terms " forsaken " and

"hated" apply equally to a city and a church (Ivi. 4, 11),

the expression " no one passing through " (see the remarks on

xxxiv. 1 0) is suitable only to the city as laid waste ; the

fusion of the two modes of view in ver. 1 5 is similar to what

is found in xfix. 21. Jerusalem now becomes a splendour

throughout, and an everlasting splendour too, a ground of

rapture to generation after generation throughout this world's

history. The nations and their kings now give up to the

Church their vital substance, as a mother or nurse gives to the
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child the milk of her breasts ; and the Church thereby has

rich nourishment for prosperous growth, ever fresh material

for joy and thanksgiving. We can by no means think of

enrichment by plunder (as Hitzig does) ; the sucking is not

that of a child, not a vampire. One would have expected to

read "queens" ("i^^p, xlix. 23) instead of "kings" (Q'P^^P)

;

but by the intentional employment of the latter term, together

with ly (Ixvi. 11) instead of '•Jf, the literal and natural

interpretation of the statement is shown to be impossible, and

a spiritual meaning indicated : the figure shows itself to be

but a figure, and requires that an ideal view shall be taken of

the words. The Church sees in all this the gracious arrange-

ment of her God ; she perceives therein that Jehovah, her

Saviour, He, her Eedeemer, He, the Mighty One of Jacob (as

in xlix. 2Qb), is the One who has conquered for her, and now
causes her to triumph.

The beauty of the new Jerusalem, without and within, is

now depicted by mentioning the materials of which she is

built, and the forces which prevail within her. Vers. 17, 18:
" Instead of copper, I tring gold ; and instead of iron I bring

silver; and instead of wood, copper; and instead of stones,

iron ; and I make peace thy government, and justice thine

officers. Oppression will no more he heard in thy land, devasta-

tion and destruction in thy borders ; and thou callest salvation

thy walls, and renown thy gates." "Wood and stone are not

employed at all in the construction of the new Jerusalem.

As, in the time of Solomon, silver was counted for nothing

(1 Kings X. 21), and had merely the value of stones (1 Kings

X. 27), so Jehovah provides her with gold instead of copper,

silver instead of iron ; while copper and iron, in view of this

abundance of precious metals, have become so depreciated

that they take the place of wood and stone as building

materials. The city accordingly becomes massive, wholly

constructed of metal, indestructible by the elements, and by

all kinds of foes. That the prophet does not mean his words

to be taken literally is shown by the continuation of the

prophecy in allegorical form. LXX, Saadiah, Eosenmiiller,

Hitzig, and Knobel give the incorrect rendering, "I make

thy government peace," etc. ; ^'hf and nij"ix are not predica-

tive accusatives, but object-accusatives ; such personifications
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are common in this prophet (see xxxii. 16 f., lix, 14; cf.

xlv. 8). Jehovah makes peace her "oversight" ('"•'^i^f, like

^723, "bravery," for "heroes," in iii. 25, and nnw, "help," for

" helpers," in xxxi. 2), i.e. government, and righteousness her

officers of justice. The plural "^yp is not opposed to the

figurative meaning; righteousness is to Jerusalem what the

whole body of officers of the executive and officers of the public

safety are in other cases, i.e. righteousness takes the place of

the entire staif of officials who maintain law and order. Under

such a magistracy and such civil administration, nothing is

heard within the country and district of which Jerusalem is

the capital, of Don (i.e. coarse and unjust attack by the

stronger upon the weaker),—nothing of "w (devastation) and
laE' (destruction). She has walls (ver. 10), but in reality

" salvation," the salvation of her God, is to her an impregnable

fortification (n»in from non, Arab, i^*^, Neo-Syriac ]Sa*j, to

keep, preserve) : she has gates (ver. 1 1), but in reality all

gates, whether for maintaining her in safety or for adornment,

are for her rendered needless by the njnn (i.e. fame that

brings fear and reverence) with which Jehovah has invested

her. nsipl (at end of ver. 18) forms a part of the direct

address, and is therefore (see Konig's Lehrgcbande, i. 606) to

be written nsni^i (not HNnPi, as in vii. 14).

The prophecy now returns to the thought from which it set

out, and which has maintained the leading place throughout,

—that Jerusalem will become light. Vers. 19, 20 :
" The

sun will no longer become a light to thee by day, nor will the

moon give light to thee for brightness: Jehovah will become an
everlasting light to thee, and thy God become thine ornament.

Thy sun will no more set, nor will thy moon be withdrawn ; for

Jehovah will be to thee for an everlasting light, and the days of

thy mourning are completed." Though, in the view of the

prophet, the Jerusalem of glorious times in this world, and the

Jerusalem of the coming eternity are commingled, the mean-

ing of these prophecies of his is not that sun and moon will

no longer exist: even of the Jerusalem that is not built by
Israel with the assistance of converted Gentiles, but comes

down from heaven to earth, the seer (Eev. xxi. 23) merely

says that the city does not need the light of either sun or
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moon,—and this is the view of our passage taken in the

Targum. Hofmann correctly remarks that " there will still

be sun and moon, but the holy place will be continually

lighted by the manifestation of the presence of God which

irradiates everything." The prophet has here found the most

complete expression for that to which the prophecies in iv. 5,

XXX. 26, xxiv. 23, have already been pointing. The second

clause in ver. 1 9 must not be translated thus, " and when the

moon shines, it does not become clear to thee," for i''^n does not

mean to become bright, in this neuter sense ; but neither do

the words mean (as supposed by Hitzig and Knobel), " and as

to the shining of the moon, it does not give thee brightness,"

for it is not D'l'n riJbp, but ^im alone that is used to mean,
" for the lightening up of the night " (cf. H33 applied in

xiii. 1 to the shining of the moon, and Mi, in Joel ii. 1 0, to

the glittering of the stars) in contrast with Do^'' liNP. Hence

we must either (with Bredenkamp and others) render the

expression " and for illumination, the moon will not shine on

thee," or even (in accordance with the accentuation, which

would have given Tiphchah, and not Zakeph gadol to V\m, if the

latter were meant to indicate the purpose or object), " and as

to illumination" (? being used as in xxxii. IV). The glory

of Jehovah which hovers over Jerusalem and has descended

into her, is henceforward her sun and her moon,—a sun that

never sets, a moon that is not taken away (np?). ^?) like a

lamp that is taken in towards morning (cf. fipxj in xvi. 10,

" drawn in," disappeared). The triumph of light over dark-

ness, which is the object of the history of this world, is con-

centrated in the new Jerusalem. How this is meant to be

understood is indicated in the closing words of ver. 2 : the

number of the days of sorrow measured out to the Church is

full ; the darkness of the corruption of sin and the state of

punishment has been overcome ; the Church is nothing but

holy and blessed joy, without change or disturbance.

We are now shown how deeply conscious the prophet was

of the connection between darkness, wrath, and sin. Ver. 2 1

:

" And thy people, they are all righteous ; they for ever possess

the land, a sprout of my plantings,' a work of my hands, for

glorification." The Church of the new Jerusalem consists of

none but righteous ones, who, purified from the guilt of sin,
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henceforward keep themselves free from presumptuous sin,

and therefore occupy the promised land for ever, without

needing to fear that they shall again be destroyed and

banished : "a sprout (iVO, as in xi. 1, xiv. 19) of my plant-

ings " CVm, KeiMb,—wrongly ivap or Vy^p), i.e. creative acts

of grace (cf. v. 7), "a work of my hands (of. xix. 25) to

glorify myself" (i.e. wherein I have that of which I may boast,

"'???'?'??' being used as in Ixi. 3).

The life of this Church, created through judgment and

grace, expands from an almost invisible centre outwards, to the

widest extent. Ver. 22a.- "The smallest one will become a

thousand, and the most diminutive a povjerful nation." The

small and diminutive, or, as the idea is a relative one

(Gesenius, § 133. 3), the smallest and most diminutive,

means an individual, one without a family: such an one

becomes the centre and starting - point of a numerous race.

A similar expression is found in Micah v. 7 ; cf. v. 1.

The whole of the prophetic address is now sealed with the

promise in the end of ver. 22: " /, Jehovah, will hasten it in

its time" The neuter affix na— (as in xliii. 13, xlvi. 11)

refers to all that has been predicted from ver. 1 and onwards.

Jehovah will accomplish it speedily, for the point of time

{Kaipoi) which He has fixed for it will have come. As this

point of time is known to Him alone, this glory will come

with sudden surprise upon those who have faithfully waited

for its appearing.

That chap. Ix. forms a self-contained whole is evident from

the very fact that the direct address to Zion-Jerusalem is

sustained throughout. If we compare such passages as

li. 17—23 ("Awake, awake, stand up, Jerusalem !"), lii. 1, 2

(" Awake, awake ! clothe thyself with thy strength, Zion !

"),

and chap. liv. (" Shout aloud, thou barren one
!

"), which are

closely related as regards their contents, we shall find that

these addresses to Zion form an ascending series of which

chap. Ix. is the summit to which they lead up,—the whole

being a complete counterpart to the address to the daughter of

Babylon in chap. xlviL
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FouETH Discourse of the Last Part, Chap. LXI.

The glory of the office vnth which the Servant of Jehovah

is invested.

The address of Jehovah here passes over into that of

another whom He has appomted Mediator for the execution

of His gracious counsel. Vers. 1-3 :
" The Spirit of the

Lord Jehovah is over me, because Jehovah hath anointed me to

hring glad tidings to svfferers, to hind up Irohen-hearted ones,

to proclaim liberty to captives, removal of blindness to tlie

prisoners ; to proclaim a year of grace of Jehovah, and a day

of vengeance of our God, to comfort all mourning ones; to put
upon the mourners of Zion, to give to them a head-ornament

instead of ashes, oil of joy instead of mourning, a covering of

praise instead of an expiring spirit, that they m,ay be called

terebinths of righteousness, a planting of Jehovah, for glorifica-

tion'.' Who is the speaker here ? The Targum prefaces

the passage with the words, " The prophet says," and, except

a few, all modern expositors (even Klostermann and Breden-

kamp) make the author of this book of consolation to be the

speaker, who, after having (in chap. Ix.) let the Church

behold the summit of her glory, now, with grateful look

directed to Jehovah and rejoicing in spirit, extols his grand

commission. But this view is objectionable, for the follow-

ing reasons : (1) Nowhere has the prophet yet spoken of

himself as such in lengthy utterances, but rather (except in

the closing words, "saith my God," in Ivii. 21) everywhere

studiously kept himself in the background. (2) On the

other hand, whenever another than Jehovah began to speak,

and made reference to the work of his calling and his ex-

periences connected therewith (as in xlix. 1 ff., 1. 4 ff.), it

was in such cases this self - same Servant of Jehovah of

whom and to whom Jehovah speaks (see xlii. 1 ff., lii. 13

on to end of chap. liii.). (3) All that the person here

speaking says of himself is again met with in the picture of

the one unique Servant of Jehovah; he has been endowed

with the Spirit of Jehovah (xlii. 1) ; Jehovah has sent him,

and with him sent His Spirit (xlviii. 16); he has a tongue

that has been taught of God, to assist with words him who
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is wearied (1. 4) ; those who are almost despairing and

destroyed he goes to spare and save, preserving the broken

reed and expiring wick (xlii. 3) ;
" to open blind eyes, to lead

prisoners out of the prison, those who are sitting in darkness

out of the house of confinement,"—this is what, above all,

he has to do in word and deed for his people (xlii. 7,

xlix. 9). (4) After the prophet has represented the Servant

of Jehovah, of whom he prophesies, as speaking in such

dramatic directness as in xlix. 1 &., 1. 4 £f., and also

xlviii. 16&, one could not expect that he would now place

himself in the foreground and claim for himself official

attributes which he has set down as characteristic features

in the picture of the predicted One, who (as Vitringa well

says) not merely proclaims but dispenses the new and great

gifts of God. For these reasons, we (with ISTagelsbach,

Cheyne, Driver, and Orelli) consider that the Servant of

Jehovah is the speaker here. The glory of Jerusalem has

been depicted in chap. Ix., and the language has been

throughout sustained in the form of direct address by

Jehovah: here, in chap. Ixi. (just as in xlviii. 166, but more

fully than there), there is placed alongside of it the address

of His Servant, who is the Mediator of this glory, and espe-

cially its pioneer in gospel announcement. As Jehovah says

of him in xlii. 1, " I have put my Spirit upon him ;

" so

here he says of himself, " the Spirit of Jehovah is upon me."

And when he goes on to say, giving the reason of this,

" because QT. = "i?''f? ]Vl) Jehovah hath anointed me " (pm
''^K distinguishing subject from object more emphatically

than the form ''^Uf'?), we have ground for inferring, from the

choice of the word, that we have here a reference to the fact

that the Servant of Jehovah and the Messiah are one and

the same Person. Thus, Jesus in the synagogue at Nazareth,

after reading the first part of this discourse, closed the book

with the words, " This day is this scripture fulfilled in your

ears" (Luke iv. 16—22). The combination of the divine

names niiT 'bnx is the same as in xlviii. 16,1. 4-9. Ee-

garding itpa, ei/ayyeXl^eiv {-eadaC), see the remarks on xl. 9.

He comes to apply a bandage to the heart-wounds of those

who are broken-hearted (? aB'n or ^E^n, as in Ezek. xxxiv. 4

;

Ps. cxlvii. 2 : cf. ^ N?i"J or Nsn, vi. 10 ; ) P^iyn, liii. n). ^y^
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i^iT is the expression used in the Law to indicate the pro-

clamation of freedom (viz. liberation of bondsmen, and
return of alienated property in land to the original pro-

prietors) which the year of Jubilee (coming every fiftieth

year, after seven sabbatical periods) brought with it ; for this

reason it is called "ii"i'=|i] ri3E' in Ezek. xlvi. 17; i^Tn comes

from T4, .J, a verb-root signifying the direct, shooting flight

of the swallow (see our remarks on Ps. Ixxxiv. 4), and free

movement generally, like that of a ray of light, free out-

pouring. nip-ni5Q is written as two words (see the remarks

on ii. 2 0) : mediaeval Jewish writers explain it as meaning
" opening of the prison " (Journal of the German Oriental

Society, xxxvi. 405), nip perhaps being a root lil^e np^. But
even Abulwalid, Aben Ezra, and other early writers take nipnpa

as one word of the same model as pripnB, innriB', and in the

sense of opening, viz. of the prison. As ^p.^, however, is

nowhere used, like nriQ (in xiv. 7, li. 14), of the opening of

a room, but almost always of the opening of the eyes (as in

XXXV. 5, xlii. 7, and often elsewhere ; once with reference to

the ears), we keep to the general usage of the language

without needing to betake ourselves to any alteration of the

text, if we view nipn?? as referring to the eyes being open,

in contrast with the gloomy darkness of a prison; hence

Luzzatto rightly renders the expression, ed ai carcerati il vedere

la luce; the LXX is Kal rvcj^Xoh avd^Xe-^i,v, as if the read-

ing were CIlW. (Ps. cxlvi. 8). Moreover, he has been sent to

proclaim aloud the promise of a year of good pleasure (li^"i

synonymous with nyiB'^, xlix. 8) and a day of vengeance

which Jehovah has appointed : as in Ixiii. 4 (and in some

measure, similarly, xxxiv. 8) the length of a year is assigned

to the work of grace, but the space of a day to the worlc of

vengeance. The vengeance applies to those who keep the

people of God in confinement, and oppress them,—the grace

to all those who have been humbled in heart by their con-

dition of punisliment, though likewise deeply distressed by

its long duration (Ivii. 15); the "mourners" whom the

Servant of Jehovah has to comfort are the " mourners of

Zion," who are deeply affected by the fall of Zion. In ver.

3 he corrects himself by changing from DIB*? to nnp, because
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what he brings is not merely a crown, for which CflS^ is a

suitable term, but abundance of manifold gifts, for which

only so general a word as PJ is appropriate. Instead of

1SX (the ashes of repentance and sorrow upon the head) he

brings if?3 (a diadem adorning the head),—the latter word

being, in the spelling of its letters also, a play upon those of

the former :
" the oil of joy " (an expression taken from Ps.

xlv. 8 ; cf. also 'inTO there, with "nx nm here) instead of

mourning ;
" a wrapper (cloak) of renown " instead of a faint

and almost expiring spirit : delight is to be the oil with which

they henceforward anoint themselves, and praise the cloak with

which they cover themselves (the genitival construction is

like what occurs in lix. 17). And whence comes this ? The
gifts of God, though symbolized in outward forms, are

spiritual,—the sap and strength, the marrow and energy of

a new life. The Church thereby becomes " terebinths of

righteousness " {Y^ has been misunderstood by Targum,

Symmachus, Jerome, and misrendered " mighty ones
;

" the

Syriac has dechre, " rams "), i.e. possessors of divinely-produced

righteousness manifesting such decision, firmness, and fulness

that they seem like terebinths with their strong trunks and

their perennial green foliage,—a planting of Jehovah, that

He may thereby obtain honour : this idea is a repetition of

what is contained in Ix. 21.

Even in the latter part of ver. 3 there was introduced with
on? S'jpi, instead of the infinitive indicating purpose, a perfect

which declares what is to take place through the instru-

mentality of the Servant of Jehovah. The second turn in

the address, which now follows (vers. 4—9), continues to

employ such perfects, which afterwards change into im-

perfects : the whole, however, is still subordinated to the

introductory portion in ver. 1, and there is now expounded,

in prophetic form, the substance of the gospel message to be

proclaimed by the Servant of Jehovah. Vers. 4—6 :
" And

they will hdld up .
wastes of ancient times, they will raise up

desolations of the forefathers, and they will renew waste cities,

desolation of previous generations. And strangers stand and

feed your flocks, and foreigners hecome your husbandmen and
vine - dressers. But ye will le called priests of Jehovah,
' Servants of our God ' will men say to you ; the riches of the
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Gentiles will ye enjoy, and in their glory will ye pride your-

selves." The wastes and desolations of o^-ij? and lilj li"n {i.e.

of more recent and more remote antiquity, Iviii. 12) are not

confined to what has been lying in ruins during the seventy

years of the Exile : the country will be so densely populated

that former dwelling-places will not be sufficient (xlix. 19 1);

hence, what are meant are localities lying waste, situated

even beyond the bounds of the holy land till now (liv. 3),

which will again be built up, raised up, renewed by the

returned ones, and these too of a later generation (Iviii. 12,

^BD ; cf. Ix. 14). y}h in the sense of a desolation is a word
belonging to the later times of the language (Zephaniah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel). The thought of assistance by the Gentile

nations naturally occurs to the mind in connection with

mention of the rebuilding (Ix. 10), and ver. 5 states that

these will enter the service of Israel: "they stand there

(viz. at their post tnr\i2V^-bv, 2 Chron. vii. 6, ready to offer

their services) and feed your flocks (|N5f, without a plural

form; cf. Gen. xxx. 43), and foreigners are your husband-

men Cl^, ^S\ the noun-form indicating one's Kfe-calling and

mode of life) and vine-dressers." But Israel is now among
the Gentiles, who have entered into the Church of Jehovah,

and become the people of God (xix. 25),—what the Aaronites

have hitherto been among the Israelites; it now stands at

the height of its original destiny,—to be a kingdom of priests

(Ex. xix. 6). They are called " priests of Jehovah," and the

Gentile community calls them " servants of our God," for the

God to whom Israel renders priestly service is now by the

Gentiles called " our God." Eegarding the position assigned

to the Hebrew nation after it has become the teacher of

other peoples and the leader of their worship, as here

declared, we can form no conception that will harmonize

with the spirit of New Testament liberty and the abolition

of all dividing - walls between the nations,— the prophet

predicts New Testament matters in Old Testament fashion.

Even when he goes on to say, " the riches of the nations will

ye eat, and in their glory will ye pride yourselves " {i.e. boast

in their most glorious things which have passed over into

your possession), though this is meant to be understood in
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accordance with the ethical limitations laid down in the

beginning of ver. 8, there are sense-colourings which receive

their explanation in the fact that the future is viewed in the

mirror of the present as an inversion of the relation hitherto

subsisting. We do not accept the explanation given by

Eashi, Hitzig, Knobel, and Bredenkamp, who make the words

to mean, " and changing with them ye enter into their glory,"

and who derive iKJ:nn from "io;=iio, Hiphil Tp\n (Jer. ii. 11,

where this is the Massoretic reading), taking the word as

properly signifying " to exchange places with another," then,

to change a place or kind : a more simple and suitable mean-

ing is obtained by regarding "ip^ as equivalent to ipij (ef.

nn;=nn}j, DB'^=nE'X, tl^^=fl^X, etc.X and signifying "to push

upwards," rise on high (allied to "lon ; see the remarks on

xvii. 9), whence, in Ps. xciv. 4, "il???'P'?, "to raise one's self up

(proudly)," and here itp^nn ; this has been the view taken of

the meaning of the word by Jerome (who has superhietis), and

perhaps also LXX {6av[iaa-6r)a€ade, in the sense of spectabiles

eritis), the Targum, and the Syriac.

The ignominy of banishment then changes into the enjoy-

ment of superabundant possessions and honourable distinc-

tion. Vers. 7—9 :
" Instead of your shame, ye will have

double; and (instead of) reproach, they will shout ivith joy

over their portion: tlurefore in their land they will possess

double; everlasting joy will they have. For I, Jehovah, love

equity ; I hate robbery with maliciousness, and I give them

their reward in faithfulness, and an everlasting covena?it I
conclude with them. And their race is known among the

nations, and their offspring in the midst of the peoples: all

who see them- will recognise them, that they are a race which

Jehovah hath blessed." The first half of ver. 7 finds its

explanation in the second, according to which n^typ means
" double possessions," in the land of their inheritance which

they have again reached, and which has been enlarged

beyond the bounds of former occupation and possession,

while Di^pn ^isnj indicates overflowing joy, upon the ground

and soil which by divine appointment is their peculiar

inheritance (Qi^fH being used as in Micah ii. 4). On
this view of the relation between the former and the

latter portions of ver. 7, the meaning of [?? is not "there-
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fore, because they Lave hitherto suffered shame and ignominy,"

but what is promised in the former portion is unfolded

according to its actual order of sequence, and the condensed
view given in the beginning of the verse seems less strange.

The transition from the direct form of address into the

indirect is similar to what is found in i. 29, xxxi. 6 f, lii.

14 f.; '^fiippi is a condensed form of expression instead of

HB^a nnni (Ewald's Syntax, English translation, § 351a), just

in the same way as ''Ofinm in xlviii. 9, for 'n^nn t^ttS and

QiJ^n is either an object- accusative, as in the construction of

13"! found in Ps. li. 16, or an adverbial accusative, equivalent

to QiJ^n?' lil^e 'T'n^n in xliii. 23; of. xxiv. Contrary to the

accentuation, the LXX, Jerome, and Saadiah translate the

clause, " instead of your double shame and disgrace
;

" on

that view the main portion of the clause would read is'in

'^JPrC ; but to explain the middle part of the verse (with the

Targum, Saadiah, and Stier) as meaning " disgrace on the part

of those who rejoice in their portion," is impossible. In ver. 8

is given the reason for the bestowal of the gracious gifts

which are to make up for the wrong that has been suffered

:

Jehovah loves equity and hates npij/3 7Ta ; this last expression

does not mean " robbery in burnt - offering " (according to

Jerome, Succa 30a, Eashi, Aben Ezra, Kimchi, Luther, and

Luzzatto),—for there would be no basis in the context for this

characterization of hypocritical sacrifice-worship on the part of

Israel,—but (as correctly given in the LXX, Targum, Syriac,

and Saadiah) " robbery (or, properly, the proceeds of robbery)

in (or 'with') villainy." There is no need (with Kloster-

mann and Bredenkamp) for regarding npij? as being incorrectly

pointed : it does not stand alone as an instance of softening

from the form npij? (cf. nn?y in Job v. 16 ; n'^iy in Ps. Iviii. 3,

Ixiv. 7); the attachment by means of 3 to the preceding

word—especially because this has not the form npn, but ?!|i

—is precisely like such instances as occur in Prov. xvi. 8
;

cf. XV. 16, etc.; cf. i. 13, "iniquity and a festal throng." I

was formerly of opinion that DBK'p was to be referred to the

violation of justice by the Chaldeans, and that the expression

rh\Vf ^ta indicated their robbery ; but I'M is not a suitable

word for this idea (cf tra in xlii. 24 ; TiB', 133 in xxxiii. 1

;

Ll •
\ -T / T T

i'?^ in x. 6), and rather leads us to think of injustice formerly

VOL. II. 2
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rampant in Israel itself (cf. Mai. ii. 10 : see also iiL 14, x. 2;

Ezek. xxii. 29); and the meaning therefore rather seems to

be that it will not be by unjust self-enrichment that com-

pensation will be made to the people impoverished by the

world-empire, but by the riches of divine blessing which (as

Klostermann and Bredenkamp point out) will manifest itself

in the coming of formerly hostile peoples to Israel, bringing

their possessions (cf. the latter part of ver. 6 with the first

part of ver. 8). In this way will He whose moral nature is

opposed to the unrighteousness of avarice give them tlieir

reward (i^pVQ signifying reward of labour in Lev. xix. 13; of

hardship endured in Ezek. xxix. 20; and here, of suffering),

and this too n»N3, i.e. precisely as he promised it, without

keeping anything back. The posterity of those who have in

this way risen anew to eminence will become well known
(iHii being used as in Prov. xxxi. 23) among the world of

nations ; and it will be needful merely to get a sight of them

in order to recognise them (by conspicuous signs of blessing),

for they are a divinely blessed race. The conjunction ''3 here

signifies not nam, but quod ; for, when the predicate is not to

receive emphatic prominence, the placing of nan at the head

of a proposition is a special sign that tliis is a dependent

clause (see Ps. xciv. 11 ; Jer. xlvi. 5). The object stands in

advance, and is unfolded by means of "'3, after the fashion of

the figure called antiptosis, as in Gen. i. 4 (which see) ; Ps.

cxli. 6 ; Jer. xxviii. 9 ; cf. xlvi. 5 ; Ps. cxxxii. 6.

To be the messenger bearing such promises of God to His

people, is the joyful calling of the Servant of Jehovah. Vers.

10, 11: "Heartily do I rejoice in Jehovah; my soul shall

exult in my God,—that he hath given me garments of salvation

to put on ; in the role of righteousness hath he covered me, like

a iridcgroom who wears the turhan like a priest, and like a

Iride who adorns herself with her jewels. For, like the land

which brings forth its sprouts, and like a garden which causes

what is soivn in it to sprout forth, so doth the Lord Jehovah

cause righteousness and praise to spring before all the nations'.'

The Targum prefaces this last turn in the discourse with the

words, " Thus saith Jerusalem." But, as vers. 4—9 are an

unfolding of the glorious prospects which have to be accom-

plished through the instrumentality, in word and deed, of
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liim wlio speaks in vevs. 1-3, the speaker in both of these

passages must be the same. As the discourse of the Servant

in chap. 1. is enclosed within that of Jehovah,—so here, in

chap. Ixi., the divine announcement is embraced within the

address of the Servant. In Jehovah his God (3 being used

to denote the ground and spliere of experience) he experiences

exceeding joy which constrains him to rejoice ; for the future,

—full of grace, which he has been appointed to proclaim as

the Evangelist to Israel, which he has to found as the

Mediator of Israel, and which, as an Israelite himself, he will

live to see with others,—is wholly salvation and righteous-

ness, so that he, the bearer and messenger of the gracious

counsels of God, appears in his own eyes as one to whom
Jehovah has given garments of salvation to put on, and whom
He has covered in a robe of righteousness. Eegarded on the

evangelical aspect of the idea, " righteousness " is here the

parallel term to "salvation ;" and the figurative representa-

tion of both by means of articles of clothing is similar to

what we find in lix. 17. ^V\ (to "enwrap"), according to the

punctuation before us, is equivalent to nipj; (to wrap one's

self up ; hence HDJ^D^ which occurs in ver. 3) ; taking the latter

verb as the root, we might point the form VPI!! (from the

Hiphil '^p.?^p). As he is entitled to hope such things for his

people, and stands among them preaching the same, he

appears to himself like a bridegroom who makes his turban

in priest-like fashion (i.e. winds it round his head after the

manner of the priestly nij^ajp, Ex. xxix. 29, which are called

ClKa in Ex. xxxviii. 28;' cf, Ezek. xliv. 18; E'nn, Ezek.

xxiv. 17). Eashi and others think of the purple-blue nwifp

of the high priest ; but the verb ]\!^\ does not entitle us to

think of anything beyond the tall mitre of the ordinary

priest, which was formed by winding a long linen band round

the head in such a way as to make it stand up in a point.

We must by no means (with Hitzig and Hahn) regard \[}p] as

equivalent to T?l, or alter it into the latter (as Bredenkamp

does) : 1^3 is a denominative verb, and signifies to act the

part of a priest, to play the priest ; it is here used with the

accusative i???, which may either be viewed as the accusative

of closer specification (so that the clause would mean " who

plays the priest in a turban,"—as Aquila renders it, co?
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vvfi:plov liparevofievov a-recfidva)), or—wLat better agrees with

the parallel member—" who makes the turban as a priest

does." As often as he receives the word of promise into his

heart and takes it into his mouth, it is to him like the turban

of the bridegroom, like the jewellery which a bride puts on

(myn is Qal, as in Hos. ii. 1 5, etc.). For the contents of the

promise are nothing but salvation and renown which Jehovah

causes to sprout up before all nations, as the earth makes its

plants to sprout, and a garden what is sown in it (a is used

prepositionally in both cases, meaning " like," and is followed

by attributive clauses: see remarks on viii. 23). The word

in the mouth of the Servant of Jehovah is the seed out of

which great things are developed before all the world. The

ground and soil of this development is mankind, the garden

enclosed in it is the Church, and the great things themselves

are righteousness as the present inner nature of His Church,

and renown as its present outward manifestation. The im-

pulsive force of the seed is Jehovah, but the bearer of the

seed is the Servant of Jehovah, and the fact that it is possible

to scatter the seed of a future so full of grace and glory is

the ground of his festive rejoicing.

Fifth Discouksb of the Last Part, Chap. LXII.

The gradual development of the glory of Jerusalem.

Those expositors who think that the prophet is the speaker

in chap. Ixi. make him to be the speaker here also ; in

reality, however, it is Jehovah who here begins. Vers. 1—3 :

"For Zion's sake I shall not he silent, and for Jerusalem's

sake I shall not rest, until her righteousness breaks forth like

morning - splendour, and her salvation like a burning torch.

And nations will see thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory,

and thou wilt be called by a new name which the mouth of

Jehovah will determine. And thou wilt be an adorning coronet

in the hand of Jehovah, and a royal diadem in the hand of thy

God." That it is not the prophet who speaks here (as

Bredenkamp and others think), nor the Servant of God (as

Lohr fancies), but Jehovah,—the view of the LXX, Targum,

Vitringa, Luzzatto, Cheyne, and Orelli,^is shown by the first
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part of ver. 6, and also by tlie expression employed ; for, in

such utterances of Jehovah about Himself, the usual word He
employs to signify His permission of things as they are,

without interposing, is n^'H (Ixv. 6, Ivii. 11, Ixiv. 11, xlii. 14;
cf. i^^pf^, xviii. 4). Jehovah, after having begun to speak for

Zion and to bestir Himself, will, for the sake of Zion (i.e. just

because it is Zion, His Church), neither be silent nor give Him-
self rest till He has gloriously carried out His work of grace

;

at present, Zion is still in obscurity, but the time is certainly

coming when her righteousness will go forth like r\i^,—flight

which breaks through the night (Ix. 19, lix. 9), here used of the

morning sunshine (Prov. iv. 18 ; cf. inE', morning-red, Iviii. 8),

—and till her salvation becomes like a torch that blazes.

The verb-form "ip?*. is connected with T'B?? (Merchah) as an

attributive-clause, and is equivalent to 1J?3 ; it is unnecessary

to assume that i^^l is employed, by attraction, instead of

"iWn (cf. ii. 11 ; and Ewald's Hebrew Syntax, Eng. translation,

§ 3 1 Yc), especially because, in such a case, the foregoing word

would be pointed TSpl (cf. Nah. ii. 5). The force of the

conjunction "iV does not extend beyond ver. 1 ; from ver. 2

and onwards the state of things existing at the final period

marked by ^5' is described. The eyes of the nations will be

directed to Zion's righteousness, the impress of which is now
their common nature ; the eyes of all kings will be turned

to her glory, with which the glory of no single one among

them, or of all together, can be compared. And because

these circumstances of Zion are new, having never existed

before, her old name is insuflicient to indicate her real nature

and character; she is called by a new name (S[^'^i with

Mahpak and preventive Metheg as a counterpoise to the

retraction of the tone; see the remarks on xl. 7 f.),—and

who could determine this new name ? He who makes the

Church righteous and glorious,—He and He alone can utter

the name corresponding to her new nature; the mouth of

Jehovah will determine it (^i^: signifying to "pierce,"

designate, call by a distinguishing name, L. nuncupare ; cf.

Amos vi. 1 ; Num. i. 1 7). It is only through figurative repre-

sentations that prophecy here sees what Zion will be in the

future : she becomes a crown of adornment, a tiara (T?y, Ketliih

tl«S=ns3Vp, the head-dress of the high priest, Ex. xxviii. 4

;
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Zech. iii. 5 ; and of the king, Ezek. xxi. 31) of royal dignity

in the hand of Jehovah her God. It is a leading feature in

the picture that Jehovah holds the crown in His hand. Zion

is not the ancient crown which the Eternal bears on His

head, but she is the crown that He holds in His hand, because

in Zion He is recognised by all creation : the whole history

of redemption is the history of Jehovah's taking the kingdom

and bringing it to perfection,—in other words, the history of

the working out of this crown.

Zion once more becomes God's beloved one, and her home
the bride of her children. Vers. 4, 5 :

" No longer wilt thou

ie called ' Forsaken,' nor will thy land any more he called

' Desolation,' hut thou wilt he named, ' My delight in her'

and thy land ' Wedded ;
' for Jehovah delighteth in thee, and

thy land is married. For [as] the young man espouseth the

virgin,—[sol ^% children espouse thee : and [asl the bridegroom

rejoiceth in the hride, [so^ will thy God rejoice in thee." Though

the prophecy now mentions new names which will take the

place of the old, these new designations indicate what Zion

seems to be, not her true and essential nature which is mani-

fested. In the confirmatory clause, '^> stands in front because

the name of Zion is stated first, as distinguished from the

name of her land. Zion has hitherto been called " forsaken
"

by Jehovah who formerly loved her : instead of this, she now
obtains the name " my delight in her " (na-^vsn, in Isaiah's

time the name of a queen, 2 Kings xxi. 1 ; cf. ^sn p.*?, Mai.

iii. 12), for she is now the object of Jehovah's affection: with

the delight of the bridegroom in the bride (the employment
of the accusative here bein" like the construction in notJ'

n?i3 nnoK' ; see Gesenius, § 117. 2) will her God rejoice in

her, turning again to her with a love as strong and deep as

the first love of a bridal pair. And the land of Zion's

habitation, the fatherland of her children, has hitherto been

called n»9f ; it had been turned into a desert by the heathen,

and the connection between it and its children had been

broken ; instead of this, it will be called nbiya^i for it will

be newly married. " A young man marries a maiden,-

—

1 The English [" Authorized "] Version has, " For thou shalt be called

Hephzi-bah and thy land Beulah ;
" hence, in a beautiful novel by Hesba

Ktretton, " The land Beulah " is the future land of promise.
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thy children will marry thee :
" the figurative and the literal

are placed together in the form of an emblematic proverb

(see our remarks in Froverhs, p. 9 f.), the correlated particles

of comparison being omitted,—for, though ''3 often signifies

" as," " just as," in Talmudic Hebrew and in Aramaic (see

Levy's Neuhebr. Worterbuch), it has not this sense in Biblical

Hebrew. The relation of the members of the sentence to the

confirmatory '3 at the beginning is the same as in Job v. 7.

Viewed in relation to Jehovah, the Church is a weak but

beloved woman who has Him for her Lord and Husband
(liv. 5) : in relation to her home, she is the totality of those

who are lords or possessors (vJ??, 2 Sam. vi. 8) of the land,

and who call the land their own, as it were by right of

marriage ; hence, out of the loving relation between the

Church and her God there flows her relation of power over

everything earthly of which she stands in need. In the

personification here employed, Church and home - land are

intertwined ; hence the conjecture (of Lowth and Koppe)

that we should here read '^''i3. is unnecessary. In MSS. a

break is made here.

Watchers stationed upon the walls of Zion do not leave

Jehovah till He has fulfilled all that He has promised.

Vers. 6, 7 :
" Upon thy v;alls, Jerusalem, have I appoitited

ivatchers ; all the day and all the night continually they are

not silent : ' ye who remind Jehovah, give yourselves no rest !

And give no rest to him, tmtil he establish and until he set

Jerusalem a praise on the earth ! " As the expression l^i^sn

bv means to make a person an overseer (superior) over any-

thing, we might explain the passage to mean " over thy walls

have I set watchers
;
" but Ti?sn alone may also signify to

appoint (2 Kings xxv. 23 ; cf. "'''^^p, xxi. 6), and the words

l^nbin-bv therefore indicate the place of appointment (a view

which is confirmed by the arrangement of the words), so that

the meaning would be " upon thy walls " (LXX, iirl r&v

r€Lxa>v crov). Placed there, those who have been appointed

have not merely the care of the walls, but also the care of the

city within and without from the walls, particularly during

the night (Cant. v. 7). The appointment of such watchmen

presupposes the existence of the city; it is therefore in-

admissible to think of the walls of Jerusalem as still lying
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in ruins, and by the " watchmen " to understand pious

Israelites who make entreaty for their re-erection,—or even

(according to the view taken in Menachoth 8*7a, and supported

by Ewald, Hahn, Seinecke, and Cheyne, cf. Zech. i. 12)

intercessory angels. The walls intended are those of the

city which, though formerly destroyed, is imperishable

(xlix. 16), and has now been raised again. And who could

be the watchmen upon her walls, if not the prophets

(cf. xxi. 11 f.) ; and if prophets are meant, who could be the

one that appointed them but Jehovah ? It is He who places

upon the walls of Jerusalem, now restored, faithful prophets,

that they may see afar and be heard afar ; thence, day and

night, there arises to Jehovah their entreating cry for the

holy city entrusted to their care ; thence also spreads their

witness to the world around. For, after Jerusalem has been

restored and reinhabited, the further end to be attained is

that Jehovah should complete the building of the newly-

founded city within (!p.i3 being the consequent of n33, Num.
xxi. 27, and npy, xlv. 18; Deut. xxxii. 6, cf. Iiv."l4 ; Ps.

Ixxxvii. 5), and, in relation to those without, aid it in secur-

ing the central position of honour which has been destined

for it. Such post-exilian prophets were Haggai, Zechariah,

and Malachi. Aided by these, the city of God arose anew

:

they stand upon her pinnacles, from which they look into her

glorious future, and i'urther its advent through the word of

their testimony. Such prophets, who day and night bear

upon their anxious and prayerful hearts the good of their

people, are bestowed by Jehovah on post-exilian Jerusalem,

which, in the view of the prophet, is one with the Jerusalem

of the last days ; and so vividly does the prophet here

picture the city to himself as if it were present before him,

that he cries out to them, " Ye who remind Jehovah to make
a glorious completion of His work so graciously begun,—let

there be no rest to you ('P^. from hot= dot, to be dumb, i.e.

to cease speaking or working, as distinguished from na'n, to be

silent, i.e. not to speak and work), and allow Him no rest

until He puts Jerusalem in the proper condition, and so

glorifies it that it is recognised and extolled as glorious over

all the earth.

In the latter part of ver. 6, instead of the address by
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Jehovah, there was introduced the address of the prophet,

speaking in the name of the people of God : like means have

been adopted for the objective introduction of the divine

address in ver. 8. There follows a divine promise which

forms the ground of hoping for that eminent and universally

acknowledged glory of Jerusalem, for the accomplishment of

which the watchmen upon her walls make constant efforts.

Vers. 8, 9 :
" Jehovah hath sworn by his right hand and by

his strong arm,. Assuredly I will not give thy corn any more

as food to thine enemies, nor shall foreigners drink thy must,

over which thoa liast toiled and wearied thyself. No ! they

viho garner it shall eat it and shall praise JehovaJi, and they

who gather it shall drink it in the fore-courts of my sanctuary."

The Church will no more be overcome by an earthly power

:

undisturbed peace reigns, and unrestricted liberty; with

praise and thanksgiving to Jehovah, the fruits of the country

are enjoyed by those who have cultivated and reaped them
(riwj, with helping patach, as in xlvii. 12, 15, is used with

reference to the cultivation of the ground, in which is in-

cluded the service of the Gentiles incorporated with the

Israelites ;
^BX and J'?!? are correlated in the same way as

condere (horreo) and colligere; cf. xi. 12). Instead of the

Piel Vapxp (d with Eaphe), there is also found the Poel-

form Vspsp (as in Ps. ci. o, 'Jp^p, and in cix. 10, ^^-f}))

or vapxp (Codices and editions like those printed at Venice

in 1515 and 1521 : see the remarks on Ps. Ixii. 4),—

a

double variation in reading which has already been noted in

Michlol 64a. The words T"]!' niisna ("in the fore-courts of

my sanctuary ") cannot be regarded as implying that the

harvest-produce will not be consumed anywhere else than

there, but merely—with allusion to the legal appointment

regarding the so-called " second tenth," which, with the

assistance of the Levites and the poor, was to be consumed

by the landed proprietor and his family in a holy place before

Jehovah (Deut. xiv. 22-27)— that the enjoyment of the

harvest-produce will be consecrated through a festal meal of

a religious character. That all Israel will then be a people

of priests, and all Jerusalem a sanctuary, is not implied in

this promise, which merely affirms that the enjoyment of the

blessing of harvest will henceforth continue without interrup-
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tion, and be accompanied with grateful homage to the Giver,

and hence (because sanctified by thanksgiving) will itself

become worship. This is what Jehovah has sworn by His right

hand, which He lifts up only for the truth, and by His mighty

arm, which irresistibly carries out what has been promised.

The Talmud {Nazir 3J), following Dan. xii. 7, understands Jjii?

iW as meaning the left arm, but the 1 of >'i-iT3l is epexegetical.

The concluding strophe goes back to the standpoint of the

Exile. Vers. 10—12: " Pass through, ^tass through the gates !

clear the way of the people. Cast up, cast up the highwojy !

clear it of stones ! lift up a banner over tJie nations ! Behold,

Jehovah hath caused tidings to sound to the end of tlie earth

:

Say ye to the daughter of Zion, Behold, thy salvation cometh

;

hchold, his reward is with him, and his recompense before him.

And they shall be called ' the holy people, the redeemed of

Jehovah
;

' and thou, shall be called ' Sought for,' ' a city that

will not be forsaken.' " "VVe are not to translate the opening

words of ver. 1 (as Gesenius does in his Thesaurus), " March
ye into the gates," whether these be the gates of Jerusalem

or those of the temple, for such a meaning would require to

be expressed by O'lyf 1X3 (Gen. xxiiL 10) or 0"iVf2. (Jer.

vii. 2) ; because, though the expression ? lay may, under

certain circumstances, be used to signify entrance into a city

(as in Judg. ix. 26), it is usually employed to mean march-

ing through a country (viii. 21, xxxiv. 10; Gen. xli. 46;
Lev. xxvi. 6, and frequently elsewhere), or through a nation

(2 Sam. XX. 14), or through a district (x. 28), and here (but

nowhere else) through the gates ; so that the cry D'''}J?^3 i"i2J?

means the same as ?33p ixy (" go ye forth from BalDylon,"

xlviii. 20, lii. 11): the summons to march out of Babylon

here (as in xlviii. 20 f., lii. 11 f.) forms the conclusion of the

prophetic discourse. It is directed to the Exiles, and the

summons, " Clear the way of the people " (which is also a

summons repeated through all the three books of these dis-

courses ; see xl. 3, Ivii. 14), is given iu a general way, so that

there is no need for ingenious and subtle questionings regard-

ing those who are able and ready, whoever they may be:

they are to clear the way by which the people will march, to

raise the road {•^'fpcrt, as in xi. 16, xlix. 11 ; Sl^p», xxxv. 8),

viz. by depositing heaps of earth ; they are to remove stones
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from it (^150, as in v. 2; cf. D'lXO b^p in Hos. ix. 12), and to

raise aloft, over the nations, a banner visible from afar, that

the scattered ones of Israel in all places may join themselves

to those who are marching home with the friendly assist-

ance of the nations (xi. 12, xlix. 22). For Jehovah has

caused tidings to be heard even to the end of the earth, viz.

as shown by what follows, the tidings of the liberation

;

viewed in its actual historical fulfilment, this means the

message of Cyrus which he caused to be sent through his

entire dominions (Ezra i. 1) : the divine announcement of the

time of redemption, as now having arrived, stands before the

mind of the prophet with all the certainty of a historical fact.

The words which follow (viz. " Say ye," etc.) admit of being

taken as a summons going forth on the basis of the divine

proclamation ; but TPf '!' is a word which requires a com-

pletion, and what follows is accordingly the divine proclama-

tion itself ; everywhere, as far as the earth extends and tlie

scattered ones of Israel are to be found, it is to be told to the

daughter of Zion (i.e. to the Church that has its home in

Zion, but is at present still to be found in foreign lands) that

her salvation is coming: it is coming for the purpose of

richly rewarding the Church which has attained salutary

purification after enduring severe punishment. Those to

whom the command " Say ye " is addressed are not merely

the prophets of Israel, but all the mourners of Zion, who, by

the very fact of their obedience to this summons, become

D'l-ife'ap (" bearers of good tidings ") ; cf. Matt. xxi. 5, where

this command, " Say ye to the daughters of Zion," is inter-

woven with Zech. ix. 9. The whole of the succeeding clause

(" behold, his reward," etc.) is a repetition of what the

prophet has himself said in xl. 10. The prediction begun

with the words of ver. 11, " Behold, Jehovah hath caused to

he heard," is continued in the opening words of ver. 1 2, ix^i^]

:

through the actual realization of the good tidings which

Jehovah causes to be proclaimed, it has already come to this,

that people now call the still banished ones " the holy people,"

" the redeemed C.^iKJ, as in li. 10, and V."? i° ^^^^- ^°) °^

Jehovah." "And thee"— for so the prophecy concludes,

returning to the form of direct address
—"will they call

ntym," i,e.. earnestly sought for, one in whose welfare men (cf.
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the opposite in Jer. xxx. 17), and especially Jehovah (Deut.

xi. 12), take the deepest interest; narw. N^ T')?, " a city that

is not forsaken," i.e. in which people gladly settle, and which

will never again be without inhabitants (the opposite of fi^iTg

in Ix. 15),—possibly also in the sense that the gracious

presence of God is never again withdrawn from it (the

opposite of nairj; in ver. 4). 'i?,tJ!;?. is the Si-d person fern, of

the perfect (see the remarks on npna in liv. 11),—the perfect

being used to express the abstract present.

The following discourse anticipates the question how Israel

can rejoice in renewed possession of the land of its inheritance,

if, as before, it is still to be surrounded by such malevolent

neighbours as the Edomites.

Sixth Discourse of the Thied Part, LXIII. 1-6.

Tlie accomplisker ofjudgment upon Edom.

Just as the Ammonites were characterized by eager desire

for extension of their territory, as well as by cruelty of dis-

position, and the Moabites by a boastful and slanderous

spirit,—so the Edomites, though a brother-nation, had ever

displayed implacable, fierce, and bloodthirsty hatred towards

Israel, which they ruthlessly and maliciously attacked on all

occasions of danger or defeat. If Israel is to have such a

nation, and, more generally, such neighbour-nations in its near

vicinity, after having been redeemed from the tyranny of the

mistress of the world, then its peace is constantly threatened.

The prophecy against Edom, which here follows, is a side-

piece to the prophecy against Babylon in chap, xlvii., and fits

well into the circumstances of the time.

It is the smallest of all the twenty-seven discourses : in

the dramatic grouping of its parts it resembles Ps. xxiv.,

while in the character of its vision and of its emblems it is

like the tetralogy extending from chap. xxi. to xxii. 14. A
tall and strange -looking form, coming from Edom,—more
exactly from Bozrah (which still exists as a ruinous village

under the diminutive name el-Busaira),—attracts the attention

of the seer. Ver. la: " Who is this that comcth from Edom,
in deep red garments from Bozrah ? This person, splendid in his
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apparel, lending to and fro in the alundance of Ms strength ?
"

The verb }'0n, ,_^s-, signifies to be sharp, sour; this meaning,

transferred frona the impression made on the taste to the

impression made on the sight, comes to be " bright-coloured,"

and particularly, as shown by the Syriao (of. Prov. xvii. 21,

Targum), in which it is commonly employed with reference

to shame and reverential awe, the term signifies to be glaringly

(o^eco's) red. The answer to the question regarding the dye-

stuff which makes the garments of him who is coming forward

so strikingly red, is given afterwards. Apart from their

colour, they make a splendid show in their arrangement and
draping : he who approaches is it^'13^2 i^iri^ " splendid in his

apparel:" the verb Tin means to "swell" (xlv. 2), and, as

a denominative form, "i^n (primarily " swelling," bunch, 6yKo<;
;

then pomp or splendour), to honour, adorn ; hence I'l'in means
"adorned," handsome (as in Gen. xxiv. 65 ; Targum II.; LXX,
Spaloi), splendid. The verb nys, to bow one's self, bend, has

been already met with in li. 14 ; here it is intended to indi-

cate a gesture of proud self-consciousness, as U^ ( ^k^ ) is also

used (see the passages quoted from Schroder's Obscrvationes on

Gesenius' Thesaurus), partly with or without the addition of

proud bending back of the head (also of bending forward to

hear), partly also of swaying to and fro, i.e. the gait of one

who proudly rocks his body on his haunches : such is the

way in which we here understand njjv (as the synonym of the

Arabic mutamdil, i.e. proudly bending one's self from one side

to the other) ; and this also is the view of Vitringa, who
renders the word se hue illuc motitans. The person beheld

gives one the impression of being in his fullest and highest

strength, and his walk is the expression of a corresponding

height of self-consciousness.

" Who is this ? " asks the seer at a third person ; but the

figure, though seen in the distance, itself replies to the ques-

tion asked, and thus with a voice that could be heard afar off.

Ver. 16; " / am he that speahethin righteousness, mighty to help."

Hitzig, Maurer, Knobel, and others explain this as meaning

that righteousness is the subject-matter spoken (3 being equi-

valent to irepl, as in Deut. vi. 7) ; but our prophet uses P'lsa

(xlii. 6, xlv. 13) and n^iva adverbially, and the expression
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means " stricily according to the standard of truth (especially

the plan of salvation) and of equity." Tlie person approaching

says that he is mighty in word and deed (Jer. xxxiL 19):

he speaks in righteousness, by threatening, in the zeal of his

holiness, judgment on the oppressors, and promising salvation

to the oppressed ; and what he threatens and promises he also

powerfully carries out. He is great (3"!, not 2^
; Symniachus,

vTrep/j-a'^cov, Jerome, propicgnator) to help the oppressed against

their oppressors. This very fact permits us to think that it is

God from whose mouth of righteousness (xlv. 23) the consola-

tion of redemption proceeds, and whose holy and omnipotent

arm (lii. 10, lix. 16) performs the act of redemption.

This also is the surmise of the seer, who now further asks

whence comes the strange red of the apparel, which does

not appear to be the purple of a royal cloak, nor the scarlet

of a military cloak. Ver. 2 :
" Why the red on thine apparel,

and thy garments lilce [those of] one treading a wine-press ?

"

JJi'np asks for the reason and cause, as ns^, in its primary and

most natural sense, asks after the aim or purpose (cf. v. 4) ;

hence the question signifies, " How comes it that red (D'"ifJ

being used in a neuter sense, like 31 in ver. 7) is on thine

apparel ? " (LXX and Syriac have the plural of the noun)

;

the mere fact of employing ?, which might be omitted (so

that the words would then read, " Why is thy vesture red ?
"),

points to the red as something superadded to the raiment

:

cf. Jer. XXX. 12, and i'2? in xxvi. 16, liii. 8. This is still

more plainly shown in the second half of the question, " and

[wherefore are] thy garments like [those of] one who treads

[grapes] in the wine-press ? "—soaked, and spotted with red,

as if by the juice of purple grapes. ^33 has d, without

pausal lengthening, like ^^, 13, Dp, tip, E'i^, hp (2 Sam. vi. V).

The person beheld replies, vers. 3—6 :
" The wine-press

have I trodden alone, and of the peoples there was no one

ivith me; and I trod them in mine anger, and trampled them

in my fiery, and their life-sap) spirted upon my garments,

and my whole clothes I stained. For a day of vengeance was
in mine heart, and my year of redemption had come. And I
looked around, and there was no helper ; and I was astonislied,

and there was no supporter,—then mine arm helped, me, and
my fury,—it supported me. And I trod down nations in mine
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anger, and made them drunk in my fury, and cast down their

life-sap to the earth." He who here exhibits himself to the

view of the seer has the appearance of one who treads the

wine-press, and has also actually trodden the wine-press,

—

alone, too, so that the grape-juice has completely soaked and

coloured his clothes exclusively. When he adds that of the

peoples there was no one with him, it follows that the wine-

press he had trodden was so large that he would have been

able to utilize the help of whole nations ; and when he con-

tinues, " and I trod them in mine anger," etc., the enigma is

solved. It was to the peoples themselves that the knife

was applied ; they have been cut off like grapes and put into

the wine-press (Joel iv. 13); and that hero-form, regarding

which there can be uow no doubt that it is Jehovah, has

trodden them down in the vigour and strength of his wrath

:

the red of the clothes is the life-blood of the nations which

had spirted out on them, and with which, while treading this

wine-press, he had stained all his garments, i.e. his whole

clothing. According to Kimchi and others, nvp properly sig-

nifies vigour, vital strength, and metaphorically life-blood, as

being the sap of life ; the derivation, however, from ny: (the

same as ^^', iA«iJ, Ethiopic nazSha, naheza), to spring, leads

us directly to the meaning of life-sap. The intimate rela-

tion of nyj, in the meaning it has here, to the verb Hfj (see

our remarks on Hi. 15) is shown by the connection of both.

Hebrew syntax by no means requires us to alter the three

imperfects with \ into " consecutive " forms (see, on the other

hand, Driver on the Hebrew Tenses, § 84). T'l (not T»],

2 Kings ix. 33) is meant to be taken like the preceding

imperfects, as indicating the contemporaneous past. wnJK

(from '?^i, lix. 3)—or, according to the Babylonian mode of

writing, "'fli'NJK—is the perfect Hiphil with Aramaic initial

sound, and is as little an erroneous form of writing as the

similar forms in Ps. Ixxvi 6 ; 2 Chron. xx. 35. Jehovah

has executed this work of wrath because He had in His heart

a day of vengeance which therefore could not be deferred, and

because the year (see the remarks on Ixi. 2) of His promised

redemption had arrived : "h^i^i (such being the proper form,

not ''i'N?) is the plural of the passive participle which has
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become an abstract noun. And He has executed this work

of wrath alone : ver. 5 is an expansion of ''I??, and an almost

literal repetition of lix. 16. The mass of the people had

become estranged from God, and the Church devoted to Him
was composed of the very persons who were to be redeemed.

Hence He found Himself alone, and broke through the regular

course of development by a wonderful exercise of His own
power : He trod down nations in His wrath, and made them

drunk in the heat of His anger, and poured their life's blood

down to the earth. The Targum translates as if the reading

were D"?.??'f?l (cf. Deut. ix. 17), which is also found in Sonc.

1486 and some codices, and is prefen-ed by Cappellus, Ewald,

Kuobel, Cheyne, and Bredenkamp (cf. Lam. i. 15). But the

traditional reading is supported by the LXX, together with

the other old versions, as well as the majority of MSS. (also

the Babylonian Codex) ; the transition to the figure of the

cup of wrath, which is common in our prophet's writings

(xxix. 9, li. 21, etc.), is not strange. Moreover, all that is

meant is that Jehovali, by treading down the nations in His

fury, made them feel it fully.

In this brief and highly poetic piece, as in the cycle of

prophecies set forth in night - visions embodying symbols

(chaps, xxi.—xxii. 14), there is an evident endeavour after

emblematic prophecy. For not only is the name of Edom
covertly made an emblem of its coming fate,—QIX becoming

D1K on the garment of Jehovah the Avenger, when the blood

of one who is stained with blood-sius against God's people

is spirted out,—but the name of Bozrah also is similarly

introduced. As Cheyne remarks, Seir was a wine-country,

and the wine-press is an ornament on the coins of Bozrah

:

1S3 signifes to cut off bunches of grapes, vindemiare; nnya

becomes a i^VJ, i,e. a vintage which Jehovah treads in the

wine -press of His wrath, by thoroughly punishing the

Edomitish nation together witli all others which, in a spirit

of enmity towards Him and His people, rejoiced when Israel

was carried away and Jerusalem destroyed, and gave their

help in attaining that end. "What was foreseen by the

prophet was fulfilled in the days of the Maccabees ; when
Judas defeate,d the Edomites, John Hyrcanus compelled them
to become Jews, and Alexander Jannai completed their sub-
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jection ; and at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem by
the Eomans, when Simon of Gerasa avenged their cruel

rioting in Jerusalem in company with the Zealots, by relent-

lessly turning their highly cultivated land into an awful

desert such as a swarm of locusts leaves behind (Josephus,

Wars of the Jews, iv. 9. 7).

There now follows (from Ixiii. 7 to chap. Ixiv.) a prayer

which begins with thanksgiving, looking back on the past, and

turning to the present, concludes with an entreaty for help.

Entreaty preponderates ; and the whole prayer, forming an

addition to Ixiii. 1—6, though without special reference to

that, makes request in general for the realization of the re-

demption already predicted. The three discourses following,

from Ixiii. 7 to chap. Ixvi., form the conclusion of the whole.

The announcements of the prophet are now drawing to a close:

he is standing close on the threshold of what has been pro-

mised ; and nothing now remains but the fulfilment of the

promise, which he has been turning on all sides like a jewel.

And now, as in the conclusion of a piece of music, all the

melodies and movements previously presented are gathered

into one effective close ; but first of all, as in Habakkuk iii.,

the whole is combined into a prayer, as the lyric echo of the

preaching that has gone before.

THE THEEE PINAL DISCOTJESES.

The EiKST Final Discourse, the Seventh of the Last Part,

LXIIL 7-LXIV.

ThanJcsgiving, Confession, and Supplication of the Church

of the Exile.

The prophet here, acting as the Church's intercessor, glides

into the Tephillah-style, which expatiates freely on every side,

ver. 7 :
" / will celebrate the mercies of Jehovah, the praises of

Jehovah, as is fitting for all which Jehovah has shown us,

and the abundant goodness towards the house of Israel which he

VOL. II. 2 u
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has shown them according to his compassion and the abundance

of his mercies." The speaker is the prophet in the name of

the Church, or, which is the same thing, the Church with

which the prophet is identified. The prayer begins with

thanksgiving according to the cardinal rule of Ps. L 23.

The Church recalls to remembrance, and in God's presence,

all the instances, in word and deed, in which Jehovah has

shown mercy and won honour. '''HDn (with aspirated T and

euphonic gaya guarding it, cf. "lb")]!, liv. 12) are the many
gracious thoughts and deeds, in which God's mercy, i.e. His

purpose and work of grace, has expressed itself; they are so

many nipnn glorifyings of Himself by God, and so many
motives to glorify Him. Eespeoting ?y3 according to merit or

fitness, see on lix. 18. We need not suppose that aiD'ani is

= 31D-31 7j;3!i (Hitzig, Hendewerk, Knobel et al.); with ma-m
the second statement of object to i''??^ begins, unfolding itself

in what follows in parallelism with the first object. 31 means
" much " (Ps. cxlv. 7 ; cf. Prov. xxvi. 10), as ah means " many."

31D is God's beneficent goodness ;
^''pni, His inner, sympathetic

pity ; and ^p^^ the mercy which in condescension goes forth to

meet the sinful creature.

After this introduction, the prayer opens with a glance back

to the time of the lawgiving, when Israel's filial relation to

Jehovah was solemnly proclaimed and legally formulated,

ver. 8 :
" He said : Verily they are my people, children who will

not lie ; and he became their Saviour." '^x has here its primary

affirmative meaning. ^'^W''. ^ is the future of hope. In

making them His people. His children. He looked for their

grateful requital of His covenant - grace by covenant - fidelity,

and became their V^wSo whenever they needed help from

above. As in xii. 2, so here we hear echoes of Ex. xv. 2
;

rs'ia is a favourite word of II. Isaiah ; cf. however, also

xix. 20.

It is now thankfully told how He proved Himself a Saviour

in feeling and act, ver. 9 :
" In all their suffering he suffered,

and the angel of his countenance hrought them salvation; in

his love and in his forbearance he redeemed them, and lifted

them up, and hare them all the days of the foretime." This is

one of the fifteen passages in which the Chethih is ^ and the
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Kert v} The Chcthib only makes sense under pressure. One
explanation is : in all the affliction which He brought upon
them He afflicted not, namely, according to their desert

(Targ. Jerome, Eashi) ; or : in all their distress there was no
distress (Saadia), with which J. D. Michaelis compares the

Pauline " pressed on every side, yet not straitened," 2 Cor.

iv. 8 ; or : in all their tribulation they were not in straits,

the angel of His countenance (also at once) saved them
(Cocceius, Eosenmiiller) ; or : in all their tribulation He
(Jehovah) was not their enemy (Doderlein),—but in all these

awkward interpretations we miss some such word as on^ or

°?f 0^ '*'')• The ancient versions also do not know what to

make of ith in the text. The LXX takes is as = T'S,

messenger, and translates according to its own bold pointing

:

ov Trpia^vi ovBe ayyeXo'S, aW avro'; eaooaev aiirovi, not a

messenger or an angel, but His countenance, i.e. He Himself

(Ex. xxxiii. 14 f. ; 2 Sam. xvii. 11) saved them.^ Every-

thing compels us, as is already acknowledged in the Talmud
(Taanith 16«, Sofa 31a), to prefer the XeH \b, already known
to Jerome :

" Ubi nos interpretati sumus :
' In omni tribula-

tione eorum non est tribulatus,' quod hebraice dicitur lo et

est negantis adverbium, legi potest et ipse ut sit sensus : In

omni tribulatione eorum ipse est tribulatus, id est, Deus." So

understood, "in all their distress He was distressed," the

sentence gives a weighty thought (cf. e.c/. Judg. x. 16) in

idiomatic phrase (cf. ''^"is, 2 Sam. i. 26) and well - studied

order of words (i^ = ipsi). Just as a man may feel pain,

whilst in his own person he is raised above it, so God feels

pain without His blessedness suffering hurt ; and so He felt

His people's suffering ; it did not remain unreflected in His

own life; it moved Him inwardly. Therefore He sent the

angel of His countenance and saved them. " The 'n "ja isfe,

remarks Knobel hereon, is the helpful presence of God in the

pillar of cloud and fire." But only once (Ex. xiv. 1 9 f.) does

1 See Masora magna on Lev. xi. 21. If Isa. xlix. 5, 1 Chron. xi. 20 be

added, there are seventeen ; but these two passages are doubtful (pni

NTlJl^a). We must not confound with these the two passages in which

if) is Chethib, and xi' Keri, namely, 1 Sam. ii. 16, xx. 2.

" This interpretation was also preferred in the periodical yWH J see as

to this Geiger in the DMZ. 1861, p. 417 f.
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the latter protect Israel against its pursuers, and just there

the angel of God and the pillar of cloud are distinguished.

The cloud and the angel were two different media of God's

manifested presence. The cloud was a material medium

:

veil, sign, place of God's revealed presence ; the angel, on the

other hand, was a personal medium—an angel in whom God's

name {i.e. essential manifestation) dwells, Ex. xxiii. 21, and

in which, therefore, He is Himself present by immanence, not

some one of ^l^E'^ ^3N"?D (" ministering spirits "), nor some one of

the angel-princes standing in God's immediate presence (arch-

angels), but the one whom God makes the medium of His

presence in the world for effecting the revelation of Himself

in sacred history. Countenance (D''JS) of the Godhead means

(in non-Israelitish Semitism also) the revealed side of His

nature towards the world, on which account God's immediate

presence, which led Israel to Canaan, is called directly "'''JQ

(Deut. iv. 37), the angelic mediation which needs to be supplied

in thought being left out (cf. 'iS, Ex. xxxiii. 14 f.). Accord-

ingly the genitive vja is not meant in the objective sense : the

angel who beholds His countenance, but in the epexegetical

sense : the angel who is His countenance, or in whom His

countenance is to be seen. The following N!in goes back, not to

the angel, but to Jehovah, so revealing Himself ; while the angel

is conceived as a being different from Jehovah, he is still con-

ceived as altogether transient in comparison with Him whose

name is in him. He redeemed them by His love and His <^f?^,

i.e. forgiving gentleness (Arabic hilm, but cf. also hamul, mild-

hearted), and raised them up and bare them (^'1'?, consequence of

the allied and more Aramaic ?^3) all the days of the foretime.

The prayer now changes into the strain of Ps. Ixxviii. and

cvL From the proofs of mercy experienced by Israel of the

foretime it passes to the disobedience against Jehovah, into

which Israel fell, to the punishment of Jehovah, which it

thereby drew upon itself, and to the longing for the renewal

of the old Mosaic time of deliverance, by which it was seized

in the midst of its suffering. Israel's ingratitude, ver. 1 :

" But they resisted and grieved his Holy Spirit ; then he turned

into their enemy, he fought against them." Not only 13SV^.

(to cause cutting pain), but also liO (to oppose), has n^il-ns

y:}-\\> for its object. Elsewhere the object of niip (niipn) is
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Jehovah or His word. His command, His providence, here the

Spirit of His holiness, who, as an existence capable of feeling,

and therefore not a mere force, is distinguished from Him,

For as the angel, who is His countenance, i.e. the representa-

tion of His nature, is described as a person both by his name
and the mediatorial work of redemption ascribed to him,

so the Spirit of holiness, i.e. holy in Himself and producing

holiness (Ps. cxliii. 10), is similarly described by the circum-

stance that He is grieved, and He can therefore feel grief

(cf. Eph. iv. 30, " Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God "). Thus

Jehovah and the angel of His countenance and the Spirit of

His holiness are distinguished as three existences, in such a way
indeed that the latter two have their existence from the first

who is the primal ground of the Godhead and of everything

divine. If, now, we remember that the angel of Jehovah

serves to set forth in anticipation Him who, as the Image of

the Invisible (Col. i. 15), as the Effulgence of His glory and

the Imprint of His substance (Heb. i. 3), is no mere temporary

means of revelation, but the perfect personal revelation of the

divine D''J3, we have here an unmistakable intimation of the

mystery of the triune nature of the one God, which is revealed

in historical fulfilment in the New Testament work of redemp-

tion. The subject of ^sn*1 is Jehovah, whose Holy Spirit they

grieved. He who proved Himself their Father (cf. Deut.

xxxii. 6) became, by the reaction of His holiness, the opposite

of what He wished to be to them ; He turned into their enemy;

Kin, He, the most terrible of all foes, fought against them.

Brought to reflection by such a state of suffering, Israel

longed for the return of the brighter past, vers. 11-14;
" Then his people rememhered the ancient days of Moses.

' Where is he who led them up out of the sea with the shepherds

of his flock ? Where is he who put the Spirit of his holiness

within them ; who caused the arm of his majesty to march at

the right hand of Moses, who divided the waters before them, to

make himself an eternal name, who caused them to go through

abysses of the sea like the steed on the plain, without their

stumbling ? ' Like the cattle which descends into the valley, the

Spirit of Jehovah Irought them to rest,—thus hast thou led thy

people, to make thyself a majestic name." According to the

present accentuation 11a is to be rendered: Then He,
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namely Jehovah, remembered the ancient days, the Moses

of His people (LXX, Targ. Syr. Jerome, Luther). But

apart from the singular expression :
" the Moses of His

people," which might perhaps be regarded as possible,

because the proper name HE'D suggests the Hebrew meaning

eairahens^ liberator, which, however, the Syriac sets aside by

the reading " of Moses His servant," in view of the longing

inquiries which follow Jehovah cannot be the subject to

13T>1. It is the people which begins to inquire with " where,"

just as in Jer. ii. 6 (cf. li. 9 f. above), and which therefore

also remembers the " ancient days " in accordance with the

admonition of Deut. xxxii. 7. Therefore, Saadia and Eashi,

despite the accents, take " his people " as the subject ; whereas

Aben Ezra, Kimchi, Abrav. follow the accents, and make the

people the suppressed subject of 'avx Stier's explanation

best accords with the accents :
" then they {man, Fr. o»)

remembered the ancient days, the Moses of his people
;

" but

in this case why did not the prophet follow up ver. 10 by

saying '"i|f'l ? Cheyne is inclined with "Weir to reject neb

lej;. But we translate and accentuate: then remembered

{Zakeph-gadhol) the ancient days {Merclia) of Moses (Tiphcha)

his people ; the object stands before the subject, as e.g. in

2 Kings v. 13 (cf. the inversions, viii. 22 extr., xxii. 2 init.),

and nm is the genitive belonging to the compound idea

Di3lj)"''0"' ; cf. respecting this form of the st. constr. on xxviii. 1,

and Froverhs, p. 484. With "where is he who led them
up " the retrospect begins ; the suff. of a?vi27\ (for which LXX,
Syr. and the Arabic of the Lond. Polygl. read nisyon, but

without syntactical necessity; cf. on ix. 12) applies to the

forefathers, and the sufBx is intentionally objective or accusa-

tive em, as in Ps. Ixviii. 28, not dm, cf. Job xl. 19 ; Ps. ciii. 4.

Ijns ''in ns is added as a more precise definition, not dependent

on lafl, which the accenting also forbids, nx is emphasized

by Yethib, for it means here und cum, not instar (=nj>h3), as

the Targ. interprets. LXX, Targ. give the sing, nyn ; Jerome,

on the other hand, ''J?'i ; and this is the Masoretic reading.

The Jerusalem Gemara also assumes it in the tractate Yebamoth.

So also Kimchi, Abrav. et al. read; so Sonc. 1486, Complut.

1517,^ Plant. 1582: the shepherds of the flock of Jehovah

' See Complut. Varianten zum alttest. Texte (1878), p. 16 f.
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are Moses and Aaron along with Miriam, Ps. Ixvii. 2 1 ; Micah
vi. 4 ; with these (these accompanying and guiding) Jehovah

led the flock of His people np through the Eed Sea from

Egypt. With the reading ''JJT the explanation might also be,

after the pattern of Ex. ii. 6 : Where is he who led them up

from the sea, the shepherds of his flock (Kleinert) ; but the

natural, primary object is still the people, whose mention in

the first clause would be missed. With the reading 'yi the

question whether i^npa refers to Moses or Israel falls to the

ground. Jehovah put the Spirit of His holiness within His

people (Neh. ix. 20 : D?''3B'np)
; He was present within Israel,

inasmuch as Moses, Aaron, Miriam, the prophets possessed

Him in the camp, and inasmuch as Joshua, as the official

successor of Moses, received Him, and all the people might

partake of Him. " The arm of His majesty " means Jehovah's

power displayed in majesty. Stier, who is unwilling to let

in"ixsn JJir pass as object, remarks : What a strange figure, an

arm walking at some one's right hand ! But the arm visible

in its effects belongs, of course, to the God who is invisible in

His essence, and the meaning is : the active power of Moses

was not left to itself, God's overwhelming omnipotence was at

his side and gave him superhuman ability. It was this omnipo-

tence, in virtue of which Moses' raised staff and outstretched

hand divided the Eed Sea (Ex. xiv. 1 6), not : the rock

(Eeuss), which Dn^JDO does not suit. J?i?.i3 has MahpacK with 3,

and therefore the tone drawn back to the penult., and Metlieg

{m.'OTin) with the Tsere, that it may not be slurred over in the

utterance. The clause of purpose " to make Thyself " affirms

that God is His own absolute end ; but in willing for Himself

He wills also the good of His creatures ; He makes Himself an

" eternal name " by glorifying Himself in miracles of redemp-

tion never to be forgotten, as He did at the Exodus. By the

strain of the description ver. 13 seems to apply to the passage

through the Jordan (Knobel) ; but the Psalmist, cvi. 9 (cf.

Ixxvii. 16), understood it of the passage through the Eed

Sea. The prayer lingers on this mighty miracle of which

the other was but an epilogue. "Like," instar (accusative

indicating quality), " the steed (CiB?, cod. Babyl. D1D3) on the

plain," as a steed gallops on the plain, so they marched

nionna (so pointed here and in Ps. cvi. 9, whereas elsewhere
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in the Old Testament Dinn is always without article), and that

UK's; N7 (minor sentence stating circumstance) without stumb-

ling. Another fine image : as the cattle (Pashfa) which

descends into the valley, not: as the cattle descends into

the valley (3 is preposition, not conjunction), Jehovah's Spirit

(fern.) brought it (Israel) to rest, namely the nnUD (Deut.

xii. 9 ; Ps. xcv. 11) of Canaan, flowing with milk and honey,

where it found rest and refreshment after the long, weary

march through the sandy desert, like a flock, and a nomadic

flock (see Nagelsbach), descending from the bare hills to the

grassy tracts of the lowland. The Spirit of God appears here

(as in Ps. cxliii. 10) as a leader, namely, by means of those

who, enlightened and prompted by Him, stood at the head of

the pilgrim people. Instead of I^H'Sn^ Ewald prefers 13nw,

after LXX wSij'yTjcrev, which, however, is less significant. The

following !3 is as little the correlative to the preceding particle

of comparison as in lii. 14 ; it is recapitulating, and refers

to the entire description as far back as ver. 9, returning with

riJnp to the tone of direct prayer.

The petitions for redemption now following are introduced

outwardly by the description passing into direct address in

14&, inwardly by the thought that Israel at present is in a

condition which leads it to look back with longing to the

time of the Mosaic redemption, ver. 15:" Look from heaven

and see, from the dwelling-place of thy holiness and majesty !

Wliere are thy zeal and the proofs of thy power ? The yearning

of thy boivels and thy compassions are restrained towards me."

Respecting the relation of t2''3n (>/ ^i), to look up, to open the

eyes, and mn, to fix the eyes on, see on xlii. 18 ; the reverse

order of words, D'am nsT (to look and examine), Hab. i. 5,

Lam. i. 11, is found but seldom. The place of '^^OB'D is taken

in the second clause of 15a by "from the dwelling-place

b^2K> (from ^at after the Assyrian ' to establish,' see on Gen.

XXX. 20) of Thy holiness and majesty:" the All-holy and
All-glorious One, who elsewhere reveals Himself so gloriously

in the history of Israel, has now withdrawn to His heaven,

where He is only manifested to spirits. The object, evident

from what follows, of the suppliant looking and behold-

ing is the present helpless situation of the people in its

state of punishment and suffering, which looks as if it were
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to have no end. Of the " zeal," with which Jehovah was

wont at other times to take the part of His people against its

oppressors (xxvi. 11), and of the former proof of His mi33

(inhWM is defective plural, like 1??D, Iviii. 13), nothing is now
discernible. In 156 the question is not continued: "the

sounding of thy bowels and thy compassions, which are

restrained towards me ? " (Hitzig, Knobel). The words vX

iipBSnn have the appearance of an attributive clause neither

as to the new thought expressed nor as to the order of words

(vS precedes). Eespecting strepitus viscerum as the effect

and sign of deep sympathy, see on xvi. 11. Like D.''??'? (ti'Vp),

cpni also means originally a-irXd'y^va, properly the inner soft

parts of the body, t^^ij, as the plural of the predicate shows,

does not also govern ^'^D^- It is assumed that Jehovah's

love for His people urges Him to save them from their

misery ; but His sympathy and compassion, as it seems,

put constraint on themselves (P#^?'7^ as in xlii. 14) not to

interfere for Israel's good.

With "for" the petition for help and the lament over its

absence are justified, ver. 16: " For thou art our Father

;

for Abraham is ignorant of us, and Israel knows us not.

Thou, Jehovah, art our Father ; from of old oitr Redeemer is

thy name." Jehovah is Israel's Father, Ixiv. 7, i.e. begetter,

Deut. xxxii. 6 ; His creative power and loving, merciful

purpose called it into existence. The second " for " justifies

this confession, that Jehovah is Israel's Father, and that it

can therefore look for fatherly care and help from Him

alone; even the dearest and most honourable men, the

nation's progenitors, cannot help it. Abraham and Jacob-

Israel have been taken away from this world, and are

unable of themselves to intervene in the history of their

people. VT and i''3n mean to take sympathetic notice and

regard, as in Deut. xxxiii. 9; Euth ii. 10, 19; vr^^T., in

order to rhyme with WVT, has the copulative vowel a (pausal

for d, Ivi. 3) instead of i The idea, that the good departed

to the other world pray for their loved ones here, occurs

exclusively in 2 Mace. xv. 13 f. in reference to Jeremiah.

In the final clause, O^iVO ".^xa go together. From olden days

the action of Jehovah towards Israel was such, that the latter

might justly call Him " our Eedeemer."
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But the present time stands in such contradiction to those

days as to put faith to a severe test, ver. 17: " WJii/,

Jehovah, leadest thou us astray from thy ways, hardenest our

heart, so that we fear thee not ? Beturn for thy servants'

sake, the tribes of thy inheritance." After man has scorn-

fully and obstinately rejected God's grace, God judicially

withdraws it from him, gives him up to his own error, and

indisposes his heart to believe (OTP'i' only again in Job xxxix.

16, here = nK'pn, Ps. xcv. 8 ; Deut. ii. 30), as Luther remarks

on the passage : pcccatum peccati est poena. From chap. vi.

onwards the history of Israel has been a history of gradual

penal hardening. The bulk is lost, but not without the

possibility of rescue for the better portion of the nation, the

portion which with " why " appeals to mercy, and longs for

deliverance from the curse. The petition for the return of

God's gracious presence is justified in two ways, first, by the

consideration that there are still servants of Jehovah, as this

very prayer in fact proves, servants belonging to His elect

nation, and truly representing it; and secondly, by the

thought that the divine election cannot be frustrated.

But the present condition of Israel looks like a revoking of

the election ; and no abrogation of these pronounced anta-

gonisms is possible, unless Jehovah descends from heaven as

the Saviour of His people, vers. 18, 19: "For a little time

they have possessed thy holy mountain. Our adversaries have

trodden dotvn thy sanctuary. We are lecome such as those

over whom tJiou ruledst not from of old, over whom thy name
ivas not called. that thou wouldst rend the heaven, wouldst

come down, that the heavens would totter hefore thy counten-

ance!' It is natural to ask whether '^^T^ may not have
«''"}S as a subject coming in afterwards (cf Jer. xlix. 2).

But every attempt, e.g. Jerome : quasi nihilum (d. i. ad nihil

et absque ullo labore) possederunt poptdum sanctum tuum

;

Cocceius : propemodum ad haereditatcm ; Stier : For a little

they possess entirely Thy holy people ; Seinecke and Livzzatto :

Within a little (so that only a tiny part is wanting) they

have taken possession of Thy holy people,— every such

attempt is defeated by iJiyw, which can neither have the

sense of n?pr7y nor that of t^jiDa. It is a harsher form for

"J?^?, which means in x. 25, xvi. 14, xxix. 17 a minute space
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of time, and since p is usual as a designation of the time at

which, towards which, within which, and through which
something happens (cf. 2 Chron. xi. 17, xxix. 17; Ewald,

§ 217^), m'S^ means for a (properly, well-known) little

time= a little time long, ^er hreve tempus (like ek, eV, kut
iviavTov, a year long). If, now, the holy land could be called

mpK) (Hitzig, Knobel et al.), lE'-ni^p might be regarded as the
common_ object of the two clauses (Ewald's Syntax, § 351).
But 'n ^S112 is Jehovah's sanctuary, the place of His dwell-
ing and worship; and "to take possession of the temple" is

a scarcely admissible expression. On the other hand, B'T'

n??. to take possession of the (holy) land, is an expression

just as common {e.g. Ix. 21, Ixv. 9 ; Ps. xliv. 4); we accord-

ingly interpret with Eashi, Kimchi, Vitringa, Gesenius

:

per exiguum (temporis) possederunt populus sanctus tuus, in

thought supplying the holy land to lti>-;», which has no object

(cf. Deut. ii. 24, 31). We should, however, perhaps with

the LXX read "in instead of dy, which has in its favour

parallels like Ivii. 13, Ixv. 9 ; cf. xi. 9, xiv. 25; the subject

then follows from 176, and it is unnecessary with Kloster-

mann to take over ^rhni it33K' to ver. 18. ijfSD^, as the most
emphatic word, fitly has precedence. Of the two perfects,

the first refers to the more reniote, the second to the nearer

past, like Ix. 106. The two clauses of the verse correspond,

the holiest thing (the temple) in the possession of the holy

people (holy by Jehovah's choice and call) being emphasized

;

Dpi3=7raT6w, Luke xxi 24; Eev. xi. 2. The objection of

Hahn and Bredenkamp (who substitutes ?"iv nap for 'W'i'oh),

that the time of possessing the land up to the Chaldean

catastrophe cannot be called " for a little time," is met by
the consideration, that the long time past shrivels up to the

eye of memory, and that in fact from the days of David and

Solomon, when Israel really rejoiced in its possessions, the

final catastrophe began already to announce itself in many
preludes. From the same point of view, to which the

brighter past vanishes before the long continuance of the

unhappy present (as conversely this past stretches out to

cbw, Ixiv. 4), proceeds the complaint of ver. 19. Here

where the reference is not, as in xxvi. 17, retrospectively to

a vanished, but to an enduring state, W^'n means : we are
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become. Symmaclius rightly : eyevrjOrjiiev (yeyova/xev would

be still better) &>? air' ala>vo<; &v ovk e^ovcriaaa<i ovSe iiri.KX'qdr]

TO ovofid <Tov avTol<;. With D^iJJD begins the virtual pre-

dicate to U^n : we are become such (like such) as those over

whom, etc., which would be perfectly expressed by "^'^^ ^V's

(Saad., Eashi, Aben Ezra), or even only if«3, or, simply

transposing the words, by 'i31 1?^^? s<^3 (cf. Obad. ver. 16);

cf. with Driver the virtual predicate, Gen. xxxi. 40, as well

as the virtual subject i^n-/; 'n, xlviii. 14, and the virtual

object ''OK'3 H-\\)], xlL 25. Every form of "as if" is inten-

tionally omitted. The relation which Jehovah assumed as

King to the people named after Him, seems not merely

broken off, but never to have existed; the present condition

of Israel is the complete practical negation of such a relation.

Complaint cannot strike deeper notes than these ; and there-

fore the sigh at once arises :
" that thou wouldst rend the

heavens ! " To begin a new chapter with the following rnp?

is awkward; but the Masoretic division of the verses is

unassailable.^ For 195 could not be attached to Ixiv. 1,

because the latter verse would be unduly burdened. More-

over, the sigh really belongs to 19 a, rising as it does out of

the depth of the complaint uttered there. H^b is here and

there wrongly taken as= Nii': as if Thou didst not (for our

sake at the Sinaitic law - giving) rend the heaven (Targ.

Symm. Saad. Luzzatto). W is nowhere = a'lb; it expresses

a wish. Eespecting %dinam discideris^ discinderes, see on
xlviii. 18. The wish presupposes that God's gracious pre-

sence has been withdrawn from Israel, and that Israel finds

itself separated from Him by a thick, impenetrable cloud, as

by a dividing wall. The final clause is usually rendered

:

(utinam) a facie tua monies diffluerent (LXX, TaK^aovrai),

more correctly defluerent (Jerome), for hr: means to flow

down, not to melt. The sense would be : that they would
flow to the ground, melting as it were in the fire (Hitzig).

On this acceptation the form i?f3 cannot be directly derived

from ^]\ ; for that ^?t3 can be a modification of the pausal
vtj, with for a, and so-called dagesh affechwsum (so e.g.

^ " In the Hebrew Bibles, chap. Ixiv. commences at the second verse

of our version, and the first verse is attached to ver. 19 of the previous
chapter," Tr. in former edition.
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Aben Ezra and Micldol 4a), is mere fancy. We sliould

have to suppose that it is Niph. (Ewald, § 193c), formed from

^7l=^l^- But 7>\ means to hang slack, to wave to and fro

(whence ??it, not respected, lightly esteemed ; and £3''K'r'I, xviii.

5, waving branches), as h\t, xlvi. 6, to shake off, pour out, and
^?f3, derived therefrom, gives the meaning concuterentur, suit-

able to mountains (cf. the Arabic zalzala used of earth-

quakes), as Targ. Syr. and LXX translate in Judg. v. 5, and

Gesenius, Hahn et al. interpret. The nearest Niphal form

would be 1?|3 (resolved VO, Judg. v. 5) ; but instead of a of

the second syllable, the Niph. of the verbs v"j? occasionally has

after the verbs l"j?, e.g. "hii, xxxiv. 4.

The figures now following in Ixiv. 1, whatever the inter-

pretation adopted, cannot join on to this i^H. Yet Ixiv. 1

does not form a new, independent sentence ; we must repeat

in thought the word on which the chief emphasis of Ixiii. 19&

falls, Ixiv. 1,2 (2, 3) : "{Wouldst come dovm) as fire Jcindles

brushwood, (as) fire causes water to hoil, to make knovm thy

name to thy adversaries, that the heathen may tremble before

thy countenance, when thou performest fearful acts which we

hoped not for; vjouldst come down, {and) mountains totter

before thy countenance." The ancients harass themselves in

deriving D''DDn from DDD, to melt. Since the days of Louis

de Dieu and Albert Schultens it has been admitted that '^''pon

from opn (properly, crackling, sputtering, Arab, hams) means

dry twigs, sarmenta arida. Gesenius renders, professedly

according to the accents : fire of brushwood ; but in this case

the accents should have been Legarmeh, ( ID'Ji'??) Munach,

Bebia, instead of Darga, Munach, Bebia. The second com-

parison may be rendered : as water boils in the fire. Q^P

would then, as plural of things, be treated as feminine, for

which Job xiv. 19 may be quoted (although D)P is masc.

elsewhere), and E'K=E'X3 would be locative, like nan^, in flame,

v. 24. But it is more natural to make B'K, which is feminine

in any case, the subject of nv^ri, and consequently, if we are

unwilling to vocalize nyan, to give to nya, which is intransi-

tive elsewhere, the transitive meaning to set boiling, to make

bubble up, in parallelism with mp which is also used transi-

tively. Jehovah is to descend with such irresistible force as

fire exerts on brushwood and water, kindling the one, making
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the other boil, ia order by such a display of power to impress

(Jjninij) His name (revealing itself judicially, therefore " in

fire," XXX. 27, Ixvi. 15) on His adversaries, and that (idola-

trous) nations may tremble before Him (T'^f?, of. Ps.

Ixviii. 2 f.). Like the infin. sentence of comparison, the

iufin. sentence of purpose passes into the finite verb (cf. x. 2,

xiii. 9, xiv. 25). Ver. 2 still stands under the influence of

the ti^b. Ver. 2 cannot be a historical retrospect ; in that case

the idea " formerly " must have been expressed, and the order

of words have been different. Nor can we suppose that nnnj

Vb C^n 1''3Qp is here an expression of confidence in perfects

of certainty ; the context, the preceding ni^5"li3 in^^J?,? (in that

case why not i^'fV ?), and especially the parenthetical assertion

n|ii?3 ^h, do not permit this. On the other hand, 'ui inib'jjn

aptly joins on to the sentences of purpose in ver. 1 : tremble

when thou performest fearful acts which we, i.e. such as we,

hope not for, i.e. surpassing our hope. And now nothing is

left but to see in "h^i onn tjsd mi* the resumption of what

preceded in Ixiii. 19, so that Ixiii. 196-lxiv. 2 forms a

grand period, well rounded off and returning on itself in

Isaiah's style.

The following sentence is confirmatory ; frequently 1 is

logically =''3, e.g. iii. 7, xxxviii. 15. The justification of the

wish, wrung out by the misery of the present, is founded on

the incomparable acts of Jehovah for the good of His people,

seen in a long series of historical facts, ver. 3 (4) :
" From of

old men have not heard, nor perceived, nor has eye seen a God

leside thee, who acted for him that waits for him." No ear,

no eye has ever been able to perceive the existence of a

God who acted like Jehovah, i.e. interfered actively for

those who set their hope on Him. So, e.g., even Knobel

explains, but erroneously supplying nis<il3 to nb'j)' ; whereas

•^fV is iised here, not as in Deut. iii. 24, but with such

pregnant force as in Ps. xxii. 32, xxxvii. 5, Iii. 11 (cf. ipj,

Ps. Ivii. 3, cxxxviii. 8). The objection has been raised, that

pt^P is never united with the accus. of the person, and God
can neither be heard nor seen. But as V^f is tenable in Job
xlii. 5, ptxn cannot be untenable here ; to hear and see God
is to learn His existence by observing and understanding His

works. Kosenm. and Stier differently :
" Aud from of old
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men have not heard, nor perceived with the ear, nor has eye

seen, God, beside Thee, what (this God and He only) does

for him who waits for Him." The thought is the same as in

Ps. xxxi. 19 ; and so explained, the passage corresponds

more exactly to the free citation in 1 Cor. ii. 9. But the

leap from " thou " to " he " is intolerable. Even on our

explanation the Pauline citation need not with Origen be

traced back to lii. 156 or a lost book (see Tischendorfs 8th

ed. of the N. T. on this passage), since the object perceived

by no ear and seen by no eye is not God in Himself, but

God acting for His people and justifying their waiting for

Him. That Paul has no other passage in view, is shown by

the similar citation in Clement in chap, xxxiv. of his

Corinthian letter, where " those that love Him " is exchanged

for " those that wait for Him." The reference of the passage

to the perfect glory of the eternal life is an old Eabbinical

one, as Eashi expressly says (cf. Sanliedrin 99a), appealing

in favour of the other explanation, which takes, not nblf', but

wrb^, as the object, to Eabbi Jose (Joseph Kara ?). But if

'Wl riK'jf were meant to be the object, at least IK'S (nx) must

have been used ; and one cannot hear the words ^npiT D^^P^?, here

in chaps, xl.—Ixvi. with a negation preceding, without at once

getting the impression that it is meant to affirm Jehovah's

sole Deity (xlv. 5, 21). Therefore: no God but Jehovah

alone has ever been heard or seen who acted for (agent pro)

him that waits for Him. nsnp is constr. according to

Gesen. § 130. 1, and <Vi>T_ also here has Tsere according to

Kimchi {MicMol 1256) and other witnesses, as njy^n occurs

four times (Gen. xxvi. 29; Josh. vii. 9; 2 Sam. xiii. 12;

Jer. XV. 16), and nwn once (Josh. ix. 24)}

1 Besides the examples quoted above there are also the following forms

of this class : nSB'' (with Tiphcha), Lev. v. 9 ; irnn (with Tiphcha),

Jer. xvii. 17 ; nsin (with Zakeph), Dan. i. 13 ; cf. rhin (with Athnach),

Lev. xviii. 7, 8 (on the other hand, nbn with the smaller distinctive

TipJicha, ibid. vers. 9-11), nnrx (with Zaiceph), Ezek. v. 12, but not

npr, Nah. i. 3 (see Baer on passage). According to Kimchi, 1275, we

should also read nzT\ in Num. xxi. 27, and in Lev. vi. 10 the cod.

Hilleli had nsXPl (with Kadma). The form with e instead of a (like
T •

Chaldee n3T, Syr. (-1.:^) is the lengthened final sound.
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After the long period governed by a^b has been followed by

the retrospect of ver. 3 (4), it is impossible to think (like

Dathe, Eosenm., Knobel, Stier et al.) that 4ffl (5a) also is to

be taken as an optative ("0 that thou wouldst help him

who " . . .). No, the retrospect already begun is continued,

4a (5 a) :
" Thou, meetedst him that rejoiced to practise right-

eousness, when they remembered thee in thy ways." 'IB'yi B'K'

P7S is one in whom joy and right doing are united there-

fore = niti'p m
; still it is perhaps more correct to take

pyi (with Hofmann) as the object of both verbs : they who
make what is right their joy and their practice ; for 'vvff

(b'^iJ') cannot indeed be joined directly (see viii. 6, xxxv. 1)

with accus. of the object, but may perhaps indirectly, as here

and Ixv. 1 8. Respecting VJS, occurrere, in the sense of succur-

rere, see on xlvii. 3 ; here it stands in apt correlation to 1''?71?

in the minor clause, l^isr. T'^"'"'^, eis in viis tuis tui recordan-

tibios (cf. as to syntax, i. 5, and also xxvi. 16): when they

who love and practise right, walking in Thy ways, remembered

Thee (i.e. thanked Thee for grace received and longed for new
grace), then Thou didst always meet them graciously.

Now Israel seems hopelessly abandoned to the wrath of

such a God, 46 (5&) : "Behold, thou, thou wast enraged, and

we stood as sinners ; already we have long been in this state

;

and shall we be saved ? " Instead of continuing with nny [ri

(contrast of now and formerly), the passage continues with I?

nriN
;
nriK stands with n3Vi^ with emphasis : Behold, Thou, a God

who so faithfully helps His own, didst break out in wrath

(see on liv. 8). The following ^^^.}). cannot mean : in con-

sequence of our having sinned, as Abulwalid supposes that

here as in Job xiv. 1 (tJ'i'rT'i niD^ '"'ith 1 the cause follows its

effect ; it is imperf. consec, therefore at least : then we sinned

(inferring the sin from the punishment) ; but more correctly

as in Gen. xliii. 9 : then we stood as sinners, guilty ones.

The punishment showed Israel to the world and itself as that

which it is. Since SDnsi has Zakeph, and therefore, at least

according to the accents, we cannot translate with Schellinc

:

et aberravimus in illis viis a priscis inde temporibus, we must
take the two following clauses as independent, if ona (Cod.

Babyl. has Q^a, as in xl. 24 also) is to be referred to

T'3in3. Eosenmiiller and Hahn, following de Dieu, satisfy
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this condition : tamen in viis tuis aeternitas ut salvemur,

but D^'iV, alwv, in this sense of alcovioTrj^, is not Biblical.

The rendering of Grotius and H. B. Starck is better : (si vero)

in illis (viis tuis) perpetuo (mansissemus), tunc servati fuerimus.

But there is no sequence of tenses, according to which ^i\
might be a paulo-post future ; and, whatever explanation we
adopt, the reference of Dna to ^lam is to be rejected. "With
![i the prayer suddenly takes a new turn, as in Ixiii. 19
with KiK and yyu stood before in 4a (5 a) in a subordinate

clause of circumstantial or temporal definition. Thus Dna
must refer to stDn:i naxp : in iris tuis et peccatis nostris

(Schegg). But there is no need to search for a noun-
sentence, to which Dna may refer. Dn| means in a neuter

sense : therein, Ezek. xxxiii. 18 ; cf. Ps. xc. 10 (of the sum-
total), like ^\}'hv., thereon= thereby, xxxviii. 1 6

; tD^, therein,

ibid.; DTO, thereout, xxx. 6, therefrom, xliv. 15. The notion

connected with such phrases is certainly one of plurality

(here : a plurality of displays of wrath and instances of sin),

but one that slides into a neutral collective idea. "We there-

fore do justice both to the clause without a verb, which as a

logical copula only admits a present surmts, and to DPiy which

is accusative of duration, when we interpret : In this state

we have been already a long time. D^ij; elsewhere also in

these discourses describes the long duration of a penal state

(see xlii. 14, Ivii. 11), since that seems an eternity to exiles

which, in the retrospect, seems "a little time," Ixiii. 18.

The following y^'jJl is enigmatic. Cheyne changes it into

I'D?!!! (with Ewald after LXX, koL iirKavrjOrjixev) :
" and we

went astray;" Lowth, J. D. Michaelis, Knobel, Reuss, more

in keeping with the LXX (cf. xlvi. 8, QijJB'a ; LXX, ireirXavq-

(livoi) into V'^pi), :
" and we became rebellious." Neither quite'

suits nnn D^IJJ, as we explain it. The original is probably

Vm'i :
" and cried for help." The present ysyiJI only gives a

sense agreeing with the context if, with Hitzig, Nagelsbach

et al., we take it as a question (cf. xxviii. 28 init.): "and

shall we get salvation, iind help ?
"

But whether we read WB'J!) or V^)}) interrogatively, in both

the same state of feeling is here expressed as in lix. 10-12,

—the nation does not deem itself worthy of redemption,

since its own righteousness is thoroughly put to shame, ver.

VOL. II. 2 E
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5 (6) :
" TFe all became together like one that is unclean, and

all our virtues like a cloth soiled with blood ; and we all faded

away together like leaves, and our iniquities, like the storm,

carried tis away." The whole nation is like one whom the

law pronounces unclean, lilce a leper who has to cry f<p^

K»D before him, that others may avoid him, Lev. xiii. 45.

The right-doing in its manifold forms of action (np'iy, as in

xxxiii. 15, otherwise of the displays of divine righteousness),

which aforetime made Israel well-pleasing to God (i. 21),

has vanished, and become like a cloth polluted with menses

(of. Ezek. xxxvi. 17), LXX, to? pa.Ko<s (cf. nj?, cloth of cleansing

and investigation, Nidda 58b) airoKaOrjixivq^ (= n\^^, xxx. 22
;

rm. Lam. i. 17 ;
nxpa. Lev. xv. 33); u^V (so also plural in

Talmudic language) means the monthly courses, Arab, i^c,

from liy, j^c, to count (whence space of time ^^ss., t^V), as

time to be counted, reckoned (period). In the third figure

of the fading, falling leaves, the form b2i\ is not Kal = i'aai

or ?331, which is impossible, still less, of course, Niphal =
-'???!! (which Michlol 83J gives by way of choice), but Hiphil,

yet not from ?53 = ^335, but perhaps from ^'71, after the form

h}^) (from ^^3), Tipsi (from ^ipp), or from fi^a after the form

^ij'l, "'??J5,
etc. ; thus in any case a borrowed formation, whether

from ^.^3 or ^3 = ^33, like IK-'I, 1 Chron. xx. 3, after the form
ip;5 from iitJ' = nB'3, or after the form vm. from IIB' = "lEO.

The Eiph. ?3n or P^pri^ as inwardly transitive, means to pro-

duce fading (= to fade away). In the fourth figure Wiij? (as

in ver. 6 also according to correct codd.) is defective plural

(as in Jer. xiv. 7, Ezek. xxviii. 18, Dan. ix. 13, instead of

the more usual ^'nbijf, lix. 12). JiV is the usual designation

of sin as guilt which evolves punishment from itself. The
nation, robbed by its sin of all vital strength and joy, became
like a dry leaf; and the guilt and doom, born of sin, then
carried it away as an easy prey.

Universal forgetfulness of God was the consequence of

self-incurred abandonment by God, ver. 6 (7) : " And there

was none that called on thy name, that aroused himself to lay
hold of thee; for thou hadst hidden thy countenance from us,

and melted us away into the hand of our iniquities." There
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was none (see lix. 16) who raised himself out of this deep
fall in prayer and intercession, none who shook off the sleep

of security, the lethargy of impotence (itiivni?, as in li. 17),

to lay hold of Jehovah, i.e. not to let Him go until He again

blessed him and His people. The divine ban crushed all

down, God had withdrawn His grace from them, and given

them up to the consequences of their sins. The form WJiDril

is not softened from the Pilel ^ybni, but, like 13.3W^1, Job
xxxi. 1 5 (see there), Kal, since JiD, as there fi3 (cf. 2W, lii. 8

;

n», Zech. iii. 9), is used transitively. LXX, Targ. Syr.

render et tradidisti nos, without indicating certainly that they

read =12??^ (Knobel), or rather y.33Drii (Grotius, Cappellus).

The prophet doubtless has in mind the phrase T? tUP, Gen.

xiv. 2 (cf. Job viii. 4), but saying in more pregnant form

:

liquefecisti nos in manum, in the sense of liquefecisti et tradi-

disti (vapeZcoKa'i, Eom. i. 28), from which it is also clear,

that Ta is no bare hid (LXX) ; the " hand " of their iniquities

is their destroying, condemning power.

So it befell when the measure of Israel's sin was full.

They were sent into exile, where they fell deeper and deeper.

The mass of the nation proved itself really a massa perdita,

and was lost among the heathen. But there were also those,

although a diminishing few, who humbled themselves under

the mighty hand of God, and, when redemption could no

longer be far off, wrestled in such prayers as this, that the

whole people might share in it, and, if possible, none might

be left behind. With " and now " the present state of sin

and pimishment is given over to the past, and the significance

of a turning - point in history is invoked on the present

moment of prayer, vers. 7, 8 (8, 9): "And novi, Jehovah,

thou art our Father ; we are the clay, and thou our Maker,

and we all are the work of thy hand. Be not wroth, Jehovah,

very sore ; and rememler not iniquity for ever ! Behold, con-

sider now ! We are all thy people." In the translation of

the first word the Targum hesitates between )|iKl and the

correct IWI ; it is the concluding nrijJi. A change must come

at last, for Israel is Jehovah's work; and more than this,

Jehovah is Israel's begetter and loves Israel, not merely as

its Maker, but its Father (cf. xlv. 9 f., xxix. 16). Then let

Him not be wroth ^N»"'^J?, to the last degree (cf. Ps. cxix. 8)

;
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let Him not bear iniquity in mind for ever to punish it ; but

let Him, on the ground that Israel is the people of His

choice, show mercy instead of justice. \\} strengthens the

petition in its own way (see Gen. xxx. 34), just like S3
; and

D''3n signifies here also as elsewhere : to fix the gaze on some-

thing ; the object here is the state of things expressed in

" we are all thy people." Hitzig rightly thinks the " we

are all " repeated in this prayer significant. The aim

everywhere is to implore the inheritance of the coming

deliverance for all the nation, that the exit from Babylon

may resemble the exit from Egypt.

The setting up again of the vast ruins of the Promised

Land demands the zeal of all ; and this state of ruin cannot

continue. It calls forth Jehovah's loving faithfulness, vers.

9-11 (10—12): " The cities of thy holiness are tecome pasture-

ground, Zion is hecome pasture-ground, Jerusalem, a desolation.

The house of our holiness and of our glory, vjhere our fathers

praised thee, is given up to flames, and everything that was our

delight is given up to devastation. Wilt thou despite this

restrain thyself, Jehovah, wilt thou he silent and ajfflict us

very sore ? " The cities of Canaan, inasmuch as the whole of

Canaan is the land of Jehovah (xiv. 25) and holy soil (Ps.

Ixxviii. 54), are all "cities of holiness;" "pasture-ground"

is repeated to show that the same fate has fallen on

Zion - Jerusalem as on the cities of the country. The
climax of terror is that even the temple has fallen a prey

to the burning (flame) of fire (cf. for the expression ix. 4,

and the matter Jer, Hi. 13). The nation calls it "house of

our holiness and of our glory
;

" Jehovah's holiness and glory

have in the temple, as it were, planted heaven on earth (cf.

IxiiL 1 5 with Ix. 7) ; and this earthly dwelling-place of God
is Israel's possession, and therefore Israel's holiness and glory.

What grand historical recollections cling to it, is stated in

the relative sentence ; 1E'^< is here = Of ie'K^ as in Gen.
xxxix. 20; ISTum. xx. 13 (cf Ps. Ixxxiv. 4); Deut. viii. 15,

and often. 13^10™ may include favourite resorts, splendid

edifices, pleasure-grounds; but the parallelism leads us to

think chiefly of things used in worship, in which the people

had a sacred pleasure ; i>3 here, contrary to custom (Ewald,

§ 317c), has the sing, of the predicate after it, as in Prov.
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xvi. 2 ; Ezek. xxxi. 15 ; cf. Gen. ix. 29. Will now Jehovah
nsi-py, in such a state of things, or despite (Job x. 7) such a
state of things, longer do violence to Himself, and impose
silence on His mercy and love ? Eespecting PSKnn, see

Ixiii. 15, xlii. 14. The suffering would be aggravated "iNO'iy,

if it introduced Israel's destruction, or did not issue at last

in Israel's restoration. Such an aggravation is inconceivable.

Jehovah's mercy cannot violently restrain itself longer; it

must burst forth, like Joseph's tears in the recognition

scene. Gen. xlv. 1.

The Second Final Discourse, the Eighth of the Last
Pakt, Chap. LXV.

Jehovah's Answer to the Prayer of the Church.

After the people have poured out their hearts before

Jehovah, He declares what they have to expect from Him.
But promise does not follow at once, as one might expect,

after the preceding prayer, but at first rebuke and menace
;

for although the penitent portion of the Church identifies

itself in this prayer with the entire nation, destruction, not

redemption, awaited a portion of the people, and that portion

the larger one. The bulk is in the state of a " sin unto

death" (1 John v. 16), which sets all intercession at defiance,

because it rejected with persistent scorn the grace which was

offered to it long and unceasingly, vers. 1, 2 : "I was made

known to those who inquired not, found hy those who sought me

net. I said : Here am I, Sere am I, to a nation that was not

called hy my name. I spread out my hands all the day to an

obstinate people, who walked in a way that was not good, after

their ovm thoughts." The LXX (A) translate la: Evpi6r]v

To2'i e/xe firj ^rjTova-iv, i/J-cfiavrj^ iyevo/jLTjv rot? efj.e firj eirepm-

rucTiv {B in reverse order); and Paul, Eom. x. 20 f., accord-

ingly refers ver. 1 to the heathen, ver. 2, on the other hand,

to Israel : the former, to whom He was hitherto unknown,

enter into fellowship with Him ; whilst the latter, to whom
He continually offers Himself, rejected Him and forfeited His

fellowship. In accordance with this, Luther translates :
" /

am sought ly those who asked not after Trie, I am found hy those
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luJio sought me not. And to the heathen, wlw called not on my
name, I say : Here am I, Here am I." Zwingli remarks on

ver. 1 : Hoc irrefragahile testimonium est eooptationis Gentium ;

and Calvin : Ex hoc loco Paulus fortiter pugnat pro vocatione

Gentium ac dicit Isaiam audere foHitcr clamare et asserere,

Gentes esse a Deo vocatas, quia majus quiddam et clarius ex-

pressit, quam, ferret ratio illius temporis. So Hendewerk,

Hofmann, Stier, Nagelsbach explain in harmony with Paul.

Among the Jewish expositors there is only one, namely,

Gecatilia, who refers ver. 1 to the heathen, but in this he has

the Midrash {Jalkut Schimoni ad loc.) on his side. The

application of the passage in Paul has great weight. Never-

theless, in Eom. ix. 25 f., he cites also Hos. iL 25 and ii. 1

for the calling of the heathen, whereas he could not but

know that the reference there is to the recovery of Israel ; he

only means that the calling of the heathen found its most

adequate expression in those prophetic words. St. Peter

(1 Pet. ii. 10) reproduces the very same impression of the

words. In the present passage the case is certainly different.

The apostle shows himself dependent, in his application of

Scripture, on the Alexandrian version, and perhaps also on

the traditional interpretation. The interchange of "liii (cf.

Iv. 5) and oy
; the description ''Pp? t<")'p kP^ which, so pointed,

scarcely suits Israel, but perhaps suits the heathen ; the

teaching of the context to the effect that Jehovah contrasts

His success among the heathen and His want of success in

Israel,—these are probably the reasons which determined the

apostle in his use of these Scripture words. Nevertheless
''^?''^'!? does not mean ijjLcpavr)'; iyevo/j.rjv, but, according to

Ezek. xiv. 3, xx. 3, 31, xxxvi. 37, as the so-called Mph.
tolerativum : I caused myself to be searched for, asked after,

and in keeping with this ''HS^iDJ, according to Iv. 6 : I caused

myself to be found ; so taken, la stands in parallel relation

to 2a ; Jehovah was open to be known and found ^ (cf. Zeph.

i. 6) by those who did not (Ki^|'=Ni' -\f^b, Gesen. § 156. 4)
care and trouble the least about Him,—an acceptation con-

firmed by the fact that 1& speaks only of a spontaneous offer,

not of results of any kind. Israel is called ^loca KniJ-sij ''U, a

people not called by His name. But does not Israel, even in
1 {Erlcundlar, findhar.']
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its apostasy, bear the name of Jehovah's people in testimony

against itself ? And why X'jf', which means " to be called,"

xlviii. 1 2, and not snp?^ xliii. 7 ? We should perhaps then

point V,1\> after LXX (oirive^ ovk iKokeaav ro ovojxd /mov),

Targ. {Vf^ ')V0 »fi) Syr. Jerome (with Ewald, Cheyne,

Bredenkamp) : a people ('•Si, LXX, eOvo';, perhaps intentionally

for Cij? in allusion to its heathen degeneracy), which calls not

on my name, i.e. is estranged from me in its wishes and
prayers ; and yet the Lord continued favourable to it in

infinite patience, and, as ver. 2 adds, with ever-open arms of

love. He spread out His hands (as one does who would

attract and embrace another) the whole day, i.e. always (cf.

xxviii. 24), to a stubborn people (llio from "iip, i. 23, xxx. 1),

who walked in a way not good (cf. Ps. xxxvi. 5 ; Prov.

xvi. 29, here with article which could not be repeated with

the adjective because of the n'?), after their own thoughts.

That which led them and which they followed was not God's

will, but selfish views and aims after their hearts' lusts, and

yet God did not leave them ; they were the constant mark and

goal of His seeking, alluring love in His desire for their good.

But rejecting this love with stiff-necked obstinacy, they

have incurred wrath, which, though long and patiently re-

strained, now bursts out with uncontrolled violence, vers.

3—5 :
" The people that continually provokes me to my face,

sacrificing in the gardens, and turning incense on the tiles, who

sit in vaults and pass the night in retired places, who eat fiesh

of swine, and broken pieces of abominable things are in their

dishes, who say : Halt ! Come not too near me ! For I am
holy to thee,—these are a smoke in my nose, a fire blazing con-

tinually!' The retrospective " these," 5&, sums up the subject

characterized from ver. 3 onward ; what follows in 5& is

predicated of it. The heathen practices of the exiles are

described ; at least so it would seem, for one looks in vain in

the idolatrous practices of their fathers, ver. 7, for anything

of the kind. Only in the mention of gardens as places of

worship, which occurs exclusively in the Book of Isaiah, does

this passage, along with Ivii. 5, Ixvi. 17, coincide with i. 29.

'PS'by, " to my face " = freely and openly, without being

ashamed and afraid before me, cf. Job i. 11, vi. 28, xxi. 31.

" Burning incense on the bricks," i.e. on altar-tops of brick,
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points to Babylon the proper home of cocti lateres (laterculi).

The Torah mentions D'??? only in reference to Babylonian and

Egyptian buildings ; the Torah itself knows and permits only

altars of earth cast up, unhewn stones and wood boards with

brass covering. " Who sit in vaults " describes them, accord-

ing to Vitringa, as sacrificing to the dead ; he refers to the

Eoman and Greek inferiae (sacrifices to the dead), and

februationes (expiations for the dead), as probably springing

from the East. But Bcittcher, Be Inferis, § 234, explains the

purpose of the sitting in or among {inter) the graves as being

to hold intercourse with the dead and demons, a view more

in keeping with Cl^i^i (not Dnap-^y). The next feature :

" They pass the night in retired places," i.e. places not access-

ible to every one, may allude to the mysteries celebrated in

crypts ; but the LXX (followed by the Syriac) translates eV

TOLii fj-'irr)\aioi,<; KoifiSivrat St ivvirvia, and understands it of

the so-called incuhare, iryKoifjiaadai, as also Jerome explains

:

in deluhris idolorum, ubi stratis pellibus hostiarum incubare

soliti erant, ut somniis futura cognoscerent, quod in fano
Aesculapii usque hodie error celebrat ethnicorum. The phrase

Dnis:ai suggests not so much open temples as inaccessible

caves or subterranean places; Eawlinson (Ifonarchies, ii. 269)
mentions " clay-idols in holes below the pavement of palaces."

Ewald (§ 187&) erroneously refers Dn^iSJ, as also ni"iV3, xlviii. 6,

to the Mph. of Tiv : confined = concealed. It is much easier

to get from "iV3, " to preserve," to the meaning " to close out-

wardly, conceal." The plur. Di-ilS3 is that of extension, like

nnnn, xlv. 2, loca tumida ; D'O^i, Ps. xvL 6, amoena. The
complaint: "who eat swine's flesh," refers to the adoption

of heathen customs ; we know from the inscriptions that the

Babylonians ate swine's flesh.^ The clause Dn''^3 uhi^ P"]M is of

the same kind as in v. 12a, cf Jer. xxiv. 2. ^ilia means stench,

corruption (Ezek. iv. 14, i'wa iba) ; then concretely something
corrupt, uneatable, to be avoided according to the laws of food

and law generally (synon. ^lOa, ^IDS), and with PIS (Chethib),

which is related to p"]0 as crumbs (from P"]a, to break) to

broth (from Pio, to rub away, boil away) ; decoction, or

broth (Targ. «lD']=3Dn, iDh, LXX, Jerome, ?to/xdi', jus), used

' See Jensen " das Wilclschwein in den assyr. babyl. Inscliriften," in
Bezold's ZeiUchrift fiir Assyrinlor/ie, Bd. i. (1886) p. 309 f.
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of sorts of flesh and parts of the body forbidden by law.

Such heathen sacrifices and feasts are meant as are repulsive
to legal piety. For the words in 5a come from the lips of

those who pride themselves greatly on having gained initia-

tion into the mysteries, or at least a high degree of sanctity,

by taking part in specially sacred rites, so that to every one
who keeps aloof from such rites, or does not enter so deeply
into them, they utter their odi profanum vulgus et arceo : 2"]ip

"n^x, keep near to thyself, i.e. keep by thyself, as in Arabic
it is said idhab ileika, go away to thyself, for : take thyself

off (cf. nxp a^nipn, 2 Kings xvi. 14, and Hitzig on Ps. xxxii.

9); 'a ^i'PrW, come not near me (=nsi'n"tJ'3 or 'l^'nB'a, make
way, give place, Gen. xix. 9 ; Isa. xlix. 20), for I'^fli?, I am
holy to thee, i.e. unapproachable. The verbal suffix stands
for the dative, as in xliv. 21, according to Gesen. § 117. 4, 3

;

for that the Kal ^?^, like ptn, Jer. xx. 7, is used transitively

(Luther, Calvin, Zwingli et al, finally Hitzig), rightly occurs

to none of the Jewish expositors. Bredenkamp reads T'l^ts'^i'?

;

but the cry is certainly no warning against communicating a

burdensome HB'iip, which had to be removed by ablution

before one could engage again in the affairs of daily life (as

e.g. the HE'ip of one who touched sacrificial flesh, or who was
sprinkled with sacrificial blood. Lev. vi. 20; cf. Ezek. xliv.

19, xlvi. 20),^ but a "heathen and pharisaic " (Cheyne)

demand to respect sacred things, and not by want of reveren-

tial fear to incur the vengeance of the gods. After this

exhaustive description, they who answer to this character

receive their due predicate : they are in the power of the divine

wrath which expresses itself as it were in smoking pantings.

That has not to seize them hereafter; they are already in

the midst of the wrath-fire, burning there inextinguishably.

The divine justice will not rest until it has procured full

satisfaction, vers. 6, 7 : "Behold, it is recorded be/ore me. I
will not keep silence, except I have recompensed, and I will

recompense into their bosom. Your iniquities and the iniquities

0/ your fathers together, says Jehovah, that they burned incense

1 According to the rule : He that touches holy things is made holy,

t^'^p^ Ex. xxix. 37, XXX. 29; Lev. vL 11, 20. So B^ip' is to be understood

in these passages, not : "must be holy" (Riehm, Baudissin), still less, of

course : " falls to the temple " (Knob, et al.).
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on the mountains, and insulted me on the hills (I will recom-

j)ense); and I measure their revjard first of all into their hosom."

Led astray by passages like x. 1, Job xiii. 26, Jer. xxii. 30,

where nna (ana) refers to written decrees, Vitringa explains

naina of the divine sentence. But the reference is to their

idolatrous practices in scornful contempt of God's laws

;

these are written before Him in uneffaceable characters

against the day of vengeance. With this agrees what

follows : I will not keep silence until I have recompensed.

The accentuation rightly gives the tone of the penultimate

to the first "'lyPi'^, as a pure perfect, and that of the ultimate

to the second as perf. consee. DX *3, with preceding imperf.

and following perf., means " unless first," Iv. 10; Gen. xxxii.

2 7 ; Lev. xxiii. 6 ; Euth iii. 18; cf. also Judg. xv. V (con-

ceived originally thus : I will not keep silence, then I will

keep silence only when . . . ). Instead of ^i^'n-py^ to their

bosom, it might also run Di^'n"7N, into their bosom, as in Jer.

xxxii. 18 ; Ps. Ixxix. 12 ; in ver. 7 ?^? is actually Keri for

bv, whereas, in ver. 6, /V is Chethih without Kerl (see Norzi)

;

cf. with the figure "into your bosom," Luke vi. 38. What
is to be recompensed follows in 7a, but not, as the form of

the address shows, governed by TiDi'B'l, but by a 0??'^? easily

supplied in thought from it. Whether IK'K is used in the

sense of qui or quod (that) is doubtful ; the structure of the

sentence favours quod. Sacrificing " on mountains and hills
"

is a standing description of pre-exilian idolatry ; cf. Ivii. 7 ;

Hos. iv. 13; Ezek. vi. 13. The object having been more
exactly defined, '•riMoi goes back to Tio^e'l in 66. Many
expositors take niB'sn Dn?ya together: their former reward,

i.e. what was previously deserved by their fathers. But in

this case the final clause would only affirm, in a one-sided

way, in opposition to 7a, that the sins of their fathers would
be visited on them ; and this explanation has against it, not

only the accents, but also the parallel passage, Jer. xvi. 18,

which stands in manifest correlation to this passage (see

Hitzig there). Accordingly njb'sn is an adverb (Ewald,

Nagelsb., Orelli, Bredenk.) : the first thing which Jehovah
has to do, in virtue of His holiness, is this, that He punishes

the sins of apostate Israel, punishing them in such a way
that, because the sins of the children are simply the con-
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tinuance of those of the fathers, the punishment is adjusted

to the demerit of both together.

After the intimation given already in " first of all," that

the work of the future is not limited to the infliction of

punishment, the transition from menace to promise does not

come abruptly, vers. 8, 9 :
" Thus says JeJiovah : Like as when

the must is found in the cluster men say : Destroy it not,

for there is a blessing therein, so will I do for my servants'

sake, that I may not destroy the whole. And I mil hring

forth a seed from Jacob, and an heir of my mountains from
Judah ; and my elect ones shall inherit it, and my servants

shall dwell there." Of the two co-ordinate clauses of the

protasis, 8a, the first states the condition (inserted in the

translation in due sentence-form) of the second. E'ii'rin and

patyxa have the generic article ; "ip^l means, as in xlv. 24,

" men say," with indefinite subject. As one does not destroy

a cluster consisting of good and bad berries, because one

would also destroy the divine blessing contained in it, so

Jehovah for His servants' sake will not annihilate Israel.

He will not destroy p'3i} all indiscriminately ; the sense is

not : the sap along with husk and shell (Knob. Hahn), but

:

the berries having good sap along with the preponderant bad

berries (J. H. Michaelis, Seinecke). The figure differs some-

what from that in v. 1—7 ; Micah vii. 1. The servants of

Jehovah remain safe. Jehovah leads forth, makes to pro-

ceed, brings to light ('^''^i'"', as in liv. 16, but here: by means

of sifting, Ezek. xx. 34 ff.) a seed, a race, from Jacob and

Judah, i.e. the people of the two captivities (see xlvi. 3),

which will possess His mountains, i.e. His holy mountain-

land (xiv. 25; cf. Ps. cxxi. 1, and "my holy mountain," xi.

9, Ixv. 25). Since "my mountains" is = " land of Israel"

in meaning, for which Ezekiel is fond of saying " mountains

of Israel," e.g. vi. 2 f., so it may be further said : and my
elect ones shall possess it {i.e. "the land," Ix. 21 ; cf. viii. 21;

Ps. Ixix. 36 f.

From east to west, in its entire breadth, the land then

presents the appearance of thriving peace, ver. 10:" And the

plain of Sharon becomes a meadow for flocks, and the valley of

Achor a resting-place for oxen, for my people that asked after

me." Sharon is the fertile plain stretching along the Medi-
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terranean coast from Jaffa to the neighbourhood of Carmel.

The valley of Achor is a valley, made notorious by the

stoning of Achan, in one of the hill-ranges running through

the plain of Jericho (see Keil on Josh. vii. 24 £f.). From

one point to the other pastoral wealth will extend; and

there as here the peace will be at home, which God's people

now enjoy, the people that asked after Him in time of

trouble, and therefore truly bear that name. The idyllic

picture of peace recalls xxxii. 2 and other passages ; of. T??.

and n]j in xxxv. 7.

The discourse now turns anew to those already described

in vers. 1—7, who serve strange gods in a strange land, vers.

11, 12 : "And ye, who are, estranged, from Jehovah, ye that

are unmindful of my holy mountain, who prepare a table for

Gad, and fill up mixed drinh for the goddess of destiny, I have

destined you for the sword; and you shall all stoop to the

slaughter, lecause I called and you answered not, I spohe and

you heard not, and you did that which is evil in my eyes, and

what I disapproved you chose!' That ver. llh speaks of two

deities, and of lectisternia held in their honour (meals of the

gods, of. Jer. vii. 18, 51, 44), may be regarded as admitted.

ICr'?' ^^V (whence ^''?'j!)^ with Pathach, according to Michlol

53&) is the other side of the ledum sternere, i.e. of the laying

the cushions on which the images of the gods were laid in

these feasts. In the present passage at least the lectus,

corresponding to the \rh^ (like the sella usual in the case of

goddesses), must be understood as a couch for eating, not

for sleeping on. Accordingly IDOD $<?» in the second clause

(ipoa "ppb CN^oani) means to fill with (pour in) mixed drink,

i.e. wine made ripe and rich by spicing or diluting (see on
V. 22), since 5<?? may be joined with the accusative not

only of the vessel filled, but also of what is poured in, e.g.

Ex. xxviii. 17. Both names of deities have the article, as ^VW
also is said. ^3^ (out of pause with Pathach), which appella-

tively signifies " good fortune," is perfectly plain in meaning.

The word has this meaning in all the three chief Semitic

dialects, whence it passed into Hutzwaresh and modern
Persian, and so it occurs already in Gen. xxx. 11, where the

Chethth 1J3 should be read, LXX eV tuxv ; the i is geminata,

as the inflection shows (cf. the Biblical proper names ^"^k
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and ?t<'?3, the Aramaic fA^i, Arabic ^ ). The radical word,

therefore, is T13 (Arabic ijadda), in the sense to cut o£f

= distribute; ^p- means, like Si-^ (cf. also *w, what is

allotted, and especially the fortune allotted). It is therefore

beyond doubt that nj is the god of fortune (being translated

by T%, nrn^aby Tvxelov, BMZ. xxxi. 99-101); perhaps
if the local name ir^V? is to be treated like I^R'^y?, it is

Baal (Bel) as god of fortune. Already Gecatilia remarks
that this is the deified planet Jupiter. This divine name
appears on Phoenician and Palmyrean inscriptions in the most
diverse combinations, e.g. nj)n:i (fortune of the ny, i.e. oppor-

tunitas). The Arabs called Jupiter j<,li\ sxj!i\, "great

Fortune," as the chief star of Fortune (and at the same time
Venus, " little Fortune ; " opposite to Mars and Saturn as the

two unlucky stars), probably one with the Li^i^jJ! cj,
{rabb el-lacU), worshipped by the Zabians, " Lord of Fortune "

(Chwolsohn, ibid. ii. 30, Z2)} If, then, Gad is Jupiter,

nothing is more probable than that <jd means the other of the

two stars of Fortune (,^ljweJ!), and so Venus a.sJtJi\ j**Jl,

" little Fortune." ^ Of itself certainly the name 'JO does not

suggest a female deity ; for ''JD from nja either means, as a

passive participial noun (like ''"13 n^na, creature) : what is

allotted, or, if it is modified from the radical form Tivxni

:

t

allotment, destination, fate. A synonym is the Arabic La.*

(plur. IjIx<), the old pre-Islamite name of the power of fate,

and the Persian hacJit (adopted into Arabic), which signifies

universal fate, and from which lagohacM is distinguished as

that which is exceptionally allotted by the gods. A deity of

this name "':d is, in addition to the present passage, perhaps

attested by the fact that ijDiaj; occurs on some Aramaico-

^ In Nedarim 56a the Mislmic CJIT is explained hj mil ND1J?, couch

consecrated to the god of Fortiine and used for nothing else. In later idiom

Ii acquires the general sense of numen, e.g. Chullin 40a : inT tVM, the

mountain-spirit ; and hence we understand how the Persian jDIJ means

royal majesty in a titular sense.

" See also Siegfried in the essay, " Gad-Meni and Gad-Manasse," in the

Jahrb. fiir protest. Theologie, 1875, pp. 356-367 ; cf. Mordtmann's essay,

"Tyche-Gad-Meni," in DMZ. xl. 44-46.
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Persian coins of the Achaemenides, with which Fiirst associates

the Biblical personal name IP'nx. p and ''30 would in this

case be Semitized from M^jv, Deus Lunus, the worship of

whom in Carrae (pn) is attested by Spartian (chap. vi. of

Caracalla's Life), and in Pontus, Phrygia, etc., by Strabo

(xii. 3. 31 s.); and Mrjvrj, Dea Luna {ct. TeveiTrj Mavrj in

Plut. Quaest. Bom. 52, Genita Maria in Plin. Hist. Nat.

xxix. 4, and Dea Mena in Augustine, Civ. Dei, iv. 11), who,

according to Diodorus (iii. 56) and Nonnus {Dionys. v. 70 ss!)

was worshipped in Phoenicia and Africa. For the identity of

the two with ijd the rendering of the LXX may be quoted :

6TOLjjid^ovTe<; tw Sai/xovlo) (another reading haifj-ovt.) rpdire^av

Kal tr\7)povvre'; ry TV'^rj Kepaa-fia, if we compare therewith

what Macrobius {Saturn, i. 19) says: "According to the

Egyptians there are four deities who preside over the

birth of men: Aai/xcov, Tv'^7],"Epa)<;, 'AvdyKT). Among these

Aaifiwv is the sun, the author of spirit, warmth, and light.

Tv^n is the moon, the goddess with whom the bodies under

the moon grow and decline, and whose ever-changing course

accompanies the multifarious changes of mortal life." A
passage of the Antiochian astrologer Vettius Valens, quoted

by Selden in his first Syntagma de Diis Syris, is in similar

terms : KXrjpai t?;? tv^V^ '^'i' '''ow Baifiovo<; aT]fj,aivovaiv

(namely, by the nativity- signs) ip\.i6v re xal aeXtjvrjv. But
the Egyptian pantheon knows no moon-god '3D, and other

doubts arise against the combination of '?» and Mi]vr]. "We

agree with Siegfried and also with Gesenius, who, in accordance

with the popular Arabic combination of Jupiter and Venus as

the two heavenly powers of fortune, understands 'iD of Yenus
and ti of Jupiter ; she is called ''?p as the dispenser of fortune

and arbitress of fate generally. It is strange that this entire

description of the Babylonian Isaiah draws no illustration at

all from the mythology and worship of the Babylonians.

Gad is an Aramaic, old Hebrew deity (Noldeke in SMZ.
xliL 474, 478 1), not a Babylonian one, nor even, as Baethgen

thinks,^ imported into Babylonia. And Ment is just as little

Babylonian, and rather recalls i'Uu, Mandt, one of the three

chief deities of the pre-Islamite Arabians.^ The passage

^ BeitrUge zur semit. Beligionsgeschichte, p. 80.

* Respecting the Arabic goddess Mandt, see Wellhausen, Eeste aralnschen
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continues with ''Jl^pttl, resembling an apodosis and playing on
the name Kent. The address in ver. 11 is like a protasis

containing the real reason of their future fate. Because they
slight Jehovah and court the favour of the two gods of

fortune, Jehovah assigns them to the sword, and they must all

bow down (J)']?, as in x. 4). Next, all this is justified, the

discourse at last returning on itself like a circle ; because you
replied not when I called, listened not when I spoke (which
is here expressed in just such irregular form as in v. 4, xii.

1, 1. 2), and did that which was evil in my eyes {i.e. what to

me, the Holy One, is evil),—a confirmatory sentence of four

clauses, repeating Ixvi. 4 (cf. Ivi. 4) almost word for word.

Because of the transgression above-mentioned the announc-
ing of punishment begins anew, and the diverse fate of

Jehovah's servants and of His despisers, is declared in five

theses and antitheses, vers. 13-16 :
" Therefore, thus says the

Lord, Jehovah: Behold my servants shall eat, hit you shall

hunger ; lehold, my servants shall drink, hut you shall thirst

;

hehold, my servants shall rejoice, hut you shall he put to shame.

Behold, my servants shall exult for joy of heart, hut you sJiall

cry out for anguish of heart, and you shall lament for trihula-

tion of spirit. And you shall leave your name hehind as a form
of curse to my elect ones, and the Lord, Jehovah, will slay you ;

hut he will call his servants hy another name, so that whoever

hlesses himself in the land, will hless himself hy the God of

faithfulness, and whoever swears in the land, will swear hy the

God of faithfulness, hccause the former trouhles are forgotten,

and hecause they have vanished from mine eyes. Starving,

confounded for salvation rejected Q^^^!}, as in Ixvi. 5), crying

out and lamenting (l-'vin, imperf. Hiph. as in xv. 2 with

double preformative) for heart-ache and anguish of spirit ("i3E'

or "'??', LXX well arvvrpi^rj, like o-vvTeTpififievov^, Ixi. 1) the

apostates remain behind in the land of captivity, whereas the

Heidentums, pp. 22-25. Sprenger, in his Lehen Mohammads, 1862, and
Ketiss associate this Arahic Mandt with ija. Osiander's judgment is

more hesitating, DMZ. vii. 497. Lagarde would read ''jj for ijo : the

Elymaean Nanaea, Persian Anaitis, Babylonian Nana (Friedr. Delitzsch,

Assyr. Gramm. § 13). A Babylonian god Manu (Cheyne after Finzi and

Lenormant) is just as little in evidence as a Babylonian Gad (according to

Sayce, a star-name of Merodach).
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servants of Jehovah enjoy the richest divine blessings in the

land of Promise, Ixii. 8 f. Paselc stands between l^^K'
1 "IVi.,

that the two consonantal Yods may not be confounded in

utterance. The former, perishing in the land of captivity,

leave their name to the latter as a form of oath and impreca-

tion njlUB', Num. V. 21, so that men say: Jehovah slay thee

as He slew them. Such in any case is the meaning of

the threat, but the words 'Ul
'^^'''9\}X

cannot be the form of

imprecation itself; for even granting that the perfect is

admissible (which Driver denies, Tenses, § 20) as precative

(see on Job xxi. 16), still D[i3 or n|K3, indispensable in a

form of imprecation (see Jer. xxix. 22; cf. Gen. xlviii. 20),

would be absent. We must therefore suppose that the prophet,

having the wording of the form of oath in his mind without ex-

pressing it, borrows from it the continuation of the threat, and

in consequence of this slips from the plural of the address into

the singular. Whilst their name becomes a form of cursing,

on the other hand Jehovah calls His servants by another

name (cf. Ixii. 2), so that henceforth it is the God of faith-

fully-fulfilled promise whose name men will take on their

lips when they wish good and affirm the truth (3 ^l^nn, to

bless oneself by some one or by his name). No other divine

name is heard in the land but this one, now so gloriously

attested; for the former afflictions, to which the mixed

state of Israel in exile and the persecution of Jehovah's

worshippers by His despisers belongs, are forgotten, so that

they do not mar the enjoyment of the present ; and they

have vanished from God's sight, so that any renewal of them
is utterly remote from Him. Such is the connection between

ver. 16 and vers. 13-15. i^x signifies here, not eo quod, as

e.g. in Gen. xxxi. 49, but ita ut, as e.g. Gen. xiii. 16. What
follows is the effect of the separation now carried out and of

the promise realized. For this very reason God is called

IP? "D^, God of the Amen, i.e. He who translates what He
promises into Yea and Amen (2 Cor. i. 20),—a striking

appellation (Cheyne would prefer \^^ or |0X), borrowed from
the confirmatory ipx/ as when Jesus is called in Eev. iii. 14,
" the Amen, the faithful and the true Witness." In ''3'! the

1 See Talmud. Studien, No. ix. : 'A/^^v A,«^* in Luth. Zeitschr. 1856, pp.
422-424.
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justifying ''3 is emphatically repeated as in Gen. xxxiii. 11
;

Judg. vi. 30 ; 1 Sam. xix. 4 (cf. the repetition of the deductive
'3, Job xxxviii. 20). The inhabitants of the land stand in

intimate, unclouded relation to the God who has shown Him-
self faithful to His promise, for all the former evil that

followed on sin has utterly passed away.

That it has passed away, the prophet proves by adding

one "for" to another, as in ix. 3-5, vers. 17-19 : "For behold,

I create a new heaven and new earth; and men shall not

remeniber the first, nor do they come into any one's mind. Nay :

be ye joyful and exult for ever for that which I create ; for
behold, I create Jerusalem anew in exultation and her people

^'^ joyfulness. And I ivill exult over Jerusalem and be joyful

over my people; and the voice of weeping and the voice of
crying is heard in her no more'' The promise here reaches

its summit, already pointed at afar in li. 16. Jehovah creates

a new heaven and new earth, which so fascinate by their

splendour, so satisfy every wish, that all remembrance of the

first, all wishing them back again, is utterly out of the

question. The majority of expositors from Jerome to Hahn
understand nJE'N'in, according to ver. 16, of the former

troublous times. Calvin says almost literally as Aben Ezra

:

Quod priorum memoriam, fore negat, nonmdli ad coelum et

terram referunt, quasi diceret nidlam utriusque famam nul-

lumque nomen posthac fore, scd ego ad tempora superiora

referre malo. But that the first reference is the right one,

is shown by Jer. iii. 16, according to which there will be

hereafter no ark of the covenant : u-l"i3T' kIji 3^-^V vhv i>h,

since now the Kapporeth with the symbolical cherubs will no

longer be the throne of Jehovah, but the whole of Jerusalem.

Even this promise is a glorious one, but Jeremiah and all

the prophets lag far behind the eagle-flight of our prophet.

Luther correctly : that men shall no longer remember the

former ones (i.e. the old heaven and the old earth), nor take

them to heart. But 3^"^? n)j; does not mean to take to heart,

but to come into mind, said of something, the thought of

which " rises " in us and which occupies us. To take the

imperfects of 176 as imperative (Hitzig) is needless. Even

if the following Vi>'^-Oti ''3 be taken predictively, it joins on

very aptly. In opposition to a remembrance of the past and

VOL. 11. 2 F
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wishing if back, which though not actually existing is possible,

those who see the new age are called upon, on the contrary,

to rejoice always in that which Jehovah is about to create

and then will have created. IK'S introduces the object and

ground of the joy :
" in respect to this " (cf. xxxi. 6 ; Gen. iii.

17; Judg. viii. 15) = on account of this which I create (see

on Ixiv. 4, XXXV. 1). The imperatives " be joyful and exult

"

are not so much words of exhortation as of authority, and in

this sense are justified by " for." Jehovah creates Jerusalem

an exultation and her people a rejoicing by making joy her

uniform, constant state, the characteristic of her inner and

outer life. But there is joy not only on the side of the

Church, but also on the side of its God (see the fundamental

passage, Deut. xxx. 9). When thus the Church rejoices in

God and God in the Church, no sobbing of weepers, no sound

of mourners is heard again in Jerusalem (see the expression

of the obverse, li. 3&).

Then the measure of the duration of life characterizing the

patriarchs before and after the Flood will be renewed. The

term of life and grace will be determined by an incomparably

higher standard than at present, ver. 20 : "And there shall no

more come into existence thence a suchling of days, and an old

man who does not live out his days ; for the young man in it

shall die a hundred years old, and the sinner, smitten hy the

curse, a hundred years old." Henceforth from Jerusalem

(CE'p not of time, but, as in Hos. ii. 17 and everywhere, of

place, cf. Iviii. 12) there shall not come a suckling (see on

iii. 12) of days, i.e. who only reaches the age of a few days

(PP), as in Gen. xxiv. 5 5 and often), nor an old man who does

not fill up his days, i.e. who does not attain the regular

measure of human life.^ He who dies as a youth, and whose

death is regarded as premature, shall not die before his

hundredth year: and the sinner (^'pinn^ with Seghol, as in

Eccles. viii. 12, ix. 18), who is struck by the divine curse and

succumbs to the infliction, will not be carried away before

his hundredth year. It would be wrong to think that all

this means less than what is said in xxv. 8 only in appear-

1 In Hesiod, 'E/iy. v. 130, a hundred years were the duration of child-

hood in the silver age, on which the testimony of Josephus {Ant. i. 3. 9)

rests, that the men of primeval days lived a thousand years.
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ance. There the final annulling of death is spoken of, here

onlj' the limiting of its power.

Then in place of the menaces of the law. Lev. xxvi. 16
(cf. Deut. xxviii. 30), the opposite will find its full realization,

vers. 21—23 : "And they shall huild houses and inhabit them,

and plant vineyards, and enjoy their fruit. They shall not

huild and another inhabit, nor plant and another enjoy ; for

like the days of trees are the days of my people, and my elect

ones shall enjoy to the full the produce of their hands. They

shall not vxary themselves for vanity, nor heget for sudden

calamity ; for they are a generation of those blessed of Jehovah,

and their offspring remain to them." They themselves shall

enjoy what they worked for, without someone else, whether

fellow-countryman by violence or inheritance, or foreigner by

plunder or conquest (Ixii. 8), entering into the enjoyment of

their houses and vineyards ; for the Messanic age is also the

restoration of the original duration of life (Bereshith rahba

xii. on liuth iv. 18). The duration of life will equal that

of trees, i.e. oaks, terebinths, palms, cedars, which live for

centuries (Ps. xcii. 14) ; and so they will be able thoroughly

to enjoy what their own hands have worked for. npa means

not merely to use and enjoy, but to do so to the full. Work
and begetting will then be blessed, and there will no longer

be disappointed hopes ; they do not work without effect, and

get children n?[!i3? for calamity which falls unexpectedly and

carries them away, Lev. xxvi. 16 ; cf. Ps. Ixxviii 33. LXX,

et? Kurdpav (according to Arabic J^ = ^jxi, execrare). The two

clauses of the explanation which follow are correlative to the

two clauses of the fore_going promise : they are a generation

of blessed ones, on whose labour God's blessing rests, and

their offspring are with them, i.e. they have not lost their

offspring by premature death. Such is the meaning in

accordance with Job xxi. 8, not : their offspring along with

them, i.e. in like manner (Hitzig).

Every prayer then finds a hearing, ver. 24: "And it shall

come to pass,—before they call I unll answer; they are yet

speaking, and I already hear." The will of the Church of

the new Jerusalem will be Jehovah's will to such a degree,

that He already hears and fulfils the slightest movement
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of prayer in the heart, the prayer but half - uttered (cf.

XXX. 19).

Then peace and unity will reign on every side, even in

the animal world, ver. 25:" Wolf and lamh then feed together,

and the lion eats fodder like the ox, and the serpent—dust is its

Iread ; they shall not hurt, nor destroy in all my holy mountain,

says Jehovah." Knobel sees in this verse an unconnected

addition ; but it is as little this as xi. 6-9, of which it is a

compendium; "in??? for I'jn' = imd (answering to the Chaldaic

'^'^0?), which occurs elsewhere only again in Ezra and Eccle-

siastes, betrays the later linguistic date of the second Isaiah.

What is said of the serpent is new. " There is a manifest

allusion to Gen. iii. 14," says Cheyne. The serpent will then

no longer lie in wait for man's life. It will still creep in

the dust, but without injuring man. When will all that is

promised in vers. 20—25 come about ? Not in the state of

future blessedness, for the promises assume a continued mix-

ture of good men and bad, and a limitation, not complete

destruction, of the power of death, and therefore that the

promise of xxv. 8a is still unfulfilled. Perhaps, then, in the

millennium, for what the Apocalypse foretells of the mil-

lennium in definite form is the substance of all prophecy.

But one thing tells against this view ; the picture is pre-

ceded by the creation of a new heaven and new earth.

The prophet, therefore, seems to mean the Jerusalem, which

in the Apocalypse descends from heaven to earth after the

new creation of the earthly world. But even this is not the

true account. The state of the case, rather, is that the 0. T.

prophet is still unable to keep apart what the Apocalyptist

divides into distinct periods. The 0. T. teaches nothing of

a blessed hereafter. Beyond the grave lies Hades. Of a

heaven with happy human beings the 0. T. knows nothing.

Eound God's throne in heaven are only angels, not human
beings. And before the Risen One ascended to heaven,

heaven was really not open to men ; there was therefore no
heavenly Jerusalem, whose descent to earth could be the

object of hope. For this reason in 0. T. prophecy the

eschatological idea of the new cosmos certainly coalesces

with the millennium. It is exactly so in Ixvi. 23 f. In

both cases what is described lies beyond the new creation of
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heaven and earth. And in both cases the prophet does not

depict the future state in colours taken from this one, but
for him the final renewal of the world coalesces witli its

prelude here.

The Thied Final Discouese, the Ninth of the Last Part,

Chap. LXVI.

Exclusion of Despisers from the Coming Salvation.

Although the strain in which this discourse begins is one

not hitherto raised, it still has much in common with the

previous discourse. For not only is Ixv. 12 repeated here in

ver. 4, but the sharp line of division drawn in chap. Ixv.

between the servants of Jehovah and the worldly majority of

the nation in regard to the approaching return to the Holy

Land is also continued here. Since the idea of the return

is at once connected with that of a new temple to be erected,

we are not surprised after Ixv. 8 ff. to find that Jehovah puts

away with horror the thought of having a temple built to Him
by the Israel of the exile, such as the majority were, vers. 1—4 :

" Thus says Jehovah : The heaven is my throne, and the earth

tJie footstool of my feet. What kind of a house is this which

you would huild for me, and tvhat kind of a place as my rest-

ing-place ? All these things my hand made ; then all these

things arose, says Jehovah ; and upon these I look—on the

afflicted one and him, of contrite spirit, and who trembles at

my word. He that slays a hulloch is a maji-slayer ; he that

sacrifices a sheep is a dog-strangler ; he that offers a meat-

offering, it is swine's Hood ; he that presents smoke of incense

blesses idols. As they have chosen their ways, and their soul

delights in their abominations, so I will choose their misfortunes,

and I bring their terrors upon them, because I called and none

answered, spoke and they heard not, and they did that which

was evil in my eyes ; and that in ivhich I delighted not they

chose." Hitzig thinks (and with him Knobel, Hendewerk)

that the author here begins quite abruptly to oppose the

purpose of building a temple to Jehovah ; the builders are

those who meditated remaining behind in Chaldea, and wished

also to have a temple, as the Jews in Egypt at a later time
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built one in Leontopolis. This view is at least better than

TJmbreit's, who fancies that the prophet here places us " at

the spiritual elevation of Christian thought. In the new-

Jerusalem no temple is seen, and no sacrifice ; Jehovah for-

bids this in strong language, putting them on a level with

deadly sins." The prophet is thus involved in contradiction

with himself, for in the new Jerusalem, according to chaps.

Ivi. and Ix., there is a temple with permanent sacrifices, as

even the present discourse assumes, ver. 20 ff. (cf. ver. 6),

and in contradiction with the spirit of the O. T., in which

the position, that one who in the new Jerusalem slays a

bullock in sacrifice will be like a murderer, is simply im-

possible. But even the supposition, that here there is any

condemnation of building a temple to Jehovah in Chaldea,

is without support in the text. Nor does the question mean
generally, that Jehovah does not need temple and sacrifice at

all in order to look on men with favour (Klostermann), but

it refers to the temple which is to take the place of the

one destroyed (Ixiv. 9 f.). The address, directed to the

entire body ready to return, says without distinction that

Jehovah, the Creator of heaven and earth, needs no house

made by men's hands, then in the entire body distinguishes

between the penitent and those alienated from God, rejects

all worship and offering at the hand of the latter, and

threatens them, vers. 36 and 4 dropping the address to the

entire body, with just retribution. Just as in the Asaph-

psalm, Ps. 1., Jehovah rejects ceremonial sacrifice, because

the whole animal-world, the earth and its fulness, are His

property ; so here He asks the whole body of exiles the ques-

tion. What sort of house is this which you would build as

worthy of me, and what sort of place would be worthy
to be assigned me as a resting - place. Eespecting Cipo

ifimap (apposition instead of genitival connection), see on
XXX. 20a. He needs no temple, for heaven is His throne

and the earth His footstool ; He it is who fills all, the Creator,

and therefore the Proprietor of the universe ; and although

His promise holds out the prospect of the rebuilding of the

temple (xliv. 28, Ivi. 7, Ix. 7, Ixii. 9), He will have none, if

men think by temple-building itself to do Him service and
forget His infinite majesty in petty architecture. nj'??"^3.
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pointing as it were with the finger, as in Jer. xiv. 22 (Job

xii. 9), denotes the world of the visible surrounding us ; vn>l

has the meaning of the ''ni'5, which followed on the creative

''•}\. In view of His creative dignity a temple is a trifle to

Him ; but His merciful look is directed to one of the follow-

ing character (nt, pointing forward, as in Iviii. 6), namely,

to the mourners and broken-hearted and trembler at (?5?) His

word, i.e. one filled with reverential fear of it. What the

connection with ver. 3 is, Ps. 1. 9 shows. As concerns the

mass of the exiles, whom punishment has not humbled, and

the prophets' preaching could not lead to reflection, He will

have no temple or sacrifice from them. The several acts of

sacrifice, described here by such detestable predicates, are

those which end in the externalism of the act ; whereas the

spirit of the offerer is in contradiction to the desire for good

typified by all sacrifices ; therefore the acts are regarded as

" dead works," lifeless acts of the spiritually dead. The

articles in iiE'l' and n'e>n are used generically in regard to

sacrificial animals ; the slaying of a bullock counts as the

killing (n3D with Tsere) of a man ; the offering up (nair, like

tinitJ', of killing for the purpose of eating, here of an animal

designed for Jehovah) of a sheep like the strangling {ffiy,

denom. of n?.V) of a dog, that unclean animal ; the presenter

('^.^5^.'?) of a meat-offering (as one presenting) swine's blood, i.e.

as if he offered on the altar the blood of this impure animal

;

he that offers incense as n-;|t« (see on i. 13a; Ps. xxxviii. 1),

as one blessing iix, wickedness, here as in 1 Sam. xv. 23, and

in the renaming of Bethel il.N nu, in Hosea used of idolatry,

and indeed in the concrete sense of the idols themselves,

which, according to xli. 29, are &!?. So already Jerome

:

qziasi qui benedicat idolo, and Vitringa : cultum exhihens vano

numini. 'q']3p, like ^1^,^ (cf. also n?j;., ver. 8 ;
h'2:, xl. 7 l),

has the accent drawn back, and Metheg (m»yn) with Tsere.

That here, as also in L 11-15, sacrifices are not rejected in

themselves, but the sacrifices of those whose heart is divided

between Jehovah and idols, and who refuse Him the best

sacrifice, Ps. li. 17 (cf. 1. 23), is shown by the following

correlative double sentence, 3&, 4, which is divided into two

Masoretic verses, because their symmetry could not otherwise

be secured. Da . . . ca, elsewhere " both—and," and in nega-
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tive sentences " neither—nor," means here, as in Jer. li. 1 2,

" as certainly the one as the other," therefore = " like as, so,"

in the sense of requiting like with like (of. Mai. ii. 9). They

have chosen their own ways, lying remote from those of

Jehovah, and their soul has found pleasure, not in honouring

Jehovah, but in all sorts of heathen abominations (Dn'TipB',

as frequently from Deut. xxix. 16 on). Therefore, Jehovah

desires no temple built by them or with their help, and no

sacrificial service ^-estored by them ; but in harmony with the

law of retribution He chooses 2n''P?j;n, vexationes eorum, LXX,
TO, ifi-Traiyf^ara avraiv (see on iii 4) with object, suff. : fates

that will play havoc with them, and their terrors, i.e. positions

filling them with horror (nniap, as in Ps. xxxiv. 5), He brings

upon them. IJ'OE' is the pausal form for WpE*.

From the majority of the whole body, godless and heathen

in character, the prophet now turns to the minority, who
tremble with reverence when they hear God's word. Let

them hear how Jehovah will help them against their per-

secutors, ver. 5 :
" Hear the word of Jeliovali, ye who tremble

at his word. Your brethren, who hate you, w7w push you from
them for my name's sake, say : Let Jehovah gain glory, that

we may behold your joy. These shall be put to shame." They
who hate them are their own brethren, and (what aggravates

the sin still more) Jehovah's name is the ground (cf. Luke
xxi. 12) on which they are hated by them. According to

the accents certainly (D3n:a, Bebhla ; ''DB', Pashta) the meaning
would be :

" Your brethren say ... for my name's sake {i.e.

for my= our good) Jehovah will glorify Himself, then we shall

behold your joy, but—they shall be put to shame." But tJJol'

lOB' joined to 133'' gives only a forced meaning, which throws

the relation of the clauses into confusion ; vyhereas this

relation is natural and agreeable to the context if ^db* tVD^ is

joined to C3'''n3D DS^spb, as should be done according to

parallels like Matt. xxiv. 9. n'lj, Vn:, to scare away, thrust

away (Amos vi. 3 with dative of object), corresponds to aj>opi-

^eiv, Luke vi. 22 (cf. "put out of the synagogue," John
xvi. 2) ; excommunication or inflicting the ban, ^11^, goes back
beyond the Herodian age (see Eduyoth v. &)} at least to the

^ Cf. Wiesner, Der Bann in seiner gesch. Entwichelung a%f dem Boden
des Judenthums, 1864.
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post-exiliau age. lu the present passage, the meaning of

ignominious renunciation of fellowship is enough for n'lJ.

To these followers of Jehovah, who believe the message of

approaching redemption, they say in unbelieving scorn : Let

Jehovah glorify Himself (properly, become glorious, i.e. show

Himself glorious, cf. ?^3', Mai. i. 5), that we may be satiated

with the sight of your joy ; they regard the hope of believers

as illusion, the word of the prophet as imagination. They

are the same who, when the permission to return is suddenly

given, will desire to go, but will not reach the goal, because

they did not formerly rejoice in faith, and now, while rejoicing

in the palpable, they do so in a wrong way.

The city and temple, where they would go, are to them

the source of righteous doom, ver. & :
" A sound of tumult

from the temple ! A sound from the temple ! A sound of

Jehovah who repays punishment to his foes ! " All three Pip,

to the second of which pXK' is supplied in thought, are

exclamations (as in lii. 8) ; but in the third the interjectional

sentence comes near to a substantive clause (" it is a sound

of Jehovah "), the caller indicating here the author and cause

of the uproar which is at first enigmatic. City and temple

lie indeed at present in ruin ; but they are the place where

Jehovah will again make His abode, and are already, when

promise and fulfilment touch each other, on the point of

rising again. In Jer. xxv. 30 the thunder of judgment goes

forth from God's heavenly dwelling-place ; here as in Joel

iii. 16, Amos i. 2, from His earthly dwelling-place, of which

He is again taking possession, followed by the faithful

remnant of His people (xl. 9, Ixii. 11). Thence may be

heard a dull roar (like tumult of war, xiii. 4) : it is He who

is throned in Zion-Jerusalem, and who rules from thence

(xxxi. 9), rendering recompense to His foes. Elsewhere op?'

(I'B'n) hvii usually means to repay what is earned (deserved),

e.g. Ps. cxxxvii. 8 (cf. above, iii. 11) ; but in lix. 18 i'lO-J was

the parallel of nan, and therefore referred, as in xxxv. 4, not

to what was earned by men, but to recompensing by the

judge, as also in Jer. li. 6, where it is used just as absolutely.

According to the context, " his foes " refers primarily to the

God-estranged and yet arrogant mass of the exiles.

This mass falls a prey to judgment, and yet Zion is not
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left without cliildren and people, vers. 7-9 : "Before she.

travailed, she lias Irought forth ; lefore pangs came on her, sJie

was delivered of a man-child. Who has heard anything like

this ? Who has seen the like ? Is a land horn in a day ?

Or is a nation legotten in a moment ? For Zion travailed,

yea has brought forth her children. Should I bring near to

the birth and not cause to bring forth ? says Jehovah. Or

should I, who make to bring forth, shut up ? thy God has

said." Before Zion travails, before a birth-pang (b^n, with

Tsere) comes on her, she has already borne, brought easily

into the world ('2''^?''?, like ^)>P of an animal, xxxiv. 15 ; cf.

^?; of an animal. Gen. viii. 12, with T'Oin, ibid. ver. 10) a

man-child. This child, of which she is delivered with such

wonderful rapidity, is a whole land full of men, a whole

nation. The seer exclaims in astonishment, like Zion herself

in xlix. 21 :
" Who has heard such a thing, seen the like : is

a land brought forth in a day, is a nation born in a moment ?

This unheard-of thing is now realized, for Zion has travailed,

has also brought forth her children," not one child, but her

children, a whole nation calling her mother. The Iliph. ^0^^

has here the meaning of the Pul. ??in. The subj. p.? is

preceded by the predicate in the masc. as in ix. 18, Gen.

xiii. 6, and frequently. Luzzatto takes H^, after the pattern

of Num. xxxii. 5, as accus. of object ; this is possible (since

pNTis was here out of place), but not syntactically necessary.

The land here, as e.g. Judg. xviii. 30, has the sense of the

population of the land. "'3, 86, assumes the suppressed middle

thought, that the unexampled has now taken place ; nnp^

follows on npn with 05, because '''n means properly parturire ;

'(T,,parerc. Ver. 9 ratifies what has been promised. Jehovah
asks :

" Should I bring about the breaking forth and not the

Lirth (both Hiph. causative), so that the child, although it

tries to pass the mouth of the womb, does not come to the

light ? Or should I be one to bring to the birth, and shut

up, namely, the womb, so that when all that remains is the

last pangs for pressing forth the child, the work of bringin"

forth is ineffectual ?
" From X\yf: we see that the questions

are addressed to Zion, whose faith they are meant to

strengthen. The meaning of the two clauses of the twofold

question, which is disjunctive rather in form than sense, as
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often, runs into one. The first clause affirms that Jehovah

will bring the birth to an end ; the second, that He will not at

last frustrate what is nearly brought to an end : an ego sum
is qui parere facial et (uterum) occluserim (occludam) ? 10S'>

(see on xl. 1) and ids* (LXX both times etTre) interchange in

no other sense than that the former denotes God's word

sounding at present, the latter God's word spoken and still

echoing. The predictive message of our prophet is now so

far advanced, that the future promised is at the door ; the

Church of the future is already like a child ripe for birth,

and about to separate from the womb of Zion hitherto barren.

Tlie God, who has already prepared everything so far, will

suddenly make Zion a mother ; a man-child, i.e. a whole

nation after Jehovah's heart, will suddenly lie in her lap

;

and this new-born Israel, not the corrupt mass, will build

Jehovah a temple.

In presence of such a future, they who feel deep sympathy

with Zion's present suffering are to rejoice beforehand in the

change of all her suffering into glory, vers. 10, 11 : "Rejoice

with Jerusalem and exult over her, all ye who love her; he

exceedingly joyful with her, all ye that mourn over her, that you

may such and he satisfied with the hreast of her consolations,

that you may quaff and revel in the abundance of her glory."

They who love Jerusalem (the dwelling-place of the Church,

and the Church itself), who sorrow for her (?3xnn, sorrow

inwardly, 1 Sam. xv. 35; show themselves mourners. Gen.

xxxvii. 34; wear mourning, Moed hatan 205, the ordinary

prose-word ; on the other hand, ^?K, to fall into sorrow, to

sorrow, occurs only in higher style), therefore the " mourners

of Zion" (Ivii. 18, Ixi. 2 f., Ix. 20), are now already to

rejoice in spirit with Jerusalem and exult for her (ns), and

share ecstatic rapture with her (fini?), that when that in which

they now rejoice in spirit shall be fulfilled, they may suck

and be satisfied, etc. Jerusalem is thought of as a mother,

and the rich, real comfort which she enjoys, li. 3, as the

milk filling her breast (Tty, as in Ix. 16), and with which she

now richly nourishes her children. The V fD, (^.<, in

weaker form TD, j.<, means to suck, sip, enjoy with relish.

t'T, parallel to nr (not vr, which none of the ancients read),
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signifies waving abundance, which moves to and fro like a

body of water, from ^5.!S<|, to move by fits and starts (Bern-

stein, Knobel) ; on the other hand, the meaning emicans fluxus

(Schroder), radiatis copia (Kocher), rests on an erroneous

combination with f's (cf. jJ, to pour out in the form of

rays). The rendering of Aquila, airo -TravToSaTria^ (after

which Jerome, ah omnimoda gloria), looks like a derivation

from the Midrash, according to which the miraculous bird ft

has its name from its varied taste (n?pi nja), Wayikra rabba,

c. 22. Luzzatto and Cheyne give the word the meaning

" teat," Ital. zizm, vulgar Arabic ĵ, as Juda b. Koreish

already remarks that 8<r''T is a foreign word for " dug," in

which sense Lagarde would read f? (Targum word for

"w) ;
^ but the parallelism does not compel us to give the

word a meaning which is also unsuitable to ''1?' ft, Ps. 1. 11,

Ixxx. 14.

That the future of the Church promises such full satisfac-

tion to those who suffered with her is now confirmed,

ver. 12:" For thus says Jehovah : Behold, I guide peace to

her like a river, and the glory of tJie heathen like an over-

Jlovnng brook, that you may suck ; yov, shall be carried at the

side, and caressed on the knees." Jehovah guides or turns

(Gen. xxxix. 21) peace to Jerusalem, the greatest of all

inward blessings, and also the most glorious of outward

blessings in the possession of the heathen world Ci^a, as in

Ixi. 6), and both in richest abundance. There is another

punctuation, which regards 0)13 1133 as the object of both

clauses : like a peaceful stream (105?> ^°^ "'C?- > xlviii. 1 8),

which Luzzatto rightly rejects (Wickes, Prose Accents, p.

136 s.). The correct punctuation would have been n'>i)S

Dlja* inja. Blessed so abundantly with peace and good gifts,

they shall suck to their hearts' content (cf Ix. 16); the

figure of the new motherhood of Zion and of her children

as quasiraodogeniti still continues its influence. The members
of the Church can then revel in peace and wealth, like a
child on its mother's breasts ; the world belongs entirely to

the Church, for the Church belongs entirely to God. The
' See HandschriftUche Funde, ii. (1862) p. 5, on the Greek Pv^v, man a

breast, and /3i/f«, woman's "breast.
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mention of the heathen leads on to the thought aheady
similarly expressed in xlix. 22, Ix. 4 : You shall be borne on
the side (arm or shoulder), and caressed on the knees (V?>V^,

Pulpal to VK'jJB', xi. 8), namely, of the heathen, who will vie

with each other in showing you delicate attention.

The prophet now sees the members of the Church grown
up from childhood to manhood ; they suck like a child and
are comforted like a grown-up son, ver. 13: "Like a man
wlwm Ms mother comforts, so will I comfort you; and you
shall he comforted in Jerusalem." Hitzig thinks B^'X not
well chosen; but the prophet here intentionally refrains

from saying 1?3, xlix. 15. K'''K has not the feeble meaning
given it by the LXX: to? ei riva /j.ijrrjp wapaKakeaei, but

the prophet now views the nation, which he first regarded

as children, as a man. Israel then will be like a man
returned from foreign soil, escaped from captivity, full of

sad remembrances, whose echoes, however, completely vanish

in the mother-arms of divine love in Jerusalem, the beloved

home that was the home of their thoughts even on foreign soil.

Wherever they look, nothing but joy greets them, ver. 14

:

" And you shall see, and your heart shall he glad ; and your

hones shall flourish; and thus the hand of Jehovah makes

itself known in his servants ; and he rules his foes in wrath'.'

They shall see and their heart shall rejoice, i.e. (cf. liii. 11,

Ix. 5) they shall enjoy a heart-cheering sight, and gain new
life in such delightful surroundings. The body is like a

tree, the bones like its branches ; these move and stretch

with the energy of renewed youth (cf. Iviii. 11, et ossa tua

e.xpedita facit) ; and thus the hand of Jehovah is made

known in acts (p'YV^}:' T^'''f- <'o^^^<'-) in His servants, the hand

at whose gracious touch vernal life awakes both in a spiritual

and bodily sense. Thus it happens to the surviving remnant

of Israel, whereas Jehovah deals fierce wrath to His foes.

The first '"IN has the force of a preposition, as in Ps. Ixvii. 2 :

in His servants, so that they come to know it ; the second ns

is accusative, for Dj;j (to deal angrily, passionately with^) is

^ The Arabic ^ -j denotes, according to the Turkish K^mAs, the dull

I-'
growl of the camel, especially when provoked ; and next, the speech of a

man excited with passion
( j__^,,^jtJLc )•
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joined either with '?V or (as in Zech. i. 12; Mai. i. 4) with

accus. of object ; to take both ns according to the phrase nb-y

(dv) ns (nyn) naitJ is contrary to usage.

With the thought, "He rules His foes in wrath," the

discourse takes a new turn. The wrathful doom, which

paves the way of redemption and ensures its permanence,

is more fully described, ver. 15:" For behold, Jehovah—in

fire he will come, and his chariots are like the whirlwind, to

deal out his wrath with burning; and his menace goes forth

in flames of fire." Jehovah comes t^'s^B, in igne (Jerome ; on

the other hand, LXX says co? irvp, B'sa), since it is the fiery

side of His glory in which He appears ; and fire streams

from Him, which is primarily a stirring up of the destructive

forces within the Godhead (x. 17, xxx. 27 ; Ps. xviii. 8), and

passes into the form of cosmical forces of destruction (xxix. 6,

xxx. 30; Ps. xviii. 13). He is compared to a commander,

careering on rushing war-chariots, which sweep everything

out of the path, and crush to pieces everything falling under

the wheels (vrihaio, as in Hab. iii. 8). The same substantive

clause, vn33iD naiDJl, occurs also in Jer. iv. 13, not, however,

of Jehovah, but of the Chaldean, where the language goes

on in a passage taken from Hab. i. 8. In the followinrr

sentence of purpose : iBX nnna y^'b, we must not translate : " to

breathe out His wrath with burning heat " (Hitzig), for ^''B'n

may indeed mean respirare, but not exspirare (in which sense

it would be better with Lowth to read 3''B'np from a^'j) ; nor

ut iram suam furore sedet (Meier), for even in Job ix. 13,

Ps. Ixxviii. 38, las yf^n does not mean to still or cool His

wrath, but to turn it aside or withdraw it ; nor, " in order to

apply His wrath with burning heat " (Gesen. Knob.), for in

this sense ym must have had an object -reference with

p, W (Job XV. 13), 7y (i. 25). y^^n has rather the meaning

reddere in the sense of retribuere (Arabic t_jljl, synon. oVt^"),

and " to deal out or pay back His wrath " is = tipi 2''&n^ Deut.

xxxii. 41, 43 ;
i^^! is object, and nona, in fervore, a secondary

qualification (cf. xlii. 25). The repaying of the wrath
deserved, and His rebuke (^"JW) going forth in flames of fire,

are correlative thoughts.

Jehovah appears with these warlike terrors, because He
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appears in order to a great judgment, ver. 16: "For by
means of fire, Jehovah holds judgment, and hy means of his

sword with all flesh ; and great is the multitude of the ^pierced

of Jehovah." Fire as an instrument of executing judgment
points to destructive physical events, and the sword to

destructive historical events; nevertheless all the emphasis
lies here, as in xxxiv. 5 f. (cf. xxvii. 1), on Jehovah's
personal action. The parallelism in 16a is progressive;
nx DBE'J, to enter into judgment with one, as in Ezek.
xxxyiii. 22, Jer. ii. 35, cf. Joel iii. 2, 2 Chron. xxii. 8,

nerd, Luke xi. 31 f. Zeph. ii. 12 is a reminiscence of 16&,
not the only one of this discourse in that prophet.

The judgment here predicted is a general one, and falls,

not only on the heathen, but also on the mass of Israel, who
have fallen away from their gracious election and become
like the heathen, ver. 17: "They vjho consecrate and purify
themselves for the gardens after one in the midst, who eat flesh of
swine and filth and field-mouse,—these all come to an end together,

says Jehovah." First they are characterized, then the judg-

ment pronounced follows as the predicate of the sentence.

They submit to heathen rites of lustration, and that with

truly bigoted thoroughness, as shown by the combining of

the two synonyms D^Ki'ii^nBri and D''-)_n!3sn (Hithpa. with

assimilated n), of which one applies to religious, the other

to physical self- preparation. The i'K of niMn-fiK points to

the purpose or object : their intention therein being directed

to the gardens as places of worship (i. 29, Ixv. 23), ad sacra

in lucis obeunda (Schelling). In the Chethih ^)n3 iriN nnt?,

the i™ (for which also ^^^, the construct form, may be read,

although the two pathachs of the text belong to the Keri) is

the hierophant, who prescribes the rites of worship to the laity

;

and since he stands ^w? (as in Num. xxxv. 5 and often) in the

midst of the worshipping crowd who surround him, inx cannot
.

be understood locally, as if the servUm imitatorumpecus formed

his tail; rather, he who stands in their midst prescribes the

rites to them, and they follow him, imitate him. On the

other hand, the Keri nnx (which the Cod. Babyl. has in the

text) starts from the supposition that inx must mean the

idol, and substitutes the femin. relating to nna'K (Aben Ezra),

so that lina would refer, not to the middle of the worshipping
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congregation, but to the middle of the gardens. In this case

inx has the same meaning as in onns D*n^s nns i?n (therefore

as to sense = ""i^a^), and is nns, which, according to Cheyne,

is also equivalent to nns, " a contemptuous or evasive appella-

tion " of the idol worshipped. An attempt has been made to

find in nnx, as well as in nnx, the actual name of the idol,

allusion being made since the days of Scaliger and Grotius in

favour of nnx to the Phoenician "ASaSo<; fiacriXev'; decov in

Philo Byblius in Euseb. Praep. Evang. i. 10. 1, and to the

Assyrian sun-god Adad, of which Macrobius says, Saturn.

i. 23 : Ejus nominis interpretatio significat unus (imn ? DMZ.
xxxi. 7o4); but Adad is the Syrian T\n (attested by the

Assyrians as a "Western name of the god of thunder, Bammdn,
and that in the form Addu) ; no divine name nnx is in evi-

dence.^ Nor is it correct to say that ina points to Adonis

(Tammuz) as the only One, the greatly-beloved (as Lagarde

supposes, Hieronymi quaestiones Kebr. p. 121) ; Cheyne

rightly remarks that in this case we should at least expect

TIT' (Zech. xii. 10) instead of nnx. There is no ground at

all for the combination suggested by Clericus of nns< with

Hecate, who certainly seems to have been worshipped by the

Harranians as an evil goddess (Chwolsohn, ii. 31), but not

under this name, and not in gardens (which does not accord

with her character). We therefore continue, with Baudissin,

to understand nns of the hierophant, mystagogue, coryphaeus.

The ancient versions are confused, and nothing is to be learnt

from them. The vocalizing 'JIW|i (not 'Hins, Symm. eV /xecrp

eadiovrcdv) is correct; v^X begins the further description of

those who are so zealous for heathen ways. There is no reference

to the worshipping of the animals mentioned (cf., on the other

hand, Ezek. viii. 1 f., and Smend there),^ but to eating them.

Whilst readily adopting heathen rites, they set themselves in

the boldest way above Jehovah's law, eating the flesh of

swine (Ixv. 4), and loathsome creeping things (y\>}i!, a technical

phrase of Leviticus, here alluding to Lev. xi.), which are also

1 See Baudissin, Studien, i. 113-117, and the supplement thereto in
Schiirer's Lit.-Zeitung, 1877, col. 412.

' That proper names like -iifn, "i^iaaj?, etc., point back to primitive

animal-worship (animal-fetichism or animal-totemism), is a bold hypothesis
of W. Rohertson Smith's, which cannot yet be accepted as proved.
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forbidden (Lev. xi. 41), especially the mouse, 133J? (Lev. xi. 29),
according to Jerome and Zwingli the dormouse {glis escu-

lentus), which the Talmud also mentions under the name
NnaT Nnasjj (wild mouse) as a dainty for epicures, and which
was fattened by the Eomans in special conservatories

(gliraria)} However inward and spiritual the view taken of

the law in these discourses, they still regard the regulations

about food, as we see here, as inviolable. As long as the

educative limits set up between Israel and the idolatrous

world exist, all who wilfully break through them will fall

into destruction (f[^o, to pass away, be lost).

Prophecy now plainly describes the course which Israel's

history will take. It is the same as the one described by
Paul, the apostle-prophet, Eom. chaps, ix.-xi., as the many-
winding but adorable path of the divine mercy to its com-
prehensive end. A general judgment is the turning-point,

ver. 18:" And I,—their works and their thoughts. It comes

to pass that all nations and tongues are gathered together, that

they come and see my glory" If we wish to avoid the ellipsis

in ver. 18a, the best explanation is Hitzig's: "as to me, their

works and thoughts are come, i.e. are revealed (TjKacriv,

Susanna, ver. 52 ; cf with the construction, Prov. xv. 22
;

Jer. iv. 14, li. 29), so that I will assemble." But this tearing

asunder of f?!?? '"'?? is improbable; also, according to the

accents, the first clause extends to D.T'naE'noi (with the twin-

accent Zakeph-lRmach instead of Zakeph and Metheg), after

which the second clause begins with nK3, which by definite

rules can have no other disjunctive than Zakeph gadhol (see

e.g. Num. xiii. 27). The text is apparently corrupt (Klosterm.

Nagelsb. Eeuss). If the aposiopesis is not designed, we must

not insert ''^Tl\ (Targ., Syriac, Saadia, with Gesen. et al.), but,

which better accords with the strength of feeling, Ipss, puniam

(Dachsel, Meier) : And I, their works and thoughts—(I shall

know how to punish). The thoughts stand after the works,

because the special reference is to their plan against Jerusalem

;

this is the first work to be carried out, which Jehovah will

turn into judgment upon them. The passage might now

continue with 'psfp »3, as in the dependent passage, Zeph.

1 See Brillat - Savarin's Physiolocjie des Geschmacks, by C. Vogt, p
253.
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iii. 8 ; but the emotional rush of the language proceeds :
nsa

(rightly accented as partic.) is = nyn (Ka) ns3, Jer. li. 33 ;

Ezek. vii. 7, 12 (cf. ^'^^{}, xxvii. 6); still nothing need be

supplied, since nN3 may signify, even by itself, in the neuter

sense venturum (futurum) est, Ezek. xxxix. 8. " Nations and

tongues " (as in Gen. x.) is no tautology, since differences of

nation and language greatly diverge in the course of history.

All nations and all human communities of like speech Jehovah

gathers together (including the apostates of' Israel, cf. Zeeh.

xiv. 14): they shall come, namely, as already described in

Joel iii. 9 ff., impelled by enmity against Jerusalem, but not

without Jehovah's superintendence, who makes even evil

subservient to His plan, and shall see His glory, not His

glory manifested in grace (Ewald, Umbreit, Stier, Hahn), but

His majestic manifestation of judgment, by which, entangled

as they are in their coil of sinful purposes, they will be over-

come and brought to nought.

But a remnant escapes, which Jehovah uses to inaugurate

the conversion of the heathen world and the restoration of

Israel, vers. 19, 20 : "And I set a sign upon them, and send

away those that escape of them to the heathen, to Tarshish, Phul,

'and laid, those that draw the how, Tubal and Javan, the distant

islands, which have not heard my name, nor seen my glory

;

and they shall proclaim my glory among the heathen. And
they shall hring your hrethren out of all heathen nations, an

offering to Jehovah, on horses, and on chariots, and on litters, and
on mules, and on dromedaries, to my holy mountain, to Jerusalem,

says Jehovah, like as the children of Israel hring the meat-

offering in a clean vessel to the house of Jehovah." Most ex-

positors understand " I set a sign on them " according to Ex.

X. 2 : Jehovah sets a miraculous sign on the assembled host

of nations of such a kind as He put on the Egyptians at the

time of the exodus; Hitzig refers "sign" directly to the
dreadful miracle of the battle, in which Jehovah fights against

them with fire and sword ; cf. the parallel in matter, Joel
iii. 14-16 ; Zeph. iii. 8 ; Ezek. xxxviii. 18 ff. ; Zech. xiv, 12 ff.

But since, in keeping with the preceding threat, " they see

ray glory " affirms that they shall witness the judicial revela-

tion of Jehovah's glory, " I set a sign on them " in that
retributive sense would more suitably precede than follow the
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\vovds " they see my glory." Moreover, " I set a sign on

them " would be a colourless description of that which befalls

the assembled host of nations,—a frame without a picture.

For this reason what comes next is to be taken (with Ewald,

Umbreit) as the picture for this frame. The " sign " consists

in the unexpected, surprising circumstance—considering the

general slaughter—that a remnant is spared. Fugitives will

carry to the far-off heathen world the tidings of Jehovah,

—

the God who is revealed in judgment and grace,—tidings

founded on their own experience. It is evident from this, that

despite the " all nations and tongues," the nations assembled

against Jerusalem and perishing in this enterprise are not to be

taken as all without exception, for the prophet can here mention

many nations by name who lie outside the range of these great

events. Tarshish, as the opposite point to Ophir, represents the

extreme west, where the name of the Spanish colony, Taprrjaao^,

coincides with it in sound ; the Middle Ages gave this name

to Tunis. Instead of " Phut and Lud," we should perhaps,

with LXX (0ovS Kal AovB), read 'T'h] ms (Phut and Zud), as

in Ezeb. xxvii. 10, xxx. 5 ; Jer. xlvi. 9 ; Wetzstein (Comm. 3rd

ed. 720) conjectures ni^ pa (Phun and Zud), Poeni (Phoenicians)

and Lydians. The epithet, " drawers of the bow," which the

Phut also bear in Jeremiah, suits the Phut, since this nation,

in old Egyptian Phet (Phaiat), is represented ideographically

on the monuments by nine bows. And since Lud here

scarcely means the Lydians of Asia Minor, who, in a book

describing prophetically the victorious course of Cyrus, would

not be mentioned among the nations of the extreme horizon,

but the North-African Lud, which Ezekiel (xxx. 5) names

among the nations under Egyptian rule, and in xxvii. 10

among the auxiliaries of the Tyrians, and Jeremiah (xlvi. 9)

describes along with Phut as armed with bows; Phut and

Lud form in this respect also a suitable pair, whereas Phul

does not occur elsewhere. The Targum represents it by

•K^iS, ie. (according to Bochart) dwellers in $tXat, an island

of Upper Egypt, which Strabo calls (xvii. 1. 49) " a common

abode of Ethiopians and Egyptians
;

" ^ in any case more suit-

able than Apulia (certainly called Phul by the mediaeval

Jews), which is meant here according to Knobel's Volkei'-

1 See Parthey's treatise, Be PUlis Insula.
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tafd, p. 94, or Lower Italy. Tubal are the Tibarenes on

the south-east coast of the Black Sea, the neighbours of the

Moschi (^if'P), together with whom they are often mentioned

iu Ezekiei (xxvii. 13, xxxviii. 2 f., xxxix. 1).^ Javan is a

designation of the Greek nation after the original tribe of

the 'IdFove's. The direction of the look is westward; the

" distant islands " are the islands rising out of the great

western sea (Mediterranean) and the coast-lands projecting

into it. To all these nations, who have hitherto known

nothing of the God of revelation, either by hearing His word

or by their own experience, Jehovah sends fugitives from the

general judgment ; and these proclaim there His glory, the

judicial manifestation of which they have just themselves

witnessed. A judicial intervention of God will, at last,

determine the entrance of the fulness of the Gentiles into

God's kingdom ; and this entrance of the fulness of the

Gentiles will then lead to the restoring of the diaspora of

Israel, since the Gentiles, won to Jehovah by the testi-

mony of these saved ones, "will bring your brethren out

of all nations." Among the means of assistance 3^ means

here, as iu Num. vii. 3, the litter as floating only a little

above the ground (elsewhere like i, J, " the lizard," from

i,^J, adhaerere terrae),^ and rii"i3"i3, a species of camel (she-

camel), from the rhythm of its step (V 13, of circular or

alternating movement); respecting C'l'^s, mules, so called as

fleet runners, see Friedr. Delitzsch's Prolegomena, p. 94 f.

The address is directed, as in ver. 5, to the diaspora. The
prophet assumes that his countrymen are scattered among
all nations to the farthest verge of the horizon. As matter

of fact, the commercial journeys, common since Solomon's

days, as far as India and Spain, the selling of Jewish cap-

tives as slaves to Phoenicians, Edomites, and Greeks in the

days of King Joram (Obad. ver. 20 ; Joel iii. 6 ; Amos i. 6),

the Assyrian deportations, free emigrations, as of those who
remained in the land to Egypt after Jerusalem's overthrow,

^ Paradies, p. 250.

" The LXX translates axiah'au, i.e. perhaps : palanquins. Jerome
remarks on this : quae nos dormitoria interpretari possumm vel hasternas (a

word connected with the name of the Bastarnians, as ' A.ftai6/3i<ii).
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had already scattered the Israelites over the whole world

(see on xlix. 12). Zeph. iii. 10 is an abbreviation of ver.

20: "From beyond the rivers of Ethiopia" (from Isa. xviii.)

" they shall bring my worshippers, the daughter of my
scattered ones, as an offering to me." It is the diaspora of

Israel which there bears the suggestive name "'SiSTia '•nny.

The figure suggested in ^^CpP we find expanded here in the

Book of Isaiah :
" as the children of Israel are wont to bring

"

(imperf., as in vi. 2) " the meat-offering," (i.e. that which is to

come on my altar as such : wheaten flour, incense, oil, first-

fruits of corn, etc.) "in a clean vessel to the house of

Jehovah ;

" for in keeping with the point of comparison the

reference is not to offering in the temple, but to bringing to

the temple.

The mincha is the diaspora of Israel, and the heathen

who have become vessels of honour, correspond to the " clean

vessel." Incorporated in Jehovah's priestly Church (Ixi. 6),

the heathen are not now excluded even from priestly and

Levitical service in the temple, ver. 21:" And from them I

vjill also add to the priests, to the Levites, says Jelwvah!' Hitzig,

Knobel, Cheyne, Duhm et al. refer "from them" to the

Israelites who have been brought home ; if ver. 2 2 is taken

as confirming that which comes immediately before, it seems

to favour this view. But in this case something would be

promised which needs no promise at all, since the official

fitness of the born Cohen and Levite is not extinguished by

foreign sojourn, and the magnificent confirmation of ver. 22

would be out of proportion to the thing confirmed. But if

the meaning were this, that Jehovah would take priests and

Levites to Himself out of those brought home without regard

to Aaronic priestly descent,—or, as Jewish expositors in-

terpret, despite the fact that their priestly character had

fallen into oblivion in heathen surroundings (Mechilta k3,

chap, xii.), this should have been expressly said ; moreover,

the confirmation would also then be out of keeping. There-

fore, " from them " refers to the converted heathen, by whom

the Israelites were brought back to their home, and the con-

firmation of ver. 22 applies to ver. 20 along with ver. 21.

Even Jewish expositors cannot avoid this impression of " from

them," but seek to set aside the variance with the Mosaic
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law in this way,—they understand by the heathen original

Israelites of Aaronic and Levitical descent, whom Jehovah

will pick out (Eashi, D. Kimchi et al). Friedlander and

Ottensosser rightly :
" from them, i.e. of the heathen bringing

them, He will take for priests and Levites, for all are saints

of Jehovah, on which account He has just compared them to

a clean vessel, and the Israelites offered by their hand to the

mincha." The majority of expositors do not even raise the

question, in what sense D?i^^ Q'?L]fi^ with the art. is used.

But Joseph Kimchi interprets: D^jnan Tmh, to serve the

priests, the Levites, so that they (the converted heathen) take

the place of the Gibeonites (cf. Zech. xiv. 21&), and therefore

of the former Caananite wyn (see Kohler, Nachsxil. Proph.

iii. p. 39). But this explanation is an attempt to confine

the prediction within the limits of the law, which it goes

beyond. Nevertheless, according to the present pointing,

the rendering is not, " also from them I will take for priests,

for Levites," i.e. take those whom I make priests, Levites.

So Bredenkamp, Baudissin,^ but ignoring the article ; for we
say HB'sp npp, not nE'xp; cases like xxix. 17, xxxii. 15, where,

against expectation, h is pointed with article, are not of the

same kind. The article presupposes the existence of priests,

Levites, to which Jehovah adds some from the heathen, n'jnab

whh does not mean, " to the Levitical priests," which would
have required D''l^n D''2n3^ ; which, however, is here unsuitable,

since, as Bredenkamp remarks, the idea " Levitical priests
"

does not get rid of the genealogical element. Were the

reading O'vPi original, it would be undeniable that the

prophet, like Ezekiel, distinguishes priests and Levites as

classes.^ But the better attested reading is n''l^^ Win'ih as an
asyndeton ; and even on this reading it is just as possible

that the prophet distinguishes, according to the standpoint of

the priest-codex, priests and Levites as a narrower and wider

circle of the clerus (cf. the asyndeton, xxxviii. 14), as that,

^ lias alttest. Priesterthum (1889), p. 243 f.

" LXX, Targ. Jerome translate, "and to the Levites ;" and this reading
really has imposing attestation (see Curtiss, The Levitical Priests, pp. SOS-
SIS) ; but in the Bahyl. Cod. of the prophets of the year 916 the 1 is erased
(by Sheva-stroke above), and on the margin imp 'h (»-e- here only without
1) is noted. So according to the Masora.
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according to the Deuteronomio standpoint, he appends i:'<'h'?

as a more precise definition to Qiin^f), i.e. to the Levites with
priestly authority (cf. the asyndeton, Josh. viii. 24, and also

Gen. xix. 9 ; 2 Sam. xviii. 29 ; Ps. Ixxiv. 14); the former

seems to me the more probable, as also to Cheyne and Breden-

kamp (see p. 360 of his commentary). When the heathen

are converted, Israel will be brought back ; then the temple-

service will require a numerous clerus, and Jehovah will

supplement the existing one, not only from DiN3i», but also

from the D''NnD. The same Spirit who broke through the

legal limits in chap. Ivi. moves here also. Geiger ^ finds

in this the spirit of reform ; we find in it the spirit of nascent

Christianity.

The confirmation now following refers to the entire pre-

ceding promise, inclusive of ver. 2 1, the election of Israel, as

Hofmann rightly observes, being equally well attested by the

two facts, that the heathen vie together in bringing back the

diaspora of Israel to their home, and that it is the highest

honour and reward for some of their number to take part in

the priestly and Levitical service of the temple, ver. 22

:

" For as the new heaven and the new earth, which I am about

to make, continue before me, says Jehovah, so your race and your

name shall continue." The bulk of the heathen world and

also cf Israel perish, but Israel's name and seed, i.e. Israel as

a nation with the same ancestors and an independent name,

remains for ever (cf. Jer. xxxi. 35 f., xxxiii. 20—26), as the

new heaven and the new earth. And just because Israel's

calling in regard to the heathen world is now fulfilled and all

things are made new, the old fencing off of Israel from the

heathen now comes to an end ; and what qualifies for priestly

and Levitical service in God's temple is no longer mere

natural descent, but inner nobility. The new heaven and

the new earth, God's approaching creation, exist eternally

before Him O^a^, cf. xlix. 16); for the old ones pass away

because they do not please God, but the former please Him

and are as eternal as His love, whose work and image they

are.

The prophet thus represents to himself the Church of the

1 In the essay, "MaleacH und der jiingere Jesaias," in Jiid. Zeit-

schrift, vL
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future on a new earth and under a new heaven ; but he is

unable to represent the eternal in the form of eternity ; he

represents it to himself merely as an unending continuation

of temporal history, ver. 23: "And it shall come to pass:

from new moon to new moon and from Sabbath to Sabbath all

flesh shall come to worship before me, says Jehovah." Thus,

new moons and Sabbaths are still observed ; and as once all

Israel assembled on the three great feasts, so now all flesh

does so every new moon and every Sabbath. "! (construct

"^i.) signifies what is sufficient, then also what is abundant

(see xl. 16), the comely and befitting, whence e.g. '13, sum-

total of sufficiency, oaov apicet, quantum satis, so that thus

(naB') ^r\ i^p means, " from when (or, as often as) what per-

tains to the new moon (Sabbath) comes about " (cf. xxviii. 19).

If (nac'a) t^ina is added, 3 is that of exchange : as often as

new moon (Sabbath) for new moon (Sabbath) is due, i.e. is to

happen, 1 Sam. vii. 1 6 ; Zech. xiv. 1 6 ; 2 Chron. xxiv. 5 (cf

.

1 Sam. i. 7 ; 1 Kings v. 2 5 ; 1 Chron. xxvii. 1 : year by year,

month by month ; Aramaic HJ^a I'ny, 1 Sam. xxvii. 7 ; Gen.

xxiv. 55; Onkelos). When it is said, as here, (ii^^ra) iB''in3,

the meaning is : as often as it has to happen on one new

moon (Sabbath) after the one preceding it, i.e. in the periodical

succession of one upon another.

The prophet now concludes the third Part of his discourses

with a ghastly illustration of the closing idea of the first two

Parts. They who go at that time as pilgrims to Jerusalem

on every new moon and Sabbath see there with their own
eyes the fearful punishment of the rebellious, ver. 24 : "And
they go forth and loch on the corpses of the men who have

rebelled against me ; for their worm shall not die, Tior their fire

be quenched; and they become a horror to all flesh." The
perfects are perf. consec. regulated by the preceding S<i3»;

ixyjl refers to going forth from the city. In ver. 18, the

prophet implicitly predicted that in the last days the whole

multitude of Jerusalem's foes would gather against it in order

to get it into their power. Hence it comes about that the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem becomes such a theatre of God's

retributive judgment, nxn -with 2 (=:^>) always denotes a

looking that adheres to its object, lingers on it; here with
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thankful feeling of satisfaction at God's righteous rule and
s.

their own merciful escape, tixn^ (of. l^j, to push, repel, jlj,

fut. a. to disgust) is the strongest expression for abominatio

;

only again in Dan. xii. 2. The prophet by his own mode of

description precludes the possibility of our conceiving what

is described in literal reality. Whereas we are forced to

transfer what is set forth in ver. 23, in accordance withZech.

xiv. 16, to the yet unglorified earth of those days, 24&, on the

otlier hand, looks like eternal punishment raised above the

conditions of temporality. The prophet blends temporal and

eternal. This world and the next coalesce to his view ; the

new creating of the heaven and the earth does not in his view

go beyond the horizon of the present life ; for the separation

of what lies on this side the gulf of the " regeneration " and

what lies beyond we are remitted to the New Testament. The

latter knows of a new setting-up of the present Jerusalem

after the "times of the Gentiles" (Luke xxi. 24) have run

their course, and of a glorious temporal "restoration" of

Israel (Acts i. 6 f.) ; but it knows also of a worm that dies

not and a fire that is unquenchable beyond the history of

time, Mark ix. 43 f. The vision of the matter sub specie

aeternitatis faintly dawns already in the Apocrypha, Wisd.

vii. 17 ; Judith xvi. 17.

The public reading of the synagogue repeats once more

after ver. 24, on account of its terrible import, the encourag-

ing words of ver. 23, "in order to conclude with words of

comfort " (niDTO nana mnnb). The Masoretic siman (mark,

vox meviorialis) for the four books, in which, on account of the

awful import of the last verse, the preceding one is afterwards

repeated, is pp"n'', the initial letters of Yesaia, Teresar, Klnoth,

Koheleth.
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The Messianic Prophecies. Crown 8vo, $3.00.

Introduction to the Pauline Epistles. 8vo, $4.50.

Introduction to the Catholic Epistles. 8vo, $4.00.

Exegetical Studies. Crown 8vo, $2.00.
Godet (Prof.)

—

Commentary on St. Luke's Gospel. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.
Commentary on St. John's Gospel. Three vols. 8vo, $9.00.
Commentary on Epistle to the Romans. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.
Commentary on 1st Epistle to Corinthians. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.
Lectures in Defence of the Christian Faith. Cr. 8vo, $2.40.

Goebel (Siegfried)—The Parables op Jesus. 8vo, $3.00.

Hagenbach (Dr. K. E. )

—

History op Doctrines. Three vols. 8vo, $9.00.
History of the Reformation. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Haft (Kev. Newman, LL.B.)

—

The Lord's Prayer. Crown 8vo, $2.00.

Harless (Dr. 0. A.)

—

System of Christian Ethics. 8vo, $3.00.

Hanpt (Erich)

—

The First Epistle op St. John. 8vo, $3.00.

Havemick (H. A. Ch.)

—

Introduction to Old Testament. $3.00.

Heard (Eev. J. B., M.A.)

—

The Tripartite Nature op Man—Spirit Soul
AND BoDT. Fifth Edition, crown 8vo, $2.00.

' '

Old and New Theology. A Constructive Critique. Cr. 8vo $2.25.
Hefele (Bishop)—A History of the Councils of the Church Vol I

to A.D. 325 ; Vol. II., A.D. 326 to 429. Vol. III., ad. 4.31 to the "close of the
Council of Chalcedon, 461. 8vo, $4.50 each.
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Adam (X, D.D.)

—

An Exposition of the Epistle of James. 8vo, |3.60.

Ahlfeld (Dr.), etc.

—

The Voice feom the Cross : Sermons on our Lord's

Passion by Eminent Living Preachers of Germany. Crown 8vo, $2.00.

Alexander (Prof. W. Lindsay)—System or Biblical Theology. Two vols.

8vo, S8.00.

Bannerman (Prof.)

—

The Church op Christ. Two vols. 8vo, $8.40.

Bannerman (Bev. D.D.)—The Doctrine of the Church. 8vo, $450.

Bamugarten (Professor)

—

Apostolic History. Three vols. 8vo, $9.00.

Beck (Dr.)

—

Outlines of Biblical Psychology. Crown 8vo, $1.50.

Pastoral Theology in the New Testament. Crown Svo, $2.25.

Bengel

—

Gnomon of the New Testament. With Original Notes, Explana-
tory and Illustrative. Five vols. Svo, $12.00.

Bible-Class Handbooks. Crown 8vo.

BiNNlE (Prof.)—The Church, 60 cents.

Brown (Principal)—The Epistle to the Eomans, 80 cents.

Candlish (Prof.)—The Christian Sacraments, 60 cents.

The Work of the Holy Spirit, 60 cents.

Christian Doctrine of God, 60 cents.

Davidson (Prof.)—The Epistle to the Hebrews, $1.00.

Dons (Marcus, D.D.)—Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, 80 cents.

Book of Genesis, 80 cents.

Douglas (Principal)—Book of Joshua, 60 cents.

—Book of Judges, 50 cents.

Hamilton (T., D.D.)—Irish Presbyterian Church History, 80 cents.

Henderson (Archibald, M.A.)—Palestine, with Maps. The Maps are
by Captain Conder, R.E., of the Palestine Exploration Fund. $1.00.

Innes (A. T.)—Church and State. A Historical Handbook, $1.25.

KiLPATRiCK (T. B., B.D.)—Butler's Three Sermons on Human Nature,
60 cents.

Lindsay (Prof.)—St. Mark's Gospel, $1.00.

St. Luke's Gospel, Two vols., $1.25.

The Reformation, 80 cents.

The Acts of the Apostles, Two vols., $1.25.

Macgrbgor (Prof)—The Epistle to the Galatians, 60 cents.

Exodus, Two vols., $1.60.

Macphbrson (John, M.A.)—Presbyterianism, 60 cents.

The Westminster Confession of Faith, 80 cents.

The Sum of Saving Knowledge, 60 cents.

Murphy (Prof.)—The Books of Chronicles, 60 cents

Reith (George, M.A.)—St. John's Gospel, Two vol-
, $1.60.

ScRYMGEOUR (Wm.)—Lessons on the Life of Christ, $1.00.
Stalker (James, D.D.)—Life of Christ, 60 cents.

Life of St. Paul, 60 cents.

Smith (George, LL.D.)—A Short History of Missions, $1.00.
Thomson (W. D., M.A.)—Christian Miracles and Conclusions of Science

80 cents.

Walker (Norman L., M.A.)—Scottish Church History, 60 cents.

Whyte (Alexander, D.D.)—The Shorter Catechism, $1.00.
Bible-Class Primers. Paper covers, 25 cents each.

Croskery (Prof)—Joshua and the Conquest.
Given (Prof)—The Kings of Judah.
Gloag (Paton J., D.D.)—Life of Paul.

IvBRACH (James, M.A.)— Life of Moses.
Paterson (Prof J. A.)—Period of the Judges.
RoBSON (John, D.D.)—Outlines of Protestant Missions.
Salmond (Prof.)—Life of Peter.

The Shorter Catechism, Three Parts.
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Bible-Class Primers

—

continued.
Salmond (ProfO—Life of Christ.
Scott (J. A.)—Life of Abraham.
Skinner (J., M.A.)—Historical Connection between the Old and

New Testameuts.
Smith (H. W., D.D.)—Outlines of Early Church History.
Thomson (P., M.A.>-Life of David.
Walker (W., M.A.)—The Kings of Israel.

WiNTBRBOTHAM (Rayner, M.A.)—Life and Reign of Solomon.
WiTHEROw (Prof.)—The History of the Reformation.

Blaikie (Prof. W. 6.)

—

The Preachers ov Scotland from the 6th to the
19th Century. Post 8vo, S3.00.

Bleek's Introduction to the New Testament. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.
Bruce (A. B., D.D.)—The Training of the Twelve ; exhibiting the Twelve

Disciples under Discipline for the Apostleship. Third Edition, 8vo, 14.00.
The Humiliation of Christ, in its Pliysical, Ethical, and Official
Aspects. Second Edition, 8vo, $4.00.

The Kingdom of God ; or. The Teaching of Christ according to the
Synoptical Gospels. Ex. crown 8vo, $2.00.

Calvin's Institutes of Christian Religion. (Translation.) Two vols.
8vo, $5.60.

Calvini Institntio Christianse Beligionis. A. Tholuck. Two vols. 8vo, $5.60.
Candlish (Prof. J. S., D.D.)

—

The Kingdom of God Biblically and His-
TOKICAr.LY CONSIDEKKD. SvO, $4.20.

Caspari (C. E.)—A Chronological and Geographical Introduction to
THE Life of Ohri.st. 8vo, $3.00.

Caspers (A.)

—

The Footsteps of Christ. Crown 8vo, $3.00.
Cassel (Prof.)

—

Commentary on Esther. 8vo, $3.00.
Cave (Prof.)

—

^The Scriptural Doctrine of Sacrifice. Second Edition,
8vo, $4.00.

An Introduction to Theology : Its Principles, its Branches, its

Kesnlts, and its Literature. 8vo, $4.50.

Cramer (Prof.)

—

Biblico-Thbological Lexicon of New Testament Greek.
Third Edition, with Supplement, demy 4to, $13.50.

Crippen (Eev. T. G.)—A Popular Introduction to the History op
Christian Doctrine. 8vo, $3.00.

Cunningham (Principal)

—

Historical Theology. Review of the Principal
Doctrinal Discussions since the Apostolic Age. Two vols. 8vo, $8.40.

Discussions on Church Principles. 8vo, $4.20.

Curtiss (Dr. S. I.)

—

The Levitical Priests. Crown 8vo, $2 00.

Davidson (Prof.)—An Introductory Hebrew Grammar. With Progressive

Exercises in Reading and Writing. Ninth Edition, 8vo, $2.75.

DeUtzsch (Prof.)—A System of Biblical Psychology. 8vo, $3.00.

New Commentary on Genesis. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Commentary on Job. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Commentary on Psalms. Three vols. 8vo, $9.00.

On the Proverbs op Solomon. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

On the Song op Solomon and Ecclesiastes. 8vo, $3.00.

Old Testament History of Redemption. Crown 8vo, $1.80.

Commentary on Isaiah. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

New Commentary on Isaiah. Vol. I. now ready, 8vo, $3.00.

On the Epistle to the Hebrews. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Iris : Studies in Colour and Talks about Flowers. Post 8vo, $2.00.

Messianic Prophecies. New Edition in. the Press.

Doedes

—

Manual op New Testament Hebmenbutics. Crown 8vo, $1.20.

Dollinger (Dr.)

—

Hippolytus and Callistus ; or. The Roman Church in the

First Half of the Third Century. 8to, $3.00.

Dorner (Prof.)

—

History of the Development of the Doctrine of the
PEK.SON OF Christ. Five vols. 8vo, $15.00.

— System of Christian Doctrine. Four vols. 8vo, $12.00.

System of Christian Ethics. 8vo, $3.50.
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Hengstenberg (Prof.)

—

Commentaey on Psalms. Three vols. 8vo, f9.00.
Commentary on the Book of Ecclesiastes. Treatises on the
Song of Solomon, Job, and on leadah, etc.. 8vo, $3.00.

The Prophecies op Ezekiel Elucidated. 8vo, |3.00.
The Genuineness op Daniel, etc. 8vo, $4.80.

History op the Kingdom op God. Two vols. 8vo, |6.00.

Oheistology op the Old Testament. Four vols. 8vo, |12.00.
On the Gospel op St. John. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Hutchison (John, D.D.)—Commentary on Thessalonians. 8vo, $3.60.

Commentary on Philippians. 8vo, $3.00.

Johnstone (Prof. E., D.D.)

—

Commentary on First Peter. 8vo, |4.00.

Jones (E. E. C.)

—

Elements op Logic as a Science of Propositions. 8vo,
$3.00.

Kant

—

The Metaphysio of Ethics. Crown 8vo, $2.25.

Philosophy op Law. Trans, hy W. Hastie, B.D. Or. 8vo, |2.00.

Keil (Prof.)

—

Commentary on the Pentateuch. Three vols. 8vo, $9.00.

Commentary on Joshua, Judges, and Ruth. 8vo, $3.00.

Commentary on the Books op Samuel. 8vo, $3.00.

Commentary on the Books op Kings. 8vo, $3.00.
• Commentary on Chronicles. 8vo, $3.00.

Commentary on Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther. 8vo, $3.00.

Commentary on Jeremiah. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Commentary on Ezekiel. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Commentary on Daniel. 8vo, $3.00.

On the Books op the Minor Prophets. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Manual of Historico-Critical Introduction to the Canonical ,

Scriptures of the Old Testament. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Handbook on Biblical Aech^eology. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Eillen (Prof.)

—

The Old Catholic Church ; or, The History, Doctrine,

Worship, and Polity of the Christians, traced to A.i>. 755. 8vo, |3.60.

The Ignatian Epistles Entirely Spurious. Crown 8vo, $1.00.

The Framework op the Church. A Treatise on Church Govern-
ment, 8vo, $3.75.

Konig (Dr. F. E.)—The Religious History op Israel. A Discussion of

the Chief Problems in Old Testament History as opposed to the Development
Theorists. Crown 8vo, $1.50.

Erummacher (Dr. F. W.)

—

The Suffering Saviour ; or, Meditations on the

Last Days of the Sufferings of Christ. Eighth Edition, crown 8vo, $2.40.

David, the King op Israel : A Portrait drawn from Bible History

and the Book of Psalms. Second Edition, crown 8to, $2.40.

Kurtz (Prof.)

—

Handbook of Church History. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

History of the Old Covenant. Three vols. 8vo, $9.00.

Laidlaw (Prof.)

—

The Bible Doctrine op Man. 8vo, $4.00.

Lechler (Prof. G. V., D.D.)

—

The Apostolic and Post-Apostolic Times.

Their Diversity and Unity in Life and Doctrine. Two vols. cr. 8yo, $6.00.

Lehmann (Pastor)

—

Scenes from the Life op Jesus. Crown 8vo, $1.50.

lichtenberger's History op German Theology in the Nineteenth

Century. Bevised and brought up to date, with important additions

specially prepared for this English Edition by the Author. 8vo, $6.00.

lisco (F. G.)—Parables op Jesus Explained. Foap. 8vo, $2.00.

Lotze (Hermann)—Microcosmus : An Essay concerning Man and his Relation

to the World. 8vo (1450 pages), one vol., $6.00.

Luthardt, Kahnis, and Briickner—The Church. Crown 8vo, $2.00.

Luthardt (Prof.)—St. John the Author op the Fourth Gospel. $3.00.

History of Christian Ethics. Vol. I. $3.00.

St. John's Gospel Described and Explained according to its

Peculiar Character. Three vole. 8vo, $9.00.

Apologetic Lectures on the Fundamental Truths op Chris-

tianity (Seventh Edition). Crown 8vo, $2.00.
. „ o mc nn

Saving Truths op Christianity (Fifth Edition). Crown 8vo, $2.00.

Moral Truths op Christianity {Thirrd Editwn). Crown 8vo, $2.00.
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Mair (A., D.D.)

—

Studies in the Cheistian Evidences. Second Edition,

crown 8vo, $2.00.

Martensen (Bishop)

—

Christian Dogmatics : A Compendium of the Doctrines

of Christianity. 8vo, $3.00.

Christian Ethics. ^General Ethics.) 8vo, $3.00.

Christian Ethics. (Individual Ethics.) 8vo, |3.00.
— Christian Ethics. (Social Ethics.) 8vo, $3.00.

Matheson (Geo., D.D.)—Growth of the Spirit or Christianity, from the

First Century to the Dawn of the Lutheran Era. Two vols. 8vo, $7.50.

Aids to the Study of German Theology. Third Edition, $1.50.

Meyer (Dr.)—Critical and Exegetical Commentary on St. Matthew's
Gospel. Two vole. 8vo, $6.00.

On Mark and Luke. Two vols. 8vo, |6.00.

On St. John's Gospel. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

On Acts of the Apostles. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

On the Epistle to the Romans. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

On Corinthians. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

On Galatians. 8vo, $3.00.

On Ephesians and Philemon. One vol. 8vo, $3.00.

On Philippians and Colossians. One vol. 8vo, $3.00.

On Thessalonians. {Br. Liinemann.) One vol. 8vo, $3.00.

The Pastoral Epistles. (Dr. Huther.) 8vo, $3.00.

The Epistle to the Hebrews. (Dr. Liinemann.) 8vo, $3.00.

St. James' and St. John's Epistles. {Huther.) 8vo, $3.00.

Peter and Jude. {Dr. Huther.) One vol. 8vo, $3.00.
*,* This translation isfrom the last edition revised hy the late Dr. Meyer.

Michie (Charles, M.A.)

—

Bible Words and Phrases. 18mo, 40 cents.

Monrad (Dr. D. G.)—The World of Prayer. Crown 8vo, $1.80.

MiiUer (Dr. Julius)

—

The Christian Doctrine of Sin. An entirely New
Translation from the Fifth German Edition. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Naville (Ernest)

—

The Problem of Evil. Crown 8vo, $1.80.

The Christ. Translated by Rev. T. J. DbsprSs. Cr. 8vo, $1.80.

Modern Physics: Studies Histoiical and Philosophical. Translated
by Eev. Ubnky Downton, M.A. Crown 8vo, $2.00.

Nicoll (W. B,., LL.D.)

—

The Incarnate Saviour : A Life of Jesus Christ.
Crown 8vo, $2.40.

Oehler (Prof.)

—

Theology of the Old Testament. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Oosteizee (Dr. Van)

—

The Year of Salvation. Words of Life for Every
Day. A Book of Household Devotion. Two vols. 8vo, $2.40 each.

Moses : A Biblical Study. Crown 8vo, $2.40.

Orelli

—

Old Testament Prophecy regarding the Consummation of the
KiNoDOM OK God. 8vo, $3.00.

Prophecies of Isaiah. Demy 8vo, $3.00.

Prophecies of Jeremiah. 8vo, $3.00.

Fhilippi (F. A.)

—

Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. From the
Third Improved Edition, by Eev. Professor Banks. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Pressense (Edward de)

—

The Redeemer : Discourses. Crown 8vo, $2.40.
Piinjer (Bemhard)

—

History of the Christian Philosophy op Religion
FKOM THE EeFORMATION TO KaNT. 8vO, $0.25.

Rabiger (Prof.)—Encyclopaedia of Theology. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.
Bainy (Principal)— Delivery and Development of Christian Doctrine.

{The Fifth Series of the Cunnirmham Lectures.') 8vo, $4.00.

Beusch (Prof.)

—

Nature and the Bible : Lectures on the Mosaic History of
Creation in relation to Natural Science. Two vols. 8vo, $7.50.

Biehm (Prof.)

—

Messianic Prophecy. New Edition in the Prcts.

Bothe (Prof.)

—

Sermons for the Christian Year. Crown 8vo, $1.50.
Saisset

—

Manual of Modern Pantheism. Two vols. 8vo, $4.00.
Sartoiius (Dr. E.)

—

Doctrine of Divine Love. 8vo, $3.00.
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Sohmid's Biblical Theology of the New Testament. 8vo, f3.00.
Schiirer (Prof.)—History of the New Testament Times. Div. II. Three

vols. 8vo, $9.00.

Scott (Jas., M.A., D.D.)

—

Peinoiples of New Testament Quotation-
Established AND Applied to Biblical Criticism. Crown 8vo, 2nd
Edition, |1.50.

Simon (Rev. Prof. D. W.)—The Bible ; An Outgrowth of Theocratic Life.
Crown 8vo, $1.80.

Redemption of Man. Discussions bearing on the Atonement.
Demy 8vo, iJ4.00.

Smeaton (Prof.)

—

The Doctrine of the Atonement as Taught by Christ
Himself. Second Edition, 8vo, $4.20.

On the Doctrine op the Holy Spirit. 2nd Edition. 8vo, |3.60.

Smith (Prof. Thos., D.D.)—Mediaeval Missions. Cro\vn 8vo, $1.80.

Stahlin (Leonhard)

—

Kant, Lotze, and Ritschl : A Critical Examination.
8vo, $3.00.

Stalker (Eev. Jas., D.D.)

—

The Life of Jesus Christ. New Edition, in
lai-ger type. Crown 8vo, $1,50.

Life of St. Paul. Large Type Edition. Crown 8vo, $1.50.

Stanton (V. H., M.A.)

—

The Jewish and The Christian Messiah. A
Stndy in the Earliest History of Christianity. 8to, $4.00.

Steinmeyer (Dr. F. L.)

—

The Miracles of Our Lord : Examined in their
relation to Modern Criticism. 8vo, $3.00.

The History of the Passion and Resurrection of Our Lord,
considered in the light of Modern Criticism. 8vo, $3.00.

Stevenson (Mtb.)—The Symbolic Parables : The Predictions of the Apoca-
lypse in relation to the General Truths of Scripture. Crown 8vo, $1.40.

Steward (Eev. G.)

—

Mediatorial Sovereignty : The Mystery of Christ and
the Eevelatlon of the Old and New Testaments. Two vols. 8vo, $8.40.

The Argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 8vo, $4.20.

Stier (Dr. Eudolph)—On the Words of the Lord Jesus. Eight vole. 8vo. $24.00.

The Words of the Risen Saviour, and Commentary on the
Epistle of St. James. 8vo, $3.00.

The Words of the Apostles Expounded. 8vo, $3.00.

Tholuck (Prof.)

—

Light from the Cross. Third Edition, crown 8vo, $2.00.

Tophel (Pastor G.)—The Work of the Holy Spirit. Crown 8vo, $1.00.

TJllmann (Dr. Carl)

—

Reformers before the Reformation, principally in

Gei-many and the Netherlands. Two vols. 8vo, $6.00.

The Sinlessness of Jesus : An Evidence for Christianity. Fourtli

Edition, crown 8vo, $2.25.

Urwick (W., M.A.)

—

The Servant of Jehovah: A Commentary upon

Isaiah lii. 13-liii. 12 : with Dissertations upon Isaiah xl.-lxvi. 8vo, $2.40.

Vinet.—Life of Alexander Vinet. By Laura M. Lane. Post 8vo, $3.00.

Walker (J.. D.D.)—Theology and Theologians of Scotland. New-

Edition, crown 8vo, $1.40.

Watts (Prof.)—The Newer Criticism and the Analogy of the Faith.

Third Edition, crown 8vo, $2.00. ,

„ , „ . .^ t, • i

The Reign of Causality : A Vindication of the Scientihc Principle

of Telic Causal Efficiency. Crown 8vo, $2.40.

Weiss (Prof.)—Biblical Theology of New Testament. 2 vols. 8vo, $6.00.

Life of Christ. Three vols. 8vo, $9.00.

White (Eev. M.)—Symbolical Numbers of Scripture. Crown 8vo, $1.50.

Winer (Dr G. B.)—A Treatise on the Grammar of New Testament

Greek regai'ded as the Basis of New Testament Exegesis. Third Editii.ii,

edited by "W. P. Moui.ton, D.D. Ninth English Edition, 8vo, $6.00

The Doctrines and Confessions of Christendom. Svo, $3.00.

Witherow (Prof T., D.D.)—The Form op the Christian Temple. Svo, $400.

Workman (Prof G. C.)—The Text of Jeremiah ; or, A Critical Investigation

of the Greek and Hebrew, with the Variations in the LXX Eetranslated mto

the Original and Explained. Post 8vo, $3.60.

Wright (C. H., D.D.)—Biblical Essays. Crown 8vo, $2.00.
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Baumgarten—The History of the Ohuroli in the ApostoUo Age. Three vols.

Bleek—Introduction to the New Testament. Two vols.

Oassel's Commentary on Esther. One vol.

Delltzsch—Commentary on Joh. Two vols.

New Commentary on Genesis. Two vols.

Commentary on the Psalms. Three vols.

Commentary on the Proverbs of Solomon. Two vols.

Commentary on Song of Solomon and Eoolesiastes. One vol.

Commentary on the Prophecies of Isaiah. Two vols.

New Commentary on Isaiah. Vol. I. now ready.

Commentary on Epistle to the Hebrews. Two vols.

A System of Biblical Psychology. One vol.

Domer—A System of Christian Doctrine. Pour vols.

History of the Development of the Doctrine of the Person of Christ. Five vols.

Ebrard—Commentary on the Epistles of St. John. One vol.

The Gospel History. One vol.

Apologetics. Three vols.

Ewald—Revelation: Its Nature and Record. One vol.

Old and New Testament Theology. One vol.

Frank's System of Christian Certainty. One vol.

Gebhardt—Doctrine of the Apocalypse. One vol.

Godet—Oommentary on St. Luke's Gospel. Two voli<.

Commentary on St. John's Gospel. Three vols.

Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. Two vols.

Commentary on First Corinthians. Two vols.

Goebel—On the Parables. One vol.

Hagenbaoh—History of the Reformation. Two vols.

History of Christian Doctrines. Three vols.

Harless—A System of Christian Ethics. One vol.

Haupt—Commentary on the First Epistle of St. John. One vol.

HSvemlok—General Introduction to the Old Testament. One vol.

Hengstenberg—Christology of the Old Testament. Four vols.

Commentary on the Psalms. Three vols.

On the Book of Eoclesiastes. Etc. etc. One vol.

Commentary on the Gospel of St. John. Two vols.

Commentary on Ezekiel. One vol.

The Kingdom of God under the Old Covenant. Two vols.

Keil—Introduction to the Old Testament. Two vols.

Commentary on the Pentateuch. Three vols.

Commentary on Joshua, Judges, and Ruth. One vol.

Commentary on the Books of Samuel. One vol.

Commentary on the Books of Kings. One vol.

Commentary on the Books of Chronicles. One vol.

Commentary on Ezra, Nehemlah, and Esther. One vol.

Commentary on Jeremiah and Lamentations. Two vols.

Commentary on Ezekiel. Two vols.

Commentary on the Book of Daniel. One vol.

Commentary on the Minor Prophets. Two vols.

Biblical ArehsBOlogy. Two vols.

Kurtz—History of the Old Covenant ; or, Old Testament Dispensation. Three vols.

Luthardt—Commentary on the Gospel of St. John. Three vols.

History of Christian Ethics. Vol. I

Martensen—Christian Dogmatics. One vol.

Christian Ethics. General—Social—Individual. Three vols.

MtUler -The Christian Doctrine of Sin. Two vols.

Oehler—Biblical Theology of the Old Testament. Two vols.

Orelll—Prophecy regarding Consummation of God's Kingdom. One vol.

Oommentary on Isaiah. One vol.

Commentary on Jeremiah. One vol.

Phillppl—Oommentary on Epistle to Romans. Two vols.

RSbtger—EnoyclopsBdla of Theology. Two vols.

Sartorius—The Doctrine of Divine Love. One vol.

Sohiirer—The Jewish People in the Time of Christ. Division I. Vol.1. Division II. Three vols.

Stelnmeyer—History of the Passion and Resurrection of our Lord. One vol.

Stier—The Words of the Lord Jesus. Bight vols.

The Words of the Risen Saviour, and Oommentary on Epistle of St. James. One vol
The Words of the Apostles Expounded. One vol.

numann—Reformers before the Reformation. Two vols.

Weiss—Biblical Theology of the New Testament. Two vols.

The Life of Christ. Three vols.

Winer—Collection of the Confessions of Christendom. One vol.

%* For Prices of the above Works see preceding pages.
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